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Preface

W

e are delighted that Sefer Bamidbar of the Kol Menachem Chumash is now
entering its second edition, which includes numerous amendments to both
the Hebrew and English texts and commentary to the Haftaros.

We once again extend our thanks to Rabbi Meyer Gutnick, who has graciously
accepted upon himself the labor and expense of publishing and distributing this work. May
this merit be a source of eternal blessing for him and his family.
May we soon merit the true and complete redemption, with Mashiach Tzidkeinu,
speedily in our days.
Kol Menachem
25th of Elul 5768
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BLESSINGS

ON

READING

THE

TORAH

[

The person who is called to the Torah takes hold of the handles of the Sefer Torah with
his tallis1, unrolls the Sefer Torah and, with his tallis (or the belt of the Torah) touches
the beginning and end2 of the reading. The scroll is then closed, he turns slightly to the
right and says:

*

*

.KxŸan
 d ii z` Ekx A
¨
The congregation responds:
*

.c¤re mlFr§l KxŸan
 d ii KEx¨A
The person called to the Torah continues:
*

:c¤re mlFr§l KxŸan
 d ii KEx¨A

Ep«¨A xg«¨A xW` ,m¨lFrd K¤l«n Epi«d÷` ii dY`
ii dY` KEx¨A .FzxFY z` Ep«¨l oz«pe ,miO©rd l¨Mn
:dxFYd ozFp

KEx¨A

The person called to the Torah now reads along with the reader in an undertone.
After the reading is complete, the person called to the Torah touches the end and the
beginning3 of the reading with his tallis (or belt of the Sefer Torah) and kisses it.
He then closes the scroll, turns slightly to the right and says:

Ep«¨l oz«p xW` ,m¨lFrd K¤l«n Epi«d÷` ii dY`
dY` KEx¨A .Ep«¥kFz§A rhp m¨lFr iIge ,zn`
 zxFY
:dxFYd ozFp ,ii

KEx¨A

After the reading is complete, the person called to the Torah stays at the bimah until the
next reading is concluded (or, if it is the last reading, until the Torah is raised).

1. Sefer Haminhagim. According to the Rebbe’s personal custom, the handles are held directly, without the tallis in between.
2. Sefer Haminhagim. According to the Rebbe’s personal custom, the tallis is used to touch the beginning, the end and then the beginning of the reading again.
3. Sefer Haminhagim. According to the Rebbe’s personal custom, the tallis is used to touch the end, the beginning and then the end of the reading again.

I

n the early years of his leadership, the
Alter Rebbe declared publicly:
“We have to live with the times!”
Through his brother, the Maharil, the
senior chasidim discovered that the Rebbe
meant that one should live with the Parsha of
the week, and the particular Parsha of the
day. One should not only study the weekly
Parsha, but live with it.
(H AYOM Y OM , C HESHVAN 2)

[
parshas

Bamidbar

rcsnc ,arp

[

The Name of the Parsha

amidbar, which is the name of our Parsha—and the
name of this entire book—means “in the desert.”
However, the name Bamidbar itself does not seem to
bring to light any unique qualities of our Parsha at all. At
this point, the Jewish people has been situated in the
desert for a considerable period of time: Throughout the
whole Book of Vayikra and part of the Book of Shemos.
So what is added now by stressing that the Jewish people
were “in the desert”?
he answer to this question lies in the fact that “we
always read Parshas Bamidbar before Shavu’os”
(Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim 428:4). Before we experience the
giving of the Torah once again—for spiritually, the Torah
is given anew every Shavu’os—it is necessary to recall
and take to heart the fact that the Torah was not given in
a civilized environment, but in a desert.
The lesson here is twofold:
1.) A desert is a place of utter desolation where “no man
can live” (Jer. 2:6). Thus, the Torah was given there to

B

T

[

indicate that it should be embraced without any preconceptions or ulterior motives. When a person lives in a
civilized place and he encounters a new idea or
suggestion, he will first evaluate it to determine whether
it is acceptable according to societal norms. With Torah,
however, this would be a mistake; the correct approach to
accepting the Torah is: “We will do, and (later) we will
understand” (Shemos 24:7). Therefore, the Torah was given
in a desert, where nobody lives, to indicate that one
needs to be truly “open-minded”—i.e. not influenced by
one’s environment—to appreciate its values.
2.) The Torah was given in a desert to teach that sharing
the Torah with those who currently find themselves in a
spiritual desert is fundamental to Torah Judaism. It is not
the case that the Torah can “also” reach those who are
found in a spiritual wasteland; on the contrary, this is a
central theme of the giving of the Torah: to transform
every spiritual desert into a “civilized environment.”
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Bamidbar 5732 & 5734)
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rjt ycan untu sjt ycan uhcta hn /o,ct ,hck : ycau yca
:3, k u d k d k g e c o h k e a h s h k g / o , k d k d k : u h c t y c a k g o u e h
:ohrag icn ,ujp tcmc tmuh ihta shdn /tcm tmh kf (d)
:ycau yca kf thab ofng uhvh o,ut usep,af / u h v h o f , t u (s)

vbun uhbpk i,chj lu,n /asjk sjtc hbhx rcsnc /rcshu (t)
gshk itbn kdgc ukpbafu 'itbn ohrmnn utmhaf 'vga kf o,ut
ixhbc sjtc /itbn ivhkg u,bhfa ,uravk tcaf /ohr,ubv ihbn
k f i h b n g s / o , j p a n k ( c ) :1o t b n r h h t c s j t c u ' i f a n v o e u v

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 We already know that the Jewish people were “in the
Sinai Desert.” Why does verse 1 stress this point?
IBN EZRA: To inform us that once God’s Presence rested on the Tent
of Meeting, Moshe no longer ascended Mount Sinai to speak to God.

 Why did God instruct Moshe to take a census of the
Jewish people? (v. 1)
RASHI: Because they are precious to Him, He counts them all the
time: [1] When they left Egypt, He counted them (Shemos 12:37);
[2] when they sinned with the Calf, He counted them to know the
number of the survivors (Shemos 32:28); [3] and when He rested His

Presence among them, He counted them—on the first of Nisan, the
Tabernacle was erected, and on the first of Iyar [when this verse was
said], He counted them.
MIDRASH: The Jewish people were counted on ten occasions:
[1] Once when they went down to Egypt (Devarim10:22); [2] once when
they departed from Egypt (Shemos 12:37); [3] once in [the beginning of
the] Book of Numbers; [4] once in connection with the Spies;
[5] once in the days of Yehoshua, when the Land was divided;
[6–7] Twice in the days of Sha’ul (Sam. I 15:4; ibid. 11:8); [8] once in the
days of David (ibid. II 24:9); [9] once in the days of Ezra (Ezra 2:64); and
[10] once in the future to come (see Jer. 33:13; Tanchuma, Ki Sisa 9).

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE S INAI D ESERT ( V . 1)

faith and they went. This is what is explicitly stated in the Prophets:
‘I remember the love of your youth, the love of your betrothal, when you
followed Me into the desert, into a land that was not sown.’ (Jer. 2:2)”
With this in mind, the reader will instantly appreciate the connection
with Rashi’s comment to our verse. Rashi says here that God counts the
Jewish people “because they are precious to Him.” It therefore follows
why the verse stresses that this occurred “in the Sinai Desert,” for it was
running into the desert without provisions that initially aroused God’s love
for the Jewish people which, in turn, caused them to be counted.
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Bamidbar 5746)

k

When reading the opening verse of our Parsha, the reader will
immediately be troubled as to why the Torah stresses that, “God spoke to
Moshe in the Sinai Desert” [as Ibn Ezra asks]. For, at the literal level,
there is no indication that the Jewish people had relocated after, “they
arrived in the Sinai Desert” (Shemos 19:2). So why does one need to be
informed that, “God spoke to Moshe in the Sinai Desert,” when one
would not have thought otherwise?
It may appear that Rashi’s comments to verse 1 were written to answer
a different question, namely, why the Jewish people were counted at this
point. However, on closer examination we will see that Rashi’s comment
answers the above question too, but Rashi did not deem it necessary to
address the matter directly, as he presumed that the reader would
understand it by himself, in light of one of Rashi’s earlier comments.
In Parshas Bo (Shemos 12:39), Rashi explains the significance of the fact
that the Jewish people, “had not made provisions for themselves,” when
departing Egypt: “This tells the praise of the Jewish people. They did not
say, ‘How can we go into the desert without provisions?’ Rather, they had

”H E C OUNTS T HEM A LL

THE

T IME ” (R ASHI , V . 1)

Rashi’s comments to verse 1 appear to be self-contradictory. First he
writes that since the Jewish people are precious to God, “He counts them
all the time.” But then Rashi continues that God only counted the Jewish
people on special occasions (“when they left Egypt... when they sinned
with the calf... when He rested His Presence among them”), and not “all
the time.”
uf 'jk ,una 3

:ye tr,c tcc 2

s tnujb, 1

1:1-7
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THE CENSUS

[

G

1

od spoke to Moshe in the Sinai Desert, in the Tent of Meeting, on the first (day) of the second
month, in the second year after their exodus from the land of Egypt, saying:
2
Take the sum of the entire congregation of the children of Israel (to ascertain the size of each
of the tribal) families. (Those born to parents of two different tribes are considered to be part of) their
father’s house. (Take) a head-count (by counting each person’s half-shekel donation and by) keeping a
count of the names. 3 (Include in the census all those) from twenty years old and upwards, (i.e.) all who
are fit to go out to the army in Israel. You and Aharon should count them, by their regiments.
4
(When you count,) there should be with you a (senior) person from each tribe, one who is head of
(his tribe), his father’s house. 5 These are the names of the men who should stand with you:
For Re’uvain, Elitzur the son of Shedai’ur.
6
For Shimon, Shelumiel the son of Tzurishadai.
7
For Yehudah, Nachshon the son of Aminadav.
TORAS MENACHEM

Furthermore, Rashi was surely familiar with the teaching of the Midrash
that the Jewish people will only be counted ten times throughout history.
So how could Rashi state that God “counts them all the time”?

T HE E XPLANATION
God’s affection is extended towards the Jewish people at all times. And
since counting is a direct result of this affection, Rashi wrote, “Because
they are precious to Him (which is all the time), He counts them all the
time.” In order to prove this point Rashi continued, “When they left Egypt,
He counted them.” This refers to the verse in Parshas Bo, which states:
“The children of Israel journeyed from Ramses to Sukos, about six
hundred thousand men” (Shemos 12:37). Since the Torah does not mention
that any census took place, we can only presume that this number (“about
six hundred thousand men”) was counted by God Himself. This supports
Rashi’s assertion that “He counts them all the time,” i.e. even when no
actual census is taking place, God counts the Jewish people.

[

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Bamidbar 5745)

Sparks of Chasidus

T HE B OOK
he “Book of Numbers” acquired its name from the census which
takes place here at the opening of the book (see Yoma 68b). While
at first glance, head-counting may appear to be a rather simple,
almost trivial pursuit, Chasidic thought explains that the census
recorded here in our Parsha was a profound event which touched on
the very core of the Jewish spirit.
When a group of people are counted, everybody is equal. No
person is counted twice, however important he may be, and even the
most insignificant person is counted once. What, then, are we
actually counting? It is not our personalities, our talents, our wealth,
our knowledge or our esteem; rather, we are counting our very
identities. Thus when Jewish people are counted—says Chasidic
thought—the “nucleus” of our Jewish identities (possessed by all Jews
equally) is stimulated and brought to the surface.
This “nucleus” of Jewishness is responsible for the remarkable
display of courage among countless Jewish people who, throughout

T

But how do we know that God’s affection is extended to the Jewish
people all the time, even when they do not act favorably in God’s eyes?
Rashi explains, “When they sinned with the Calf, He counted them.”
Clearly, if “they are [still] precious to Him,” at such a difficult time, then
God’s affection evidently extends to the Jewish people “all the time.”
However, this leaves us with a question: If God counts the Jewish
people “all the time” in any case, why was an actual census required here
in our Parsha? Rashi explains, “When He rested His Presence among
them, He counted them.” I.e. our Parsha speaks of a time when God
openly and visibly expressed His affection for the Jewish people by
causing His Presence to rest among them. Therefore, it was appropriate
that, likewise, the Jewish people should be counted openly and visibly.
And similarly, all the ten countings enumerated in the Midrash were
associated with special events, which necessitated a special counting.

OF

[

N UMBERS

history, were threatened with death if they refused to renounce their
Judaism. For a person who had dedicated his life to the practice of
Judaism, one can understand that he might sacrifice his life because
Judaism is his raison d’etre. But logic would dictate that another
person, less committed to Jewish practice, would surely be willing to
“tolerate” a momentary lapse in observance to save his life. Even a
very pious person could argue that he would later mend this
temporary lapse with teshuvah (repentance)....
In fact, however, history has shown that countless Jews, from a
broad cross-spectrum of backgrounds (including the non-observant)
gave up their lives rather than transgress. Why? Because their Jewish
“nucleus” is always alive; as Rashi writes, “He counts them all the
time” (see Classic Questions to v. 1). And when this Godly spark comes
to the surface, any Jew will naturally feel that his Jewish identity is so
important that he is not willing to compromise it, even for a moment.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 1ff)
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CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What is the rationale behind the first tribal sequence? (v. 5-15)
IBN EZRA: The children of Leah come first (Re’uvain, Shimon, Yehudah, Yissachar and Zevulun), followed by Rochel’s descendants (Efrayim
and Menasheh—Yosef’s sons—and Binyamin. Efrayim is mentioned before Menasheh, even though the latter was the firstborn, because
Ya’akov blessed Efrayim first [Bereishis 48:20]). Dan follows, for he was the firstborn of Rochel’s handmaid. Then Asher, because in Dan’s
“division,” Asher was adjacent to Dan (see below 2:27). Gad follows, since he was the firstborn of Leah’s handmaid; and finally, Naftali.

[

THREE TRIBAL SEQUENCES

[

In Parshas Bamidbar, the names of the twelve Tribes are listed on three occasions, each time in a different sequence.

1

2

1:5-15

RE’UVAIN

SHIMON

1:20-43

RE’UVAIN

SHIMON

2:3-31

3

4

5

YEHUDAH YISSACHAR ZEVULUN

GAD

YEHUDAH YISSACHAR ZEVULUN

6
EFRAYIM

7

8

MENASHEH BINYAMIN

9

10

11

12

DAN

ASHER

GAD

NAFTALI

YEHUDAH YISSACHAR ZEVULUN

EFRAYIM

MENASHEH BINYAMIN

DAN

ASHER

NAFTALI

RE’UVAIN

EFRAYIM

MENASHEH BINYAMIN

DAN

ASHER

NAFTALI

SHIMON

GAD

lkhtu 1 wg dWfj aWuek vtr 1

1:8-23
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For Yissachar, Nesanel the son of Tzu’ar.
For Zevulun, Eliav the son of Chailon.
10
For the children of Yosef: for Efrayim, Elishama the son of Amihud; for Menasheh, Gamliail the son
of Pedatzur.
11
For Binyamin, Avidan the son of Gidoni.
12
For Dan, Achi’ezer the son of Amishadai.
13
For Asher, Pagiail the son of Ochran.
14
For Gad, Elyasaf the son of Du’ail.
15
For Naftali, Achira the son of Ainan.
16
These are the ones (to be) summoned by the congregation (for every important matter), the leaders
of their fathers’ tribes. They are the heads of Israel’s thousands.
17
Moshe and Aharon took these men, who had been indicated (by God to Moshe) by (their) names.
18
They assembled the entire congregation on the first day of the second month and verified their family
(tribal) lineage, according to their paternal houses, keeping a count of the names—a head-count of every
male from twenty years old and upward.
19
Moshe counted them in the Sinai desert, just as God had commanded him.
9

[

1:20
SECOND
READING

THE CENSUS RESULTS

[

T

he (census of) Re’uvain’s descendants, Yisra’el’s firstborn, (included) those whose family lineage
had been verified according to their paternal houses, keeping a count of the names (who gave
half a shekel) per head. (This constituted) every male from twenty years and upwards, all those
eligible for the army. 21 Those counted from the tribe of Re’uvain were forty-six thousand, five hundred.
22
For (the census of) Shimon’s descendants, those whose family lineage had been verified according
to their paternal houses (were included), keeping a count of the names (who gave half a shekel) per
head. (This constituted) every male from twenty years and upwards, all those eligible for the army.
23
Those counted from the tribe of Shimon were fifty-nine thousand, three hundred.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What is the rationale behind the second tribal sequence? (v. 20-43)
IBN EZRA: Re’uvain comes first, because he is the firstborn, followed by Shimon, who was born straight after him. Then follows Gad, who
was the firstborn of Leah’s handmaid. These three tribes together constitute an entire “division of regiments,” the “Camp of Re’uvain” (See
below 2:10-17). This was then followed by the other “divisions” of Yehudah (Yehudah, Yissachar, Zevulun), Efrayim (Efrayim, Menasheh,
Binyamin), and Dan (Dan, Asher, Naftali).
MALBIM: Since the tribes are listed here according to the sequence of their respective “divisions,” one would have expected Yehudah to
come first (see below 2:3ff). Therefore, the Torah deemed it necessary to explain why Re’uvain was chosen to be listed first on this occasion,
because he was “Yisra’el’s firstborn” (v. 20).
TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE S EQUENCE

OF THE

T RIBES (1:5-2:31)

In Parshas Bamidbar, the Torah sets out a detailed list of all twelve tribes
on no less than three occasions. At the opening of the Parsha, the tribes
are mentioned in connection with the leaders of each tribe who were
authorized to participate in the census with Moshe and Aharon (1:5-15).
Then, as the census results are recorded, the tribes are listed again (1:2043). And finally, when the details of the encampment are given, the tribes
are listed once more.
On each of these three occasions the tribes are listed in a different
sequence (see table on adjacent page), and commentators such as Ibn Ezra

[and Malbim] seek to fathom the Torah’s logic in choosing these different
sequences.
Rashi, however, does not appear to explain this matter, even though it
is problematic at the literal level. Presumably, Rashi felt that the reader
would comprehend the matter for himself, with simple logic and a
knowledge of Rashi’s prior comments. What, then, is the explanation at
the literal level?

T HE F IRST T RIBAL S EQUENCE
The first sequence, in verses 5-15, is not actually a list of tribes, but
rather, of tribal leaders. Thus, it cannot be compared to the other two
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sequences, for the precise order here may reflect qualities of the leaders
themselves, rather than the tribes.

T HE S ECOND T RIBAL S EQUENCE
The second sequence begins with Re’uvain, since (as verse 20 testifies)
he was “Yisra’el’s firstborn.” The fact that Shimon follows appears to be
logical, since Shimon was born directly after Re’uvain. The difficulty

concerns the next tribe, Gad (v. 24-25), which appears to be out of order
with the birth of Ya’akov’s sons, on which basis Yehudah should
follow next.*
However, if we bear in mind that the current census was aimed at
counting only “those eligible for the army” (v. 20), then we can appreciate
why Gad’s name appears so high on the list. For Gad exhibited great
military prowess, as Rashi informed the reader in Parshas Vayechi: “All his

* Since Levi was not included in this census. Even though we are not informed that “the Levites...were not counted with them,” until verse 47 below, the reader is already familiar
with Levi’s exclusion from Rashi’s comment to Bereishis 50:13.

1:24-38
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For (the census of) Gad’s descendants, those whose family lineage had been verified according to
their paternal houses (were included), keeping a count of the names. (This constituted) every male from
twenty years and upwards, all those eligible for the army. 25 Those counted from the tribe of Gad were
forty-five thousand, six hundred and fifty.
26
For (the census of) Yehudah’s descendants, those whose family lineage had been verified according
to their paternal houses (were included), keeping a count of the names. (This constituted) every male
from twenty years and upwards, all those eligible for the army. 27 Those counted from the tribe of
Yehudah were seventy-four thousand, six hundred.
28
For (the census of) Yissachar’s descendants, those whose family lineage had been verified according
to their paternal houses (were included), keeping a count of the names. (This constituted) every male
from twenty years and upwards, all those eligible for the army. 29 Those counted from the tribe of
Yissachar were fifty-four thousand, four hundred.
30
For (the census of) Zevulun’s descendants, those whose family lineage had been verified according
to their paternal houses (were included), keeping a count of the names. (This constituted) every male
from twenty years and upwards, all those eligible for the army. 31 Those counted from the tribe of Zevulun
were fifty-seven thousand, four hundred.
32
For (the census of) Yosef’s descendants:
For (the census of) Efrayim’s descendants, those whose family lineage had been verified according to
their paternal houses (were included), keeping a count of the names. (This constituted) every male from
twenty years and upwards, all those eligible for the army. 33 Those counted from the tribe of Efrayim were
forty thousand, five hundred.
34
For (the census of) Menasheh’s descendants, those whose family lineage had been verified
according to their paternal houses (were included), keeping a count of the names. (This constituted)
every male from twenty years and upwards, all those eligible for the army. 35 Those counted from the
tribe of Menasheh were thirty-two thousand, two hundred.
36
For (the census of) Binyamin’s descendants, those whose family lineage had been verified according
to their paternal houses (were included), keeping a count of the names. (This constituted) every male
from twenty years and upwards, all those eligible for the army. 37 Those counted from the tribe of
Binyamin were thirty-five thousand, four hundred.
38
For (the census of) Dan’s descendants, those whose family lineage had been verified according to
their paternal houses (were included), keeping a count of the names. (This constituted) every male from
TORAS MENACHEM

troops will return in their tracks... and not one man will be missing from
them” (Bereishis 49:19).
But if military prowess is to be emphasized, why was the tribe of Gad
not placed second in the list (immediately after “Yisra’el’s firstborn”)
rather than the tribe of Shimon?
Again, Rashi did not deem this to require further commentary. The
reader will already be familiar with the fact that Shimon (and Levi)
demonstrated awesome powers in battle when they decimated the entire
male population of Shechem (Bereishis 34:25).
Presumably, Shimon’s descendants would have inherited some of these
qualities and would also be exceptionally strong militarily. Therefore, it
was appropriate to list Shimon before Gad, since Shimon had both

qualities of exceptional military prowess, and being the second most
senior member of Ya’akov’s family.
Yehudah then follows since his military power is also stated explicitly in
scripture: “Your hand will be on the neck of your enemies” (ibid. 49:8).
Having exhausted the list of those known for their military prowess, the
Torah then continues with the remaining children of Leah—Yissachar and
Zevulun; then the tribes stemming from Rochel’s children: Efrayim,
Menasheh**, and Binyamin; and finally the children of the handmaids:
Dan, Asher and Naftali.***

T HE T HIRD T RIBAL S EQUENCE
The key difference between the second list of tribes in our Parsha and
the third list is that the former is a census made in preparation for war, to

**Efrayim before Menasheh, even though Menasheh was the firstborn of Yosef, since Ya’akov blessed Efrayim first (Bereishis 48:20).
***Although Naftali was born before
Asher, Naftali is placed last here to reflect the sequence of tribes in the “divisions” (see below 2:29), a concept that the reader is already familiar with from Rashi’s comment to
Bereishis 50:13.
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CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why does the Torah use the phrase, “Naftali’s descendants” (v. 42), in contrast to the above: “For Shimon’s descendants... For Gad’s descendants etc.”? (v. 22, 24)
ARIZAL: Those taking the census visited the entire camp and wrote
down the names in a ledger together with a note of the tribe from
which each person came. After all six-hundred thousand names had
been collected in one ledger, the names were transferred into
separate individual ledgers for each tribe. This was done by reading
through the original ledger and when a name from the tribe of

Re’uvain was reached they would declare, “Include so-and-so in the
ledger for Re’uvain’s descendants.” Then that name would be
crossed off the original ledger and placed on a separate ledger. The
process was then repeated for each subsequent tribe.
When the final tribe, Naftali, was reached, a new ledger did not
have to be made, as the census for this tribe could simply be counted
from the names that remained on the original ledger. Thus, since
they did not have to declare, “Include so-and-so in the ledger for
Naftali’s descendants,” the Torah omits this term (Likutei Torah of Arizal).

TORAS MENACHEM

evaluate the sizes of the respective armies etc., whereas the latter is the
precise formation of armies that the Jewish people adopted when actually
going to war, i.e. according to their divisions.
When going to war, a nation is led by its king (c.f. Bereishis 14:9). Thus,
in the third tribal sequence, Yehudah is placed first, as the rights of
sovereignty were taken from Re’uvain and given to Yehudah (Rashi to
Bereishis 49:3-4).
The remainder of this sequence does not need to be explained by Rashi,
since we are already familiar with it from Ya’akov’s communication to his
sons concerning the carrying of his coffin: “He designated a position for

[

The Last Word

[

t would be a good idea to publicize the interpretation of the
Arizal to verse 42 (see Classic Questions), which enlightens us as to
how the census took place; particularly as in doing so one is
furthering the goal of spreading the teachings of the Arizal, which
hastens the Redemption.

I

(Sichas Shabbos Parshas Bamidbar 5747)

:tfe tr,c tcc 'zy oa 2

zh tnujb, 1

1:38-50
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twenty years and upwards, all those eligible for the army. 39 Those counted from the tribe of Dan were
sixty-two thousand, seven hundred.
40
For (the census of) Asher’s descendants, those whose family lineage had been verified according to
their paternal houses (were included), keeping a count of the names. (This constituted) every male from
twenty years and upwards, all those eligible for the army. 41 Those counted from the tribe of Asher were
forty-one thousand, five hundred.
42
(The census of) Naftali’s descendants (included) those whose family lineage had been verified
according to their paternal houses, keeping a count of the names. (This constituted) every male from
twenty years and upwards, all those eligible for the army. 43 Those counted from the tribe of Naftali were
fifty-three thousand, four hundred.
44
These were the numbers counted by Moshe, Aharon and the twelve men who were leaders of
Israel, one from each paternal house. 45 Those included in the census were all the children of Israel from
twenty years and upwards, all those eligible for the army of Israel, (separated) according to their paternal
houses. 46 The sum of all those who were counted was six hundred and three thousand, five hundred
and fifty.
47
But the Levites, (identified) according to their father’s tribe, were not counted with them.
[

1:48
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THE ROLE

OF THE

LEVITES

[

od spoke to Moshe saying: 49 “Only, do not count the tribe of Levi; do not calculate their
number together with the children of Israel.”


50

“You should appoint the Levites (to be in charge) of the Tabernacle of the Testimony,
over all its vessels and everything pertaining to it. They will carry the Tabernacle, they
will be its ministers, and they will camp around the Tabernacle.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why was the tribe of Levi not counted along with the other tribes? (v. 49)
RASHI: The King’s legion deserves to be counted on its own. Another explanation: God foresaw that a decree would be passed in the future
against all those counted from twenty years and upward, condemning them to die in the desert. He said, “Let these [Levites] not be included!
They are Mine, for they did not err with the [Golden] Calf.”
TORAS MENACHEM

them: three at the east, and likewise in all four directions. Their places
were fixed here in the same order as their arrangement as the camp of
divisions traveled” (Rashi to Bereishis 50:13).
Thus, once again the high level of precision in Rashi’s commentary is
evident, how Rashi refrains from “spoon-feeding” the reader with any
explanation which can be understood with simple logic and a knowledge
of Rashi’s prior comments.
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Bamidbar 5732*)

k

T HE T RIBE

OF

L EVI ( V . 49)

In his commentary to verse 49, Rashi offers two explanations why the
tribe of Levi was excluded from the main census of the Jewish people:
1.) Because they are an elite group (“the King’s legion”) and therefore
deserve to be counted separately.
2.) Those included in the main census would later be subject to a decree
preventing them from entering the Land of Israel. Therefore, God spared
the Levites from being counted.
How do these two interpretations clarify our verse, at the literal level?
* See also Sichas Shabbos Parshas Bamidbar 5744.

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

he primary role of the Levites was Torah study: “They were
singled out...to teach the public about His morally upright
ways and fair laws” (Rambam, end of Laws of the Sabbatical and Jubilee
Years). By contrast, the spiritual path of most Jewish people is
dominated by the practical observance of mitzvos.
Mitzvos were given in a fixed number (613), and have strict
rules concerning their observance. Torah on the other hand is
unlimited, in the sense that it transcends the confines of this
world, so that “if a person studies the laws of a burnt-offering it is
as if he sacrificed a burnt-offering” (end of Tractate Menachos).
Thus the Levites, whose spiritual path was Torah, were not
counted (v. 49 & Rashi), since counting is an expression of finitude
and limitation, more suited to the rest of the Jewish people.

T

(Based on Likutei Sichos, vol. 33, p. 6ff.)
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TORAS MENACHEM

T HE E XPLANATION
The phrase, “Do not count the tribe of Levi” in verse 49, is difficult to
understand, since the Levites were counted in a census of their own (below
3:14ff). To overcome this problem, the verse could be understood in either
of two ways: a.) By reading the end of the verse as a clarification of the
beginning: “Do not count the tribe of Levi...with the children of Israel,”
i.e., You should count the Levites, but not together with the other children
of Israel. They are to have a private census; or
b.) The phrase “Do not count the Levites” could be read literally and
independently, that the Levites were not physically counted at all. Their
counting was unlike any other, as Rashi explains below: “Moshe went and
stood at the entrance to the tent, and the Divine Presence preceded him.
A heavenly voice came out of the tent, saying, ‘There are so-and-so many
babies in this tent.’” (Rashi to 3:16 below). Since the counting was actually
carried out by a “heavenly voice,” it could be argued that the Levites
were not actually counted by Moshe (though Moshe did mathematically
1 wg dWhj aWuek vtr /y 'c rWcsnc 9

s 'd 8

ch ,ut 7

ch 'b ,hatrc 6

process the results that he received from the heavenly voice, as the
verse continues, “Do not calculate their number together with the children
of Israel”).
These two ways of understanding the verse correspond to Rashi’s two
interpretations:
i.) “The King’s legion deserves to be counted on its own,” i.e, the
Levites were counted, but due to their importance, they were not counted
with the rest of the Jewish people. According to this interpretation, the
verse is read, “Do not count the tribe of Levi... (together) with the children
of Israel.”
ii.) The Levites were not counted at all, and therefore they were not
subject to the decree against entering the Land. According to this interpretation, the verse is read, “Do not count the tribe of Levi [at all; and
even when you are told the number in each tent from the heavenly voice]
do not calculate their [total] number together with the children of Israel.”
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Bamidbar 5726; Likutei Sichos vol. 33, p. 1ff.)

1 wg jWfj aWuek vtr 5

t 'zh rcsnc 4

/sp ihrsvbx 3

zWna, rcsnc pWa ,jha vtr 2

d 'c r,xt 1
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51

“When the Tabernacle is set to travel, the Levites should dismantle it, and when the Tabernacle
makes a (new) encampment, the Levites should erect it. Any unauthorized person who
approaches (to participate in this task) must be put to death.

52

“When the children of Israel encamp, each man should be regimented in his own (specific)
camp (for his tribe), and (likewise) each man should be in his own (general) division (consisting
of three tribes). 53 But the Levites (alone) should encamp around the Tabernacle of the Testimony,
so that there will be no (Divine) anger upon the congregation of the children of Israel. The Levites
(alone) will guard the Tabernacle of the Testimony.”
54
The children of Israel acted in accordance with everything that God had commanded Moshe. They
did so (precisely).


DETAILS

[

G
–

The leader of Yehudah’s descendants was Nachshon, the son of Aminadav. 4 The head-count of
his regiment was seventy-four thousand, six hundred.

–

5

Camping alongside was the tribe of Yissachar. The leader of Yissachar’s descendants was
Nesanel, the son of Tzu’ar. 6 The head-count of his regiment was fifty-four thousand, four
hundred.

[
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T H E

E F R A Y I M

T

C A M P

THIRD
READING

[

od spoke to Moshe and Aharon, saying: 2 The children of Israel should encamp (in such a way
that) each man is in his own division (of three tribes) signposted (by a flag which contains the
same color as the gemstone in the High Priest’s breastplate that is identified with) his father’s
house. They should encamp around the Tent of Meeting, at a distance (of one mil).
3
Those camping to the east, (which is considered to be) the front, were the division of regiments (of
three tribes, known as) “the Camp of Yehudah”:
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–

(The division was completed by) the tribe of Zevulun. The leader of Zevulun’s descendants was
Eliav the son of Chailon. 8 The head-count of his regiment was fifty-seven thousand, four
hundred.

–

9

The total head-count of regiments for the Camp of Yehudah was one hundred and eighty-six
thousand, four hundred.

–

(When all the camps travel) they should move first.

10

To the south was the division of regiments (of three tribes, known as) “the Camp of Re’uvain:”
11

The head-count of his

–

The leader of Re’uvain’s descendants was Elitzur the son of Shedai’ur.
regiment was forty-six thousand, five hundred.

–

12

Camping alongside was the tribe of Shimon. The leader of Shimon’s descendants was
Shelumiel the son of Tzurishadai. 13 The head-count of his regiment was fifty-nine thousand,
three hundred.

–

14

(The division was completed by) the tribe of Gad. The leader of Gad’s descendants was
Elyasaf the son of Reu’ail. 15 The head-count of his regiment was forty-five thousand, six hundred
and fifty.

–

16

The total head-count of regiments for the Camp of Re’uvain was one hundred and fifty-one
thousand, four hundred and fifty;

–

(When all the camps travel) they should move second.

–

17

18

(After the Camp of Re’uvain moves) then the Tent of Meeting should move, (together with) the
Levite camp, in the center of the other camps. They should travel (in the same arrangement) as
they camp, with each man in his place, arranged in divisions.

To the west was the division of regiments (of three tribes, known as) “the Camp of Efrayim:”
19

The head-count of his

–

The leader of Efrayim’s descendants was Elishama the son of Amihud.
regiment was forty thousand, five hundred.

–

20

Alongside was the tribe of Menasheh. The leader of Menasheh’s descendants was Gamliail the
son of Pedatzur. 21 The head-count of his regiment was thirty-two thousand, two hundred.

–

22

–

24

–

(When all the camps travel) they should move third.

25

(The division was completed by) the tribe of Binyamin. The leader of Binyamin’s descendants
was Avidan the son of Gidoni. 23 The head-count of his regiment was thirty-five thousand, four
hundred.

The total head-count of regiments for the Camp of Efrayim was one hundred and eight
thousand, one hundred;

To the north was the division of regiments (of three tribes, known as) “the Camp of Dan:”
26

The head-count of his

–

The leader of Dan’s descendants was Achi’ezer the son of Amishadai.
regiment was sixty-two thousand, seven hundred.

–

27

Camping alongside was the tribe of Asher. The leader of Asher’s descendants was Pagiail the
son of Achran. 28 The head-count of his regiment was forty-one thousand, five hundred.

–

29

(The division was completed by) the tribe of Naftali. The leader of Naftali’s descendants was
Achira the son of Ainan. 30 The head-count of his regiment was fifty-three thousand, four
hundred.
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3

,t urnau (z) : ,urhav thv uz 'o,ut ihghhxn ukkv ohukvu ' asenv
,rnan hure 'u,uagk uhkg kyunu uhkg vbunn ostva hubn kf /u,rnan
h,rnan iht tkvu ar,u i,dcc urnta unf 'vban iuakcu trenv kfc
h b c , r n a n , t u ( j ) :4 v h u k u v b u v f , u r n a n i f u '5 vua l,rnanu
ovh,j, ohtc ohukva tkt 'asenv hfrmk iheuez uhv ikufa /ktrah
tuv rfa hf 6 rntba 'irfac ,uragnv ovn ohjeuk lfhpk 'o,ujhkac

'irvt hbc tkt rhfzn ubhtu /vanu irvt ,sku, vktu (t) :hvukg
urhcj ic ,t snknv kfa snkn /vru, isnka hpk 'van ,usku, utrebu
u k t u a g b / v a n , t w v r c s o u h c :1u s k h u k t f c u , f v u h k g v k g n ' v r u ,
:2 u h h j c / i r v t h b p k g ( s ) : v r u c d v h p n s n k a v n i s n k a ' u k a , u s k u , v
asenv ,rhnaa hpk 'u,rnan ,t urnau ',urhav uvnu / u , t u , r a u (u)
iug ,t uta, l,t lhct ,hcu lhbcu v,t rntba unf 'rz creh tka uhkg

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why are Aharon’s descendants mentioned here? (3:1-4)
RAMBAN: After discussing the main census of the Jewish people (Ch.
1-2), the subject now turns to the tribe of Levi. Before discussing the
details pertaining to the Levites themselves, the Torah mentions the
heads of this tribe, the priests.
ABARBANEL: After the Torah has stressed how the children of Israel
multiplied greatly to form a large population, and had appointed
tk 'jh rcsnc 6

:dh vkhdn 5

9 wg dWhj aWuek vtr 4

leaders, the Torah now contrasts this with the fact that Moshe and
Aharon’s children were few, and even though Aharon’s children had
been appointed to positions of importance, two of them died for
bringing “an extraneous fire before God” (v. 4).
Furthermore, stating that the priests were few in number also serves
as an introduction as to why it was necessary to appoint the Levites
as assistants to the priests, as is set out in the subsequent section.

t 'jh rcsnc 3

cWna, rcsnc pWa ,jha vtr /th 'f vcr trehu 2

8 wg dWfj aWuek vtr :yh ihrsvbx 1
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31

–

The total head-count of regiments for the Camp of Dan was one hundred and fifty-seven
thousand, six hundred;

–

(When all the camps travel) arranged in divisions, they should move last.

32

(The above) are the head-counts of the children of Israel, according to their fathers’ houses. The
total head-count of regiments in the camps was six hundred and three thousand, five hundred and fifty.
33
The Levites were not counted with the rest of the children of Israel, as God commanded Moshe.
34
The children of Israel did everything that God had commanded Moshe. They encamped
accordingly by their divisions, and they traveled accordingly, so that each was with his family, and his
father’s house.
[

3
FOURTH
READING

[

T

he following are the descendants of Aharon, (who were disciples of) Moshe, on the day that God
spoke to Moshe at Mount Sinai:
2
These are the names of Aharon’s sons: Nadav, the firstborn, Avihu, Elazar, and Isamar. 3 These
are the names of Aharon’s sons, the anointed priests, whom he inaugurated to serve as priests.
4
Nadav and Avihu died before God when they brought an extraneous fire before God in the Sinai
desert. They had no children.
But Elazar and Isamar served as priests in the lifetime of Aharon, their father.
[

3:5

AHARON ’S DESCENDANTS

APPOINTMENT

OF THE

LEVITES

[

G

od spoke to Moshe, saying: 6 “Draw the tribe of Levi close and stand them before Aharon the
priest. They will serve him (by) 7 taking charge of (some of) his duties, and the duties of the
entire community, (standing) before the Tent of Meeting to carry out the task of (guarding) the
Tabernacle (against unauthorized entry). 8 They should guard all the vessels of the Tent of Meeting, which
is the duty of the children of Israel, to carry out the service of the Tabernacle. 9 You should give over the
TORAS MENACHEM

k

A HARON ’ S D ESCENDANTS (3:1-4)

Verses 1-4, which chronicle Aharon’s descendants, are problematic,
since:
a.) They appear to teach us nothing that we do not already know.
b.) Above, we read of the census of the Jewish people, and below we
read of the census of the Levites. These verses thus interrupt a thematic
flow with seemingly unrelated details.
Since this is a problem which arises at the literal level [discussed by
Ramban and Abarbanel], why was it not addressed by Rashi?

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi made no comment here, as the matter is already understood from
one of his earlier comments. When the Torah states above (1:49) that the
tribe of Levi was not included in the main census, but was to be given a
census of its own, Rashi explains: “The King’s legion deserves to be
counted on its own.” From this we can understand logically in our case:
If the Levites were counted separately due to their importance (“the
King’s legion”), then all the more so should the “anointed priests”* have
been counted separately. According to Rashi therefore, verses 3:1-4 are
actually a form of “census” of the priests.

[

“D RAW

Sparks of Chasidus

THE

T RIBE

OF

[

L EVI C LOSE ” ( V . 6)

he Midrash connects verse 6 with the statement in Psalms:
“The righteous man flourishes like a palm tree” (Psalms 92:13;
Bamidbar Rabah 3:1). Why are the Levites compared to a palm tree?
The answer is emphasized in the second half of the verse: “he
grows tall like a cedar in Lebanon.” A person could be righteous
in one of two ways: a.) A cedar is strong, tall and beautiful, but it
bears no fruit. This corresponds to a person who studies Torah
and observes mitzvos primarily for his own personal spiritual
growth. b.) The Levites, however, are praised as being like a palm
tree which, while not as tall and strong as the cedar, bears sweet,
delicious fruit—analogous to a person who is willing to sacrifice
some of the time which he could have used for his own personal
spiritual growth for the sake of helping others. And this is the path
which has been encouraged by Chasidic thought for all Jews.

T

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 13, p. 9, note 1)
* But not Moshe’s sons, who did not constitute an elite group unto themselves, separate from the other Levites.

(Tzava’as Harivash ch. 125; Likutei Sichos vol. 2, pp. 557-8)
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vsucgv v,hva hpk 'o,run, oh,jeku ovc h,hfz ,urufcv hsh kg /hka
urjcb ohkhkt ,sucg uscg tka ohukvu 'ukxpb kdgc utyjafu ',urufcc
t r e h k v b n b t u v o h k p b k k f n t m h a n / v k g n u a s j i c n ( u y ) :2 o v h , j ,
ycav u,ut tuv sunk ouka hcrc vsuvh wr rnt /asev ,rnan rnua
v,xhbf og 'ohrmnc hukk v,ut vskh rat rntba 'iycv in vbnb ,uhvk
tk obucaj vbun v,tafa 'apb ohgcac ,hbnbu 'v,ut vskh ohrmn j,pc

unf /ktrah hbc ,tn :vrzgk /uk vnv ohbu,b (y) :of,sucg ;kj ofk
tuvu 'ouenv ,rzdc lfk ukscb vsgv kf rtan rnukf 'ktrah hbc lu,n
uhbc ,tu irvt ,tu (h) :wudu ohbu,b ohukv ,t vb,tu rntba 'uk ob,b
ohns ,kce /o,bvf ,t urnau :ihbn iuak ubhtu ,ushep iuak /sep,
hbtu /h,jek vbv hbtu (ch) :ohbvfk ,uruxnv ,usucgu vryevu vehrzu
,urhak i,ut ihrfua ktrah uhvha /ktrah hbc lu,n :ivc h,hfz ifhvn

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 How are the priests to safeguard their priesthood? (v. 10)
RASHI: [By preventing others from performing the acts of]: [1] Receiving the blood [from sacrifices]; [2] throwing the blood [on the Altar];
[3] burning [the sacrificial fats]; and [4] tasks that are entrusted exclusively to priests.
IBN EZRA: They must prevent themselves from becoming disqualified to perform the priestly service [due to ritual impurity].
TORAS MENACHEM

k

S AFEGUARDING

THE

P RIESTHOOD ( V . 10)

Verse 10 contains an instruction to Aharon and his sons, the priests, to
“safeguard their priesthood.” At the literal level, this appears to refer to
the status of priesthood itself, i.e. that a priest should not permit himself
to become disqualified for priestly service (through ritual impurity etc.), as
Ibn Ezra writes.
Why did Rashi reject this straightforward interpretation and argue
instead that “safeguarding their priesthood” means preventing non-priests
from carrying out “tasks that are entrusted exclusively to priests”?*
A further problem with Rashi’s comment concerns the examples of the
acts that he cites:
The statement, “receiving the blood, throwing the blood, burning and
tasks that are entrusted exclusively to priests,” appears to suggest that
“receiving the blood,” “throwing the blood” and “burning” are not “tasks
that are entrusted exclusively to priests.”** This is difficult to understand,
since receiving and throwing the blood etc. are tasks that are entrusted

exclusively to priests (as Rashi writes in his commentary to Vayikra 1:5).
What, then, does Rashi mean here?

T HE E XPLANATION
Our verse refers to the appointment to a new task, and not the repetition
of a previously learned principle: “You should appoint Aharon and his
sons to safeguard their priesthood.” Thus Rashi rejected Ibn Ezra’s
interpretation, that the verse prohibits a priest from becoming disqualified
from Temple service through ritual impurity, since that law was taught
already, in Parshas Emor (Vayikra ch. 21).
Rashi was also troubled by a further question, concerning the context of
verse 10:
Both the preceding and following verses speak of the Levites—their
role, their census etc.—so why does our verse interrupt the thematic flow
with a discussion of the priests?
Rashi maintained that after reading the preceding passage, we might be
under the impression that a Levite would be permitted to perform some

* Even according to Ibn Ezra, this prohibition is mentioned in the latter half of the verse, “Any unauthorized person who approaches (to participate in priestly-service) must be put
to death.” The dispute between Rashi and Ibn Ezra concerns only the earlier phrase.
**Note that Rashi does not write: “receiving the blood, throwing the blood, burning, and
other tasks that are entrusted exclusively to priests.”

lkhtu 9 wg' dWhj aWuek vtr 2

yh 'j rcsnc 1
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Levites to Aharon and his sons (to help them). They are to be (separated) from the children of Israel (and)
totally given over to him.”
10
You should appoint Aharon and his sons to safeguard their priesthood. Any unauthorized person
who approaches (to participate in the priestly-service) must be put to death.
11
God spoke to Moshe, saying: 12 “(If you want to know why) indeed I have taken the Levites from
among the (other) children of Israel? (It is because I took them) instead of all firstborn from every womb
among the children of Israel (since the firstborn worshiped the Golden Calf, so I decided instead that)
the Levites would be Mine. 13 (If you want to know why I chose the firstborn to start with, it is) because
all the firstborn are Mine since the day I struck all the firstborn in the land of Egypt. (Back then) I took
every firstborn of Israel, both man and beast, to be holy to Me. They will (always) be Mine, I am God.”
[

3:14
FIFTH
READING

G

CENSUS

OF THE

LEVITES

[

od spoke to Moshe in the Sinai desert, saying: 15 “Take a head-count of the descendants of Levi,
(including) those whose family (lineage had been verified) according to their paternal houses.
Count all males from the age of one month and upward.”
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why were the Levites counted from “one month and upward”? (v. 15)
RASHI: As soon as [a child’s] viability is proven, he is counted among those called, “guardians of the sacred duty.”
TORAS MENACHEM

Temple services, and therefore our verse was required to correct that
possible misunderstanding immediately.
The source of this potential confusion is the Torah’s statement in verse 8
that: “They should guard all the vessels of the Tent of Meeting, which is
the duty of the children of Israel.” Rashi explains: “All of them (the
children of Israel) were responsible for the needs of the Sanctuary, but the
Levites acted as their agents, in their place.”
Now, we do find one instance where the children of Israel themselves
(i.e. non-priests) were permitted to receive and throw the blood of a
sacrifice, and that is the case of the Paschal lamb (Shemos 12:7). So after
reading that the Levites acted as agents for the rest of the Jewish people,
taking over their responsibilities in the Temple, we might be under the
impression that the Levites would now be required to receive and throw
the blood of the Paschal lamb. Therefore, the priests were immediately
instructed, “to safeguard their priesthood,” and Rashi clarifies that this
means, “receiving the blood, throwing the blood, etc.” referring to the
Paschal lamb.
And, after covering the subject of tasks that were once permitted, but
are now forbidden to a non-priest, Rashi adds (parenthetically) that this
surely includes other “tasks that are entrusted exclusively to priests.”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 1ff.)

k

”O NE M ONTH

AND

U PWARD ” ( V . 15)

Rashi writes that Levites from the age of one month and upward are
called “guardians of the sacred duty” (v. 10). But how are we to
understand, at the literal level, how a tiny baby could already be given the
title of a “guardian,” at an age when he is clearly not capable of carrying
out any work?

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi did not deem it necessary to clarify the above question, since he
considered the explanation to be self-evident. Above, the Torah states:
“The Levites should encamp around the Tabernacle of the Testimony,”

and, in this way, “The Levites will guard the Tabernacle of the Testimony”
(1:53). From this we see that the guarding of the Levites was achieved
merely by their physical presence around the Tabernacle, rather like a
“human wall.” And clearly, in this regard, children would be as effective
as adults (if not more so, for some of the adults would leave the camp to
work in the Tabernacle, whereas the children would always be encamped
“around the Tabernacle”). Thus, even at the tender age of one month, a
child is considered to be a “guardian of the sacred duty.”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 23, p. 256, note 6)

[

The Last Word

[

hile Rashi’s comment that even tiny babies are “guardians
of the sacred duty” (see Classic Questions and Toras Menachem)
refers specifically to Levite children, it could be argued that in the
current era, when Temple service has a purely spiritual
connotation, Rashi’s statement applies to all Jewish children.
And since the key feature of the Tabernacle that required guarding was the Ark, which contained the Ten Commandments, it follows that all Jewish children are guardians of the Torah from birth.
Therefore, at the moment when God entrusts us with this
mission, on Shavu’os (the festival of the giving of the Torah), one
should make the effort to bring all children, even tiny babies, to
the synagogue to hear the reading of the Ten Commandments.
And just as R’ Yehoshua ben Chananiah became great because
his mother placed his cradle in the study hall for him to hear
words of Torah (Jerusalem Talmud, Yevamos 1:6), so too, our children
will reap the utmost benefit from hearing the Torah being read.

W

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 23, p. 256ff.)
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CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Which camp was close to Kehos’ descendants? (v. 29)
RASHI: Adjacent to Kehos’ descendants was Re’uvain’s division
which camped to the south. Woe to the wicked man and woe to his
neighbor! Due to this, Dasan, Aviram and 250 men [from the tribe of
Re’uvain] were punished with Korach [a descendant of Kehos] and his
congregation, as they were drawn into their dispute along with them.
MIDRASH TANCHUMA: To the south were the descendants of Kehos,
and adjacent to them were [the tribes of] Re’uvain, Shimon and Gad.
Due to this, the saying arose, “Woe to the wicked man and woe to

his neighbor!” For these three tribes, who were neighbors of Korach
and his congregation, were destroyed with him as a result of his
dispute (Parshas Bamidbar ch. 12).
MIDRASH RABAH: The three [tribes] to the south who were adjacent
to quarrelsome people, were destroyed with them. About them it is
said, “Woe to the wicked man and woe to his neighbor.” Who were
the quarrelsome people? Korach the son of Yitzhar, the son of Kehos.
Being that Re’uvain, Shimon and Gad were adjacent to them, they
were all quarrelsome.
/ch vyux /y 'd vcr rcsnc 2
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16

Moshe counted them, just as he was commanded, by God’s word.

17

These were the names of Levi’s sons: Gershon, Kehos, and Merari.
The names of Gershon’s sons, heading their families, were Livni and Shimi.
19
Kehos’ sons, heading their families, were Amram, Yitzhar, Chevron and Uzi’eil.
20
Merari’s sons, heading their families, were Machli and Mushi.
The (above) are the families of Levi according to their paternal houses.
18

21

(The head-count) for Gershon (included) the Livni family and the Shimi family, (for) these are the
Gershonite families:
–

22

–

23

The Gershonite families should camp behind the Tabernacle, to the west.

–

24

The leader of the paternal house of the Gershonites is Elyasaf, the son of La’el.

–

25

Their total head-count included every male from the age of one month and upward. Their
head-count was seven thousand, five hundred.

The duties of Gershon’s descendants in the Tent of Meeting (were to care for: the tapestries of)
the Tabernacle, the (goat’s hair which rested above it like a) tent, (the tachash skins which acted
as) its cover, and the curtain at the entrance to the Tent of Meeting, 26 the curtains of the courtyard
and the curtain for the entrance to the courtyard which surrounds the Tabernacle and the Altar,
the ropes (of the Tabernacle itself), and all associated tasks.

27

(The head-count) for Kehos (included) the Amrami family, the Yitzhari family, the Chevroni family,
and the Uziali family, (for) these are the families of Kehos:
–

28

The number of all males from the age of one month and upward was eight thousand six
hundred.

–

(They were) guardians, with the sacred duty (of guarding the Tabernacle vessels).

–

29

The families of Kehos’ descendants camped to the south side of the Tabernacle.

–

30

The leader of the paternal house of the Kehos families was Elitzafan, the son of Uzi’eil.
TORAS MENACHEM

k

K EHOS

AND

H IS N EIGHBORS ( V . 29)

Rashi, Midrash Tanchuma and Midrash Rabah all explain how the
placement of Re’uvain’s division next to the descendants of Kehos forged
a connection between them which later surfaced with the rebellion of
Korach (a descendent of Kehos) against Moshe. Thus, the phrase was
coined: “Woe to the wicked man and woe to his neighbor.”
At first glance, Rashi, Midrash Tanchuma and Midrash Rabah appear to
be making identical statements. However, on closer examination there
are a number of subtle textual differences which undoubtedly reflect
differences of understanding, since Torah texts are written with the utmost
precision. Among the differences are the following:
1.) The parties involved.
Rashi writes that only a relatively small group from the tribe of Re’uvain
were influenced by Korach (“Dasan, Aviram and two hundred and fifty
men”). On the other hand, both Midrash Tanchuma and Midrash
Rabah maintain that Korach’s influence as a “bad neighbor” extended to
the entire tribe of Re’uvain, as well as the other tribes in that division,
Shimon and Gad.

2.) The description of Korach’s influence.
Midrash Tanchuma stresses only that Korach caused his neighbors to be
punished with him: “These three tribes, who were neighbors to Korach
and his congregation, were destroyed with him as a result of his dispute.”
Rashi, on the other hand, stresses how Korach caused his neighbors to
actually sin (the cause of their later punishment): “They were drawn into
their dispute along with them.” And Midrash Rabah stresses Korach’s
influence upon them to an even greater degree: “Being that Re’uvain,
Shimon and Gad were adjacent to them, they were all quarrelsome.” I.e.
they were quarrelsome in general, in addition to that particular dispute.
What are the underlying differences of opinion between these three
views which led them to their respective conclusions?

T HE E XPLANATION
A person’s effect on his neighbor could be viewed in a number of
different ways:
a.) A circumstantial association. According to this understanding, a
person has no real, lasting impact on his neighbor’s character and it is
only that the neighbor may benefit or suffer by being in close proximity.
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TORAS MENACHEM

For example, if a person is punished, his neighbor may be punished along
with him, due to the fact that he is in close proximity, or because he was
momentarily swayed to perform an act that was totally out of character.
b.) Transformation of personality. Alternatively, a person may genuinely
affect his neighbor, gradually influencing his neighbor’s behavior to
transform his personality.
c.) A catalyst for latent qualities. A third scenario resembles case ‘b’ in
that there is a significant influence of one neighbor on another. However,
this approach differs in the respect that one neighbor does not impart
good or bad qualities into his neighbor’s behavioral patterns, but rather,
he reveals character traits already within his neighbor, causing them to rise
to the surface. Here, an element of Divine Providence comes into play:
The fact that it was orchestrated on High that these two neighbors should
live in close proximity to each other is a sign that they “deserve” each
other, so to speak, and they share similar dispositions. Thus, when one
neighbor influences the other, he is not imparting good or bad qualities,
but rather, bringing pre-existing qualities to the surface.
Midrash Tanchuma took the first approach above (‘a’), that the tribe of
Re’uvain’s association with the descendants of Kehos was circumstantial.
According to this view, the tribe of Re’uvain was not genuinely changed

by Korach’s rebellion and it is only that they were incriminated—and
consequently punished—by temporary association. So Midrash Tanchuma
does not mention that Korach actually corrupted his neighbors in any
way, but only how they were punished along with him: “These three
tribes, who were neighbors of Korach and his congregation, were
destroyed with him as a result of his dispute.”
Rashi adopted approach ‘b’ above, that the tribe of Re’uvain were
originally good people, but they became corrupted by their unsavory
neighbors—“they were drawn into their* dispute along with them.”
Midrash Rabah took approach ‘c,’ that Kehos' descendants were merely
a catalyst for existing negative traits within the tribe of Re’uvain. Therefore,
Midrash Rabah does not state, like Rashi, that “they were drawn into their
dispute,” but rather, that “they were all quarrelsome,” by nature.

R ASHI ’ S U NIQUE S TANCE
In the final analysis we see that it was Rashi alone who maintained that
a bad neighbor can actually transform another person’s personality for the
worse. For Midrash Tanchuma saw that a neighbor has no real effect at
all, and Midrash Rabah perceived the neighbor as the mere trigger of
existing bad qualities, and not as the cause of a real transformation.

* Note that Midrash Tanchuma states that the three tribes were “destroyed with him as a result of his dispute” (in the singular), suggesting that in the final analysis it was Korach’s
dispute in which the tribes had become involved circumstantially. Rashi, however, writes, “They were drawn into their dispute along with them” (in the plural), consistent with his
stance that Korach transformed his neighbors to be genuinely involved in the dispute, and it was thus “their (collective) dispute.”
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31

–

Their duties (were to care for): The Ark, the Table, the Menorah, the Altars, the sacred utensils
used with them when ministering, the Partition, and all associated tasks.

–

32

The chief over all the leaders of the Levites was Elazar, the son of Aharon the priest. He
appointed (all) the guardians who had sacred duties.

33

(The head-count) for Merari (included) the Machli family and the Mushi family, (for) these are the
families of Merari:
34

–

Their total head-count of every male from the age of one month and upward was six thousand
two hundred.

–

35

–

They camped on the north side of the Tabernacle.

The leader of the paternal house of Merari’s families was Tzuriel, the son of Avichayil.

36

The appointed duty of Merari’s descendants (was to care for): The beams of the Tabernacle,
its bars, its pillars, and its sockets, all its vessels and all its associated tasks, 37 the pillars of the
surrounding courtyard, their sockets, their pegs, and their ropes.
38
Camping in front of the Tabernacle, in front of the Tent of Meeting to the east, were Moshe, Aharon
and his sons, (who were) the guardians of the Sanctuary’s duties, duties (which they were appointed to
perform on behalf) of the children of Israel. Any unauthorized person who approaches (to participate in
this task) must be put to death.
–

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Who camped near Moshe, Aharon and his sons? (v. 38)
RASHI: Adjacent to them was the division of the camp of Yehudah, with whom Yissachar and Zevulun camped. The righteous man prospers
and his neighbor prospers! Since they were neighbors of Moshe, who was engaged in Torah study, they became great Torah scholars.
TORAS MENACHEM

Thus, while Rashi’s view sees the bad neighbor as a greater potential
menace, it is nevertheless much less likely that Rashi’s bad neighbor
would actually succeed in his task, since transforming another’s
personality is clearly a much more difficult task than merely triggering a
predisposition toward negative behavior (and certainly much harder than
causing a momentary, circumstantial influence).
So both texts of Midrash, which referred to a comparatively easier form
of influence, maintained that Kehos’ descendants affected all three tribes
who camped in the adjacent division.
Rashi, however, who maintained that the effect of a bad neighbor was
much more profound, could not presume that Korach’s negative influence
had proliferated any further than that which is explicitly documented in
scripture. Thus, Rashi concluded that only a small part of only one tribe
(Re’uvain) was affected: “Dasan, Aviram and two hundred and fifty
men.”

A D IFFERENCE B ETWEEN G OOD

AND

B AD N EIGHBORS

The above explanation of Rashi’s opinion appears to become
problematic when reading his comments to verse 38 (see Classic Questions).
For above we argued that Rashi perceived a neighbor’s effect as being
potentially very profound, totally transforming another’s personality, but
limited in its ability to influence large numbers of people. Yet, in his
commentary to verse 38, Rashi states that Moshe, Aharon and his sons
managed to affect three entire tribes, who were their neighbors, to
become great Torah scholars!

In truth however, this does not contradict the above explanation, for
since God’s “measure of good exceeds His measure of punishment” (Sotah
11a), it follows that a genuine effort to affect somebody else for the good
will always be incomparably more effective and far-reaching than the
opposite.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 33, p. 10ff.)

[

The Last Word

[

person could influence his neighbor with any good or bad
quality. Nevertheless, the fact that Rashi mentions just one
good quality, Torah study, and one negative quality, quarrelsomeness (see Classic Questions to v. 29 & 38), is certainly no
coincidence; it indicates that these two qualities are connected
with each other.
Rashi is teaching us that the study of Torah and involvement in
disputes are diametric opposites. If a person studies Torah with
the proper intentions and sufficient dedication he simply will not
become involved in disputes, because Torah is the common
thread which unites all Jews.

A

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 33, pp. 16-17)
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t k / w u d u o h u k v , n v c , t u ( v n ) :3 o h k p b e p x k k f n t m h a n / v k g n u
hryp ,t tkt 'ktrah ka vruvy vnvc hrufc ,t ohukv ,unvc usp
gs, 'ktrah ka ohrunj hryp vnf ryp huk ic ka sjt vau 'ovhrunj
h h u s p , t u ( u n ) :4 v n v c c o h p s u g v v b n t k u o s t c o h p s u g v v b n h r v a
ohgcau vakav ukt 'ovc ,uspvk ihfhrmv ,urufcv ,tu /wudu vakav
ohkea ,anj je, ovn 'ohukv kg ohr,hu 'ovc ohpsugv oh,tnu
:5k j r k a v r u f c v h v a ' ; x f o h r a g ; x u h k a u , r h f n v , h v l f ' , k d k d k

ihbnc vhv tka rnuk 'irvtu kg sueb /irvtu van sep rat (yk)
h b c ' o h r , h , u t n a k a t m u n v , t i y r p c u / ; k t o h r a g u o h b a :1 o h u k v
hbc ',utn aau ohpkt ,buna ,ve hbc ',utn anju ohpkt ,gca iuard
',urufcv ,t usphu rtav og ikkf tk vnku /oh,tnu ohpkt ,aa hrrn
ihbnv kg ohpsugv ,urufc oh,tnu ohgcau vakav oheuez uhvh tku
uhv ohrufc ohuk ,utn aka i,ut 2,urufc ,fxnc ubh,ucr urnt 'iuhspk
asj icn wudu rfz rufc kf sep (n) :iuhspv in onmg ughepha ohsu

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Were there exactly 22,000 Levites? (v. 39)
RASHI: [When you add the totals of the constituent families]
separately, you will find another 300! The descendants of Gershon
were 7,500 (v. 22), the descendants of Kehos were 8,600 (v. 28), and the
descendants of Merari were 6,200 (v. 34), [making a total of 22,300].
Why were [these 300] not included with the rest [in the final census
figure]? Then [the Levites] would have redeemed [all] the firstborn
[since there were 22,273 firstborn that needed to be redeemed by
Levites (see v. 46-48)], and the 273 firstborn who were in excess [of the
22,000 Levites included in the Levite census] would not have needed
redemption [for there were, in fact, sufficient Levites to redeem them,
being that the true total was 22,300]!

Our Sages taught in Tractate Bechoros that those 300 Levites were
themselves firstborn [who required redemption], and [their Levite
status was only] sufficient to exempt themselves from [their own]
redemption, [and not to redeem other firstborn too].
NACHALAS YA’AKOV: The main reason why the Levites replaced the
role of the firstborn is because the firstborn’s involvement with the
sin of the Golden Calf disqualified them. Thus, they were replaced
by the Levites who did not worship the Calf (see Rashi to v. 12 above).
Since the 300 firstborn Levites did not worship the Calf, they
themselves were not disqualified and did not need to be redeemed.
Why then could they not act in the same capacity as the other 22,000
Levites, and redeem the firstborn?
d 'c ohkea hnkaurh /h 's vcr rcsnc 5
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The total head-count of male Levites whose family (lineage had been verified), from the age of one
month and upward, counted by Moshe and Aharon by God’s word was twenty-two thousand.
[

3:40
SIXTH
READING

OF THE

FIRSTBORN

[

G

od said to Moshe: “Count every firstborn male of the children of Israel aged one month and
upward, and include their names in the census. 41 But take the Levites for Me—I am God—in
place of all firstborn among the children of Israel. (Take) the Levites’ animals in place of all the
firstborn animals of the children of Israel.”
42
Moshe counted every firstborn of Israel, as God had commanded him.
43
The firstborn males aged one month and upward, (including) a count of the names, was twenty-two
thousand, two hundred and seventy-three.
[

3:44

CENSUS

REDEMPTION

OF

ADDITIONAL FIRSTBORN

[

G

od spoke to Moshe, saying: 45 “Take the Levites in place of all the firstborn among the children
of Israel, and the Levites’ animals instead of their animals. The Levites will be Mine, I am God.”
46
“(Since the number of) firstborn of the children of Israel exceeds the (number of) Levites by
two hundred and seventy-three, (the extra firstborn will require) redemption. 47 (From each firstborn) take
five shekels per head, according to the shekel (measurement system which is used for) sanctified (items),
in which the shekel is twenty gerahs. 48 Give the money to Aharon and his sons, in redemption for the
firstborn who are in excess of the (Levites).”
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why was the redemption price five shekels? (v. 46-47)
RASHI: This was the sale price of Yosef, twenty silver pieces [where four silver pieces equal one shekel], and he was the firstborn of Rochel.
TORAS MENACHEM

k

R EDEMPTION

OF THE

F IRSTBORN ( V . 39-51)

In his commentary to verse 39, Rashi explains: “Those 300 Levites were
themselves firstborn [who required redemption], and [their Levite status
was only] sufficient to exempt themselves from [their own] redemption
[and not to redeem other firstborn too].”
[Nachalas Ya’akov] questions this logic, arguing that the firstborn only
needed to be redeemed in the first place due to their participation in the
sin of the Golden Calf and since the Levite firstborn did not participate in
the sin why would they themselves require redemption?
In fact however, it is difficult to accept that the requirement for
redeeming the firstborn here arose due to the sin of the Golden Calf
because “when they sinned by worshiping the Golden Calf, [the firstborn]
became disqualified,” (Rashi to v. 12 above), and clearly after being
disqualified, no further redemption is required.
Rather, at the literal level, the reason for the redemption of the firstborn
is because “God slew every firstborn in the land of Egypt...therefore...
I will redeem every one of my firstborn sons” (Shemos 13:15). And since
this is a reason which is applicable to firstborn Levites, they too required
redemption. Thus, “[their Levite status was only] sufficient to exempt

themselves from [their own] redemption, [and not to redeem other
firstborn too].”

R ASHI ’ S A DDITIONAL R EASON
To explain why the redemption price here was five shekels, Rashi writes
that this corresponds to the sale price of Yosef, who was Rochel’s firstborn
(see Classic Questions).
Thus, in addition to the above reason for redeeming the firstborn
(which is explicit in scripture), it appears that Rashi also perceived the
redemption as a form of tikun (spiritual correction) for the sin of
Yosef’s sale.
And this explains further why the firstborn Levites would also require
redemption, since Levi did participate in the sale of Yosef.*
But why, then, were the Levites able to redeem the firstborn, if Levi was
guilty of selling Yosef?
The answer, simply, is that the Levites were elevated by their service
in the Tabernacle to an exalted state which enabled them to redeem
the firstborn.
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Bamidbar 5738)

* As for the fact that Binyamin and Re’uvain (and Yosef himself) did not participate in the sale, and yet we find that the firstborn of these tribes do require redemption—it could be
argued that since they did not inform Ya’akov that Yosef was alive, nor redeem Yosef and revert the sale, all of the brothers were at least partially guilty for the sale.
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iurtv ikufca asuenv /ohasev ase (s) :v,gn ahjfn ujf ohanj ic kg vanj (b) :ipudc ohukv uspa i,ut kg /ohukv hhusp kg ohpsgv (yn)
/wudu uhbcu irvt tcu (v) :,ra hkfu ,furpvu ,ujcznvu vrubnvu ijkavu /,kdkdk ohkea ,anj iucajv oufx lf /;ktu ,utn akau ohaau
,ve hbc ohukv ufrymh tku 'uz varpc uk arupnv ue,rbk hkfu hkf kf uxhbfh
,urge (z) :ugxha ihgsuh ov ek,xn ibgvaf /vbjnv guxbc :,tak tkt
i u a k h u x f v / l x b v :3 i f a n v , f t k n c h , a r h p r c f / , u h e b n u , u a e , u p f u
k f k v k h , p v , t v c l a u n a , c m i h n f / v h j e k n (y) :5 o v c l x u h r a t '4 l x n
vk ihtu 'ohkdkdx tku ihyuap vhkuau vbye ;f ihnf /vh,,jn :vmrha sm
a"hmuk /vh,rb :ichynaf ,urbv ias ,t vc v,uju 'vhsmn tkt vhbpk vmhjn
:;umrn ihnf /aj, rug vxfn kt (h) :,ukh,pvu inav ivc ohb,uba z"gkc

akak 'kea ohanju ,utn aka ,urufc ohgcak 'kea ;kt ,urufc oh,tnk
'ohkea ,anj i, uk rnuta rufc 'vagt smhf rnt /kea rag vanj ,urufc
c,fu ihe,p ;kt ohragu ohba thcv 'vag vn /ohukv hhuspn hbt hk rnth
ikkc 'ohkea vanj ivhkg c,f ihe,p vakau ohgcau oh,tnu 'huk ic ivhkg
a t r , t t a b ( c ) :1 k r u d v h p k o f h e , p u k y u u t u c o v k r n t ' h p k e c i b , b u
ohanj ic sgu ohaka icn ivu 'tan ,sucgk ihhutrv ,t ovn vbn /wudu
r,uhvu '2 j f k o h a k a i c u r n t i t f n ' u j f t k n , b t k o h a k a n , u j p v u ' v b a

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What is the role of Aharon and his sons? (v. 5)
RASHI: They should put each vessel into its own specific sheath, as
detailed in this section. The Levite descendants of Kehos need only
carry them.

 What was the form of the tachash skin covering? (v. 10)
RASHI: It was a type of large bag.
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Moshe took the redemption money from the (two hundred and seventy-three firstborn) who were
in excess of the (twenty-two thousand firstborn) redeemed by the Levites. 50 He took the money from the
firstborn of the children of Israel: one thousand, three hundred and sixty-five shekels (according to the
measurement system which is used for) sanctified (items). 51 Moshe gave the money of those who were
redeemed to Aharon and his sons, in accordance with the word of God, as God had commanded Moshe.
[

4
SEVENTH
READING

DUTIES

OF

KEHOS ’ D ESCENDANTS

[

G

od spoke to Moshe and Aharon, saying: 2 “Single out* those from Kehos’ descendants (who
are fit to do the work of carrying) from among the (other) children of Levi, verifying their family
lineage, according to their paternal houses. 3 (Pick only those) from the age of thirty years until
the age of fifty years, all those who (are fit to) participate in the service (of carrying), to work in the Tent
of Meeting.”
4
The following is the service of Kehos’ descendants in the Tent of Meeting, the Holy of Holies:
5

–

When the camp is about to travel, Aharon and his sons should come and take down the
Partition, and they should cover the Ark of the Testimony with it. 6 They should place a covering
of tachash* skin on it and then they should spread a garment of pure turquoise wool on top of
that. Then they should put its poles into place.

–

7

–

9

They should spread a garment of turquoise wool on the Show Table and they should place on
it the bread-molds, spoons, its supporting bars and separating bars. The multi-surface bread may
then be placed on it. 8 They should spread upon them a garment of crimson wool and cover that
with a covering of tachash skin. Then they should put its poles into place.

They should take a turquoise garment and cover the brilliant Menorah and its lamps, its tongs,
and its scoops, and all its oil vessels with which its service is carried out. 10 They should put it
along with its vessels into a tachash skin covering (bag), and attach it to a (carrying) pole.
TORAS MENACHEM

k

[

T

Sparks of Chasidus

[

he three coverings of the Ark (v. 5-6) represent three coverings
which envelop the soul during its journey through this world:

 The Partition, which formed the entrance to the Holy of
Holies, represents the body, for a Jew’s body is holy (see Tanya
ch. 49). The body’s need to be involved with physical matters
compromises but is not antithetical to a person’s spirituality.
 The body is infused with an animal soul which desires to
oppose the Godly soul. But ultimately, it is a Jewish animal
soul which is “tailor-made” to compete with the Godly soul.
This is represented by the wool “garment” which was “tailor
made” for each vessel.
 The tachash skin bag, however, was not specifically dedicated
to the Ark (see Toras Menachem), representing one’s alien desires
that result from living in a secular culture.
A person should not despair that he has so many causes of
distraction from his spiritual path, for just as these coverings were
applied to the Ark while it was in transit towards a loftier
destination, so too, the body, animal soul and alien influences
challenge the Godly soul to reveal its very highest powers.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 17ff.)

T HE C OVERING

OF THE

T ABERNACLE ’ S V ESSELS ( V . 5ff)

In his commentary to verse 5, Rashi writes that the priests were given
the role of putting “each vessel into its own specific sheath, as detailed in
this section.”
At first glance, this is somewhat confusing, since “in this section” we
read how each vessel of the Tabernacle was actually wrapped in (at least)
two layers: a “garment” of wool and a tachash skin covering. Rashi’s
reference here to a “sheath” apparently refers to the more tight-fitting
“garment of wool,” rather than the tachash skin covering which was a
“large bag” (see Classic Questions to v. 10), and must have been loose-fitting.
However, this begs the question: Since the priests covered the
Tabernacle vessels with two coverings, why does Rashi only mention the
woolen covering here, and omit the tachash skin covering?
And why does he choose the term “sheath,” rather than the name
which scripture uses, a woolen “garment?”

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi was troubled by the sudden change of subject between verses 4
and 5. First we read, in verse 4, that “the following is the service of
Kehos’ descendants in the Tent of Meeting, the Holy of Holies.” And then,
instead of continuing with a discussion of the service of Kehos’
descendants, verse 5 begins a new subject: “When the camp is about to
travel, Aharon and his sons should come and take down the partition
etc.,” without any mention of the service of Kehos’ descendants!
/27 vrgv '46 wg jWhj aWuekc inxbv vtr /itf susk khfan pWg*
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ov /ohgh :rvnu vph ukfg,ha hsf ifpvk jcznv kga ohrctc ihfn

TORAS MENACHEM

Rashi concluded that there must be a direct connection here between
the work of Aharon (v. 5ff.) and his sons wrapping up the vessels of the
Tabernacle and the service of Kehos’ descendants (v. 4). Rashi’s solution
was “they should put each vessel into its own specific sheath.” I.e. that by
appreciating how the woolen “garment” was (not merely a cloth spread
over each vessel, but) a sheath which encapsulated each specific vessel
totally, we will come to understand the connection between the service of
Kehos’ descendants (v. 4) and the priestly wrapping of the Tabernacle
vessels (v. 5ff.).
Rashi’s solution becomes apparent upon reaching verse 15, the end of
the section which discusses how the priests wrapped the Tabernacle
vessels for transit: “When the camp is set to travel, Aharon and his sons
should finish covering the Holy (Ark and Altar) and all the other Holy
(vessels), and afterwards, Kehos’ descendants should come to carry (the
items); but they should not touch the sacred objects (when they are
uncovered), for then they will die.” Here we see how covering the
Tabernacle vessels completely with a woolen sheath was so crucial for
Kehos’ descendants, since they would be punished by death for touching
any part of the vessels. Thus by explaining how the woolen covering was

a perfectly fitting “sheath” which prevented any part of the vessels from
being touched, Rashi clarified how the current passage was relevant to the
descendants of Kehos.

A N A DDITIONAL C OVERING
We are now, however, left with another problem: How was the covering
of tachash skin significant to Kehos’ descendants? Being that the woolen
garment covered the vessels completely, protecting Kehos’ descendants
from accidentally touching the vessels, there appears to be no further
benefit to Kehos’ descendants in adding a second covering of tachash
skin. So why is the service of wrapping in tachash skin included in this
section which describes “the service of Kehos’ descendants in the Tent of
Meeting” (v. 4)?
In answer to this question, Rashi continues: “The Levite descendants of
Kehos need only carry them,” i.e. the priests were required to render the
vessels fit for transportation by Kehos’ descendants, which is why a
further layer of tachash skin was necessary. So both layers were important
for Kehos’ descendants: One to protect them while at work, and the other
to enable them to do their job.

4:11-16
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–

Over the golden Altar they should spread a garment of turquoise wool, cover it with a tachash
skin covering, and insert its poles.

–

12

–

13

They should remove the ashes from the (copper) Altar and spread a garment of purple wool
over it. 14 They should place on top of it all the vessels which they use when carrying out its
service: the scoops, the forks, the shovels, and the basins—all the implements of the Altar. Then
they should spread over it a covering of tachash skin and insert its poles.

–

15

–

16

They should then take all the vessels used in the Sanctuary, put them into a garment of
turquoise wool, cover them with a tachash skin covering, and attach them to a (carrying) pole.

When the camp is set to travel, Aharon and his sons should finish covering the Holy (Ark and
Altar) and all the other Holy (vessels), and afterwards, Kehos’ descendants should come to carry
(the items); but they should not touch the sacred (vessels when they are uncovered), for then they
will die. The above is what Kehos’ descendants must carry from the Tent of Meeting.

Elazar the son of Aharon the priest is appointed (to carry the following): Oil for lighting, the
incense of spices, the continual (daily) meal-offering, and the anointing oil. (He is also) in charge
of the entire Tabernacle and all its contents, the Sanctuary and its vessels.

[

COVERINGS OF THE TABERNACLE VESSELS

[4:4-14]

[

Summary of the coverings placed by the priests upon the Tabernacle Vessels in preparation for transit—according to Rashi, as
explained in Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 8ff. All woolen garments and tachash skin bags covered their items entirely.

ITEM

ARK
[4:5-6]

SHOW
TABLE
[4:7-8]

MENORAH
[4:9-10]

GOLD ALTAR
[4:11]

INCENSE
VESSELS [ 4 : 1 2 ]
COPPER ALTAR
[4:13-14]

METHOD OF COVERING

NOTES

 PARTITION COVERING ARK
 PLACED IN LOOSE-FITTING TACHASH SKIN BAG
 PLACED IN TURQUOISE WOOL GARMENT

Partition was placed together with the Ark as its
“vessel,” draped on the Ark, not covering it
completely. Wool garment was placed over the
loose tachash skin bag and was thus not tightfitting, as with other vessels.

 PLACED IN TIGHT-FITTING GARMENT OF
TURQUOISE WOOL
 ACCESSORIES AND BREADS PLACED ON TOP
 COVERED WITH CRIMSON WOOL GARMENT
PLACED IN LOOSE-FITTING TACHASH SKIN BAG

Vessels and bread were of a lower level of
holiness than the Table itself, and were thus
compartmentalized separately. Nevertheless,
the bread was of sufficient holiness to require
two coverings—crimson wool and tachash
(cf. accessories of Copper Altar).

 ACCESSORIES PLACED WITH MENORAH
 PLACED IN TIGHT-FITTING GARMENT OF
TURQUOISE WOOL
 PLACED IN LOOSE-FITTING TACHASH SKIN BAG

Accessories were of the same level of holiness
as the Menorah itself (cf Shemos 25:31), and
were therefore placed together with it in the
same compartment.

 PLACED IN TIGHT-FITTING GARMENT OF
TURQUOISE WOOL
 PLACED IN LOOSE-FITTING TACHASH SKIN BAG

Tight-fitting wool garment was specific to the
Altar. Tachash bags were interchangeable
between all vessels.

 PLACED IN TIGHT-FITTING GARMENT OF
TURQUOISE WOOL
 PLACED IN LOOSE-FITTING TACHASH SKIN BAG

Tight-fitting wool garment was specific to each
vessel. Tachash bags were interchangeable.

 PLACED IN TIGHT-FITTING PURPLE WOOL GARMENT
 ACCESSORIES PLACED ON TOP
 PLACED IN LOOSE-FITTING TACHASH SKIN BAG

Accessories were of a lower level of holiness
than the Altar itself, and were thus compartmentalized separately. Purple wool was indicative
of the lesser holiness of the Copper Altar.
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CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What, precisely, may not be seen? (v. 20)
RASHI: “They must not come in to see the holy (vessels) being
encapsulated” in their sheath, as I explained above in this passage [v. 5]

that they should spread the appropriate garment over it, and cover it
with the appropriate [outer] cover. The meaning of its “encapsulation” is its [outer] covering.

TORAS MENACHEM

However, this is not the end of Rashi’s discussion of the additional
covering, as the matter re-emerges once again at the very end of the
Parsha. There the Torah warns, that in addition to not touching the
Tabernacle vessels, “They must not come in to see the holy (vessels) being
encapsulated, so that they will not die” (v. 20).
Rashi explains: “‘They must not come in to see the holy (vessels) being
encapsulated,’ in its sheath, as I explained above in this passage [v. 5] that
they should spread the appropriate garment over it, and cover it with
the appropriate [outer] cover. The meaning of its ‘encapsulation’ is its
[outer] covering.”
Here we see that, in addition to the prohibition of touching the Holy
Tabernacle vessels (v. 15), there is a further prohibition against even seeing
the vessels being placed into their coverings. And Rashi states clearly that

this latter prohibition (of not seeing) is in force both while the vessels are
being wrapped “in its sheath,” (i.e. the woolen “garment”), and also while
it is being “encapsulated” in its outer tachash skin covering.*

R ASHI ’ S S OURCE
From where did Rashi derive that it is prohibited to see even the outer
tachash skin bag being placed on the vessels, after the vessels had been
fully covered by the woolen sheath?
Rashi’s conclusion was based on the Torah’s unusual choice of phrase
here, that one must not see the holy (vessels) being encapsulated,” or to
be precise, “swallowed” (gKcF) by its cover. At first glance this term is
difficult to understand, because “swallowing” has the connotation of
“engulfing” an item, thereby destroying its identity. A wrapping or
covering on the other hand does not destroy the identity of its contents:

*The prohibition against touching the Tabernacle vessels does not apply once the first covering (the woolen “sheath”) is in place. Thus, according to Rashi, it would be technically
permissible to approach the vessels at this point and touch them with one’s face turned backwards, so as not to see them.

v euxp 1
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17

–

God spoke to Moshe and Aharon, saying:
18

Do not cause the tribe of the families of Kehos to be eliminated from among the Levites.
Do this for them, so they should live and not die: When they approach the Holy of Holies.
Aharon and his sons should first come and appoint each man individually to his task and his load.
19

–

20

They must not come in to see the holy (vessels) being encapsulated, so that they will not die.
HAFTARAHS: BAMIDBAR - P. 294.

EREV ROSH CHODESH - P. 317.

TORAS MENACHEM

on the contrary, the wrapping itself becomes insignificant in comparison
to the item it wraps. So it does not appear to be the case that a cover
ordinarily “swallows” its contents: if anything, the contents “swallow” any
significance that the wrapping may have.
Thus, Rashi was troubled: Why does the Torah suggest that the
Tabernacle vessels are “swallowed” by its covering?
To solve this problem, Rashi explained: “They should spread the
appropriate garment over it, and cover it with the appropriate [outer]
cover. The meaning of its ‘encapsulation’ is its [outer] covering.” I.e. while
it is true that one covering does not engulf or “swallow” the identity of its
contents, two coverings however do achieve this feat. (E.g. we find in
Jewish law that holy items such as tefilin which normally may not be kept
in a place exposed to any immodesty, may be brought there if they are
enclosed in two wrappings—Brachos 25b; Orach Chaim ch. 40).
Thus, the Torah described the Tabernacle vessels being “swallowed”,
because they were being placed inside two coverings, both the woolen
“garment” and the tachash skin bag. So Rashi wrote that it is forbidden
to see the vessels while either of these two coverings are being put
in place, for together they achieve the effect of “swallowing” their
contents—“‘They must not come in to see the holy (vessels) being
encapsulated (swallowed).”

D EDICATED C OVERINGS
At first glance the above explanation, that the Tabernacle vessels could
only be viewed once they were “swallowed” in two coverings, appears to

contradict a further ruling of Jewish law in this area. The principle that an
item becomes swallowed when encapsulated by two coverings only
applies if at least one of the coverings is not specially dedicated to cover
that particular object. For example, if tefilin are usually kept inside two
particular cases, the cases become associated with the tefilin and thus
express the tefilin’s identity, rather than “swallowing” it. In fact, even ten
dedicated cases will not protect the tefilin from being in an inappropriate
environment (Brachos ibid).
In our case, both the woolen sheath and the tachash skin bag were
coverings dedicated to the Tabernacle vessels and were not used for any
other purpose. So how could they have achieved the effect of “swallowing” their contents?
In order to answer this question, Rashi stresses: “They should spread the
appropriate garment over it, and cover it with the appropriate [outer]
cover.” I.e. in contrast to the woolen sheath, which was a dedicated,
made-to-measure “garment,” the outer layer was merely a standard
“cover” which was not unique to any particular vessel—as Rashi
explained above, that the tachash skin covering was a type of “large bag”
(Classic Questions to v. 10). Presumably therefore, the tachash bags could be
used interchangeably between the different vessels of the Tabernacle.
Thus, they were not considered to be dedicated coverings, and could
indeed cause their contents to become “swallowed” when used in
conjunction with an additional covering.**
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 8ff.)

**In another detail, we see how Rashi’s stance here reflects a further ruling of the Talmud (ibid.). The law states that as long as one of the two coverings is a non-dedicated covering,
“swallowing” will be achieved even if the non-dedicated covering is underneath the dedicated covering. Here we see this principle demonstrated through the Ark, whose nondedicated covering, the tachash skin bag, was placed underneath its dedicated covering, the woolen garment (see v. 6).

[
parshas

Naso

tab ,arp

[

The Name of the Parsha

arshas Naso is always read on the Shabbos adjacent to
Shavuos (either after or before), indicating that the
predominating theme of Naso is strongly connected with
the giving of the Torah, celebrated on Shavu’os.
The Torah was, in fact, studied long before it was
actually “given” in the year 2448. Our Sages revealed
that the Patriarchs were fluent in Torah, and even prior to
that, Sheim, Noach’s son, headed a Torah academy
(yeshivah).
Nevertheless, the giving of the Torah was not merely a
formality whereby the Torah was “officially” presented to
the Jewish people. Rather, at Sinai, a significant change
took place in the compatibility of spirituality with this
physical world. As the Midrash relates, until the giving of
the Torah, God had decreed that spirituality (the “upper
worlds”) and physicality (the “lower worlds”) could have
no lasting union, and when the Torah was given, “the
decree was annulled” (Tanchuma, Naso 16).

P

[

Consequently, when we study the Torah now, after the
giving of the Torah, we do not merely become educated
and knowledgeable, but more importantly, our physical
being becomes infused, strengthened and uplifted by the
spirituality of the Torah.
To stress this point, the Parsha which we read around
the time of Shavu’os is called Naso, which literally means
“lift,” indicating how Torah actually elevates our physical
existence to a higher plane.
From this, we can learn that the Torah was not intended
to be limited to the realm of the academic or even the
spiritual. Torah should affect us deeply, to the extent that
even our ordinary, everyday activities become uplifted as
a result of our exposure to Torah, fulfilling the Divine
intent that the “upper worlds” and “lower worlds” should
be in harmony with one another.
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Naso 5747)
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CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 How were Gershon’s descendants “singled out”? (v. 22)
RASHI: [God said]: “Single out those from Gershon’s descendants
too, as I commanded you with Kehos’ descendants (above 4:1ff), to see
how many have reached the age to serve [in the Tabernacle].
BIURAY MAHARAY: The Torah uses the term “single out” (literally “lift
up the head”) to indicate that the Levites were counted here in a
totally different and much more honorable fashion than the
other tribes.
For with the other tribes, all the various families were counted
together in one mixed bunch. Here, however, Kehos’ descendants

were first singled out and counted separately from the other Levites
as an elite group. Then, Gershon’s descendants were separated out
from Merari's descendants and counted, leaving only Merari’s
descendants at the end.

 Since Gershon was the firstborn, why were his descendants not singled out before Kehos’ descendants (4:1ff)?
MIDRASH: Even though Gershon was the firstborn, and we find that
scripture always gives precedence to the firstborn, nevertheless the
Torah mentions Kehos first in this case, because Kehos’ descendants
carried the Ark, in which the Torah was placed (Bamidbar Rabah 6:1).

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE S ELECTION

OF

G ERSHON ’ S D ESCENDANTS ( V . 22)

Our Parsha opens with God’s words to Moshe, “Single out those from
Gershon’s descendants too.” Rashi was troubled why the Torah stresses
that Gershon’s descendants are to be singled out “too,” suggesting that we
are speaking here of the continuation of a process that began previously.
Rashi answered that God’s words here are a continuation of His
instructions near the end of the previous Parsha, to count Kehos’
descendants. Thus, here God stresses that Gershon’s descendants should
be counted too, “as I commanded you with Kehos’ descendants.”

However, while Rashi has indeed clarified what the Torah’s intention
was in stressing that Gershon’s descendants were to be counted “too,” we
appear to be left without an explanation as to why the Torah draws a
parallel between the two cases of Kehos and Gershon.
Furthermore, in the case of the third group of Levites, Merari’s
descendants, we do not find any stress that they were counted “too,” like
the descendants of Gershon. In fact, not only does the Torah draw no
parallel between Merari’s descendants and the previous cases, we find
that the Torah uses a completely different expression altogether. Instead
jf euxp 2
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4:21

DUTIES

OF

GERSHON ’S DESCENDANTS

[

G

od spoke to Moshe, saying: 22 Single out those from Gershon’s descendants (who are fit for
service in the Tabernacle) too, (just as you were commanded with Kehos’ descendants*),
verifying their family lineage, according to their paternal houses. 23 Count those from the age
of thirty years and upward, until the age of fifty years, (namely) all those who are fit to join the group
that performs the service in the Tent of Meeting.
24
The following is the service of the Gershonite families. (Their task is to) perform service and carry
(parts of the Tabernacle):
25

–

They should carry the tapestries of the Tabernacle and the (goat’s hair covering of) the Tent
of Meeting, its (ram skin) covering and the tachash skin covering placed upon it, the partition
for the entrance to the Tent of Meeting, 26 the curtains of the courtyard, the curtain for the
entrance gate of the courtyard which is around the Tabernacle and the Altar, all its ropes and
sacred utensils.

–

(In addition), they must perform all tasks allotted to them.
27

All the work of Gershon’s descendants will be directed by Aharon and (one of) his sons,
(including) all their tasks of carrying and all their (other) work. You should allot to them as their
duty all the things they must carry.
28
This was the service of the families of Gershon’s descendants in the Tent of Meeting, and their
duties, which were under the supervision of Isamar, the son of Aharon the priest.
–

TORAS MENACHEM

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

K EHOS & G ERSHON (4:1-28)
o serve God, one must both “turn away from evil” and “do
good.” But which of these steps is the most important? And
which must be prioritized?
The sequence of Kehos’ and Gershon’s descendants in the
Torah provides the key to answer these questions.
Gershon is related to the Hebrew word Gerushin, meaning
“divorce,” alluding to the process of turning away from and
“divorcing” oneself from evil. Kehos means “gathering” (as in “He
will gather [yikhas] the people,” Bereishis 49:10), alluding to the
accumulation of good deeds—“doing good.”
Gershon was the firstborn, indicating that at the outset, when
one is just beginning to serve God, a person should stress the path
of turning away from evil. This is in order to thoroughly cleanse
oneself from negative traits before one can begin to sanctify
oneself properly with good deeds.
However, in the Torah, Kehos’ descendants are placed before
Gershon’s descendants (see Midrash), to indicate that, ultimately,
“doing good” is the ultimate goal which actively brings a person
close to God and makes this world a “home” for Him.

T

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 13, p. 19)

* See above 4:1.

of being told to “single out” those suitable for Tabernacle service (as in the
case of Kehos and Gershon’s descendants), Merari’s descendants were
simply to be “counted” (v. 29).
Why does Rashi not explain these difficulties, which require explanation
at the literal level?

T HREE L EVELS

OF

S ANCTITY

At first glance, it would appear that the Torah describes the selection of
the three Levite families with different expressions to reflect the varying
degrees of sanctity possessed by the objects that they carried:
1.) Kehos’ descendants carried the Ark of the Covenant, together with
the holy equipment of the Sanctuary (see 4:1ff). Therefore, the Torah
mentions their selection first, to stress its primary importance (as the
Midrash explains).
2.) Gershon’s descendants carried the tapestries and hangings of the
Tabernacle and its courtyard (v. 25-26) which were of a lesser sanctity.
Thus, the Torah indicates the secondary nature of their role by stressing
that they are to be “singled out too.”
3.) Merari’s descendants carried only the supporting structure of the
Tabernacle, its beams, pillars and sockets etc. (v. 31-32), which were of an
even lesser sanctity. To reflect this lesser role, the Torah does not write
that they were “singled out,” like their more important cousins, but rather,
that they were merely “counted.”

R ASHI ’ S V IEW
In the final analysis, however, this solution does not appear to be
consistent with Rashi’s understanding of these verses, since: a.) Rashi
makes no mention here of differing degrees of sanctity between the tasks

vk-yf:s
oiz¨lY
 x©An
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34

d¹pW miÆW÷W Áo¤An l :m«zŸ` cŸw§¬ tY m−zŸa`Îzi«¥a§l m¬zŸg§RWn§l
cŸ¾a£r«©l `½¨a¨S©l Æ `¨AdÎl¨M m®cw§tY d−p W mi¬XngÎo¤A c²r© e d¨l§rÀne
Îl¨k§l m½`Vn zx´n Wn Æ z`Ÿfe `l :c«¥rFn ldŸ`¬ z−cŸa£rÎz`
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hWar

ohgkev ovc ,uk,k chcx ohsungk uhv ohr,hnu ,us,hu 'jurv ovhcd,
:1ifanv ,ftknc vhubaa unf 'ihxsbueu ,utxbukfc 'vbuhkgv o,pac

ohgkev hr,hnu ,us,h hrva 'ohsung ka /ovhr,hnu o,s,hu (ck)
tka 'vynkn ohgkeku ,ughrhk uhv ohr,hnu ,us,hu 'uhv iuard hbc tanc

TORAS MENACHEM

of the three Levite families.* b.) Instead, Rashi stresses that the selection
of these families was based on their ability to carry, which depends on
physical strength: “Count those of them who are fit for the service of
carrying, which are those between thirty years and fifty years. One under
thirty has not reached his full strength—from this our Sages said, ‘At thirty,
one has strength’ (Avos 5:22)—and past fifty, one’s strength begins to wane”
(Rashi to 4:2).
Thus, it would appear that according to Rashi, the three different
ways in which scripture expresses the selection of the Levite families corresponds to the varying degrees of strength required for their respective tasks:
1.) Kehos’ descendants were devoted exclusively to carrying (above
4:15). It follows, therefore, that they were singled out “for the service of
carrying,” first and foremost, since they must have been the strongest
group.
2.) Gershon’s descendants were devoted partially to carrying, and
partially to other tasks, as the verse states: “(Their task is to) perform
service and carry (parts of the Tabernacle)” (v. 24). The Torah thus
indicates their secondary role as “carriers” by stressing that they are to be
“singled out too” (v. 22).
3.) Merari’s descendants did not actually have to carry anything
themselves; they merely had what the Torah describes as “transportation
responsibilities” (v. 31), i.e. to ensure that the beams and pillars etc. of the
Tabernacle were correctly transported—as we read later (7:8), that wagons
were used for this purpose. Therefore, Merari’s descendants were not
“singled out” for carrying at all. Nevertheless, we still find that the

stronger members of this group (between 30 and 50 years) were
“counted” (v. 30), since their work would inevitably have involved some
heavy carrying (such as loading the wagons), even if not for long
distances.

W HAT D ID G ERSHON ’ S D ESCENDANTS H AVE

TO

C ARRY ?

One problem with the above explanation is that Gershon’s descendants
were given the use of wagons (7:7 below), just like Merari’s descendants.
So why does the Torah “single out” Kehos’ and Gershon’s descendants as
requiring particular strength (the former being “singled out” and the latter
“singled out too”), in contrast to the lesser strength demanded of Merari’s
descendants? Surely Kehos’ descendants were in a class of their own,
since they had to carry everything on their shoulders, and Gershon and
Merari’s descendants did not have to be so strong, since they all used
wagons?
In truth, however, Gershon’s descendants would have been required to
do a significant amount of carrying without wagons, since the wagons
were 5 amos wide (Shabbos 99a) and would thus not have fit through the
gaps between the pillars of the outer Tabernacle courtyard, since the
pillars were only 5 amos apart, including the width of the pillar (see Rashi
Shemos 27:14). Thus, if we are to presume that Gershon’s descendants
removed the tapestries and coverings of the Tabernacle before Merari’s
descendants removed the pillars of the outer courtyard (according to the
sequence of scripture here**), then it follows that Gershon’s descendants
must have carried their load by hand from the Tabernacle to outside the
Tabernacle courtyard, where their wagons were parked.***

* Later, in his commentary to Parshas Beha’aloscha (8:11), Rashi does refer to these three levels of sanctity, but it is difficult to accept that Rashi expected the reader to fathom the
meaning of scripture here based on one of his later comments.
** From Shemos 40:18ff and Bamidbar 10:17-21, however, it appears that this was not the sequence. But in any
case, the work of Gershon’s descendants would have been significantly greater than that of Merari’s descendants, considering that they had to climb above the walls to arrange and
remove the tapestries, coverings and curtains while the Tabernacle walls and pillars were still standing; unfasten the hooks; untie the ropes, etc.
***For an explanation why
smaller wagons were not made especially for Gershon’s descendants, see Sichas Shabbos Parshas Naso 5725, par. 4.
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4:29
SECOND
READING

DUTIES

OF

MERARI ’S DESCENDANTS

[

Y

ou should count Merari’s descendants, verifying their family lineage, according to their paternal
houses. 30 Count (only) those from the age of thirty years and upwards, until the age of fifty
years, (which includes) all those who (are fit to) participate in the service of working in the Tent
of Meeting. 31 The following are their transportation responsibilities for all their work in the Tent of
Meeting:
–

The beams of the Tabernacle, its bars, its pillars, and its sockets; 32 the pillars of the surrounding
courtyard, their sockets, pegs, and ropes, (and) all the utensils for all associated tasks.

–

You should appoint them by name to the utensils which they are responsible to transport.
These were the tasks of the families of Merari’s descendants concerning all their service in the Tent
of Meeting, which was under the supervision of Isamar the son of Aharon the priest.
33

[

4:34

M

TALLY

OF

LEVITES FIT

TO

SERVE

IN THE

TABERNACLE

[

oshe, Aharon, and the leaders of the congregation counted Kehos’ descendants—verifying
their family lineage, according to their paternal houses—35 from those thirty years old and
upwards, until fifty years old, (including) all those who (were fit to) participate in the service
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why were Merari’s descendants not “singled out” but merely “counted”? (v. 29)
MIDRASH: In the cases of Kehos’ descendants (4:1) and Gershon’s descendants (ibid. v. 21) the Torah states that they were “singled out” (literally
“their heads were lifted up”). God honored them in this way because Kehos carried the Ark, and Gershon was the firstborn. But in the case
of Merari’s descendants (v. 29), who were only simple people, and whose task was merely to carry the beams, supporting rods, pillars and
sockets, scripture does not refer to them as being “singled out” (Bamidbar Rabah 6:4).
TORAS MENACHEM

Thus, in the final analysis we see that the role of Gershon’s descendants
involved a substantial amount of carrying, which is why the Torah

considers their task to be comparable—albeit secondary—to that of
Kehos’ descendants.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 46ff.)

[

The Last Word

T HE “I MPORTANCE ”

OF

oes Judaism require us to be proud, ambitious Jews, filled with
self-respect and a thirst for knowledge and growth? Or are we
supposed to be humble and submissive, in the full awareness that we
are utterly worthless in the presence of our Creator?
The answer is that both these qualities are required. Any
relationship with God must, of course, be based on submissiveness,
whereby a person nullifies his own will and chooses to live in
accordance with the Divine Will. But once this foundation of
submissiveness is established, it is necessary to also build up one’s
knowledge, skills and determination. For God put us in this world to
transform it, and this will simply not occur unless we nurture qualities
of ambition and a desire for achievement. Nevertheless, with a firm
foundation of submissiveness, a person’s achievements will not “go
to his head” and lead him to believe that his successes are to his own

D

[

M ERARI ’ S D ESCENDANTS
credit. Rather, his ambitions will always be permeated with the
awareness that God desires him to be ambitious and successful in
carrying out the Divine plan for this world, and it is God Who is
continually enabling him to do so.
his healthy equilibrium of greatness and submissiveness required
for Divine service was reflected by the role of the Levites in the
Tabernacle, God’s house. The descendants of Kehos and Gershon
were honored with the important tasks of carrying the most holy
items, whereas Merari’s descendants were “simple people” who were
given the more menial tasks (see Midrash). Nevertheless, the overseeing of the Tabernacle necessitated the combination of both these
roles, teaching us that both qualities, pride and simple submissiveness, need to be found in every Jewish heart.

T

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Naso 5748)

s:v - vk:s
oFdzi£rxf§l oFdipipn Fede el :`pnf o©MWn§A
oi¥N ` fl :oi Wnge d `n r©aW oi¦t§l` oi xY
iC `pnf o©MWn§A g©l¨tC l¨M zdw zi£rxf ipipn
` ci¦A iic ` xni n l©r oŸx d`e dWŸn `pn
oFdzi£rxf§l oFWxb ip§A ipip nE gl :dWŸnc
oi pW oi z¨lY x©A n hl :oFdzd¨a ` zi¥a§lE
`¨lig§l iz`C l¨M oipW oiWng x©A c©re `¨N¥r§lE
oFdipip n Fe de n :`pn f o©MWn§A `p g§l¨t§l
oi¦t§l` oi xY oFdzd¨a ` zi¥a§l oFdzi£rxf§l
zi£rxf ipipn oi¥N` `n :oiz¨lzE d`n ziWe
`pn iC `pnf o©MWn§A g©l¨tC l¨M oFWxb ip§A
ipip nE an :iic ` xni n l©r oŸx d`e dWŸn
:oFdzd¨a` zi¥a§l oFdzi£rxf§l ixxn ip§A zi£rxf
oiWng x©A c©re `¨N¥r§lE oipW oiz¨lY x©An bn
:`pnf o©MWn§A `pg§l¨t§l `¨lig§l iz`C l¨M oipW
oi¦t§l` `z¨lY oFdzi£rxf§l oFdipipn Fede cn
iC ixxn ip§A zi£rxf ipipn oi¥N` dn :oz`nE
` ci¦A iic ` xni n l©r oŸx d`e dWŸn `pn
Ÿ c
oŸxd`e dWŸn `pn iC `Ipipn l¨M en :dWn
zi¥a§lE oFdzi£rxf§l i`e¥l zi l`xŸyi i¥ax§axe
c©re `¨N¥r§lE oipW oiz¨lY x©An fn :oFdzd¨a`
og§l¨R g©l§tn§l iz`C l¨M oipW oiWng x©A
Fede gn :`pnf o©MWn§A lEHn og§l¨tE `pg§l¨R
:opnze d`n Wnge oi¦t§l` `ipnY oFdipipn
dWŸnc `ci¦A oFdzi `pn iic `xnin l©r hn
iC idFpipnE D¥lEHn l©re Dpg§l¨R l©r x©aB x©aB
dWŸn m¦r ii li¦NnE ` :dWŸn zi ii ciT©t
on oEg§NWie l`xŸyi ip§A zi cT©R a :xnin§l
a`qnC lŸke a`cC l¨ke xibqC l¨M `zixWn
`¨awEp c©r x©kCn b :`Wp`c `W§tp inh¦l
`¨le oEPg§NWY `zixWn§l `x¨An§l oEg§NWY
`ix W i Yp¦kW i C oFdzi xWn zi oEa `qi
oFdzi Eg§NWe l`xŸyi ip§A o¥k Ec¨a£re c :oFdipi¥a
dWŸn m¦r ii li¦Nn ic `n§M `zixWn§l `x¨An§l
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'vhuk vbjn thv hbhx rcsnc ,arpc arupna unf chcx ohukv ,hhbj
gurmv /ktrah vbjn thv ,ujurv gcrt kfk ohkdsv vbjn ;ux sgu oanu
apbk tnyu 'oh,av in jkuanu ktrah vbjnc r,un czv 'ikufk .uj jk,ab
in ubh,ucr uars vz kfu 'vbhfa kan tkt jkuan ubhtu vhuk kac ;t r,un
r n u t /4t a b t s t a p b h n y k c t x n s /apbk tny :3 ohjxp ,fxnc ,utrenv
ehja xubhhrst 5r"cc ah vcrvu 'hnrt iuakc ost ,unmg iuak tuva hbt

vsucgk vsucg thva ',urubfu oh,kmnc rhav tuv /vscg ,scg (zn)
/van ,t wv vum rat uhsepu (yn) :1ugnanf /tan ,sucgu :1,rjt
u m (c) :vba ohanj ic sgu vba ohaka icn vumnc uhv ohsuepv i,utu
vbnau 'ifanv oeuva ouhc vrntb uz varp /wudu ktrah hbc ,t
in ujkahu :2ihezhbv erpc ihyhd ,fxnc t,htsf 'ouhc uc urntb ,uharp
'vbhfa vbjn thv ohgkev lu, 'i,hhbj ,gac oa uhv ,ubjn aka /vbjnv
/t 'jg /c 'jf /t 'h 5
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of working in the Tent of Meeting. 36 Their total, verified according to family lineage: two thousand, seven
hundred and fifty. 37 This was the total of the Kehos families, all who served in the Tent of Meeting, who
were counted by Moshe and Aharon, as directed by God to Moshe.
38
The total of Gershon’s descendants was verified according to family lineage, according to their
paternal houses, 39 (and included) those thirty years old and upwards, until fifty years old, all those who
(were fit to) participate in the service of working in the Tent of Meeting. 40 Their total, verified according
to family lineage, according to their paternal houses: two thousand, six hundred and thirty. 41 This was
the total of the families of Gershon’s descendants, all those who served in the Tent of Meeting, whom
Moshe and Aharon counted, as directed by God.
42
The total of the families of Merari’s descendants was verified according to family lineage, according
to their paternal houses, 43 (and included) those thirty years old and upwards, until fifty years old, all
those who (were fit to) participate in the service of working in the Tent of Meeting. 44 Their total, verified
according to family lineage: three thousand, two hundred. 45 This was the total of the families of Merari’s
descendants, whom Moshe and Aharon counted, as directed by God to Moshe.
46
The grand total of Levites counted by Moshe, Aharon, and the leaders of Israel was verified
according to family lineage, according to their paternal houses, 47 (and included) those thirty years old
and upwards, until fifty years old, all those who (were fit to) participate in the service of (playing cymbals
and harps during) the service and the service of carrying in the Tent of Meeting. 48 Their total: eight
thousand, five hundred and eighty. 49 They were counted as directed by God. Each man was appointed
by Moshe to his service and his carrying duties. They were counted as God had commanded Moshe.
[

5
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SANCTITY

OF THE

CAMP

[

od spoke to Moshe (on the day the Tabernacle was erected), saying: 2 Command the children
of Israel to send out from the camp:


All those afflicted with Tzara’as, all those who have had an (unhealthy, watery venereal)
discharge and all those ritually impure through (contact with) the dead.

You should send out both male and female.

Send them outside the camp so that they do not defile their camps, where I dwell among them.
4
The children of Israel did so and sent them outside the camp. The children of Israel did exactly what
God told Moshe.
TORAS MENACHEM

[

Sparks of Chasidus

T HE C ENSUS

OF THE

hat is the inner reason why the Torah required those Levites
who were fit to work in the Tabernacle to be counted?
The answer can be understood by first addressing why the Jewish
people were required to wander in the desert for forty years. We
know, of course, that they had to live somewhere for those forty years
as a result of the sin of the spies, when God decreed that the entire
generation would not enter the Land of Israel. But surely, they could
have spent this time in a civilized country, rather than in the desert?

W

[

L EVITES ( V . 34-49)
hasidic thought explains that the Jewish people spent those forty
years in the desert so that the immense holiness of the
Tabernacle would be present to undermine the forces of evil which
are rooted in the desert (which is why the desert is uninhabitable).
Therefore, the Levites, who were responsible for the Tabernacle,
were counted; for counting a person is a means of conferring
importance on him, and in a spiritual sense, this was a way of
strengthening the Levites for their “war” against the forces of evil.

C

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 13, pp. 16-17)
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/ohrupfv kht sckn : rnan u,utca ivfk ub,bu oav utbe /ivfk kzud ,arp itf c,fu rzj hrv /wvc kgn kgnk (u) :,unmg ehja 'thny
hcr rnt /wudu vnur, kfu (y) :thcvk lhrm tuva 6trehuc runtv u,hngc ajfu wvc kgn vkgnu trehu ,arpc vruntv thv 'rea kg gcabu
',ubrdv ,hck vhrjt rzjnv tuv tkvu 'ivfk ihchren vnur, hfu ktgnah
,hc thc, ovc rntba 'ohrufcv ukt 'ivfk uchreh rat rnuk sunk, vnu
tc 'vhvh uk ivfk rnuk sunk, 'ovc vagh vn gsuh hbhtu '7lhvkt wv
uk uhase ,t ahtu (h) :8ivfk ihb,hb uhvha ohrufcv kg snhku cu,fv
sunk, 'gurzc oukyhu utuch kufh vhuku vbuvf ,ub,n urntba hpk /uhvh
oharsn sugu 'ohkgck i,tbv ,cuya shdn 'uhvh uk uhase ,t ahtu rnuk
cfgna hn 'uhvh uk uhase ,t ahtu 9vsdt arsnu /hrpxc uc uars vcrv
sjt tkt vaug uvsa ihta ;ux ',uragnv uhvh uk 'ib,ub ubhtu uh,uragn

'2usu,vu cu,fa sjtv 'vc uasj,ba ohrcs hba khcac itf ,hbabu '1wudu
kzd kg hbavu /rcsc vsuha sg ohsg hp kg oatu anuj chhj ubhta snhk
:4uhkg gcaba irev tuv /uatrc unat ,t (z) :3ohbvfk i,hb tuva rdv
,na /ktud ahtk iht otu (j) :5uk chhj,ba hnk /uk oat ratk
vz lknbaf /uhkt oatv chavk :oharuh uk ihtu 'ughcava gcu,v
ohktud uk ihta ktrahc ost lk ah hfu 3ubh,ucr urntu /ubug kg ,usu,vk
'cegh sg vkgnk uhct ,jpann curev rac rta ut jt ut ,c ut ic ut
w v k :anujvu irev vz /caunv oatv :oharuh uk ihtu ,na rdv vz tkt

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What is confession? When must it be done? (v. 6-7)
RAMBAM: If a person transgresses any of the mitzvos of the Torah,
be it a positive command or a prohibition, either intentionally or
unintentionally, he is required to confess before God when he
repents and returns from his sin, as the verse states, “If a man or
woman commits any sins against (another) man...they should
confess the sin they committed” (v. 6-7), which refers to a verbal
confession. This confession is a positive command from the
Torah....
One is required to confess with one’s lips and state verbally those
things which one has resolved in one’s heart. If a person confesses

verbally, but has not resolved in his heart to repent, it is comparable
to one who immerses in a mikvah while holding a sheretz [creature
that causes ritual impurity], for the immersion will not be effective
until he casts the sheretz away (Laws of Teshuvah 1:1, 2:2-3).
SEFER HACHINUCH: Through verbal confession of sin, the sinner
reveals his thoughts and feelings, that he truly believes that all his
deeds are revealed and known before God, and that he will not act
as if the “Eye that sees” does not see. Furthermore, through
mentioning the sin specifically, he will feel remorseful about it, and
he will be more careful on another occasion not to stumble in the
same way again (Mitzvah 364).

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE M ITZVAH

OF

C ONFESSION ( V . 7)

Rambam writes that the act of confession, which is derived from v. 7,
is, “to say verbally those things which one has resolved in one’s heart.”
From this it would appear: a.) The confession does not actually further
the teshuvah (repentance) process, it is merely a verbal expression of the
teshuvah that has already occurred internally.
b.) Confession is meaningless without a prior internal resolution not to
sin again—as Rambam writes that it is “comparable to one who immerses
in a mikvah while holding a sheretz.”
h vtr tnujb, 9

dWna, tab pWa ,jhau 'lkhtu 29 wg jWj aWuek vtr /hrpx 8

yh 'df ,una 7

However, on further analysis it could be argued that both these
conclusions are, in fact, unfounded, and the confession does: a.) advance
the teshuvah process even after a person has fully repented; and,
b.) become meaningful even without proper repentance first.

A DVANCEMENT

OF THE

T ESHUVAH P ROCESS

Even if a person has done “complete teshuvah” in his heart and
resolved firmly never to sin again, verbal confession will bring him to
further remorse. This can be discerned from the words of Sefer
Hachinuch: “Through mentioning the sin specifically, he will feel
vf 'v 6

nWsa, tab pWa ,jha vtr 5

/he eWc 4

hrpx 3

z euxp 2

tf 'v trehu 1
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ADDITIONAL LAWS

[

5:5

G

OF

THE GUILT OFFERING

FOR

DISHONESTY*

[

od spoke to Moshe, saying: 6 Tell the children of Israel: If a man or woman commits any sins
(of dishonesty) against (another) man, (thereby) acting treacherously against God, and that
person is (found) guilty:



7



(The person) should pay back the amount he is guilty of, and add a fifth to it, giving it to the one
against whom he was guilty.



8



(This is, of course,) besides the atonement ram (which is brought to the priest in any case),
through which he is atoned.

They should confess the sin they committed.

But if the man (dies and) has no relative to whom (the offender) can pay back the debt, then
the debt is to be returned “to God”, (i.e.) to the priest.

[

ADDITIONAL LAWS

OF

GIFTS

TO THE

PRIESTS

[

9



Every offering from all the children of Israel’s holy (Firstfruits) brought to the priest will belong
to (the priest).



10

(The prerogative of precisely which priest or Levite) a person (chooses to give) his holy (gifts),
is his own. (But) whatever a man gives to the priest is then (the priest’s).
TORAS MENACHEM

remorseful about it, and he will be more careful on another occasion not
to stumble in the same way again.”
While Rambam does not refer to this quality of confession here in his
Laws of Teshuvah, he does hint to it in his Laws of Fasts (5:1):
“There are days when all of Israel fast because of the tragedies that
occurred then, in order to arouse the hearts, opening the way to the paths
of teshuvah. This reminds us of our bad deeds and the deeds of our
ancestors that were like our deeds now, which caused them, and us, these
tragedies. Through remembering these things we will return to be good,
as the verse states, ‘They will confess their sins and their fathers’ sins’
(Vayikra 26:40).”
Here we see that bringing to mind one’s sins actually helps a person
“return to be good.” In other words, confession actually inspires further
teshuvah.

I NSINCERE C ONFESSION
At first glance, Rambam appears to maintain that insincere confession is
totally worthless, “comparable to one who immerses in a mikvah while
holding a sheretz.”
However, on closer examination, Rambam’s analogy brings to light that
even an insincere confession has something positive to it. To understand
why this is the case, let us compare Rambam’s choice of expression with
that of the Talmud: “What is this comparable to? To a person who holds
a sheretz in his hand, for then even if he were to immerse in all the waters
of the world, he would not undergo a valid immersion” (Ta’anis 16a).
A key difference between Rambam’s choice of phrase and that of the
Talmud is that the Talmud discusses immersion in a mikvah as a

* See Vayikra 5:21-26.

theoretical possibility, whereas Rambam describes it as something which
actually happened: The Talmud writes, “Even if he were to immerse in all
the waters of the world,” but Rambam stresses that we are speaking of one
who actually “immerses in a mikvah.”
With this turn of phrase, Rambam indicates that an insincere confession
is still essentially positive, comparable to actually immersing in a mikvah.
The only problem is that since the person is still reluctant to give up his
sinful ways, the confession is ineffective. And this persistent attachment
of a person’s heart to the sin is therefore compared to the holding of a
sheretz, which invalidates the immersion.
How is this positive quality of an insincere confession expressed?
This is simply by virtue of the fact that it is human nature to become
uncomfortable and embarrassed when one verbalizes one’s wrongdoing,
even if one does not plan to change one’s ways. And this uncomfortable
feeling brought on by the confession is itself part of teshuvah.
In summary, confession is effective before, during and after the
teshuvah process:
a.) Before a person has resolved to stop sinning, an insincere confession helps him to feel uncomfortable and embarrassed, initiating the
teshuvah process.
b.) When a person has sincerely resolved in his heart not to sin again,
confession brings his resolutions to be expressed outwardly.
c.) The confession is then effective in inspiring the person to further
remorse, and, “he will be more careful on another occasion not to
stumble.”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 27, pp. 211-3)
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ah kct vtnuyk /vc iht sgu : v,ua v,hv tk ,tnyb rnta sjt sg
/uhkg rcgu (sh) :11vng cfau vap,u unf '9vxbtb /vap,b :vrh,xk ohsg
vc vr,na 'vtr,v iuak 12ubh,ucr uarhp /tbeu vtbe jur :vrh,xk osue
tuv rnukf /wudu uhkg rcg ut vtnyb thvu :hbukp aht og hr,x, kt
/jne (uy) :utk ot vtnyb ot gush ihtu 'u,tr,v kg vrcgu vc vr,v
vbcreu vnvc vagn v,ag thv 'ohyj tku /ohrga :9,kxn tvh tka
hure inava '13rsuvn vbcre tvh tka /ina uhkg emh tk :vnvc kftn
' v b u c k , u t r e b , u v n t v a / v b u c k u h k g i , h t k u :14 l a j c v , a g t h v u r u t
/tuv ,tbe ,jbn hf :14ivhfrsn varp thvu '15vbuckv ,gcd kt rntba
',utbe h,a vhkg ,rrugn /,tbe ,jbn :rfz iuak jne /vzv jnev
vagba hpk '16ruhfc uasea /ohase ohn (zh) :9kgcv ,tbeu ouenv ,tbe
ivhkgck ,ukgcb uhva 'ivhfrsn varp uzu ',utcumv ,utrn ,ajbn ruhfv
v,eav thv / a r j h k f c :uc esc, 'rjtk vkeke uzu 17jup,v ,j, ohrmnc

:uk ,uhutrv ,ub,n /ivfk i,h rat aht :,uagk vsunk v,hva vragn
ch,f vn /u,at vya, hf aht aht (ch) :1vcrv iunn /vhvh uk
'ivfv ,ub,n cfgn v,t ot '2uhvh uk uhase ,t ahtu ihbgv in vkgnk
,kguna lsnkk /aht aht :vyuxv ,t uk thcvk ukmt tck lrym,a lhhj
uba /u,at vya, hf :3vynkn vahtu vkgn ka vnjkn ahtc 'oh,ac
'vya, hf ch,fs ',uya jur ivc xbf,a sg ihptub ihptbnv iht 4ubh,ucr
, u g h b m h f r s n y , ' v y a , h f t r e n k a u y u a p u /5c k r x j v a t ; t u b u c c h , f u
uc vkgnu :7lck vhfrs kt yah kt '6rucgu uhkgn vya unf 'uhbhgc saj,u
:8aht ubhta hnu iyek yrp aht /v,t aht cfau (dh) :kgnv uvnu /kgn
,kxup v,ujt ,chfa ihtu 'v,ut ,kxup v,chfa /grz ,cfa v,t
yrp /vaht hbhgn okgbu :uzk uz ,unus uhva ,uhjt h,ac vagnf v,ut
:v,ut ihesuc ohnv iht (ohkgnu t"x) ogngnu vutr vhv ot tv 9tnuxk
ukhpt vc ah ot tv /vc iht sg :vthc ,tnuyk vtr,a rugha /vr,xbu

TORAS MENACHEM

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

“H E W ARNED H IS W IFE ...” ( V . 14)
od warned His “wife,” the Jewish people, not to be secluded
with another “man,” when He said the words: “You shall not
have any other deities (so long as I exist)” (Shemos 20:3).
But how could one possibly become “secluded” from God, Whose
glory fills the entire earth? The answer is: by being arrogant. About
the arrogant person, our Sages taught: “God says, ’He and I cannot

G

dwell in the same place’” (Sotah 5a)—in other words, arrogance
conceals a person from God.
The solution to this problem is to “bring an offering of barley flour”
(v. 15), which is referred to by our Sages as “animal fodder” (ibid. 14a).
In other words, the person needs to humble himself with the awareness that compared to God he is poor in knowledge, like an animal.
(Based on Likutei Sichos, vol. 4, p. 1032ff.)

jf 'cf ohrcs 11

:tk :c vyux 10

hrpx 9

u tab 'tnujb, 8

vf 'u oa 7

uy 's oa 6 ck 'u hkan 5 v tab tnujb, 4
uWna, tab pWa ,jha vtr 3 h euxp 2
y hsuep 'tnujb, 17 :uy vyux 16 u 's ohrhav rha 15 d tab 'tnujb, 14 /uy vyux 13

/dx ,ufrc 1
/d vyux 12
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[

5:11
FOURTH
READING

THE SUSPECTED ADULTERESS [ SOTAH ]

[

G

od spoke to Moshe, saying: 12 Speak to the children of Israel and say to them: If any man’s wife
goes astray (from the ways of modesty, arousing her husband’s suspicion that) she had acted
treacherously towards him 13 (and had allowed) a man to lie with her and have a seminal
emission, but (the alleged act) was not seen by her husband—(Then if):
–

She was secluded (with the suspected adulterer for a sufficient time to actually commit adultery)

–

And there was no witness against her (to confirm that she had actually committed adultery)

–

And she was not forced (by the alleged adulterer against her will).

–

14



15

The man should bring his wife to the priest and bring an offering for her, one tenth of an eifah*
of barley flour.



He should not pour oil over it or put frankincense on it, for it is a meal-offering of (Divine and
human) anger, a meal-offering (not of atonement but) of remembrance, a reminder of sin.



16



17

(And this is a case where before the seclusion took place) a desire to warn (her) had come upon
(her husband) and he warned his wife (not to be secluded with the man), and she (may have
indeed) been defiled. But (it may be the case that) a desire to warn (her) had come upon him
and he warned his wife (not to be secluded with the man), but she was (in fact) not defiled.
(In order to resolve this doubt the following should be carried out:)

The priest should bring her near and present her before God.

The priest should take holy water (from the Urn) in an earthenware vessel, and the priest
should take some earth from the Tabernacle floor and put it into the water.
TORAS MENACHEM

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

“I F A NY M AN ’ S W IFE G OES A STRAY ...” ( V . 12)
n the verse, “[If any man’s] wife goes astray” (v. 12), our Sages
taught: “A person does not commit a sin [unless he becomes
overcome by a spirit of foolishness]” (Sotah 3a). For even an adulterous
woman, who lacks self-control, would have disciplined her
temptations if not for her foolish spirit. [For this mood] obscures,
conceals and covers the hidden love of her Godly soul that adheres
to faith in God, to His unity and oneness.
[Consider that] even if faced with the threat of taking her life away
[for failure] to worship an idol, God-forbid, [her soul] would not be
willing to tolerate any disconnection from the Divine unity, God
forbid. [Thus, she would be willing to give her life even to avoid] the
mere act of bowing down, even though it would be totally devoid of
any belief at all in her heart [in the idol]. All the more so then could
she discipline her [evil] inclination and temptation for adultery,
which is [a sacrifice] far less than death—may God protect us!
[In addition to the fact that her foolishness causes her to forget
God], the distinction she rationalizes between the prohibitions of

O

adultery and idol worship is also a “spirit of foolishness”…for in truth,
even if a person commits a minor transgression, he transgresses God’s
Will, thereby separating himself completely from God’s unity and
oneness [with all creation]....
hus, at any time whatsoever a person has the ability and power to
cast away his mood of foolishness and forgetfulness; to remember
and arouse his love for the one God which is most definitely hidden
in his heart, without any doubt....
And included in this [love] is also fear, namely, not to tolerate any
[act of] disconnection from God’s unity and oneness [with the world],
even if this demands the actual sacrifice of one’s life. [In fact, he will
do so], without logical imperative at all, simply from the Godly nature
[of his soul]. All the more so then, is it far easier for one to discipline
one’s [evil] inclination not to act upon one’s desires [for lesser sins
whose punishment] involves less suffering than death—whether this
involves “departing from evil”…or “doing good.”

T

(Excerpts from Tanya ch. 24-25)

*Equivalent to 2.48 liters or 5.26 U.S. pints.
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lc ' wudu ufrcbu vfrcv ihbgk ifu 'ohgar ka i,ubgrupc ohgcab ohehsmva
vkhj,v vca hpk iyck lrh ohsev vkkec /lfrh ,t :8rntk ktrah lrch
,ucmvk unf /iyc ,ucmk (cf) :vjupb unudr,f /vcm :vkj, vrhcgc
lrsc of,utrk '9lrsv o,ujbk ifu 'uc vsueb s"nkva j,p auna uvz 'iyc
iycv ,t ohcmn ohnva 'lrh khpbvk lrh khpbk ifu '10vc ufk, rat
ubht ut 'kguc ka ufrhu ubyc /lrh khpbku iyc ,ucmk :lrhv ,t ohkhpnu
,kgcb ka hrv '11vcm lbyc ,tu ,kpub lfrh ,t rnut tuvaf ',kgcb ka tkt
ot int 'vgucav kg int vktv kg int 'vguca ,kce /int int :12runt
och ,rnua vtuabu vxurt h,hyx tka int 'rjt ahtn ot int vz ahtn
vkj,c hrva 'vagnv rsx vz iht /vatv ,t veavu (sf) :13vxubfu
hpk /ohrnk vc utuch vbeahafa lracn cu,fv tkt 'v,jbn chrev
ot 'vkufc vc utcu rnuk sunk, ';udv kf rtak ihhbn 'lrhu iyc rntba
lfhpk 'vkhj, vrhcgc ukhj,v iva hpk 'lrhu iyc rnuk sunk, vn if
/;hbvu (vf) :ohrnu ohgr vk ,uhvk /ohrnk :14,ubgrupv ovn khj,v
ka ushn vkgnk vsha ung vphbn thv ;tu 'shrunu vkgn thcnu lhkun
jczn ka ,hcrgn ,hnurs irec v,adv thv uz /v,t chrevu :15ivf

vshenc ohrnv ohn v,a, lfhpk 'ohjcuan ,uxufc jcuan ihh ;tubv ,t
hbpk vshngvu rntb rcf tkvu /wudu ivfv shngvu (jh) :xrj ka vhuzc
:2 v s u , u v , g s ; r y , u v g d h k h s f o u e n k o u e n n v , u t u h v i h g h x n t k t '1 wv
hukda ktrah ,ubck itfn 'v,uzck hsf vrga ,ghke ,t r,ux /grpu
lrs '4hjrznv vrzgv rga tuv 'rubeb rgac /wv hbpk :3ivk htbd atrv
vjnh tku 'vsu,u v,gs ;ry, hkut vgdhk /vhpf kg i,bu :ohxbfbv kf
/ohrrtnv :vk ohrn ova ipux oa kg /ohrnv :5ohnv kg sjuhnv oa
'ohrurt ohn arpk if,h tku /rhtnn iukx iuak 'okugv in v,ut ohrxjnv
;tu /ohrjt ,t ohrrtn tkt 'cu,fv c,f ohrurt tku 'iv ohause hrva
:uz ka vpudc vkke ,utrna 'thyykn tkt 'thyhk odr, tk xukebut
hebj cfa ot tv 'hebv cfa tk ot vgucav thv vnu /wudu ghcavu (yh)
,uapb hbhsc ju,pk vumna tkt 'iv gnua v,t utk kkfna '(heb, tk t"x)
,gucac (tf) :ot iuakc anan hf /,hya hf ,tu (f) :,ufzk vkj,
lhc ihkken kfv uhvha /vktk l,ut wv i,h :vkke ka vguca /vktv
hk grth tk lhc ihgcab kfv uhvha /vgucaku :,hbukpk tca lrsf ltuch
'6hrhjck vgucak ofna o,jbvu rnut tuv ifu ',hbukpk grhta lrsf

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why is the woman’s hair uncovered? (v. 18)
RASHI: To humiliate her. From here we learn that an uncovered
head of hair is considered a disgrace for the daughters of Israel.
/jh oa 13

/jf vyux 12

tf euxp 11

dk 't ohrcs 10

t f ' d h , u na 9

f 'jn oa 8

ZOHAR: If a woman covers her hair... her children will be superior...
her husband will be blessed with spiritual and material blessings,
with wealth, children and grandchildren (III 126a).
d 'ch ,hatrc 7

uy 'vx whgah 6

/sh oa 5

/z vyux 4

/cg ,ucu,f 3

/j vyux 2
/yh oa 15

zy euxp 1
:j oa 14

5:18-25
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He should uncover (the hair on) the head of the woman.



He should place the remembrance meal-offering, which is a meal-offering of anger, into her
hands while the afflictive waters, (which will bring her) bitter (end), are in the priest’s hand.



19

The priest should then place her under oath, saying to the woman: “If a man has not slept with
you and you have not gone astray to become defiled (to another) in place of your husband, then
(you will) be absolved through these “bitter,” afflictive waters. 20 But if you have indeed gone
astray (to another) instead of your husband and have become defiled, and you have allowed
another man besides your husband to sleep with you (then you will choke!)”



21

The priest should then make the woman swear an oath (that contains) a curse. The priest
should say to the woman: “May God make you (an example of) a curse (uttered within) an oath
among your people, when God causes your thigh to rupture and your belly to swell. 22 For these
‘bitter,’ afflictive waters will enter your innards, causing (also) the belly (of your adulterous
partner) to swell and the thigh (of your partner) to rupture!”



The woman should say, “Amen! Amen!” (to accept the oath).



23

Then the priest should (move the woman from place to place, to tire her out, and) stand the
woman up before God (at the gate of Nikanor).

Then the priest should write these curses on a scroll and erase it in the “bitter” waters.

24

— (When the priest will later) give the “bitter,” afflictive waters to the woman to drink, the afflictive
waters will enter (all of) her (body) to (bring a) bitter (end upon every part of her).—


25

The priest should take the meal-offering of anger (with) the woman’s hand, wave the mealoffering before God (together with her), and bring it to (the southwestern corner of) the Altar.
TORAS MENACHEM

[

The Last Word

[

“H E S HOULD U NCOVER ( THE H AIR )...” ( V . 18)
onsidering the great reward which is promised to the woman
and mother who wears a sheitel [wig], it should surely be
worthwhile to do so even if the wearing of a sheitel would entail
serious difficulties and conflicts. How much more so where the
objection to it, as you write, is only because it is ‘old-fashioned.’ This
is not a real objection, not a valid one, and it is rather based on the
‘opinion’ of others. Let me also add that even considering the general
attitude towards this and other mitzvos, there has been a radical
change in recent years, one of respect and admiration for people who
are consistent and live up to their convictions and ideals, and are not
influenced by the mob. There may always be some individual who
might make a joke about the person’s convictions, but where a
person is sincerely dedicated to his faith; such a person can only call
forth respect and admiration. Furthermore, if you will eventually
settle in a Jewish Orthodox neighborhood, you will find that other
young women will wish to emulate your good example, and thus you
will have the additional zechus of being instrumental in influencing
others in the right way. The reverse is also true, for a Jew must always
consider how his or her conduct affects others. This should be an
additional consideration why you should overcome your superficial
objection to wearing a sheitel.
“It is no less important to bear in mind that marriage is called ‘an
everlasting edifice,’ meaning that it is an everlasting institution which

“

C

is of vital importance not only for the husband and wife, but also for
future generations. Every parent desires to ensure the happiness of
their children and will do everything possible to take out the utmost
measure of such insurance.
“Of course you might point to this one or that one who does not
wear a sheitel. However, it is surely unnecessary to point out that
every person may have a particular weakness, and if one is to follow
the principle ‘He is wise who learns from every person’ [Avos 4:1], he
will be wise to learn from only the person’s strong and positive
qualities and not from his weak ones.”
(From a letter written by the Rebbe in the Days of Chanukah, 5721)

“The necessity of wearing a sheitel and not making do with a hat or
kerchief is explained in many places. It is a readily observable fact
that wearing a hat or even a kerchief leaves part of the hair uncovered
(at least for a short while), leading a person to transgress a serious
prohibition, as ruled in Shulchan Aruch, Orach Chaim, Chapter 75.”
(Likutei Sichos, vol. 13, p. 187)

When the hair is covered with a kerchief and one meets a nonreligious friend or acquaintance, then frequently the kerchief slides
up or disappears completely into the pocket, something which
cannot be done with a sheitel. Therefore, eventually, habit [i.e. wearing a sheitel] will become second nature. (Igros Kodesh vol. 10, p. 186)
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ubhta ouenc kuub,nv ostk rfhba ouenc kuub,nv ost ihc ah arpv
ouenn /thv vrvyu :uz vrh,xc /vatv vtnyb tk otu (jf) :4rfhb
,skuh v,hv ot 'grz vgrzbu tkt sug tku 'ohrrtnv ohnn /v,ebu :rjt
unf /aht ut (k) :4ohbck ,skuh ohruja ,skuh v,hv ot 'juhrc sk, rgmc
vebu (tk) :vatv ,t shngvu lfk 'tuv htbe aht ot rnukf '5gsub ut
in tuv heb 'v,,hnc h,cj rnuk dtsh kt ohnv vuesc ot /iugn ahtv

u,ryev hsh kga '.nuev tuv /v,rfzt (uf) :1,ujbn rtaf vmhne osue
vrnt ota ,ucrk /ohnv ,t veavu (zf) :2vucdk iurfzk vtc vjbnv
kgc v,ut iheanu v,ut ihrgrgn 'vkdnv vejnba rjtk v,ua hbht
hp kg ;t /wudu vbyc v,cmu :hbt vtny vrnt if ot tkt 'vjrf
:vc i,xhbf lrsf tkt ihesuc ibht ohnv 'vkhj, lrh rhfzv 3vkkeca
/vng crec :vc ihkt kfv uhva h,arhpa unf /vktk vatv v,hvu

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What happens if the woman is proven innocent? (v. 28)
RASHI: If she used to have painful births, she will now have easy
births. If she used to give birth to dull-faced children, she will now
give birth to bright-faced ones.
RASHBAM: She will be blessed with children.
TALMUD: “‘She will be proven innocent and she will bear children,’
means that if she was barren she will become pregnant”—these are
the words of Rabbi Akiva.
Rabbi Yishma’el said to him: “If so, then all the barren women in
the world will seclude themselves [with other men, but not commit
adultery] and then become pregnant [from drinking the bitter waters],
and any woman who did not seclude herself [with another man] will

be the loser! [Rather the verse teaches us that] if she used to have
painful births, she will now have easy births. If she used to give birth
to girls, she will now give birth to boys. If she used to give birth to
short children, she will now give birth to tall ones. And if she used
to give birth to dull-faced children, she will now give birth to brightfaced ones” (Sotah 26a).
SEFER HAZIKARON: Rashi rejected Rabbi Akiva’s interpretation
because of Rabbi Yishma’el’s question.
TOSFOS: It appears that one could turn Rabbi Yishma’el’s question
back on his own solution. Surely all those with painful births will
seclude themselves with other men, but not commit adultery, and
then have easy births from drinking the bitter waters!

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE I NNOCENT S OTAH ( V . 28)

Rashi’s comments to verse 28 prompt the following questions:
1.) Why did Rashi reject the simple explanation of Rashbam that the
innocent sotah is rewarded for her ordeal by being blessed with children?
Sefer Hazikaron argues that Rashi considered this explanation to be
unacceptable at the literal level due to Rabbi Yishma’el’s question in the
Talmud: “If so, then all the barren women in the world will seclude
themselves [with other men, but not commit adultery] and then become

pregnant [from drinking the bitter waters], and any woman who did not
seclude herself [with another man] will be the loser!”
However, at the literal level, it is difficult to accept that this was
Rashi’s objection, since: i.) In addition to being secluded, a woman must
also have been warned by her husband in order to be eligible to drink the
sotah waters. Since the decision whether or not to issue this warning is
totally up to the husband, drinking the sotah waters is clearly not an
option for many women (who did not receive a warning).
uk 'tf ,una 5

/uf vyux 4

tf euxp 3

hrpx 2

:sh vyux 1

5:26-31
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Then he should give the woman the water to drink.



27

The priest should take a three-finger fistful out from the meal-offering, as a “reminder” (to
God), and burn it upon the Altar.

(If she refuses to drink) he should make her drink the water (by force, unless she confesses
guilt).

What will happen is, if she had been defiled and was unfaithful to her husband, the afflictive waters
will enter (all of) her (body to bring a) bitter (end upon her. First,) her belly will swell, and (eventually)
her thigh will rupture. The woman will be (an example used in) curse(s) among her people.
28
But if the woman had not become defiled (with the alleged adulterer) and she is clean (from any
other adulterous acts which she had not been accused of), she will be proven innocent (by the waters)
and she will bear children (easily).
29
This (concludes) the law of warnings when a woman goes astray to someone other than her
husband and is defiled. 30 If a desire to warn (her) comes over a man, and he warns his wife, and he
presents the woman before God, then the priest should carry out all these laws with her. 31 (If she dies)
the man will be absolved of guilt (on his part, for causing her death), since the woman will be responsible
for her own sin.
TORAS MENACHEM

ii.) In any case, would it really be so terrible if a morally decent woman
wanted to drink the sotah waters so she could be blessed with children?
The Talmud (Brachos 31b) relates that this was indeed the intention of
Chanah!
iii.) Rabbi Yishma’el’s question is just as much a refutation of his own
solution as it is of Rabbi Akiva’s, as Tosfos explains.
iv.) Rabbi Yishma’el refuted Rabbi Akiva’s interpretation that “if she was
barren she will become pregnant.” Our question, however, is why
Rashi rejected the simple interpretation (of Rashbam) that our verse is not
speaking about a blessing for barren women, but the priceless blessing of
an extra child for all women.
2.) A further problem with Rashi is why he only cites two examples of
Rabbi Yishma’el and omits the other two: “If she used to give birth to girls,
she will now give birth to boys. If she used to give birth to short children,
she will now give birth to tall ones”? Presumably, Rashi deemed these
two interpretations to be unacceptable at the literal level, but why is this
the case?

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi was troubled by the following question: When the priest warns the
sotah about the effect of the “bitter” waters, he makes a detailed statement of the possible results, both positive and negative: “If a man has not
slept with you... then (you will) be absolved through these ‘bitter,’ afflictive
waters. But if you have indeed gone astray...(then you will choke!)” (v. 1920). Why then, on reaching verse 28 do we discover a new detail which
was omitted by the priest, that the sotah is given a totally unexpected
reward, “she will bear children”?
Due to this problem, Rashi rejected the straightforward explanation of
the verse (argued by Rashbam) that “she will bear children” literally,
because it is difficult to accept that the priest would omit from his lengthy
discourse any mention of this reward for the innocent sotah. Rather, Rashi
concluded that this is not an unprecedented reward for the innocent
sotah, but a direct consequence of drinking the bitter waters; and
therefore, while the priest did not mention this detail in particular (since it
was not immediately relevant at the time), he did mention the general
concept that the waters have an effect on the woman’s body. So it turns

out that we are reading here, not of a new concept (that the sotah is given
a splendid reward), but the clarification of an existing concept (that the
bitter waters have an effect on the woman’s body).
Being that this is the case, Rashi reasoned that the positive effect of the
waters on the innocent sotah must somehow mirror and reflect the
negative effects on a guilty sotah. So Rashi wrote that our verse (“she will
bear children”) means that “if she used to have painful births, she will now
have easy births,” for this parallels the painful death which the waters
bring upon the guilty sotah.
Likewise, Rashi wrote, “If she used to give birth to dull-faced children,
she will now give birth to bright-faced ones,” because this is comparable
to the effect of the waters on the guilty sotah—“her belly will swell, and
(eventually) her thigh will rupture”—which will obviously bring upon her
a very dull and distressed face.
However, Rabbi Yishma’el’s other two examples (“If she used to give
birth to girls, she will now give birth to boys. If she used to give birth to
short children, she will now give birth to tall ones”) were rejected by Rashi,
as they do not mirror the negative effects of the bitter waters, and thus
would not represent a direct consequence of drinking them.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28, p. 33ff)

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

hrough the ordeal of drinking the bitter waters, the innocent
sotah actually gains—“she will bear children (easily)” (v. 28).
Nevertheless, the priest does not inform the woman of this
potential benefit before she drinks (v. 19-21). This mirrors the
process of teshuvah (repentance): When a person repents he is
not only spiritually cleansed from his prior sin, but furthermore,
he reaches an even higher spiritual status than before his sinful
act. Nevertheless, this benefit is not offered to prospective sinners;
rather, “If a person says I will sin and then I will repent, he will
not be granted the opportunity to do teshuvah” (Yoma 85b).

T

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28, pp. 37-8)
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vraa rhzb ' ohbnnxu uhs ihrua iht 'vcrv ah vban iuakcu 'vean kfc ut
ohbmrjva '.ujcna ,uphke ov /dz :ihbhgrdv ov /ohbmrj (s) :5ihhc u,p
:uatr rga ka grpv ksdk 'uka rgav / v h v h a u s e (v) :5 d u z c k c b g f i f u , c
ka aurhpu /rga ka grp 'uatr rgak eucs tuva hpk iye j,p sueb /grp
ohaukan ,ujp grp hure ihtu '6grph tk uatr ,t ifu 'rga ka kusd 'grp
:oh,nk tnyvkn 7;udv ,ause uz /tuv ause urzb hnh kf (j) :ouh

v r u x t v y u x v a ' i u g n v e b u r , h v c u k m t v h v , v b e a h a n r j t r c s /1 a b u g v
rnuk 'vyux ,arpk rhzb ,arp vfnxb vnk /ahrph /tkph hf (c) :vkgck
:;uthb hshk thcn tuva '2ihhv in unmg rhzh vkuekec vyux vturv kfa lk
:ihhv in arhpa itf ;t 'vahrp tkt ouen kfc vrhzb iht /rhzb rsb
unudr,f /rfau ihhn (d) :3ohna oak ihhv in unmg khscvk /wvk rhzvk
ohnc vghcm iuak /,ran kfu :iah tuvaf rfan ihhva 'eh,gu ,sj rnjn

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why are the laws of the nazirite recorded here (v. 2)?
RASHI: Why is the section dealing with the nazirite placed next to the section of the sotah? To teach you that whoever sees a sotah in her
disgrace will make a nazirite vow to abstain from wine, for [drinking wine] leads a person to adultery.
TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE S EQUENCE

OF

P ARSHAS N ASO

In his commentary to verse 2, Rashi poses the question, “Why is the
section dealing with the nazirite placed next to the section of the sotah?”
and proceeds to offer a solution.
This however begs the question: Parshas Naso contains numerous
seemingly unrelated passages, many of which are recorded out of
chronological sequence (see table). Why then does Rashi only explain why
“the section dealing with the nazirite was placed next to the section of the
sotah,” and offer no explanation for the juxtaposition of the other
passages in the Parsha?

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi considered that the juxtaposition of all the passages in our
Parsha (besides the topics of the sotah and the nazirite) could be
understood by the reader unaided, with simple logic and a knowledge of
Rashi’s other comments:
1.) The appointment and census of the Levites at the beginning of the
Parsha—a direct continuation from Parshas Bamidbar—was for the
purpose of assisting the priests: “You should give over the Levites to
hrpx 7

h 'tf trehu 6

[

The Last Word

[

T HE N AZIRITE V OW (6:1ff)
hat can we learn from the concept of the nazirite vow? A
vow demonstrates the power given to a Jew by God, that
he is able to take something ordinary and infuse it with sanctity,
binding it to God. Even a simple thing such as not cutting the hair
for thirty days endows a person with special sanctity, since his
intention was for the sake of heaven.
This teaches us that a person need not worry that he will not
be given the ability or financial resources to learn Torah and
perform mitzvos, for we see the immense spiritual power of a Jew,
in that he can sanctify even an ordinary object so easily, simply
by speaking.

W

(Based on Sicha of 23rd Menachem-Av 5744)

:sk rhzb 5

:zh ,ca 4

:y ohrsb 3

lkhtu 55 wg jWhj aWuek vtru /c vyux 2

hrpx 1

6:1-8
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[

6

G

THE NAZIRITE

[

od spoke to Moshe, saying: 2 Speak to the children of Israel, and say to them: If a man or
woman sets himself apart by making a nazirite vow to abstain for the sake of God:


3

He must abstain from new wine and intoxicating (aged) wine.



He may not drink (even) vinegar made from new wine or intoxicating (aged) wine.



He may not drink anything in which grapes have been soaked.



He may not eat fresh grapes or dried ones.



4



5

All the days of his nazirite vow, no razor may pass over his head, until the completion of the
period that he abstains for the sake of God. (His hair) will be sacred, and he should allow the
hair on his head to grow wild.



6

[

All the days of his nazirite (vow) he may not eat any product of the grape vine, from its seeds
to its skins.

All the days of his nazirite vow for God, he may not come into contact with the dead. 7 (Even
if) his father, his mother, his brother, or his sister dies he may not allow himself to become ritually
impure (through contact with them), for the “crown of his God” is upon his head. 8 All the days
of his nazirite vow, he (may not become ritually impure because his body) is holy to God.

“THE TORAH IS NOT IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER”

[

The sequence of events in Parshas Naso as they are recorded in the Torah, compared with the dates on which they
occurred, according to Rashi (See Toras Menachem) .

VERSES

CONTENT

DATE

SEQUENCE

4:21-49

APPOINTMENT & CENSUS OF LEVITES

ROSH CHODESH IYAR1

4

5:1-4

SANCTITY OF THE CAMP

ROSH CHODESH NISAN2

2

5:5-10

ADDITIONAL LAWS OF GUILT-OFFERING
FOR DISHONESTY & GIFTS TO PRIESTS

BEFORE ROSH
CHODESH NISAN3

1

5:11-31

LAWS OF THE SOTAH

ON OR AFTER ROSH
CHODESH IYAR4

5

6:1-21

LAWS OF THE NAZIRITE

ON OR AFTER ROSH
CHODESH IYAR4

6

6:22-27

THE PRIESTLY BLESSING

ON OR AFTER ROSH
CHODESH IYAR4

7

CH. 7

DEDICATION OF THE ALTAR

1 - 12TH OF NISAN5

3

1. Bamidbar 1:1. 2. Rashi to Bamidbar 5:2. 3. I.e. when Parshas Vayikra was said. (Rashi ibid. 5:6. See Sichos Kodesh 5732, vol. 2, p. 312). 4. The sections
concerning the sanctity of the camp and the guilt-offering were recorded out of chronological sequence (see notes 2 & 3). We can thus presume that the sections
concerning the sotah, nazirite and Priestly Blessing do revert back to chronological sequence, as a break in chronological sequence is the exception rather than the
rule at the literal level, (see Likutei Sichos vol. 22, p. 39. However, see Sefer Hasichos 5749, p. 508, note 5, for an alternative interpretation). 5. Rashi ibid., 7:1.
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oh,t vakan sjt vzu 'unmg ,t thch /u,t thch (dh) :ihbnv in ukgh tk
'onmg ,t '3vnat iug o,ut uthavu uc tmuhf /if arus ktgnah wr vhva
/ovhfxbu o,jbnu (uy) :1unmg ,t rce tuv '4hdc u,ut rucehu uc tmuhf
'ojk ubhgyha asj rcsc iushk utmhu kkfc uhva hpk 'ohnkau vkug ka
heheru ,umn ,ukj :1ohnkau vkug ihsf ohfxb ubhgyha ikkfk irhzjv
,t yjah /,umnv kx kg wvk ohnka jcz (zh) :5ihn kfn rag /,umn
:kht ka /ufxb ,tu u,jbn ,t :6ojkv ,t asek ,bn kg ohnkav
/iuhzc lrs vz hrv 'vrzgc jkdh kufh /sgun kvt j,p rhzbv jkdu (jh)
:7sgun kvt j,p uyjau ivc cu,fa ohnkav ,yhja rjtk rhzbv jkdu tkt
rhzb hnkaa hpk 'uc ikacn tuva susv ,j, /ohnkav jcz ,j, rat

sjt rcs out,p g,p ohrnut ahu /1ddua vz /ot,p :xbut vz /g,pc (y)
/u,rvy ouhc :uc tuva kvtc /uhkg ,n ,unh hfu :out,p ka vren 'tuv
ouhc rnuk sunk, 'hrndk ruvy tuva hbhnac tkt ubht ut 'u,hhzv ouhc
o u h c u ( h ) :1 u , r v y o u h c r n u k s u n k , ' v z v t k u k h p t k u f h h g h c a h t ' h g h c a v
,t thmuvk tkt ubht ut /hghcav ,t thmuvk /ohr, h,a tch hbhnav
hbhna rhafv ihcre vn 'ihchrenk inz gceu ihcrek inz gce 'hgha,v
tyj ratn (th) :1vtkvu hbhnanu hbhna ihchren ;t '2vtkvu hbhnanu
unmg rghma rnut rpev rzgkt hcr ',nv ,tnuyn rvzb tka /apbv kg
wvk rhzvu (ch) :1u,urhzb ihbn khj,vku ruzjk /uatr ,t aseu :ihhv in
/ukph ohbuatrv ohnhvu :vkhj,cf u,urhzb vbnhu ruzjh /urzb hnh ,t

TORAS MENACHEM

Aharon and his sons (to help them)” (3:9). One of the main tasks in which
the Levites were to assist the priests was “to safeguard their priesthood.
Any unauthorized person who approaches (to perform the priestly
service) must be put to death” (v. 10), i.e., to prevent unauthorized people
from entering the Tabernacle.
The appointment of the Levites took place “on the first (day) of the
second month” (1:1), i.e. the first of Iyar, a full month after the Tabernacle
began functioning, on the first of Nisan (Rashi to Vayikra 9:1). So on

completing the passage concerning the appointment of the Levites at the
opening of our Parsha, the reader is left with a question: How did the
priests manage to “safeguard their priesthood” and prevent unauthorized
people from entering the Tabernacle for an entire month without the
assistance of the Levites?
To answer this question Rashi writes that the following passage, where
all ritually impure individuals are required to be sent out of the camp
(5:1–4), “was said on the day the Tabernacle was erected.” (Rashi to 5:2).

c 'd trehu 7

:un oa 6

/jg ,ujbn 5

u 'sk ohrcs 4

zy 'cf trehu 3

zf 'cf trehu 2
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If someone in his presence (in the same building) dies unexpectedly (due to circumstances beyond
his control) or suddenly (due to negligence), causing the (holy hair of his) nazirite head to become
ritually impure:


On the day when he (is sprinkled with the water of) ritual purification, he should shave off (the
hair from) his head. (I.e.) he should shave it off on the seventh day.



10

(Some time from) the eighth day (onwards), he should bring two turtledoves or two young
pigeons to the priest, at the entrance to the Tent of Meeting. 11 The priest should offer one as a
sin-offering and one as a burnt-offering and atone on his behalf for sinning by (becoming ritually
impure from a person whose) soul (had departed).



On that day, he should (begin to) sanctify (the hair of) his head (by abstaining for the term of his
vow, once again). 12 When he has completed all the days of his nazirite vow to God, he should
bring a lamb in its first year as a guilt-offering. The first days (before he became ritually impure)
are excluded because his status as a nazir was defiled through ritual impurity.

13

This is the law of the nazirite on the day the period of his nazirite vow is completed:



He should present himself at the entrance to the Tent of Meeting.



14



16



18

He should bring his offering to God:


One perfect (unblemished) male lamb in its first year as a burnt-offering.



One perfect (unblemished) female lamb in its first year, as a sin-offering.



One perfect (unblemished) ram, as a peace-offering.



15



(Ten) loaves of fine flour mixed with oil.



(Ten) unleavened wafers anointed with oil.



The meal-offerings and libations (associated with the burnt- and peace-offerings).

A basket of unleavened bread.

The priest should present (them) before God, and perform the service of the sin-offering and
burnt-offering. 17 He should bring the ram as a peace-offering to God, along with the basket of
unleavened bread, and the priest should perform the service of its meal-offering with its libation.

(After the peace-offering has been slaughtered) at the entrance to the Tent of Meeting, the
nazirite should shave the (hair from) his “head of naziriteship.” He should take the hair of his
“head of his naziriteship” and place it on the fire, under the peace-offering.
TORAS MENACHEM

From this the reader will understand that even before the Levites were
appointed, the Jewish people were responsible to ensure that no
unauthorized person should enter the Tabernacle (as the verse states,
“Command the children of Israel to send out from the camp...”—5:1),
from the very day on which the Tabernacle was erected. And this explains
why the passage about the sanctity of the camp was recorded
immediately after the passage of the appointment of the Levites: to clarify
that the Jewish people were responsible for preventing unauthorized entry
to the Tabernacle before the Levites were appointed.
2.) The Torah’s instructions concerning the sanctity of the camp
conclude with the words, “Send them outside the camp so that they do
not defile their camps, where I dwell among them” (5:3). This suggests that

the command is to prevent a “personal” offense against God, so to speak.
Consequently, the Torah continues with a discussion of the guilt-offering
for dishonesty, for this too is described as “acting treacherously against
God” (5:6; see Rashi to Vayikra 5:25).
3.) This is then followed by the laws of the sotah, who also “acted
treacherously” (5:12) against God.
4.) We are then left with the question: “Why is the section dealing with
the nazirite placed next to the section of the sotah?” which does not
appear to have a simple explanation at the literal level that the reader can
fathom for himself. So Rashi was forced to comment that this is “to teach
you that whoever sees a sotah in her disgrace will make a nazirite vow to
abstain from wine, for [drinking wine] leads a person to adultery.”
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:vagh if rush ratf uc true hbt iht 'ukkv ,unvc aka kg jkdk ,bn
okuf uhvha /ovk runt :y"bahs z"gkc 'runa rufz unf /ovk runt (df)
:2oka ckcu vbuufc tkt ',ukvccu iuzpjc ofrc, tk 'tkn /runt :1ohgnua
kuyhk ohssua lhkg utuch tka /lrnahu :1lhxfb ufrc,ha /lfrch (sf)
ohyxk ohtca iuhfu 'ost kfn urnak kufh ubht uscgk vb,n i,ubva 'lbunn
i,ubv tuv v"cev kct 'uz vb,nc uk ah vtbv vn 'ubnn v,ut ihkyubu uhkg
/lhkt uhbp wv rth (vf) :hrpxc uc uars oharsn vcrvu /1rnuav tuv
uhbp wv tah (uf) :1ij lk i,h /lbjhu :1,ucuvm ohbp ',uejua ohbp lk vtrh

:wv hbpk ;hbvku kac,ba rjt gurzv ivfv kuyhk lhrma 'vrzgc ihkac,n uhv
ehervu vkjv /ivfk tuv ase (f) :1vkac,ba rjtk /vkac gurzv (yh)
kfn uk ohutrv euau vzj sckn /vpub,v vzj kg :ivfk iv vnur, gurzvu
iushk utmhu kkfc rhzb hnka uhva hpk 'vzv gurzv rhzb hnka kg ;xun ohnka
:1euau vzjc ;t iushk ikkfk irhzjvk lrmuv gurz ,arpvk asjv rcsc
vtn kg jkdk ,bn kg rhzb hbhrv rnt ota /ush dha, rat sckn (tf)
,ru, kg ;xun /vagh if rsh rat ursb hpf :ohnka vtn kgu ,ukug
kg ,urhzb anj rhzb hbhrv rnt ota 'rxjh tku ;xun rhzbv ,ru, kg /urzb

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What is the meaning of the blessing in verse 24?
RASHI: “May He bless you”—that your possessions will be blessed.
“And guard you”—that a gang of robbers will not attack you and steal your money. For a person who gives his servant a gift cannot guard
it from all other people, so if bandits come and take it from him, what benefit does he have from the gift? But God is the giver and the
guardian. There are also many Midrashic interpretations of this in the Sifri.
TORAS MENACHEM

demonstrate that the priests are not only a source of potential suffering for
the Jewish people, they are also a source of blessing.*
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Naso 5732)

k

5.) The reason why the Priestly Blessing follows the laws of the nazirite
was not addressed directly by Rashi as it can be understood from one of
his earlier comments, to 5:12. There, Rashi explains why the laws of the
sotah are immediately preceded by a discussion of gifts to the priests:
“What is written before this subject? ‘(But) whatever a man gives to the
priest is then (the priest’s)’ (5:10). [This juxtaposition teaches us that] if you
withhold the priests’ gifts then—by your life!—you will have to come to
him to bring an unfaithful wife.”
So the reader already knows that by failing to give gifts to the priests, a
person will eventually be caused pain by a priest. What, though, is the
reward for fulfilling this precept of priestly gifts? To answer this question,
the Torah follows with the passage about the Priestly Blessing, to

T HE P RIESTLY B LESSING ( V . 24-26)

Rashi’s interpretation of v. 24 prompts the following questions:
a.) Why does Rashi limit the Priestly Blessing to the specific detail that
“your possessions should be blessed,” rather than suggesting that this is a
general blessing to a person in all his affairs (as Sifri explains)?
b.) Similarly, at the end of the verse, why does Rashi interpret the
blessing as protection only for one’s possessions, and not for one’s life
in general?

*Only, the Torah first interrupts to record the passage about the nazirite, for the reason explained by Rashi.

76 wg jWhj aWuek vtr 2
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The priest should then take the cooked foreleg of the ram, one unleavened loaf from the basket
and one unleavened wafer, and place them on the hands of the nazirite—after he has shaven
(the hair) off his nazirite (head). 20 The priest should wave them as a wave-offering before God
(and then they remain) set aside for the priest, along with (the usual parts given to the priest from
any offering), the breast that is waved and the thigh that is lifted up.



After this, the (former) nazirite may drink wine.

21

This is the law of a nazirite who vows (additional burnt- or peace-) offering(s) to God for his nazirite
vow in addition to that which he is required:


He must do in accordance with the vow that he vows, in addition to the basic requirement of his
nazirite vow.
[

6:22

G

THE PRIESTLY BLESSING

od spoke to Moshe, saying:


23

[

Speak to Aharon and his sons, saying:

This is how you should bless the children of Israel, by saying (the following) to them (in
a way that they can all hear):

24

“May God bless you (that your possessions should be blessed) and guard you (against robbers).

25

“May God cause His face to shine to you and favor you.

26

“May God raise His face towards you (suppressing His anger) and grant you peace.”
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

SIFRI: “May He bless you”—with the blessing stated explicitly in the Torah: “You will be blessed in the city, and blessed in the field....Your
fruits and your dough will be blessed....All these blessings will come upon you and overtake you, if you listen to the voice of God, your
God” (Devarim 28:2-6).
TORAS MENACHEM

c.) From where did Rashi derive that this blessing refers to the case that
“a gang of robbers will not attack you and steal your money”?
d.) What is the need for Rashi’s lengthy analogy about “a person who
gives his servant a gift”?
e.) Why does Rashi add: “There are also many Midrashic interpretations
of this in the Sifri”?

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi was troubled: Since the Torah has already promised a person
virtually every possible blessing in Parshas Bechukosai (and later in
Parshas Ki Savo), what additional blessings could possibly be added here?
Rashi concluded that “May God bless you,” means, “that your
possessions will be blessed.” I.e. that the possessions that a person already
has (as a result of the earlier blessings recorded in the Torah) will enjoy
supernatural growth.
In other words, the blessings in Parshas Bechukosai promise a person
that he will acquire an abundance of possessions. Here, with the Priestly
Blessing, one is promised that having acquired those possessions, they
will flourish in a supernatural manner.
But having interpreted the first half of the verse in this manner, Rashi
was left with a problem with the second half of the verse. For if the
blessing that God will “guard” a person refers, as it would seem at first, to
a guarding of his life and health, then why would the Torah record such

an important blessing at the end of this verse, after the much lesser
blessing of prosperity for one’s possessions?
This problem forced Rashi to conclude that the end of the verse is a
thematic continuation of the beginning: That after “your possessions,”
have grown so much, and one has become so wealthy, a person will then
become a potential target for thieves, and will thus require a further
blessing that, “a gang of robbers will not attack you and steal your
money.”
And just as the first half of the verse contained a blessing which was
unprecedented in the Torah, Rashi concluded that the second half of the
verse must likewise be a blessing for some unprecedented form of
protection. Thus Rashi continued: “A person who gives his servant a gift
cannot guard it from all other people, so if bandits come and take it from
him, what benefit does he have from the gift? But God is the giver and the
guardian.” I.e. we are speaking here of a special form of protection which
no human being can give.
While we have now fully explained the verse at the literal level, Rashi
was concerned that the reader may be left with a question: Is the Priestly
Blessing that God will guard a person limited merely to the rather unusual
scenario that “a gang of robbers will not attack you”?
In response to this concern, Rashi wrote that, while at the literal level
this is indeed the interpretation of the verse, the reader should know that
“There are also many Midrashic interpretations of this in the Sifri.”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 33, p. 50ff.)
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ov ( c ) : u j k d h g h c a c u ' v b u a t r v h z v u z v h a h k a c ' v r p v v p r a b h b a c ' v h v
rntba 'ovhkg ohfun uhvu ohrmnc ovhkg ohryua uhva /,ynv hthab
van og usnga /ohsuepv kg ohsnugv ov :7wudu ktrah hbc hryua ufhu
i h t / c m , k d g a a (d) :8w u d u u h v h o f , t u r n t b a ' k t r a h , t u b n a f i r v t u
uchrehu :ohcm ohure ohxufn ,ukdg '9ohsrpcu ohcmc ifu ohpujn tkt cm
/2ouenv hpn uk rntba sg oshn van kce tka /ifanv hbpk o,ut
tk ifanv ,ftkncu 'vkj,c itf csb,vk ohthabv utr vn i,b hcr rnt
vnu 'ucsb,ha vn rucm ucsb,h ohthabv urnt lf tkt 'vkj, ucsb,v
rntba 'kfv ,t rucm unhkava utra iuhf 'ihnhkan ubt ihrxjna
o v u a v h b c t , t u t h c v ' , u a g k u b k v n v , g n u r n t '10 o h s v , h v v f t k n v u
vhva /o,scg hpf (z) :2vkj, itf ucsb,v lfk 'iajku suptk ohtuknvu

hbtu :2arupnv oac oufrch /hna ,t unau (zf) :1uxgf aucfh /lhkt
:3ohbvfk ofrct hbtu rjt rcs /ohbvfv og ohfxtu ktrahk /ofrct
ktrah uhv ifanv ,nev ouh 'ch,f ,ukf /van ,ukf ouhc hvhu (t)
,t uag ck ofj kfu cthkvtu ktkmc /van ,ukf :4vpujk ,xbfbv vkff
rcs kf ,hbc, ,utrk uhkg uapb rxna hpk 'vanc cu,fv utk,u 'ifanv
ifu ',jt ,hbc,c vgy tku vftknv haugk ,uruvk rvc uvtrva unf rcsu
,t susk wv rufz rntba 'asenv ,hc ihbc kg uapb rxna hpk susc ubhmn
:6 s u s l , h c v t r r n t b a ' u n a k g t r e b l f h p k '5 w u d u w v k g c a b r a t u , u b g k f
hnh ,gca kfa snkn ohev ouhc rntb tku /ohevk van ,ukf ouhc
lfk '2uerp tku ushngv ouhv u,utcu uerpnu ushngn van vhv ohtuknv
ixhb asj atru /uh,unev ukf ouhv u,ut 'ohevk van ,ukf ouhc rntb

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did the 12 leaders only donate 6 wagons? (v. 3)
MIDRASH: Six, corresponding to the six days in which the world was created. Six, corresponding to the six orders of the Mishnah. Six,
corresponding to the Matriarchs: Sarah, Rivkah, Rochel, Leah, Bilhah and Zilpah (Bamidbar Rabah 12:17).
SFORNO: They brought one wagon between two leaders to show the brotherly love between them, in which merit the Divine Presence
would dwell among them.
TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE D ONATION

OF

S IX W AGONS ( V . 3)

At the literal level, it is difficult to understand why the leaders brought
only “one wagon for two leaders” (v. 3), and did not offer a more generous
donation. In fact, we find that the rest of the Jewish people made
extremely generous donations to the construction of the Tabernacle, to
the extent that there was “a surplus” (Shemos 36:7). Why then, were the
leaders of the Jewish people so “economical” with their donations?
z 'uk ,una 10

f 'ux whgah 9

s 't rcsnc 8

sh 'v ,una 7

Sforno writes that two leaders “chipped in together” to bring one
wagon as an expression of unity. However, according to this logic, it
would have been more appropriate for all twelve leaders to bring a single
wagon together, as an expression of the total harmony between all the
leaders. Furthermore, Sforno’s explanation also begs the question why
the leaders chose to express their unity through this donation in particular,
and not through one of their other donations to the Tabernacle?
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27

(The priests) should use My (explicit) Name (when blessing) the children of Israel, and I will
fulfill (their) blessings.

[

7
FIFTH
READING

DONATION

OF THE

TRIBAL LEADERS

TO THE

TABERNACLE

[

I

t was (the first of Nisan), the day that Moshe finished erecting the Tabernacle, when he anointed it,
sanctified it, along with all its utensils, together with the Altar and all its utensils. 2 The leaders of
Israel, the heads of their paternal houses, brought their offerings. They were the leaders of the tribes
(back in Egypt and) they were the ones who were present during the census. 3 They brought their offering
before God: Six covered wagons and twelve oxen—one wagon for two leaders, and an ox for each one.
They presented them in front of the Tabernacle (but Moshe did not accept their offerings, since he had
not received an instruction from God to do so).
4
God spoke to Moshe, saying: 5 “Take (the gifts) from them, and let them be used in the service of
the Tent of Meeting. You should give them to the Levites, (dividing them) according to each man’s work.”
6
Moshe took the wagons and the cattle and gave them to the Levites:
–

7

–

8

He gave four wagons and eight oxen to Merari’s descendants, commensurate with their
(heavier) work(load of carrying the beams, pillars and sockets)—under the direction of Isamar,
the son of Aharon the priest.

–

9

He gave two wagons and four oxen to Gershon’s descendants, commensurate with their work.

He gave nothing to Kehos’ descendants, because their work involved the holy (equipment),
which they had to carry on their shoulders.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why were the wagons presented in front of the Tabernacle? (v. 3)
RASHI: Because Moshe did not accept [the wagons] from their hands until he was instructed by God to do so.
OHR HACHAYIM: Moshe felt that since God had not requested the use of wagons, it was inappropriate to use them. On the other hand, the
leaders felt that since the beams and sockets of the Tabernacle were very heavy, wagons were required—and God agreed.
TORAS MENACHEM

T HE E XPLANATION
Carrying the Tabernacle was a Divinely allotted task given to the
Levites, as we read at the beginning of the Parsha that the Levites were
appointed, “(to) perform service and carry (parts of the Tabernacle)”
(4:24). Thus, the leaders were concerned that if they would donate too
many wagons, making loading and transporting very easy, they would
thereby deny the Levites the privilege of carrying the Tabernacle parts.
So they donated just six wagons, sufficient to transport the Tabernacle
parts with difficulty, (as the Talmud explains how the wagons were loaded
to capacity, and were of the absolute minimum size—Shabbos 99a). In this
way, the leaders intended to relieve some of the immense burden of
transporting the Tabernacle parts, but without denying their Divinely
granted privilege of carrying them.
And, as Rashi writes in his commentary to verse 3 (see Classic Questions
above), while Moshe was uncertain whether this met with Divine approval,
God nevertheless told Moshe that the leaders’ offering was appropriate
and that he should “take (the gifts) from them.” For while the wagons
would relieve some of the burden of carrying the Tabernacle parts, much
exertion would still have been required from the Levites, enabling them
to retain their title as “carriers of the Tabernacle.”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28, p. 40ff; Sichas Shabbos Parshas Naso 5733)

[

The Last Word

[

ur Sages taught, “Of everything that God created in His
world, He did not create anything unnecessarily”
(Shabbos 87b). We see this principle expressed in the Tabernacle,
in that the six wagons donated by the leaders were the absolute
minimum necessary to transport the Tabernacle parts, ensuring
that no part of any wagon remained unused (See Toras Menachem).
This teaches us the importance of using everything in the world,
including all our talents and abilities, to the very utmost, to fulfill
the intention for which God created them. I.e. to observe mitzvos
in the most exemplary manner, to carry out even the most
ordinary activities amid an awareness of God, and to spread the
light of Judaism to others. Likewise, with the effective utilization
of time, a person should always be aware that “I was created to
serve my Maker” (end of tractate Kidushin), and be careful not to waste
even a second of time which can be put to good use.

O

(Based on Likutei Sichos, vol. 28, pp. 47-8)
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',hatrc vagnk iuatr ',uryg rag kyb ouhv u,ut /iuatrv ouhc (ch)
kg cu,fv uxjh /vsuvh vynk :3okug rsxc t,htsf 'wufu ohthabk iuatr
vcda tkt vsuvh vynk rnut ubht ut /chrevu uycan vcda tku 'uyca
ovhba (dh) :2thcv ukan '4iuajb icre vz rnuk sunk, 'thcvu uycan
hkea rag kean 'unudr,f /cvz vrag (sh) :2vcsb ,jbnk /,kx ohtkn
iumhjv jczn kg tku shjhk ,rye ubhmn tk /,rye vtkn :vc vhv asev
:ursgca sjuhn /sjt rp (uy) :5v,hv vga ,truvu 'sckc uz tkt
:epx ,tnuyu 2ouv,v rce kg rpfk /,tyjk sjt ohzg rhga (zy)

:ohbstvu ohsungvu oharev ohtaub uhva 'hrrn kan ke iuard hbc tan
'wudu ijkavu iurtv vausev rcs tan /ovhkg asev ,scg hf (y)
rjtk /jcznv ,fbj ,t ohtabv uchrehu (h) :1utah ;,fc lfhpk
jcznv ,ubcre csb,vk ock otab 'ifanv ,tak recvu ,ukdgv ucsb,va
van kce tk hf /jcznv hbpk obcre ,t ohthabv uchrehu :ufbjk
,fbjk obcre ,t uchreh (th) :2vrucdv hpn uk rntba sg oshn
ot 'o,usku, rsxf ot 'uchreh lhtv van gsuh vhv tk ihhsgu /jcznv
:2unuh aht ',ugxnk uchreh v"cev hpn uk rntba sg ',ugxnv rsxf

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did the leaders now make these offerings? (v. 10)
RASHI: After they had contributed the wagons and the oxen for carrying the Tabernacle
offerings for the Altar, to dedicate it.

(above 7:1-9),

their hearts inspired them to contribute

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE L EADERS ’ S ECOND D ONATION ( V . 10)

Rashi writes, in his commentary to verse 10, that the leaders’ donations
for the dedication of the Altar resulted from a feeling of generosity which
arose after their donation of the wagons: “After they had contributed the
wagons and the oxen for carrying the Tabernacle, their hearts inspired
them to contribute offerings for the Altar, to dedicate it.”
This, however, begs the question: On what basis did Rashi conclude that
there were two separate phases of generosity—first to dedicate just the
wagons, and then a further generosity of spirit to dedicate the offerings for
the Altar? Would it not be more reasonable to presume, at the literal level,
that the leaders had a single generous mood which led them to donate
both offerings; and that the reason why the Torah mentions one before the
other is because that is how they were actually offered?

T HE E XPLANATION
When introducing the passage about the leaders’ offerings, the Torah
states: “The leaders of Israel, the heads of their paternal houses, brought
their offerings. They were the leaders of the tribes; they were the ones
who were present during the census” (v. 2, above).
Rashi was troubled that the words, “They were the leaders of the tribes;
they were the ones who were present during the census,” appear to be
superfluous, so he explains:
“They were the leaders of the tribes”—They were the officers appointed
over them in Egypt, who were beaten on their account....
“They were the ones who were present during the counting”—They
stood with Moshe and Aharon when they counted the Jewish people.
However, this begs the question: Why did the Torah choose to stress the
:b ,ujbn 5
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[

7:10

DEDICATION

OF THE

ALTAR

[

T

he leaders’ (charitable mood led them) to bring (offerings for) the dedication of the Altar on the
day it was anointed. The leaders presented their offerings in front of the Altar (but Moshe did
not accept their offerings, since he had not received an instruction from God to do so).
11
God said to Moshe: “One leader each day! One leader each day should present his offering for the
dedication of the Altar.”
12
The one who brought his offering on the first day was Nachshon the son of Aminadav of the tribe
of Yehudah. 13 His offering was:
–

One silver bowl weighing one hundred and thirty (shekels),

–

One silver sprinkling basin (weighing) seventy shekels, according to the shekel (measurement
used for) holy (items),

–

Both (bowls were) filled with fine flour mixed with olive oil for a meal-offering,

–

14

One spoon (weighing) ten gold (shekels) filled with incense,

–

15

One (outstanding) young bull, one ram and one lamb in its first year for a burnt-offering,

–

16

One young male goat for a sin-offering.

–

17

For a peace-offering: two oxen, five rams, five male goats and five lambs in their first year.

This was the offering of Nachshon the son of Aminadav.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why is Nachshon’s tribe mentioned? (v. 12)
RASHI: Scripture connects him to his tribe (“of the tribe of Yehudah”), but he did not raise funds from his tribe for the offering. Or perhaps
the words “of the tribe of Yehudah” mean that he did raise funds from his tribe for the offering? To resolve this matter verse [17] states, “This
was the offering of Nachshon,” indicating that he paid for it himself.
TORAS MENACHEM

role of the leaders in Egypt and during the census here, when introducing
the description of their gifts to the Tabernacle?
The answer is that these two points bring to light two different roles of
the leaders which need to be appreciated in order to understand this
passage. In Egypt, the entire Jewish nation was enslaved, and the selfsacrifice of the leaders was accordingly for the entire community. But with
the census, the leaders’ primary responsibility was for their own specific
tribe. So with the stress here that “they were the leaders of the tribes
(back in Egypt and) they were the ones who were present during the
census,” the Torah wishes to alert us to the two roles of the leaders (tribal
and cross-communal), in order that we appreciate that their two sets of
gifts were brought in two different capacities.
The first gift of the wagons (v. 1-9), was a donation of equipment to be
used in the Tabernacle, which was given over to be public property. Thus,
when the leaders brought this gift, they were acting in their overall
communal capacity as joint leaders of the entire community, which is
underscored by the fact that they brought the offering together.
In contrast, the second series of gifts for the dedication of the Altar, was
brought by the leaders separately (on different days), and they were
private gifts from the leaders themselves as representatives of their tribes
(see Rashi to v. 12, cited in Classic Questions above). Hence, the gifts given to
dedicate the Altar were given by the leaders in their capacity as tribal
leaders, and not leaders of the entire community.

And this explains why Rashi writes here, “After they had contributed the
wagons and the oxen for carrying the Tabernacle, their hearts inspired
them to contribute offerings for the Altar, to dedicate it.” For the two
series of gifts were of an entirely different nature, given by the leaders in
different capacities. First, they acted on behalf of the entire community;
and only then was it appropriate for them to address the concerns of their
own individual tribes.
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Naso 5726; Likutei Sichos vol. 8, pp. 46-7)

[

The Last Word

[

he leaders first gave gifts to the Tabernacle on behalf of the
entire Jewish community (7:1-9), before offering gifts on behalf
of their individual tribes (7:10ff.—see Toras Menachem). This teaches
us that if a person wishes God to answer his own prayers, he
should first petition God for the needs of all his Jewish brethren
before turning his attention to his own needs. Thus, the Alter
Rebbe writes that before prayer one should say, “I hereby accept
upon myself the mitzvah, ‘Love your fellow as yourself,’” for
one’s personal petitions are more likely to be granted if they are
prefaced with sensitivity for the needs of others.

T

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, pp. 47-8)

zf-jh:z
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x©A l`pzp aixw `pipY `nFi§A gi :acpiO©r
Dp¨Axw zi aixw hi :x¨kyViC `¨Ax x¨rEv
ded oi¦r§lq oiz¨lzE d`n `cg sq§kc `Yqbn
oi¦r§aW D¥lwzn sq§kC cg `wxfn Dlwzn
`Y§lq o©ln oFdiexY `WcEw i¥r§lq§A oi¦r§lq
lwzn `cg `¨kif¨A k :`zgpn§l gWn¦a `¨li¦tC
:`InqEA zxŸhw `i§ln adcc `id oi¦r§lq xŸy£r
x©A cg xO` cg x©kC
 ixFY x©A cg xFY `k
cg oi G¦r x©A xi¦t§v ak :` z¨l£r©l D YW
oixY oixFY `IWcEw zq§kp§lE bk :`z`Hg§l
dpW ip§A oixO` `Wng iicB `Wng ix§kC
`nFi§A ck :x¨rEv x©A l`pzp o©Axw oiC `Wng
:oFlig x©A a`i¦l` oªlEaf ip§a¦l `¨Ax d`zi¦lY
oiz¨lzE d`n `cg sq§kc `Yqbn Dp¨Axw dk
sq§k C cg ` wxf n Dlwzn de d oi¦r§l q
` WcEw i¥r§l q§A oi¦r§l q oi¦r§aW D¥lwzn
:`zgpn§l gWn¦a `¨li¦tC `Y§lq o©ln oFdiexY
adcc `id oi¦r§lq xŸy£r lwzn `cg `¨kif¨A ek
ixFY x©A cg xFY fk :`In
 q
 EA zxŸhw `i§ln
:` z¨l£r©l D YW x©A cg xO ` cg x©kC
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aÆxwd hi :x«¨kUVi `i−Up x®r¨ EvÎo¤A l´`pzp ai−xwd i½pXdÆ mFI©A gi
w³xfn ¼D¨lwWn »d`nE mi´WlW zÀg` sqM
´ ¤ Îzx£rw « F¹p¨AxwÎz`
z¤lŸ²q miÀ`¥ln | m´d ipW
 WcTŸ ® d lwW
´  §A lw−W mi¬¦r§aW sq½¤M Æ cg`
:zxh
Ÿ « w d¬`¥ln a−df d¬xU£r z²g` s¬M© k :d«gpn§l on−X©a d¬ l¨ El§A
:d«¨lŸr§l Fz− pWÎo¤A c¬g`ÎU¤a«¤M c²g` li`
 ¯ xÀw¨AÎo¤A cºg` x´R© `k
¼mi¼pW xw¨´ A »min¨lXd g©áf§lE bk :z`«Hg§l c−g` mi¬ G¦rÎxi¦r« U ak
d² f d®Xng d−p WÎi«p§A mi¬U¨a§M d½Xng mi´cY©r Æ dXng m³¦li`
o®ªlEaf íp§a¦l `i−Up i½Wi¦lXdÆ mFI©A ck t :x«¨rEvÎo¤A l−`pzp o¬A© x w
»d`nE mi´W÷W zÀg` sqM
´ ¤ Îzx£rw « Fºp¨Axw dk :o «÷gÎo¤A a−`i¦l`
| m´d ipW
 WcTŸ ® d lwW
´  §A lw−W mi¬¦r§aW sq½¤MÆ cg` w³xfn ¼D¨lwWn
a−df d¬xU£r z²g` s¬M© ek :d«gpn§l on−X©a d¬ l¨ El§A z¤lŸ²q miÀ`¥ln
c¬g`ÎU¤a«¤M c²g` li`
 ¯ xÀw¨AÎo¤A cºg` x´R© fk :zxh
Ÿ « w d¬`¥ln
hWar

ohgca sdbf /kea ohgca :ihbnk ,uprymn sjt ka ,uh,ut ;ta rnuk
:v"cev ka ushn vb,ba vru,v sdbf /,jt ;f (f) :uhbcn utmha ,unut
,rye ka thrynhd /,rye vtkn :,urcsv ,rag sdbf /cvz vrag
:e"s r"d a"c ,"t hsh kg ,"ksc ;"ue ;hkj,a sckcu ',umn d"hr,
sdbf /sjt kht :7rec ic jehu uc rntba 'ovrct sdbf /sjt rp (tf)
:9cegh shrpv ohcafvu cegh sdbf /sjt acf :8wudu khtv ,t jehu ejmh
:10ohzg rhga uyjahu uc rntba ';xuh ,rhfn kg rpfk /ohzg rhga (cf)
ihc ouka ub,ba 'irvtu van sdbf /ohba rec ohnkav jczku (df)
sdbf ohbhn vaka /ohacf ohs,g okht :ohnaca ovhctk ktrah
sdbf ,uhanj aka /ohcu,fu ohthcb vru, sdbfu 'ohktrahu ohuku ohbvf
kg ihcu,fv anju 'sjt juk kg ihcu,fv ,urcsv anju 'ihanuj vanj
/wudu thab hahkav ouhc (sf) :iarsv van wr ka usuxhn itf sg /hbav
ktb,bc kct 'okuf ifu 'iukucz hbck chrenv thab vhv hahkav ouhc
hpk '11rfaah thab rnuk iuakv uhrjt kpub '11ktb,b chrev uc rntba
ivhkg kpub 'chrev ivc rntb tka rtacu 'u,crevu una rhfzv rcfa
:hbukp ycak chrenv thabv vhv ouhv u,ut 'hbukp hbck thab vz iuak

rnuk sunk, vn /ubcre ,t crev (yh)/ rgum ic ktb,b chrev (jh)
icutr tca hpk 'ohycav kfc rntb tka vn 'rfaah ka uycac chrev
hpn van uk rnt /uhrjt hbt chret 'hjt vsuvh hbnsea hs rntu rgrgu
,t crev rnt lfk /ovhkdsk igxn rsxf uchreha hk rntb vrucdv
vrucdv hpna 'huum iuak 'crev gnan tuva 's"uh rxj tuvu '1ubcre
vfz ohrcs hba khcaca 'ohngp hba chrev chrev uvnu /crev vuuymb
rfaah hbcnu rntba 'vru,c ohgsuh uhva ,jt 'ohycak hba chrevk
/3ukkv ,ubcre csb,vk ohthabk vmg ub,b ova ,jtu '2oh,gk vbhc hgsuh
rgum ic ktb,b 'rhth ic xjbp hcr rnt h,tmn iarsv van wr ka usuxhcu
uh,uba sdbf k"e,, thrynhdc uh,uh,ut ihbn /;xf ,rge :uz vmg ithav
,usku, shngvafa oa kg /vkean vtnu ohaka :4iuatrv ost ka
,tnu ohaka ost hjhu rntba 'vhv vba ohakau vtn ic okugv ouhek
jb oa kg 'f"e, vhrynhdc /;xf sjt erzn :5wudu u,unsc skuhu vba
kucnv ,rhzd vrzdba vba ohrag oa kgu 'vba e", ic ,usku, shngva
lfhpk '6vba ohragu vtn uhnh uhvu kmt h,arhpa unf 'uh,usku, osue
'vrgec rntba unf 'sjt ;xf erzn rntb tku ;xf sjt erzn rntb

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why is it written twice that Nesanel “brought his
offering” in verses 18 and 19?
RASHI: Because Yissachar merited to be the second tribe to offer
their sacrifices for two reasons: One, they were knowledgeable in the
Torah....Second, they were the ones who suggested to the leaders to
bring these particular offerings.
In Rabbi Moshe Hadarshan’s composition I found the following:
Rabbi Pinchas the son of Yair says: Nesanel the son of Tzu’ar was
the one who gave the suggestion.

*e

= 100,

g = 70, r = 200, , =400, f = 20, x = 60, p = 80, a total of 930.

“One silver bowl” (;¤x¤F ,©rg
£ e© )—The numerical value of the letters
of these words is 930*, corresponding to the years of Adam, the first
man (Bereishis 5:5). “Weighing one hundred and thirty (shekels)”—
when [Adam] began to establish a family to perpetuate the world, he
was 130, as the verse states, “Adam lived one hundred and thirty
years, and he fathered...” (Bereishis 5:3).
“One silver sprinkling basin” (;¤xF s¨j¤t e¨r±z¦n)—Its numerical value
is 520** representing Noach, who began to establish a family when
he was 500 years old, and representing the 20 years that the flood

d oa 5

v 'v ,hatrc 4 vWka, tab pWa ,jha vtr 3 dk 'ch t_ohnhv hcs 2 hrpx 1
jh euxp 11 tk 'zk oa 10 n 'k oa 9 d 'cf oa 8 zh 'jh oa 7
d 'u oa 6

7:18-28
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On the second day, Nesanel the son of Tzu’ar, the leader of Yissachar brought his offering. 19 He
brought his offering of one silver bowl weighing one hundred and thirty (shekels), one silver sprinkling
basin (weighing) seventy shekels, according to the shekel (measurement used for) holy (items), both filled
with fine flour mixed with olive oil for a meal-offering, 20 one spoon (weighing) ten gold (shekels) filled
with incense, 21 one (outstanding) young bull, one ram and one lamb in its first year for a burnt-offering,
22
one young male goat for a sin-offering. 23 For a peace-offering: two oxen, five rams, five male goats,
and five lambs in their first year. This was the offering of Nesanel the son of Tzu’ar.
24
On the third day, was the leader of Zevulun’s descendants, Eliav the son of Chailon. 25 His offering
was one silver bowl weighing one hundred and thirty (shekels), one silver sprinkling basin (weighing)
seventy shekels, according to the shekel (measurement used for) holy (items), both filled with fine flour
mixed with olive oil for a meal-offering, 26 one spoon (weighing) ten gold (shekels) filled with incense,
27
one (outstanding) young bull, one ram and one lamb in its first year for a burnt-offering, 28 one young
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

had been decreed before his children were born... (see Bereishis. 6:3).
“Seventy shekels”—Corresponding to the seventy nations which
emerged from [Noach’s] sons.
“One spoon”—Corresponding to the Torah, which was given by
the hand*** of God. “(Weighing) ten gold (shekels)”—Corresponding to the Ten Commandments. “Filled with incense” (,ry
« e§ )—
Its numerical value corresponds to the 613 commandments****.
“One young bull”—Corresponding to Avraham, about whom the
verse states, “He took a young bull” (Bereishis 18:7). “One ram”—
Corresponding to Yitzchak, [of whom the verse states], “[Avraham]
took the ram [and offered it up as a burnt offering instead of his son]”
(Bereishis 22:13). “One lamb”—Corresponding to Ya’akov, [of whom
the verse states], “Ya’akov separated the lambs” (Bereishis 30:40).
“One male goat”—To atone for the sale of Yosef, of which the
verse states, “they slaughtered a young goat” (Bereishis 37:31).
“For a peace-offering: two oxen”—Corresponding to Moshe and
Aharon, who made peace between Israel and their Father in heaven.
“Rams...male goats...lambs”—Three types, corresponding to
Priests, Levites, and Israelites; and corresponding to the Torah, the
Prophets, and the Holy Writings. Five [were brought] of each of the
three [types], corresponding to the five books of the Chumash, to the
five commandments inscribed on the first tablet, and the five
commandments inscribed on the second one.
MIDRASH: Why did the leaders see fit to bring these particular
offerings? The Rabbis said: Even though they all made the same
offerings, each had a different intention.
The leader of Yehudah brought his offerings to commemorate
royalty, since Yehudah was a king over his brothers....

The leader of Yissachar brought his offerings to commemorate
Torah, because they loved Torah more than any of the other tribes....
The leader of Zevulun brought his offerings on the third day
because his tribe loved Torah and they extended their hands to
provide ample funds for Yissachar, so Yissachar would not need to
earn a living and would be free to study the Torah. Therefore Zevulun
merited to be their partner in Torah, and so they offered after him...
The leader of Re’uvain brought his offerings to commemorate
Re’uvain’s attempts to save Yosef from being sold....
The leader of Shimon brought his offerings to commemorate the
construction of the Tabernacle, because Shimon avenged the
abduction of Dinah, and likewise, the Tabernacle brought the demise
of adulterers and sotahs.... (see above 5:11ff).
The leader of Gad brought his offerings to commemorate the
Exodus from Egypt, since Gad was destined to lead the Jewish people
across the Jordan, into the Land of Israel....
The leader of Efrayim brought his offerings to commemorate
Ya’akov, because Ya’akov blessed Efrayim before Menasheh, even
though Efrayim was the younger brother....
The leader of Menasheh brought his offerings to commemorate
Ya’akov and Menasheh....
The leader of Binyamin brought his offerings to commemorate
Rochel, the mother of Binyamin and Yosef....
The leader of Dan brought his offerings to commemorate Shimshon
the Nazirite, who was to emerge from the tribe of Dan....
The leader of Asher brought his offerings to commemorate the fact
that God had happily chosen the Jewish people as His own....
The leader of Naftali brought his offerings to commemorate the
Patriarchs and Matriarchs (Bamidbar Rabah 13:14ff.).

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE O FFERINGS

OF

E ACH L EADER ( V . 12-83)

Rashi’s comments to verses 18-19 prompt the following questions:
a.) Why did Rashi cite numerous allusions and non-literal explanations
for the offerings brought to dedicate the Altar, when Rashi himself

declared, “I am coming only to explain the literal meaning of scripture”
(Rashi to Bereishis 3:8)?

b.) Why did Rashi explain the meaning of the offerings amid the
account of the second day, and not on the first day?

**n = 40, z = 7, r = 200, e = 100, t = 1, j = 8, s = 4, f = 20, x = 60, p = 80, a total of 520. ***In Hebrew, the word ;F means both “spoon” and “palm,” alluding here
to the “hand” or “palm” of God. ****As Rashi explains: Provided that you convert the e into a s with the system known as At Bash a“c ,”t [in which the first and last letters
« e§ is: s = 4 (exchanged), y = 9, r =200, , = 400, a total of 613].
of the alphabet are interchangeable, etc. Thus ,ry

jn-zf:z
zq§kp§lE hk :`z`Hgl§ cg oiG¦r x©A xi¦tv§ gk
`Wng
 iicB `Wng
 ix§kC oixY oixFY `IW
 c Ew
x©A a`i¦l` o©Axw oiC `Wng dpW ip§A oixO`
o¥aE`x ip§a¦l `¨Ax d`¨ri¦ax `nFi§A l :oFlig
` Yq bn Dp¨Axw `l :xE`i cW x©A xEvi¦l`
Dlw z
 n
 ded oi¦rl§ q oiz¨lz
 E d`n `cg sqk
§ c
oi¦r§l q oi¦r§aW D¥lwzn sq§k C cg ` wxf n
`¨li¦tC `Y§lq o©ln oFdiexY `WcEw i¥r§lq§A
xŸy£r lwzn `cg `¨kif¨A al :`zgpn§l gWn¦a
:`InqEA zxŸhw `i§ln adc c `i d oi¦r§l q
x©A cg xO` cg x©kC ixFY x©A cg xFY bl
cg oi G¦r x©A xi¦t§v cl :` z¨l£r©l D YW
oixY oixFY `IWcEw zq§kp§lE dl :`z`Hg§l
dpW ip§A oixO` `Wng iicB `Wng ix§kC
:xE`i cW x©A xEvi¦l` o©Axw oi C ` Wng
oFrn W ip§a¦l `¨Ax d ` Wi n g ` nFi§A el
`Yqbn Dp¨Axw fl :iCWixEv x©A l`inªlW
Dlw z
 n
 ded oi¦rl§ q oiz¨lz
 E d`n `cg sqk
§ c
oi¦r§l q oi¦r§aW D¥lwzn sq§k C cg ` wxf n
`¨li¦tC `Y§lq o©ln oFdiexY `WcEw i¥r§lq§A
xŸy£r lwzn `cg `¨kif¨A gl :`zgpn§l gWn¦a
:`InqEA zxŸhw `i§ln adc c `i d oi¦r§l q
x©A cg xO` cg x©kC ixFY x©A cg xFY hl
:`z`Hgl§ cg oiG¦r x©A xi¦tv§ n :`z¨l£r©l DYW
i x§k C oi xY oi xFY `IWcEw zq§k p§lE `n
`Wng dpW ip§A oixO` `Wng iicB `Wng
`nFi§A an :iCWixEv x©A l`inªlW o©Axw oiC
:l`ErC x©A sqi§l` cb ip§a¦l `¨Ax d`zizW
oiz¨lzE d`n `cg sq§kc `Yqbn Dp¨Axw bn
sq§k C cg ` wxf n Dlwzn de d oi¦r§l q
` WcEw i¥r§l q§A oi¦r§l q oi¦r§aW D¥lwzn
:`zgpn§l gWn¦a `¨li¦tC `Y§lq o©ln oFdiexY
`i d oi¦r§l q xŸy£r lwzn ` c g `¨ki f¨A cn
x©A cg xFY dn :`In
 q
 EA zxh
Ÿ w `il§ n
 adc c
:`z¨lr£ l© DYW x©A cg xO` cg x©kC ixFY
zq§kp§lE fn :`z`Hg§l cg oiG¦r x©A xi¦t§v en
`Wng
 iicB `Wng
 ix§kC oixY oixFY `IW
 c Ew
x©A sqi§l` o©Axw oiC `Wng dpW ip§A oixO`
ip§a¦l `¨Ax d `¨ri¦aW ` nFi§A gn :l `ErC
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g©áf§lE hk :z`«Hg§l c−g` mi¬ G¦rÎxi¦r« U gk :d«¨lŸr§l Fz− pWÎo¤A
mi¬U¨aM
§ d½Xng mi´cYr© Æ dXng m³¦li` ¼mi¼pW xw¨´ A m
» in¨lX
 d

i½r¦ i¦ax dÆ
« mFI©A l t :o «÷gÎo¤A a−`i¦l` o¬A© x w d² f d®Xng d−p WÎi«p§A
sqM
´ ¤ Îzx£rw « Fºp¨Axw `l :xE`i
« cWÎo¤A xE −vi¦l` o® ¥aE`x íp§a¦l `i−Up
lw−W mi¬¦r§aW sq½¤M Æ cg` w³xfn ¼D¨lwWn »d`nE mi´W÷W zÀg`
:d«gpn§l on−X©a d¬ l¨ El§A z¤lŸ²q miÀ`¥ln | m´d ipW
 WcTŸ ® d lwW
´  §A
xÀw¨AÎo¤A cºg` x´R© bl :zxh
Ÿ « w d¬`¥ln a−df d¬xU£r z²g` s¬M© al
c−g` mi¬ G¦rÎxi¦r« U cl :d«¨lŸr§l Fz− pWÎo¤A c¬g`ÎU¤a«¤M c²g` li`
¯
mi´cYr© Æ dXng m³¦li` ¼mi¼pW xw¨´ A »min¨lXd g©áf§lE dl :z`«Hg§l
Îo¤A xE−vi¦l` o¬A© xw d² f d®Xng d− p WÎi«p§A mi¬U¨a§M d½Xng
Îo¤A l−`in«ªlW oF®rnW íp§a¦l `i−Up i½Wing«dÆ mFI©A el t :xE`i
« cW
¼D¨lwWn »d`nE mi´W÷W zÀg` sqM
´ ¤ Îzx£rw « Fºp¨Axw fl :i«CWi«xEv
miÀ`¥ln | m´d ipW
 WcTŸ ® d lwW
´  §A lw−W mi¬¦r§aW sq½¤MÆ cg` w³xfn
d¬`¥ln a−df d¬xU£r z²g` s¬M© gl :d«gpn§l on−X©a d¬ l¨ El§A z¤lŸ²q
Fz− pWÎo¤A c¬g`ÎU¤a«¤M c²g` li`
 ¯ xÀw¨AÎo¤A cºg` x´R© hl :zxh
Ÿ«w
xw¨´ A »min¨lXd g©áf§lE `n :z`«Hg§l c−g` mi¬ G¦rÎxi¦r« U n :d«¨lŸr§l
d®Xng d−p WÎi«p§A mi¬U¨a§M d½Xng mi´cY©r Æ dXng m³¦li` ¼mi¼pW
`i−Up i½XXd Æ mFI©A an [iyy] t :i«CWi«xEvÎo¤A l−`in«ªlW o¬A© x w d² f
zÀg
 `
 sqM
´ ¤ Îzx£rw « Fºp¨Axw bn :l«`ErCÎo¤A s−qi§l` c® b íp§a¦l
lwW
´  §A lw−W mi¬¦r§aW sq½¤MÆ cg` w³xfn ¼D¨lwWn »d`nE mi´W÷W
s¬M© cn :d«gpn§l on−X©a d¬ l¨ El§A z¤lŸ²q miÀ`¥ln | m´d ipW
 WcTŸ ® d
li`
 ¯ xÀw¨AÎo¤A cºg` x´R© dn :zxh
Ÿ « w d¬`¥ln a−df d¬xU£r z²g`
c− g` mi¬ G¦rÎxi¦r« U en :d«¨lŸr§l F z− pWÎo¤A c¬ g`ÎU¤a«¤M c² g`
mi´cYr© Æ dXng m³¦li` ¼mi¼pW xw¨´ A »min¨lXd g©áf§lE fn :z`«Hg§l
:l«`ErCÎo¤A s−qi§l` o¬A© x w d² f d®Xng d−p WÎi«p§A mi¬U¨a§M d½Xng
:cEdi
« O©rÎo¤A r−nWi«¦l` mi®x§t` íp§a¦l `i−Up i½¦ri¦aXd Æ mFI©A gn t
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T HE E XPLANATION
On reaching the account of “the second day,” when “Nesanel the son
of Tzu’ar, the leader of Yissachar brought his offering” (v. 18-19), Rashi was

troubled by an obvious question: Why does the Torah repeat word for
word the list of offerings which were brought by “Nesanel the son of
Tzu’ar, the leader of Yissachar,” on the second day, being that they are

7:28-48
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SIXTH
READING

male goat for a sin-offering. 29 For a peace-offering: two oxen, five rams, five male goats, and five lambs
in their first year. This was the offering of Eliav the son of Chailon.
30
On the fourth day, was the leader of Re’uvain’s descendants, Elitzur the son of Shedai’ur. 31 His
offering was one silver bowl weighing one hundred and thirty (shekels), one silver sprinkling basin
(weighing) seventy shekels, according to the shekel (measurement used for) holy (items), both filled with
fine flour mixed with olive oil for a meal-offering, 32 one spoon (weighing) ten gold (shekels) filled with
incense, 33 one (outstanding) young bull, one ram and one lamb in its first year for a burnt-offering, 34 one
young male goat for a sin-offering. 35 For a peace-offering: two oxen, five rams, five male goats, and five
lambs in their first year. This was the offering of Elitzur the son of Shedai’ur.
36
On the fifth day, was the leader of Shimon’s descendants, Shelumiel the son of Tzurishadai. 37 His
offering was one silver bowl weighing one hundred and thirty (shekels), one silver sprinkling basin
(weighing) seventy shekels, according to the shekel (measurement used for) holy (items), both filled with
fine flour mixed with olive oil for a meal-offering, 38 one spoon (weighing) ten gold (shekels) filled with
incense, 39 one (outstanding) young bull, one ram and one lamb in its first year for a burnt-offering, 40 one
young male goat for a sin-offering. 41 For a peace-offering: two oxen, five rams, five male goats, and five
lambs in their first year. This was the offering of Shelumiel the son of Tzurishadai.
42
On the sixth day, was the leader of Gad’s descendants, Elyasaf the son of Du’ail. 43 His offering was
one silver bowl weighing one hundred and thirty (shekels), one silver sprinkling basin (weighing) seventy
shekels, according to the shekel (measurement used for) holy (items), both filled with fine flour mixed
with olive oil for a meal-offering, 44 one spoon (weighing) ten gold (shekels) filled with incense, 45 one
(outstanding) young bull, one ram and one lamb in its first year for a burnt-offering, 46 one young male
goat for a sin-offering. 47 For a peace-offering: two oxen, five rams, five male goats, and five lambs in
their first year. This was the offering of Elyasaf the son of Du’ail.
48
On the seventh day, was the leader of Efrayim’s descendants, Elishama the son of Amihud.
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identical in every detail to the offerings brought by Nachshon the son of
Aminadav on the first day? Why did the Torah not state simply that the
same offerings were repeated on the second day? In fact, the reader will
soon discover that the Torah states this identical list of offerings no fewer
than twelve times!
To address this problem Rashi cited “the composition of Rabbi Moshe
Hadarshan” here, at the account of the second offering, since one is not
troubled about repetition until one reads something for the second time.
And Rashi deemed it necessary, on this occasion, to offer a non-literal
interpretation, since this was the only way he found to explain the
repetition of the leader’s offerings.
In other words: Rashi’s goal is to explain every problem that arises at
the literal level as simply and as literally as possible. Sometimes, however,
when no literal solution is available, Rashi is forced to cite a non-literal
Midrashic solution, since the question demands an answer. In such a case
however, Rashi will cite the most simple and appropriate “non-literal”
solution, that deviates the least from a literal interpretation.
In our case, this presents us with a difficulty, because the solution of the
Midrash (see Classic Questions above) appears to solve our question at the
literal level much better than the “composition of Rabbi Moshe
Hadarshan” which Rashi cites. For since the reader is troubled why the
Torah repeats the identical offerings of the leaders twelve times, the
explanation of the Midrash, that each leader brought his offerings to
commemorate a totally different concept or event, would appear to solve
the problem perfectly. For with this, the reader would understand that the

Torah repeated these offerings because, despite first appearances, they
are not the same offerings at all, but each have an entirely different theme.
On the other hand, the solution from “the composition of Rabbi Moshe
Hadarshan,” which Rashi cites, does not appear to solve our problem.
For R’ Moshe Hadarshan only offered one single interpretation of the
same offerings brought by all the leaders, which does not appear to
explain why the Torah repeated the offerings twelve times.

R ASHI ’ S D IFFICULTY

WITH THE

M IDRASH

Even a young child who is studying the Chumash for the first time
appreciates that the Tabernacle’s offerings were filled with significance
and meaning. The child also understands that the significance of these
offerings is reflected by their physical components.
So, at the literal level, the Midrash’s interpretation (that each leader
brought his offering in commemoration of a different idea) is difficult to
accept, because if the theme of each offering was totally different, then the
leaders would have brought different offerings (physically) to reflect these
different themes.
On the other hand, if the leaders all brought their offerings with the
same intention, then we are left with our original question: Why did the
Torah repeat the same offerings twelve times?
So Rashi concluded that the offerings must have possessed both
common, central themes, as well as individual variations specific to each
tribe. Thus, the leaders brought the same (physical) offerings, since the
general theme was the same; but within the general theme different
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aspects could be highlighted by each tribal leader. And this variation was
indicated by the Torah’s repetition of each sequence of offerings.
Based on the above, we can now appreciate why Rashi deemed
R’ Moshe Hadarshan’s composition to be the most suitable explanation at

the literal level. For each of R’ Moshe Hadarshan’s allusions refer to
unified central themes that apply to all the tribes, but at the same time
they also include a spectrum of aspects for each tribe to select and
represent (see table opposite).*
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 41ff.)**

* [Editor’s note: Rashi does not explain what the varying intentions of each individual leader were, since it is not crucial at the literal level to understand the specific, unique intention
inherent in each repetition. Rather, Rashi deemed it necessary only to inform the reader of the general interpretation which lends itself to multifaceted interpretation, to explain how
it is possible for twelve identical sets of offerings to carry different messages, while retaining a core theme].
**See also Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 83ff.
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His offering was one silver bowl weighing one hundred and thirty (shekels), one silver sprinkling basin
(weighing) seventy shekels, according to the shekel (measurement used for) holy (items), both filled with
fine flour mixed with olive oil for a meal-offering, 50 one spoon (weighing) ten gold (shekels) filled with
incense, 51 one (outstanding) young bull, one ram and one lamb in its first year for a burnt-offering, 52 one
young male goat for a sin-offering. 53 For a peace-offering: two oxen, five rams, five male goats, and five
lambs in their first year. This was the offering of Elishama the son of Amihud.
54
On the eighth day, was the leader of Menasheh’s descendants, Gamliail the son of Pedatzur. 55 His
offering was one silver bowl weighing one hundred and thirty (shekels), one silver sprinkling basin
(weighing) seventy shekels, according to the shekel (measurement used for) holy (items), both filled with
fine flour mixed with olive oil for a meal-offering, 56 one spoon (weighing) ten gold (shekels) filled with
incense, 57 one (outstanding) young bull, one ram and one lamb in its first year for a burnt-offering, 58 one
young male goat for a sin-offering. 59 For a peace-offering: two oxen, five rams, five male goats, and five
lambs in their first year. This was the offering of Gamliail the son of Pedatzur.
60
On the ninth day, was the leader of Binyamin’s descendants, Avidan the son of Gidoni. 61 His
offering was one silver bowl weighing one hundred and thirty (shekels), one silver sprinkling basin
(weighing) seventy shekels, according to the shekel (measurement used for) holy (items), both filled with
fine flour mixed with olive oil for a meal-offering, 62 one spoon (weighing) ten gold (shekels) filled with
incense, 63 one (outstanding) young bull, one ram and one lamb in its first year for a burnt-offering, 64 one
young male goat for a sin-offering. 65 For a peace-offering: two oxen, five rams, five male goats, and five
lambs in their first year. This was the offering of Avidan the son of Gidoni.
66
On the tenth day, was the leader of Dan’s descendants, Achi’ezer the son of Amishadai. 67 His
offering was one silver bowl weighing one hundred and thirty (shekels), one silver sprinkling basin
TORAS MENACHEM

[

THE LEADERS’ OFFERINGS

[

The general significance of each of the leaders’ offerings, together with the range of details which could be individually
stressed, enabling each offering to have a personalized significance—based on Rashi (v. 18-19) & Likutei Sichos (vol. 8, p. 45-6).

OFFERING

CORE SIGNIFICANCE

RANGE OF DETAILS

SILVER BOWL

LIFE OF ADAM,

130 SHEKELS

ESTABLISHED FIRST FAMILY

LIFE OF ADAM SPANNED 930 YEARS, INCLUDING MANY
DIFFERENT ERAS. OFFSPRING HAD DIFFERENT PERSONALITIES.

SILVER SPRINKLING BASIN
70 SHEKELS
SPOON, 10 SHEKELS, FILLED
WITH INCENSE

LIFE OF NOACH

NOACH’S LIFE WITNESSED BOTH THE NEAR DESTRUCTION OF
THE WORLD AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW WORLD,
CONTAINING 70 DIFFERENT NATIONS.

TORAH

TORAH IS A SINGLE UNIT, YET IT IS DIVIDED INTO
TEN COMMANDMENTS AND 613 MITZVOS

ONE YOUNG BULL, ONE RAM

AVRAHAM, YITZCHAK &

AND ONE LAMB

YA’AKOV

SIN-OFFERING

PEACE-OFFERINGS

ATONEMENT FOR SALE OF
YOSEF
MOSHE & AHARON; PRIESTS,
LEVITES & ISRAELITES

THREE INDIVIDUAL PATRIARCHS WHO FATHERED ALL THE
JEWISH PEOPLE THROUGHOUT THE GENERATIONS,
UNTIL TODAY.
EACH OF YOSEF’S BROTHERS PARTICIPATED IN HIS SALE
IN DIFFERENT WAYS***, SO EACH REQUIRES A DIFFERENT FORM
OF ATONEMENT
MOSHE & AHARON BOTH ACHIEVED PEACE THROUGH
DIFFERENT APPROACHES (TRUTH & COMPROMISE); THREE TYPES
OF JEWS, BUT ALL ARE NEEDED FOR PEACE-OFFERING

***Even Yosef incited his brothers by relating his dreams, and Binyamin failed to search for Yosef while he was in Egypt.
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(weighing) seventy shekels, according to the shekel (measurement used for) holy (items), both filled with
fine flour mixed with olive oil for a meal-offering, 68 one spoon (weighing) ten gold (shekels) filled with
incense, 69 one (outstanding) young bull, one ram and one lamb in its first year for a burnt-offering, 70 one
young male goat for a sin-offering. 71 For a peace-offering: two oxen, five rams, five male goats, and five
lambs in their first year. This was the offering of Achi’ezer the son of Amishadai.
72
On the eleventh day, was the leader of Asher’s descendants, Pagiail the son of Ochran. 73 His
offering was one silver bowl weighing one hundred and thirty (shekels), one silver sprinkling basin
(weighing) seventy shekels, according to the shekel (measurement used for) holy (items), both filled with
fine flour mixed with olive oil for a meal-offering, 74 one spoon (weighing) ten gold (shekels) filled with
incense, 75 one (outstanding) young bull, one ram and one lamb in its first year for a burnt-offering, 76 one
young male goat for a sin-offering. 77 For a peace-offering: two oxen, five rams, five male goats, and five
lambs in their first year. This was the offering of Pagiail the son of Ochran.
78
On the twelfth day, was the leader of Naftali’s descendants, Achira the son of Ainan. 79 His offering
was one silver bowl weighing one hundred and thirty (shekels), one silver sprinkling basin (weighing)
seventy shekels, according to the shekel (measurement used for) holy (items), both filled with fine flour
mixed with olive oil for a meal-offering, 80 one spoon (weighing) ten gold (shekels) filled with incense,
81
one (outstanding) young bull, one ram and one lamb in its first year for a burnt-offering, 82 one young
male goat for a sin-offering. 83 For a peace-offering: two oxen, five rams, five male goats, and five lambs
in their first year. This was the offering of Achira the son of Ainan.
SEVENTH
READING

84

This was the (total) dedication offering of the Altar from the leaders, on the day it was anointed:

–

(There were) twelve silver bowls, twelve silver basins and twelve gold spoons. 85 The weight of
each silver bowl was one hundred and thirty (shekels), and that of each basin was seventy
(shekels). All the silver of the items weighed in total: two thousand, four hundred (shekels),
according to the shekel (measurement used for) holy (items).

–

86

(There were) twelve gold spoons filled with incense, each spoon weighing ten (shekels),
according to the shekel (measurement used for) holy (items). All the gold spoons totaled one
hundred and twenty shekels.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Surely all the offerings were not brought “on the day it [the Altar] was anointed,” the first of Nisan? (v. 84)
MIDRASH: Rabbi Yudan said, “Surely only one bowl, one basin and one spoon were offered ‘on the day it was anointed’ [the first of Nisan
Why does the Torah state that there were “twelve silver bowls, twelve silver basins and twelve gold spoons” [offered on this
day]? Because scripture considers it as if they had all offered on the first day, and they had all offered on the last day (Bamidbar Rabah 14:13).
(see Rashi to 7:1)]?

TORAS MENACHEM

[

Sparks of Chasidus

he Midrash states, “scripture considers it as if they had all
offered on the first day, and they had all offered on the last day”
(see Classic Questions). The privilege of offering on the first day is
obvious, but what is the advantage of offering on the last day?
The superior quality of the last day over those that preceded it,
including the first day, is that on the last day the Altar became
dedicated in actual fact and not merely in the realm of the potential
or the possible. So a person might think that since only one of the

T

[

tribes merited to bring their offerings on the last day, only one of the
twelve spiritual paths which the tribes represent is truly relevant in
the actual service of God.
To counteract this notion, the Midrash states, “It was as if they had
all offered on the first day, and they had all offered on the last day,”
i.e., we cannot relegate any of the tribes’ motifs to the theoretical or
purely spiritual. All of them are considered to have offered on the last
day, when the Altar became dedicated in actual fact.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 23, pp. 53-5)
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rcshu rnut sjt cu,f /ovhbhc ghrfvu hahka tc 'vz ,t vz ohahjfnv
kgn l,t h,rcsu rnut sjt cu,fu ',frpk .uj tuvu '3sgun kvtn uhkt wv
,t gnua oau sgun kvt kt tc van 'ovhbhc ghrfvu vz tc '4,rpfv

tkt ubht ut ';xf ka ohkea vrag vkeanu 'cvz ka thv '1cvz vrag ,jt
kak vua okean iht cvz hkeau 'cvz hkea vrag vkeanu ;xf ka ,jt ;f
ohcu,f hba /van tccu (yp) :2uhv cvz ka 'cvz ,upf rnuk sunk, ';xf

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Don’t we already know where God spoke to Moshe? (v. 89)
RASHI: There are two contradictory verses [stated previously in the
Torah], and a third one, [our verse], comes and reconciles them:
One verse states, “God spoke to him from the Tent of Meeting”
(Vayikra 1:1), suggesting that [God spoke from] outside the partition
[which separates the Holy of Holies from the Tent of Meeting].

Another verse states, “I will speak with you from above the lid
[between the two cherubs” (Shemos 25:22), i.e. from the lid of the Ark
inside the Holy of Holies].
Our verse comes and reconciles them: Moshe came into the Tent
of Meeting, and there he would hear the voice [of God] coming from
[between the cherubs,] above the lid [of the Ark].

TORAS MENACHEM

[

Sparks of Chasidus

hy does the Torah write “two contradictory verses,” requiring
a third verse to “reconcile them” (see Classic Questions)? Because
each verse is written in a different contextual setting, and in each case
the Torah stresses different aspects of the same idea, appropriate to
that particular setting.
In the case of the three verses which Rashi cites:
a.) The verse, “I will speak with you from above the lid” (Shemos
25:22), was said amid God’s command to construct the Tabernacle,
i.e. in a context of Divine revelation from above. Therefore the verse
stresses the source of the voice which Moshe heard, which came
from inside the Holy of Holies

W

[

b.) The verse, “God spoke to him from the Tent of Meeting” (Vayikra
was said on Rosh Chodesh Nisan, the day on which the
Tabernacle had been constructed and erected, i.e. in a context of
man’s worship of God from below. Therefore, the verse stresses how
God’s voice emanated throughout the entire Tent of Meeting, to its
very lowest part, the entrance (see Rashi to v. 89).
c.) Our verse (v. 89) was said twelve days later, after the Tabernacle
had been fully inaugurated, dedicated and sanctified. Thus our verse
is able to “reconcile” and harmonize both of the above concepts:
Divine revelation from above, revealed within man’s efforts below.
1:1),

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Naso 5749; ibid. note 56)
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87

–

The total of the cattle for the burnt-offerings was twelve bulls, twelve rams, and twelve lambs
in their first year with their meal-offerings.

–

(There were) twelve young male goats for sin-offerings.
88

The total of cattle for the peace-offerings was twenty four-oxen, sixty rams, sixty male goats,
and sixty lambs in their first year.
This was the (total) dedication offering for the Altar, (brought) after it was anointed.
–

[

7:89

W

DIVINE COMMUNICATION

WITH

MOSHE

[

hen Moshe would come into the Tent of Meeting to speak with (God), he would hear the
(same) voice (he heard at Sinai) speaking to him from between the two cherubs, above the
covering which was over the Ark of Testimony. (In this fashion) He spoke to him.
THE HAFTARAH FOR NASO IS ON PAGE 296.

hWar

,t rnuk sunk, 'lunb kue kufh /kuev ,t gnahu :,urcsv in irvt
vhv tku 'expb vhv j,pk ghdnafu '5hbhxc ung rcsba kuev tuv 'kuev
tab ,arp ,kxj :5kvtk .uj tmuh

ihck ohnav in tmuh kuev /ohcurfv hba ihcn :5,rpfv kgn tcv kuev
vkgn ka usucf 'rcs,n unf /rcsn :sgun kvtk tmh oanu ohcurfv hba
,t ygnk /uhkt rcshu :uhktn gnua vanu 'unmg ihck ubhc rcsn if rnuk

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 After stating, “he would hear the voice speaking to him,”
why does the verse repeat, “He spoke to him”? (v. 89)
RASHI: The words “He spoke to him” [i.e to Moshe] indicate that
Aharon was excluded from [hearing] the Divine voice.

[From the words,] “He would hear the voice,” one might think it
was a soft voice. Therefore, scripture stresses that it was “the voice,”
the same voice which spoke with him at Sinai. But when it reached
the entrance, it stopped and did not go outside the Tent [of Meeting].

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE D IVINE C OMMUNICATION ( V . 89)

Rashi’s comments to verse 89 prompt the following questions:
a.) Why does Rashi explain the words, “He spoke to Him,” before
explaining the words, “He would hear the voice”—the reverse order of
how they appear in the verse itself?
b.) Why might we think that when God spoke “it was a soft voice”?
Surely we would expect God to speak in, at the very least, a regular voice?
c.) Why does Rashi need to inform us that “when it reached the
entrance, it stopped and did not go outside the tent”?

T HE E XPLANATION
After Rashi has explained that the apparently superfluous words, “He
spoke to him,” indicate that “Aharon was excluded from [hearing] the
Divine voice,” the reader might be left with the impression that Aharon
did not hear God’s voice because it was simply too soft. In fact, the
reader may already suspect that Moshe’s sense of hearing was superior to
that of Aharon, having read in Parshas Shemos that Moshe possessed

exceptional strength (for he rescued Yisro’s daughters from many
shepherds—Shemos 2:17), so perhaps all of Moshe’s faculties were of a
superior nature too. Thus, it is feasible that God managed to speak to
Moshe and not Aharon, even though both were in the Tent of Meeting,
because Moshe’s hearing was better and God spoke in a soft voice.
To counteract this notion Rashi writes, “One might think it was a soft
voice. Therefore, scripture stresses that it was ‘the voice,’ the same voice
which spoke with him at Sinai.” From this it follows that Aharon failed to
hear the voice for miraculous, rather than natural reasons.
However, this begs the question: If God made the voice both, a.) loud
and, b.) incapable of being heard by any person other than Moshe, then
why was it necessary for Moshe to enter the Tent of Meeting in order to
hear the voice? Surely “the voice which spoke with him at Sinai” would
have been loud enough to be heard outside the Tent too?
To answer this question Rashi informs the reader that a further miracle
occurred: “But when it reached the entrance, it stopped and did not go
outside the Tent [of Meeting].”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 13, pp. 20-2)
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I
Parshas Naso contains 7 positive mitzvos & 11 prohibitions
1.

To send a ritually impure person outside the camp of the Divine
Presence [5:2].

2.

A ritually impure person should not enter the Temple [5:3].

3.

To confess over a sin [5:6].

4.

To observe the laws of a sotah (woman suspected of infidelity)
[5:12].

5.

Not to put oil in the offering of a sotah [5:15].

6.

Not to put frankincense in the offering of a sotah [5:15].

7.

A nazirite should not partake of wine or any strong drink derived
from grapes [6:3].

8.

A nazirite should not eat fresh grapes [6:3].

9.

A nazirite should not eat raisins [6:3].

10. A nazirite should not eat grape-seeds [6:4].
11. A nazirite should not eat grape-skins [6:4].
12. A nazirite should not shave his hair [6:5].
13. To allow a nazirite’s hair to grow long [6:5].
14. A nazirite should not enter the tent of a dead person [6:6].
15. A nazirite should not become ritually impure through a corpse or
through any other source of ritual impurity [6:7].
16. To shave a nazirite’s hair and to bring his offerings (when he
completes his nazirite vow, or if he becomes ritually impure)
[6:13].
17. To make the Priestly Blessing [6:23].
18. To carry the Holy Ark on the shoulders [7:9].

I

[

parshas

Beha’aloscha

l,ukgvc ,arp

[

The Name of the Parsha

e are taught in Proverbs, “Man’s soul is a lamp of
God” (Proverbs 20:27), that the soul is a part of and is
connected with God. However, in order to enjoy the
great benefits of it, the correct “switch” must be found or
the proper “button” pushed.
It was the Ba’al Shem Tov’s mission to explain and
proclaim that every Jew without exception is connected
with God, and that every one of them has a switch inside,
which, if searched for, will be found.
And this message is conveyed by the opening of our
Parshah, where God instructs Aharon to “fire up
(beha’aloscha) the lamps.” Firing up the lamps represents
finding the “switch” or “button” within every Jew, igniting
the fiery love of God which lies dormant in the soul. And
Aharon the priest represents the Jewish leaders of every
generation who are empowered by God with special
talents to find the “switch” in every Jew and help him
become connected with his own internal spiritual
“powerhouse.”

W

[

hile it was the High Priest who would traditionally
light the Menorah, the mitzvah would nevertheless
be valid if done by a non-priest (Yoma 24b). From this we
learn that the task of igniting the “lamp” within others
cannot be left to Jewish leaders alone. Every person (even
a “non-priest”) has a responsibility to try to find the
“switch” in the soul of his fellow Jew. We can never know
what will make the connection; perhaps just one word
will open up the well or inner fountain of his soul.
How long must we continue to “ignite” another’s soul,
once the person appears already to be inspired?
This we can also learn from Aharon’s kindling of the
lamps, which had to be “until the flame rises by itself”
(Rashi to v. 2). In other words, we should continue to inspire
every Jew, until each individual becomes a self-sufficient
“power house” of enthusiasm for all matters of Jewish life
and observance.

W

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 2, p. 316ff.)
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uvtrva /vrubnv vagn vzu (s) :2vbha tka irvt ka ujca shdvk
z"gkc ."hsyc /vaen :2vzu rntb lfk 'vc vae,ba hpk gcmtc v"cev
khafc l,uju xbruec ahenu 'v,hv cvz rff ka ,ag /4iaeb tsk ts iuak
sg vfrh sg :rucj h"g ohrct ohrct ,hagb tku 'ibue,f vhrct yapk
hbpka ;xf ,urubn lrsf kukj 'ohkdrv kga vshav thv vfrh /vjrp
:vc huk,v kfu vkuf vrubn ka vpud rnukf /vjrp sg vfrh sg :ohrav
/vaen kfv vca es vagn tuva /vjrp sg :kusd rct tuva /vfrh sg
vtrnf :,hz orf sgu vne sgu ahsdn unf 'vz iuakc anak sg lrsu
vagu vtru rntba unf 'rvc uvtrv rat ,hbc,f /wudu vtrv rat
h"g 6vsdt arsnu /vtaga hn /vrubnv ,t vag if :5wudu o,hbc,c

vtrafa hpk 'ohthabv ,arpk vrubnv ,arp vfnxb vnk /l,kgvc (c)
tuv tk 'vfubjc ovng vhv tkaf u,gs zt vakj ohthabv ,fubj irvt
chynu ehksn v,ta 'ovkan vkusd lka 'lhhj v"cev uk rnt 'uyca tku
'vhkg iuak i,eksvc cu,f 'vkug cvkva oa kg /l,kgvc :,urbv ,t
itfn '2ubh,ucr uars sugu /1vhktn vkug ,cvka tv,a sg ehksvk lhrma
hbp kun kt :chynu snug ivfv vhkga vrubnv hbpk v,hv vkgna
urhth :vrubn ka ;udc tkt ohbec ubhta hgmnt rb kun kt /vrubnv
kunk ohbup ohhjrznv vaka 'ohbev ,aa kga vaa /,urbv ,gca
kunk ,ukh,pv hatr ohhcrgnv vaka ifu 'ivca ,ukh,pv 'hgmntv
/irvt if aghu (d) :3lhrm tuv vrutk urnth tka hsf 'vnku /hgmntv

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why is the Menorah mentioned here? (v. 2ff.)
RASHI: Why is the section dealing with the Menorah placed next to
the section dealing with [the dedication offerings of] the leaders?
Because when Aharon saw the dedication [offerings] of the leaders
(above, ch. 7), he was dismayed that he was not included with them in
the dedication, neither he nor his tribe. God said to him, “By your
life! Your [act of dedication*] is greater than theirs, for you will light
and prepare the lamps [thereby dedicating them*].”
RAMBAN: Rashi’s solution is difficult for me to fathom. For why
should Aharon be consoled through the lighting of the Menorah,
which was not the exclusive right of the High Priest? Surely, Aharon
should have been consoled by a service which he alone was entitled
to perform, such as the daily offering of incense, the High-Priest’s
meal-offering or the service of Yom Kippur?
Rather, it appears to me that the section regarding the Menorah
follows the section concerning the dedication of the Altar, as a hint
to the rededication of the Menorah that occurred in the times of the
second Temple, which we commemorate on Chanukah.

 The construction of the Menorah was already detailed in
Parshas Terumah. Why is it repeated here (v. 4)?
RAMBAN: The Torah does not repeat all the details of the Menorah’s
construction here. Rather, only one requirement is repeated, that it
must be “hammered work” from a single piece of metal (v. 4). The
purpose of the repetition is to teach us that this law, that the Menorah
must be made from a single piece of metal, is eternally binding and
was not limited to the first Menorah that was made.

 Why does verse 4 stress: “This is the construction
method of the Menorah”?
RASHI: He had difficulty with [constructing] it, so God showed [an
image of it to] him, with His finger. That is why it says, “This is....”

 “He constructed the Menorah...” (v. 4). Whom does this
refer to?
RASHI: To the person who constructed it.
The Midrash teaches that God caused it to construct itself.

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE K INDLING

OF THE

M ENORAH ( V . 1-4)

Rashi’s comments to verses 1-4 prompt the following questions:
a.) How would Rashi respond to the criticisms of Ramban, in verse 1?
b.) Ramban explains why the Torah repeats details of the construction
of the Menorah in verse 4, being that this information was already given
in Parshas Terumah (25:31-40). However, his solution is not hinted to at all
*See Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 94ff.

by Rashi. What is Rashi’s own understanding of this matter and why does
he not offer an explanation?
c.) In his commentary to verse 4, Rashi cites the Midrashic teaching that
God caused the Menorah to construct itself. Why did Rashi deem it
necessary to alert the reader to this Midrash, and how is this consistent
with Rashi’s stated goal, to explain scripture at the literal level?
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KINDLING

OF THE

MENORAH

[

G

od spoke to Moshe, saying: 2 Speak to Aharon and say to him: “When you fire up the lamps
(of the Menorah, the wicks should be angled so that) the seven lamps cast their light towards
the center (lamp) of the Menorah.” 3 Aharon did so (precisely). He fired up the lamps (so their
wicks were) towards the center (lamp) of the menorah, as God had commanded Moshe.
4
This is the construction method of the Menorah: (It is) a hammered work of gold (from a single piece
of metal). It is a (single) hammered piece from its (large) base to its (delicate) flowers.
He constructed the Menorah resembling the vision that God had shown Moshe (on Mount Sinai).
TORAS MENACHEM

T HE E XPLANATION
In his commentary to verse 2, Rashi explains that the section dealing
with the Menorah was recorded here after the dedication offerings (above,
ch. 7) as an allusion to God’s consolation to Aharon, who was “dismayed
that he did not join them in the dedication.” God consoled Aharon that
through lighting the Menorah he would dedicate it for its holy use, and in
this way he too would participate in the dedication activities.*
In addition to consoling Aharon that he would participate in dedicating
part of the Tabernacle, God also stressed that Aharon’s dedication was
greater than that of the other tribes, “By your life! Your [act of dedication]
is greater than theirs, for you will light and prepare the lamps.”
But why was it greater to dedicate the Menorah than the Altar?
To answer this question, the Torah continues, in verse 4, to stress the
unique quality of the Menorah, explaining why its dedication would be a
greater honor. The verse states, “This is the construction method of the
Menorah,” on which Rashi explains, “He had difficulty with [constructing]
it, so God showed [an image of it to] him, with His finger. That is why it
says, ‘This is....’” In other words, we see here the unique quality of the
Menorah, that of all the vessels of the Tabernacle, the Menorah alone was
shown to Moshe as a direct vision from God.**
In order to stress further the uniqueness of the Menorah (thus explaining
why its dedication would have fully consoled Aharon), Rashi adds that the
words, “He constructed the Menorah,” refer to the Midrashic teaching
that “God caused it to construct itself.” For this brings to light how
privileged Aharon would have felt to dedicate the only item in the
Tabernacle that was actually made by God.
However, since this appears to be a non-literal interpretation, Rashi first
explains that the Menorah did not simply appear out of nowhere, without
any human involvement, and that there was “a person who constructed
it.” Nevertheless, the Midrash clarifies that this person’s involvement was
partial, since following only a small human effort, “God caused it to
construct itself.” The reader will, of course, recall that this refers to Rashi’s
earlier statement that the Menorah was made by casting a piece of gold
into the fire, upon which God caused it to construct itself (Rashi to Shemos
25:31).
Why, though, does Rashi not inform us here precisely who it was who
threw the gold into the fire—Moshe, or perhaps, Betzalel—being that that

person is referred to by the verse, “He constructed the Menorah”? Why
does Rashi avoid this issue and write, rather enigmatically, that this refers
to “the person” who constructed it?
The answer, simply, is that the current passage is coming to stress the
honor that Aharon received in dedicating the Menorah, as explained
above. Therefore, it would be inappropriate here for the Torah to stress
the privilege that Moshe, or perhaps Betzalel, had in “constructing” the
Menorah “together” with God, for this would detract from the Torah’s
intention here, to honor Aharon. Rashi thus alerts us to this fact by writing
that the Menorah was made by “the person who constructed it,”
indicating that the Torah intentionally omitted any reference to the
identity of this person, so as to accord the greatest honor to Aharon in the
current passage.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 38, p. 33ff.)

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

“A HARON D ID S O ” ( V . 3)
n these words, Rashi writes, “This tells the praise of Aharon,
that he did not deviate [from God’s command].”
But why might one think that Aharon would “deviate” from
God’s commands about the lighting of the Menorah?
The answer lies in Rashi’s comment to verse 4, that God caused
the Menorah to “construct itself,” after a piece of gold was cast
into the fire (see Rashi to Shemos 25:31). Being that the Menorah was
manufactured by Heaven with minimal human effort, one might
come to the conclusion that the details of how it was lit by a
human being were also of minimal importance, for this was
merely to cause the Menorah to elicit its Heavenly light.
Nevertheless, Aharon “did not deviate from God’s command”
even when, logically speaking, the details appeared to be
irrelevant, and therefore the Torah “tells the praise of Aharon.”

O

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 38, pp. 38-9)

*Aharon was not aware that his lighting of the Menorah was considered to be its dedication, because Moshe had already lit the Menorah prior to Aharon on the first of Nisan (Shemos
40:4 and Rashi to v. 29 ibid.). God informed Aharon here that despite the fact that Aharon was not lighting the Menorah for the first time, his lighting would nevertheless achieve
its dedication—no different to the dedication offerings of the twelve tribes, all of whom were considered to have dedicated the Altar, even though they were not the first sacrifices
offered on the Altar (see Likutei Sichos vol. 18, pp. 95-6).
**Although this vision was in response to a problem (“He had a difficulty with [constructing] it”), this too points to the
greatness of the Menorah, that it was the only piece of apparatus which was too complicated for a person to fathom how it could be constructed. As the verse continues to explain,
this was because of the requirement for it to be “a hammered work,” i.e. hammered from a single piece of metal. This also explains why the Torah only repeats this one law here,
that the Menorah must be from one piece of hammered metal (v. 4), since it was due to this requirement that the difficulty in constructing the Menorah arose, necessitating God to
perform the construction.
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:vkugv rp og ohkhkt ,sucg ,tyjk thcvk ovk vhv rhgaa 'v,hv vga
'ovh,j, vrpf icre ohb,b ohukva hpk /,sg kf ,t ,kvevu (y)
irvt ;hbvu (th) :7ovhkg ovhsh ,t ufnxhu obcre kg usnghu utuch
,upub, aka /8hj vpub, iugy grumn oata lrsf /vpub, ohukv ,t
,t sucgk uhvu oc rntb lfk ',ve hbck vbuatrv 'uz varpc urntb
vhbav /wudu ijkavu iurtv ovhkg ohasev ase ,sucga hpk 'wv ,sucg
asuev ,sucg v,hv ovhkg ;ta '9wvk vpub, oc rntb lfk 'iuard hbck
:11hrrn hbck ,hahkavu 'ohasev ase ,hcc ,utrbv 10ohareu ,ughrh

ufz,a ofhrat 'ohrcsc oje /ohukv ,t je (u) :vhktn ,hagb v"cev
hbpn vrpv rpt ka /,tyj hn ovhkg vzv (z) :1ouenk ohana ,uhvk
hpk 'iarsv van hcr hrcsc h,tmn /rg, urhcgvu :ovca oh,n htny
'2oh,n hjcz vhure thvu ohkhkt ,sucg uscga ,urufcv kg vrpf ub,ba
/rec ic rp ujeku (j) :ohgrumnf ,jkd, oehezv '3,n hure grumnvu
,sucgc rucm icre tuvu '4vkug sjtv ,t vagu rntba unf 'vkug tuvu
; t ' , k f t b t k v k u g v n ' l k r n u k ' h b a r n u k s u n k , v n / h b a r p u :5 o h k h k t
,truva hbt rnutu /6ohbvf ,ru,c uhrcsk lnx ah uzcu /,kftb tk ,tyj

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why does the inauguration of the Levites (v. 5ff.) follow
the kindling of the Menorah (v. 1-4)?
MIDRASH: We find that twelve tribes offered sacrifices to dedicate
the Altar (7:10ff), but that the tribe of Levi offered nothing at all.
So they were pained, and they said, “Why have we been excluded
from bringing offerings to dedicate the Altar?”
We can understand this by way of the following analogy. There
was once a King who made a banquet, and he invited different
groups of people. There was one person that he loved much more
than the others, but the King did not invite him with the others. The
person was pained, and he said, “Perhaps I have no place in the
King’s heart at all, for he did not invite me to even one of these
feasts.”

After the days of feasting were over, the King called his beloved
one and said to him, “I made a feast for all the people of my country.
Now I am making a feast for you alone. Why? Because you are my
beloved!”
Likewise with God, the King of Kings, we find that the twelve tribes
offered sacrifices to dedicate the Altar, and God accepted them all—
as the verse states, “Take (the gifts) from them!” (7:5)—but the tribe of
Levi did not offer. After the dedication of the Altar was over, God
said to Aharon and his sons, “All the tribes made a dedication, but
your tribe did not!” Therefore, the Torah continues, “Speak to
Aharon and say to him: ‘When you fire up the lamps...’” (v. 1-2), and
afterwards, “Persuade the Levites...” (v. 6), [i.e. this was the exclusive
“feast” for the tribe of Levi] (Bamidbar Rabah 15:3).

TORAS MENACHEM

k

I NAUGURATION

OF THE

L EVITES ( V . 5ff)

The Midrash explains that the passage describing the inauguration of
the Levites was recorded here as a form of consolation to the tribe of Levi
for not being included in the dedication of the Tabernacle. For just as we
find that the previous passage, about kindling the Menorah, was a
consolation to Aharon for not being included in the dedication (see Rashi to
v. 1, cited in Classic Questions above), likewise, this passage was included
immediately afterwards to console the Levites.
Rashi, however, makes no mention of this interpretation. We can
therefore presume that, at the literal level, Rashi understood that the
Levites were not upset at being excluded from the dedication, in contrast
to the Midrash which states explicitly, “they were pained.”
kWm vrutfk 10

dh euxp 9

vsdt arsn /ch 'sh trehu 8

On the other hand, Rashi maintained that Aharon himself was
“dismayed,” both for himself and for his tribe: “When Aharon saw the
dedication [offerings] of the leaders, he was dismayed that he was not
included with them in the dedication, neither he nor his tribe” (Rashi, v. 2).
So what is the explanation according to Rashi why the tribe of Levi in
general was not upset at being excluded from the dedication of the
Tabernacle, and yet Aharon was upset that “neither he nor his tribe” were
included?

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi deemed it to be understood, even to a small child, why the tribe
of Levi was excluded from the dedication of the Tabernacle and the Altar,

vsdt arsn 7
s 'd vcuj trehu fWu, 6
sf 'uy rcsnc 5
ch euxp 4
ch 'ch rcsnc 3
zf 'ue ohkv, 2
vsdt arsn 1
vsdt arsn 11
/hWarpc vbufbv txrhdv sWg yWuea itf hWarpk Wohrpt oaW vtru /hrrn hbc tan shc ohare ukts 'ohxreu
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8:5

INAUGURATION

OF THE

LEVITES

[

G

od spoke to Moshe, saying: 6 “Persuade the Levites (by saying to them how fortunate they are
to have been chosen as God’s attendants) from among (all) the children of Israel.”
Then you should purify them (from the ritual impurity which comes through contact with the
dead). 7 This is what you should do to them to purify them:
–

Sprinkle them with the purifying water (of the ashes of the red heifer), pass a razor over their
entire body and they should wash their clothes. Then they will be purified.

(They should then be inaugurated as follows):
8

–

They should take a young bull (as a burnt-offering, to atone for the communal idol-worship of
the Golden Calf in which the Levites did not participate), with its (accompanying) meal offering
of fine flour mixed with oil.

–

Take a second (offering to atone for the same sin), a young bull as a sin-offering.

–

9

Bring the Levites in front of the Tent of Meeting and gather the entire congregation of the
children of Israel.

–

10

You should bring the Levites before God, and the children of Israel should lay their hands upon
the Levites (because the Levites are like an “offering” of atonement for the entire community).
TORAS MENACHEM

which is why he did not clarify the matter. For being that the tribe of Levi
is itself “the King’s legion” (Rashi to Bamidbar 1:49), bringing presents (of
wagons and sacrifices) to the Tabernacle in order to dedicate it would
make no sense, for this would be as if the King were bringing presents to
himself.
In other words, the tribe of Levi was appointed to the duties of guarding
and working in the Tabernacle, so the presents that were brought by the
other tribes for the sake of the Tabernacle were, in fact, donations to be
used by the tribe of Levi itself.

[

Sparks of Chasidus

“T HEN T HEY S HOULD
hile a priest may not become ritually impure through contact
with the dead at any time, a Levite is only required to be
ritually pure in order to perform Tabernacle service, as we read in the
current passage (v. 6-7). At other times, however, he may become
ritually impure.
According to Chasidic thought, each person has both a “priest” and
a “Levite” within him. The “priest” is that part of the soul that always
remains attached to God and can never become impure; the “Levite”
within a person is that part of him that can become impure, and this
impurity must be eliminated in order to serve God properly.
In other words, the “priest” represents the approach of is’hapcha
(transformation), where a person’s undesirable traits have been totally
transformed to good, and are no longer susceptible to “impurity.” The
“Levite,” on the other hand, represents iskafya (subordination), where
undesirable traits are still present in a person’s character, but they are
constantly being suppressed.

W

Rashi presumed that even a five-year old child who is beginning to
study the Chumash for the first time would understand this matter himself,
for just two years earlier the child would have celebrated his hair-cutting
ceremony (upshernish), where he sat in his place surrounded by many
guests. From this experience the child will have gathered that the one
who is celebrating an event does not himself participate, by giving
presents, etc. Likewise he will understand that since the dedication of the
Tabernacle was a celebration for the tribe of Levi, it is obvious that they
themselves need not bring presents.

BE

[

P URIFIED ...” ( V . 7)

haron's becoming “dismayed” (see Rashi to v. 1 and Toras Menachem
here) at his exclusion from the dedication, and his yearning to
participate, resembles the process of teshuvah. Thus, while Aharon
himself was a priest, this process arose from the “Levite” within him,
for it is the aspect of “Levite” within every Jew that enables him to
suppress and correct any imperfection.
And this is the inner reason why God’s response (“Your [act of
dedication] is greater than theirs, for you will light and prepare the
lamps“) was a consolation to both the priests and the Levites. For
even though it was Aharon (the priest) alone who would prepare and
light the Menorah, God was nevertheless consoling the “Levite”
within Aharon which had yearned to perfect that which was missing.
So, in effect, God was consoling the spiritual paths of both the priests
and the Levites.

A

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, pp. 319-20)
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,adk ufrymh tka /;db ktrah hbcc vhvh tku :3vcr ,hatrcc h,htr
/wudu ,sg kfu irvtu van aghu (f) :;db vhvh uadh ota 'asev kt
vum ratf (cf) :ovhsh ,t ufnx ktrahu ophbv irvtu ishngv van
:cfg tk ivn sjta 'ovc vagbvu ihaugv jca shdvk /uag if wudu wv
:ovc ohkxup ohnunv ihtu 'ovc ohkxup ohba /ohukk rat ,tz (sf)

hf (zh) :,jh,p /,ryp :1rhak ohbu,b tank ohbu,b /ohb,b ohb,b (zy)
hrufc ihc ovhkg h,bdva 'ihsv uec ,urufcv uhv hka /rufc kf hk
:2ohukv ,t jetu uhafgu 'kdgc ugya sg hk o,ut h,jeku ohrmn
ghsuvk 'vz trenc ktrah hbc rntb ohngp vanj /wudu vb,tu (yh)
lfu 'vru, hanuj vanj ihbnf sjt trenc ivh,urfzt ukpfba i,cj

TORAS MENACHEM

A HARON ’ S D ISMAY
Nevertheless, Aharon was upset not to have been included in the
dedication, as Rashi writes in his commentary to verse 2. In order to
understand why this was the case, let us first pose another question:

Rashi relays the account of Aharon’s dismay, and how he was consoled
with the lighting of the Menorah, to explain why “the section dealing with
the Menorah was placed next to the section dealing with [the dedication
offerings of] the leaders.” In fact, however, these two subjects do not
/s 'c vcr trehuc t,htu /t,hk ubhbpka vcr ,hatrcc 3

jh euxp 2

vsdt arsn 1
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–

11

–

12

The Levites should lay their hands on the bulls’ heads. Then one should be offered as a sinoffering and one as a burnt-offering to God, to atone for the Levites.

13

You should present the Levites (from the family of Gershon) before Aharon and his sons, and
wave them as a wave-offering before God (since they will carry parts of the Tabernacle).
14
(In this way) you will set apart the Levites from among the children of Israel, and the Levites will
become Mine. 15 Following this, the Levites will come to serve in the Tent of Meeting.
–

SECOND
READING

Aharon should wave the Levites (from the family of Kehos) as a wave-offering before God
on behalf of the children of Israel, so that they may perform God’s service (of carrying the
holy items).

–

You should (also) purify (the family of Merari) and wave them as a wave-offering.
For they are dedicated to Me from among the children of Israel (to carry the Tabernacle, and)
dedicated (to sing in the Tabernacle). I have taken them for Myself instead of the firstborn of Israel, those
who emerge first from the womb. 17 For all the firstborn among the children of Israel, (both) people and
animals, (were originally chosen as) Mine on the day I killed all the firstborn in the land of Egypt. (At that
time) I sanctified them for Myself. 18 But (now) I took the Levites instead of all the firstborn of the children
of Israel (because the firstborn worshiped the Golden Calf).
19
I have given the Levites, from among the children of Israel, as a gift to Aharon and his sons, to carry
out the service in the Tent of Meeting for the children of Israel, and to atone on behalf of the children of
Israel. The children of Israel will (thus not need to) approach the Sanctuary (and consequently) they will
not be afflicted by a plague.”
20
Moshe, Aharon, and the entire congregation of Israel did this to the Levites. The children of Israel
did all that God had instructed Moshe regarding the Levites:
21
The Levites cleansed themselves and washed their clothes. Aharon waved them as a wave-offering
before God. Aharon atoned for them (with the sin-offering) which purified them. 22 After that, the Levites
came to perform their service in the Tent of Meeting, in the presence of Aharon and his sons. Whatever
God had commanded Moshe regarding the Levites they (willingly) did to them.
16

[
23



DISQUALIFICATION

God spoke to Moshe, saying:

24

OF THE

LEVITES

[

This is (the rule of disqualification) for the Levites:

He is qualified to serve in the Tent of Meeting from the age of twenty-five years and upwards.
TORAS MENACHEM

follow immediately from one another, as between them we find the
account of how Moshe entered the Tent of Meeting to communicate with
God (7:89). Why, then, did Rashi not address Aharon’s dismay as soon as
it occurred, immediately after the description of the dedication offerings?
It would seem therefore that Aharon’s dismay was not a result of his
exclusion from the dedication offerings alone—for, as explained above, it
was quite natural for “the King’s legion” to be excluded. Rather, Aharon
became dismayed at being excluded from the dedication, only after
Moshe went “into the Tent of Meeting to speak with God” (7:89), which is
why Rashi only addresses the matter at this point.
The reason why Aharon became dismayed by Moshe’s entry into
the Tent of Meeting is because it then dawned on him that the Tabernacle
had a further function that was not serviced by the Levites and priests,
namely that it was the site where God taught Torah to Moshe privately.

Thus, while the tribe of Levi did not need to bring gifts to dedicate the
Tabernacle and Altar (for they were the ones who cared for the Tabernacle
and offered the sacrifices) they were not involved in this further role of the
Tabernacle as a point of Divine communication, since this role was filled
exclusively by Moshe.
So Aharon became dismayed,* for when the other tribes had made
their offerings, they dedicated the Tabernacle for all its functions,
including its role as a point of Divine communication; and in this latter
respect, the tribe of Levi had missed out through not making their
own dedications.
To dispel this concern of Aharon, God replied, “By your life! Your [act
of dedication] is greater than theirs, for you will light and prepare the
lamps [thereby dedicating them].”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 317, note 22; Sichas Shabbos Parshas Naso 5747)

* However, Aharon was only “dismayed” personally by this matter. It was not significant enough to seriously distress or pain the entire tribe of Levi.
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rsx ihta ,snk ' rhht sg vrntb tk rpxv atrca varp /iuatrv
'6ktrah ka i,ubd tuva hbpn 'uzc j,p tk vnku /vru,c rjutnu oseun
:sckc vz jxp tkt uchrev tk rcsnc ktrah uhva vba ohgcrt kfa
,umn ukt /uh,ej kff (d) :vtnuyc ;t usgunc /,cac ;t /usgunc (c)
o u e n n u p u d k g a , u m n u k t / u h y p a n k f f u : v b a i c r f z o h n , v a '7u p u d c a
ohn, va 'upudca ,umn t"x) /.nj rughcku vmnk ohnh ,gca iudf 'rjt

icn 'smhf tv '1vba ohaka icn rnut rjt ouencu /ohragu anj icn
itfn 'scug ohaka icu 'ohba anj snuku vsucg ,ufkv sunkk tc v"f
:2vtur ubht cuaa 'ohba anjc u,banc vph inhx vtr tka shnk,k
3
ohrga ,khgbk tuv rzuj kct ';,fc tan ,sucg /sug sucgh tku (vf)
rnak (uf) :unudr,f 'hvujt og 4uhjt ,t ,rau uvzu ',ukdg iugyku rhaku
asjc (t) :,ugxnv ,gac shruvku ohevku 'kvtk chcx ,ubjk /,rnan

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why was this passage, which was said “in the first
month” (9:1) recorded after Parshas Bamidbar, which was
said “on the first day of the second month” (1:1)?
RASHI: The passage at the beginning of this book was not said until
Iyar [the second month]. From this you learn that the Torah does not
follow a sequence of chronological order.*
Why did [the book of Bamidbar] not open with this [passage]?
Because it is a disgrace to Israel that throughout the forty years the
children of Israel were in the desert, they only brought this one
Pesach sacrifice.
TOSFOS: The Jewish people were not obligated to bring the Pesach
offering in the desert, for it is a mitzvah which only applied after
entering the Land of Israel, as the verse states, “You will (only) have
to keep this ritual service...when you enter the Land that God is
going to give you” (Shemos 12:25; see Rashi ibid.). The fact that they did so

here was only because God made an exception to the above rule,
and instructed them to bring the Pesach sacrifice that year. But what,
then, was the “disgrace” for Israel in not offering the Pesach sacrifice,
when they were not obligated in any case? Their disgrace was the
fact that they were unable to offer the Pesach sacrifice until forty
years later, due to the sin of the spies which caused them to be
delayed in the desert rather than entering the Land of Israel
immediately (Tosfos, Kidushin 37b, s.v. ho’il).
BARTENURA: The disgrace for the Jewish people was that they were
unable to offer the Pesach sacrifice in the desert because they were
uncircumcised, and the law states that an uncircumcised person may
not bring the Pesach offering (Shemos 12:48). The reason why they
were uncircumcised was, as the Talmud states, due to difficult
climatic conditions in the desert which prevailed as a punishment for
their sins. Thus, the Jewish people were unable to circumcise their
children, due to the risk to life involved (Yevamos 72a).

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE P ESACH O FFERING

IN THE

D ESERT (9:1-5)

Verse 1, which introduces the account of the Pesach offering in the
desert, states that this event occurred “in the second year of their exodus
from the land of Egypt, in the first month.”
Rashi clarifies that the book of Bamidbar did not open with this passage
(even though it occurred chronologically before the events of Parshas
Bamidbar): “Because it is a disgrace to Israel that throughout the forty

years that the children of Israel were in the desert, they only brought this
one Pesach sacrifice.”
Tosfos asks: Why was it considered a disgrace that the Jewish people
did not bring the Pesach offering in the desert for 40 years, when they
were in fact not obligated to do so? Tosfos answers that the “disgrace” was
the Jewish people’s delay in entering the Land for 40 years, due to the sin
of the spies, which prevented them from offering the Pesach sacrifice.

*While Rashi has mentioned that the Torah is not in chronological order on a number of occasions in the past (Bereishis 6:3, 35:29; Shemos 4:20, 19:11, 31:18; Vayikra 8:2),
this is the first instance where the Torah indicates the point explicitly, by recording dates in a non-chronological sequence. Thus, at the literal level, our verse is the source for
this principle.
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He is withdrawn from those qualified to work from the age of fifty, and he may serve no longer.
(At this age) he may (position himself around) the Tent of Meeting to help his brothers guard
the duty (of erecting and dismantling the Tent), but he may not perform service.
This is (the law of how) the Levites should carry out their duties.


26

[

9
THIRD
READING

G

THE PESACH OFFERING

IN THE

DESERT

[

od spoke to Moshe in the Sinai Desert, in the second year of their exodus from the land of
Egypt, in the first month, saying:


2

“The children of Israel should make the Pesach (lamb) in its appointed time, 3 on the
afternoon of the fourteenth of this month.”



“You should make it in its appointed time (even if this coincides with Shabbos, and even if the
majority of people or the priests themselves are in a state of ritual impurity).”



“Make it in accordance with all its laws (of preparation) and all its (accompanying) laws.”
TORAS MENACHEM

However, it is difficult to accept that this was Rashi’s understanding of
the matter, because:
a.) It turns out that the “disgrace” was primarily not the failure to offer
the Pesach sacrifice, but rather, the sin of the spies itself.
b.) In being delayed in the desert, the Jewish people were unable to
perform numerous precepts and laws which could only be performed in
the Land of Israel. So why would Rashi stress the “disgrace” in reference
to the Pesach sacrifice alone?
c.) In any case, at this time, the sin of the spies had not yet occurred and
Rashi makes no reference to the matter here.
Bartenura argues, based on the Talmud, that the “disgrace” of the
Jewish people was that they did not perform circumcision in the desert,
and were thus unable to offer the Pesach sacrifice.
However, this does not appear to be Rashi’s logic, since:
a.) Rashi makes no reference to the issue of circumcision.
b.) Rashi states explicitly that the Jewish people were not obligated to
bring the Pesach sacrifice until they reached the Land of Israel (Shemos
12:25).
c.) Even according to Bartenura’s logic, it is difficult to accept that just
one year later there was a majority of uncircumcised males which would
prevent the Pesach sacrifice from being offered. For even if many male
children had been born since the last Pesach sacrifice (and we accept that
an uncircumcised son bars his father from eating the Pesach sacrifice—see
Mechilta, Shemos 12:48), nevertheless:

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

eshuvah has the power to wipe away a person’s past deeds,
and transform him into a new person. This is the inner reason
why the account of the Second Pesach offering (below v. 6ff.)—
which represents the concept of correcting and compensating for
the mistakes of the past—was recorded out of chronological order,
because teshuvah has the power to rearrange a person’s life “out
of chronological order,” wiping away his past mistakes.

T

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 23, p. 70-71)

i.) Perhaps the prohibition would not apply in this case, since the failure
to circumcise was due to climatic conditions beyond the people’s control.
ii.) In any case, it is extremely unlikely that the majority of men would
have fathered a son in that period, especially when one considers that
many were too old to have children, and many were too young (such as
those who had just reached the age of Bar Mitzvah).
A final question: The Torah is not a history book which records every
event that occurred to the Jewish people. So, if the Torah does not wish
to stress something that is “a disgrace for Israel,” why even allude to the
disgrace (by a change in chronological order)?

T HE E XPLANATION
The previous books of Shemos and Vayikra, which discuss the Jewish
people after they assumed a national identity, both begin by stressing how
God cherishes the Jewish people. At the opening of the book of Shemos,
Rashi explains: “Although God counted them by their names in their
lifetime, He counted them again after they died, to teach us how precious
they were to Him.” Likewise, at the beginning of the book of Vayikra,
Rashi writes that the Torah uses the term “vayikra” because it is “an
expression of affection.” And the book of Bamidbar also begins with the
same emphasis, as Rashi writes: “Because they are precious to Him, He
counts them all the time.”
Our passage, about the Pesach offering in the desert, also brings to light
the affectionate relationship between the Jewish people and God, for we
read how “They made the Pesach offering... in accordance with
everything that God had commanded Moshe. The children of Israel did so
(precisely)” (v. 5). Then, in an unprecedented display of dedication to
God’s commands, those that missed the opportunity to perform this
mitzvah became upset, and complained, “Why should we be the losers”
(v. 7), upon which the mitzvah of the Second Pesach offering was given.
In fact, our passage appears to bring to light the affectionate relationship
between the Jewish people and God in a superior manner to the passage
at the opening of the book of Bamidbar, for here we see the utter
dedication of the Jewish people to God’s commands beyond the
requirements which God Himself set. Furthermore, in contrast to the book
of Vayikra, which contains mainly commands from God to the Jewish
people, the book of Bamidbar is predominantly a description of the
Jewish people’s attempts to serve God. So our passage, which expresses
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og rcsn vhv vmur vhva inz kfa 'jycun lfa vat sukh hrat /ucr
'vkuf vru,v kf rtaf van h"g rntvk uz varp v,hv vhutru /2vbhfav

vmn 'upudk .uja /ucre kgu uhgrf kg uatr at hkm 'upud kga /vba ic rfz
rntb rcf tkvu 'rnuk sunk, vn /wudu van rcshu (s) :(.nj rughcu
'ovk rnt 'hbhxn ohsgun ,arp gnaaf tkt '1wv hsgun ,t van rcshu
ovhbaaf /irvt hbpku van hbpk (u) :2vagn ,gac orhvzvu rzju
tk van ota 'vz rjt vz rnuk if,h tku /ouktau utc arsnv ,hcc ihcauh

TORAS MENACHEM

the affection of the Jewish people in observing God’s mitzvos would seem
to be a more fitting start to the book.*
So Rashi was troubled: “Why did [the book of Bamidbar] not open with
this [passage]?
Rashi answers: “Because it is a disgrace to Israel that throughout the
forty years that the children of Israel were in the desert, they only brought
this one Pesach sacrifice.”
In other words, while it is true that this passage highlights how the
Jewish people cherished God’s mitzvos, it also highlights a disgrace on
their part. For if the complaint of just a handful of Jews, that they did not
wish to “lose out” from performing God’s mitzvah due to a technicality
(that they were ritually impure), prompted God to offer them another way
of observing the mitzvah (the Second Pesach)—then all the more so could
the entire Jewish people have successfully pleaded to God throughout the
forty years in the desert that they wished to observe the mitzvah of
offering the Pesach sacrifice, and they did not wish to “lose out” due to
the “technicality” that they had not yet entered the Land of Israel. (For,
after all, offering the Pesach sacrifice was not physically dependent on
being in the Land, and this stipulation could have been waived by God,
if the Jewish people would only have requested it). Thus the impressive
dedication to God exhibited in our passage simultaneously highlights the
disgrace of the Jewish people in later years, when they did not show the

same degree of commitment. Therefore, this was not chosen as the
opening passage of the book of Bamidbar.

W HERE W AS T HE L EADERSHIP ?
Having clarified Rashi’s intention here, we appear to be left with a
further question: If it is indeed a disgrace to the Jewish people that they
did not beg God to allow them to offer the Pesach sacrifice in the desert
every year, why did Moshe not beseech God on their behalf?
The answer is that by remaining silent, Moshe felt he was minimizing
the “disgrace.” For, in the final analysis, requesting the Second Pesach
did not put the Jewish people in such a bad light for failing to ask for the
(First) Pesach sacrifice in subsequent years, because the two cases are not
entirely comparable. With the Second Pesach, the Jewish people were
not asking God for a mitzvah in which they had no obligation at all, like
the (First) Pesach offerings of future years. Rather, it was a lesser request
of compensating for the missed opportunity to observe a mitzvah in which
they were obligated.
On the other hand, if Moshe had requested God to give them the
mitzvah in future years, then his efforts to minimize the disgrace to the
Jewish people would have been counterproductive. For, by demonstrating that God would indeed have given the mitzvah if only He had
been asked, Moshe would have highlighted the shortcoming of the Jewish
people in failing to ask.

* And this is especially the case when one considers that we are speaking here of an unprecedented type of affection, which was not mentioned at the opening of any of the previous
books—unlike the concept that “because they were precious to Him, He counted them often” (at the opening of the book of Bamidbar) which expresses the same type of affection
as at the beginning of the book of Shemos, “He counted them again... to teach us how precious they were to Him.
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Moshe spoke to the children of Israel (instructing them) to make the Pesach (lamb). 5 They made the
Pesach (lamb) in the first month, on the afternoon of the fourteenth day of the month, in the Sinai Desert,
in accordance with everything that God had commanded Moshe. The children of Israel did so (precisely).
[

9:6

THE SECOND PESACH OFFERING

[

T

here were men who were ritually impure (due to contact with) a dead person, and could not
make the Pesach (lamb) on that day, so they came before Moshe and before Aharon on that day.
7
Those men said to him, “We are ritually impure (due to contact with) a dead person. Why
should we be the losers? We’ve been prevented from offering God’s sacrifice in its appointed time, with
all the children of Israel!
8
Moshe said to them, “Wait, and I will hear what God instructs concerning you.”
9
God spoke to Moshe saying: 10 Speak to the children of Israel, saying:


Any person who becomes unclean from (contact with) the dead, or is far away, either among you
or in future generations, should make a Pesach (offering) for God (at a later date).
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What was Moshe’s response to the complaint, “Why
should we lose out”? (v. 7)
RASHI: [Moshe] said to them, “Holy sacrifices cannot be offered in
a state of ritual impurity!”
They replied, “Let priests that are ritually pure sprinkle the blood
on our behalf, and then ritually impure people may eat the meat.”
He said to them, “Wait, and I will hear... ” (v. 8)

SEFER HAZIKARON: The people that complained were completing
their process of ritual purification on the 14th of Nisan (when the
Pesach sacrifice is offered) and were to become ritually pure on the
evening of the 15th (when it is eaten). So they asked Moshe if the
sacrifice could be offered by the priests on their behalf during the
day, and they would then be able to eat the sacrifice in the evening
after becoming ritually pure. The text of Rashi thus contains a mistake and should read: then ritually pure people may eat the meat.”

TORAS MENACHEM

So, being that the “disgrace” for the Jewish people in not asking God
to bring the Pesach offering was not so serious in the first place, Moshe
chose to remain silent since, under the circumstances, this protected the
integrity of the Jewish people to the greatest extent.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 23, p. 62ff)

k

T HE P EOPLE ’ S C OMPLAINT ( V . 7)

Rashi’s comments to verse 7 prompt the following questions:
a.) The people who complained to Moshe clearly understood that they
were prohibited from bringing the Pesach offering due to their state of
ritual impurity, as they themselves declared, “We are ritually impure (due
to contact with) a dead person. Why should we be the losers?” (v. 7).
So why does Rashi write that Moshe replied to them, “Holy sacrifices
cannot be offered in a state of ritual impurity!” a fact which the people
themselves made clear in their question ?
b.) What was the logic of the people’s suggestion, “Let priests that are
ritually pure sprinkle the blood on our behalf, and then ritually impure
people may eat the meat”? (The explanation of Sefer Hazikaron, that
the people were due to become ritually pure in the evening etc., is not
hinted to at all in the words of Rashi, or in the verse itself).
c.) Why did they stress, “Let priests that are ritually pure sprinkle the
blood on our behalf”? Is it not obvious that all priests must be ritually
pure in order to perform sacrificial service?

T HE E XPLANATION
The Pesach lamb slaughtered in Egypt by the Jewish people is never
§ e¨ (“sacrifice” or “offering”), but always
referred to by the Torah as a iCr

as a jc®z (“slaughter”). This suggests that, at the literal level of Torah
interpretation, the Pesach lamb slaughtered in Egypt was not actually a
sacrifice to God, comparable in any way to the mitzvah of offering animal
sacrifices upon the Altar, but rather, a unique act of commemoration
commanded by God at that time.
Later, of course, after the Jewish people entered the Land of Israel, the
Pesach lamb was indeed offered as a genuine sacrifice, upon the Altar,
with all the laws associated with sacrificial worship in the Temple.
What is not clear, however, is the status of the Pesach lamb slaughtered
in the desert in the second year, after the exodus from Egypt (9:1-5).
Was this merely a commemorative act, like the Pesach lamb which had

[

The Last Word

[

ne of the significant lessons of Pesach Sheni [the Second
Pesach] is never to despair, even when one has not attained
the spiritual heights of others. Thus, while all the people are
celebrating the Passover at its proper time, and one finds himself
“far away” [v. 9], or otherwise unfit to enter the Sanctuary, he is
told: Do not despair; begin your way towards the Sanctuary; come
closer and closer; for you have a special chance and opportunity
to celebrate the Second Passover, if you try hard enough.”

“

O

(From a letter written by the Rebbe on 16 Iyar 5711)
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lf tkt '1wudu ,jt vej rnuk sunk, 'shn jxp vagh rhhd,nv kf kufh
ypanfu vejf uhrhcj og jxp ,uagk ,g tcu rd of,t rudh hfu 'ugnan
,ujukk kvt ,uhvk huagv ifanv /,sgv kvtk ifanv (uy) :vagh
:varpv iuak kf ifu 'ifanv kg vuuv unf /ifanv kg vhvh :,usgv

lrsc ut (h) :1htfz h"g ,ufz ihkdkdna 'ivhsh kg rnt,a ukt ufza tkt
,puextk .uj vhva tkt 'htsu veujra tk rnuk 'uhkg sueb /vejr
'cuy ouh oa ihtu ,hcc ung .nju vmn hba jxp /vyhja inz kf 2vrzgv
/ j x p v a g u r d o f , t r u d h h f u ( s h ) :3 u , k h f t c u n g t k t . n j r u x h t i h t u

TORAS MENACHEM

preceded it the previous year, and thus not bound by the rigorous laws
pertaining to sacrifices? Or was this the first instance where the Pesach
lamb was being offered as a full-fledged sacrifice, as in future
generations?
A major practical ramification between these two scenarios is whether a
person who is ritually impure may slaughter and eat from the Pesach
lamb. For if the Pesach lamb in the desert was a commemorative act and
not a sacrificial act, then clearly it could be slaughtered and eaten by the
ritually impure, as was the case in Egypt. But if this Pesach lamb was a
sacrifice bound by the laws applicable in future generations, then those
who were ritually impure would not be permitted to participate.
The group of ritually impure individuals who approached Moshe were
of the former opinion, that this was a commemorative act and not a
sacrifice, for two reasons:
a.) God had instructed that the Pesach lamb in the desert should be
made in exactly the same manner as the Pesach lamb in Egypt had been
prepared (“in accordance with all its laws (of preparation) and all its
(accompanying) laws”—v. 3).
b.) The mitzvah of offering the Pesach lamb was only incumbent upon
the Jewish people upon entering the Land of Israel (Shemos 12:25).
Therefore, it would be logical to assume that the Pesach lamb in the desert
did not share the quality of the Pesach lamb of future generations of being
an actual sacrifice.
So when the ritually impure were prevented from offering the Pesach
lamb in the desert, they came and complained to Moshe: “Why should we

be the losers?” (v. 7)—since this is a commemorative and not a sacrificial
lamb, we should surely be allowed to offer it in a state of ritual impurity!
Thus, Moshe replied: “Holy sacrifices cannot be offered in a state of
ritual impurity!” In other words, Moshe was saying, “You are mistaken in
thinking that this is merely a commemorative act, like last year’s Pesach
lamb. Now that the Tabernacle has been constructed this is indeed a holy
Pesach sacrifice, similar to that which is to be offered in years to come.”

T HE P EOPLE ’ S S ECOND A PPEAL
But the people persisted with a further argument. They reasoned that
perhaps this Pesach lamb in the desert has both qualities: What had been
added this year is that the offering had now become a sacrificial act,
bound by the strict laws of sacrificial procedure, as Moshe had just
informed them; but perhaps the commemorative nature of eating the
sacrifice remained from the previous year. In other words, they argued
that the offering and consumption of the Pesach lamb in the desert were
two independent acts: The offering was sacrificial and thus ritually impure
individuals were excluded, but the eating of the lamb was commemorative, and could be done by everybody (like eating matzah and maror).
Thus they argued, “We’ve been prevented from offering God’s sacrifice
in its appointed time, with all the children of Israel,” but why should we
not be allowed to eat the offering with everybody else? As Rashi
continues to clarify: “They replied, ‘Let priests that are ritually pure
sprinkle the blood on our behalf, and then ritually impure people may
eat the meat.’”

/vx oa 3

:dx ohjxp 2
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11



They should eat it with matzah and bitter herbs.



12



They should not break any of its bones.



They should offer it in accordance with all the laws connected with the (regular) Pesach (lamb).



13

But if a man was ritually pure and was not on a journey, yet refrained from making the Pesach
(lamb), his soul will be cut off from his people, because he did not bring God’s offering in its
appointed time. That person will bear (the consequence of) his sin.



14

If a convert lives with you, and he makes a Pesach (lamb) for God, he should make it in
accordance with the laws (of preparation) of the Pesach (lamb) and its (accompanying) laws.



(When a person converts, he does not make a Pesach lamb immediately. Rather) you (both) have
the same law (concerning when a Pesach lamb may be brought, both) the convert and the nativeborn citizen.

They should make it in the second month, on the fourteenth day, in the afternoon.
They should not leave over any (meat) from it until the next morning.

[

9:15
FOURTH
READING

THE DIVINE SIGNALS

TO

JOURNEY

AND

ENCAMP

[

O

n the day the Tabernacle was erected, the cloud covered the Tabernacle—which was a tent for
(the Tablets of) Testimony—and at night, there was something that looked like fire over the
Tabernacle, until morning. 16 This was always the case: The cloud covered it (by day) and there
was something that looked like fire at night.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 May one possess chametz (leaven) during the Second Pesach?
RASHI: On the Second Pesach one may keep both chametz and matzah in the home

(Rashi to v. 10).

TORAS MENACHEM

In order to clarify this matter, Moshe found it necessary to consult God.
And the reply that came was that this Pesach offering was indeed a
sacrifice in every respect, both in its slaughter and its eating. Nevertheless,

[

God granted these individuals their wish, and gave them—and all future
generations—the opportunity to bring a Second Pesach offering.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28, p. 68ff.)

Sparks of Chasidus

[

T HE S ECOND P ESACH
he Second Pesach, which is a compensation or correction for a
prior shortcoming, represents the path of teshuvah (repentance).
Teshuvah is unique in two respects:
a.) Through observing the mitzvos, a person spiritually elevates and
refines the physical world which he comes into contact with, but he
is only able to elevate the permissible and not the forbidden.
Through teshuvah, however, even a person’s “intentional transgressions are transformed to merits” (Yoma 86b).
b.) The spiritual effect of mitzvah observance on a person is
cumulative. It thus takes many years of persistent effort and loyal
adherence for a person to elevate himself to great spiritual heights.
On the other hand, teshuvah is an instantaneous spiritual “leap” of
quantum proportions, whereby a person can undergo a complete

T

transformation in just one moment. As the Talmud states, “There are
those that acquire their [portion in the next] world in many years, and
there are those that acquire it in one moment” (Avodah Zarah 17a).
he above two qualities of teshuvah are seen in the differences
between the Second Pesach and the First:
a.) Chametz represents the evil and the forbidden. Nevertheless,
during the second Pesach, “one may keep both chametz and matzah
in the home” (Rashi to v. 10), alluding to the fact that teshuvah can
spiritually elevate a person’s past forbidden acts.
b.) The first Pesach spans an entire week, suggesting a gradual
spiritual ascent through the course of time. The Second Pesach
however lasts just one day, alluding to the power of teshuvah to
transform a person in a single instant.

T

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 121)
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vag, ,agvn /vaen :,urmumj hp kgu van p"gu v"cev hp kg 'ohgxub
'vsgv trenk inhx tuvu ivh,ac /ivc uge,u (d) :10xbruev ,aevc
/uge,h ,jtc otu (s) :sgun kvt j,p kt vsgv kf lhkt usgubu rntba
i,shgh iv ;tu /ohthabv lhkt usgubu rntba 'ohthabv trenk inhx tuv
/vgur, o,ge,u (v) :hrpxc tc tuv vua vrzdnu /sgun kvt j,p kt
in hrpxc arsb tuv lf 'vghe,u vgur, vghe, ,ubjnv gxn inhx
lk uhvu rnut tuva hpk /wudu kvev ,t khvevcu (z) :ohr,hv ,utrenv
ohbvf hbac geu, vsgv tren vn '11,ubjnv ,t gxnku vsgv trenk
g x n v n k u f h ' o v h , a c , u b j n v g x n ; t '1 2 w u d u i v c u g e , u r n t b a ' i v h , a c u
v,gnu 'geu,u ghrnu geu, vsgv tren ;t geu,u ghrnu geu, ,ubjnv
,t khvevcu rnuk sunk, ',ubjnv ,t gxnk vsgv tren ihc eukhj iht
inhx hrv /ohthabk ihsv tuvu vsgv trenk vgur, ihta snhk 'wudu kvev
'vgur, ovc iht uzu uzu ',jtc ohthab kau 'oh,ac vsgv tren 'o,akak
/uge,h irvt hbcu (j) :10vghe,u vgur, h"g oh,ac ,ubjnv gxnu
d euxp 12

c euxp 11

hrpx 10

dWhp ifanv ,ftkn 9

v 'dk ohrcs 8

cu,fk if,h tku /1ibgv vkgbu ifu ',uek,xt unudr,f /ibgv ,ukgv (zh)
vbvu unf 'vhhkgu junm tkt eukx iuak vz ihta 'ibgv vkgu ibgv ,ukg hpku
'3 i f a n v , f t k n c u b h b a / u g x h w v h p k g ( j h ) :2o h n v k u g a h t ; f f v b y e c g
vsuvh hbc hcd kg lanbu kpe,n ibgv sung vhv ohgxub ktrah uhva iuhf
'4wv vnue rnut vana sg lkvn vhv tku uge,u ughrvu uge, 'vrue ihnf
'ohbuj ktrah uhva iuhf /ubjh wv hp kgu :hrpxc uz 'vsuvh vbjn kds gxbu
vhv tku 'vfux ihnf vsuvh hbc hcd kg lanbu vkugu rn,n ibgv sung
wv hp kg rnut huv '5ktrah hpkt ,uccr wv vcua rnut vana sg arpb
ut (cf) :ohygun ohnh /rpxn ohnh :ohngpu rnukf /ahu (f) :6van shcu
lhbpk ihgeu, uhvha) /lk vag (c) :7u,kutd vhv, ohnh unf 'vba /ohnh
an,anu vaug v,t 'lk vag) lkan /lk vag :(8lkn iuruahc hvhu 'lknf
ogv rtau ihrsvbxv og rcsk vmr,af /vsgv trenk :(rjt tku ovc
,gac /,ubjnv ,t gxnku :9,urmumj h"g otre, 'lhkt ;uxtk otre,u
uhv vaka hp kg rnut v,t ,tmnb 'inhxk ovc uge,, ,ugxn eukx

yf 'vf trehu 7

df euxp 6

uk oa 5

vk 'h rcsnc 4

dWhp 3

sn 'jh t_ohfkn 2

tf euxp 1
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When the cloud rose up from over the Tent, the children of Israel would then travel. Wherever the
cloud settled, that is where the children of Israel would encamp. 18 (Thus) the children of Israel traveled
by the word of God, and they encamped by the word of God. They remained encamped so long as the
cloud rested over the Tabernacle.
19
If the cloud lingered over the Tabernacle for many days, the children of Israel were careful to observe
their duty to God and they did not travel. 20 Sometimes, the cloud remained for (just) a few days above
the Tabernacle, and they (continued) to encamp by the word of God and travel by the word of God. 21 And
sometimes the cloud remained from night until morning, and when the cloud rose in the morning, they
traveled. Or (sometimes) the cloud remained for a day and a night, and (still) when the cloud rose, they
traveled. 22 Whether it was for two days, a month or a year that the cloud lingered to hover over the
Tabernacle, the children of Israel would encamp and not travel. (Only) when it rose, did they travel.
23
They encamped by the word of God, and they traveled by the word of God. They were careful to
observe their duty to God, according to the word of God (transmitted) through Moshe.
[

10

G

THE TRUMPETS

[

od spoke to Moshe saying: 2 Make two silver trumpets for yourself. Make them hammered
(from one piece of metal). They should be used by you to summon the congregation and (to
announce) the departure of the camps:

3



When a long blast is blown on both of them, the entire congregation should gather to you, at
the entrance to the Tent of Meeting.



4



5

When short blasts are blown, the camps encamped to the east should travel.



6

When short blasts are blown for a second time, the camps encamped to the south should travel.



The short blasts are blown (only) for traveling, 7 but when gathering the congregation, you should
blow a long blast and not short blasts.



8

When a long blast is blown on one of them, the leaders, the heads of Israel’s thousands, should
gather to you.

Aharon’s descendants, the priests, are to blow the trumpets. This is an eternal law for all time.
TORAS MENACHEM

[
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Sparks of Chasidus
T WO D AYS ,

person might ask: Since we are expecting Mashiach at every
moment, how can we possibly immerse ourselves in the
drudgery of everyday life and even make plans for the future? If we
are truly excited about the coming of Mashiach, how can we be
excited about serving God in the world as it is before Mashiach comes?
The answer to these questions can be found in the way that the
Tabernacle was dismantled and erected in the desert. Often, the
Jewish people would stay encamped in one place for a considerable
period of time—as much as 19 years (Rashi to Devarim 1:46)—so the
need for fully erecting the Tabernacle, with all the labor involved,
was understood. But “sometimes, the cloud remained for (just) a few
days... and sometimes the cloud remained from night until morning,
and when the cloud rose in the morning, they traveled” (v. 20-21).

A

A

[

M ONTH

OR A

Y EAR ...” ( V . 22)

So what was the point of the hundreds of man-hours involved in
erecting the Tabernacle, if it was to be dismantled soon afterwards,
sometimes the following day?
The Talmud explains that since ”they encamped by the word of
God, and they traveled by the word of God” (v. 23), each encampment
was not considered to be transitory in nature, because the direct
Divine command to camp at that point, “conferred it with the
importance of a permanent settlement” (Eruvin 55b).
Likewise, while it is true that our current work is transitory in
nature, for Mashiach is about to arrive at any moment, nevertheless,
since in our daily work we are following “the word of God,” we
should view what we are doing as having the utmost importance and
be enthusiastic in carrying out the tiniest detail.
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Vayigash 5747)
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:oFkixc§l m¨l¨r miw¦l oFk§l oiedie `zx§vFvg©A
l©r oFk£rx`§A `¨axw `gB`§l oEl£rz ix`e h
`zx§vFvg©A oEa§AizE oFk§l oiwi¦rnC iwi¦rn
oFkd¨l` ii mcw `¨ah§l oFki px§kEC lEri ie
oFkz ecg mFi§aE i :oFki `pQ n oEwx¨Rz ze
oErwz ze oFki gx i i Wi x§aE oFki c£rFn§aE
oFkiWcEw zq§kp l©re oFkze¨l£r l©r `zx§vFvg©A
ii `p` oFkd¨l` mcw `px§kEc§l oFk§l oiedie
`gx i§A `z ip z `YW§A ded e `i :oFk¨d¨l`
ie¨N¦rn `pp£r w©NYq` `gxi§l oixŸy©r§A `pipz
l `xŸyi i p§a ElhpE ai :`zEcdqc `p§MWn
`pp£r `xWE ipi qc `x§AcO n oFdi p¨lHn§l
l©r `zi ncw§A ElhpE bi :ox`¨tc `x§Acn§A
qw h lhpE ci :dWŸnc `ci¦A iic `xni n
l©re oFdi¥lig§l `zincw A
§ dcEdi ip§A zixWn

`¨li g l©re eh :acpi O©r x©A oFWg p D¥li g
:x¨rEv x©A l `pzp x¨kyVi i p§a C `h§a WC
x©A a`i¦l` oªlEaf ip§aC `h§aWC `¨lig l©re fh
oFWxb ip§A oi¦lhpe `p§MWn wx¨RznE fi :oFlig
qw h l hpe gi :`p§MWn i¥lhp i xxn i p§aE
xEvi¦l` D¥lig l©re oFdi¥lig§l o¥aE`x zixWn
ip§aC `h§aWC `¨lig l©re hi :xE`icW x©A
`¨lig l©re k :iCWixEv x©A l`inªlW oFrnW
:l `ErC x©A sqi§l` cb i p§a c `h§a WC
zi oiniwnE `WCwn i¥lhp zdw ip§A oi¦lhpe `k
zixWn qwh lhpe ak :oFdizin c©r `p§MWn
x©A rnWi¦l` D¥lig l©re oFdi¥lig§l mix§t` ip§A
dXpn ip§aC `h§aWC `¨lig l©re bk :cEdiO©r
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o h r c s h t a u b / a s e n v h t a b ( t f ) :5o h , v e v u g x b u l f r j t u ' i c u t r v b j n
ovk ohnsue uhva 'hrrn hbcu iuard hbc /ifanv ,t unhevu :ohasuenv
vhhbjv inhxu 'ifua ibgv vhvaf 'ifanv ,t ihnhen uhv 'ohkds hba gxn
og ovhrjtn ohtc ,ve hbc ihhsgu 'ohbuj ovu vsuvh vbjn kdsc vtrb
'ifanv ,t ihnhen hrrn hbcu iuard hbc uhv 'ohburjtv ohkds hba
ijkavu iurtv uc ihxhbfnu 'ubufn kg u,ut ohtmun ,ve hbc ohtcafu
sg u,ut ifanv hnhen unhevu trenv ,ugnan uvzu ',ujcznvu vrubnvu
hpk 6hnkaurh sunk, /,ubjnv kfk ;xtn (vf) :,ve hbc ka otuc ory
vhva hn kfu vburjtc gxub vhv ihxukfutc vcurn is ka uyca vhva
ehpnu 'ihfkvn uhv vch,f rnts itnf th,t /uk urhzjn vhv rcs sctn
in vk ehpnu ihfkvn uhv vruef hrnts ,htu /ugxh if 7ubjh ratf in vk
zh 'c rcsnc 7

82

tWn vWp ihcurhg 6

:1rcsn cu,fv rucm icrec /ofh,kg kg (h) :ukkv ,ugxncu ,utrenc
rntba ',urpuau ,uburfz og ,uhfkn ubsnk itfn /ofhvkt wv hbt
:1wufu ,uhfkn uz ofhvkt wv hbt ',uburfz hrv iurfzk ',urpua hrv o,ge,u
uag ohnh vrag rxj asuj rag ohba rnut ,tmnb /hbav asjc (th)
vbak rhhtc ohrag sg ugxb tku oa ubj 2iuhx asuj atrc hrva 'crujc
hnu iuatr hn ovhkds gxnk arupnv ypanf /ovhgxnk (ch) :3vtcv
gxnn ubj oau vhv irtp rcsnc vut,v ,urce /irtp rcsnc :iurjt
uerpu uhbcu irvt uxbfb vsuvh kds gxuba iuhf /ifanv sruvu (zh) :vz
'4vbjnv guxbc uhbcu irvt tcu rntba 'iurtv ,t vc uxfu ,frpv ,t
hkfu iurtvu ',ukdgc u,ut ihbguyu ifanv iherup hrrn hbcu iuard hbcu
kds gxba sg ,uyunv kg ihbu,bu ihxufn ohsnug ,ve hbc tan ka asev

/ch rcscnc tnujb, /tf euxp 5

v 's rcsnc 4

jWp okug rsx 3

t 'yh ,una 2

hrpx 1
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While in your Land, if you go to war against an enemy that oppresses you, you should blow a
long blast with the trumpets so as to be remembered before God your God, and you will be
saved from your enemies.



10

And on the days of your rejoicing, on your festivals and on your new-moon celebrations, you
should blow on the trumpets (when bringing) your (communal) burnt-offerings and your peacesacrifices. This will be a remembrance before your God—I am God your God.
[

10:11
FIFTH
READING

THE FIRST JOURNEY

[

O

n the twentieth of the second month in the second year, the cloud rose up from over the
Tabernacle of the Testimony. 12 The children of Israel traveled from the Sinai Desert (in
accordance with all the laws concerning) their journeys, and the cloud settled (in Kivros
Hata’avah) in the desert of Paran. 13 This was the first journey by God’s word, through Moshe.
14
The division of regiments (of three tribes, known as) “the Camp of Yehudah’s descendants” traveled
first: Heading the regiment was Nachshon the son of Aminadav. 15 Heading the regiment of the tribe of
Yissachar’s descendants was Nesanel the son of Tzu’ar. 16 Heading the regiment of the tribe of Zevulun’s
descendants was Eliav the son of Chailon.
17
The Tabernacle was then dismantled. Then Gershon’s descendants and Merari’s descendants, who
carried the Tabernacle, traveled.
18
Then the division of regiments (of three tribes, known as) “the Camp of Reu’vain” set out according
to their regiments: Heading its regiment was Elitzur the son of Shedai’ur. 19 Heading the regiment of the
tribe of Shimon’s descendants was Shelumiel the son of Tzurishadai. 20 Heading the regiment of the tribe
of Gad’s descendants was Elyasaf the son of Du’ail.
21
The descendants of Kehos, who carried the holy (vessels) then traveled. (In this way, when they
came to encamp, they would find) the Tabernacle already erected before they arrived (by the descendants of Gershon and Merari who traveled ahead).
22
Then the division of regiments (of three tribes, known as) “the Camp of Efrayim” set out, according
to its regiments: Heading its regiment was Elishama the son of Amihud. 23 Heading the regiment of the
tribe of Menasheh’s descendants was Gamliail the son of Pedatzur. 24 Heading the regiment of the tribe
of Binyamin’s descendants was Avidan the son of Gidoni.
25
Then the division of regiments (of three tribes, known as) “the Camp of Dan”—the collector (of lost
property) for all the other camps—set out, according to its regiments: Heading its regiment was Achi’ezer
TORAS MENACHEM

[

“I F Y OU G O T O W AR ...

AND ON

Sparks of Chasidus

T HE D AYS

OF

[

Y OUR R EJOICING ... B LOW

“If you go to war against the enemy that oppresses you”—This
alludes to the war against the evil inclination, which is the
person’s greatest enemy. It constantly “goes to war” against a
person, especially at times of prayer, to disturb his concentration.
“You should blow a long blast with the trumpets...”—This is a
metaphor for breaking one’s haughty spirit with feelings of
submissiveness to God, petitioning God to help the person fight
his evil inclination.

ON

T HE T RUMPETS ”

( V. 9-10)

“On your days of rejoicing...blow on the trumpets”—A person might
think that when he has enjoyed some degree of success in the
war against his evil inclination, and it is no longer succeeding in
its “attacks,” he can relax and enjoy serving God without the
need to constantly arouse feelings of fear and subordination. To
counteract this notion, the Torah states that even after the war is
over, when a person wishes to rejoice and relax—he must still,
“blow on the trumpets”!
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 13, p. 28)
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(u-t'th) kkfc sg tku "tuv sd grzf invu" sg "ohbbut,nf ogv hvhu"n kuev ,t ygn ohfhnbn*

hWar

,aka lrs ovhbpk gxb wv ,hrc iurtu :3shn .rtk oxhbfvk .pj
ohsenu ohjbun ,ujuk hrca ucu vnjknk ovng tmuhv iurtv vz /ohnh
ovhkg wv ibgu (sk) :3vhhbj ouen ovk ie,k ohnh ,aka lrs ovhbpk
sjtu ',ujur gcrtn gcrt /ovhgxnc ohcu,f ohbbg vgca /onuh
lunbv ,t vhcdnu vucdv ,t lhnbn ovhbpk sjtu 'vynk sjtu 'vkgnk
gxbc hvhu (vk) :i,hhbj ouenn /vbjnv in :ohcregu ohajb druvu
vnku /unuen vz ihta rnuk 'uhrjtknu uhbpkn ,uhbnx uk vag /irtv
hc,f kfc t,htsf wufu ,uhbgrupk ,uhbgrup ihc ehxpvk hsf 'itf c,fb
van vhv 'ohnh ,aka lkvn ovhbpk ohsen vhva hpk /wv vnue :10asev
u m u p h u :kvehuc tnujb, arsnc /r,uh ejr,, ktu ubk i,nvu sung rnut
htbua ukt /lhtban :3ohpsurv ukt /lhtban uxbhu :3ihxbufnv /lhchut
rntba 'okugv vhvu rnta hn ,t tbua ktrah ,t tbuav kfa 'ktrah
o j b n / w v v c u a (uk) :1 2s u x u n h r g h l n g k g ' o v h n u '1 1 a t r u t a b l h t b a n u
s h d n / k t r a h h p k t , u c c r :1 3 i u g a u , , j b u v c u a c i f u g u d r n i u a k u n d r ,
hvhu (t) :14,uccr h,au ohpkt hban oh,ujp ktrahc vrua vbhfav ihta
ogk vagt vn rnut tuv ifu /ohgar tkt ogv iht /ohbbt,nf ogv
jka rntba 'hng ohture ohraf ovafu /16vzv grv ogv rnutu '15vzv
vkhkg iuak tkt ohbbut,n iht /ohbbt,nf :18lk h,hag vn hng '17hng
hf iuanac rnut tuv ifu ouenv hrjtn aurpk lhtv vkhkg ohaecn
o h b u u f , n a w v h b z t c v g r t h v a v b t u , / w v h b z t c g r :1 9 a e c n t u v v b t u ,
tka ohnh vaka vzv lrsc ubyck vnf ubk hut urnt /yhbehu uhbztc tc,a
.rtk uxbf,a of,cuyk ihuf,n h,hhv hbt /upt rjhu :lrsv hubgn ubjb
d 'dp ohkv, 11

/zye ,ca 10

zy 't ohypua 9
yh 'h ohrcs 8
h 'dk oa 7
/hrpx /s 'sh ohypua 19 d 'u vfhn 18

ouhc /ugxhu :ovhgxn rsx vz /hgxn vkt (jf) :,ubjnv kfk ;xtn
vnu '1van i,uj ccuj hbcn rntba 'ur,h tuv /ccuj (yf) :ugxb tuvv
hctk ihrue ,ueubh,va snkn '2ivhct ktugr kt vbtc,u rnuk sunk,
/vru,c ,jt varp r,ha oa kg r,h 'uk uhv vcrv ,unau /3tct ivhct
vaka sg shn /ouenv kt ubjbt ohgxb :wufu vru,v ,t ccja kg ccuj
.rtk xbfvk ,bn kg ugxb iuatrv vz gxnca '.rtk ihxbfb ubt ohnh
ihhsga 'ovng unmg van ;,a vn hbpnu /ohbbut,nc utyja tkt 'ktrah
/h,skun ktu hmrt kt (k) :3xbfb tuva rucxfu uhkg vrzd vrzdb tk
tkt tb iht /czg, tb kt (tk) :3h,jpan khcac ot 'hxfb khcac ot
ekj ohrdk aha vhv rucx 'vcjn ur,h rhhd,b tk urnth tka 'vaec iuak
,gsh if kg hf :3uk lkvu ojhbv ekj ovk ihta vtra uhafg '.rtc
rcsnc ub,ubj ,gsh rat kg ,tz ,uagk lk vtb hf /rcsnc ub,bj
',gsh rat kg unf /,gsh if kg hf :3ubk uagba ,urucdu ohxb ,htru
hf '6utc if kg hf '5o,rcg if kg hf '4hbc vkak vh,,b tk if kg hf unf
iuak rjt rcs /unudr,f rcg iuak /ohbhgk ubk ,hhvu :7lhbp h,htr if kg
tv,a rjt rcs /ubhbhg rhtn vhv, ubhbhgn okg,ha rcsu rcs kf 'sh,g
cuyv vhvu (ck) :8rdv ,t o,cvtu rntba 'ubhbhg kdkdf ubhkg chcj
.rtv ,t ihekjn ktrah uhvaf urnt 'uk uchyv vcuy vn /wudu tuvv
'eukjkn uvujhbvu vnt e", kg vnt ,utn anj ujhrh ka vbaus vhv
hbck uvub,b lf ihcu lf ihc 'ubkyh tuv uekjc asenv ,hc vbcha hn urnt
:9wudu ohrn,v rhgn ukg van i,uj hbe hbcu rntba '3cfr ic csbuhk ur,h
v"cev vhva 'sjt ouhc ufkv ohnh ,aka lkvn /ohnh ,aka lrs (dk)

j 'yh oa 6
v 'jh oa 5
uf 'jk ,hatrc 4
zy 'z ,una 17 h 'dh whnrh 16 s 'zh ,una 15

hrpx 3
jh 'c ,una 2
th 's ohypua 1
/sx ,unch 14 uy 'k whgah 13 s oa 12

10:25 - 11:1
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SIXTH
READING

the son of Amishadai. 26 Heading the regiment of the tribe of Asher’s descendants was Pagiail the son of
Achran. 27 Heading the regiment of the tribe of Naftali’s descendants was Achira the son of Ainan.
28
These were the journey arrangements of the children of Israel, according to their regiments.
They traveled (on that day).
—29 Moshe said to Chovav the son of Re’uel the Midianite, Moshe’s father-in-law (Yisro), “We are
traveling (very soon) to the place about which God said, ‘I will give it to you.’ Come with us and we will
treat you well, for God has spoken of good (things) for Israel.” 30 He said to him, “I’m not going. Rather,
I shall go to my land and my birthplace.” 31 (Moshe) said, “Please don’t leave us! For you know (all the
miracles associated with) our encampments in the desert to which you have been an eyewitness. 32 If you
go with us, then we will grant you (use of part of) the good (Land) which God is granting us.”—
33
They traveled from the mountain of God a distance of three days (in just one day, because God
wanted to bring them to the Land immediately). The Ark of God’s covenant traveled three days ahead
of them to seek a resting place for them. 34 The cloud of God was above them by day, when they traveled
from their (original place of) encampment.
35
What happened was, whenever the Ark set out, Moshe would say, “Arise, O God, may Your
enemies be scattered and may those who hate You flee from You.” 36 When it came to rest he would say,
“Rest (here) O God, among the myriads of thousands of Israel.”
[

11

T

THE FIRST COMPLAINT & R EBUKE

[

he people were acting like complainers (who seek to say something) that is evil in God’s ears
(so as to express their dissatisfaction with the difficulties of the journey). God heard and became
angry (because He was hurrying the journey for their benefit, to enter the Land quickly).
TORAS MENACHEM

[

“W HENEVER

THE

The Last Word

A RK S ET

OUT ,

ccording to Jewish custom, the above verse is recited by the
congregation whenever the Torah scroll is removed from the Ark.
Chasidic thought explains that taking out the Torah scroll is not
merely a ceremony, it is a moment when God actually instills His
people with the spirit of resilience and dedication required to “take
out” the values of the Torah and apply them to one’s everyday life.
And this is the message expressed by reciting the above verse:
“Moshe would say...”—Within every Jew there is a “spark” of
Moshe, which is capable of sustaining one’s enthusiasm for the
observance of Torah even under the most adverse conditions. The
removal of the Torah from the Ark thus awakens this kernel of Jewish
identity, to the extent that it starts to speak to us (“Moshe would say”).
“Arise, O God, may your enemies be scattered”—And once the
“spark” is awake, it begins to strengthen a person’s observance of

A

[

M OSHE W OULD S AY ...”

( V. 35)

Judaism in all areas, both in the growth of positive deeds for God
(“Arise, O God”), and the withdrawal from things that are counterproductive to a Torah lifestyle (“may your enemies be scattered”).*
further blessing granted by God when the Torah scroll is taken
out is that a person should be able to earn a living comfortably.
For we are taught that the Ark of the Covenant, represented by the
Torah scroll, was buried along with a container of manna
(Shemos 16:32-33), and the manna represents how God provides
sustenance for the Jewish people without their having to make much
effort. So, when we take out the Torah scroll, God not only empowers
us to serve Him better, He also blesses us that we should earn a living
comfortably, enabling the mitzvos to be performed free from worry
and concern.

A

(Based on Sefer Hasichos 5751, vol. 1, p. 381; and note 24 ibid.)

*Normally, we are told to approach these two areas in the reverse sequence: first to “depart from evil,” and only then to “do good” (Psalms 34:15), because a person must first rid
himself of negative qualities so that his good deeds that follow are not built on a rotten foundation. In this case, however, the emphasis is on taking out the Torah, i.e. on transforming
evil to good, and this can only be done by a person who has previously achieved a significant degree of personal perfection through the observance of numerous good deeds. So our
verse stresses that after a person has busied himself with “doing good” (“Arise, O God”), he is then able to transform evil to good, “Your enemies are scattered” (Based on Sefer
Hasichos 5751, vol. 1, p. 381, note 23).
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i n v u (z) :1 c r g c i n r j a c i n / u b h b h g i n v k t ( u ) : w u f u t h b h m u c , h u n u d r , u i c i u g n a h c r / c r c r g u k t ' , u k p a k o v c a i h m e u n c / v b j n v v m e c : s h n
'5ubhbhg inv kt h,kc ohrnut ktrah 'uz rnt tk uz rnta hn /sd grzf kan /van kt ogv egmhu (c) :ohkusdcu ovca ohbhmec rnut thxbn
vn kg okug htc utr rnukf 'wudu sd grzf invu vru,c ch,fv v"cevu
grz tshdf kudg /sd grzf :1cuaj tuv lfu lf invu 'hbc ohbbuk,n
iuak tkt yhha iht /uya (j) :k"yxhre vcuy ict oa /jkscv :r"sbhhkue
vrhsec tku ohjhrc srh tk /wudu ohjrc ubjyu :kng tkc r"hbcaht kuhy
/rurpc :1ihkaucnku ihfusbku ihbjybk ungy vhv vb,an tkt vfusnc tku
hsak lpvb uk vnusu /abus uarhp lf 'ina ka jukjk /inav sak :vrse
uvuarp ubh,ucru /.he hbucrjc hjukjk lpvb 'suxh s"nkvu /6.he hbucrjc
iuak inav sak rnuk rapt htu /ina kmt ohsa ihbg iht lt 'ohsa iuak
,j, vynk ungyu iye ."ne sueb o"nv vhv if ota '7iuruah inahu
'tuv ina iuak 'i"hav ,j, ogyvu iye j",p sueb o"nva uhafg 'o"nv
/euxp ;ux tuva hbpn iye j,pc vsueb vbhtu kusd .nec vsuebv i"havu
vpuyeu inac vaukbv vxhgf 'acs ina ahk iuehryub iuak sak rjt rcs
'abus ka ubur,pk vyub 'tjanc ahks odr,ns xukebut ka oudr,u /acsc

tm uk rntu uhct ka ucvut kmt icv lkvu ubc kg xgfa osu rac lknk
,jtk vrzj ukhta .rtc vnuenc vgea /atv gea,u :1tctn hkg aecu
crg ukt /;xpxtvu (s) :1jurv u,ut kf ,fkuvu ,kpen v,hv ,ujurv
:ovng ufchu ktrah hbc od /ucahu :1ohrmnn o,tmc ovhkt upxtba cr
vkg cr crg odu rntb rcf tkvu 'rac ovk vhv tk hfu /rac ubkfth hn
vbenu rntb .rtk o,xhbfc tkvu 'oukft rnt, otu /2wudu recu itmu o,t
o h r m n c k f t b r a t (v) :1v k h k g o h a e c n a t k t '3 w u d u i c u t r h b c k v h v c r
tk ic,u rntb rcf tkvu 'obj ohds ovk ohb,ub ohhrmna rnt, ot /obj
u v n u ' o b j o v k i h b , u b u h v o h d s ' o b j o v k i h b , u b u h v t k i c , o t '4 o f k i , b h
inv vn hbpn iugna wr rnt /ohtaev ,t :,umnv in obj 'obj rnut
kt vatk ohrnut ',uehbnk ohae iva hbpn 'uktn .uj rcs kfk vb,an
/ohtaev :hrpxc t,htsf 'wufu lknk kan /eubh,v hbpn kmcu oua hkft,
a"khrup ihahrf /rhmjv :a"eruc /ohjyct :z"gkc a"hrcnueue ov

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Was the fish literally free of charge? (v. 5)
RASHI: If you want to say that the Egyptians gave them fish for free,
has scripture not already stated, “You will not be given straw” (Shemos
5:18)? Now, if straw was not given for free, would they have given
them fish for free?
So what does “for free” mean? Free from mitzvos.
MIZRACHI: In other words, now that the Jewish people were
obligated to observe the mitzvos, their sustenance was dependent
upon observance, as the Torah states, “If you always listen to My
commandments that I am commanding you... Then I will grant the
early and late rains of your land at their proper time” (Devarim 11:1314). In Egypt, however, they were fed regardless of whether they
were righteous or not.
uy 'ck ohrcs 7

 Why did the people desire these foods in particular? (v. 5)
RASHI: Rabbi Shimon says, “Why did the manna taste of everything
except these things? Because they are harmful for nursing mothers.
We tell a [nursing] woman, ‘Do not eat any garlic or onion, because
of the baby,’” as in the analogy of a King found in Sifri.
SIFRI: This can be compared to a King of flesh and blood who put
a tutor in charge of his son. He sat him down and instructed him,
saying, “See that he does not eat any harmful food and does not drink
any harmful drink.”
Because of this, the son complained about his father, saying, “It is
not because he loves me, but because he does not want me to eat!”
TALMUD: Why are cucumbers called oh¦tª¦E? Because they are as
harmful (ih¦Je
¨ ) as swords to a person’s whole body (Avodah Zarah 29a).
s 'ck ohkv, 6

u euxp 5

jh 'v ,una 4

t 'ck rcsnc 3

jk 'ch ,una 2

hrpx 1
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A fire from God burned among them, consuming (those at) the edge of the camp. 2 The people cried
out to Moshe. Moshe prayed to God, and the fire died down.
3
He named that place Tavairah (“blaze”), because the fire of God had blazed against them.
[

11:4

THE SECOND COMPLAINT & R EBUKE

[

T

he mob (of Egyptian converts) among them (who had left Egypt with the Jewish people) had
strong cravings. The children of Israel were also influenced, and began to cry (with them). They
said, “Who will give us meat to eat? 5 We remember the fish that we ate in Egypt for free, the
cucumbers, the watermelons, the leeks, the onions, and the garlic! 6 But now, our souls are parched, for
there is nothing, except the manna before our eyes (morning and evening).”
7
(In truth, however,) the manna (was a delicacy). It was (round) like coriander seed, and it looked
like crystal. 8 The people would (merely have to) stroll around (without any exertion) and gather it. (It
would taste of anything one desired, like something) ground in a mill, crushed in a mortar, cooked in a
pot or made into cakes. It tasted as moist as oil. 9 When the dew came down on the camp at night, the
manna came down upon it.
TORAS MENACHEM

k

”W E A TE

IN

E GYPT

FOR

F REE ” ( V . 5)

One of the complaints of the Jewish people to Moshe was that, “we ate
in Egypt for free” (v. 5). At first glance, this would appear to mean that
food was provided for the Jewish people in Egypt, without their having to
pay, since they were slaves to the Egyptians.
Rashi, however, challenges this interpretation: “If you want to say that
the Egyptians gave them fish for free, has scripture not already stated,
“You will not be given straw” (Shemos 5:18)? Now if straw was not given
for free, would they have given them fish for free?”
Rashi answers: “So what does ‘for free’ mean? Free from mitzvos.”
Mizrachi explains that when the Jewish people were in Egypt, the
Torah had not yet been given and a person’s sustenance from God was
not dependent on his observance of mitzvos. So now they complained
that they were required to be God-fearing merely in order to eat.

[

The Last Word

[

rdinary bread (“bread from the earth”), which is the product
of hard physical labor, is a metaphor for the “revealed”
interpretations of the Torah (nigleh), found in the Talmud, which
require arduous analysis, questioning, etc. On the other hand,
manna (“bread from heaven”) represents the mystical teachings of
the Torah, which are of such a “heavenly” nature that there is no
disagreement, argument, etc.
Logically speaking, a person might think that it is necessary to
have a firm grounding in classic texts, and achieve a certain
degree of spiritual greatness before one can progress to the study
of mysticism. However, the Torah teaches here that even the
wicked individuals who complained to Moshe ate manna (v. 4ff.).
From this we can learn that it is appropriate for people from all
walks of life to study the mystical teachings of the Torah—
particularly as they are formulated clearly and methodically in the
teachings of Chabad.

O

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 4, p. 1038-9)

However, the concept to which Mizrachi refers, that God will only
“grant the early and late rains of your land at their proper time,” if “you
always listen to My commandments,” does not appear to be applicable in
this case. For: a.) The complaint was about manna, and manna coming
from heaven was not dependent on rain. b.) At this point manna was
being given to all the Jewish people regardless of whether they were good
or not—as we find that even Dasan and Aviram received manna (see Rashi
to Shemos 16:20).
What, then, was the Jewish people’s argument, that in Egypt they were
free from mitzvos?
A further complaint of the Jewish people was that, while the manna
tasted of virtually any food that the person wished, it could not adopt
certain flavors: cucumbers, watermelons, leeks, onions, and garlic (v. 5).
Rashi explains: Rabbi Shimon says, “Why did the manna taste of everything except these things? Because they are harmful for nursing mothers.
We tell a [nursing] woman, ‘Do not eat any garlic or onion, because of the
baby,’” as in the analogy of a King found in Sifri.
This prompts the following questions:
a.) The analogy which Rashi refers to in Sifri (as well as the Talmud),
states explicitly that these types of food were harmful in general to all
people. Why did Rashi conclude that they were only harmful to nursing
mothers?
b.) In most instances, Rashi does not indicate the author’s name when
he cites a teaching of the Sages, which suggests that when Rashi does
mention the name of a Sage it is for a specific reason—to solve a more
subtle question which the reader might ask. So why, in our case, does
Rashi stress that this explanation was authored by Rabbi Shimon?

T HE E XPLANATION
When Rashi writes that the Jewish people complained that they were
“free from mitzvos” in Egypt, this was not a complaint about the
observance of mitzvos in general. For, as explained above, the manna was
bestowed upon even those who did not keep mitzvos. Rather, Rashi’s
intention here is that the people complained that there are many mitzvos
involved with the collection of the manna, e.g. that one could not collect
manna from one day for the next, and it could not be collected on
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ukfthu uvzu '8lknv hbpc rcsnu u,p laubf 'atr ,uke udvba '9ohvktv
rat :8itf ovk grpu vru, i,nc ,ukct i,hk v"cev vmr tku '9u,ahu
ohrmnc ohryua ovhkg ubn,ba rhfn v,ta o,ut /wudu ov hf ,gsh
hbc hryua ufhu rntba 'osh kg ohfunu ovhkg ohnjrn uhvu lrp ,sucgc
oje /o,ut ,jeku :1i,rmc urgymba lrsf i,kusdc ubn,h v,g '10ktrah
oa ucmh,vu :ouen ka uhbc kg ohxbrp o,hbn,ba ofhrat 'ohrcsc
vkt ihchcj urnthu sucfu vkusd ovc udvbhu ktrah utrha hsf /lng
ragn ,jt uz /h,srhu (zh) :1v"cev hpn rucs gunak van og uxbfba
unudr,f /h,kmtu :1ovng tku /lng h,rcsu :1vru,c ,ucu,fv ,ushrh
v,utc vnus van vnk /ovhkg h,nau :9ktrah hbc hkhmt ktu unf 'hcrtu
:1 o u k f r x j u r u t i h t u ' u b n h v i h e h k s n k f v u v r u b n h c d k g j b u n a r b k ' v g a
ohbjry ova 'hbc jruy ovhkg ukceha ,bn kg ovng vb,v /l,t utabu
h f b t k f u t t k , r n t a v n k v c u a , h r v / l s c k v , t t a , t k u :1o h b c r x u

/uh,ujpank vfc (h) :vc ah ina ,hjukjk inac vaukbv vxhgva
ubh,ucru /1hukdc i,nugr, oxrpk ohfucu ohpxtb ,ujpan ,ujpan
hf (ch) :ovk ,urxtbv ,uhrg kg ',ujpan hexg kg uh,ujpank 2urnt
,t vjb lk 'if uk rnt ifhvu /lehjc uvta hkt rnut v,ta /hkt rnt,
ohprjnu of,t ohkeux uhvha ,bn kg '4ktrah hbc kt oumhu rnutu '3ogv
o,tak hk rnut v,t /uh,uctk ,gcab rat vnstv kg :of,t
uvtrvaf vcebf van ka ujf aa, /hk vag ,t vff otu (uy) :hehjc
if ot 'uhbpk rnt /,tz kg ovhkg thcvk sh,g tuva ,ubgrupv v"cev
vbhfa tkt 'cu,fk uk vhv o,grc /h,grc vtrt ktu :1vkj, hbdrv
vpxt (zy) :iuak iue,ku hubhfk vru,c ohrpux hbue,n sjt vzu /5cu,fv
ohbuatrv ohbezvu /6hsck hfbt kfut tk ,rnta l,buk,k vcua, hrv /hk
hbez ,t ,pxtu lk rntba 'ovng ucah ohrmnc ;t tkvu 'uhv ifhv
,t uzjhu ch,fs 'lfk hbhxn uhv ohutru /8u,n vrgc, atc tkt '7ktrah

TORAS MENACHEM

Shabbos etc. (see Rashi to Shemos 16:4). The people were thus complaining
that in Egypt they could eat food free of restrictions, whereas now they
could not.
A further complaint was that the manna did not taste of cucumbers,
watermelons, leeks, onions, or garlic—as Rashi explains, that this would
have been harmful to nursing mothers.
sh 'sf ,una 10

th 'sf ,una 9

zy l,ukgvc tnujb, 8

zy 'd ,una 7

Rashi did not cite the interpretation of Sifri (and the Talmud), that these
foods were harmful to people in general, because at the literal level the
people would not have begged for something that caused themselves
harm. (Nevertheless, Rashi refers the reader to the analogy of Sifri,
because the general principle of the analogy is applicable here). What
does appear to be a valid complaint is why all the Jewish people should
sh euxp 6

hWp t,rha t,khfn 5

dh 'u oa 4

sk 'ck ,una 3

/vg tnuh 2

hrpx 1
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10

Moshe heard the people weeping with their families (making as much noise as possible). Each
person was at the entrance of his tent. God became very angry, and Moshe was disgusted.
11
Moshe said to God, “Why have You mistreated Your servant? Why have I not found favor in Your
eyes, in that You place the burden of this entire people upon me? 12 Did I conceive this entire people?
Did I give birth to them? (So why did you) tell me, ‘Embrace them like a nurse carries a baby,’ (and lead
them) to the Land You promised their forefathers? 13 Where do I have meat to give all these people? For
they are crying to me, saying, ‘Give us meat to eat.’ 14 I cannot bear this entire people alone, as it’s too
hard for me.”
(When Moshe saw a vision of the punishments due to the Jewish people for their complaints, he said),
15
“If this is the way You treat me, please kill me—if I have found favor in Your eyes— so that I do not
see my misfortune.”
16
God said to Moshe, “(As for your complaint that you cannot bear the people alone,) assemble for
Me seventy men of the elders of Israel, the ones that you know were the people’s elders and officers
(back in Egypt). Persuade them to (come to) the Tent of Meeting, and have them stand there with You.
17
I will come down and speak with you there. I will magnify the spirit which is upon you and place (some
of) it upon them (without reducing what you have). Then they will bear the burden of the people with
you, so that you do not have to bear it alone.”
TORAS MENACHEM

be deprived of these five foods merely because they are harmful to a tiny
minority, nursing mothers.
However, having offered this interpretation, Rashi was concerned that
the complaint of the Jewish people was so valid that it deserves an
answer. Why, indeed, did God deprive the Jewish people from tasting
these foods, out of concern for a tiny minority? Surely God could have
just withheld these flavors from the manna of the nursing women, and
allowed everybody else to taste them?
To hint to a solution to this question, Rashi wrote, “Rabbi Shimon
says...,” as if to say that if we bear in mind that it was Rabbi Shimon who
authored this explanation, then we will appreciate why the general public
might be denied something for the sake of a minority.

[

“I

WILL

M AGNIFY

THE

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Beha’aloscha 5728; Likutei Sichos vol. 33, p. 71ff.)

Sparks of Chasidus

S PIRIT W HICH

IS

U PON Y OU

oshe’s spiritual standing was so great that his awareness of
God’s presence never lapsed even for a moment. Thus, for
Moshe, no experience, even that of eating or sleeping, could be
entirely physical, devoid of Divine awareness and inspiration.
So when the people complained to Moshe that they were craving
meat, Moshe turned to God in exasperation and cried, “Where do I
have meat” (v. 13)? Craving physical pleasure as an end in itself is
something I am simply unable to do, so how can I represent the
people as their leader in this respect?
In response, God offered Moshe the assistance of the elders, for
they were not as removed as Moshe from the notion of enjoying a
physical experience, so they would be able to lead the people with
regard to their physical needs.

M

Rabbi Shimon is famous for saying, “I can release the entire world from
judgment” (Succah 45b). Obviously, he understood the tremendous importance of just one individual, since he felt that he, personally, could save
the world.
Thus, writes Rashi, it is understood why Rabbi Shimon was concerned
for the tiny minority of nursing women, that they should not see the
rest of the Jewish people enjoying the flavors of cucumbers, watermelons,
leeks, onions, and garlic, while they remained deprived. For if a small
group had to be deprived, argued Rabbi Shimon, then everybody
should be deprived in order to avoid even an extremely remote danger to
the minority.
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( V . 17)

owever, this begs the question: If providing people with tasty
food was something beyond the scope of Moshe’s leadership,
then why did God say: “I will magnify the spirit which is upon you
and place it upon them” (v. 17)? Why was the “spirit of Moshe”
required by the elders to supply the people with meat, a task that had
eluded Moshe?
This brings to light a basic principle of Judaism: Every aspect of our
lives, even the most basic physical desires and needs, are guided,
assisted and sustained by the Torah. So, since Moshe was the one
who received the entire Torah and gave it to the people, it was crucial
that all the Torah’s guidance and support should come directly, or
indirectly, through him.

H

(Based on Sichah of 3rd day Chol Hamo’ed Succos 5713)
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xniz `O©r§lE gi :KcFg§l¦A Y` x©aFqz `¨le
oEzi¥k§A ix` `xq¦A oEl§kize xgn¦l EpOCf`
`p¨l ah ix` `xq¦A dpP¦l§kii on xnin§l ii mcw
`¨l hi :oEl§kize `xq¦A oFk§l ii oYie mix§vn§A
`Wng `¨le oinFi oixz `¨le oEl§kiY cg `nFi
:oinFi oixŸy©r `¨le oinFi `xŸy©r `¨le oinFi
i die D¥A oEvFwz i C c©r oi nFi gxi c©r k
iic `xni nA oEY§vwC s©lg `¨lwz§l oFk§l
i dFncw oEzi¥k§aE oFki pi¥A z ixW D Yp¦kW C
xn`e `k :mix§vOn `pw©tp opc `n§l xnin§l
iC `O©r d`¨lbx `x§aB oi¦t§l` d`n ziW dWŸn
oFd§l oY` `xŸy¦A Yxn` Y`e oFdipi¥a `p`
oEq§Mpzi oixFze o¨rd ak :oinFi gxi oEl§kiie
`Oi ipEp l¨M zi m` oFd§l oEw§Rqid oFd§l
ii xn`e bk :oFd§l oEw§Rqid oFd§l oEWp©Mzi
i fgY o©r§M a¨M©rzi iic `xni nd dWŸn§l
dWŸn w©tpE ck :`¨l m ` i nBz¦R KP¦rx©rid
oi¦r§aW Wp§kE iic `InBz¦R zi `O©r§l li¦NnE
xFgq xFgq oFdzi mw`e `O©r i¥aQn `x§aB
DO¦r li¦NnE `pp£r©A ii i¦lBz`e dk :`p¨MWn§l
oi¦r§aW l©r adie idFl£r iC `gEx on i¦Axe
`gEx oFdi¥l£r zxW c©M dede `I©aq `x§aB
Ex`YW`e ek :oiwqt `¨le oi`§ApznE d`Eapc
mEWe cC§l` cg mEW `zixWn§A oix§aB oixY
d`Eapc `gEx oFdi¥l£r zxWE ccin `pipY
E`i¦Apz`e `pM
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,utn aa rnt lf tkt 'ubk ehpxn ouenv iht rnth ' tuv intb h,hc kfc
vnut durv, lf rjtu 'ohnh asjk 8i,t rac ,rnt v,tu wudu hkdr ;kt
sg i,epxn uz vkhft tv,u 'udrvha hsf ovk yjah recu itmv 'uzf vkusd
/latr lu,jbu ohruga ruf kuy runjk uk ohrnut 'vz tuv ljca hfu 'okug
13
rme, wv sha lbhgc cuyv 'hsh vrmea urnth i,t tk otu v"cev uchav
ukhpt ovhbpk vrme hsh hv, ktu ovc tmuhf vtnu ov uscth 'ovhbhgc
hcr ka ubc kthknd icr /hrcs lrehv vtr, v,g (df) :,jt vga
tkt ohaecn ibhta rjtn 'kpyv kg sungk rapt ht rnut thabv vsuvh
vnvc rac ovk i,ub v,t ot 'lhrjt iusk ipux 'ovk ehpx, tk vkhkg
vhj 'ubaec vxd urnth 'ves ovk i,ub v,t otu 'ubaec ves urnth 'vxd
rnt /hsh vrmea urnth if ot uk rnt 'ubaec ohcdju ohds 'ubaec ;ugu
ugnah tka 'hrcs lrehv vtr, v,g uk rnt /ixhhpnu lkuv hbhrv uhbpk
wudu ohn ucuzhu rum vfv iv 'rme, wv shv ovk rnt ixhhpk van lkv /lk
uvzu /ub,kta ,utknk jf uc iht 'uz thv vrap urnt '14,, kfuh ojk odv
aht ohgca ;xthu uk ugna tka iuhf '15ogv kt rcshu van tmhu rntba
'hrpxc arupn lf 'usck ouhv u,ut tkt utcb,b tk /upxh tku (vf) :15wudu
hba urtahu (uf) :ovn vtucb vexp tka 'ihexp tku odr, xukebutu
/ohc,fc vnvu :16uz vkusdk ihtsf ubt iht urnt /urjcba i,utn /ohabt

oahsevu rnut tuv ifu '2,ubgrupk ofnmg ubhnzv /uase,v (jh) :1hsck
rjtu ivh,uyn kg ihmn,na ohrafc uz /ohnh asj sg (f) :3vdhrv ouhk
thv lf '4ovhba ihc ubsug racv rnut tuv ohgarcu 'vtmuh i,nab lf
ihrgymnu ihkfut ohgarv ;ukhj vhuba 5t,khfnc kct 'hrpxc vhuba
/ofptn tmh rat sg :4ovhba ihc ubsug racv ohrafvu ouh ohauka
sg htsn r,uh ubnn o,kft ukhtf ofk vnus tvh 'vhc iumue, hs unudr,f
r,uh u,ut ihejrn uhv,a /trzk ofk vhvu :;tv lrs .ujk kgdbu tmuha
:trz crjk ihruea iuak aha h,htr iarsv van hcr hrcscu /2o,crea vnn
ofcck vcd tk 'ofhbhc h,bhfa h,gyba tk ot /ofcrec rat wv ,t
,t ,ubnk aj tk /hkdr ;kt ,utn aa (tf) :2ukkv ohrcsv kfk xbfhk
i,ut tkt ufc tka arhp iarsv van wru /6ohr,hv ohpkt ,aka yrpv
vhva 7ohrcs vgcrtn sjt vz /yjah recu itmv (cf) :ohrmnn utmha
,utn aa rnut tcheg hcr /u,unf arus iugna hcr ihtu arus tcheg hcr
'9wudu recu itmv '8ohnh asj ukftu ovk i,t rac ,rnt v,tu 'hkdr ;kt
uzhtu /10u,kutd hsf tmnu rntba ihbgf 'ovk ehpxh hn 'ugnanf kfv
cu,fv uk lxhj ohcrc rnt tka hpk tkt '11ohrunv tb ugna ut uz 'vae
hcr /cu,fv uk lxhj tk lfhpk 'hukdc v,hv vchrn ka uzu 'ubnn grpb tku
uc cu,fa hn 'lf ehsm u,ut ka u,gs kg v,kg tk oukau xj rnut iugna

df euxp 13

:jh vWr 7

z 'ch oa 12

h 'f rcsnc 11

uf 'vf trehu 10
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cf euxp 9

tf euxp 8

un 't rcsnc 6

dWp gxhu 5 dk euxp 4 d 'ch whnrh 3 hrpx 2 sh euxp 1
ch l,ukgvc tnujb, 16 sf euxp15 f 'jg ohkv, 14

11:18-26
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“You should say to the people, ‘Prepare yourselves for (punishment) tomorrow when you will eat
meat, because you have cried into God’s ears, saying, “Who will give us meat to eat? We had it better
in Egypt!” God will give you meat, and you will eat. 19 You will eat it not one day, not two days, not five
days, not ten days, and not twenty days, 20 but for a whole month, until it comes out of your nose and
makes you sick. For you have despised God, Who is among you, and you cried before Him, saying,
“‘Why did we leave Egypt?”’”
21
Moshe said, “It is a people of six hundred thousand on foot whom I am among and You’re saying,
‘I’ll give them meat to eat for a whole month’! 22 Could enough sheep and cattle possibly be slaughtered
for them? If all the fish of the sea were gathered for them, would it be enough for them?”
23
God said to Moshe, “Is God’s hand too short? You’ll see if My word will be fulfilled for you, or not!”
24
Moshe went out and told the people what God had said (but they did not listen to him).
(To carry out God’s first instruction), he assembled seventy men of the people’s elders, and stood
them around the Tent. 25 God came down in a cloud and spoke to him. He magnified the spirit that was
upon him and placed (some of) it upon the seventy elders. When the spirit rested upon them, they
became prophets, but it did not last (more than a day).
26
(Meanwhile,) two men (of the nominated elders) had remained in the camp (because they felt that
they were unworthy of greatness). One was called Eldad and the other Medad. The spirit (of prophecy
nevertheless) rested upon them. They were among those written (in the nomination lottery), but they did
not go out to the tent (with the others). Thus, they became prophets while in the camp.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 How were candidates written in the lottery? (v. 26)
RASHI: All of them were written down, mentioned specifically by
name, and [chosen] by lot. This is because the number [of 70
candidates split into] 12 tribes came to 6 per tribe, with the exception
of 2 tribes who would receive only 5 each. Moshe said, “No tribe
will listen to me to deduct an elder from its tribe.”
What did he do? He took 72 lots and wrote on 70 [of them] “elder”
and 2 of them he left blank. He chose 6 men from each tribe, a total
of 72, and he said to them, “Draw your lots from the box.”

Whoever picked [a lot saying] “elder” was sanctified. To the ones
who picked a blank lot, he said, “God does not want you.”

 Why did Eldad and Medad “remain in the camp”? (v. 26)
TALMUD: According to one view, they feared failure and did not
want to pick a blank lot, so they did not participate in the lottery.
Rabbi Shimon said that they felt they were not worthy of greatness,
so even after winning the lottery they did not go to the tent to be
appointed by Moshe (Sanhedrin 17a, according to Rashi).
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( V . 21)

oshe and the Jewish people are like ‘head’ and ‘foot,’ as
the verse states, ‘It is a people of six hundred thousand on
foot whom I am among’ (v. 21). For all the Jewish people are like
the ‘feet’ of Moshe, and Moshe is like their ‘head.’ And just like
a person’s feet take his head to a place that the head would not be
able to reach on its own, likewise, Moshe achieves additional
spiritual greatness through the Jewish people (his ‘feet’).
“This is the implication of the verse, ‘It is a people of six
hundred thousand on foot whom I am among,’ (literally, “Anochi
is within him”), that through the people ‘on foot,’ the level of
“Anochi” (God’s Essence, as revealed in the Ten Commandments)
becomes revealed within him, i.e. within Moshe.”

“

M

(Sefer Hama'amarim Melukat vol. 6, p. 129—Free translation)

E LDAD

AND

M EDAD ( V . 26)

The Talmud cites two dissenting views of our Sages why Eldad and
Medad declined to participate in the lottery by which the 70 elders were
picked—either because they feared rejection, or because they did not see
themselves worthy of a position of leadership (Rabbi Shimon’s view).
What is the rationale behind their dispute?

T HE E XPLANATION
When God revealed Himself to Moshe in the burning bush, the Torah
relates that “Moshe hid his face because he was afraid to look at God”
(Shemos 3:6). Our Sages debated whether Moshe’s attempt to shield
himself from this prophetic revelation was praiseworthy or not:
Rabbi Yehoshua ben Korcha maintained that Moshe acted incorrectly.
Thus, we find later that when Moshe asked God, “Show me, please, Your
glory!” (Shemos 33:18), God punished Moshe by withholding Divine revelation from him, saying, “You will not be able to see My face” (ibid. 20).
Rabbi Yehoshua ben Korcha explained that it was as if God were
saying, “When I wanted, you didn’t want. Now that you want, I don’t
want” (Brachos 7a).
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dWŸn§l iEge `n¥lEr hdxE fk :`zi xWn§A
:`zixWn§A oi`§Apzn ccinE cC§l` xn`e
dWŸnC DpWOWn oEp x©A ©rWFdi az`e gk
:oEP xq` dWŸn ipFA x xn` e Di zEn¥lEr n
i¦l iPwn Y` i¦z`p¦wd dWŸn D¥l xn`e hk
ii oYi ix` o`i¦ap iic `O©r l¨M oFdie oFt `pi¥rx
dWŸn Wp§Mz`e l :oFdi¥l£r Dz`Eapc `gEx zi
lhp `gExe `l :l`xŸyi i¥aqe `Ed `zixWn§l
l©r `nxE `Oi on e¨lŸy gx§t`e ii mcw on
`nFi K©ldn§kE `¨k§l `nFi K©ldn§M `zixWn
oiYxY mEx§kE `zixWn§l xFgq xFgq `¨k§l
`nFi l¨M `O©r mwe al :`¨rx` i¥R` l©r oiO`
EWp§kE idFxz©ac `nFi l¨ke `i§li¥l l¨ke `Edd
EghWE oixFbc `xŸy©r Wp§M x¥rf`C e¨lŸy zi
:`zi xWn§l xFgq xFgq oi gi hWn oFd§l
wq§t `¨l c©r oFdiPW oi¥A o©r§M c©r `xq¦A bl
lFhw `O©r§A ii lhwE `O©r§A siwY iic `fbxe
`Edd `xz`c `nW zi `xwE cl :`cg©l iBq
`O©r z i Ex¨aw oOz i x` i¥l`Wn c i x§a w
`O©r Elhp i¥l`Wn c i x§a T n dl :Eli `WC
mix n z©l¥Nne ` :zFx¥vg©A Fed e zFx¥vg©l
ic `Yx¦RW `zY` wq¥r l©r dWŸn§A oŸxd`e
:wi gx ai qp c `Yx¦RW `zY ` i x` ai qp
`¨ld ii li¦Nn dWŸn§A mx§A cFg§ld Exn`e a
`x§abe b :ii mcw ©rinWE li¦Nn `pO¦r s`
i¥R` l©r iC `Wp` lŸMn `cg©l ozep¦r dWŸn
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/,rfh ory (dk) :1ihjhyan ihjhyan i,ut uag /ujyahu :1ohrnj hpk 'krud h"gu ',unac ohcueb okuf uc,fbu 'ihrsvbxk ovca ohrrucnc
u,naba sg uhbac uexupk ehpxn ubht rjt rcs /exp tk sg unudr,f
rnut tuv ifu 'vae iuak tkt ouen kfc rucs iht /rcs,u (t) :1vtmuh
iuak tkt ouen kfc vrhnt ihtu '9,uae ub,t .rtv hbust ahtv rcs
'11 h r c s t b u g n a r n t h u '10 u g r , h j t t b k t r n t h u r n u t t u v i f u ' o h b u b j ,
'vkhj, rucsc vj,p thv /irvtu ohrn rcs,u :vaec iuak tb kf
in van arpa ohrn ,gsuh v,hv ihbnu 'vkj, cu,fv vnhsev lfhpk
sskt vank rntba vgac vrupm smc v,hv ohrn 'rnut i,b hcr 'vatv
u k t k a i v h , u a b k h u t v r n t ' v r u p m v g n a a i u h f '1 2 v b j n c o h t c b , n s s h n u
'hbnn hkgc arpa lrsf ivh,uabn iharup uhvha vtucbk oheezb ov ot
lf 'u,ubdk vbuuf,b tka ohrn vnu /irvtk vshdvu ohrn vgsh oanu
kfva shdn /,hafv vatv :1urhcj ka u,ubdc rpxnk rnuju ke 'vabgb
thrynhdc /,hauf :hauf ka u,urjac ohsun kfva oaf 1vhphc ohsun
,haf vat hf :vhaurhd ,usut kg /vatv ,ust kg :vtrn ,ph
'vhagnc vtb vbhtu vhphc vtb vat lk ah tkt 'rnuk sunk, vn /jek
vhub oa kg /,hafv vatv :kfc vtb ,tz kct 'vhphc tku vhagnc
ihg uc yuka, tka hsf 'hauf vtb ubc ,t truev ostf ,hauf ,treb
usck ung /lt erv (c) :13vard v,gu /jek ,haf vat hf :13vgr
:ikcxu kpa /ubg (d) :1.rt lrsn ubarhp tku /rcs ubc od tkv :wv rcs
/hrpx /u euxp 11

z 'yh oa 10

k 'cn ,hatrc 9

92

v 'yf ktezjh 8

zy'k t_ktuna 7

ohyca hban .uj ycau yca kfk vaa vaa 'ohyca c"hk vkug iucajva
,ujpk hk gnua yca iht 'van rnt /vanj vanj tkt ovhkt ghdn ihta
'iez ohgca kg c,fu ihe,p ohbau ohgca kyb 'vag vn /sjt iez uycan
ovk rnt /ohbau ohgca uhvu 'vaa ycau yca kfn rrcu 'ekj ohba kgu
ekj ushc vkga hnu 'ase,b 'iez ushc vkga hn 'hpke lu,n ofhe,p uky
van ic ouard ohrnut ah /rgbv .rhu (zf) :lc .pj tk ouenv uk rnt
rjt rcs /2ovhktn ohkf ovu rucm hfrm ovhkg kyv /otkf (jf) :vhv
,t xhbfn gauvhu ,n van ohtcb,n uhva hpk 'tkfv ,hc kt ob,
v,t h,tbev 'hk v,t htbev /hk v,t tbenv (yf) :1.rtk ktrah
ouebk ut rcsv kg ck i,ubv ost vtbe iuak kf /hkhcac unf /hk :tben
j,pn /van ;xthu (k) :tanv hcugc zjut 'z"gkc y"bnrpbt ruzgk ut
',hcv kt vxhbf iuak /;xthu :ukvtk aht uxbfb /vbjnv kt :sgun kvt
snkn '4opxut hn gsh tku rucmh okufk ctu '3l,hc lu, kt u,pxtu unf
/zdhu (tk) :1ukvtk aht ohehsmv uxbfba sg ,ubgrup ovhkg thcv tka
ohauyb obvu unf 'yuaphu /ayhu :6rcgu uzudb ifu '5ahj zd hf ifu 'jhrphu
iva sg vcudc ,ujrup /oh,ntfu :8vrcsnv lh,aybu '7.rtv kf hbp kg
:1,ujak tku vhcdvk tk i,phxtc jruy tvh tka hsf 'ost ka uck sdbf
vrag ;xt 'ohrdjvu ohkmgv 'okufn ,ujp ;xuta hn /yhgnnv (ck)
ch 't oujb 6

h 'm oa 5

z 'yk ohkv, 4

c 'cf ohrcs 3 /zh ihrsvbx 2 hrpx 1
dh 'um tnujb, 13 zf 'th rcsnc 12
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SEVENTH
READING

The lad (Gershom, Moshe’s son) ran to inform Moshe and said, “Eldad and Medad are saying
prophecy in the camp!”
28
Yehoshua the son of Nun, Moshe’s servant from his youth, spoke up and said, “Moshe, my master,
stop them!”
29
Moshe said to him, “Are you being jealous on my behalf? If only all God’s people were prophets,
and God would place His spirit upon them!”
30
Moshe (left the Tent of Meeting), entered the camp (and went to his private tent). He and the elders
of Israel (did the same). 31 God made a wind blow which made quails fly from the sea and (soon) they
were spread all over the camp, (the distance of) a day’s journey this way and a day’s journey that way,
around the camp. (They were flying at a height of) around two cubits* above the ground (to make
catching them easy). 32 The people were busy all that day, all night, and the next day, gathering the quails.
(Even) the one who gathered the fewest collected ten chomers**. They spread them around the camp
in numerous layers.
33
The meat was still between their teeth and had not yet disappeared, when God’s anger raged
against the people, and God struck the people with a very severe plague.
34
He named that place Kivros-Hata’avah (“Graves of Craving”), for there they buried the people
who craved.
35
From Kivros Hata’avah the people traveled to Chatzairos, and they stayed in Chatzairos.
[

12

MIRIAM ’S CRITICISM

OF

MOSHE

[

M

iriam and Aharon spoke critically about Moshe regarding (his divorce***) from the woman
of renowned beauty that he had married, for he had married a woman of renowned beauty.
2
They said, “Has God only spoken to Moshe? Hasn’t He spoken to us too (yet we continue
our marriages normally)?” And God heard.
3
The man, Moshe, was extremely humble, more so than any person on the face of the earth.
TORAS MENACHEM

Rabbi Shmuel bar Nachmani in the name of Rabbi Yonasan dissented,
and argued that Moshe acted correctly at the burning bush by hiding his
face. He was thus rewarded with a radiant face, when coming down from
Mount Sinai (Shemos 34:29).
It could be argued that this was the basis of the Talmud’s dispute here,
concerning Eldad and Medad:
The first view in the Talmud held in accordance with the view of Rabbi
Yehoshua ben Korcha, that it is inappropriate to refuse a prophetic
experience, because the very fact that such an opportunity is granted is a
sign that God deems the person fit for prophecy. Therefore, this opinion
maintained that Eldad and Medad must have “remained in the camp”
due to a fear of drawing a lot.
However, Rabbi Shimon held in accordance with the view of Rabbi
Yonasan, that rejecting an opportunity for Divine revelation is a genuine
act of humility. Therefore he maintained that Eldad and Medad
intentionally missed the opportunity to share some of the “spirit of
Moshe” (v. 25), because they felt that they were not worthy.

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

“M OSHE W AS E XTREMELY H UMBLE ”

(12:3)

ven though Moshe was fully aware of his own greatness,
which surpassed that of every other human being, nevertheless, he was the most humble of all men. This is because he knew
that the qualities he possessed with which he surpassed everybody else were given to him by God (and not through his own
personal accomplishment)....and he thought that if another person
had been given such abilities, they too would have reached the
same degree of greatness. If fact, Moshe thought, if another person
had been give these talents, he would have put them to better use.
Therefore, Moshe was “extremely humble, more so than any
person on the face of the earth.”

“

E

(Sefer Hama’amarim 5710, p. 236—Free translation)

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28, p. 324)

*Equivalent to 0.96 meters or 3 feet and 2 inches.
**Equivalent to 249 liters or 66 gallons. ***Here Rashi writes that Moshe divorced his wife, whereas in previous instances
Rashi stated that he merely “separated” from her (above 12:1; ibid 2, 4 & 8). This indicates that, according to Rashi, there were two phases: First he separated from her and later
on, he divorced her—as Rashi stresses here, “now he divorced her” (Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 145, note at foot of page).
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'uk h,rnt ifhvu /7vatv in aurpk uk h,rnt /vp kt vp (j) :iuhzju
vtrnu :9hsng sung vp v,tu '8ofhkvtk ofk ucua ovk runt lk hbhxc
ohbp ,htrnc hrucs uk arpn hbta 'rucs vtrn vz vtrnu /,ushjc tku
kufh '10wudu vshj suj ktezjhk rntba ihbgf ',ushjc uk un,ux hbhtu uca
/yhch wv ,bn,u :11hbp ,t ,utrk kfu, tk rnuk sunk, 'vbhfa vtrn
ubht /vanc hscgc :12hrujt ,t ,htru rntba ihbgf 'ohrujt vtrn vz
'van ubhta hp kg ;t hscgc 'vanc hscgc tkt 'van hscgc rnut
hscg tuva ifa kfu 'uhbpn trhk o,hhv htsf 'hscg ubht ukhpt vanc
hbht urnt, otu /obj ucvut lknv iht rnuk ofk vhv 'lkn lkn scgu
rjtn /lkhu oc wv ;t rjhu (y) :vbuatrv in vae uz 'uhagnc rhfn
kg xugfh tka osu rack rnuju ke 'husb ovhkg rzd obujrx oghsuva
,grumn ohrn vbvu lf rjtu /rx ibgvu (h) :1ubujrx ubghsuha sg urhcj
lkta sg ubsr, tk kct 'hbc ,t vsr 'dudspk rnta lknk kan 'dkaf
:khut iuak unudr,f /ubktub (th) :uhkg hnjra 'lkmtn

ohegum uhvu '.rt lrsc ohtny ovu 'out,p ovhkg vkdb /out,p (s)
uhkg ,hkdba rjtn 'vatv in arhpa van vag vpha oghsuvk 'ohn ohn
i,akaa shdn /of,aka utm :1rucsk vguce ,g ihtu rhs, vbhfa
sungc (v) :2gunak iztku rnuk vpk rapt hta vn 'sjt rucsc utreb
tmuh vnjknk tmuhaf osu rac lkn /osu rac ,snf tka 'hshjh tmh /ibg
vnjknk tmuh v"cev ,snu 'ohygunc tmuh oukak tmuhafu 'ihxukfutc
cfr rntba 'ihxukfutc oukak tmuhu '3vnjkn aht wv rntba 'hshjh
ihtmuhu ihfanb uhvha /ohrnu irvt trehu :4itba hpkt oh,ucr ohvkt
'vann ishrpvu ifan vn hbpnu /ovhba utmhu :1rucsv ,trek rmjv in
'jbc ubhmn ifu 'uhbpc tka ukufu uhbpc ost ka ujca ,men ohrnuta hpk
/6h b p k e h s m h , h t r l , u t h f r n t b u h b p c u '5o h n , e h s m a h t r n t b u h b p c t k a
tkt tb iht /hrcs tb ugna (u) :1irvt ka u,phzbc gnah tka rjt rcs
uhkt vtrnc wv :ohthcb ofk uhvh ot /ofthcb vhvh ot :1vaec iuak
oukjc tkt vrhtnv thrkepxtc uhkg ,hkdb iht hna ,bhfa /gsu,t

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 How did Moshe differ from the other prophets? (v. 6-8)
RAMBAM: The other prophets received their prophecies in a dream
or [supernatural] vision, whereas Moshe received his prophecy
while awake and standing, as the verse states, “When Moshe would
come into the Tent of Meeting to speak with (God), he would hear
the voice speaking to him” (Bamidbar 7:89).
The other prophets received their prophecies by means of an
angel, and therefore what they saw was a parable and riddle. But
Moshe did not receive his prophecies through an angel, as the verse
states, “It was I who told him, mouth to mouth” (v. 8); “God would
speak to Moshe face to face” (Shemos 33:11); “He gazes at the image
/hrpx /f'dk ,una 11

c 'zh ktezjh 10

jf oa 9

zf 'v ohrcs 8

dh 'um tnujb, 7

of God” (v. 8). In other words, there was no parable; he saw the
prophecy clearly without any parables or riddles. Thus the Torah
testifies that he saw “in a vision, and not in riddles” (v. 8), that his
prophecies were not riddles, but visions, which he perceived with
utter clarity.
The other prophets were gripped by fear and terror when they
received their prophecies, but Moshe was not. This is the meaning
of the verse, “[God would speak to Moshe...] as a man would speak
to his friend” (Shemos 33:11), i.e. just like a person is not scared to
listen to the words of his friend, likewise, Moshe had the ability to
receive his prophecies while remaining completely composed.

/hrpx /t'z oa 6

y 'u ,hatrc 5

jh 'jx ohkv, 4

d 'uy ,una 3

hrpx 2
dh'um tnujb, 1
/hrpx /df 'dk ,una 12
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God (appeared) suddenly to Moshe, Aharon and Miriam, and said “Go out, all three of you, to the
Tent of Meeting!” and the three of them went out.
5
God came down in a pillar of cloud and stood at the entrance of the Tent. He called out, “Aharon!
Miriam!” and they both went away (from Moshe, towards the entrance). 6 He said (to them privately, so
that Moshe should not hear words of praise about himself), “Please listen to My words. When someone
among you experiences prophecy, (I), God, will make Myself known to him (only) in a vision, or I will
speak to him (merely) in a dream. 7 But this is not the case with My servant Moshe! Among my entire
household, he is (the most) trusted. 8 It was I who told him, mouth to mouth (to separate from his wife),
in a vision (of clarity, where every word was made known) and not in riddles. (When I speak to him) he
gazes at the image of God (from behind). So why were you not afraid to speak about My servant, about
Moshe?” 9 Then God became angry with them, and He left.
10
The cloud rose from above the Tent, and—look!—Miriam was afflicted with tzara’as, (as white) as
snow. Then Aharon turned to Miriam and—look!—she was afflicted with tzara’as.
11
Aharon said to Moshe, “Please, master, do not count it as a sin against us, for we sinned out of
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

None of the other prophets were able to receive prophecy
whenever they wanted to, which was not the case with Moshe. Any
time that he wished, the Divine spirit would envelop him and he
would receive prophecy. He did not have to attune his thoughts to
prepare himself, because he was always attuned and prepared,
standing like a ministering angel. Therefore, he was able to receive
prophecies at any time, as the verse states, “[Moshe said to them,]
‘Wait, and I will hear what God instructs concerning you’”
(Bamidbar 9:8). Thus God promised him, “Go and say to them, ‘Return
to your tents.’ You, however, must remain here with Me” (Devarim

[

5:27–28),

which teaches you that whenever any of the other prophets
had finished receiving prophecy they would return “to their tents,”
meaning their physical lives, like everybody else, and therefore they
did not separate from their wives. But Moshe, our teacher, did not
return to his “first tent,” and separated himself from his wife, and all
women, forever. His mind was always connected with [God], the
Eternal Rock, and God’s glory never left him at all. His face emanated
light, and he was as holy as the angels.
(Laws of Foundations of the Torah 7:6)

The Last Word

T HE U NIQUE P ROPHETIC A BILITIES
n his Legal Code, Rambam goes to great lengths to describe the
unique method by which Moshe received prophecy. However, at
first glance, this seems to be of no practical relevance. Moshe’s
prophecy is now history, so why should it be included in a practical
Legal Code for all time? Even if one would claim that these laws are
of significance for the Messianic era, when we will witness the
resurrection of Moshe, nevertheless, it will then be possible to see
him, and for that, one does not have to codify a law now.
However from this we can learn that in every generation—even
before Moshe is resurrected—it is relevant to know that God communicates with people through prophecy in a way that can approach
the perfection achieved by Moshe. Consequently, it is possible, at
any time, that “I will establish for them a prophet like you” (Devarim
18:18), as Rambam clarifies, “We do not believe in the prophets who
arise after Moshe merely because of supernatural signs...but because
it is the directive of Moshe in the Torah” (Laws of Foundations of the Torah
8:2). Hence, every prophet is an extension of Moshe. (Only, in the
expression of prophecy are there different levels, as Rambam
explains)....

I

[
OF

M OSHE

( V . 6-8)

his is of particular relevance in the time we find ourselves,
immediately prior to the coming of Mashiach, as Rambam writes
that “prophecy will return to the Jewish people...and there is no
doubt that the return of prophecy is a prelude to Mashiach” (Epistle to
Yemen, ch.3). This ‘prelude’ is the prophetic powers of Mashiach
himself (who is “a tremendous prophet, approaching the level of
Moshe”—Laws of Teshuvah 9:2), as our Sages drew the comparison,
“The first redeemer (Moshe) is like the last redeemer.” In every
generation there is one individual who is capable of this task.
Consequently, it is imperative to be aware of the ruling, (even now
before the actual Redemption), that there exists the phenomenon of
open prophecy by Mashiach himself, before the Redemption takes
place, which is a foretaste and a beginning of the full expression of
prophecy that will take place after the Redemption.
Prophecy is not an innovation that will take place after the
Redemption, but it begins prior to that. For this reason, Rambam
included the laws of prophecy, and that of Moshe’s prophecy, in his
Legal Code, which is binding at all times.

T

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shoftim 5751)
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v,t oktud ot hbchav 'rntk rnuk sunk, vn '5wudu rntk wv hbpk van
rntk wv kt van rcshu uc tmuhf /6wudu vtr, v,g uchava sg 'utk ot
'rntk thvv ,gc wv kt ibj,tu uc tmuhf /7rac kfk ,ujurv hvkt wv seph
uhvh tka 'vkp,c van lhrtv tk vn hbpn /vk tb tpr :8lk cr uchav
rjt rcs) /2vkp,c vcrnu snug tuvu vrmc ,snug u,ujt ohrnut ktrah
u b h t u b k h c a c k c t ' v k p , c l h r t n tuv u,ujt khcac ktrah urnth tka
ohbp vk vtrv vhct otu /vhbpc erh erh vhctu (sh) :(vkp,c lhrtn
tck uhs tkt 'ouh s"h vbhfak rnuju ke 'ohnh ,gca okf, tkv ,upguz
rjtu :9ohnh ,gca rdx, h,phzbc ;t lfhpk 'iusbf ,uhvk ihsv in
jkuan tuva oa kg ohgrumnc ,uruntv ,uphxtv kf hbt rnut /;xt,
iuak vphxt uc cu,f lfk vbjnv kt ;xtb tprb tuvafu 'vbjnk .ujn
,jt vga khcac ouenv vk ekj sucfv vz /gxb tk ogvu (uy) :vxbfv
:10wudu eujrn u,ujt cm,,u rntba 'ruthk lkauvaf vank vcfg,ba

l,ukgvc ,arp ,kxj

tnyn ,n vn '1,nf cuaj grumnva /,nf :uz ub,ujt /hv, tb kt (ch)
vhv ubnt /unt ojrn u,tmc rat :2vthcc tnyn grumn ;t 'vthcc
tkt 'rnuk uk vhv ubrac hmj 'urac hmj ifu /cu,fv vbhfa tkt 'rnuk uk
hmj kftb ukhtf ubk thv ubnt ojrn vtmha rjtn rat /cu,fv vbhfa
'if vtrb tuv ;t ugnan hpku /3tuv ubrac ubhjt hf rntba ihbgf 'ubrac
vz tmha rjtn /u,tmc rat :,nf ,uhvk u,ujt ,t jhbvk jtk hutr iht
'urac hmj kftb hrv 'urzug ubhtu ruzgk ushc jf aha vz ka unt ojrn
hn 'vkp,c vtpur lbht ot ',nf hv, tb kt rjt rcs /tuv urac uhjta
vtur cure ihtu cure hbta 'v,utrk rapt ht hbt 'vrvyn hnu vrhdxn
k t (dh) :unt ojrn u,tmc rat uvzu 'okugc iht rjt ivfu 'ohgdbv ,t
lhrm urhcjn rcs ktuava '.rt lrs lsnkk cu,fv tc /vk tb tpr tb
vn /rntk :uh,ukta aech if rjtu ohbubj, hrcs vaka ut ohba rnuk
uchava sg 'utk ot v,ut tprn v,t ot hbchav uk rnt 'rnuk sunk,
aec 2,unuen vgcrtc rnut vhrzg ic rzgkt hcr /4wudu erh erh vhctu
rcshu uc tmuhf 'utk ot uh,ukta vagh ot uchavk v"cev hbpkn van

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did the people not travel until Miriam was brought back? (v. 15)
RASHI: This honor was accorded her by God because of the time she remained with Moshe when he was cast into the river, as the verse
states, “His sister stood by from afar, etc.” (Shemos 2:4).
:y vyux /s 'c ,una 10

/vf eWc /hrpx 9

uf' d ohrcs 8

uy 'zf rcsnc 7

t euxp oa 6

ch 'u ,una 5

sh euxp 4

/hrpx /zf 'zk ,hatrc 3

hrpx 2

:sx ohrsb 1
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MAFTIR

foolishness. 12 Don’t let her (remain a tzara’as sufferer, who is a source of ritual impurity) like the
dead! (When a person’s sister, who) comes out of his mother’s womb, (is afflicted) half his (own) flesh
is consumed!”
13
Moshe cried out to God, saying, “Please, God! Please heal her!”
14
God said to Moshe, “If her father were to spit in her face (angrily), wouldn’t she be humiliated (and
not show herself) for seven days? (All the more so now that God has become angry with her) let her be
quarantined outside the camp for seven days. Afterwards, she may be brought back.”
15
Miriam was quarantined outside the camp for seven days.
The people did not travel until Miriam was brought back. 16 Then the people departed from Chatzairos,
and they camped in the desert of Paran.
THE HAFTARAH FOR BEHA’ALOSCHA IS ON PAGE 298.

TORAS MENACHEM

k

M IRIAM ’ S H ONOR ( V . 15)

In his commentary to verse 15, Rashi explains that it was an honor for
Miriam that the camp did not travel for seven days, until she recovered
from tzara’as.
However, the notion that Miriam was “honored” by not being left alone
in the desert is difficult to understand. For surely it would have endangered Miriam’s life to remain alone in the desert for a week? How, then,
could this be described as a mere “honor”?

necessary (since “they passed him to several Egyptian women to nurse
and he would not nurse”— Rashi ibid.), Miriam nevertheless succeeded in
finding an appropriate wetnurse for Moshe without delay. Therefore,
Miriam was rewarded that her recovery from tzara’as was not delayed by
the camp’s journeying.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 132ff.)

[

T HE E XPLANATION
Miriam’s cure from tzara’as was dependent on her being “outside the
camp for seven days” (v. 14). While journeying, this would have simply
been impossible, since “the camp” only exists while the Jewish people are
stationary.
Thus, if they would have traveled within Miriam’s seven-day quarantine period, she would have to join them, and during that time she would
not have been able to spend any days “outside the camp,” and her cure
from tzara’as would have been delayed. Therefore, an “honor was
accorded her by God,” that the camp was not commanded to travel
during these seven days, to keep Miriam’s period of contamination to
the minimum.
Why was this an appropriate reward for “the time she remained with
Moshe when he was cast into the river”?
By remaining with Moshe, Miriam succeeded in securing a Jewish
wetnurse for her brother (Shemos 2:7). While eventually Pharaoh’s
daughter would have herself concluded that a Jewish wetnurse was

The Last Word

[

t the conclusion of this week’s portion, the Torah tells us
that the whole people waited for Miriam and did not
move without her. Thus, when the Jewish people are on the
move, it is not sufficient that Moshe and Aharon should
accompany them; Miriam must also be there. Without Miriam,
the people are stalled!
“We are living at a time when our people cannot move forward
towards the Divinely promised ‘rest and inheritance’ without
active participation of our Jewish women in the work of spreading
Torah and mitzvos in the daily life. In every branch of Jewish life,
especially in the field of offering an uncompromising Jewish
education, Jewish women and girls must fulfill the task which
Divine Providence has bestowed upon them.”

“

A

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe to the Annual Convention
of Neshei uBnos Chabad 5724—Free Translation)

I
Parshas Beha’aloscha contains 3 positive mitzvos & 2 prohibitions
1.

To offer the Second Pesach sacrifice on the fourteenth of Iyar [9:11].

2.

To eat the Second Pesach sacrifice with matzah and bitter herbs [9:11].

3.

Not to leave anything over until the next day of the Second Pesach offering
[9:12].

4.

Not to break any of the bones of the Second Pesach offering [9:12].

5.

To sound trumpets in the Temple, and at battle [10:9-10].

I

[
parshas

Shelach

jka ,arp

[

The Name of the Parsha

arshas Shelach is divided, generally speaking, into
two sections. The first, which spans chapters 13 and
14, is a detailed narrative of the sin of the spies. In the
following section, chapter 15, the subject matter changes
completely, as the Torah turns to discuss a number of
different mitzvos: meal-offerings and libations, challah,
atonement sacrifices, Shabbos and tzitzis. Nevertheless,
the entire Parsha is known simply as “Shelach,” which
means “send,” referring to the sending of the spies.
This begs the question: The sending of the spies is, at
first glance, history, whereas the mitzvos at the end of the
Parsha are eternally relevant. So why was the Parsha
named after the sin of the spies, which happened in the
past, rather than its mitzvos, which are relevant eternally?
Of course, the simple answer to this question is that the
Parsha acquired its name from its opening passage. But
since an entity’s name is a reflection of its essence, there
must be a more meaningful explanation why the entire
Parsha, including its important laws, was named Shelach.

P

he sin of the spies was not, as it may first seem, their
report that the Land of Israel harbored a formidable
enemy—“the people who live in the Land are (extraordinarily) powerful. The cities are huge and well fortified”
(13:28). For they were sent by Moshe to collect information, and what they reported was true. Rather, their sin
was the conclusion that they added, that God’s command
to conquer the Land was, in their opinion, not possible:

T

[

“We are unable to go up against the people, for they are
stronger than us” (v. 31).
Clearly, God’s promise to enter the Land was going to
come true, regardless of whether the Jewish people were
going to enjoy a natural or supernatural victory. The
command “not to rely on a miracle” (Pesachim 64b) means
that the Jewish people were required to make logistical
and tactical plans for their war, in case God wished to
send them a victory garbed in nature. And this necessitated the sending of spies, to gather information.
The spies’ mistake was that the fulfillment of God’s
command is not dependent on finding a practical
solution. We must “not rely on a miracle” to exempt us
from making the effort to find a natural means through
which God might send salvation. But if no such means
can be found then we must indeed rely on a miracle,
because the alternative is that God’s command will not be
carried out, and that is unacceptable.
his is a fundamental premise upon which our
approach to observing all the mitzvos should be
based: That God’s command to a person logically includes
a promise that it will be possible for the person to carry
out that command. Thus, the whole Parsha (including its
eternal mitzvos) is named after the incident of the spies,
to remind us that God gives us the ability to fulfill all His
mitzvos—something we should bear in mind constantly.

T

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 13, p. 39ff.)
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CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why does the story of the spies appear here? (v. 1ff)
RASHI: Why does the section dealing with the spies follow the section dealing with Miriam? Because she was punished for being
preoccupied with speech, for speaking about her brother, and these wicked people saw [what happened to her], but did not learn a lesson.
TORAS MENACHEM

k

M IRIAM

AND

T HE S PIES (R ASHI V . 1)

In his comment to verse 1, Rashi explains why the Torah placed the
section dealing with the sin of the spies immediately after the account of
Miriam’s sin. This prompts the following questions:
a.) The spies were sent out on the 29th of Sivan (Rashi to Devarim 1:2)
immediately after Miriam’s period of quarantine was complete, on the
28th of Sivan.* So why does Rashi ask, “Why does the section dealing
with the spies follow the section dealing with Miriam”? Surely, the reason
is obvious, because one event occurred straight after the other.
b.) Why does Rashi write that Miriam was “punished over matters of
speech,” and not simply, “punished for loshon hara (slander)”?

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi was not troubled here by a specific problem with our verse, but
rather, with a general question regarding the sin of the spies, at the literal
level. And this question can be answered, explained Rashi, through

understanding why the sin of the spies is recorded immediately after the
sin of Miriam.
(Of course, the reader will only have this question after reading the
entire section dealing with the spies, and not here at the beginning of the
Parsha. Nevertheless, Rashi chose to address the matter here, because it
is here that the solution is to be found.)
Rashi was troubled by the general question: What sin did the spies
commit? They were commissioned to explore the Land and report what
they saw, and that is precisely what they did. Even when they reported
that the inhabitants of the Land of Israel were extremely powerful, and
they could not imagine how the battle could be won, they were telling the
truth, as we see from the fact that they were not accused by Calev of
lying.** Why, then, were they punished?
Rashi answers that this matter can be clarified by addressing another
question: “Why does the section dealing with the spies follow the section
dealing with Miriam?”

*The departure from Mount Sinai took place on the 20th of Iyar (Bamidbar 10:11 and Rashi ibid.). The journey to Kivros Hata’avah took one day (Rashi ibid. v. 33), so they would
have arrived that night, the eve of the 21st of Iyar. They remained there for 30 days (Rashi to Devarim 1:2). They would thus have departed Kivros Hata’avah on the 21st of Sivan,
and arrived in Chatzairos (Bamidbar 11:35) that evening, the eve of the 22nd of Sivan. Miriam then slandered Moshe, and she was quarantined for seven days (including the 22nd),
taking them to the morning of the 28th. They departed immediately, and would have arrived in the desert of Paran that evening, the 29th of Sivan. Thus, since Rashi writes that the
spies were sent on the 29th of Sivan (Devarim 1:2), it follows that they were sent straight after Miriam’s quarantine, probably on the morning of the 29th (Likutei Sichos vol. 19,
p. 1, note 6).
**At first glance, their sin appears to have been their conclusion that the conquest of the Land was not possible: “We are unable to go up against the people, for
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13

MOSHE SENDS SPIES

TO

INSPECT

THE

LAND

[

G

od spoke to Moshe, saying, 2 “Send out men for yourself to explore the Land of Cana’an,
which I am giving to the children of Israel. Send one man for each paternal tribe. Each one
should be a leader among them.”
3
Moshe sent them, by the word of God, from the desert of Paran. All of them were men of distinction.
They were the heads of the children of Israel. 4 These were their names:
For the tribe of Re’uvain, Shamu’a the son of Zakur.
5
For the tribe of Shimon, Shafat the son of Chori.
6
For the tribe of Yehudah, Calev the son of Yefuneh.
7
For the tribe of Yissachar, Yigal the son of Yosef.
8
For the tribe of Efrayim, Hoshe’a the son of Nun.
9
For the tribe of Binyamin, Palti the son of Rafu.
10
For the tribe of Zevulun, Gadiail the son of Sodi.
11
For the tribe of Yosef, the tribe of Menasheh, Gadi the son of Susi.
12
For the tribe of Dan, Amiail the son of Gemali.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did God say “send out men for yourself” (v. 2-3)
RASHI: [God was saying, “Send them] according to your own understanding. I am not commanding you, but if you wish, you may send....
[Nevertheless they were sent], “by the word of God” (v. 3), with His consent. He did not stop it.
TORAS MENACHEM

Although the sin of the spies followed immediately after Miriam’s sin—
which is a good reason for one to follow the other in Torah—in this case,
however, it would have been more appropriate to record some other
event between them. For by describing two sins of a similar nature one
after the other, the reader may be left with the impression that Miriam’s
sin was similar in severity to the sin of the spies (and she only received a
lesser punishment because she did not cause others to sin too). So Rashi
asks: “Why does the section dealing with the spies follow the section
dealing with Miriam,” when there is no comparison between the severity
of these two sins?
Rashi answers: “Because she was punished for being preoccupied with
speech, for speaking about her brother, and these wicked people saw
[what happened to her], but did not learn a lesson.” In other words, while
it is true that “these wicked people” committed a sin of immense
proportions, whereas Miriam’s oversight was relatively minor, nevertheless, the Torah records both of them together to explain why the spies’ sin
was indeed so severe—because they should have learned a lesson from
Miriam. While the two sins differ greatly in gravity, they did represent a
similar mistake of judgment; so having witnessed Miriam’s sin, and her
subsequent punishment, the spies were tremendously irresponsible in
allowing themselves to repeat a similar mistake.

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

“S END O UT M EN F OR Y OURSELF ” ( V . 2)
life of Jewish observance incorporates two elements:
a.) Following direct commands, specified in the Code of
Jewish Law. b.) In those areas which are not dictated by Jewish
Law, we must use our own discretion to determine what is the
most appropriate action—as God told Moshe here (see Classic
Questions). Each approach has its own unique advantage: By
issuing Divine commands, God chooses us as His partner, despite
the fact that we are so infinitely inferior to Him. The command
thus makes a bridge that connects us with God in a way that
would not otherwise be possible.
However, with a relationship consisting of commands alone,
we would remain a passive “inferior partner,” who is always told
by the “Senior Partner” what to do. Therefore, part of our mission
in this world is left to our own discretion, so that we can become
an active “equal partner” with God, so to speak, making some of
the decisions for ourselves, while at the same time succeeding in
pleasing our “Senior Partner.”

A

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 13, pp. 42-3; Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shelach 5749)
they are stronger than us” (v. 31), for the spies were commissioned to gather information,
and not to decide whether the conquest was possible or not. However, while this is an
acceptable explanation at the homiletic level (see “Name of the Parsha”), at the literal
level it could be argued that even the conclusion of the spies was not a sin. For the purpose of their mission was, ultimately, to assess the feasibility (without miracles) of conquering
the Land, and in all likelihood it was indeed true that the conquest was impossible in the natural order.
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TORAS MENACHEM

What was Miriam’s sin? It was not speaking badly of Moshe, for Rashi
writes explicitly, “She did not intend to speak negatively about him” (Rashi
to Bamidbar 12:1). Rather, her mistake was, as Rashi writes here, “she was
punished for being preoccupied with speech.” If Miriam could not
understand why Moshe had separated from his wife, she should have
asked him, and not discussed the matter openly with others. Thus, her
“sin” was not an intentional slander of Moshe, but something much more
subtle: Her willingness to speak openly about sensitive issues that are
prone to be misunderstood.
And this too, was the sin of the spies. They did not intend to disparage
the Land of Israel, and they had a valid concern how the Land was
to be conquered. Their mistake was that they did not express their
concerns privately to Moshe, but rather, aired them in public, thus
providing the “fuel” for a major rebellion. And this was a particularly
grave error, being that they had seen Miriam commit an identical mistake
immediately before their mission began. Thus their punishment, explains
Rashi, was severe because they “saw [what happened to her], but did not
learn a lesson.”

[

“...W HEN

Sparks of Chasidus
THE

[

F IRST G RAPES R IPEN ” ( V . 20)

oshe did not command the spies to bring back grapes in
particular, but just “fruit” (v. 20), and we find that they
brought back various fruits: grapes, pomegranates and figs (v. 23).
So why does the Torah stress, “It was the season when the first
grapes ripen,” and not simply, the time when fruit was ripening?

M

The process of spying out the Land to conquer it (verses 17-20)
represents our daily mission of evaluating how to advance the
“conquering” of this physical world for God, through the most
effective use of time and resources for Torah. Verse 20 concludes
that the goal of this process is represented by grapes: Grapes are
unique in that their seeds are visible through their skins; and this
teaches us that the goal of our observance is to make the physical
“skin” of this world transparent to its higher, spiritual purpose.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 141ff.)

(538 wg dWj zWna, ,uhusguu,v) zWna, jka pWa ,jha vtr 5

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shelach 5750, par. 2)
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For the tribe of Asher, Sesur the son of Micha’el.
For the tribe of Naftali, Nachbi the son of Vafsi.
15
For the tribe of Gad, Ge’uail the son of Machi.
16
These were the names of the men Moshe sent to explore the Land.
Moshe called Hoshe’a the son of Nun, “Yehoshua.”*
17
Moshe sent them to explore the Land of Cana’an. He said to them, “Go up this way along the south
(border until you reach the sea), and then go up (the west coast until you reach Chamas, which is by)
the (Hor) mountain. 18 See what kind of land it is. Are the people who inhabit it strong or weak? Are
there a few of them, or many? 19 How is the land which they inhabit? Does it have good (springs and
wells) or bad (ones)? How are the cities in which they live? Are they in unenclosed cities, or in fortresses?
20
What is the soil like? Is it fertile or barren? Are there any (righteous people) there (who are like) trees
(that protect the people), or not? Be courageous and take some of the Land’s fruit.”
It was the season when the first grapes ripen.
21
They went up and explored the land, from the desert of Tzin (at the southeast corner of the land)
until Rechov, at the approach to Chamas.
14

SECOND
READING

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did Moshe add the letter yud (h) to the name
Hoshe’a g¥ JIv, so that it became Yehoshua gªJIv±h? (v. 16)
RASHI: [Yehoshua’s name thus began with the letters yud and hei,
spelling one of the names of God, hinting to the fact that] Moshe
prayed for him: “May God save you from the advice of the spies.”
TARGUM YONASON: Moshe saw that Yehoshua was very humble
[and likely to be influenced by the spies], so he changed his name.
GUR ARYEH: Why did Moshe pray more for Yehoshua than the other
spies? Because Yehoshua was Moshe’s personal disciple, so if
Yehoshua failed people would think he was basing himself on what
he learned from Moshe.

BE’ER BASADEH: When Eldad and Medad had stated prophetically
that “Moshe will die and Yehoshua will bring [the people] to the
Land” (Rashi to Bamidbar 11:28), Yehoshua was horrified and begged
Moshe to put them in prison, to silence them (ibid.). Thus Moshe
feared that Yehoshua might be biased against entering the Land,
since this would mean the death of Moshe, and Yehoshua would be
the first to reject the idea of an immediate conquest. Thus, Moshe
prayed especially for Yehoshua.
KLI YAKAR: Yehoshua was a descendant of Yosef, so Moshe feared
that he might stumble and speak badly about the Land, just as Yosef
had spoken badly of his brothers.

TORAS MENACHEM

k

M OSHE ’ S P RAYER (R ASHI V . 16)

In his commentary to verse 16, Rashi writes that Moshe prayed for
Yehoshua to be saved from the advice of the spies. Many commentators,
[such as Gur Aryeh, Be’er Basadeh and Kli Yakar] ask why Moshe
only prayed for Yehoshua, and not the other spies. The question is
especially strong when one considers how powerful Moshe’s prayers had
been in the past, to the extent of annulling God’s decree after the sin of
the Golden Calf. So certainly, one would expect that Moshe’s prayers
would have been effective here, before the sin of the spies.
At the literal level, the following explanation could be argued:
The Torah does not record many details of Moshe’s private activities,
even though it is obvious that they must have taken place. For example,
we do not find any reference to the fact that Moshe studied Torah by
himself, or that he observed the mitzvos, though clearly this was the case.
Likewise here, the Torah does not mention that Moshe prayed for all the
spies because it is obvious that he would have done so. By sending the
spies on their mission, which was Moshe’s own idea (see Rashi to v. 2), he
was putting their lives at risk, so he would certainly have prayed for their
safety, just as Ya’akov prayed for the safety of his children when they went
down to Egypt (Bereishis 43:14 and Rashi ibid.).
Nevertheless, Moshe offered additional prayers for Yehoshua, because
Yehoshua was Moshe’s own disciple, who was very close to him (see

Shemos 33:11), and
(cf. Gur Aryeh).

thus his actions represented Moshe to a greater degree

W AS M OSHE S USPICIOUS ?
A further difficulty with Moshe’s prayer is that it implies that Moshe was
suspicious of the spies before they left, since he prayed for Yehoshua to
be saved “from the advice of the spies.” This begs the question: If Moshe
suspected that the spies were going to sin, why did he send them on their
mission?
Furthermore, Rashi writes in his commentary to verse 3 that “at this time
they were legitimate,” and then immediately (after their names are listed
in verses 4-15), we read in verse 16 that Moshe was already praying that
Yehoshua should not be affected by the spies’ advice. How is it possible,
at the literal level, that the spies would have suffered such a speedy
regression, without any indication in the Torah how this occurred?
In order to answer the above problems, we need first to pose another
question: When the Torah lists the appointments of the spies, we read in
verse 8, “For the tribe of Efrayim, Hoshe’a the son of Nun.” Then in
verse 16, as soon as the list is complete, the Torah states, “Moshe called
Hoshe’a the son of Nun, ‘Yehoshua.’” This begs the question: Why did
Moshe not change Yehoshua’s name (from Hoshe’a to Yehoshua)
before he was appointed as a spy, and then he would have been referred
to with his new name at the time of his appointment (in verse 8)?

* Beforehand he was referred to as both Hoshe’a and Yehoshua. Now his name was fixed as Yehoshua permanently, and not Hoshe’a (Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shelach 5746).
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thmuvk onmg kfa hpk 'oukf ukyb tk ckfu gauvh 'iunr sjtu vbt, kyb sjt
vnf gshk v,t .pj otu /vbuan vng lf vbuan vhrpa oaf 'ubuuf,b vcs
,jt ict aht ofk unhrv 'kdkdc unheva ohbctn snku tm ovn sjt hutan
ohgcrt ,jt kf kean ubh,ucr oukeau /kdkdc vunhevu 'unfa kg isrhv in
hutann hutan ahka tkt ubht 'vhp,f kg abht hksns tbuy 'hrhndu /vtx
/ o u h o h g c r t . e n . r t v r u , n u c a h u ( v f ) :7 o h r v k u , u t i h g h h x n a
h b u b h c o s t l k v n u '8 t h v v x r p , u t n g c r t k g v x r p , u t n g c r t t k v u
u f k v o v u c r g n k j r z n v i n o u h o h g c r t l k v n h r v '9 o u h k , u t x r p v r a g
ovhbpk rme 'vbak ouh ovhkg ruzdha v"cev hbpk hukda tkt 'vcjru vfrt
v n ' i , t h c k i , f h k v a h e v k ' u f k h u u v n / u t c h u u f k h u ( u f ) :10 l r s v , t
,tu van ,t /rcs o,t uchahu :11vgr vmgc i,fhkv ;t 'vgr vmgc i,thc
,nt ,me uc ohrnut ihta rea rcs kf /thv acsu ckj ,cz (zf) :irvt

c k f / i u r c j s g t c h u ( c f ) :1 h g x n v k t , a r p c . r t v , u k u c d c a r u p n a
'o,mgc ,uhvk uhrcjk ,xhb tvh tka ',uct hrce kg jy,abu oa lkv usck
, t c k f k u b , h u 3 c h , f u '2 v c l r s r a t . r t v , t i , t u k u r n u t t u v i f u
i y e v u b c i g b f k i u r c j , t o j v b c a r a p t / v , b c b o h b a g c a :4 i u r c j
kg cuy kfc vbucn v,hva tkt 'kusdv ubc ohrmnk igum ,t vbcha osue
.rtc ihary lk ihta 'ktrah .rt ka vjca lghsuvk tcu /igumc vgcan sjt
kfc vkugn lk ihtu 'oh,n ,urcek vumev lfhpk 'iurcjn r,uh ktrah
. r t c a v k u g n v t h v i g u m u '5 o h r m n . r t f w v i d f r n t b a ' o h r m n f , u m r t
v c u y i u r c j v , h v u '6 u h r a i g u m c u h v h f r n t b a ' o h f k n v c a u n o a a o h r m n
:vc huk, ohcbg ka kufatu ipd ,fua /vrunz (df) :ohekj vgca vbnn
tuva gsuh hbht yunc uvutahu rntba gnann /ohbac yunc uvtahu
'kufat ukyb vbuna 'smhf tv /,uyun hbac 'ohbac rnuk sunk, vn 'ohbac

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 How was the fruit carried? (v. 23)
RASHI: Eight of them took the bunch of grapes, one took a fig and one took a pomegranate. Yehoshua and Calev did not take anything, for
the whole intention of the others was to speak about the Land, that just as its fruit is extraordinary, so too its people are extraordinary.
TALMUD: Yehoshua and Calev were men of importance, so it was not appropriate for them to carry a load (Sotah 34a).
TORAS MENACHEM
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:dm ohjxp 9

/d vkhdn 8

/sk vyux 7

a group, signs of their possible future sin began to emerge. Of course, it
was only a fear in Moshe’s mind, and not a certainty—Moshe did not see
any evidence of the sin of the spies, only their “advice” which was a
possible precursor to a future sin. Thus, there was not sufficient reason to
abort the mission. But as he was somewhat concerned, Moshe did deem
it an appropriate time to offer an additional prayer to God.
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shelach 5747)

k

From this we see that at the time of his appointment, it was not
necessary to “call Hoshe’a, the son of Nun, ‘Yehoshua.’” At the literal
level, something must have occurred between the appointment of the
spies (in verses 1-15) and Yehoshua’s change of name, in verse 16.
Rashi did not find it necessary to explain what happened, as the reader
could understand the matter for himself, with simple logic:
Before the spies were appointed, they did not work with each other at
all, since they were each members of different tribes. Thus, at the moment
they were appointed, “they were legitimate” and honorable.
As soon as they were appointed, they would have clearly met with each
other to discuss their upcoming mission, and it was at this point that
Moshe detected “the advice of the spies,” i.e. when they came together as

T HE F RUIT

OF THE

L AND ( V . 23)

In his commentary to verse 23, Rashi writes that Yehoshua and Calev
did not join the spies in bringing fruits back from the Land of Israel
because “the whole intention of the others was to speak about the Land,
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When they went up along the south border, (Calev) came to Chevron (to pray at the graves of the
Patriarchs not to be enticed by the advice of the spies). The giants Achiman, Sheshai and Talmai were
there. Chevron (was the rockiest part of the Land of Israel, and yet it was) seven times more cultivated
than Tzo’an (which was the best part of) Egypt.
23
They came to the Valley of Eshkol and they cut a branch with a cluster of grapes and they carried
it on (two) double poles. (They also took) pomegranates and figs. 24 They called that place the Valley of
Eshkol because of the cluster (eshkol) the children of Israel cut from there.
[

13:25

THE SPIES ’ R EPORT

[

A

t the end of forty days, they returned from scouting the Land.
26
They went (with bad intentions, and their intentions were still bad when) they came to Moshe
and Aharon and the entire congregation of the children of Israel in Kadaish, in the desert of Paran.
They brought them back a report (to Moshe and Aharon), as well as to the entire congregation, and
they showed them the Land’s fruit. 27 They reported to (Moshe) and said: “We came to the Land to which
you sent us. It is flowing with milk and honey, and this is its fruit!”
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did the spies praise the Land? (v. 27)
RASHI: Any lie which does not begin by saying a bit of truth cannot
be sustained in the end.
MAHARSHA: Their lie was the statement at the end of verse 27, that
“this is its fruit!” For one of the main purposes of their mission was
to evaluate whether the Land was fertile and capable of sustaining a

nation, as Moshe said in his briefing, “What is the soil like? Is it fertile
or barren?” (v. 20). Thus by claiming, “This is its fruit,” while producing a mere offering of grapes, pomegranates and figs, the spies were
indicating that the main produce of wheat, barley and oil, which give
a person sustenance, was lacking from the Land. And this was their
lie (Chidushei Agados, Sotah 35a).

TORAS MENACHEM

that just as its fruit is extraordinary, so too its people are extraordinary.”
However, this begs the question: The spies were commanded explicitly by
Moshe to, “be courageous and take some of the Land’s fruit” (v. 20). So
how could Yehoshua and Calev exempt themselves from Moshe’s
instructions, just because they suspected their colleagues of foul play?

W AS

THE

M ISSION A BORTED ?

At first glance we might argue that Yehoshua and Calev understood that
the mission which Moshe had charged them with had been aborted. For
Moshe had commanded them as a single group to spy the Land and bring
back fruit, so as soon as part of the group became corrupt in their
intentions, Yehoshua and Calev maintained that the mission had ceased.
However, at the literal level this explanation is clearly unacceptable, for
the Torah states explicitly that Yehoshua and Calev did not abandon their
mission at all: “They spoke to the entire congregation of the children of
Israel, saying, ‘The Land we passed through to explore is an extremely
good land’” (14:7). Likewise, we find other statements of encouragement
that they made to the Jewish people in an attempt to fulfill their mission
(see 13:30; 14:8-9).
Another possible explanation is that when Moshe requested fruit to be
brought back from the Land, he was not concerned about the method
(how and by whom the fruits would be brought), but rather, he was
interested in the result—that fruits should be brought to inspire the people
about the greatness of the Land. So being that the other spies were
already taking a sample of grapes, a pomegranate and a fig, Moshe’s
request that fruit should be brought back to the people was already being

fulfilled, and there was no personal obligation on Yehoshua and Calev to
actually carry fruit themselves. And since they suspected the other spies
of bad intentions they decided to distance themselves.
However this too is difficult to accept at the literal level, since Moshe’s
words to the spies seem to stress a personal obligation resting on all of the
spies to take fruit: “Be courageous and take some of the Land’s fruit”
(v. 20). (And it is for this reason that Rashi rejected the interpretation of the
Talmud, that Yehoshua and Calev were too important to be burdened
with carrying, since Moshe’s words suggest a personal obligation resting
on all the spies that they must all take fruit.)

T HE E XPLANATION
In order to solve this problem, we first need to address Rashi’s comment
to verse 27, that the spies reported a mixture of true and false statements,
because, “any lie which does not begin by saying a bit of truth cannot be
sustained in the end.” Rashi, however, does not clarify what exactly was
the “truth” which the spies uttered, and what was their “lie.”
Maharsha explains that their “lie” was misrepresenting the Land by
claiming that “this is its fruit,” i.e. that the Land only produced delicacies
such as grapes, pomegranates and figs, but lacked the vital, sustaining
produce of wheat, barley and oil.
However, at the literal level it appears that the “truth” was the positive
statement of verse 27 (“It is flowing with milk and honey, and this is its
fruit”), and that the “lie” was the negative report from verse 28 on
(“However...”).*

* The reason why the spies only brought back three types of produce, at the literal level, was because the fruits were brought to impress the people about the greatness of the Land,
and this goal was only achieved with grapes, pomegranates and figs, which were a novelty to the Jewish people. On the other hand: wheat and barley had already been eaten by the
Jewish people extensively in Egypt (see Bereishis 41:54-7); olives were clearly available to them, since olive oil was used to light the Menorah (Shemos 27:20-21; Vayikra 24:2), and
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van kg ockc vhva (lu,nu) 'u,ubdc rpxk tca rucx vhv gnuav /orng
,t ubk gre tkvu rnt 'u,ubd gunak okuf ue,a /ohkdrnv hrcs khcac
o h n a c u k h p t / v k g b v k g :1 u h k a v , t u b k z h d v u i n v , t u b k s h r u v u o h v
ifu 'veh,a iuak /xvhu :uhrcs kfc jhkmb oa ukgu ,unkux uag rnut tuvu
ohabt ,sudt e,ak vmurv ost hbc lrs if /4rhfzvk tk hf xv '3rac kf xv

' i h f r f u n u d r , u ' e z u j i u a k / , u r m c ( j f ) :1 u p u x c o h h e , n i h t ' u , k j , c
hpk /wudu cauh ekng (yf) :kudg lhrf hnrt iuakcu ',ukudg ,uhbrhc iuak
s h / i s r h v s h k g :2 o t r h h k h s f o h k d r n u v u r h f z v ' r c f e k n g c u u f b a
:okuf ,t eh,av /ckf xvhu (k) :rucgk ukfu, tku 'isrhv kmt 'ugnanf
ic ubk vag sckc uz hfu rntu juum /vanc rcsha vn gunak /van kt

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did the spies mention Amalek? (v. 29)
RASHI: Since [the Jewish people] had already been “burnt” by
Amalek, the spies mentioned [Amalek] in order to frighten them.

 What did Calev say about Moshe? (v. 30)
TALMUD: Calev said to them, “He took us out of Egypt! And he split
the sea for us! And he fed us the manna! If he said to us, ‘Make
ladders and go up to the heavens,’ would we not listen to him?”
(Sotah 35a).
RASHI: “Didn’t he split the sea for us? And he brought down the
manna for us! And he made the quails fly to us!”

[Then he said] “We will definitely go up,” even to heaven.
If [Moshe] tells us, “Make ladders and go up there,” we will succeed
in whatever he says.
BE’ER MAYIM CHAYIM: Even though Moshe performed many other
miracles for the Jewish people, Calev mentioned these three in
particular, as they encompass the entire universe: Splitting the sea
was a feat on earth, manna came down from heaven, and the quails
were in the earth’s atmosphere. Calev suggested that Moshe could
empower the Jewish people to place ladders on the ground and
climb through the atmosphere to the heavens, since he had already
demonstrated his powers over the earth, skies and heavens.

TORAS MENACHEM

This explains why Yehoshua and Calev felt that they could not be party
to the presenting of fruits to the Jewish people. For while this was indeed
part of the “truth” that the spies reported, it was nevertheless a “truth”
which was only presented for the sake of validating their later “lie.”
As Rashi writes: “Yehoshua and Calev did not take anything, for the
whole intention of the others was to speak about the Land.”**
Thus, in the final analysis, we see that to help the spies carry fruit would
have been assisting a sin, and for this reason Yehoshua and Calev were
exempt from Moshe’s personal command.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 38, p. 48ff)

k

C ALEV ’ S D EFENSE ( V . 30)

In his commentary to verse 30, Rashi writes that Calev mentioned three
miracles to the Jewish people that Moshe had performed for them:
a.) The splitting of the Reed Sea; b.) producing manna in the desert; and
c.) producing quails.
What question at the literal level led Rashi to conclude that Calev
mentioned these three events? And why did Rashi reject the Talmud’s

assertion that Calev mentioned the exodus from Egypt, writing instead
that he mentioned the quails?
Rashi continues to explains Calev’s following words: “We will definitely
go up”—“even to heaven. If [Moshe] tells us, ‘Make ladders and go up
there,’ we will succeed in whatever he says.”
This begs the question: Why did Rashi not interpret Calev’s words
literally, that he was promising the people that “we will definitely go up”
and conquer the Land of Israel?

T HE E XPLANATION
In verses 28-9, where the spies begin to criticize the likelihood of a
successful military conquest, three proofs are offered:
a.) The military might of the enemy within the Land of Israel—“the
people who live in the Land are (extraordinarily) powerful. The cities are
huge and well fortified, and we even saw giants there” (v. 28).
b.) The military might of the surrounding nations, that would prevent
them from even reaching the Land—“the Chitites, Jebusites, and
Amorites live in the mountains, and the Cana’anites live (both) on the
coast and alongside the Jordan” (v. 29).

in any case olives would not have excited the Jewish people about entering the Land, because olives are a bitter food; and dates had already been enjoyed by the Jewish people when
“they came to Eilim, where there were...seventy date-palms” (Shemos 15:27). Thus, there was no reason to bring these types of produce back (Sichas Shabbos Parshas Chukas 5745).
**Thus Rashi’s statement, “Just as its fruit is extraordinary, so too its people are extraordinary,” is not something that the spies actually said, for then their presentation of fruit would
not be “truth”, but part of the “lie.” Rather, it was their intention that the Jewish people would come to this conclusion on their own after hearing their negative report.
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“However... the people who live in the Land are (extraordinarily) powerful. The cities are huge and
well fortified, and we even saw the children of a giant there! 29 Amalek lives in the south of the Land, the
Chitites, Jebusites, and Amorites live in the mountains, and the Cana’anites live (both) on the coast and
alongside the Jordan.”
30
Calev silenced the people to (listen to what he would say about) Moshe. Then he said, “We will
definitely go up! We will take possession of (the Land), for we are certainly capable (of conquering) it!”
TORAS MENACHEM

c.) The presence of Amalek who had previously fought against the
Jewish people, incurring heavy losses (v. 29 and Rashi ibid.).
Yet on reading Calev’s response to the spies in the next verse, we do not
find that he addressed any of these issues, and he merely “silenced the
people to (listen to what he would say about) Moshe.” Rashi therefore
concluded that Calev’s words about Moshe must have been a direct
response to the three above-mentioned arguments:
a.) In response to the spies’ argument that the enemy within the Land
was too strong to be defeated, Calev replied: “Didn’t he split the sea for
us?” Calev was thus saying: “Remember when we were faced by the
Egyptian army, which was much stronger than ours, and we had no way
of defeating them. Nevertheless, Moshe made a miracle for us, the sea
split, and God destroyed the enemy for us!”
(Thus Rashi could not cite the Talmud’s view, that Calev mentioned the
exodus from Egypt, for at that time the Egyptians were not threatening
to fight the Jewish people; to the contrary, they helped the Jewish people
to leave Egypt.)
b.) In response to the spies’ argument that there were strong nations that
would attack the Jewish people, even before they reached the Land of
Israel, Calev responded, “He brought down the manna for us!” Calev thus
proved that Moshe secured miraculous assistance for the Jewish people
even while they were in the desert, before entering the Land.
c.) The third argument of the spies was that Amalek, an arch-enemy of
the Jewish people, stood in the way. The Jewish people had suffered

[

heavy losses in their earlier war against Amalek due to the fact that they
had doubted God, “saying, “Is God among us, or not?’” (Shemos 17:7).
This was a particularly powerful argument in this instance, for it appeared
that the Jewish people had also demonstrated a lack of faith in wanting
to send spies to investigate the Land, when God had already promised
them a miraculous victory. So the spies were effectively saying:
“Remember how you suffered in the war with Amalek because you lacked
faith! You lack faith now too, and Amalek is poised to attack you if you
attempt to conquer the Land!”
To this Calev replied, “He made the quails fly to us!” This refuted the
spies’ argument, for when the Jewish people complained to Moshe that
they wanted meat, “they were seeking a pretext to turn away from God”
(Rashi to Bamidbar 11:1), and yet Moshe performed a miracle to help them.
This proved that, with Moshe’s leadership, God’s miraculous help was at
hand even when the Jewish people doubted Him.

C ALEV ’ S F INAL A RGUMENT
Having explained how Calev responded to all of the spies’ arguments,
Rashi was now left with a question: What did Calev add by saying, “We
will definitely go up”?
Calev was concerned because he detected dishonesty in the words of
the spies (see Rashi to v. 23), so he could not be sure what kind of argument
they might fabricate next. Thus—explains Rashi—Calev concluded with
an argument which refuted anything that the spies might say: “‘We will
definitely go up,’ even to heaven. If [Moshe] tells us, ‘Make ladders and

Sparks of Chasidus

[

“C ALEV S ILENCED T HE P EOPLE ...”
hy did Calev silence the people? Moshe had asked the spies
to collect information about the Land and the people that
inhabited it (v. 17-20), which is exactly what they reported in verses
27-29. They did not offer any personal bias in their report as to
whether the mission was possible, so why did Calev silence them?
While they had not yet denied God’s promise that the Jewish
people would enter the Land (by saying, “We are unable to go up
against the people, for they are stronger than us”—v. 31), Calev
nevertheless detected a seed of rebellion within the spies’ apparently
unbiased report (in verses 27-29). For in Moshe’s briefing to the spies,
he had instructed them first of all to evaluate the power of the enemy
(“Are the people who inhabit it strong or weak? Are there a few of
them, or a lot?”—v. 18), since conquering the Land was their immediate concern. Secondly, Moshe told them to collect information about
the agricultural quality of the Land (“What is the soil like? Is it fertile
or barren?”—v. 20), so the people would know what their reward
would be after the conquest was complete.
But when the spies gave their report they switched the order:
First they mentioned the quality of the Land (“It’s flowing with milk

W
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and honey”—v. 27), and only then did they progress to discuss the
enemy (“the people who live in the Land are (extraordinarily)
powerful”—v. 28).
From this, Calev immediately sensed that the spies had corrupted
their priorities. Moshe had prefaced the effort (conquest) before the
reward (the Land’s fruit), but the spies were primarily interested in the
rewards, so they stressed the rewards first.
On noticing this, Calev immediately “silenced the people,” for
Calev understood that focusing on the reward would lead them to
calculate whether it was worth the effort, which would soon develop
into a full-blown rebellion.
ow was Calev protected from the spies’ influence? Because “he
prostrated himself at the graves of the Patriarchs” (Rashi to v. 22).
Prostrating oneself means lying flat, with one’s head on the same
level as one’s feet, representing the willingness to serve God regardless of whether one understands His commands or not. It was thus
due to this unquestioning dedication that Calev was able to prioritize
effort over reward and resist the plot of the spies.

H

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shelach 5710; Likutei Sichos vol. 4, p. 1313)
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CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What did the spies mean when they said, “They are
stronger than us (UB¤N¦n)”? (v. 31)
RASHI: [This could also be rendered “they are stronger than Him”]
They said this in reference to Heaven, so to speak.
MATNOS KEHUNAH: The spies could not just have meant that the
enemy was “stronger than us,” for this is no proof that they could not
be defeated, considering the victories against the mighty armies of
Pharaoh and Amalek, in the past.

 Who were the “giants, descended from giants”? (v. 33)
RASHI: Giants descended from Shamchazai and Aza’el, who fell
from the heavens in the generation of Enosh.
YALKUT SHIMONI: When the generation that was later destroyed by
the Flood first started to worship idols, God was pained.

Immediately, two angels, Shamchazai and Aza’el, came before
God and said, “Master of the universe! When You made Your world,
didn’t we tell You, ‘What is man that You should remember him’
(Psalms 8:5)”?
God said, “What is going to be of the world?”
They said, “Master of the Universe! It would be suitable for us.”
God said, “It is revealed and known to Me that if you lived on the
earth the evil inclination would rule over you, and you would be
worse than man.”
They said, “Give us permission, and we will live with the creatures,
and You will see how we sanctify Your Name!”
God said, “Go down then, and live with them.”
Immediately, they became corrupted....

(Yalkut Shimoni, Bereishis 44)

TORAS MENACHEM

go up there,’ we will succeed in whatever he says.” With these words,
Calev was saying, “Whatever rational argument the spies might now offer,
you should know that Moshe’s powers are not limited to the realm of
the rational!”

Rashi, since there does not seem to be any significant response here to
Calev’s arguments.

How could the spies possibly counteract such a powerful argument?

Therefore Rashi explained that the spies did not say “they are stronger
than us,” but rather, “they are stronger than Him,” meaning to say,
stronger than God’s power in the heavens. This was the only way they
had of counteracting Calev’s argument that God would perform miracles
for the Jewish people as He had done in the past.

The Torah records that they replied, “We are unable to go up
against the people, for they are stronger than us” (v. 31). This troubled

But how, the people would wonder, is it possible that the inhabitants of
the Land would be stronger than heaven? At first glance, such an

T HE S PIES ’ C OUNTERARGUMENT ( V . 31-33)
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But the men who went up with him said, “We are unable to go up against the people, for they are
stronger than us (and our God).”
32
They produced a report about the Land which they had explored, telling the children of Israel: “The
Land we passed through and explored is a land that consumes its inhabitants. All the people we saw in
it are enormous men. 33 We saw nefilim-giants there, supersized giants (that blocked the sun, descended)
from the nefilim-giants (Shamchazai and Aza’el). We appeared like grasshoppers in our eyes, and that’s
how we were in their eyes.”
[

14

THE PEOPLE REBEL

[

T

he whole assembly (of the seventy elders) was stirred up and they raised their voices, and the
people cried on that night. 2 All the children of Israel complained about Moshe and Aharon. The
whole assembly (of elders) said, “If only we had died in the land of Egypt! Or if only we had
died in this desert! 3 Why is God bringing us to this Land to fall by the sword? Our wives and small
children will be captives! Wouldn’t it be better for us to return to Egypt?”
4
They said to each other, “Let’s appoint a leader and return to Egypt!”
TORAS MENACHEM

assertion appears to be utterly ludicrous, especially to a nation that had
witnessed God’s miracles with their own eyes.
Clearly, the spies needed to substantiate their claim, so they continued:
“We saw nefilim-giants there” (v. 33). These were not the giants which the
spies referred to previously, in verse 28, as merely repeating what they
said earlier would not bring any support to their argument. Rather, these
were a unique type of giant, as Rashi explains, “Giants, descended from
Shamchazai and Aza’el, who fell from the heavens.”
“So if you are wondering,” the spies were intimating, “how the
inhabitants are a force even against the heavens, you should know that

[

these giants themselves fell from heaven, so they are an equal match for
God’s angels!”
Still, the notion that these giants had any power against God was
difficult to believe, so the spies added that they were giants, “who fell in
the generation of Enosh,” which was before the great Flood in the times
of Noach. Thus, the spies were saying: “You don’t believe that heaven is
powerless over the the inhabitants of the Land? You should know that
when heaven punished all mankind with annihilation during the Flood,
these giants survived. And now they are living in the Land of Cana’an!”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 82ff; vol. 28, p. 85ff.)

Sparks of Chasidus

[

“A L AND T HAT C ONSUMES I TS I NHABITANTS ”
ow is it possible that a generation which witnessed countless
open miracles from God—the exodus from Egypt, the splitting of
the Reed Sea, manna in the desert, to name but a few—were deceived
by the spies that “We are unable to go up against the people, for they
are stronger than us” (v. 31)? How did their faith crumble so quickly?
Chasidic thought explains that the spies suffered from binary logic.
They believed in God, and in the power of Divine intervention, with
perfect faith. But they perceived that life is guided either by the laws
of nature, or, if God so desires, by Divine intervention. They could
not conceive of the scenario where God’s supernatural providence
extends through the veil of nature.
From the time when Moshe first announced the exodus from Egypt
until this point, when the Jewish people were poised to enter the
Land of Israel, God had guided them with a series of open miracles.
But, the spies argued, when the Jewish people would settle in the
Land, these miracles were going to cease. The manna would no
longer fall, and Miriam’s well would no longer produce water—as was
indeed the case—meaning that the Jewish people would be forced to
seek their sustenance through natural means. Then, the spies argued,

H
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they would be helpless. For God’s miracles had only proven that He
could provide assistance by breaking nature; they had no evidence
that God’s providence would extend within nature.
Thus, they concluded, it is “a land that consumes its inhabitants”
(v. 32), as if to say: “When we will be preoccupied with earning a
living through natural means, our ability to live a life of Divine
worship will be totally consumed!” To prove their point, they cited
the case of the nefilim-giants (v. 33), who were angels while in the
spiritually conducive environment of the heavens, but became
immediately corrupted as soon as they began to live a physical life on
earth (see Yalkut Shimoni cited in Classic Questions).
ehoshua and Calev responded: “If God desires us, He will bring
us to this Land” (14:8). God is not bound by any limitation
whatsoever. Since He desires us to make a home for Him in this
physical world through the observance of Torah and mitzvos, His
providence will extend to us within the confines of nature. God will
help us every single day, not with earth-shattering miracles, but with
“small miracles,” that do not overtly break the natural order.

Y

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 4, p. 1041ff.; vol. 28, pp. 91-2)
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Moshe and Aharon fell on their faces before the entire congregation of the children of Israel.
Yehoshua the son of Nun and Calev the son of Yefuneh, who were among those who had explored
the Land, tore their clothes. 7 They spoke to the entire congregation of the children of Israel, saying, “The
Land we passed through to explore is a very, very good land. 8 If God desires us, He will bring us to this
Land and give it to us—a Land flowing with milk and honey. 9 Do not rebel against God, and then you
will not fear the people of that Land, for (we will eat them up as if) they are our bread. Their (righteous
ones, who were their) protection have passed away, and God is with us. Don’t be afraid of them!”
10
The entire congregation threatened to pelt (Yehoshua and Calev) with stones, but the glory of God
which (usually) appeared in the Tent of Meeting (came down there, for) all the children of Israel (to see).
6

THIRD
READING

[

14:11

MOSHE PRAYS

TO

GOD

[

G

od said to Moshe, “How long will this people provoke Me? How much longer will they refuse
to believe in Me after all the miraculous signs I have performed in their midst? 12 I’m going to
strike them with a plague and eliminate them, and then I’ll make from you a greater and
stronger nation than them.”
13
Moshe said to God, “And (what will) the Egyptians (think when they) hear that (You killed the
Jewish people? They’ll say, ‘While) You did bring this nation out from among them with great power,
14
but,’ they will say, (‘You weren’t able to defeat) the inhabitants of this Land.’ (They will never believe
that the people were punished for their sins) because they heard that You, God, are with this people, and
that You, God, appeared to them eye to eye, and that Your cloud rests over them (and that) You go
before them with a pillar of cloud by day, and with a pillar of fire by night. 15 So, if You kill this nation
(suddenly), like (killing just) one man, the nations who have heard of Your reputation will say: 16 ‘It is
because God lacked the ability to bring this nation to the Land which He swore to them, that He slaughtered them in the desert.’
17
“Now, please, let God’s power (to forgive the wicked) be amplified, as You (yourself) spoke, when
You said*, 18 ‘God is slow to anger, abundant in loving kindness, forgiving intentional sin and rebellion,
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did Moshe not pray that the Jewish people be
forgiven, as he did after the sin of the Golden Calf? (v. 13-16)
RAMBAN: Perhaps Moshe knew that the Jewish people would not be
forgiven in this case. Thus he only begged God that their punishment
should be delayed and not waived altogether (Ramban to v. 17).
SHACH AL HATORAH: It must be that God only wished to destroy the
mixed multitude of converts who had sinned in this case, and not the
Jewish people themselves. For otherwise, why would Moshe not

pray for them to be saved? Proof for this point is that Moshe did not
mention the merit of the Patriarchs, as he did after the sin of the
Golden Calf, because the mixed multitude were not descended from
the Patriarchs (Shach al Hatorah to v. 12).
OHR HACHAYIM: Moshe began with the word “And” (“And (what
will) the Egyptians (think)…” v. 13), as if to say, “In addition to the
arguments I presented in defense of the Jewish people by the sin of
the Golden Calf, I wish to add the following.…”

TORAS MENACHEM

k

M OSHE ’ S P RAYER ( V . 13ff)

After the Jewish people lost faith in God’s promise to bring them to the
Land of Israel (14:1-4), God told Moshe that He planned to destroy them:
“I’m going to strike them with a plague and eliminate them” (v. 12).
Remarkably, we do not find that Moshe prayed for the Jewish people to
be saved in their own right, as he did after the sin of the Golden Calf.
Rather, Moshe’s only argument was what the nations of the world might
say: “(What will) the Egyptians (think when they) will hear that (You killed
the Jewish people? They’ll say, ‘While) You did bring this nation out from
*Shemos 34:6-7

** (sWka, jka pWa ,jha) Wsuxu aurs 'znr 'yap pWg thaue vzW

among them with great power, but,’ they will say, (‘You weren’t able to
defeat) the inhabitants of this Land’ etc.” (v. 13-4).
Why did Moshe appear to care only what the nations would think, and
not about the actual elimination of the Jewish people?**

T HE E XPLANATION
It is a common perception that punishment for sin is a form of Divine
retribution, whereby God enacts justice against those who disobey His
words. In truth, however, a Torah “punishment” is not a reaction on the
part of God, but an inevitable consequence that is caused by the sinner.
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kkj,h tka '.rtv kf ,t tknh hsucfu .rtv ,t utrh ot ohabtv kf hf
out,p o,hnt tka 'othcvk wv ,kufh h,kcn rntk ,tzv vpdnc hna
vz :ugnanf /uxbhu (cf) :ygn ygn vba ohgcrt rujhtc tkt sjt ahtf
wxnc t,htsf 'wufu uhkac ohbau inc ohba ohc ohba /ohngp rag
: . r t v , t u t r h t k / v u t r h t k : u t r h t k / u t r h o t ( d f ) :3 i h f r g

/vebu :1 o h g a r k ; t h k , r n t t k v u u k r n t / o h e h s m k h k , r n t t k v u v " c e v
i p , r n t a v n k h c a c / l r c s f ( f ) :2 o h c a i b h t a k / v e b h t k : o h c a k
/hbt hj :ovk vagt ,tz kct unf /okutu (tf) :wv ,kufh h,kcn urnth
hf 'ovk ohhet lf '.rtv kf ,t tknh hsucfu hj hbta oaf /vguca iuak
hbt hj 'xruxn tren vz hrv /.rtv ,t utrh ot wudu ohturv ohabtv kf

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What does UX³b±h³u mean? (v. 22)
RASHI: It has its usual meaning [“they have tested God”].
CHIZKUNI: It means they angered God.

 What were the “ten times” that God was tested? (v. 22)
RASHI: Twice at the sea, twice with the manna, twice with the
quails etc., as is stated in [the Talmud,] Tractate Arachin (15a).

TORAS MENACHEM

The Torah makes this point clear in Parshas Bechukosai: “If you treat
Me offhandedly... then I too will be offhand with you.” The use of the
same term (“offhandedly...offhand”) in reference to man and God
indicates that we are speaking here of a cause and effect relationship.
It is not the case that when man offends God, God then “gets even” by
striking man; rather, it is a matter of fact that when a person shuns the
observance of God’s commands he inevitably shuns the blessings that
would have come as a consequence of that observance.
The same could be argued in our case, with the sin of the spies. Without
miracles, it was impossible for the Jewish people to defeat the mighty
inhabitants of the Land of Israel, as the spies had themselves verified.
Thus, when God promised the Jewish people that they would enter the
Land, He had implicitly promised them a supernatural victory. But in
order to merit God’s miracles, the Jewish people needed to have faith, for
by putting their trust in God they would then make themselves into
suitable receptacles for God’s supernatural blessings.
So, God was not revoking His earlier decision to bring the Jewish
people into the Land due to their lack of faith and bad behavior. Rather,
being that the miraculous victory was going to be a consequence of their
faith, when the faith proved to be lacking, there was nothing left to bring
the victory.
Therefore, Moshe had no grounds on which to complain to God, for
God had not made any decision here at all. Rather the Jewish people had

made the decision to shun God’s offer to break the laws of nature for
them by denying His ability to do so. God merely informed Moshe of the
consequences of the Jewish people’s actions, that they will die and be
replaced with another nation. To this Moshe replied that God would be
losing rather than gaining, for destroying the Jewish people due to lack of
faith would only lead to a much greater loss of faith among the nations,
who would then say, “It is because God lacked the ability to bring this
nation to the Land which He swore to them, that He slaughtered them in
the desert” (v. 16).
And God replied, “I have forgiven them because of your words” (v. 20).

T HE F ORTY Y EAR D ECREE ( V . 20ff)
While God chose not to eliminate them instantly, He nevertheless
decreed that they would die out in the desert over a period of forty years.
This begs the question: Why did God not forgive them completely?
It could be argued that God Himself explained why this was the case,
through His oath in verse 22: “(I swear) that all the people who, while
seeing My glory and the miraculous signs that I performed in Egypt
and in the desert, have tested (UX³b±h³u) Me these ten times and not listened
to My voice.”
Rashi comments (ibid,) that the term UX³b±h³u has its usual connotation of
“testing” in this verse, and does not refer to “angering” [as Chizkuni
argues].
/uy ;s 3

/up tnuh 2

/the ihrsvbx 1
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Who absolves (those who repent) and does not absolve (those who do not). He visits the sins of parents
upon the children, and the grandchildren, to the third and fourth generations.’ 19 Please forgive this
nation’s sin with your abounding kindness, just as You have carried this people from Egypt until now.”
[

14:20

GOD FORGIVES / D ECREE

OF

FORTY YEARS

OF

WANDERING

[

G

od said, “I have forgiven them because of your words (and I will not eliminate them).”
21
“However (what I will do is), as surely as I live, and the glory of God fills the earth, 22 (I swear)
that all the people who, while seeing My glory and the miraculous signs that I performed in
Egypt and in the desert, have tested Me these ten times and not listened to My voice—23 they will not
see the Land that I swore to their fathers. All those who provoked Me will not see it.”
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

TALMUD, TRACTATE ARACHIN: Our fathers tested God with ten tests:
Twice at the sea, twice with water, twice with the manna, twice with
the quails, once with the Golden Calf, and once in the wilderness of
Paran:
Twice at the sea—once on the way down, and again on the way
up. On the way down—as the verse states, “Is it because there was a
shortage of graves in Egypt [that you took us to die in the desert?]”
(Shemos 14:11). On the way up—Rabah bar Mari said: The Jewish
people were rebellious at that very hour, saying: “Just as we go up
from this side, so will the Egyptians go up from the other side.”
Twice with water—at Marah and at Refidim. At Marah—as the
verse states: “They came to Marah, but they could not drink water
[because it was bitter]” (ibid. 15:23), and the verse states: “The people
complained to Moshe” (ibid. 17:3). At Refidim—as the verse states:

“They camped in Refidim and there was no water for the people to
drink” (ibid. v. 1), and it is also written: “The people quarreled with
Moshe” (ibid. v. 2).
Twice because of the manna—they were told, “do not go out
[to collect it on Shabbos],” but they went out (ibid. 16:25ff). They
were told, “Do not leave over [until morning],” but they left over (ibid.
v. 19–20).
Twice because of the quails—the first and second quails. The first:
“When we sat by the pots of meat” (ibid. v. 3). With the second quails:
“The mob [among them had strong cravings]” (Bamidbar 11:4).
With the Golden Calf—as it happened

(Shemos ch. 32).

In the wilderness of Paran—[the sin of the spies] as it happened
(Arachin 15a-b).

TORAS MENACHEM

But why would we think that UX³b±h³u means “and they angered,” such that
Rashi has to warn us otherwise, when the usual translation of the word is
“and they tested,” as Rashi himself writes?
The difference between “testing” God and “angering” God, at the literal
level, is that God becomes “angry” when His commands are disobeyed,
whereas “testing” God refers to a crisis of faith.
Since verse 22 concludes that they “have not listened to My voice,”
i.e. a failure to obey God’s commands, we would think that the verse
refers to angering, and not testing God.
However, Rashi was dissatisfied with this interpretation, as it appears to
be inconsistent with the broader context of the story. For in this passage
God is explaining why He had not forgiven the Jewish people completely
for the sin of the spies, which was due to a crisis of faith and was not a
direct rebellion against the observance of God’s commands. So Rashi
wrote that despite the immediate context of the verse, which appears to speak
of disobeying and angering God [as Chizkuni argues], in the broader
context of the narrative, “UX³b±h³u has its usual meaning,” of testing God.

“L ACKING B ELIEF

IN

G OD ”

AND

“T ESTING G OD ”

Why were the Jewish people left to wander in the desert for forty years
as a result of testing God?
The reader will remember that earlier, in verse 12, when God had
intended to eliminate the Jewish people completely, His complaint was,
“How much longer will they refuse to believe in Me after all the
miraculous signs I have performed in their midst.” God, however, did

forgive the Jewish people for not believing in Him after hearing Moshe’s
prayers. But here in verse 22 God explained that He could not forgive the
Jewish people completely, because they “have tested Me these ten
times.” The reader will thus wonder: Why is it that God can forgive a lack
of belief, but He will not forgive the Jewish people for testing Him?
The fact that the Jewish people “refuse to believe in Me after all the
miraculous signs I have performed in their midst” is because on reflection,
they found the miracles unconvincing, after they had occurred. This
problem could potentially be solved if God would perform a miracle of
unprecedented proportions—as the verse states, “If they do not believe
you, and they do not heed the voice of the first sign, they will believe the
voice of the latter sign” (Shemos 4:8).
“Testing” God, however, is not merely a “cooling” of faith after
witnessing a miracle, but rather, a lack of faith at the very moment God is
performing the miracle—as verse 22 states, “all the people who, while
seeing My glory and the miraculous signs that I performed in Egypt and
in the desert, they have tested Me.”
To clarify this unique quality of a test over a lack of belief, Rashi cites a
number of examples of a test: “Twice at the sea, twice with the manna,
twice with the quails”:
– At the sea the people declared, “Just as we go up from this side, so will
the Egyptians go up from the other side,” i.e. they lacked faith as they
were witnessing the miracle of the splitting of the sea.
– The people complained about the manna as they were receiving this
unique, miraculous type of food.
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r a t :4 v r a g t h v a v s g k i t f n ' o h k d r n v u k t / w u d u v g r v v s g k ( z f )
vnv rat ktrah hbc ,ubk, ,t :hkg ktrah ,t /ohbhkn vnv
:vguca iuak /hbt hj (jf) :h,gna hkg o,ut ohbhkn ohkdrnv /ohbhkn
hbnn o,aeca /o,rcs ratf :hj hbht kufhcf /vagt if wudu tk ot
k f k v b n b v k f / o f r p x n k f k o f h s e p k f u (yf) :5ub,n uk vzv rcsnc ut
kfk ohhubnv kf 'ohkea ,,ku tcmk tcku ,tmk iudf 'uc ihbnb o,ta rpxn
ihta huk ka uyca thmuvk 'wudu vba wf icn iv uktu 'u,unh ,urpxn i,ut
r c s a h p k ' ( i u f k h s ) u n u d r , f / o , t o f h r d p u ( c k ) :6 o h r a g i c n o v h s u e p

hbt 'rnt ohkdrnk 'ckc ,jtu vpc ,jt ,ujur h,a /,rjt jur (sf)
unf 'oeh,avk jf uc vhv if hsh kgu ',ntv rnuk vhv uckcu 'vmgc ofng
g a u v h r p x c r n t b a u v z ' o , u n f r n t h a o h r u c x u h v a '1 c k f x v h u r n t b a
t k n h u / h r j t t k n h u :3 h p o g r a t f t k u '2 h c c k o g r a t f r c s u , u t c h a t u
/vbaruh :uk i,b, iurcj /vna tc rat :rme tren vzu hrjt uck ,t
undr,k ihtu 'vc rat ogv ,tu ohebgv ,t uahruh 'vbhfr,h unudr,f
udrvh oa ufk, ot /wudu hekngvu (vf) :vbarhh ouenc tkt 'vbh,rhh
:wudu ofk ugxu ofhrujtk /ubp rjn :ofng hbhta rjtn 'of,t

TORAS MENACHEM

– When the people complained, “Who will give us meat to eat”
(Bamidbar 11:4), they already had quails, which were being supplied to
them miraculously in the desert, but nevertheless they questioned
whether God could give them more meat (Rashi to Arachin ibid.).
Based on the above we can also understand why Rashi mentions only
six of the ten tests, and directs the reader to Tractate Arachin to find the
other four. At first glance, he should either have informed us of all ten, or
just directed us to the Talmud in the first place.

However, Rashi cites the above examples specifically (and refers the
reader to Tractate Arachin for the remainder), as these clearly reflect the
concept of a “test” which is being described here, at the literal level.
In this way, the reader will understand why God could forgive the Jewish
people for a lack of belief, but that after they tested Him repeatedly, God
saw no hope.
The lesson of course, is an obvious one: to be grateful for all the
wonders which God shows the Jewish people.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 23, p. 104ff.)

:tfe cWc 6

c euxp 5

/lkhtu 85 wg dWkj aWuek /zWna, jka pWa ,jha vtru :df vkhdn 4

h tnujb, 3

z 'sh 2

k 'dh rcsnc 1
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FOURTH
READING

“But as for My servant Calev, since (despite his outward appearance of being with the spies) he had
a different intention, and he followed Me, so I will bring him to the Land to which he came, and his
descendants will drive it(s inhabitants) out.”
25
“(If the people will go to the Land now), the Amalekites and the Cana’anites (that) inhabit the valley
(will kill you all). Tomorrow, turn, journey back into the desert toward the Reed Sea.”
26
God spoke to Moshe and Aharon, saying, 27 “How much longer (must I bear) this evil congregation
(of spies) who are provoking (the Jewish people) against Me? I have heard the complaints of the children
of Israel whom they provoked against Me (too many times)!”
28
“Say to them, ‘As I live,’ says God, ‘(I swear that) I will do to you none other than what you said to
My ears (when you said, “If only we had died in this desert”*) 29 Your corpses will fall in this desert,
(including) all of you who were counted—all those from the age of twenty and up, who were counted—
because you complained against Me. 30 You will not come to the Land concerning which I raised My
Hand that you would settle in it, except Calev the son of Yefuneh and Yehoshua the son of Nun. 31 As
for your small children, of whom you said that they will be captives, I will bring them (there), and they
will come to know the Land which You despised. 32 But as for you, your corpses will fall in this desert.”
33
“Your children will wander in the desert for forty years and bear your guilt, until the last of your
corpses has fallen in the desert. 34 You will bear your sins for forty years, corresponding to the number
of days which you explored the Land—forty days, a day for each year. You will then know what it means
to be estranged from Me.”
hWar

uta, wtb itf ;tu 'o,tyj ovhkg h,sepu 'ohkdrnc 'hsep ouhcu rntba
ihbnc ovk caju /vbuk, kau kdg ka ,ubug h,a 'of,bug tku 'ofh,ubug ,t
:7 o h r a g h b c k a o , u t u , n o h a a , b a k u x b f b a f u ' v k u f f v b a , m e n o v h h j
/h,tub, ,t (sk) :iufhcuj ,h iukcehu unudr,f /ofh,ubz ,t utabu
vhct thbv hf unf 'vrxv iuak vtub, /hrjtn ofcck ,t o,uthbva

rnuk itf vz iuak kpub 'u,un, o,tu rnuk aecu .rtk oxhbfvk ohbcv kg
r z d b l f k '6 o h a a i c n , u j p o v n s j t , n t k / v b a o h g c r t ( d k ) : o , t
vbuatr vbau /ohaa kkfk ihghdn ohrag hbc ka o,ut uhvha hsf 'ohgcrt
kdgv ,t uagana hpk 'ohkdrnv jukak vnsea hp kg ;tu 'kkfc v,hv
uvzu 'o,tx tkn,,a sg ovk ih,nva tkt vcajnc uz vrhzd v,kg
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[

“Y OU W ILL N OT C OME T O

THE

Sparks of Chasidus

L AND ...” ( V . 30)

“A S

[
FOR

Y OUR S MALL C HILDREN ...” ( V . 31)

od does not issue a punishment to bring revenge on the sinner.
Rather, the “punishment” is a form of spiritual “medicine” aimed
at correcting the spiritual deficiency caused by a sin.
With this in mind, the “punishment” given to the Jewish people
here is difficult to understand. Their sin was that they did not wish to
enter the Land, because they desired to remain in the desert where
they could serve God without distraction; and yet, their punishment
was to receive what they wanted: to remain in the desert (for forty years)!
How would this “correct” their sin of not wanting to enter the Land?
In truth however, the sin of the spies was not that they were too
spiritual, but rather, they were not spiritual enough. To be involved
with the physical world and remain spiritually attuned demands the
highest degree of attachment to God. So when the generation showed
that they were lacking this level of dedication, they were given 40
more years of unrestricted Divine worship, enabling them to reach
the level where they would be ready to engage in the world.

hy did the spies refer to small children, and not children in
general, when they said, “Our wives and small children will
be captives” (14:3)?
When a small child eats bread, more ends up on the floor than in
his mouth. Being that the Torah is our spiritual “bread” and sustenance, the inner meaning of the spies’ argument was: “If we go into
the Land, and are forced to earn a living within the natural order,
most of the energy which we could have used to study Torah will be
‘wasted on the floor.’ Very little will ‘enter our mouths!’”
To this God replied, “As for your small children... I will bring them
(there)” (v. 31). God’s desire, the purpose of creation, is that a Jew
should not insulate himself from the world, but engage himself with
it, while at the same time remaining aloof from its negative
influences. So God replied: “Even if only a little Torah enters your
mouths, so be it. A Jew cannot be insular. He must make a home for
God below, in this physical world!”

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 33, p. 85ff.)

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 2, p. 581ff.)
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ii `p` dl :i¨l£r oEYn©r xz`C z i oErCze
`YWp§M l¨k§l c¥A§r` `C `¨l m` ixnin§A zixfB
oicd `x§Acn§A i¨l£r oEpOCf`C `cd `zWi¦a
dWŸn g©lW iC `Ix§abe el :oEzEni oOze oEtEqi
zi idFl£r Eni¦rx`e Eaze `¨rx` zi `¨l¨N`§l
:`¨rx` l©r Wi¦A mEW `w¨R`§l `YWp§M l¨M
`¨rx` l©r Wi¦A mEW Ewi¦R`C `Ix§aB EzinE fl
x©A a¥l¨ke oEp x©A ©rWFdie gl :ii mcw `pzFn§A
`¨l¨N`§l Elf`C oEP`d `Ix§aB on EnIwz` dPªti
`I nBz¦R z i dWŸn li¦N nE hl :`¨rx ` z i
` O©r El¨A `z`e l ` xŸy i ip§A l¨k§l oi¥N` d
Wi x§l Ewi¦lqE ` x§t©v§a EniCw `e n :` cg©l
iC `xz`§l oiw§lq `pgp` `d xnin§l `xEh
opc `n§l dWŸn xn`e `n :`p§ag ix` ii xn`
`¨l `ide iic `xnin zxfB l©r oix§a¨r oEY`
i ic `Ypk
¦ W
 zi¥l ix` oEwQz
 `¨l an :g¨lv§ z
:oFki¥a¨ac i¥l£r©A mcw oEx§AYz `¨le oFkipi¥A
oFki n cw o O Y d `p£r p§kE d ` w§l n£r i x` bn
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'v"cev ka uh,usn hp kg ovk vhutrv v,utc 'wv hbpk uvzu 'vp̈D¥n© C§
uhj rnuk sunk, vn / u h j c k f u g a u v h u (jk) :4 v s n s d b f v s n s s u n t u v a
ovh,j, uneu .rtc ohkdrn ka oekj ukyba snkn tkt 'ovv ohabtv in
u b h k g u u b b v : k t r a h . r t k v k u g v l r s v t u v u / r v v a t r k t ( n ) :5 o h h j k
hf :vkgb oa ubk v,,k /wv rnt rat :ktrah .rtk /ouenv kt
tk tuvu (tn) :vnhrmn cua ubk cuy tkv ubrnt rat kg /ubtyj
:jkm, tk ihaug o,ta uz /jkm,

k f , t u h k g u n h g r v . r t v r u , n u c a a f u / u h k g u b h k h u u c a h u ( u k ) :1 v , u t
lubhj iuak vcs ,tmuv kf /u,unhu ohabt o,ut vcs ,tmuvc vsgv
v b a h u /2 o h b a h h , p a c c u s u n f ' u c r c s k o s t k o b u a k o h j h e k n a ' o h r c s
vcs aha 'vgr .rtv ,cs hthmun itf rntb lfk 'vgrk vbahu vcuyk
v , h n v , u t c / w v h b p k v p d n c ( z k ) : z " g k c a " r h k r p / v c s :3 v c u y t h v a
orucy sg obuak ccr,abu 'iuakc utyj ov /vsn sdbf vsn ovk vbudvv
tku vp̈D¥N© C© rntb lfk 'orucy lu,k ihtcu obuakn ohtmuh ohgku,u

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Will the Spies enjoy life in the World to Come? (v. 37)
MISHNAH: The spies have no portion in the World to Come, as the
verse states, “The men who produced a bad report about the Land
died in the plague, before God” (v 37): “They died”—in this world; “in
the plague”—in the World to Come.
The generation of the wilderness has no share in the World to
Come and will not stand for judgment, as the verse states, “They will
meet their end in this desert, and there they will die” (v. 35).

These are the words of Rabbi Akiva.
Rabbi Eliezer says:
About them it is said, “Gather my pious ones together unto Me,
those that have made a covenant with Me with a sacrifice” (Psalms
50:5; Sanhedrin 108a).
ZOHAR: The spies who defamed the Land of Israel...were struck
physically and died (v. 37), but whoever defames the Shechinah (the
Divine presence), his soul is stricken (Zohar III 276a).

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE S PIES

IN

T HE W ORLD T O C OME ( V . 37)

In the Mishnah, Rabbi Akiva and Rabbi Eliezer argued whether the
generation of the wilderness will merit the World to Come. Rabbi Akiva
argued that they will not, based on an apparent repetition in verse 35,
whereas Rabbi Eliezer maintained that the generation was pious and will
merit the World to Come by virtue of the fact that it entered into a
covenant with God (see Shemos 24:1-8; Rashi to Sanhedrin ibid.).
But regarding the spies themselves, the Mishnah appears to state
unequivocally that “the spies have no portion in the World to Come.”
The Zohar, however, states that the spies suffered only a physical death

but that their souls would not be punished, from which it follows that they
will be resurrected in the World to Come.
So it appears, at first glance, that the Mishnah and Zohar argue as to
whether the spies will merit the World to Come.

A N OVEL A PPROACH

TO THE

M ISHNAH

However, in truth, the views of the Zohar and Mishnah are not totally
incompatible. For it could be argued that when Rabbi Eliezer said, “About
them it is said, ‘Gather my pious ones, etc.’” he was referring to both the
generation of the wilderness and the spies. For when the covenant that
:jhe cWc 5

/vk vyux 4

lkhtu 44 wg dWhj aWuek vtr 3

h 'z aWva 2

u 'k rcsnc 1

14:35-42
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35

“I, God, have spoken! (I swear) I will do this to the entire evil congregation who have assembled
against me. They will meet their end in this desert, and they will die there.”
[

14:36

OF THE

SPIES

[

B

ut the men whom Moshe had sent to explore the Land (could not be saved by his prayers
because*) they returned and caused the entire congregation to complain against him, by
producing a report about the Land (that constituted a rebellion against Moshe*). 37 So the men
who produced a bad report about the Land died (straightaway*) in the plague, before God.
38
From the men who went to explore the Land, (only) Yehoshua the son of Nun and Calev the son
of Yefuneh remained alive.
[

14:39

DEATH

THE SECOND REBELLION

[

M

oshe related all these words to the children of Israel, and the people mourned greatly. 40 They
got up early in the morning and went up (along the route to the Land, in the direction of
the) mountaintop, saying, “We’re ready to go up to the place which God spoke about, for
we have sinned!”
41
Moshe said, “Why are you transgressing the word of God? (What you are doing) will not succeed.
42
Do not go up, because God is not among you, to prevent you from being beaten by your enemies.
TORAS MENACHEM

Rabbi Eliezer referred to was made, shortly before the giving of the Torah,
the spies participated and were included in the covenant. And even
though the spies sinned to a greater degree than the rest of the generation,
as we find that they alone were punished with death immediately (v. 37),

[

The Last Word

T HE S ECOND R EBELLION

[
( V . 39-45)

eing that nothing stands in the way of teshuvah (repentance),
why were the Jewish people denied a second chance to enter
the Land? Surely, they had repented for their sin, so why did
Moshe say that their plan “will not succeed” (v. 41)?
From here we see that, while teshuvah does wipe away sin,
both at the personal and the communal level, it does not
guarantee a conquest of the Land of Israel. This can only happen
in the manner which the Torah has promised: In Moshe’s days,
the conquest could only succeed with the help of the Ark of the
Covenant (see v. 44). And in our days, the Land of Israel can only
be fully conquered through the leadership of Mashiach—a person,
“from the House of David, dedicated to the study of the Torah
and observance of the mitzvos like his father David, according to
the written law and the oral law, who will compel all the Jewish
people to walk in it and strengthen its fences, and he will fight the
wars of God.” (Rambam, Laws of Kings 11:4). Only through this path
will the Temple be built and the exiles be gathered in. (See also The

nevertheless, the effect of a covenant was to bind all of the generation
eternally to God in a way that could never be dissolved.
According to this logic, it follows that Rabbi Eliezer dissented not only
with R’ Akiva’s view recorded immediately beforehand in the Mishnah
(that the generation of the wilderness will not merit the World to Come),
but also with the Mishnah’s prior statement, “The spies have no portion
in the World to Come.”
So, in the final analysis we see that the Zohar’s view that the spies will
merit the World to Come is not completely incompatible with the
Mishnah, as it is consistent with the view of Rabbi Eliezer.

B

Last Word to Devarim 30:3).
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28, p. 327)

*See Likutei Sichos vol. 13, p. 46ff.

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

ven though the spies knew that they would be depicted in the
Torah as wicked men—until Chasidic thought would eventually reveal their inner, holy intentions—they nevertheless
persisted with their plan, because their desire to have a purely
spiritual life in the desert was so great.
In fact, the spies’ wish will ultimately be granted to the Jewish
people, for we are promised that in the Messianic Era, “Strangers
will arise and tend your flocks” (Isaiah 61:5), that the other nations
will tend to the physical needs of the Jewish people. The spies’
only mistake was that until we reach that time it is necessary for
Jewish people to engage with the mundane, physical world. For
in this way we bring to light the soul’s resilience, proving beyond
doubt that it can remain loyal to God despite the adversities of
this world.

E

(Based on Sichah and Ma’amar of Shabbos Parshas Shelach 5747)
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xz¨An oEY§aY o¥M l©r ix` `¨Axg§A oEl§Rze
:oFkC§rq§A iic `xnin idi `¨le iic `pg§l¨R
`niw oFx`e `xEh Wix§l wQn§l ErWx`e cn
zgpE dn :`zixWn FBn Fc£r `¨l dWŸnE iic
`Ed d ` xEh§A a ziC d `p£r p§kE d ` w§l n£r
ii li¦N nE ` :d nx g c©r oEPc xhE oEPgnE
l`xŸyi ip§A m¦r l¥Nn a :xnin§l dWŸn m¦r
iC oFkip¨azFn rx`©l oEl£rz ix` oFd§l xnize
ii mcw `p¨Axw oEc§A§rze b :oFk§l adi `p`
F` `xcp `Wx§t`§l `IWcEw zq§kp F` `z¨l£r
`¨l¨Awz`§l c©A§rn§l oFkic£rFn§A F` `Y§acp¦a
axwie c :`p¨r on F` ixFY on ii mcw `e£rx§a
` Y§lq ` z gpn ii m cw Dp¨Axw a x wnC
:` gWn `pid zEr§a x§A `¨li¦tC `pFxŸy©r
l©r c¥A§rY `pid zEr§ax `¨Mqp§l `xnge d
F` e :cg `xO`§l `IWcEw zq§kp§l F` `z¨l£r
oipFxŸy©r ixY `Y§lq `zgpn c¥A§rY `x§kc§l
`¨Mqp§l `xnge f :`pid zEY§lY gWn¦a `¨li¦tC
mcw `e£rx§a `¨l¨Awz`§l axwY `pid zEY§lY
zq§kp F` `z¨l£r ixFY x©A c¥A§rz ix`e g :ii
`IWcEw zq§kp F` `xcp `Wx¨t§l `IWcEw
`Y§lq `zgpn ixFY x©A l©r axwie h :ii mcw
:`pid zEB§l©R gWn¦a `¨li¦tC oipFxŸy©r `z¨lY
o©Axw `pid zEB§l©R `¨Mqp§l axwY `xnge i
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r s b t k p k :6 h b p k j u r , j b v h v h a / j j h b j h r :6 w v k v a t , u a g k o f c c k : w u d u o , c a r a t k g o f k t c , , t z h f r n u k f / o , c a i f k g h f ( d n )
o f , t h , c h h j a o f h s g u n , c u j k h c a c v a t v u a g , a u t / w u d u v c s b c u t i f u ' , u z g i u a k z " g k c a " h r d b h t /1 v k p g v b v i f u e z u j i u a k / u k p g h u ( s n )
' v n v c k f k v j b n u o h f x b u c h r e , / c h r e n v c h r e v u ( s ) :6 s g u n c , u a g k o h f a j u f k v ' k p u t i u a k u a r p n 4 t n u j b , a r s n u /3 i j c u k p u g '2 i u h m , c k p u g
, f x n c u b h b a a u n f ' o h k p x k i h h v u ' v f u , c k k c b i n a v u ' k h k f v j b n v s g : v f n r j t v f n '5 i u j y u , u t , u f t u u n f / o u , f h u ( v n ) : , u a r c t k a
v j b n v k g ' c x u n t u v v k g n k r u n t v k f k g / s j t v a c f k ( v ) :7 v f u x o v k r a c / u t c , h f ( c ) : g r u t n v o a k g t r e b o u e n v o a / v n r j v
,ucrk ut 8uars ubh,ucru /tuv kht otu / k h t k u t (u) :ihhv kgu inav kgu kg vkg,u oa utc,af tkt huum vz iht /vat o,hagu (d) :.rtk uxbfha
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why do the laws of meal-offerings and wine-libations
appear here, after the narrative of the spies? (15:2ff.)
RASHI: [The passage begins] “When you arrive in the Land.” [Thus]
God was informing them that they would [eventually] enter the Land.
DA’AS ZEKEINIM: Why is this passage recorded after the account of
the spies?

Because when the Jewish people heard God’s decree [that they
must remain in the desert for forty years (14:28-35)], they said, “Woe to
us! We will never enter the Land, for at the end of forty years, if we
sin again, God will issue another decree! So there is no end to the
matter.” God said: “After forty years you will most definitely, ‘arrive
in the Land’ (v. 2)” (see Sparks of Chasidus).

TORAS MENACHEM

T HE F INAL R ULING
There is a principle in Jewish Law that, while we do not rule in favor of
the Zohar against the Talmud, the view of the Zohar may indeed be
applied to settle an unresolved Talmudic dispute (Chacham Tzvi, Responsa 36;
see Sdei Chemed, Klalei Haposkim 2:13).

In our case, the issue of whether the spies will merit the World to Come
is an unresolved dispute of the Mishnah between Rabbi Eliezer and Rabbi
Akiva, as explained above. So it follows that the final ruling on this matter
is determined by the Zohar—that the spies will indeed merit a portion in
the World to Come.
(Based on Sichas Motzo’ei Shabbos Parshas Chukas-Balak 5739)
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The Amalekites and the Cana’anites are ahead of you, and you will fall by the sword. For you have
turned away from God, and God will not be with you.”
44
They were adamant and went up (towards the Land, in the direction of) the mountaintop, but God’s
Ark of the Covenant and Moshe did not move from the camp. 45 The Amalekites and the Cana’anites
who lived on the mountain came down, thrashed them and thwarted them as far as (a place which was
later named) Charmah (“Destruction,” due to what happened there).
[

15

M EAL -O F F E R I N G S & W INE L I B A T I O N S

TO

ACCOMPANY SACRIFICES

[

G

od spoke to Moshe, saying: 2 Speak to the children of Israel and say to them: When you arrive
in the Land of your residence, which I am giving you, 3 and you make a (voluntary) fire-offering
to God to make a pleasant aroma for God—(be it) a burnt-offering or a (peace-offering) slaughter,
(be it) a vow or a voluntary offering or (an offering) on your festivals, (be it) from cattle or from sheep:




FIFTH
READING



4

6

If a person brings his offering (of a lamb) to God:


He should present a meal-offering of one tenth (of an eifah* of) fine flour, mixed with a
quarter of a hin* of oil.



5

With the burnt-offering or the (peace-offering) slaughter you should offer a quarter of
a hin* of wine as a libation. (All this is) for each lamb.

Or for a ram:


You should present a meal-offering of two tenths (of an eifah* of) fine flour mixed with
a third of a hin* of oil.



7

You should offer a third of a hin* of wine as a libation, a pleasant aroma to God.

8

If you sacrifice a young bull as a burnt-offering or a (peace-offering) slaughter, to fulfill a vow,
or for a peace-offering for God:


9



10

With the young bull you should offer up a meal-offering of three tenths (of an eifah*
of) fine flour, mixed with half a hin* of oil.
You should offer half a hin* of wine as a libation.
TORAS MENACHEM

[

Sparks of Chasidus

hat is the inner connection between the laws of libations and
the sin of the spies (see Classic Questions)?
Chasidic thought teaches that there are two general methods by
which a person might come closer to God, expiration and inspiration.
If a person meditates upon the greatness of God, and the utter bliss
that is to be found in the spiritual worlds, he may eventually reach a
state where he simply wishes to expire from the world. “Expiration”
is thus a self-motivated desire to elevate oneself from material existence and merge with a higher reality.
On the other hand, sometimes a person experiences the opposite
emotion, that instead of feeling the internal desire to soar upwards to
higher planes, he is granted external inspiration from Above, driving

W

[

him “down to earth,” to engage with the physical world with greater
enthusiasm, with the goal of sanctifying mundane existence.
sacrifice, which is burnt on the Altar until its blood and fats have
risen in smoke, represents the mode of expiration. On the other
hand, wine libations, which are poured downwards, represent the
path of inspiration. Thus, after the sin of the spies, who excelled in
their desire to “expire” from mundane activities and withdraw from
physical life, the mitzvah of wine libations was immediately given,
representing the need to be inspired back down to action. Of course,
both these paths to God are valid, and both are necessary; our
daily challenge is to balance and maximize the advantages of both
approaches.

A

(Based on Ma’amar of Shabbos Parshas Shelach 5747)

*1/10 eifah—Equivalent to 2.48 liters or 5.26 U.S. pints.
2/10 eifah—Equivalent to 4.96 liters or 10.52 U.S. pints.
3/10 eifah—Equivalent to 7.44 liters or 15.78 U.S. pints.
1/4 hin—Equivalent to 1.04 liters or 2.19 U.S. pints.
1/3 hin—Equivalent to 1.39 liters or 2.92 U.S. pints.
1/2 hin—Equivalent to 2.08 liters or 4.38 U.S. pints.
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' ohrmn .rtf wv idf ',hrcg iuak lrs ifu rd if of,unf /rdf off (uy)
v b u a n / . r t v k t o f t c c ( j h ) :2 l n g f h n g f l u n f h b u n f ' o h r m n . r t i f
ikuf lfhpk 'utc, hf 'tc, hf rntb ikufca 'vru,ca ,uthc kfn uz vthc
vaurh rjtk tkt vbhta ivn ,jtc cu,fv lk yrpa iuhfu uzn uz ,usnk
vnjkn ukftu vc uxbfban 'oftucc vc rntb uz kct 'if ikuf ;t 'vchahu

'inavu vjbnv kg tkt cxun ubht /jhr vat (h) :kht hfxbk xdkpv ,t
ohacfc tuva ihc /vak ut (th) :atv kg i,hb ubhta 'vat ubht ihhv kct
:sjt ouhu asj d"h ic /kht :o,ba lu,c ohure vau acf 'ohzgc tuva ihc
vff 'icrek uchre, rat ,unvcv rpxnf /uag, rat rpxnf (ch)
:ohfxb ka orpxn ,unvc ka /orpxnf :ovn sjt kfk ohfxb uag,

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What does verse 15 teach us about conversion?
RAMBAM: The Jewish people entered into the covenant [with God]
through three things: Circumcision, ritual immersion, and offering a
sacrifice... So too, at any later point when a non-Jew wishes to enter
into the covenant... as the verse states, “just as it is for you, so shall
it be for the convert” (v. 15)— just as you [entered the covenant] with
circumcision, immersion and offering a sacrifice, likewise he is
required to carry out circumcision, to immerse in a mikvah and to
bring a sacrifice....
In the current era, when a sacrifice is not possible, only
circumcision and immersion are required of the convert. When the

Temple will be rebuilt, he will bring the sacrifice

(Laws of Forbidden

Relations 13:1-5).

If a convert underwent circumcision and immersion, but did not
yet bring his sacrifice... the absence of the sacrifice holds him back
from becoming a complete convert... like other authentic Jews...
He is not permitted to eat from sacrifices, as he has not yet become
like other authentic Jews (Laws of Individuals Requiring Atonement 1:2).
TZAFNAS PANE’ACH: Only with respect to sacrifices we say he is not
yet a complete convert, but in other matters he is considered a Jew
in every respect. Therefore, in the current era, he loses nothing by
failing to bring a sacrifice (Tzafnas Pane’ach al HaRambam 69a).

TORAS MENACHEM

k

C ONVERSION

IN THE

C URRENT E RA ( V . 15)

Rambam writes that since it is not possible for a convert to bring the
necessary sacrifice in the current era, “the absence of the sacrifice holds
him back from becoming a complete convert.” Tzafnas Pane’ach
clarifies that this is, “only with respect to sacrifices...but in other matters he
is considered a Jew in every respect.”
However, this statement of Tzafnas Pane’ach is difficult to accept, as it
seems to slight the status of the convert in the current era. How can we
accept that every convert to Judaism since the Temple was destroyed has
a certain deficiency, that he is not considered a Jew in every respect?

One solution would be to argue that the failure to bring a sacrifice in the
current era does not affect the validity of the convert in any way
whatsoever. Rather than being a personal deficiency it is a mere
technicality that, in order to eat from sacrifices, the convert’s own initial
sacrifice must be brought first.
However, this answer is untenable, since Rambam writes explicitly that
“the absence of the sacrifice holds him back from becoming a complete
convert, therefore he is not permitted to eat from sacrifices,” i.e. that the
absence of a sacrifice actually holds back the completion of the
conversion process. Thus, it seems that the deficiency is indeed personal.
s 'cf tWn 2

h 'dh ,hatrc 1

15:10-19
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(The meal offering and the oil will be) a fire-offering, a pleasant aroma to God.
11
This is what should be done for each ox or ram, or for each young sheep or young goat.
12
Corresponding to the number of sacrifices, you should offer the appropriate number of (meal-offerings
and wine libations) for each one. 13 Every native-born should present (these offerings) in this way, so as
to offer up a fire-offering of pleasant aroma to God.


14

When a convert comes to live with you, or (likewise for the converts already) among you (at
any time) throughout the generations, and he offers up a fire-offering of pleasant aroma to God,
he should sacrifice it just as you do. 15 One statute applies for the (entire) assembly, (both) for
yourselves and for the convert who lives (with you). One statute applies throughout your generations—just as it is for you, so shall it be for the convert, before God. 16 There will be one Torah
and one law for you and for the convert who lives (with you).
[

15:17
SIXTH
READING

G

C H A L A H —T HE D OUGH -O F F E R I N G

od spoke to Moshe, saying:


18

[

Speak to the children of Israel and say to them:

(Immediately) upon your coming to the Land to which I am bringing you,
eat from the bread of the Land, you should set aside a portion for God.

19

when you

TORAS MENACHEM

T HE E XPLANATION
The key to solving our problem lies in Rambam’s phrase, “the absence
of the sacrifice holds him back from becoming a complete convert.”
It is not the case that the convert’s offering of a sacrifice actively
completes the process of become Jewish. Rather, the emphasis is entirely
negative, that the failure to bring a sacrifice prevents him from becoming
Jewish.

[

T HE M ITZVAH

Sparks of Chasidus
OF

[

S EPARATING C HALAH

hen performed correctly, the mitzvah of chalah is carried out
by separating a portion from one’s dough before it is baked,
and giving it to the priest (see v. 20 below). Why, then, does verse 19
state, “When you eat from the bread of the Land, you should set aside
a portion for God,” if the mitzvah is carried out with the dough
before eating?

W

hat is superior, man or his bread?
At first glance, man—who is blessed with intelligence, speech,
agility and compassion—is vastly superior to his humble, quiet loaf.
But why then does he need to eat? Why is such a sophisticated being
dependent for his very life on flour baked with a little water and salt?
Because—explains Chasidic thought—the bread that a person eats
has sparks of immense spiritual intensity trapped within it, sparks that
transcend the spiritual source of man himself. So, by eating the
bread, a person becomes uplifted by its sparks, receiving a spiritual
boost—in addition to the physical energy which the bread brings.
Thus, our physical dependency on bread belies a much deeper
spiritual dependency.
However, unlike the physical nourishment of bread, which is an
inevitable consequence of eating the food, the bread’s potential for

W

Rambam maintained that in order to become Jewish a person must:
a.) Carry out those procedures which actively bring a person into the
Jewish covenant, and confer Jewishness upon him; and b.) Carry out a
procedure which removes an obstacle to becoming Jewish.
The active entry into the covenant is achieved by circumcision and
immersion. However, if the convert would fail to bring a sacrifice it would
prevent him from becoming Jewish.

( V . 17-21)

spiritual nourishment depends on one’s intentions while eating. The
person must eat his bread with the intent of elevating the energy
within it to a higher purpose, by using it to serve God.
hen the person has thus elevated the bread, the tables then turn
and the bread begins to elevate the person. For now that the
person has brought the purpose of the bread’s existence to light, by
eating it with lofty intentions and reciting the appropriate blessings
before and after, he has “activated” the sparks of holiness within the
bread. And this, in turn, elevates the person, because the spiritual
source of those sparks is higher than that of man, as explained above.
However this begs the question: From where does a person derive
the inspiration, and indeed the ability, to carry out the initial phase of
elevating the bread?
The answer is—from the mitzvah of chalah. By separating “the first
of your dough” for God (v. 20), a person is already aware when his
bread is still dough why he will later eat the bread; and the dough as
a whole has already begun its process of spiritual elevation.

W

e can now appreciate that verse 19 describes, not the method,
but the goal of separating chalah: That later “when you eat from
the bread of the Land,” it should be elevated (v¨nUr§, Unh¦r¨T) to God.

W

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shelach 5718)
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rcugv vn ',umnv kff thva ,jt vumn 'vktv ,umnv kf ,t rnuk sunk,
kug vc erup uz vumn ;t 'ohbp vkdnu ,hrc rpnu kug erup ,umnv kf kg
/ v a n k t w v r c s r a t :4 o h k h k t , s u c g u z ' u z h t u ' o h b p v k d n u , h r c r p n u
:6 h , g n a u z o h , a o h v k t r c s , j t '5o u b g n a v r u c d v h p n l k v h v h t k u h f b t
kfc rpuff ohkhkt ,sucgc vsunv kfa shdn /wudu vum rat kf ,t (df)
wv vum rat ouhv ink rntba 'ohthcbv utcb,ba vn kfcu vkuf vru,v
v , a g b v s g v h b h g n o t / v d d a k v , a g b v s g v h b h g n o t (sf) :4 vtkvu
,r,un thva ,usucgv in ,jt kg uruvu uddaa iudf 'ddua h"g uz vrhcg
,utyj kfa ',utyj rtaf ubhta wt rxj /,yjk :lfc ohkhkt ,sucg sucgk
vagh hbav ,tu rntba 'vkugk ,nsue ,tyjv vkug og ,utcv vru,ca
v z / w v k v a t o b c r e , t u t h c v ( v f ) :8 , t y j k , n s u e v k u g u z u '7 v k u g
: r h g a v v z / o , t y j u :1 w v k v a t r n t b a v k u g v r p t u v v a r p c r u n t v

o , t a o f h , u x h r g h s f u a u k , a f / o f , x r g , h a t r ( f ) :1 v k j c u c h h j , b
u n h r , '2 , k d k d k r n u g r n u g c u s u n h u ' t h v v n f u / r c s n c a u k k i h k h d r
vnur, ,jt vkj jek, ,hatr 'vbnn ukft,a osue rnukf 'v,hatrn
tku rugha vc rntb tka /irud ,nur,f :z"gkc k"hyruy /vkj :wv oak
sjt ,hcv kgck 'rugha ub,b ohnfj kct 'rugha vc rntba ragn ,nur,f
, h a t r n ( t f ) :3 v b u n a u o h g c r t n s j t o u , j b k u ' v g c r t u o h r a g n
vbuatr hbt gnua 'ofh,uxhrg ,hatr rntba hpk 'rntb vnk /ofh,xrg
hpk /vnur, wvk ub,, :1vkuf tku v,men ',hatrn rnuk sunk, ',uxhgca
u d a , h f u ( c f ) :1v b h , b h s f v c t v h a ' u b , , r n t b ' v k j k r u g h a u b g n a t k a
ivhkg ihthcn rucmva ,umnv kf kkfc v,hv ohkhkt ,sucg /uag, tku
h f u :4 , t y j k r h g a u v k u g k r p c i u s h k i k k f n i t f v t h m u n c u , f v h r v u ' r p
',umnv kfn ,jtc tkt ubht ut 'rcsn cu,fv ohkhkt ,sucgc /wudu uda,
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Thus, in the current era, when it is not possible to bring a sacrifice,
clause “b” is suspended, and a sacrifice is no longer required to remove
an obstacle preventing a prospective convert from becoming Jewish.
Since there is nothing holding him back in the current era (i.e. the
“obstacle” does not exist), circumcision and immersion alone are sufficient
for him to become completely Jewish.
Even when the Temple is rebuilt he will not have to bring a sacrifice in
order to become fully Jewish, since when he underwent conversion, the
failure to bring a sacrifice did not hold him back from becoming
completely Jewish. Furthermore, he will be permitted to eat from
sacrifices even before bringing a conversion sacrifice of his own, since he
entered into the covenant of Judaism (and completely so) during exile
times. He certainly will not lose his Jewish status as a result of the
construction of the Temple!
The above points are implicit in the precise wording of Rambam. First
he writes about the three requirements for conversion in Temple times.
/dh ,uhruv 8

h 'v trehu 7

ch 'cx ohkv, 6

/j ,uhruv 5

Then, he continues, “In the current era, when a sacrifice is not possible,
only circumcision and immersion are required of the convert.” This
suggests that the same level of complete conversion is accomplished in
the current era with circumcision and immersion, as that of the Temple
Era with all three features.
The fact that Rambam then continues, “When the Temple will be
rebuilt, he will bring the sacrifice,” is a completely independent point.
Rambam is not suggesting any deficiency in the convert of exile times, as
the place for that would have been when he was describing the process
of conversion during exile times, earlier on. Rather, Rambam is stating an
additional point, that even though the conversion took place without a
sacrifice, and one could think that it would never be necessary to bring
one—nevertheless, when the Temple is built the convert should still bring
a sacrifice. But that does not mean to say that he has to do so in order to
eat from sacrifices, as he is already totally Jewish, in every respect.

/lkhtu 53 jWkj aWuek vtr /hrpx 4

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 26, p. 160ff.)

lkhtu 178 wg jWhj aWuek vtr /zWn cWp vkj 3

uy 'zy ,una 2

hrpx 1

15:20-26
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(Whenever you knead an omer of dough, or more, before you eat it) you should set aside the
first of your dough, a loaf-size portion (for God).



Just as the terumah of the threshing floor* (has no fixed minimum), likewise (there is no fixed
minimum in this case that) you must separate.



21



(You need not give the entire dough, but only a portion) from the first of your dough.



(Do this) in all your generations.

(Nevertheless) you should give to God (enough to be considered) a “gift.”

[

15:22

OFFERING

FOR

INADVERTENT COMMUNAL IDOLATRY

[

I

f you will inadvertently (commit the sin of idolatry—which is equivalent to) not observing all these
commandments which God spoke to Moshe, 23 (and denying) everything that God commanded you
through Moshe, from the day when God (first) commanded and onwards, (including the prophets)
of all generations—24 then, if the inadvertent sin was because of (a mistaken ruling of the judges), the
“eyes” of the congregation:


The entire congregation should offer a young bull as a burnt-offering for a pleasant aroma for
God, with its prescribed meal-offering and libation, and one young male goat for a sin-offering.

25

The priest will atone on behalf of the entire congregation of the children of Israel, and they will be
forgiven, for it was an inadvertent sin, and they have brought their offering as a fire-offering to God, and
their sin-offering before God, because of their inadvertent sin. 26 The entire congregation of the children of
Israel and the convert who lives with them will be forgiven, for it happened to all the people inadvertently.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why do the laws about inadvertent idol worship appear
here? (v. 22ff)

worship; and whoever does away with the mitzvah of chalah is
considered to have perpetuated idol worship (Vayikra Rabah 15:6).

MIDRASH: Why is the passage concerning chalah recorded next to
the passage about idol worship? To teach you that whoever fulfills
the mitzvah of chalah is considered to have done away with idol

RAMBAN: The people had rebelled against God, saying, “Let’s
appoint a leader and return to Egypt!” (14:4), therefore the laws of idol
worship were completed here.

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE C ONNECTION B ETWEEN C HALAH

AND

I DOL W ORSHIP

At first glance, the laws of inadvertent idol worship (v. 22-31) appear to
have no direct connection with the laws of chalah that precede them (v.
17–21). Why did Rashi not explain this matter, in the same manner that
he explained the juxtaposition of the sin of the spies to the laws of
chalah (Rashi to v. 2), and the juxtaposition of the laws of inadvertent idol
worship to the account of the Shabbos desecration (Rashi to v. 41)?
Apparently, Rashi deemed the answer to this question to be simple
enough that the reader could understand the matter for himself.
At first glance, it appears that the laws of idol worship are recorded here
because the spies caused the people to rebel against God, saying, “Let’s
appoint a leader and return to Egypt!” (14:4), [as Ramban writes].
However, if this were the case, then why did the current passage not
follow on immediately from the account of the sin of the spies, rather than
here, after the laws of chalah?
Furthermore, Rashi explained above that the laws of chalah were
recorded here, because “God was informing them that they would
[eventually] enter the Land” (Rashi to v. 2), i.e. as a consolation to the
Jewish people who in the aftermath of the sin had to stay forty years in
*See Devarim 18:4.

the desert. Why then would the Torah first console them by speaking
about chalah, and then proceed to remind the Jewish people of their sin
by discussing the laws of idol worship?

[

The Last Word

[

hat is the connection between the mitzvah of chalah and
doing away with idol worship (see Midrash)?
When a person earns his daily bread, it is natural for him to
think that market forces control his income, and not God.
He may thus “worship” business acumen as a “foreign god,”
which appears to reap bountiful rewards, the more it is worshiped.
The solution to this problem is: “You should set aside the first of
your dough” (v. 20) for God. A person should meditate on the fact
that his income, his “dough,” is given directly by God. Going to
work merely makes a suitable “receptacle” into which God will
pour His bountiful blessings.

W

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 18, pp. 183-4)
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:4 , r f c t u v a o a v , t l r c n k i t f n u b h , u c r u a r s s u g /3 r u a t
:van hpn rtavu 'vrucdv hpn ohkhkt ,sucg ,rvzt /wv rcs (tk)
k t r a h h b c u h v h u ( c k ) :5 v c u a , v a g t k a v c v b u g a i n z c / v c v b u g

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why does the passage about the wood-gatherer appear
here? (v. 32-36)
RASHI: Why is the passage of the wood-gatherer recorded next to
the passage about idol worship? To teach you that one who
desecrates Shabbos is like an idol worshipper, for [Shabbos] too is as
important as all the mitzvos (Rashi to v. 41).

 Why did he sin? (v. 33)
TOSFOS: The wood-gatherer’s intentions were for the sake of
heaven. For when it was decreed that the people would not enter the
Land, due to the sin of the spies (14:21ff), they thought that they were
no longer obligated in mitzvos. So this person took a stance by
transgressing Shabbos, in order that people should see him be

TORAS MENACHEM

A further problem here is why the Torah waited so long to relate such
important laws about sacrificial procedure. For the sin of the spies
occurred on the 9th of Av (Ta’anis 29a), and the Tabernacle had already
been inaugurated on the 1st of Nisan, over four months previously. Why,
then, were these laws not included with the other laws of sacrificial
procedure in Parshas Vayikra and Parshas Tzav, which were given before
the Tabernacle was functional?

T HE E XPLANATION
The Torah has already warned, in Parshas Acharei, “Do not follow the
practices of the land of Cana’an, where I am bringing you.” (Vayikra 18:3).
dh 'v ohrcs 9

j 'f ,una 8

d 'j ,hatrc 7

/tn oa 6

Likewise, in Parshas Kedoshim, after discussing the prohibition of offering
one’s child to the pagan deity of Molech, the Torah concludes, “You
should not follow the practices of the nation that I am driving out before
you” (ibid. 20:23). From this the reader will have already gleaned that upon
entering the Land, the Jewish people would be under the influence of the
local, idol-worshipping people.
Thus, since“God was informing them that they would [eventually] enter
the Land” (Rashi to v. 2), through recording the mitzvah of chalah, He then
recorded the laws of inadvertent idol worship, for this would be relevant
immediately upon entering the Land.

:m ihrsvbx 5

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shelach 5733)
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15:27
SEVENTH
READING

I

OFFERING

FOR

INADVERTENT PERSONAL IDOLATRY

[

f one person sins (with idol worship) inadvertently:


He should offer a female goat in its first year as a sin-offering.

28

The priest will atone for the erring person who sinned inadvertently before God, atoning on his
behalf, and (his act) will be forgiven.
29
A single law will apply to one who sins inadvertently (whether he is) from the native-born of the
children of Israel (or he is one of) the converts who lives among them.
30
But if a person sins (with idol worship) intentionally, whether he is a native-born or a convert, he is
expressing contempt for God, and that soul will be cut off from among its people. 31 For he has disdained
God’s word and violated His commandment. That soul will be utterly cut off (if he does not repent) and
his sin is (still) with him.
[

15:32

THE FIRST SHABBOS DESECRATION

[

W

hen the children of Israel were in the desert (on the second Shabbos that they observed),
they found a man gathering sticks on the day of Shabbos. 33 Those who found him gathering
sticks (warned him not to do so, and when he persisted they) presented him before Moshe
and Aharon and before the entire congregation. 34 They placed him in custody, since it had not been
specified what (type of death penalty) should be meted out to him.
35
God said to Moshe, “The man should be put to death (as follows): The entire congregation should
pelt him with stones outside the camp.”
36
So the entire congregation took him outside the camp, and they pelted him to death with stones,
as God had commanded Moshe.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

punished by death for his transgression, from which they would learn
that mitzvos were still obligatory (Bava Basra 119b).
MAHARSHA: From the words of Tosfos it follows that, in truth, the
person did not really desecrate Shabbos at all. For according to
Jewish law, if a person does a forbidden act on Shabbos, not because
he desires the act itself, but because of the outcome that the act leads
to (melacha she’aino tz’richa l’gufa), then he is not considered to

have transgressed any Biblical injunction. The wood-gatherer only
desired the outcome, that people should realize that the mitzvos
were still in force, so he did not in fact desecrate Shabbos (Biblically).
Why then was he punished with the death penalty? Because
punishments prescribed by the earthly court are based on people’s
actions, which are concrete, and not upon their intentions, which
cannot be ascertained objectively (Chidushei Agados ibid., 119a).

TORAS MENACHEM

[

Sparks of Chasidus

hat is the underlying connection between a.) idol worship;
b.) the wood-gatherer who desecrated Shabbos; and c.) the sin
of the spies? (see Classic Questions)
All three cases stress the primacy of deed over thought and speech:
a.) Idol worship: A Jew’s faith is so strong that it enables him “to
refrain from any sort of act which is contrary to the faith in the one
God, such as bowing down to an idol, even though he does not
believe in it at all” (Tanya ch. 19). While idol worship is a sin of internal
belief, the Torah nevertheless forbids even a fake act of idolatry
(devoid of any internal belief) even to save one’s life under duress.

W

[

b.) The wood-gatherer’s act of Shabbos desecration was devoid of
the necessary intention to render it a Biblically forbidden act (see
Maharsha). Nevertheless, Torah law emphasizes the importance of
perceived reality, and deemed his act punishable by death. The
wood-gatherer’s act of self sacrifice (see Tosfos) thus demonstrated, in
a graphic manner, the primacy of deed in Divine worship.
c.) The sin of the spies was motivated by a desire to stay in the
desert where the service of God was largely intellectual, rather than
entering the Land where the stress would be on practical observance.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28, p. 93ff.)
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/8 t u v , k f , r n u t u u s d c c i k h t t k e v k u , v i n g r p v k u i h j c v k s h , g t u v
,arpk aauen ,arp vfnxb vnk h,e,gv iarsv van hcr ka usuxhnu
thv ;ta 'ohkhkt ,sucg scugf ,cav ,t kkjnva rnuk 'ohkhkt ,sucg
lngk i,,u ,srh hbhx rv kgu 9trzgc rnut tuv ifu ',umnv kff vkuea
uktk vfnxb lfk ,hmhm ,arp ;tu 'ovk ,gsuv lase ,ca ,tu ,umnu vru,
kg :h,umn kf ,t o,hagu rntba ',umnv kf sdbf vkuea thv ;ta hpk
t k u , u p b f g c r t k g /10 o h r a b h p b f k g o f , t t a t u s d b f / o v h s d c h p b f
o h r m n c r n t b a v k u t d k a , u b u a k g c r t s d b f '11 a n j , k g c t k u a k a , k g c
/,urufc kufa oa kg /,kf, kh,p :h,jeku h,ktdu h,kmvu h,tmuvu
gcmk vnus ,kf,v gcm ifu vkhkc v,hv o,fnu /tkf, kufa ka unudr,
uvaa ohnh vbuna sdbf 'vca ohyuj vbunau /crg ,gk rhjanv gher
jka ,arp ,kxj :ohv kg vrha urnta sg ohrmnn utmhan ktrah

,hmhmc hbjehu unf 'vc ohuk,v ohkh,pv oa kg /,mhm ovk uagu (jk)
/ , k f , :2 o h f r j v i n . h m n u n f ' u , u t o , h t r u o a k g , h m h m r j t r c s /1 h a t r
ka thrynhd ihbna /wv ,umn kf ,t o,rfzu (yk) :iuzkj ka eurh gcm
u r u , , t k u :3 d " h r , h r v o h r a e v a n j u o h y u j v b u n a u ' , u t n a a , h m h m
o h r x r x n u ; u d k o h k d r n o v o h b h g v u c k v /4.rtv ru,n unf / o f c c k h r j t
: , u r h c g v , t v a u g ; u d v u s n u j c k v u v t u r i h g v '5 , u r h c g v , t u k
h,tmuv rat :grphk intb /ofhvkt :rfa okak intb /wv hbt (tn)
/ o f h v k t w v h b t :6 h , u r z d o f h k g u k c e , a o f , t h , h s p i f , b n k g / o f , t
vagba tk 'ouenv rnt vn hbpn ktrah urnth tka hsf 'rntb vnk sug
tuv ifu 'offkn hbt ofjrf kg 'rfa ohkyub tku ohaug tk ubt 'rfa kuybu
, t h m h r n t b v n k r j t r c s /7 o f h k g l u k n t w u d u v e z j s h c t k o t r n u t
hbt 'rufc ka vbhtak rufc ka vpy ihc ohrmnc h,bjcva tuv hbt 'ohrmn

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why is the name tzitzis (,hmhm) used? (v. 38)
RASHI: Because of the threads suspended from it, as in “he took me
by the hair of (,¦mh¦mC
§ ) my head” (Ezekiel 8:3).
Another interpretation: It is called ,hmhm in connection with [the
requirement to see the tzitzis], “when you see it” (v. 39), [since the
word tzitzis] is similar to “peering (.h¦mn
¥ ) from the lattices” (Song 2:9).

 How does tzitzis lead a person to “remember all the
commandments? (v. 39)
RASHI: Because the numerical value of the word ,h¦mh¦m is 600. Add
[to this the] 8 threads and 5 knots, and we have 613 [the number of
commandments in the Torah].

 Why is the mitzvah of tzitzis so important? (v. 39)
RAMBAM: No pious person would allow himself to become exempt
from this mitzvah. Rather, a person should always endeavor to wear
clothes that need to have tzitzis attached so as to observe this
mitzvah (Laws of Tzitzis 3:11).
A person should always be meticulous with the mitzvah of tzitzis,
since scripture equates it to all the other mitzvos of the Torah and
z_u 'u ,una 12
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makes them dependent on it, as the verse states, “When you see it
you will remember all the commandments of God” (ibid. 12).
TUR: Every person should be meticulous, and hurry to observe the
mitzvah of tzitzis, having a garment adorned with tzitzis that he
wears all day, since this mitzvah is primarily to remind the person of
the other mitzvos, and a person needs to do this at every occasion
and every moment (Orach Chaim ch. 24).

 Where is the tzitzis (tallis katan) worn? (v. 39)
SHULCHAN ARUCH: The tallis katan should ideally be worn on top of
his clothes, so that the person will see it continually and remember
all the mitzvos (Orach Chaim 8:11).
ARIZAL: The tallis katan should be worn under one’s clothes (Magen
Avraham ibid; Pri Etz Chaim).
 When are tzitzis worn? (v. 39)
SHULCHAN ARUCH: There is no obligation to wear tzitzis at night.
The words “when you see it” (v. 38) exclude the nighttime [when it is
dark] (Orach Chaim 18:1).
ARIZAL: One should sleep in tzitzis (a tallis katan) all night
(Pri Etz Chaim).
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15:37
MAFTIR

G


THE MITZVAH

od spoke to Moshe, saying:


38

OF

TZITZIS

[

Speak to the children of Israel and say to them:

They should make tzitzis (tassels) for themselves on the corners of their garments,
throughout their generations.

They should place a thread of turquoise (wool) in the tzitzis at each corner.

39

These will be your tzitzis. When you see it, you will remember all the commandments of God to
perform them, and you will not follow after the “spies” (of the evil inclination), your hearts and your
eyes, which lead you astray, 40 so that you will remember and perform all My commandments and you
will be holy to your God.
41

I am God, your God, Who took you out of the land of Egypt to be your God. I am God, your God.
THE HAFTARAH FOR SHELACH IS ON PAGE 300.

TORAS MENACHEM

k

”W HEN Y OU S EE I T ” ( V . 39)

Verse 39 states, “These will be your tzitzis. When you see it, you will
remember all the commandments of God to perform them.”
Is the Torah making a legal statement, that in order to fulfill the mitzvah
of tzitzis properly it is necessary to see the tzitzis, so as to remind oneself
of the other mitzvos?
Or is the Torah merely describing a positive outcome, which is one of
the goals of wearing tzitzis, but not something that is intrinsic to the
mitzvah itself?
It appears that Rashi entertained both of these possibilities. In his
second interpretation, Rashi writes that the word tzitzis means “looking”
or “peering,” suggesting that seeing the tzitzis (“when you see it”) is
intrinsic to the mitzvah. But Rashi’s first interpretation, that tzitzis just
means tassels, suggests that seeing the tzitzis, and thus remembering the
other mitzvos, is not part of the mitzvah of tzitzis itself, but merely a
positive outcome.

T HE H ALACHIC R ULING
Tur appears to have followed in the path of Rashi’s second
interpretation that seeing the tzitzis is intrinsic to the mitzvah, since he
stresses, “This mitzvah is primarily to remind the person of the other
mitzvos.” And we find that this reasoning was reflected in the final
halachic rulings of the Shulchan Aruch that: a.) tzitzis should be worn
on top of one’s garments, so that they can be seen; and, b.) tzitzis need
not be worn at night, because one cannot see them in the dark.

[

The Last Word

“ A T HREAD

OF

A careful reading of the words of Rambam, however, indicates that he
accepted Rashi’s first interpretation, that seeing the tzitzis is merely a
positive outcome of the mitzvah. For Rambam makes a clear distinction
between the actual precept of tzitzis and its implication: In law 11 he
stresses the importance of wearing tzitzis, and, in an entirely separate
law (12), he discusses the seeing of tzitzis which leads to remembering the
other commandments. With this division into two separate laws, Rambam
makes it known that he did not consider “seeing” tzitzis to be integral to
the mitzvah of wearing the tzitzis.
And this would appear to be the legal basis for Arizal’s opinion that the
tzitzis (of the tallis katan) should be worn underneath the clothes. Arizal
understood that seeing the tzitzis is merely a positive outcome (and not
part of) the mitzvah. Thus wearing the tallis katan (“small tallis,” the
tzitzis garment worn at all times) under the clothes would not represent
any deficiency in the observance of the mitzvah itself.
As for the fact that the “positive outcome” of remembering the other
mitzvos would be lost, Arizal would argue:
a.) This goal is already achieved by wearing the large tallis on top of
one’s clothes during the morning prayer.
b.) According to the kabbalah, there is much to be gained from wearing
the tallis katan underneath the clothes.
A final ramification of Arizal’s stance, is that since the tallis katan is not
worn solely in order to see the tzitzis, it is thus not limited to the daytime,
and should be worn at night too.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 33, p. 95ff.)

[

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

“A LL M Y C OMMANDMENTS ” ( V . 40)

T URQUOISE ” ( V . 38)

he turquoise strands of the tzitzis allude to “abandoning evil”
(negative) and serving God out of fear; the white strands
allude to “doing good” (positive) and serving God out of love.
In the current era, the turquoise dye (techeles) is not available to
us, leaving all eight strands white. This teaches us that nowadays
our emphasis in serving God should be on love and positivity.

he motif of the mitzvah of tzitzis is—utter dedication to God
which is rooted in the very essence of the soul. Therefore, the
Torah mentions, not only that you will “remember all the
commandments of God” (v. 39), but furthermore, you will
remember and perform all “My commandments” (v. 40), indicating
a bond with the very essence of God.

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 101)

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 36, p. 160)

T

T

I
Parshas Shelach contains 2 positive mitzvos & 1 prohibition.
1.

To separate chalah from every dough, and to give it to a priest [15:20].

2.

To hang tzitzis (tassels) on a four-cornered garment that is worn [15:38].

3.

Not to stray after the thoughts of the heart and the sight of the eyes
[15:39].

I

[
parshas
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The Name of the Parsha

t is written in Proverbs, “The name of the wicked will
rot” (10:7), on which the Talmud comments, “Let mold
grow upon their names, for we do not use their names”
(Yoma 38a).
This begs the question: How could the Torah eternalize
the name of Korach, a wicked man who did not repent in
his lifetime, by calling an entire parsha by his name?

I

hile Korach was indeed wicked in his deeds, he
nevertheless harbored a desire which is appropriate for every Jewish person to emulate: He wanted to
be the High Priest. As Rambam writes: “Any type of
person...whose spirit inspires him, and he resolves in his
mind to set himself apart [from worldly pursuits], to stand
before God and serve as His minister, to work for Him,
and to know God; who [then acts upon his resolution and
he] goes in a morally upright manner—following his
inherent, God-given disposition, and he discards all the
numerous concerns that people are normally preoccupied with—then he will attain the holiness of the Holy
of Holies” (end of Laws of the Sabbatical and Jubilee Years), i.e. the
spiritual level of the High Priest.
Thus Korach was not corrupt in his ideology, but only
in his method of implementation. His desire to be High
Priest was well founded, as Moshe confirmed, “I too want

W

[

this” (Rashi to 16:6); his only mistake was attempting to
achieve this goal by usurping Moshe, rather than
following him.
So it is appropriate that our Parsha is named after
Korach, for his desire for spirituality is something we
should all learn from.
evertheless, we see that most of the Parsha speaks of
Korach’s actual mistakes, rather than his good
intentions, to the extent that we are warned “not to be like
Korach and his company” (17:5). Where then, is the
positive message in Korach’s sin and punishment?
In truth, however, even Korach’s downfall tells an
uplifting message to those who ponder its significance
deeply. For by placing us in this world with free choice
to act wisely or foolishly, God has ultimately granted us
the greatest possible gift to strive for holiness (to be a
“High Priest”) by utilizing our own talents and skills for
the good on our own, with our own free choice.
Thus, from Korach’s well-meaning failure, we can learn:
a.) To emulate his good intentions; and b.) The possibility
of real failure (which Korach suffered) means that freedom
of choice is totally in our hands, and that consequently
real success is an option available for us all.

N

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Korach 5750)
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xbfu sng 'vag vn / uhrcs ,t kycnu uhkg ekuj hbhrv 'okufn iyev
ic rumhkt ovu 'uhbhfa icutr ycan icur ',utrsvbx hatr ohanju oh,tn
tuv ikvku 'sgun hthre vsg hthab rntba 'uc tmuhfu uhrhcju ruthsa
h b p k u s n g u u t c / , k f , i k u f a , u , h k y i a h c k v u '9 v s g v h t u r e v k t r n u t
ovk rnt /vruyp ut ,hmhmc ,chhj ,kf, ka vkufa ,hky uk urnt /van
,kf, ka sjt yuj rjt ihn ka ,hky rapt 'uhkg ejak ukhj,v /,chhj
iutu orhctu i,s /icutr hbc :vnmg ,t ruyp, tk ,kf, vkufa uz 'vryup
o k f : v k u s d o f n m g k o , j e k h t s n r , u h v c r v / o f k c r ( d ) :10 , k p i c
o t / u t a b , , g u s n u :7 v r u c d v h p n h b h x c o h r c s u g n a o k u f / o h a u s e
o,gna ofsck o,t tk 'vbuvf lhjtk rrck lk vhv tk ,ufkn v,t ,jek
h b p n / u h b p k g k u p h u ( s ) :7 u g n a v s g v k f ' l h v k t w v h f b t h b h x c
o h b b u t , n c '1 1 v a n k j h u k d g c u t y j ' h g h c r i u j r x o s h c v z r c f a ' , e u k j n v
k a u , e u k j n c '13 o h r m n u g n a u w v k t v a n r n t h u o h k d r n c '12 v a n k k p , h u
ogp ucvut uhkg xhhpu uhct kg jrxa lkn ick kan /uhsh ukar,b jre
h,n sg rnt /tuvv cvutv hsh ukar,b ,hghcr jrxaf 'akau oh,au

/ j r e j e h u :1 t n u j b , h c r a r s n c , a r s b v p h u z v a r p / j r e j e h u ( t )
uvzu 'vbuvfv kg rrugk vsgv lu,n ekjb ,uhvk sjt smk unmg ,t jek
vn ifu ',eukjnc ehzjvk vsgv rtan ekjb dkp,tu xukebut odr,a
l a n j r e j e h u r j t r c s /3 o s t h b c r t a n l d h k p v k l , u t j e u k '2 l c k l j e h
ofng uje 'irvt ,t je rntba unf 'ohrcsc ovca ,utrsvbx hatr
k g o h n j r a e c a ' c e g h i c r h f z v t k u / h u k i c , v e i c r v m h i c :4 o h r c s
i f h v u /5 h s u c f s j , k t o k v e c u r n t b a ' o , e u k j n k g u n a r f z h t k a u n m g
;xthct ic 6rntba 'ohnhv hrcsc ifusv kg oxjh,vc 'jre kg una rfzb
v h v a k h c a c / o r h c t u i , s u :7 k t r a h i c h u k i c , v e i c r v m h i c j r e i c
up,,ab 'vbnh, ohbujv uhbcu ,vek ifa 'vbnh, o,hhbjc hura icutr yca
' v a n o g e u k j k j r e v t r v n u /7 u b f a k h u t g a r k h u t ' u , e u k j n c j r e o g
kg ,ve hbc kg thab van uvbhna kthzug ic ipmhkt ka u,uthab kg tbe,b
orng /wudu ,ve hbcu rntba 'uhv vgcrt tct hjt 'jre rnt /rucsv hp
,t kuyhk hutr hn 'kusd ivf sjtu lkn sjt 'vkusd uhbc hba ukyb rufcv
uhjt ic ,t thab vbn tuvu 'orngk hba tuva rvmh ic hbta hbt tk 'vhbav

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did Korach take issue with Moshe ? (v. 1)
RASHI: This passage is beautifully expounded in the Midrash of
Rabbi Tanchuma [as follows]:
What made Korach come to dispute with Moshe?
He became jealous over the leadership of Elitzafan the son of
Uzi’eil, whom Moshe appointed as leader over Kehos’ descendants
by God’s word (Bamidbar 3:30).
Korach said, “My father [Yitzhar] and his brothers numbered four,”
as the verse states, “The sons of Kehos were [Amram, Yitzhar,
Chevron and Uzi’eil]” (Shemos 6:18). Amram was the firstborn, and his
two sons [Moshe and Aharon] took positions of greatness—one a
King [Moshe] and one a High Priest [Aharon]. Who is entitled to
receive the second [position]? Is it not I, for I am the son of Yitzhar,

who was the next brother after Amram? And yet, [Moshe] appointed
[Uzi’eil] as leader, the youngest brother of them all! I am going to
oppose him and cancel his words!”
What did he do? He went and assembled 250 men, heads of
courts....He dressed them with cloaks made entirely of turquoise
wool. They came and stood before Moshe and asked him, “Is a cloak
made entirely of turquoise wool obligated to have tzitzis, or is it
exempt?”
He replied, “It is obligated.”
They began laughing at him [saying], “How is it possible that with
a cloak of another color, one string of turquoise wool exempts it, and
yet this one, which is made entirely of turquoise wool, does not
exempt itself?”

TORAS MENACHEM

k

”T HIS P ASSAGE

IS

B EAUTIFULLY E XPOUNDED ” (R ASHI

TO V .

1)

Rashi’s comment to verse 1, “This passage is well expounded in the
Midrash of Rabbi Tanchuma,” prompts the following questions:
a.) Rashi’s self-declared goal in writing his commentary is to explain the
literal meaning of scripture (Rashi to Bereishis 3:8).
u 'yn ,hatrc 5

Why then does he refer the reader to the Midrash, which is a nonliteral text?
b.) It is prohibited to compare Torah teachings, saying that one is
beautiful and the other not (Eruvin 64a). So how can Rashi write, “This
passage is beautifully expounded in the Midrash of Rabbi Tanchuma”?

t tnujb, /d 'sh gauv 4 c tnujb, 3 ch 'uy cuht 2 /vWfa, jre pWa ,jha vtru /(Wiurfzv rpxW) Wtnujb,n ucur kWz crv vc c,fa vn kfa hpk jre ihbg kf rnukfW 1
dh 'sh oa 13 c 'th rcsnc 12 th 'ck ,una11
dWka, jre pWa ,jha vtr /c tnujb, 10 uy 't rcsnc 9 t tnujb, 8 s tnujb, 7 df 'u t_ohnhv hrcs 6

16:1-4
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KORACH ’S REBELLION

[

K

orach, the son of Yitzhar—the son of Kehos, (who was) the son of Levi—took (issue with Moshe.
He was joined by) Dasan and Aviram, the sons of Eliav, and On the son of Peles, Re’uvain’s
descendants. 2 They confronted Moshe together with two hundred and fifty men from the
children of Israel—leaders of the congregation, representatives of the assembly, men of repute. 3 They
ganged up on Moshe and Aharon and said to them, “You’ve made yourselves too important! For the
entire congregation are all holy (witnesses to the revelation at Sinai), and God is with them. So why have
you made yourselves elite over God’s assembly (by appointing Aharon as the priest)?”
4
When Moshe heard (this), he fell on his face.
TORAS MENACHEM

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi was troubled by a basic problem at the literal level: If Korach was
troubled that Moshe appointed his own brother Aharon as High Priest,
then why did Korach make his voice heard only now, and not earlier
when the appointment was made? Aharon was clearly in office before the
Tabernacle was dedicated on the first of Nisan (Rashi to Vayikra 9:1), and the
spies did not return until after the 9th of Av, over four months later.
So why did Korach suddenly decide to rebel at this point?
Furthermore, at the literal level, Korach’s argument appears to be selfcontradictory. For how could he complain about the system of hierarchy
(“why have you made yourselves elite over God’s assembly”—v. 3), when
Korach himself was a member of the aristocracy, being not only a
member of the Levite tribe, but furthermore, from the family of Kehos,
the most elite of all Levites? His claim, if accepted, would lead to his
demotion!

[

In response to these significant problems Rashi writes: “This passage is
beautifully expounded in the Midrash of Rabbi Tanchuma,” as if to say:
“There is no simple explanation here, but the Midrash of Rabbi Tanchuma
is compatible here with the literal meaning of scripture.” In other words,
when Rashi writes that “this passage is beautifully expounded etc.” he is
not making a subjective comment that he found this particular Midrash
appealing. Rather, Rashi is suggesting that the Midrash Tanchuma’s
interpretation is perfectly compatible* here at the literal level.
Rashi then proceeds to cite the Midrash Tanchuma’s interpretation, that
Korach was upset by Moshe’s appointment of Uzi’eil as the head of
Kehos’ descendants, as this explains why: a.) Korach’s complaint arose
well after the Tabernacle was erected, after Uzi’eil was appointed; and
b.) Why Korach felt that he deserved an even higher position, because his
father was Uzi’eil's older brother.
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Korach 5725)

Sparks of Chasidus

[

ccording to Chasidic thought, Korach’s rebellion occurred at this
ur struggle to harmonize physical action with spiritual contempoint in time (cf. Toras Menachem), since it was prompted by the sin
plation is fought on three fronts: a.) The need to ensure that our
of the spies. The inner reason why the spies did not want to enter the intentions do not remain in the realm of wishful thinking and that
Land of Israel was because they preferred the exclusively spiritual life concrete action takes place. b.) That our actions should always be
of the desert to a life of serving God amid physical concerns, such as dictated by the Torah’s value system. c.) That action should never be
the need to earn a living. (See Sparks of Chasidus to 13:32 above.) The overglorified, and that we should always aspire to be more spiritual.
downfall of the spies thus sent a powerful message that Judaism
Our Sages taught that the world was made with the letter
prioritizes physical action over spiritual and intellectual pursuits.
(Menachos 29b). This is because its shape represents the equilibrium
Upon hearing this, Korach protested to Moshe: “Why have you between the more spiritual dimensions of thought and speech, versus
) is spelled by letters that
made yourselves elite over God’s assembly?” (v. 3). “I can appreciate,” physical deed (see inset). Korach’s name (
argued Korach, “that you are a more spiritual and holy
are all distortions of the (left side of the) letter hei, indicating
person than us; but since we now see that Judaism makes
how he wished to upset this equilibrium (in the area of deed):
THOUGHT
physical action the priority, how are you better than anybody
In the ches , the gap between deed and thought/speech
else? Aren’t your actions the same as ours?”
is closed, suggesting that the physical no longer looks up to
or aspires to the spiritual—which is why Korach rebelled
Korach’s mistake was that the Torah does not demand
against the spiritual leadership of Moshe and Aharon. In the
lifeless action, but rather, deeds that shine with inspiration
, deed has extended below and is no longer dictated
kuf
and spiritual enlightenment. Thus, the two mistakes of the
by the thought and speech of Torah. And in the raish ,
spies and Korach teach us that a healthy equilibrium is
deed is missing altogether.
required: One must not shy away from physical life, like the
spies. But on the other hand, Judaism’s emphasis on action must
In short: It is relatively easy to be entirely spiritual and aloof or
never lead to a life of meaningless ritual and spiritual bankruptcy. entirely physical and mundane. Our challenge is to harmonize both
Every mitzvah should be carried out with the highest levels of these qualities in our daily life, thus making a home for God below.
spiritual consciousness.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 4, p. 1048ff; vol. 8, p. 108ff.)
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* Unlike Mizrachi, who argues here that Rashi’s citation of the Midrash is (merely) close to the literal level.
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, t z v v k u s d v k f r a p t r n t '6 i n h v k o h b c v k t k f r n t b a ' a s u e v j u r c
hpn gnaa 'vezj v,utk tuck ;,,ab lfk 'oust hbtu hbnn sungk vsh,g
vk,u vgy 'ausev tuv wv rjch rat /yknb sjtu ohscut okufa van
:4 t n u j b , / v t u r v h v v a n u ' v c u a , u a g u h b c a h p k ' v p h v t r t k u ' u n m g c
van rnthu (j) :v"cev kg eukjk ofnmgc o,kyb kusd rcs /ofk cr
uvtra iuhf 'ohfr ohrcs ung rcsk khj,v /huk hbc tb ugna jre kt
kt od rcst 'ung uscthu ohycav rta up,,ah tka sg rnt ';rug vae
r h a k / v s g v h b p k s u n g k u ( y ) :7 h u k h b c t b u g n a o v c z r z k k h j , v ' o k u f
:ktrah ,sg rta ubnn ehjrva ,urha u,utk /l,t crehu (h) :ifusv kg
u,ujhkac hf wv kg l,t ohsgubv l,sg kfu v,t lf khcac /ifk (th)
v a n j k a h u ( c h ) :7 v z v , e u k j n v t h v u b k t k u i r v t k v b u v f , , k h , h a g
onhkavk ovhrjt rzjn van vhva ',eukjnc ihehzjn ihta itfn /wudu
i , , u ( s h ) : v s h r h t k t o v k i h t a ' o k h a f v o v h p / v k g b t k :8 o u k a h r c s c
ubk ,,b tku ub,uthcv tk rnukf 'vkgnk runtv tk kg cxun rcsv /ubk
o a n '9 w u d u . r t k t o h r m n h b g n o f , t v k g t u b k , r n t ' o r f u v s a , k j b
ub,hnvk ubhkg ,rzd tkt 'ub,uthcv acsu ckj ,cz .rt kt tku ub,tmuv
o v v o h a b t v h b h g v :10 o f h r d p u k p h v z v r c s n c u b k , r n t a ' r c s n c
:vkgb tk 'lhkt vkgb tk ot ubhbhg ,t rebk jkua v,t ukhpt /wudu reb,
/stn vank rjhu (uy) :urhcjc u,kke vku,v ostf /ovv ohabtv
ohchren ova ,ryev uyuap hpk /o,jbn kt ip, kt :sutnk sg rgymb
hshn,c ekj ovk aha hbt gsuh rnut arsnvu /ovhkt ip, kt rjn lhbpk
yf 'sh rcsnc 10

zh 'd ,una 9

h oa 8

u tnujb, 7

v 'vf ohnhv_hrcs 6

, g v , g / w u d u g s u h u r e c ( v ) :1 h b n n s u g k c e h t k t n a ' l k n v k g j h r y t
tna o,ujsk ihuf,n vhv tuvu uhbpk ,utrvk iufb tku ubk tuv ,urfa
/ausev ,tu :vhuk ,sucgk /uk rat ,t wv gsuhu rec :ovc urzjh
creh hvunsek crehu if jhfun oudr,vu /uhkt o,ut /chrevu :vbuvfk
ohkufh 'unkugc v"cev ekj ,ukucd 'van uk rnt 'rec uarsnu /vhaunak
reuc hvhu crg hvhu rntba 'uz ,t kyck ukfu, if 'crgk rec lupvk o,t
/ , u , j n o f k u j e u a g , t z ( u ) :3 w u d u u a h s e v k i r v t k s c h u l f '2 k s c h u
vcrv ohxunhb ah o"ufgv hfrsc ovk rnt 'lf ovk rnuk vtr vn
ubk iht ubt 'sjt ,hcc ohmce,n (okuf ihtu t"x) okufu vcrv ohrnufu
o,tu sjt kusd ivfu sjt jcznu ,jt vru,u sjt iurt 'sjt wv tkt
ofk tv 'lfc vmur hbt ;t 'vkusd vbuvf ohaecn aht ohanju oh,tn
iu,b ,unv oxu ,ubcrev kfn vchcjv ,ryev thv 'kfn chcj ahna,
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He spoke to Korach and to all his company, saying, “In the morning, God will make known who is
His (for Levite service), and who is holy (for priesthood), and He will draw them near to Him. He will
draw the ones whom He chooses near to Him.”
6
“Korach and your group! (In order for God’s choice to be known) do the following: Take for
yourselves fire-pans, 7 place fiery (coals) in them and offer incense on them tomorrow, before God.
What will happen is, the man whom God chooses (will live, for) he is the holy one (and the others will
die). You’re taking a very big liability, sons of Levi!”
[

16:8

SECOND
READING

MOSHE ’S ATTEMPTS

AT

RECONCILIATION

[

M

oshe (saw that they were still obstinate) so he said to Korach (in a gentler tone), “Please
listen, sons of Levi! 9 Isn’t it enough that the God of Israel has distinguished you from the
congregation of Israel, drawing you near to Him, to perform the service of God’s Tabernacle
and to stand before the congregation, to be their ministers? 10 He drew you near, and all your brothers,
the sons of Levi with you, and now you seek the priesthood as well? 11 (When I appointed Aharon as
priest, it was upon God’s explicit instruction,) therefore you and your entire group are (now) ganging up
against God (and not against me). And what (valid reason do you have) to complain about Aharon?”
12
Moshe sent (messengers) to call Dasan and Aviram, the sons of Eliav (in a further attempt to make
peace), but they said, “We will not go up (and speak to Moshe). 13 Isn’t it enough that you have brought
us out of a land flowing with milk and honey to kill us in the desert, that you also seek to be a ruler over
us? 14 Furthermore, you have not brought us to a land flowing with milk and honey, nor have you given
us an inheritance of fields and vineyards. Even if you poke out the eyes of those men (who are against
Moshe), we will not go up (to speak to Moshe).”
15
Moshe was extremely upset. He said to God, “Don’t turn to their gift-offering. I have not taken a
donkey from a single one of them, and I have not wronged a single one of them.”
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why were Korach’s group told to offer incense? (v. 6-7)
RASHI: Moshe said, “Take for yourselves the service most dear, the
incense, which is more cherished than any other offering, but it contains
deadly poison, by which Nadav and Avihu were burnt....The one
whom God will choose will survive, and the rest of you will perish.”
 Why did Moshe say, “Don’t turn to their gift-offering”? (v. 15)
RASHI: According to the literal interpretation [Moshe said]: “When
they offer incense before You tomorrow, do not turn to them.”

The Midrash says: [Moshe meant], “I know that they have a portion
in the daily communal offerings. Let their portions not be accepted
favorably before You. Let the [Altar’s] fire leave it over and not
consume it.
GUR ARYEH: Rashi was dissatisfied with the first, literal interpretation, as it leaves us with the question: Why would one think that
God might accept the offering of these sinners, to the extent that
Moshe had to pray to God not to accept it? Therefore he cited the
Midrashic explanation too.

TORAS MENACHEM

k

M OSHE ’ S R EQUEST ( V . 15)

In his commentary to verse 15, Rashi offers two explanations why
Moshe begged God not to turn to Korach’s group: a.) The “literal
interpretation” that God should not accept their incense offering; and, b.)
The Midrashic interpretation that Moshe prayed for their share in the
communal daily offerings to be rejected.
Gur Aryeh explains why Rashi was dissatisfied with the literal interpretation alone, for it leaves us with the question how Moshe could have
entertained the possibility that Korach’s offerings might be accepted by
God in the first place.
However, Gur Aryeh’s objection appears to be, not merely a
shortcoming of Rashi’s first interpretation, but a complete refutation of it.

For if indeed it is ludicrous to imagine that Moshe suspected Korach’s
offering might be accepted, then Moshe would clearly not have needed to
pray to God, “When they offer incense before You tomorrow, do not turn
to them.”
What, then, is the meaning of Rashi’s first interpretation? And what
shortcoming did it have that led Rashi to cite the Midrash too?

T HE E XPLANATION
We can understand Rashi’s words by appreciating the context of
Moshe’s prayer in verse 15. In verses 6-7, Moshe had presented to
Korach’s group the test of the incense—as Rashi explains that Moshe
warned them how the incense would prove deadly to any unauthorized
person, as it did to Nadav and Avihu (see Classic Questions). Then we find
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',ukusdv kf ihkyubu ihtc ukt /ofkf khcac tkt shpen hbht 'shpen hbt hsck
s u n g c t c / w v s u c f t r h u :1 o k f u , p , b a s g ' v b u v f v u h j t k u , u f k n v u k
'osu rac ,snf l,sn iht /,ucajn gsuh /,ujurv hvkt kt (cf) :ibg
tuvaf lfhpk 'tyujv hn gsuh ubht vbhsn ,men uhkg vjrxa osu rac lkn
hn v,t gsuhu ,ucajnv kf ,uhukd lhbpk v,t kct 'okufn grpb xguf
v " c e v r n t / ; u m e , v s g v k f k g v , t u t y u j v t u v /2 s j t a h t v : t y u j v
unudr,f / w u d u u k g v (sf) :1t y j t k h n u t y j h n g h s u n u g s u h h b t ' , r n t v p h

r u n j t k :1 u b k f t , t k u a t v u b j h b , ' i u m r k l h b p k k c u e h t k o e k j ; t ' r u c m
ihsnn h,fkvaf ukhpt /h,kyb ovn sjt ka urunj tk /h,tab ovn sjt
runjv u,ut kuyhk hk vhvu 'runjv kg hbc ,tu h,at ,t h,cfrvu ohrmnk
l f ' h n r t i u a k ' , h r j a ' x u k e b u t o u d r , u /1 h k a n t k t h , k y b t k ' o v k a n
aht wudu o,crevu (zh) :l,sg /ovu (zy) :ruuja lkn ka thrdbt ,treb
hrcsc /jre ovhkg kvehu (yh) :ofca aht oh,tnu ohanjv /u,,jn
hkga o,t ihrucxf o,ut v,pu ohycav kmt lkv tuvv vkhkv kf /,ubmhk
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that in verses 8-14 Moshe made numerous attempts at reconciling
Korach’s dispute and appeasing his opponents. Thus, in verse 15, when
all these attempts failed, “Moshe was extremely upset,” and he cried in
exasperation to God, “Don’t turn to their gift-offering.”

general. Thus, if God punished them only for their offering, it would send
the message that Korach’s group were good people in general, but that
they merely made an unauthorized offering, like Nadav and Avihu.

Rashi explains, “When they offer incense before You tomorrow, do not
turn to them.” Note that Rashi does not write, “Do not turn to their
offering,” but rather, do not turn to them,” i.e. to them personally.

So when Moshe realized that these people were so profoundly wicked,
and not merely misled about the priesthood, he begged God, “When they
offer incense before You tomorrow, do not turn to them” i.e. shun them
completely for their sinful rebellion, and not just for their offering.”

Clearly, it was inconceivable that God would accept the offering of these
sinners (as discussed above). But after they had completely opposed any
notion of reconciliation, Moshe was concerned that just rejecting their
offering was not sufficient, since they had not merely made a mistake
about Moshe's appointment of Aharon, but they were wicked people in

And we find that this is precisely what happened. After Korach’s
men offered the incense, they were not immediately struck by fire, like
Nadav and Avihu. Rather, first Korach’s family was swallowed up by the
earth (v. 31-34), and afterwards the incense offerings were consumed by
fire (v. 35).*

*After reading Moshe’s prayer (v. 15) and seeing how it was accepted (in v. 35), the reader may be under the impression that the incense of Korach’s group did not have the status
of an offering at all, i.e. it was not considered by God as a real offering (authorized or not). To counteract this notion, the Torah stresses in verses 17 that “each person... should
offer a fire-pan before God,” indicating that the incense would nevertheless be a real offering. Furthermore, Moshe added here that Aharon would participate in the offering (a point
omitted in verses 6-7), which was an obvious proof of its validity. And we find later that the offering was indeed sanctified: “Tell Elazar, the son of Aharon the priest, to pick up the
fire-pans from the burned area because they have become holy” (17:2).

ahtvW ,uch, ihc (uaurhpk eh,gn hWara ,uch,v ihc ,expnv) vsuebv vrxj okufca 'hW,f hWarpcu 'hba 'iuatr xupsc gnan ifu 'zWbpk aWnk lanvc tkt xpsbv hpf gWpc ruchs ubht 2 z tnujb, 1
(54 wg dWhj aWuek) WtuvW ,ch,k Wsjt
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oshe said to Korach, “Tomorrow, you and your entire congregation should present
yourselves before God—you, them and Aharon. 17 Each person should take his fire-pan and
place incense upon it, and each person should offer a fire-pan before God, (a total of) two
hundred and fifty fire-pans. Both you and Aharon should each take a fire-pan.”
18
Each person took a fire-pan, put fiery (coals) on it and placed incense on it. They stood at the
entrance to the Tent of Meeting with Moshe and Aharon. 19 Korach ganged (his) entire congregation
against them (by inciting them all night, and they came) to the entrance of the Tent of Meeting. The glory
of God appeared before the entire congregation (in a pillar of cloud).
20
God spoke to Moshe and Aharon, saying, 21 “Dissociate yourselves from this congregation, and I
will destroy them in an instant!”
22
They fell on their faces and said, “O merciful God! God (Who knows) everybody’s thoughts! (Just
because) one man sins, should You be angry with the whole congregation?”
23
God spoke to Moshe, saying, 24 “(You are right. I will only punish the sinners). Speak to the
congregation, saying, ‘Get away from Korach, Dasan and Aviram’s home!’”
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What did Moshe plead to God? (v. 22)
RASHI: He Who knows man’s thoughts! Your attributes are not like
those of men of flesh and blood. If part of a country becomes corrupt,
a king of flesh and blood does not know who the sinner is, and
therefore, when he is angry, he punishes them all. But as for You, all

thoughts are revealed before You, and You know who the sinner
is. If one man is the sinner, why should You be angry with the whole
congregation?
God said, “You have spoken well. I know, and I will make known,
who sinned and who did not sin.”

TORAS MENACHEM

R ASHI ’ S S ECOND I NTERPRETATION
Nevertheless, in the final analysis, Rashi was dissatisfied with the above
explanation because, at the literal level, it appears to be a little far-fetched
that Moshe’s request only concerned the manner in which Korach’s men
should be punished. After all, surely God could be relied upon to
eliminate these rebels in the most appropriate fashion?
Therefore, Rashi cited the Midrashic explanation, that Moshe begged
that their portion in the communal sacrifice should be rejected, since:
a.) This demonstrates how Moshe made a special request of significance.
b.) Being that Korach’s group had shown themselves to be wicked in
general (by refusing to make any effort at reconciliation), they did not
deserve to be part of the community at large, i.e. the communal sacrifices.
Nevertheless, Rashi concludes that this is a Midrashic interpretation,
since the topic of communal sacrifices is not hinted to here by scripture.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 33, p. 105ff.)

k

”G OD , W HO K NOWS E VERYBODY ’ S T HOUGHTS ” ( V . 22)

In his commentary to verse 22, Rashi brings the illustration of a king of
flesh and blood: “If part of a country becomes corrupt, a king of flesh and
blood does not know who the sinner is, and therefore, when he is angry,
he punishes them all. But as for You, all thoughts are revealed before You,
and You know who the sinner is.” Thus, Moshe argued, “If one man is the
sinner, why should You be angry with the whole congregation?”
However, this prompts the following questions:
a.) What is the need for Rashi to bring a lengthy analogy? Surely the
verse itself makes Moshe’s complaint clear: “God (who knows) every-

body’s thoughts! (Just because) one man sins, should You be angry with
the whole congregation?”
b.) If, for whatever reason, Rashi deemed the illustration of this analogy
as crucial, why did he not cite it the first time that this situation arose,
when Avraham pleaded with God to save the people of Sodom: “Will You
also destroy the righteous with the wicked” (Bereishis 18:23)?
c.) Why at the outset, does Rashi speak of “part of a country” which
becomes corrupt, but later refer to just one “sinner”?
d.) What is the distinction between “becoming corrupt” and “sinning”?
e.) If God consented that “one man is the sinner,” saying, “You have
spoken well,” then why does the next verse immediately mention three
sinners: “Speak to the congregation, saying, ‘Get away from Korach,
Dasan and Aviram’s home’”?
And surely, there was a large group of sinners that sided with Korach?

T HE E XPLANATION
In his commentary to verse 19, Rashi explains the method by which
Korach gathered support: “The entire night, he went to the tribes and
tricked them [saying], ‘Do you think I care only for myself? I care only for
all of you! These men have come and taken all the high positions. [Moshe
took] the kingship for himself and the priesthood for his brother.’
Eventually they were all lured [into Korach’s rebellion].”
Thus, at the literal level, all of Korach’s group were not equally guilty.
Korach himself was an inciter of rebellion, who used divisive tactics in an
active attempt to undermine Moshe and Aharon’s leadership. The men
whom Korach convinced, however, were not essentially rebellious, they
were merely lured by the arguments of Korach.
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/h,rnt vrucdv hpn hbtu 'wv ,t ov umtb hf o,gshu zt 'ogkc,u vhp
utk otu 'cyun ,hatrc hnh ,aan .rtk vp vthrc ot uarhp ubh,ucru
/ a t v , t u ( c ) : i , g h k c k g t m u h v k u e v k h c a c / o k u e k u x b (sk) :4 w v t r c h
,u,jnv /uase hf :,u,jnv kgn .rtk /vtkv vrz :,u,jnv lu,ca
/o,uapbc vktv ohtyjv (d) :,ra hkf outag hrva 'vtbvc ihruxtu

tku ohbp uk utaha rucxf /van oehu (vf) :jre ifan ,uchcxn uek,xt
o h g c r t c m h , h u u n f ' ; s d k u ; r j k v p u e z v n u e c / o h c m b u t m h ( z f ) :1 u a g
hrva ',eukjnv vae vnf vtru tc /opyu ovhbcu ovhabu :,hkds 2ouh
sg vkgn ka s"cu ',urga h,a thcha sg tkt ihabug iht vyn ka ihs ,hc
o h a g n v k f , t , u a g k ( j f ) :3 o h s a h e b u h ; t u s c t i t f u ' v b a o h r a g
vbuvf hbdx uhbcu vkusd vbuvf irvtk ,,k rucsv hp kg h,haga /vktv
h,gsn kfv h,hag hbt tkt /hbjka wv tk (yf) :h,vev thab ipmhktu

TORAS MENACHEM

Of course they were not innocent, as we find that they were punished
with their lives; but their level of guilt was much less than that of Korach
himself.

In order to clarify this distinction between Korach and his group, Rashi
cites the analogy of “part of a country that becomes corrupt,” but the
“king of flesh and blood does not know who the sinner is.” Here Rashi
/he ihrsvbx 4

d tnujb, 3

zy 'zh t_ktuna 2

lkhtu 98 wg jWfj aWuek vtr /d tnujb, 1
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Moshe set out and went to Dasan and Aviram(’s tents*). The elders of Israel followed him. 26 He
spoke to the congregation saying, “Please get away from the tents of these wicked men and do not touch
anything of theirs, so that you don’t die because of all their sins.”
27
They cleared away from the area of Korach, Dasan, and Aviram’s home; but Dasan and Aviram
came out and stood (proudly) upright at the entrance of their tents, together with their wives, their
children, and their infants.
28
Moshe said, “Through this you will know that God authorized me to carry out all these acts (of
appointing the priests), for it was not my idea: 29 If these men die as all men die and the fate of all men
occurs to them, then (Korach is right and) God has not sent me. 30 But if God creates a new form (of
death that you have never seen before), and the earth opens its mouth and swallows them along with
everything that belongs to them, and they descend alive into the grave—then you will know that these
men have provoked God.”
31
As soon as he finished speaking all these words, the earth beneath them split open. 32 The earth
opened its mouth, swallowing them and their houses, all of Korach’s people and all of their property.
33
They descended alive into the grave with everything they possessed. The earth covered them up, and
they were lost to the congregation. 34 All the Jewish people who were around them fled from the sound
(of the earth swallowing Korach’s men), for they said, “Perhaps the earth will swallow us up (too)!”
35
Then a fire came from God and consumed the two hundred and fifty men who had offered up
the incense.
[

17

A REMINDER

OF

KORACH

[

G

od spoke to Moshe, saying: 2 “Tell Elazar the son of Aharon the priest to pick up the fire-pans
from the burned area because they have become holy, but he should throw the fire (coals)
away. 3 Make the fire-pans of those who sinned against their souls into flattened sheets, as a
coating for the Altar, since they have become sanctified because they were brought before God. They
will be a reminder for the children of Israel.”
TORAS MENACHEM

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

hy were some of Korach’s group swallowed up by the earth
(v. 31-33), whereas others were consumed by fire (v. 35)?
Korach’s rebellion was an attempt to upset the healthy
equilibrium between the desire for spirituality and the need to be
active in the physical world (see Sparks of Chasidus at beginning of this
Parsha). Thus, those members of the group who overemphasized
the spiritual were consumed by fire from above, whereas those
who had distorted the importance of physical deeds were
swallowed up by the earth from below.
In this vein, the Mishnah describes Korach’s dispute as “not for
the sake of heaven” (Avos 5:17). The Hebrew word for “heaven,”
ohnJ , is a composite of the words ohnU J¥t “fire and water” (Rashi
to Bereishis 1:8). This alludes to the fact that Korach’s group wished
to challenge “heaven,” namely, the ability to harmonize the
dynamic tension of soul and body; of fire and water.

W

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Behar-Bechukosai 5734**)

makes clear the different levels of guilt: There is only one “sinner,” who
has actively incited part of the country; and the latter have merely allowed
themselves to “become corrupt” through his influence.
So, argued Moshe, a mortal king could be excused for punishing the
masses, since he cannot identify the leader of the rebellion (the
“sinner”), but, “You know who the sinner is. If one man is the sinner,
should You be angry with the whole congregation?” God replied, “You
have spoken well.”
(In the case of Sodom, however, this analogy was inappropriate, since
the vast majority of the city’s inhabitants were sinners in their own right,
and not merely people who were lured into rebellion by a charismatic
leader).
In defense of the Jewish people, Moshe had reduced the number of
sinners to the minimum amount possible (“one sinner”). However, God
replied, “I know, and I will make known, who sinned and who did not
sin,” as the verse continues that there were in fact three of them, “Get
away from Korach, Dasan and Aviram’s home.”
Nevertheless, Moshe’s attempt to minimize the number of sinners sets
an example to us all to always judge others favorably.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 13, p. 51ff.)

* See Likutei Sichos vol. 28, p. 98ff.

**See also Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 202ff.

jh-d:zh
ix` `g§Acn§l d`¨tFg oiciCx oiQh odzi
ip§a¦l z`§l oiedie EWCwz`e ii mcw oEP¦axw
`ziYgn zi `pd©M xf¨r§l` aiqpE c :l`xŸyi
d`¨tFg oEP ci C xe ` I ci wi Eai xwC `Wgp c
li c§A l`xŸyi ip§a¦l ` px§kC d :`g§Ac n§l
oŸxd`c `¨rxGn `¨l iC ipFNg x©aB axwi `¨l iC
idi `¨le ii mcw oinqEA zxŸhw `wQ`§l `Ed
`ci¦A ii li¦Nn ic `n§M DYWp§k¦ke gxŸw§k
ip§ac `YWp§M l¨M En£rxz`e e :D¥l dWŸnc
oŸxd` l©re dWŸn l©r idFxz©ac `nFIn l`xŸyi
dede f :iic `O©r zinC oEYnxB oEY` xnin§l
oŸxd ` l©re d WŸn l©r `YWp§M zEW P©Mz `§A
`pp£r id¨tg `de `pnf o©MWn§l E`ip§Rz`e
oŸxd `e d WŸn l`©re g : ii c `xwi i¦lBz `e
dWŸn m¦r ii li¦NnE h :`pnf o©MWn mcw¨l
i¥vW`e `cd `YWp§M FBn EWx§Rz` i :xnin§l
x n`e `i :oFdi¥R ` l©r El¨tpE d¨rW§M oFdzi
Dl£r ade `ziYgn zi aq oŸxd`§l dWŸn
`InqEA zxŸhw eWe `g§Acn ie¨N¦rn `zX`
ix` oFdi¥l£r x©R©ke `YWp§k¦l ©rix§t¦A li¦aF`e
aiqpE ai :`pzFn ixW ii mcw on `fbx w©tp
`¨ldw Fb§l hdxE dWŸn li¦Nn ic `n§M oŸxd`
z xŸhw zi a die `O©r§A ` pzFn ixW `de
oi¥aE `Izn oi¥A mwe bi :`O©r l©r x©R©ke `InqEA
`pzFn§A EzinC Fede ci :`pzFn i¦l§Mz`e `IIg
EzinCn x©A d`n r©aWE oi¦t§l` xŸy£r z©r§Ax`
d WŸn§l oŸxd ` aze eh :g xŸwc `Ybªl§R l©r
li¦NnE fh :i¦l§Mz` `pzFnE `pnf o©MWn rxz¦l
l`xŸyi ip§A m¦r l¥Nn fi :xnin§l dWŸn m¦r ii
l¨M on `¨A` zi¥a§l `xhg `xhg oFdPn aqe
oixhg xŸy£r ixY oFdzd¨a` zi¥a§l oFdip¨ax§ax
zie gi :Dxh g l©r aFY§k Y DnW zi x©aB
ix` ie¥lc `xhg l©r aFY§kY oŸxd`c `nW
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hWar

tku van shc uvnu /jre kg uarsnu /kg unf obur,p rucs kmt ohfunxv
van veka unf ',grmc iheuka vbuvfv kg ohekujk znr 'van kt c,f
:1 , g r m c v h z u g v e k i f k g u ' d k a f , g r u m n u s h v b v u v t h m u h u r n t b a u s h c
,ryeva 'gherk vkgaf ,unv ltkn uk rxn vz zr /ovhkg rpfu (th)
, t z j t / w u d u o h , n v i h c s u n g h u ( d h ) :2 , c a w x n c t , h t s f v p d n v r m u g
van k"t /h,ujhka ,uagk hk jbv ltknv k"t /ujrf kg ushngvu ltknv

ihxy /ohjp :ihshsr /hger :v"cev kg uekjba 'o,uapbc ohgaup uagba
/,utk uhvhu :,aujbv jcznk /jcznk hupm :z"gkc a"hcbhy ihssurn
/ougerhu (s) :uprabu vbuvfv kg uekjba i,utn uhv ukt urntha 'iurfzk
ratf :jref vhvh tka hsf /jref vhvh tku (v) :z"gkc a"rsbhybht
uhbcu tuv vhvha 'van kt rcs irvt kg 'uhkg unf /uk van shc wv rcs
ovku uku hk kf ifu 'wudu irvt grzn tk rat rz aht creh tk lfhpk 'ohbvf

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why was Aharon’s name inscribed on Levi’s staff? (v. 18)
RASHI: Although I have divided them into two families, the priestly family being separate from the Levite family, it remains one tribe.
/yp ;s 2

th um tnujb, 1

17:4-18
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Elazar the priest took the copper fire-pans which the fire victims had brought, and they flattened
them out into a coating for the Altar. 5 It was a reminder for the children of Israel that no outsider, who
is not a descendant of Aharon, should approach (the Altar) to burn incense before God, so as not to be
like Korach and his company. For it was God Who spoke, through Moshe, about (Aharon’s appointment).
[

17:6

FOURTH
READING

FIFTH
READING

THE

PEOPLE

[

T

he following day, the entire congregation of Israel complained against Moshe and Aharon,
saying, “You have killed God’s people!”
7
Then, as the congregation was ganging up against Moshe and Aharon, they turned to the Tent
of Meeting, and—look!—the cloud had covered it, and the glory of God appeared. 8 Moshe and Aharon
came to the front of the Tent of Meeting.
9
God spoke to Moshe saying, 10 Get away from this congregation! I’m going to destroy them in
an instant!”
They fell on their faces. 11 Moshe said to Aharon, “Take the fire-pan and place fiery (coals) from the
top of the Altar onto it. Then take it quickly to the congregation and atone for them, for God is very
angry, and the plague has begun (but I know that incense stops a plague).”
12
Aharon took it, just as Moshe had said. He ran into the assembly, and—look!—the plague had
begun among the people. He placed the incense on (the fire-pan) and atoned for the people. 13 He stood
between the dead and the living, and the plague ceased.
14
The number of dead in the plague was fourteen thousand, seven hundred, besides those who died
because of the incident with Korach.
15
Aharon returned to Moshe at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting, and the plague had ended.
[

17:16

AHARON SAVES

G

CONFIRMATION

OF

AHARON ’S APPOINTMENT

[

od spoke to Moshe, saying: 17 “Speak to the children of Israel and take from them a staff for
each paternal house from all the leaders according to their paternal houses—twelve staffs.
Inscribe each man’s name on his staff. 18 Inscribe Aharon’s name on Levi’s staff, for there is
TORAS MENACHEM

k

[

The Last Word

[

“T HE P LAGUE H AD B EGUN ...” ( V . 12)
hile the plague followed after the complaints of the Jewish
people (v. 6), this cannot have been its sole cause, since we
find that the Jewish people complained on numerous occasions
and were not punished with a plague. Rather, the plague was
clearly a punishment for Korach’s rebellion that was catalyzed by
the complaints of the Jewish people later on.
Even though Korach incited an entire congregation against
Moshe, nevertheless the people were not punished by the plague
until they actually rebelled. From this we can learn a powerful
lesson concerning our attitude to others: Even if a person is
lacking much in his personal level of observance, so long as he
has not actively rebelled against God, we can be sure that he still
finds grace in the eyes of the Almighty.

W

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28, p. 2, note 14; ibid. p. 6)

”I NSCRIBE A HARON ’ S N AME ” ( V . 18)

In the current passage we read the account of how staffs were taken
from each of the tribal leaders and placed in the Tent of Meeting, upon
which the staff of the tribe of Levi (inscribed with Aharon’s name)
miraculously blossomed almonds (v. 16-24). God’s purpose in performing
this miracle was to “rid Myself of the complaints of the children of Israel,
which they are directing at you” (v. 20). The staff was then preserved: “as
a remembrance that I have chosen Aharon to be priest, so they will no
longer complain about the priesthood” (Rashi to v. 25).
However, this begs the question: Korach was a member of the tribe of
Levi, and thus his rebellion against Moshe and Aharon was largely an
internal matter within the tribe of Levi itself. So how would Aharon’s right
to the priesthood be established by taking only one staff from the tribe of
Levi with his name written on it (see Rashi to v. 18)? Surely, to disprove the
validity of Korach’s claim, two staffs should have been taken: one for the
priesthood, with Aharon’s name on it, and one staff for the leader of the
other Levites? Thus, when Aharon’s staff would flower, it would prove
decisively that he had been chosen by God as priest from the whole tribe
of Levi.

uf-jh:zh
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oEP¦rp§vze hi :oFdzd¨a`
 zi¥A Wixl§ cg `xh
 g
ixnin oOf` iC `zEcdq mcw `pnf o©MWn§A
Dxh
 g D¥a i¥rx z
 `C `xa
§ B idie k :oOY oFk§l
l`xŸyi ip§A zn£rxY zi incw on gip`e i¥rpi
dWŸn li¦NnE `k :oFki¥l£r oin£rxzn oEP` iC
oFdip¨ax§ax l¨M D¥l Eadie l`xŸyi ip§A m¦r
zi¥a§l cg `¨Ax§l `xhg cg `¨Ax§l `xhg
oŸxd`c `xhge oixhg xŸy£r ixY oFdzd¨a`
`Ixhg zi dWŸn rp§v`e ak :oFdixhg Fb§A
`nFi§a dede bk :`zEcdqC `p§MW
 n§A ii mcw
`de `zEcdqc `p§MWn§l dWŸn l©re idFxz©ac
oi¦a§l§a©l w¥R`e ie¥l zi¥a§l oŸxd`c `xhg `¨rp
l¨M zi dWŸn w¥R`e ck :oiCbW zit¨ke up up`e
l`xŸyi ip§A l¨M ze§l ii mcw o n ` I xh g
ii xn`e dk :Dxhg x©aB EaiqpE ErcFnYW`e
mcw¨l oŸxd `c `xh g zi az` d WŸn§l
o©tEqie `p¨Axq `O©r§l z`§l `xHn§l `zEcdq
c©a£re ek :oEzEni `¨le incw on oFdzn£rxY
:c¨a£r o¥M Dz i ii ci T©t i c `n§M d WŸn
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/ohngyv hbac ,ygun vsngvc tkt rund grkn tku rund khgkn vbht ukt ohkn ,thre ha ,jbnv ,gsku 'Wohngy wcW ohknv vkt kg inuxn ,Wu, anujc**

oheuxpc rpxv hmj*

hWar

j r p v a f h r p v , y b j t u v / . h m : u g n a n f / j r p t m h u ( d f ) :2 j r p v b h f a
skhv ksdhu iuak 'ohsea iva rfuv hrpv rfuvaf /ohsea kndhu :kpub
v n k u / v m b v h v h k n u d r x u c u u n f ' i k h t v h r p c h u m n v z i u a k u '3 k n d h u
vbuvfv kg rrugnv ;t ',urhpv kfn jhrpvk rvnnv hrpv tuv 'ohsea
u n u d r , u /4 u j m n c v j r z , g r m v u v h z u g c u b h m n a u n f ' t c k , r v n n u , u b g r u p
kf,u (vf) :vz kg vz oh,upf sjh ohsea kufat ihnf 'ihsda ,hpfu
unf vceb iuak shjh kgpn oa vz iuak 'o,buk, vkf,u unf /o,buk,
vbuk, o,buk, 'o,buk,k o,ubuk, ihc eukhj ahu 'z"gkc a"hrunrn o,buk,
,rnank :vcrv ,ubuk, ov ukhptu 'shjh iuakc rcs oa o,ubuk, ',jt

iht k"t /van ka ujuka v,tu ouen ka ujuka hbt k"t /lsh kg cfgk hbum
v"cev hrv ihntn v,t iht ot 'vrucdv hpn tkt uckn oukf rnut van
/van kt irvt cahu rntba uvzu /ktau hng tc sgun kvt j,p kt vanu
rnuk ,ryev rjt ohbbrnu ihzhkn ktrah uhva hpk ',ryec vnk rjt rcs
oh,tnu ohanj uprab ush kg 'tuvhctu csb u,n ush kg 'tuv ,unv ox
hf (jh) :,hnnv tuv tyjvu 'tuv vpdn rmuga utr, v"cev rnt 'aht
vhuku sck vbuvf ,jpan ,ujpan h,ak oh,ekja hp kg ;t /sjt vyn
lknv ,nju 'ohnv ufahu unf /h,favu (f) :tuv sjt yca ouen kfn sck
s m c u j h b v a h b p n u r n t h t k a ' g m n t c u j h b v / o , u y n l u , c ( t f ) :1 v f f a

TORAS MENACHEM

T HE E XPLANATION
The “sign of the staffs” was intended to prove two points: a.) That the
priesthood belonged exclusively to the tribe of Levi. b.) That within the
tribe of Levi, the priesthood belonged exclusively to Aharon.
To prove point “a” it was necessary to take staffs from all the other
tribes, and not merely to take one staff from Aharon and another from the
rest of the Levites.
And to prove point “b,” it would not help to take two staffs, one for
Aharon and one for the rest of the Levites, for this would not add any
additional clarification:
If both staffs blossomed, it would not indicate the choice of Aharon over
the rest of the Levites. And if Aharon’s staff alone blossomed, one would

be missing a sign that the priesthood belonged to the tribe of Levi.
Perhaps it would be a sign of Aharon’s personal qualities, independent of
his tribal affiliation?
Thus, the only option was to take one staff for the entire tribe of Levi,
and to write Aharon’s name on it, which would indicate God’s choice of
the tribe of Levi in general, and Aharon in particular.*
As for the fact that the blossoming of the stick did not prove conclusively
that there could not be a second High Priest from the tribe of Levi—this
was unnecessary, for it had already been proven by the miracle of the
firepans (16:16ff.), which demonstrated graphically that “we only have one
High Priest” (Rashi to 16:6).
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Korach 5744)

*This also explains why the Torah does not record the names of all the tribal leaders that were inscribed on the staffs, in contrast to many other instances where the tribal leaders
are mentioned along with their names (cf. Bamidbar 1:5ff.; 2:3ff.; 34:18ff.)—for here, the Torah’s intention is to prove the superiority of the tribe of Levi, and hence by default, the
relative deficiency of the other tribes. Thus, to mention the other tribal leaders by name would be derogatory, since it would stress what they are lacking. cf. Rashi to Bereishis 3:7.
(Sichas Shabbos Parshas Korach 5744)

yh 'uf c_ohnhv hrcs 4

v 'jh ,hatrc 3
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(only) one staff for the head of each paternal house (and the priests are from the tribe of Levi). 19 Place
the staffs in the Tent of Meeting before the (Ark of) the Testimony where I arrange meetings with you.”
20

“What will happen is, the staff of the man whom I will choose will blossom. I will (thus) rid Myself
of the complaints of the children of Israel, which they are directing at you.”
21
Moshe spoke to the children of Israel. All their leaders gave him a staff, one staff per leader
according to their paternal houses, (a total of) twelve staffs. Aharon’s staff was in the middle of their staffs.
22
Moshe placed the staffs before God in the Tent of the Testimony.
23
On the following day Moshe came to the Tent of Testimony, and—look!—Aharon’s staff, of the
house of Levi, had blossomed! It had blossomed, started to produce fruit, and developed ripe almonds.
24
Moshe took out all the staffs from before God, to the children of Israel. They saw (what had
happened) and each man took his staff (back).
25
God said to Moshe, “Put Aharon’s staff back in front of (the Ark of) the Testimony, guarding it as a
sign for rebellious people. Then their complaints against Me will end and they will not die.”
26
Moshe did what God had commanded him. He did it (precisely).

SIXTH
READING

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 When did the fruit begin to develop? (v. 23)
RASHI: After the flowers fell off.
RASHBAM: If Moshe found the staff after it had already sprouted
almonds, then nobody would have witnessed the flowering and early
growth stages. Thus it appears that Moshe found the staff when it was
in the flowering stage, and he took it out to the Jewish people who
witnessed it produce and develop fruit.

DA’AS ZEKEINIM: Apparently, there were two types of flowers. Some
which fell off and developed into almonds, and other flowers which
remained attached to the staff.
ABARBANEL: Normally, when almonds grow, the flowers fall off first.
But here a miracle occurred and the flowers, unripened fruit and
almonds all were present at the same time. And they remained there
throughout summer and winter.

TORAS MENACHEM

k

F LOWERS

AND

A LMONDS ( V . 23)

In verse 23 we read how Moshe discovered the miraculous blossoming
of Aharon’s staff, “Moshe came to the Tent of Testimony, and—look!—
Aharon’s staff...had blossomed! It had blossomed, started to produce fruit,
and developed ripe almonds.”
In the following verse, we read, “Moshe took out all the staffs from
before God, to the children of Israel. They saw (what had happened).”
This begs the question: Moshe appears only to have discovered the staff
after it had blossomed, shed its flowers, and developed ripe almonds—

[

The Last Word

[

“A HARON ’ S S TAFF ... H AD B LOSSOMED ” ( V . 23)
ven though Aharon’s staff was a plain, physical one, the fact
that it was placed in the Tent of Meeting infused it with
sanctity, transforming it into a “staff of God.” And since its
spiritual influence is eternal, this staff gives every Jew assistance
to walk in God’s ways. Even when we become weary from the
difficulties of life, these special blessings enable us to infuse
everything—even inanimate objects like a “staff”—with the vitality
associated with Jewish life.
Thus, the lesson from Aharon’s staff is that everything in the
world should be made to “blossom” and become beautiful with
the light of Judaism, to the extent that it actually produces fruit.
And all this should be done without delay, like almonds, which
“blossom more quickly than all other fruits” (Rashi to v. 23).

E

(Based on Sicha of 28th of Sivan 5743)

and it was at this point that he showed the staff to the Jewish people.
What, then, was achieved by the staff’s first blossoming and producing
unripened fruit, if these miracles were not witnessed?
The commentators offer various solutions to this problem:
Rashbam explains that Moshe actually found the staff in its flowering
stage and took it out to the people before the fruit started to grow.
Da’as Zekeinim writes that the flowers that Moshe saw remained, and
the Jewish people saw others form and develop into almonds before their
eyes. And Abarbanel explains that all the flowers, unripened fruit and
almonds miraculously remained on the staff at the same time.
Why then does Rashi not offer an explanation how the Jewish people
witnessed the miracle of Aharon’s staff flowering and producing fruit,
writing only that the flowers fell before Moshe found the staff?

T HE E XPLANATION
When Rashi states that the flowers fell off, he does not mean to say that
Moshe left them on the floor of the Tent of Meeting. Rather, Moshe would
have taken the staff (to which ripe almonds were attached) together with
the detached flowers, and shown them to the Jewish people. In this way,
the people would have themselves understood that the almonds did not
appear suddenly on the staff, but that they underwent a natural growth
process, first blossoming, then shedding flowers, producing unripe fruit
and finally ripening.
Thus, at the literal level, Rashi understood that the sprouting of almonds
on Aharon’s staff was partially miraculous and partially natural. Initially,
for almonds to grow from a dry stick, a miracle was clearly required; but
once this had occurred, the growth of the almonds proceeded in a natural
(albeit accelerated) manner.
Why did Rashi reject the interpretation of the other commentators
who argue that more miracles occurred? Surely, at the literal level, the
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ohruxnv ohasuenv ohrcsv hexgc utyjha ohrzv abug khyn hbt ofhkg
tcv rz kf kg urhvz,u uca, o,t asev hkfu ijkavu iurtvu kvtv tuv ofk
v r u x n v b h t a / o f , b u v f i u g , t u t a , :1 o h b v f v / l h b c u v , t u :1 g d h k
, t o d u ( c ) : 1o f , s u c g c o f h k t u g d h t k a o h d d u a v o h u k v u r h v z , u o h u k k
ohrzv ,t od rhvzvk ofhkt urcj,hu /uukhu :hrrn hbcu iuard hbc /lhjt
ihrczd ovn ,ubnku ohrgav ,rhnac /lu,rahu :ovhkt cre,vkn

kf (jf) :vbuvfv kg sug ubukh tku ivfv irvtc h,rjca iurfzk /,utk
xbfvk ihtar ubkuf 'lfc ihrhvz ,uhvk ihkufh ubt iht /wudu crev crev
:,unh sgun kvt lu,k xbfhu urcjn r,uh unmg chreha sjtu sgun kvt rmjk
vank /irvt kt wv rnthu (t) :v,hnk ubrepuv tna /gudk ubn, otv
v , t :1 a s e n k u x b f h t k a k t r a h , b e , k g u r h v z v k i r v t k r n t h a r n t
/ a s e n v i u g , t u t a , :1 o r n g h c t , v e h b c o v / l h c t , h c u l h b c u

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 How are the priests and Levites to take responsibility for
the Sanctuary? (v. 1)
RASHI: [God says]: “I impose upon you the punishment for outsiders
who sin by using the sacred objects entrusted to you: the tent, the
ark, the table, and the sacred apparatus. You must sit and warn any
outsider who attempts to touch them.
RAMBAM: It is a mitzvah from the Torah to guard the Temple. This
is so even if there is no fear of enemies or thieves, for the guarding

of the Temple is done purely as an act of respect, for a palace with
guards is incomparably superior to a palace without guards (Laws of
God’s Chosen House 8:1).

The mitzvah of guarding the Temple is carried out the entire night.
The guardians are the priests and Levites, as the verse states, “You
along with your sons will be before the Tent of Testimony” (v. 2), i.e.
you should keep watch over it for Me. Also, it is said (v. 4), ‘they must
safeguard the duties of the Tent of Meeting” (Rambam ibid. law 2).

TORAS MENACHEM

This led Rashi to formulate his stance, that at the literal level the staff
blossomed miraculously, but developed naturally: The miraculous
beginnings of the almond flower represented the Divine approval of
Aharon’s priesthood from above. But then, the almonds developed
naturally, as a sign to the Jewish people that Aharon was naturally suited
to be the High Priest.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 23, pp. 118-120)

k

more supernatural behavior the staff exhibited, the more impressive
would be the sign of Aharon’s authenticity, which was the very purpose of
this exercise?
Rashi understood from the context of this passage that the staff would
be a more powerful sign if it exhibited both supernatural and natural
qualities. For up to this point, Aharon’s Divinely appointed role had been
confirmed by a series of miracles, including the earth’s swallowing
Korach’s men alive (16:31-33), and a fire from heaven that consumed the
remaining rebels (ibid. 35). Nevertheless, the very next day, “the entire
congregation of Israel complained against Moshe and Aharon, saying,
‘You have killed God’s people!’” (17:6).
Why had Korach’s demise through Divine intervention not convinced
the people of Aharon’s validity as High Priest? Because the miracles had
only proven Divine consent to Aharon’s position as High Priest. But
perhaps, the people wondered, there might be a more worthy candidate
than Aharon who might also meet with Divine approval. Perhaps, God
had only consented to Aharon’s appointment due to Moshe’s prayers, but
in fact a better High Priest could be found—especially as Aharon had
been instrumental in the sin of the Golden Calf.
Therefore, Rashi concluded that the miracle of the staff must have been
intended to prove, not only Divine consent to Aharon’s appointment, but
furthermore, some indication of his genuine suitability for the position.

T HE M ITZVAH

OF

G UARDING ( V . 1-2)

In law 1, when Rambam introduces the mitzvah from the Torah to
guard the Temple, he cites no scriptural source whatsoever, and writes
simply, “It is a mitzvah from the Torah to guard the Temple.” Only in
law 2, when he begins to describe whom the mitzvah is incumbent upon,
does he cite the scriptural verses which speak of the guarding.
Apparently, Rambam maintained that verses 1-2 do not teach us the
actual mitzvah of guarding the Temple itself, but rather, they merely
provide supplementary information about who is to carry out the
guarding. Therefore, Rambam did not cite the verses in law 1, when
describing the definition and nature of the mitzvah itself.
However, the verses do appear to be describing the mitzvah of guarding
the Temple itself, and not merely providing supplementary information.
What led Rambam to conclude otherwise?
jWfa, jre pWa ,jha vtr 1

17:27 - 18:2
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[

T
18

17:27

1

GUARDING

THE

TABERNACLE

[

he children of Israel spoke to Moshe, saying, “(We can’t be so careful about not entering the Tent
of Meeting). We’re going to die! We will be destroyed! We are all lost!” 28 Whoever comes close
to the Sanctuary of God dies! Are we doomed to death?

God said to (Moshe: Say to) Aharon:



You, your sons and (the rest of) your paternal house (of Kehos) will (protect the Jewish people
by) taking responsibility for sins concerning (touching unauthorized parts of) the Sanctuary,
(warning them at all times).



You, along with your sons (the priests), will take responsibility for sins (of the Levites) concerning
(unauthorized participation in the duties of) your priesthood.

2

You should also draw close your brothers (the descendants of Gershon and Merari) from the tribe
of Levi, your father’s tribe:


They should join you (in the above work).



They should serve as ministers to you (helping you with duties of guarding and administration,
so that) you along with your sons will be before the Tent of Testimony.
TORAS MENACHEM

T HE E XPLANATION
From Rashi’s commentary, it is quite clear that the priests and Levites
are being commanded to guard the Temple for a practical reason—in
order to ensure that those people who are prohibited from entering the
Temple do not enter.
However, Rambam writes, “The guarding of the Temple is done purely
as an act of respect, for a palace with guards is incomparably superior to
a palace without guards,” i.e. the purpose of guarding the Temple was not
to prevent unwanted visitors, but rather, to honor the building itself.
Therefore, Rambam did not cite the verses from the Torah when
describing the actual mitzvah to guard the Temple, as in his opinion
preventing the entry of unauthorized individuals is not the purpose of
guarding the Temple.
In other words: Rashi maintained that guarding was a personal
responsibility, incumbent on the priests and Levites (gavra), but Rambam
understood that the obligation was one of the Torah’s requirements for
the building itself (cheftza).

G UARDING

AT

sufficient honor for the Temple. Only at night when the services cease
does it become necessary to guard the Temple, for the purposes of honor
and respect.
However, this solution appears to be difficult to accept, for while it may
be the case that the services in the Temple were a sign of respect, it was
nevertheless a very different kind of respect to that offered by guarding.
So on what basis could Rambam equate the two?
Rambam’s understanding was that the Temple is guarded to ensure that
it was always the focus of attention. And this is the greatest respect and
honor that a building can be given, that our minds are on it constantly,
day and night.
Thus, we can now understand why the offering of sacrifices during the
day was an activity which precluded the need for guarding. For, as long
as this was taking place, the building was certainly the subject of human
consciousness and attention. Only when this activity ceased (at night),
was there a need to continue the focus on the Temple brought about by
guarding it.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 13, p. 56ff.)

N IGHT

A second innovation of Rambam is the statement, “The mitzvah of
guarding the Temple is carried out only at night.” Many other primary
authorities disagreed with this stance of Rambam, arguing that the mitzvah
is binding day and night (see Rosh and Ra’avad to Tamid 1:1). In fact, Minchas
Chinuch (mitzvah 448) goes so far as to assert that there is no extant source
for Rambam’s position, and that there seems to be no other solution than
to conclude that Rambam had primary texts which have since been lost!
Furthermore, the ruling that the Temple need not be guarded during the
day seems to contradict Rambam’s basic understanding of the mitzvah.
For, since Rambam maintained that the Temple is guarded purely for the
sake of honor, then why would we not want to honor the Temple during
the day, as well as at night?
At first glance, we might argue that guarding is unnecessary during the
day, as the very fact that the priests are carrying out the daily services is

[

The Last Word

[

hile guarding the Sanctuary was extremely important, it
was just one of the many tasks performed by the priests and
Levites, and not all the priests were required to guard.
From this we can learn that while an observant Jew must be
careful to guard himself from influences that are antithetical to
Judaism, this is not the entire “service” of a Jew in this world. The
need to “guard oneself” must not be used as an excuse to refrain
from the important task of spreading the light of Judaism to others.

W

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 14, p. 240)
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Îl`e WcŸT³ d iÆ¥l§MÎl` Á K` ldŸ ®`dÎl¨M zx−nWnE ½LYxnW«n
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v b , n o f k ( u ) :2 ; m e v t m h h f r n t b a '1 r c f v h v a u n f / ; m e s u g v h v h
'vkgnk arupna unf 'wvk rnuk sunk, 'yuhsv ka of,sucgk kufh /ohb,b
: o f k v h , , b v b , n c / v b , n , s c g ( z ) :1 i h k f r n t u i h r c z d , r n a n r u n a k
tmuh tuv vbv unf 'vz tuv vjna iuak /vjnac /lk h,,b vbv hbtu (j)
o,j tku c,f tku ucvutk vsa i,ba lknk kan 'uckc jnau ltru l,trek
tch vmrha hn kf lknv k"t /vsav kg rgrgu sjt tc /ihtfrgc vkgv tku
jre tca hpk itf ;t 'ihtfrgc vkgnu lk o,uju c,uf hbhrv 'lsdbk rgrghu

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why do the laws of gifts to the priests appear here? (v. 8ff)
RASHI: This could be compared to a King who gave a field to his
friend but did not write a deed or sign anything, and did not record
it in court. A person came and disputed the ownership of the field.
The King said to him: “Anyone can come and contest your rights. So
I will write a deed, sign it for you, and record it in court.”
:sn ohjcz 5

Likewise here, since Korach came and disputed Aharon’s rights to
the priesthood, the Torah gave him twenty-four priestly gifts as an
everlasting covenant [as if preserved in] salt (v. 19). Therefore, this
passage is placed here, next to [the incident with Korach].
SFORNO: The gifts to the priests are a reward for their duties of
guarding the Sanctuary, mentioned above (v.1-6).

/59 vrgv '197 wg dWfj aWuekn rhgvku /hrpx 4
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They should safeguard your duties and the duties of the Tent, but they may not approach the
holy vessels or the Altar, so that neither they nor you will die. 4 They should join you, and they
should safeguard the duties of the Tent of Meeting for all the services of the Tent, and (you should
make sure that) no outsider should come near you. 5 You should safeguard the duties of the
Sanctuary and the duties of the Altar, so that there be no more (Divine) anger against the children
of Israel (as there has been in the past).



6

Look! I have taken your brothers, the Levites, from among the children of Israel, and have given
them to you as a gift to help (you with the work of) God, to perform the service in the Tent of Meeting.
7
You along with your sons should guard your priesthood in all matters concerning the Altar, and that
which is behind the partition screen, and you should serve. I have given you the service of your
priesthood as a gift. Any non-priest who approaches (to participate) will die.
[

18:8

G
9

GIFTS

TO

THE PRIESTS

[

od said to Aharon: Look! I have given you My gift (offerings, which you must) guard (from
ritual impurity). I have given you all the children of Israel’s holy things as a sign of greatness,
and to your sons as an eternal portion.

The following will be yours from the holiest of holies, (after) the fire(-offerings are put on the Altar):



(A portion of) all the offerings (of the community)—their meal-offerings, their sin-offerings, their
guilt-offerings, (and) what they return to Me (from the property of a deceased convert.* These
gifts) will be holy of holies to you and to your sons.



10



All male (priests) may eat (these offerings, which) will be holy to you.

11

You must eat (these gifts) in the holiest of places, (the Tabernacle courtyard).

The following will be yours:



The parts which are set aside as gifts from all the children of Israel’s wave-offerings. I have given
these to you, along with your sons and your daughters, as an eternal portion. Any ritually pure
member of your household may eat it.



12



13

I have given (terumah) to you, (which is) the first portion of the best oil and the best wine which
(the Jewish people) give to God.

The first fruit of everything that grows in their Land, which they will bring to God, will be yours.
Any ritually pure member of your household may eat of it.
TORAS MENACHEM

k

K ORACH

AND THE

P RIESTLY G IFTS ( V . 8)

In his commentary to verse 8, Rashi explains why the passage
concerning priestly gifts appears here, after the account of Korach’s
rebellion: “Since Korach came and contested Aharon’s rights to the
priesthood, the Torah gave him twenty-four priestly gifts as an everlasting
covenant (as if preserved in) salt.” This in itself appears to be a sufficient
explanation of the matter. What was the need for Rashi to cite the parable
of “a king who gave his field to a friend”?

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi’s parable comes to answer two questions: a.) Why, in addition to
the priestly gifts, was it necessary for God to make a covenant with the
priests; and furthermore, an “everlasting covenant (as if preserved in)
*See 5:8 above, and Rashi ibid.

salt” (v. 19)? b.) Why was the miracle of Aharon’s staff blossoming almonds
not a sufficient rebuttal of Korach’s dispute against Aharon?
These problems are resolved by the three details of Rashi’s parable:
“I will write a deed”—A dispute of ownership is most likely to occur
when a person is not found in his field, but at a distance away from it.
A deed is thus particularly effective in proving ownership when a person
is away from his field. This is analogous to the gifts, which are given to
the priests when they are away from the Temple, i.e. the priestly gifts
prove that the priesthood is relevant in all geographic locations.
“Sign it for you”—If a deed is not signed, it is conceivable that the
original owner of the field will revoke his decision to give it away. The
signature is thus analogous to the covenant which God made with the
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thrcv rcsc irvt og ,hrc ,rf /okug jkn ,hrc : gmntc yrpu ;uxc
u b h t a j k n k v , u r f v , h r c f / j k n , h r c :2 o h r j t , t t h r c n u o h h e , n u
/ o v u ( d f ) :2 v z h c c ; t / o f u , c l k v h v h t k e k j u ( f ) : o k u g k j h r x n
:ovhkt ,adn ohrzv rhvzvk ovhkga 'ktrah ka obug utah ohukv
ubnn ahrpha sg vnur, utre cu,fv /vnur, wvk unhrh rat (sf)

ohkftba ohnka ka /ihnhv euafu vpub,v vzjf (jh) :vkusd vnur,
kftb rufcv ;t 'sjt vkhku ohnh hbak ovhscgku ovhbcku ovhabk ohbvfk
c u , f v l k ; h x u v s n k u t c h e g h c r t c / v h v h l k :1 s j t v k h k u o h n h h b a k
:1 v k h k u o u h k t k t k f t b u b h t a ' v s u , k a e u a u v z j f r n t , t k a ' , r j t v h u v
vkkfu vkj,c vkkf uz varp ka v,chjn /ohasev ,nur, kf (yh)

TORAS MENACHEM

priests, never to revoke the priesthood from them, (as God had done in
the past, with the firstborn—Rashi to Bamidbar 3:12).
“And record it in court”—Even if the person who gave the field to his
friend does not revoke his decision, an outsider may come and dispute
the field’s ownership, unless the transaction is recorded in court. This is

analogous to a situation where the service of priesthood is interrupted due
to external factors, such as the destruction of the Temple. One might think
that the end of Temple service would represent an end to the priesthood,
so God says, “I have recorded it in court,” and it can never be annulled
by the events of this world—“an eternal covenant (as if preserved in) salt.”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 23, pp. 129-131)
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15

Every firstborn of the womb of any creature, which they present to God, either a man or an
animal, will be yours. But you must redeem the firstborn of a person (and return him to his father.
Likewise,) you must redeem the firstborn of a ritually impure animal. 16 (A person) should be
redeemed from the age of one month, at the (prescribed) value of five silver shekels, according
to the shekel (system used for) holy (matters), which is twenty gerahs (per shekel).



17

Any segregated (field)* in Israel should be yours.

However, a firstborn ox, a firstborn sheep or a firstborn goat should not be redeemed, for they
are holy. Their blood should be sprinkled on the Altar, and their fats should be burned as a fireoffering, as a pleasant aroma to God. 18 Their meat will be yours. It will be yours (and may be
eaten by you and your family) like the breast of the wave-offering and the right thigh.

19

I have given to you, and to your sons and daughters along with you, all the gifts of the holy
(offerings) which are set aside by the children of Israel for God as an eternal portion. It is an everlasting
covenant (as if preserved in) salt before God, for you and your descendants along with you.
20



God said to Aharon:
You will not come to possess their Land, nor will you have a portion (of their spoils of war) along
with them. I am your inheritance and portion among the children of Israel.
[

SEVENTH
READING

GIFTS

TO

THE LEVITES

[



21



22

The children of Israel must no longer approach the Tent of Meeting, so that they do not sin and
die. 23 The Levites should perform the service of the Tent of Meeting, and they will take
responsibility for (anybody who approaches it). This is an eternal statute for your generations.



(The Levites) will not come to possess (land) together with the children of Israel. 24 For I have given
the children of Israel’s tithes, which they must set aside for God as a gift, to the Levites as an inheritance. Therefore, I told them that they will not inherit (land) together with the children of Israel.

And I have given all tithes of Israel to the descendants of Levi as an inheritance, in exchange
for their service which they perform—the service of the Tent of Meeting.

TORAS MENACHEM

[

Sparks of Chasidus

ow are the “Gifts to the Levites” (v. 21-24) connected with the
rebellion of Korach, the theme of our Parsha?**
At first glance, Korach’s rebellion appears to be hypocritical, for
while he complained to Moshe and Aharon, “Why have you made
yourselves elite over God’s assembly” (16:3), Korach nevertheless
sought to become the High Priest himself.
Chasidic thought reconciles this contradiction, by explaining that
Korach sought a different kind of priesthood, one in which the priests
remain aloof and removed from the people. “There is nothing wrong
with there being a spiritual elite,” Korach would argue, “but they
should not be ‘over God’s assembly,’ as leaders of the people.”

H

T

herefore, as a direct response to Korach’s complaint, the mitzvah
of gifts to the priests was given. For these gifts emphasize how the

[

priests and the people are closely connected with each other, to the
extent that the people support the priests with gifts.
owever, this still does not represent a total rebuttal of Korach’s
position. For, ultimately, the priestly gifts are God’s property (or
the priests’s property) which is found in the hands of the people, and
must be returned to the priest (see v. 12-13). So, on a deeper level, the
idea that the people's own property is connected with the priests is
still lacking.
Therefore the Torah now records the gifts to the Levites, in which
the people’s own property is given away in support of the Levites,
demonstrating a much more fundamental connection between the
people and their spiritual leaders.

H

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 218ff.)

*See Vayikra 27:21. **The gifts to the priests (v. 8ff) are recorded, because “Korach came and disputed Aharon’s rights to the priesthood” (Rashi to v. 8), but this reasoning would
not apply here, since Korach himself was a Levite. At the literal level, the Levites’ gifts appear here as a reward for their duties in guarding the sanctuary (cf. Sforno to v. 8).
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CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 How does the terumah which the Levites set aside from
their tithes resemble the terumah which the Israelites set
aside from their crops? (v. 27)

fifth [payable to the priest], just as with terumah gedolah [the
terumah set aside by Israelites].

RASHI: The terumah [offered to the priests by the Levites] which is
separated from their tithes is forbidden to all non-priests and to
ritually impure [priests]; a transgression renders a person liable for
death [by the agency of heaven]; and compensation of an additional

RASHI: “You will not bear a sin on account of it, etc.”—but if you
do not set aside terumah from it, you will bear a sin.
“[Do not violate the sanctity of that which has been made holy...]
and you will not die”—but if you do violate its sanctity, you will die.

 What does verse 32 teach us?
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[

18:25

G

LEVITES ’ G IFTS

od spoke to Moshe, saying:

26

TO

THE PRIESTS

[

Speak to the Levites and tell them:

When you take the tithes from the children of Israel—which I have given to you from
them as your inheritance—you should set terumah aside from it for God, a tithe of the
27
tithe. The terumah you set aside (will have the same laws as the terumah of the children of
Israel set aside from) the grain of the threshing-floor and (the first ripe grapes), the produce of
the vat. 28 Likewise, you too must set aside terumah for God from all the tithes you take from the
children of Israel, and you should give God’s terumah to Aharon the priest.

MAFTIR



29



(The above applies to tithes that you receive which have already had terumah separated from
them by the owner. But) from all your gifts (that you receive that have not had terumah
separated) you should (first) set aside (the original owner’s obligation of) terumah for God, from
its choicest portion, that part of it which is to be consecrated (to the priest; and then you must
separate your own obligation of terumah from the tithe afterwards).



30

Say to them: When you (do this and) separate its choicest part (as terumah), it will be considered for the Levites as (totally permissible) produce from the threshing-floor and as (totally
permissible) produce from the vat. 31 You and your household may eat it anywhere, for it is your
wage in exchange for your service in the Tent of Meeting.



32



Do not violate the sanctity of that which has been made holy by the children of Israel, and you
will not die.

You will not bear a sin on account of it, if you separate its choicest part from it.

HAFTARAHS: KORACH - P.303.

EREV ROSH CHODESH - P. 317.

ROSH CHODESH - P. 319.

Maftir: Rosh Chodesh—p. 322.
TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE L EVITES ’ G IFTS

TO THE

P RIESTS ( V . 32)

When an Israelite harvests his crops, he is obligated to separate an initial portion (terumah gedolah) for the priests, and a further portion, known
as tithes (ma’aser), for the Levites. When the Levite receives his tithes, he
is then required to make a further separation of terumah from his tithes
(terumas ma’aser) for the priest, as we read in the current passage (v. 25-32).
Terumah gedolah may be eaten only by priests, and only when they are
in a state of ritual purity.
In his commentary to verse 27, Rashi explains that terumas ma’aser
shares exactly the same laws, “a transgression renders a person liable for
death [by the agency of heaven] etc.”
The Torah then concludes: “You will not bear a sin on account of it, if
you separate its choicest part from it. Do not violate the sanctity of that which
has been made holy by the children of Israel, and you will not die” (v. 32).
This begs the question: What does verse 32 teach us that we do not
already know from verse 27? And why does verse 32 mention two
prohibitions: “a sin” and a “violation of sanctity”? (see Rashi)

T HE E XPLANATION
While Rashi seems to suggest in his commentary to verse 27 that the
laws of terumah gedolah and terumas ma’aser are the same, nevertheless,
at the literal level, there is a very fundamental difference between them—
and it is this difference which verse 32 comes to clarify.
The distinction between the two revolves around the following question:

Before terumah is separated, are the crops: a.) A mixture of holy terumah
and ordinary crops, which are then separated apart by the act of taking
terumah; or do we say that b.) The terumah only comes into existence as
a holy entity after it is separated from the crops.
In the case of terumah gedolah taken from regular food, Rashi accepted
the latter argument (“b”), since it is simpler to say, at the literal level, that
terumah only comes into existence after there has been an act of
separation, and not beforehand (see Toras Menachem to Vayikra 22:15).
However, in the case of terumas ma’aser, Rashi took the opposite
stance, that terumas ma’aser actually exists and is mixed with the tithes
before it is separated. This is because when an Israelite separates tithes,
his act of separation is sufficient to bring two entities into existence: tithes
and terumas ma’aser (later to be separated from the tithes by the Levite).
Thus, after the Israelite’s separation of tithes, the terumas ma’aser already
exists and is mixed with the tithes. So if a Levite would fail to separate
terumas ma’aser from his tithes he would commit two sins: i.) Since the
terumas ma’aser actually exists, and it is the priests’ property, he would be
stealing from the priest. ii.) If he eats the tithe, he would violate the
sanctity of the terumas ma’aser contained within it, for terumah may only
be eaten by a priest.
It is these two points which are stressed by verse 32: “You will not bear
a sin—of theft—on account of it, if you separate its choicest part from it.
Do not violate the sanctity of that which has been made holy by the
children of Israel—by eating it—and you will not die.”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 38, p. 65ff.)

I
Parshas Korach contains 6 positive mitzvos & 3 prohibitions.
1.

To guard the Temple [18:4].

2.

Priests may not carry out the sacred tasks of Levites and vice versa
[18:3].

3.

A non-priest may not work at the Temple [18:4, 22].

4.

Never to stop guarding the Temple [18:5].

5.

To redeem a firstborn child [18:15].

6.

Not to redeem a firstborn domesticated animal [18:17].

7.

The Levite’s service in the Temple [18:23].

8.

To separate the First Tithe for the Levites [18:24].

9.

Levites must give a tithe from their own tithe to the priests [18:26, 28].

I

[
parshas

Chukas

,ej ,arp

[

The Name of the Parsha

arshas Chukas spans a period of nearly forty years.
First, the Parsha discusses the laws of the red heifer,
which were said on the first of Nisan (Gitin 60b), before the
sin of the spies and Korach’s rebellion. But then we jump
almost forty years to discuss the passing of Miriam and
Aharon, and the conquest of Sichon and Og.
This begs the question: What is the inner reason why
the Torah chose to backtrack to a time before the sin of
the spies, and then jump suddenly forward to the end of
the Jewish people’s journey in the desert?

P

o answer this problem, let us first turn to another issue
that appears to be perplexing here. Near the end of
this Parsha, Moshe sent spies to Ya’azer (21:32), echoing
the sending of spies nearly forty years before. One would
presume that after being sentenced to wander in the
desert for almost forty years the Jewish people would
have learned their lesson, and taken extreme precaution
not to repeat the sin of the first spies. Yet we find that in
our Parsha the first spies’ key errors appear to have
been repeated:
a.) The first spies deviated from the mission they were
assigned. Similarly, in this Parsha, “Moshe sent men to
spy out Ya’azer” (21:32), but instead of merely collecting
information as Moshe had told them, they deviated from
their mission, and “they captured its villages.”
b.) In this Parsha, after conquering the land of Sichon,
“the Jewish people settled in all the cities of the Amorites,
in Cheshbon and all its villages” (21:25). Surely, settling

T

[

these lands rather than entering the Land of Israel
resembled the sin of the first spies?
n truth, however, the very opposite was the case.
The Jewish people of this second generation did not
repeat the sin of the spies, but rather, they sought to correct it by showing additional enthusiasm about conquering the Land of Israel. Thus, when Moshe sent spies, they
did not merely survey the land, but “they captured its
villages.” And while God had told them that they were
going to conquer the Land of the seven nations (the Land
of Cana’an), they nevertheless desired to settle in the
lands of Sichon and Og, for these were part of the
extended borders of the Land of Israel promised to
Avraham (Bereishis 15:18ff).
And this is the inner reason why our Parsha begins with
a passage which was said before the sin of the spies. For
through their enthusiasm to enter the Land recorded here,
the Jewish people succeeded in correcting the sin of the
spies, reaching their prior spiritual level that they had
attained before the sin.

I

nd this message is reflected too in the name of the
Parsha. “Chukas” is a derivation of the Hebrew word
chakikah, meaning “engraving.” For here we read of the
Jewish people’s desire to inhabit the entire Land of Israel
promised to Avraham, to the extent that a love of the land
had totally permeated their hearts and minds, like letters
engraved in stone.

A

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Chukas 5750)
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CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why is the red heifer referred to as “the suprarational
command of the Torah” ? (v. 2)
RASHI: Because the Satan and the nations of the world cause grief
to the Jewish people, saying, “What is this commandment? What
purpose does it have?” Therefore, the Torah uses the term chukah
(suprarational command). [God says], “It is My personal decree. You
do not have permission to ponder over it.”*
RAMBAN: The nations taunt the Jewish people about this mitzvah,
for a similar reason to their derision about the scapegoat of Yom
Kippur—because it is slaughtered outside the Holy Temple.
BE’ER MAYIM CHAYIM: The source of derision is the law that the pure
person who performs the process becomes impure, and yet the
impure person on whom the procedure is performed becomes pure.
Of course, we do find such a phenomenon in nature too (for
example, heat softens tin and yet will harden an egg), but one cannot
bring proofs from nature to explain the mitzvos of God.

OHR HACHAYIM: Why does the verse use the expression, “This is the
suprarational command of the Torah,” as if to say that this mitzvah is
representative of the entire Torah?
Because the laws of ritual purity and impurity discussed here bring
to light the effect of the Torah on the Jewish people. By receiving the
Torah, the Jewish people became a holy people, and therefore they
became an attraction for spiritual impurity. Thus, ironically, a Jewish
body becomes ritually impure after the departure of the soul due to
the body’s immense holiness which attracts impurity, rather like an
empty jar of honey that attracts flies and insects.
An additional explanation: By writing, “This is the suprarational
command of the Torah,” the verse is hinting that if a person observes
this mitzvah, he is credited with observing the entire Torah. For
observing a mitzvah which makes no sense at all demonstrates a
person’s strong faith and commitment to observe all the other
mitzvos too.

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE “S UPRARATIONAL C OMMAND

OF THE

T ORAH ” ( V . 2)

In his commentary to Parshas Toldos, Rashi defines chukim (suprarational commands): “Things which the evil inclination and the nations of
the world argue against—such as eating pig and wearing shatnez—
because they have no reason. Rather, they are decrees of the King; His
statutes to His servants” (Rashi to Bereishis 26:5).
Likewise, in Parshas Acharei Rashi writes: “They are decrees of the
King, against which the evil inclination argues, ‘Why should we keep
them?’ And the nations of the world argue against them. Examples are
eating pig, wearing shatnez and ritual purification through the sprinklingwater. Therefore the verse says, ‘I am God’—I have decreed upon you,
and you have no right to exempt yourselves” (Rashi to Vayikra 18:4).

* Concerning the distinction between rational and suprarational commands,
see Classic Questions and Toras Menachem to Vayikra 20:22.

But here Rashi writes: “Satan and the nations of the world cause grief to
the Jewish people, saying, ‘What is this commandment? What purpose
does it have?’....[God says,] ‘It is My personal decree. You do not have
permission to question it.’”
A number of differences are evident among Rashi’s comments:
a.) In the previous instances, the evil inclination was the source of
opposition to observing the suprarational commands; whereas here the
evil inclination is not mentioned at all, but rather, the opponents are the
Satan and the nations of the world.
b.) On previous occasions the opponents to the suprarational commands had been “arguing against” them; but here Rashi writes that the
Jewish people are “caused grief” by their opponent.

/cn oa 6

/jx tnuh 5

vWn cWp vrp 4

hrpx 3
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G

THE RED HEIFER

[

od spoke to Moshe and Aharon, saying: 2 This is the suprarational command of the Torah which
God commanded, saying: Tell the children of Israel:


They should bring you a perfectly red heifer, which is devoid of blemish and has never
had a yoke placed on it.

3



You should give it to Elazar the priest. He should take it outside (all three) camp(s) and (a nonpriest may) slaughter it in his presence.



4



5

Elazar the priest should take some of its blood with his finger, (turn so that he faces) towards
the front of the Tent of Meeting, and sprinkle it seven times.
The cow should then be burned in his presence. Its hide, its flesh, its blood, and its dung should
be burned.
TORAS MENACHEM

c.) In our Parsha, Rashi writes, “You do not have permission to ponder
over it,” whereas earlier he wrote, “you have no right to exempt
yourselves.”
What is the reason for these changes, at the literal level?

W HY

IS

T HIS M ITZVAH S UPRARATIONAL ?

A further question here is why the mitzvah of the red heifer is
considered to be suprarational, a matter which Rashi apparently deemed
to be self-understood.

[

“T HIS

IS THE

Sparks of Chasidus

S UPRARATIONAL C OMMAND

ccording to Chasidic thought, the mitzvah of the red heifer is
referred to as “the suprarational command of the Torah,”
because it conveys a message which is fundamental to Torah life.
The spiritual root of all existence—Chasidus explains—is rhythmic,
and not static. Just as man’s heart must continually contract and then
relax, and his lungs must always inhale then exhale, so too, the
universe’s spiritual life-force also fluctuates in a constant cycle of
“emanation” and “withdrawal.” For, metaphysically speaking,
everything is “alive,” being brought into existence constantly by God,
and thus its inner core is pulsating energy.
The kabbalists describe this cycle as “ratsu followed by shuv,”
which literally means “running” towards spirituality, and subsequently
“returning” to the lower reality. In our own lives, ratsu is the desire
for transcendence and, in its most extreme form, the yearning to
escape from corporeal existence and merge with Divinity. But
generally speaking, it is the drive to elevate the world by stretching it
beyond its material trappings, in an attempt to raise it closer to God.
During study, ratsu expresses itself as the drive to explore and innovate new ideas, never remaining content with one’s present knowledge. In practical observance, it ensures that a person does not stagnate
at his present level, always seeking growth in mitzvah observance.
But, ultimately, ratsu has a certain egotistical quality. For all forms
of love, even the love of God, express a personal desire. So if it is left
to its own devices, ratsu may indeed fulfill the person’s desire to

A

Be’er Mayim Chayim writes that this mitzvah is irrational because it
causes pure individuals to become impure and the impure to become
pure. However, Rashi writes explicitly that there is a logic behind this
point, since the red heifer is “an atonement for the Golden Calf...and just
as the [Golden] Calf rendered everybody who dealt with it impure,
likewise the [red] heifer renders all who deal with it impure” (Rashi, end of
ch. 19, in the name of Moshe Hadarshan).
Why, then, is this mitzvah considered to be suprarational?

[
OF THE

T ORAH ”

( V . 2)

leave the world and come closer to God; but God desires that man
should find his destiny here, in the lowly, physical world where he
was created. So while ratsu has a positive effect, in that it lifts a
person’s perception and aspirations above the mundane, it must be
coupled with shuv: A sense of responsibility and discipline that
causes a person to redirect his ambitions back down into this world.
Shuv leads a person to draw Godliness downwards into the world,
through an emphasis on the practical. It is a spiritual “pause,” before
the next ascendancy will begin, during which one internalizes the
mystical heights that were reached, making sure that they become
part of one’s nature and character. In study, shuv represents bringing
one’s initial questions to a final resolution, making the knowledge
real and concrete. Overall, it is a disciplined commitment to a Torah
life motivated by an acceptance of the yoke of the commandments.
he red heifer is the suprarational command “of the Torah,” a
central theme of Torah life, because it exhibits a combination of
both ratsu and shuv. First the cow is completely burned, representing
the passionate ascendancy of ratsu; but then its ash is used to make
sprinkling-water, resembling shuv, since water flows downwards until
it settles in a flat place.
The lesson: Just as both fire and water are crucial in preparing a red
heifer, the dynamic tension between ratsu and shuv is the very
essence of our relationship with God, a principle of the Torah.

T

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Ki Sisa, Parshas Parah, 5750)
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And finally, what problem was troubling Rashi here that prompted him
to make his comments? Surely it was not the definition of the term chok
(suprarational command), for this was clarified by Rashi on numerous
other occasions, as cited above.

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi was troubled by the expression, “This is the suprarational command of the Torah,” which suggests that the red heifer is the only suprarational command in the entire Torah, and this is clearly not the case.
What the Torah must be saying, concluded Rashi, is that there are two
categories of chukim, and the red heifer is unique even among the other
suprarational commands. While the other chukim (such as the
prohibitions against eating pig or wearing shatnez) defy comprehension,
they are nevertheless not completely incomprehensible. In fact, even
sprinkling the water containing the ashes of the red heifer (which Rashi
refers to in Parshas Acharei) is somewhat understood, for we know from
/cg ihkuj 7

the case of the mikvah (ritual bath) that impurity is removed by water, and
this is not referred to by Rashi in any place as suprarational.
Rather, it is the ritual slaughter and offering of the red heifer which
appears to be totally irrational. The red heifer could not be considered as
an animal sacrifice, as it was not offered on the Altar but was prepared
entirely outside the camp, in contrast to all other sacrifices which must be
offered inside the Holy Temple. But, on the other hand, it does seem to
be a holy offering (and not merely a means of preparing ashes for the
sprinkling-water), since: a.) It must be offered by the deputy High Priest
(Rashi to v. 3); b.) who must face “towards the front of the Tent of Meeting
(v. 4); and c.) Rashi himself affirms, “It is like other holy offerings” (v. 9). So
the red heifer is a paradox: It has many signs of being a genuine animal
sacrifice to God, and yet it may not be offered in the Holy Temple!
(At first glance, the red heifer does not appear to be unique in this
respect, as we find that the scapegoat of Yom Kippur is also killed outside
the Temple (as Ramban notes—see Classic Questions to v. 2).
hrpx 6

s 'c whrfz 5

db 'd vfht 4

dWp vrp t,pxu, 3

tWhn dWn vrp 2
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The priest should immerse his garments and wash his body in (mikvah) water. The priest will
remain impure until the evening, and then he may enter the (inner) camp(s).



8
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(The ashes are to be added to the) sprinkling-water, (which is used) for ritual purification.
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The one who gathers the cow’s ashes should immerse his clothes (in a mikvah), and he will
remain ritually impure until the evening.



This is an everlasting law (both) for the children of Israel and for the convert who lives with them.

The priest should take a piece of cedar wood, hyssop, and crimson wool, and cast them into
the burning cow.

The one who burns (the cow) should immerse his clothes in (mikvah) water and ritually purify
his body in (mikvah) water, and then he will remain ritually impure until the evening.

A ritually pure person should gather the cow’s ashes and (divide them into three portions. He
should leave one portion in the Temple for the priests working there), place (another on the
Mount of Olives) outside the camp in a ritually pure place (for priests preparing the red cow),
and (the third portion) should be (placed just outside the wall of the Temple courtyard) as a
secure reminder for the congregation of the children of Israel.

[

RITUAL IMPURITY FROM

A

CORPSE

[
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On the third and seventh days, he should ritually purify himself with (the ashes of the red cow),
in order to become ritually pure. But if he does not sprinkle himself with it on the third and
seventh days, he will not become ritually pure.



13



Being that the sprinkling-water was not sprinkled on him, he remained ritually impure, and (even
if he immersed in the mikvah) his ritual impurity remains with him.

Anyone touching the corpse of a human being will become ritually impure for seven days.

Anyone who touches the corpse of a human being that died and does not ritually purify himself
(and then enters the Temple courtyard) has made God’s Tabernacle ritually impure, so his soul
will be cut off from Israel.

TORAS MENACHEM

However, the two cases are not entirely similar, since: a.) Some of the
procedures concerning the scapegoat are performed inside the Temple,

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

“A S ECURE R EMINDER ...” ( V . 9)
he third portion of ashes from the red heifer offered by Moshe
were kept as “a secure reminder for the congregation” (v. 9).
One of the lessons here is that when a person dedicates himself
to reaching out and helping others (the “purification” of others),
he may come to neglect his own spiritual standing. To prevent
such a mistake, the Torah teaches us to keep a portion of the ashes
of the red heifer as a “secure reminder”—that it is crucial to
dedicate some time to oneself as well as to others.

T

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 4, pp. 1060-1)

[such as its selection via lottery (Vayikra 16:7-10), and the confession of the
High Priest that is made upon it (ibid. v. 21)]. All the procedures of the red
heifer, however, are done entirely outside the Temple. b.) The reason why
the scapegoat is taken outside the Temple is documented clearly in
scripture—to “carry upon itself all their sins to an uninhabited land” (ibid.
v. 22). No explanation is offered, however, for why the red heifer should
be offered specifically outside the Temple, which is totally irrational for
a holy offering.)

T HE R ED H EIFER

AND

T HE E VIL I NCLINATION

Based on the above, we can now explain why Rashi did not write that
the mitzvah of the red heifer is criticized by the “evil inclination,” as he
states in the case of other suprarational commands:
It is quite understandable that God, Who cannot be grasped by the
human mind, may issue commands that likewise cannot be grasped.
What is difficult to understand is a mitzvah that has both rational and
irrational elements. In such a case, the evil inclination (or the nations)
may argue: “Why would God give you a command that appears to make
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:uvzu iarsv van wr ka usuxhn h,e,gv vsdt arsnu /vh,ufkvu vgnan
lf ovkan kdgk cvzv hnzb uerp ova oaf ovkan /lhkt ujehu (c)
/lkn ka ihykp ;bhya vjpa ick kan /vnst vrp :ovkan vrpfk uz uthch
k g / v n s t :7 k d g v k g r p f , u v r p t c , l f ' v t u m v j b e , u u n t t c , u r n t
u h v a k t r a h o a k g / v n h n , :9 o u s t h u r e t y j v a '8 g k u , f u n h s t h o t o a
t k :9 o , u n , k u r z j h u o v h k g r p f , u u z t c , ' i h n u n h k g c u c u a g b u o h n h n ,
/ i v f v r z g k t k t ( d ) :9 o h n a k u g o v h k g n u e r p a o a f / k u g v h k g v k g
,t vag irvta hpku /kdgv ,uagk 'ivf tuva 'irvt kg ukveba oaf
; r a u ( s ) :9 r u d h b x v a g b r u d h y e i h t a ' u s h k g u z v s u c g , h a g b t k k d g v
v a k a / , g k u , h b a u c u z t u z r t . g ( u ) :1 k d g v ; r a b a o a f / v r p v , t
kfn vucdv tuv zrtu /kdgc ukpba aht hpkt ,aka sdbf ukkv ihbhn
unmg ,t khpah 'tyju vtd,ba vucdva inhx 'okufn lunb cuztu ,ubkhtv
, u r u s k r u n a k d g v g a p a u n f / , r n a n k ( y ) :1 u k r p f , h u , g k u , u c u z t f
hsep ouhcu rntba 'kdgv ,suepn vc ihta vsuep lk ihta ',ubgrupk

cu,fv xrj hkfc /ju,p hkf kfu (uy) :ufu,c ,nva sugc /kvtv kt
u,shnm ,pudn iht ot lfhpk 'ufu,n tkt ucdn vtnuy kcen ihta 'rcsn
:1 r u v y u h k g k h , p s h n m a h o t t v ' t u v t n y ' r u c j c v p h u h k g v k u , p
o g h , r c j , b '2 h , k , p b o h v k t h k u , p b i f u ' h r c g i u a k c r c u j n i u a k / k h , p
k g u y u a p u /3 e p u s u k k u d , u c r k u a r s u b h , u c r / v s a v h b p k g ( z y ) : h , u j t
ouhc utyju (yh) :vghdbc oa ,nv tnyn 'kvt oa ihta 'vsav hbp
asen rntb ot /wudu tnyh rat ahtu (f) :u,rvy rnd tuv /hghcav
u b h , u c r / v s b v h n v z n u ( t f ) :5 , u g u c a c t , h t s f 4 w u f u i f a n r n t b v n k
vrunj vtnuy tny ,tyj hn taubva snkk tc vzu 'ruvy vznva 6urnt
'lk rnuk 'vzn iuakc uthmuva vzu /gdubc f"tan 'uhkga ohsdc tnyk
iugy ihtu /tnyh wudu gdbvu :vtzv rugha ivc tvha sg ihtnyn ibhta
:tnyh ,nc tnyba vzv tnyv /uc gdh rat kfu (cf) :ohsdc xucf
hct ,nva ubsnk itfn /crgv sg tny, :,n tnyc uc /,gdbv apbvu
hpk vaurhp uvz 'ost tnynu vtnuyv ct uc gdubvu vtnuyv ,uct

TORAS MENACHEM

sense, and yet it also does not make sense? Does God want you to relate
to this command or not? Why has He made it so confusing?” And this
argument is so strong that a person might want to reject the mitzvah
entirely, so Rashi stresses (in Parshas Acharei), “you have no right to
exempt yourselves.”
However, the slaughter and offering of the red heifer outside the Temple
makes no sense at all. Hence, the evil inclination is lacking a solid
argument, because everyone understands that God’s command is likely
not to make any sense. The only difficulty that might arise is ridicule from

others, as Rashi writes: “Satan and the nations of the world cause grief to
the Jewish people, saying, ‘What is this commandment? What purpose
does it have?’” But since there is no real challenge against the observance
of this mitzvah, Rashi was not concerned that a person might “exempt
himself” totally from it. Rather, Rashi writes that to overcome the taunting
of others, one merely needs to bear in mind that it is “My personal
decree,” and therefore it is unnecessary to ponder the meaning of this
mitzvah (“You do not have permission to ponder over it”). It should be
carried out simply because it is the will of God.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 123ff.)
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This is the law regarding a man that dies in a tent:


Anyone entering the tent and anything in the tent will be ritually impure for seven days.



15

Any open vessel which has no seal fastened around it(s cover) becomes ritually impure.

16



Anyone who is in an open field and touches a person who was killed by the sword, or a corpse,
or a human bone or a grave will be ritually impure for seven days.



17

For the ritually impure person:


They should take some of the ashes of the burnt purification offering (of the red cow),
and place them in a vessel (filled) with spring water.



18

A ritually pure person should take hyssop, dip it into the water and sprinkle it on the
tent, on all the vessels, and on the people who were in it, and on anyone who touched
the bone, the killed person, the corpse, or the grave.
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On the seventh day he will become ritually pure. (But first) he should immerse his clothes
and wash (himself) in (mikvah) water, and he will become ritually pure in the evening.

SECOND
READING

The ritually pure person should sprinkle (the ash-water) on the ritually impure person
on the third day and on the seventh day.



20
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This will be an eternal suprarational law: One who (carries) the sprinkling-waters should
immerse his clothes (in a mikvah), and one who comes into contact with the sprinkling-waters
will (only) be ritually impure until the evening.



22

If a person becomes ritually impure and does not purify himself (and enters the Sanctuary), his
soul will be cut off from the congregation, because he has made God’s Sanctuary ritually impure.
For he remained ritually impure since the sprinkling-waters were not sprinkled upon him.

Whatever a ritually impure person touches will become ritually impure. Anyone touching him
will be ritually impure until the evening.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 How many red heifers were prepared throughout history?
RAMBAM: Nine red heifers were prepared from the time this mitzvah was given until the destruction of the Second Temple. The first was
prepared by Moshe, the second by Ezra, and there were seven from Ezra until the destruction of the Temple. The tenth will be made by King
Mashiach—May he be speedily revealed! Amen, may this be Your Will! (Mishneh Torah, Laws of the Red Heifer 3:4)—See The Last Word.
TORAS MENACHEM

[

The Last Word

he fact that Rambam mentions the tenth red heifer that “will be
made by King Mashiach” in his legal Code (the Mishneh Torah) is
understood, since Rambam included in his Code many laws that will
only be applicable in the future era. What is difficult to comprehend
is why he concluded this law with a prayer: “May he be speedily
revealed! Amen, may this be Your Will!” Surely a legal Code is not
the place for the author to record his personal emotions and feelings,
or to lapse into prayerful wishes?
t could be argued, however, that with his “prayer,” Rambam did
teach us a point of Jewish Law—or, to be precise, three points.
Judaism requires a person: 1) Not merely to believe (intellectually)
in Mashiach, but also to actively await and yearn (emotionally) for his
coming (Laws of Kings 11:1). 2) Inevitably, feeling this void will lead a

T

I

[

person to pray for Mashiach’s coming, just as he prays for any other
thing that is lacking in his life. 3) And being that the requirement to
believe in Mashiach is in force at all times, it follows that likewise, a
person must yearn and pray for Mashiach constantly.
Therefore: 1) Rambam included prayerful wishes here in his legal
Code to indicate that awaiting Mashiach must not be only expressed
intellectually, but emotionally too. 2) He stresses that Mashiach
should come “speedily,” to indicate Mashiach’s coming should be a
personal, heartfelt desire. 3) He recorded the above principles, not in
his codification of the laws concerning Mashiach, but here out of
context, to indicate that one must express a yearning for Mashiach
constantly, whatever the context of one’s discussion happens to be.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28, p. 131ff.)
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if ota 'ubhjt u,naf uarpk if,h tku 'ubhjt ,,hnc unf 'tuv rcs oa
ka obunn kg v"cev xja itfn /orhgc ,tu (j) : g©Id§ C¦ sebvk uk vhv
:6 v c u r n v , t y g u n e h z j v a , u n u e n v i n s j t v z / w u d u u k v e h u ( h ) :5 k t r a h
cahu gkxv lkva hpk 'u,ut ihrhfn uhv tka hpk /thmub vzv gkxv inv
vzhtn ofk vn ovk ohrnut ktrah uhvu 'rtcv ek,xbaf 'ohgkxv ihc uk
'ohyua hbuh iuak 'ohbcrx ohrunv ovk rnt lfk 'ohn ubk uthmu, gkx
:5 o h n o f k t h m u b u h k g u b h u y m b t k a v z v g k x v i n v ' o v h r u n , t o h r u n
ouenv vum tka hpk 'ihphy tkt thmuv tk vbuatrca hpk /ohngp (th)
urnt 'thmuv tku rjt gkx kt urcs vnvu 'gkxv kt o,rcsu tkt u,ufvk
g k x u , u t o v k i n s z b u '7 r u m c , h f v u r n t b a ' v b u a t r c f , u f v k l h r m t n a

kf vtnyn vrp lf 'uc ihexugv kf tnhy kdgva oafu /wudu h,sepu
lf 'wudu ohnv hbp kg rzhu rntba 'urptc urvyba oafu 'vc ihexugv
rcfa 'vnkav vsg /vsgv kf (t) :wudu ,tyjv ,phra rpgn tnyk ujeku
, , h n v f n x b v n k / o h r n o a , n , u :1 o h h j k u a r p u k t u r c s n h , n u , n
vrpa unf t"x) ihrpfn ,ubcre vn lk rnuk 'vnust vrp ,arpk ohrn
t h v ; t / o h r n o a , n , u :2 , r p f n o h e h s m , , h n ; t ( , r p f n v n u s t
/2 v k g n k a s u c f l r s u b h t a ' w v h p k g v c r n t b t k v n h b p n u v , n v e h a b c
k f a i t f n / v s g k o h n v h v t k u ( c ) :3h g x n v k t c ' w v h p k g r n t b i r v t c u
: u b g u d a h t u k v / u b g u d u k u ( d ) :4 o h r n , u f z c r t c v o v k v h v v b a o h g c r t
/gudc :vbnn vbudn tnm ,,hna snk 'rcsc ubhjt ,,hnc /ubhjt gudc

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why was there a shortage of water after Miriam’s passing? (v. 2)
RASHI: From here we learn that throughout the forty years they had the well in Miriam’s merit.
 Does Miriam’s Well still exist today?
ALTER REBBE’S SHULCHAN ARUCH: A few have the custom to draw water every Motzo’ei Shabbos [Saturday night] from wells or springs, because
the well of Miriam passes through all the wells every Motzo’ei Shabbos. Whoever finds it and drinks from it will be healed from all his illnesses
(Orach Chaim 299:20).

u 'zh ,una 7

y 'h vcr trehu 6

tnujb, 5

/y ,hbg, 4

jk 'dk rcsnc 3

/jf eWun 2

zWfa, ,ej pWa ,jha vtr 1
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[

MIRIAM ’S PASSING

AND THE

WATER CRISIS

[

(The following occurred close to forty years later, when those who were to die in the desert had passed on:)

20

THIRD
READING
(2ND

WHEN
JOINED)

T

he entire (next generation of) the congregation of the children of Israel arrived at the desert of
Tzin in the first month, and the people settled in Kadaish.
Miriam died there and was buried there.
2
The congregation had no water, so they ganged up against Moshe and Aharon, 3 and the people
quarreled with Moshe. They spoke up, saying, “If only we had died (in the plague) before God with the
(same) death as our brothers (rather than through thirst)! 4 Why have you brought God’s congregation
to this desert so that we should die here, both us and our animals? 5 Why have you taken us out of Egypt
to bring us to this terrible place? It’s not a place fit for agriculture, for fig trees, grapevines, or pomegranate trees. And there’s no water to drink!”
6
Moshe and Aharon went away from the assembly to the entrance of the Tent of Meeting, and they
fell on their faces.
Then the glory of God appeared to them. 7 God spoke to Moshe, saying: 8 “Take the staff and, together
with your brother Aharon, you should assemble the congregation. In their presence, speak to the rock
(that was within Miriam’s well, the one that always produced water), and it will produce water. You will
produce water for them from the rock, and allow the congregation and their animals to drink.”
9
Moshe took the staff from before God, as He had commanded him. 10 Moshe and Aharon assembled
the congregation in front of the rock (but they could not figure out which rock to speak to. The people
began to mock) so he said to them, “Listen, you rebels! (How) could we draw water for you from this
rock (if it is not the right one)?”
11
(Moshe and Aharon spoke to the rock, but it did not produce any water, since it was the wrong rock.
Remembering that he had produced water from a rock in Refidim by hitting it*) Moshe raised his hand
and hit the rock with his staff (and this time he hit the correct rock, but only a small amount of water
TORAS MENACHEM

[

The Last Word

M IRIAM ’ S W ELL
 Water assists the digestive system to break down food, and the
water within the bloodstream carries those nutrients to all parts of
the body. This represents the mission of all Jewish women: To
bring the well of living water—Torah—to nourish all segments of
the Jewish people, even those who totally lack knowledge of it.
Thus we find that, while still in Egypt, Miriam devoted herself to
small children, and her heroic efforts led to the annulment of
Pharaoh’s decree against children. Consequently, it was in her
merit that the well water came, since water represents the
universal dissemination of Torah.
 Thus, when a mother, sister, or teacher educates a child, we
witness the modern-day “living waters of Miriam” sustaining the
Jewish people in exile, making it possible to go peacefully
throughout our current “sojourn” in the “desert” of exile.

* See Shemos 17:6.

[

(R ASHI , V . 2)

 In addition to providing water to drink, Miriam’s well also made it
possible for the mitzvah of taharas hamishpachah (family purity)
to be fulfilled. There was no other source of water in the desert, so
Miriam’s well served as a mikvah, enabling children to be born
throughout the forty years.
 The custom of drawing water on Motzo’ei Shabbos (to draw from
the well of Miriam) is cited in the Alter Rebbe’s Shulchan Aruch.
This appears to suggest that it is applicable today; however, this
was not a custom practiced in the House of the Chabad Rebbeim.
In any case, it certainly applies to all of us spiritually: Studying this
law about Miriam’s well influences the whole week, that it may
be a healthy week in both spiritual and physical terms.
(Based on Sichos of 5th Tammuz 5740, 17th Sivan 5740 & Motzo’ei Shabbos
Parshas Chukas-Balak 5739)

tf-ch:f
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oEl£rz `¨l o¥k§A l`xŸyi ip§A ipi¥r§l izEWCw§l
:oFd§l zi¦a di iC `¨r x`§l oi c d `¨l d w zi
ii mcw l`xŸyi ip§a Fvp iC `zESn in oEP` bi
mwxn oiCBf` dWŸn g©lWE ci :oFd§A WCwz`e
l`xŸyi KEg` xn` opc¦M mFc`c `¨M§ln ze§l
:`p z©g©M W` iC ` z w¨r l¨M zi Y©rci Y`
mix§vn§a `p§azie mix§vn§l `pzd¨a` EzgpE eh
i ` x§vn `p¨l EWi`§a`e oi`i Bq oinFi
`pzFl§v li¦Awe ii mcw `pi¥N©ve fh :`pzd¨a`©le
`pgp` `de mix§vOn `pwR`e `¨k`§ln g©lWE
o©r§M x©A¦rp fi :KnEgY xhq¦aC `Yxw mwx¦a
in iYWp `¨le mx§k¦aE lwg©A x©A¦rp `¨l K¨rx`§A
`piOi§l i h q p `¨l l f p `¨M§ln gxŸ`§A aFb
D¥l xn`e gi :KnEgY x©A¦rpC c©r `¨l`nŸy¦le
oi¦lhwc¦A `n§liC inEgz¦A x©A¦rz `¨l d`nFc`
ip§A D¥l Exn`e hi :KzEncw¨l wFR` `¨Axg§A
iYWp KiIn m`e wQp `Wi¦a§M gxŸ`§A l`xŸyi
mBz¦R zi¥l cFg§l oFdinC adi`e ixi¦r§aE `p`
w©tpE x¨A¦rz `¨l xn`e k :x¨A¦r` i©lbx§A Wi¦aC
:`¨tiTz `ci¦aE ax lig§A DzEncw¨l d`nFc`
l ` xŸ y i zi w©A Wn§l d ` nFc` aix qe `k
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l®`xUi í p§A i− pi¥r§l ip½ WiCwÆd
 l§ i½A
¦ m´Y
 pn`«dÎ`÷ o©ri μ ¼ oŸxd«`Îl«`e
:m«d¨l iY¬zpÎxW` ux−`dÎl` d½ G d
 l´dTdÎz` Æ E`iÆ¦az ` ³÷ oÀ¥k¨l
W−cTIe d® e ŸdiÎz` l−`xUiÎi« p§a E ¬axÎxW`
 d½a
¨ ixn i´n dOdμ bi
mFc® ` K¤ln
´  Îl` W−cTn mi² ¦k`§ln d¯WŸn gÆ©lWIe ci [iriax] q :m«¨A
x¬W
 ` d−`¨lYdÎl¨M z¬` Y§rc½ i d´Y` l½`xUi Li´g
 ` Æ xn` dŸ ³M
mi®A
¦ x mi´n
 i mi−x v§ n
 A
§ aW¬Pe dni½x§vnÆ EpiÆzŸa` Ec³ x« Ie eh :Epz«`¨vn
Ep½¥lŸw r´nWIe Æ deŸdiÎl` w³©r§vPe fh :Epi«zŸa`«©le mi−x§vn Ep²l¨ Er¬xIe
d¬v¥ w xi−¦r W½cw§a Epg´ p` Æ dPde mi®x§vOn Ep−`¦vŸ I« e K½`§ln g´l© WIe
` ¬÷e mx½¤k§aE d´c U§A Æ xŸa£r« p ` ³÷ LÀ¤vx`§a `´ P Îdx§A§rp fi :L«¤lEab
´ d
 KxC ¯ x®`§a i´n d−Y
 Wp
c¬r© *le`Ÿ½nUE oi´ni Æ dHp ` ³÷ KÀ¥lp K¤lO
i®¦A xŸa£− r«z `¬÷ mF½c` Æ ei¨l` xn`Ÿ³Ie gi :L«¤lªaB xŸa£− r«pÎx«W`
 `xw¦l `¬v¥ ` ax−g©AÎo¤R
d´N¨ qn«©A »l`xUiÎi«p§A ei¬ l¨ ` EÆxn`Ÿ I« e hi :L«z
w¬x m®x§kn i−Yz«pe i½pwnE i´p` Æ dYWp Li³ninÎm`e ¼d¤l£r«p
Æ mFc` `³ v¥ Ie xŸ ®a£r«z `´÷ xn`Ÿ−Ie k :dxŸa¡« r«` i¬l© bx§A x−a¨ CÎoi«`
Îz` Æ oŸzp mFÀc` | o´`nie `k :d w« fg c¬ i §aE c−¥a¨M m¬r© §A F½z`xw¦l
/wu rh,h*

hWar

cegh hbpn .rt kt lkhu ubhct kgn ofhct arhp lfhpk /vtk,v kf
/ u b k u g r h u ( u y ) :10 c e g h k g u k h y v u o v h k g k y u n v c u j r y a v h b p n '9 u h j t
,ubgrupaf rcec ohrgymn ,uctva itfn /ubh,uctku :,ucr ,urm ubkcx
'1 1 c e g h k u e k u e v u b h c t u b f r c a v f r c c / u b k e g n a h u ( z y ) :1 k t r a h k g v t c
' o h f t k n o h t u r e o h t h c b v a i t f n v a n v z / l t k n :1 o h b g b u o h e g u m u b t a
l k i h t / l m r t c t b v r c g b ( z h ) :12 o h v k t v h f t k n c o h c h g k n u h v h u r n u t u
ygn rzg ubk vag /cujv ,grp tka oaf 'ktrah .rt ka vaurhv kg rrugk
lf tkt rnuk lhrm vhv ,uruc hn /rtc hn v,ab tku :lmrt lrs rucgk
tkt ubnn v,ab tk ',u,ak rtcu kuftk in ubhshc aha hp kg ;t van rnt
ushc aha hp kg ;ta htbxftk itfn 'of,tbvk ohnu kfut ofn vbeb
u b t / w u d u l k b l k n v l r s :1 u z h p a u t , t , u b v k h s f h b u b j v i n v b e h ' k u f t k
t m t c r j c i p ( j h ) :1 k u f t k i t f k u i t f k u y h t k u u b , n v c , t o h n x u j
wv kt egmbu o,rntu 'ofhct ofahruva kuec ohtd,n o,t /l,trek
:13 v h j , l c r j k g u h c t h b a h r u v a v n c o f h k g t m t h b t u ' u b k u e g n a h u
ubbez ,jycvc /vezj shcu (f) :lehzn rcs oua iht /rcs iht er (yh)

u h v s c k c v z t y j h k u k t a c u , f v v k d / h c o , b n t v t k i g h ( c h ) :1 u v f v u
ovhkg rzdba rcsnv rus rta iugf ovhkg urnth tka hsf '.rtk ihxbfb
vae 2yjah recu itmv tkvu /irvtu van iug vhv lf '.rtk uxbfh tka
lxj tk 'ktrah kf sngnca itfu 'cu,fv uhkg lxj r,xca hpk tkt 'uzn
t h m u v u g k x v k t o , r c s u k h t a / h b a h s e v k :1 o a v a u s e h b p n c u , f v u h k g
gnua ubhtu rcsn ubhta vz gkx vn ohrnutu vsgv hbhgk asuen h,hhv
t k i f k :ubt rnuju ke 'ouen ka urucs ohhen vxbrpk lhrm ubhtu
u c r h t k a h s f v m h p e c g c a b '3 h k g , h c k h , g c a b i f k u n f ' v g u c a c / u t h c ,
ukt ,t rjt ouenc ohrfzbv ov /vchrn hn vnv (dh) :lf kg vkp,c
sukhv icv kf urzd lfk 'ohnc veuk ktrah ka ighauna vgrp hbhbdymt utr
v " c e v a f a / o s h k g i r v t u v a n u , n a / o c a s e h u :4 u v u f h k a , v r u t h v
trub rnut tuv ifu ',uhrcv kg ase,nu hutrh tuv uhasuenc ihs vaug
/ k t r a h l h j t ( s h ) :7 a s e t h c u r e c 6 r n u t t u v i f u '5 l h a s e n n o h v k t
rntba 'ovrct hbc ubjbt ohjt uk rnt tkt 'vujt itf rhfzvk vtr vn
, t , g s h v , t :1 u g r u p k c u j v u , u t v h v u b h b a k g u '8 l g r z v h v h r d h f u k

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why was the error of hitting the rock so severe? (v. 12)
RASHI: The Torah indicates here that if it were not for this sin alone,
they would have entered the Land—so that it should not be said
about them, “Moshe and Aharon’s sin was similar to the sin of the
generation of the desert who were prevented from entering the
Land.”
cf 'zf ,hatrc 11

dh 'cp rWc 10

u 'uk oa 9

dh 'uy ,hatrc 8

:uye ohjcz 7

But wasn't [Moshe’s question], “Could enough sheep and cattle
possibly be slaughtered for them?” (11:22) a more serious sin than this?
However, there [he spoke] in private, so the Torah spared him
[from punishment]. But here, on the other hand, [he spoke] in the
presence of all Israel, thus the Torah did not spare him so that God’s
Name would be sanctified.

d 'h trehu 6

uk 'jx ohkv, 5

:te ihrsvbx 4

sh 'd t_ktuna 3
cf 'th rcsnc 2
tnujb, 1
n 'zf ,hatrc 13 uy 'uk cWvs 12

20:11-21
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came out, since God had not told him to hit it, but to speak to it. But when he hit it) a second time a lot
of water came out, and the congregation drank, along with their animals.
12
God said to Moshe and Aharon, “Since you did not believe in Me to sanctify Me in the presence
of the children of Israel (for you hit the rock and did not speak to it), therefore you will not bring this
congregation into the Land which I have given them.”
13
These are the waters (which the Egyptian astrologers had seen would cause) strife (to Moshe, and
they are the waters) over which the children of Israel contended with God. But (God) was sanctified
through them (via the death of Moshe and Aharon).
[

20:14
FOURTH
READING

AN ATTEMPT

TO

PASS THROUGH

THE

LAND

OF

EDOM

[

M

oshe sent messengers from Kadaish to the King of Edom: “This is what your brother Israel
said: You know of all the hardship that has befallen us. 15 Our fathers went down to Egypt.
We stayed in Egypt for a long time, and the Egyptians mistreated us, and our Patriarchs (were
pained in the grave). 16 We cried out to God and He heard our voice. He sent an angel (Moshe), and he
took us out of Egypt.
“Now we are in Kadaish, a city on the edge of your border. 17 Please let us pass through your land (so
we can reach the Land of Israel). We will not pass through fields or vineyards. (Even though we have
our own supply of water) we will not drink water (from our) well (but we will purchase it from you). We
will go along the King’s Highway, and we will (muzzle our animals so that they) do not turn to the right
or to the left (to eat from your fields) until we have passed your border.”
18
Edom replied to him, “You will not pass through My (territory), or I’ll go out towards you with
the sword!”
19
The children of Israel said to him, “We will keep to the highway. If either we or our cattle drink your
water, we will pay whatever it costs. Nothing will (harm you). We will pass through on foot.”
20
But he said, “You will not pass through!” and Edom came out toward them with many men and
with the strong hand (of Eisav).
21
Since Edom refused to allow Israel to cross his border, Israel headed away from him.
TORAS MENACHEM

[

“IN THE PRESENCE

The Last Word
OF THE

CHILDREN

[

[

OF I SRAEL ” (V. 12)

t first glance, hitting the rock rather than speaking to it
appears to have been an innocent mistake. First, Moshe erred
by speaking to the wrong rock, and since no water came out, he
presumed that he would have to hit the rock, as he had done in
the past (see v. 11 and Rashi). After all, why would God have told
him to “take the staff” (v. 8) if Moshe was merely required to speak
to the rock, and not hit it? So we need to understand why the
“sin” of hitting the rock was so severe, being the sole reason why
Moshe was barred from entering the Land? (see Classic Questions).
Rashi explains that Moshe’s actions had more serious repercussions in this case because he failed to sanctify God’s Name in
public. From here we see that when it comes to sanctifying God’s
Name a person’s intentions are irrelevant; it is the perceived
reality, how people will interpret one’s actions, that counts.

A

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28, pp.127-8; Sichas Shabbos Parshas Chukas 5743)

Sparks of Chasidus

“M OSHE S ENT M ESSENGERS ...”

T

[
( V . 14, 17)

he lesson we can learn from Moshe’s sending messengers is:

“Moshe sent messengers”—The spark of Moshe found within
every Jew sends holy messengers.
“From Kadaish”—From the most holy (kodesh) part of the
Godly soul within every Jew.
“To the King of Edom”—To the nations who rule over the
Jewish people during the time of exile.
“This is what your brother Israel said”—Even though, physically, Jews and non-Jews appear to be identical (“brothers”).
“We will go along the King’s Highway and we will not turn to
the right or to the left”—We will follow the way of the King,
God’s way. We will never veer to the right or to the left!
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 468)
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:D ze§Nn l ` xŸ y i ` h qE D nEg z¦A x©A§rn§l
l¨M l ` xŸ y i i p§a Fz`e m w x n El hpE
dWŸn§l ii xn`e

bk
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:` xEh xŸd§l ` Y W p§M

mFc`c `¨rx` mEgY l©r `xEh xŸd§A oŸxd`§lE
`¨l ix` DiO©r§l oŸxd` Wp§Mzi

ck
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iC l©r l`xŸyi ip§a¦l zi¦adi iC `¨rx`§l lEri
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t :ei«¨l¨r«n l−`xUi h¬ Ie F®lªab¦A xŸa£− r l½`xUi
:x«dd xŸ ¬d d−c¥r«dÎl¨M l²`xUiÎi«p§a E`ŸāIe W®cTn E −rqIe ak [oixaegn
lE ¬aBÎl©r x®dd xŸ d́§A oŸ x− d«`Îl«`e d¬W
 ŸnÎl` d² e Ÿdi xn`Ÿ Īe bk
Îl`Æ `Ÿai ` ³÷ i´¦M ei½O©rÎl`Æ oŸxd«` s³ q`« i ck :xŸn`¥
« l mFc− `Îux«`
i−¦RÎz` m¬z
 ixnÎxW` l² ©r l®`xUi í p§a¦l iY−zp x¬W
 ` ux½`d
¨ ixn i¬n§l
m−zŸ` l©r¬de F®p§A x−f ¨r§l`Îz`e oŸ½xd«`Îz«` gwμ dk :d«a
Îz` m−YW©A§lde ei½cb§AÎz` Æ oŸxd«`Îz«` h³ W§tde ek :x«dd xŸ ¬d
d´ E ¦v x−W`«©M d½WŸn U©r´ Ie fk :m«W z¬nE s−q`« i oŸx¬ d«`e F®p§A x´f ¨r§l`
dÆWŸn ÁhW§tIe gk :d«c¥r«dÎl¨M i− pi¥r§l x½dd xŸ d́Îl` Æ El£r«I«e d® e Ÿdi
zn¯I e F½ p§A x´ f¨r§l`Îz` Æ mzŸ` W³ A¥ §lIe eiÀcb§AÎz` oŸ¹xd«`Îz«`
 Ÿn cx ¯Ie x®dd W`Ÿx́§A m−W oŸx² d`
«
Æ E`xIe hk :x«ddÎon x−f ¨r§l`e d² W
lŸM− mF½ i mi´W÷W Æ oŸxd«`Îz«` E ³M§aIe oŸx® d«` r− eb i¬¦M d½c¥r´dÎl¨M
odyk iyily] [iying]

hWar

'lhjt irvt ,n ratf uk rntba uvzu 'v,hn v,utk van snj shn /omgu
:6 c f g t k u k v a e r c s v a h p k g ; t / v a n a g h u ( z f ) :7 v k , h u t , b a v , h n
'srh tk irvtu ohsruh rzgktu van utraf /wudu vsgv kf utrhu (yf)
ltknv sdbf snga hn rapt uk urnt /,n ovk rnt /irvt tuv ifhv urnt
uvutrvu ohnjr van aec shn /,unv ltkn uc yukah vpdnv ,t rmgu
o h a b t v / k t r a h , h c k f :7 u b h n t v u u t r ' v y n c k y u n o v k , r a v h f t k n
aht ihcu vchrn hkgc ihc vcvt khynu ouka ;sur irvt vhva hpk 'ohabvu
i f o t t k t ' t u v v g u y , h n t v s o d r , n v a h b t r n u t / g u d h f :8 u , a t k
tvs iuakc anan vz hf k"z ubh,ucr urnt tka 'uthzj,tu utrhu odr,n
hre, kt uvct r"ts 'uvct wr rntsfu 'sucf hbbg uek,xba arsn kg tkt
vnk ogy ,bh,b tuva hpk 'tvs iuak kpub vz iuak kgu utrhhu tkt 9utrhu
kf uzju oudr, kg kct /irvt ,n hrva hpk 'utrhhu vnk /ubnhv vkgnka

t k a . r t k x b f v k o h s n u g u o h n k a o k u f / v s g v k f ( c f ) :1 u a g h s h o h s h v u
uktu 'rcsn h,n ukf rcfa ovhkg vrhzd vrzdba o,utn sjt ivc vhv
i y e j u p , f r v h c d k g r v / r v v r v :3 o u h v o f k f o h h j 2 i v c c u , f a i , u t n
'ohrvv ,t vuanu ovhbpk lkuv ibgva hp kg ;tu 'kusd jup, hcd kg
,rucek rvv rvu van ,rucek ucb rvu vru,k hbhx rv ivc urtab vaka
c r e , v k i t f u r c j , b a h b p n a s h d n / o u s t . r t k u c d k g ( d f ) :4 i r v t
ypauvhk rnut thcbv ifu 'vzv ehsmv urxju ovhagn umrpb 'garv uagk
h r c s c / i r v t , t j e ( v f ) :5 l h a g n , t w v . r p u v h z j t o g l r c j , v c
:6 l f k h t f z h b t i h t a v n l b c k i u , b l r , f v t r , a l h r a t u k r u n t / o h n u j b
o,,k uhkgn oyhapvu uvahckv vkusd vbuvf hsdc ,t /uhsdc ,t (uf)
/euks rbu ,gmun vyn vtr /xbfbu 'vrgnk xbfv uk rnt /uhbpc ubc kg
'lhbhg oumg /.neu 'lhp .une /yapu 'lhsh yuap /vkgu 'vynk vkg uk rnt

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What was the “double mountain”? (v. 22)
RASHI: A mountain on top of a mountain, like a small apple on top
of a big apple.
Although the cloud went in front of them and leveled out
mountains, three of them remained: Mount Sinai for [the giving of]
the Torah, Mount Nevo for the burial of Moshe, and the double
mountain for the burial of Aharon (see The Last Word).

 Why were the Jewish people at Edom’s border? (v. 23)
RASHI: This teaches us that because they attempted to forge a
relationship with [Edom, descendants of] the wicked Eisav, their
accomplishments were ruined and they lost this righteous man
[Aharon]. Similarly, the prophet said to Yehoshafat, “Since you
joined with Achaziahu, God has ruined your accomplishments”
(Chron. II 20:37).

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE B ORDER

OF THE

L AND

OF

E DOM ( V . 23)

In Rashi’s comments to verse 23, he explains the connection between
Aharon’s passing and the location of the Jewish camp at the border of
Edom: “Because they attempted to forge a relationship with [Edom,
/d vWr 9

vsdt arsn 8

hrpx 7

tnujb, 6

zk 'f cWvs 5

descendants of] the wicked Eisav, their accomplishments were ruined and
they lost this righteous man.”
This prompts the following questions: a.) In the desert, the travels and
encampments of the Jewish people were always guided by the cloud (see

/uWna, 'zWka, ,ej pWa ,jha vtr 4

/zWfa, ,ej pWa ,jha vtr /tnujb, 3
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20:22
FIFTH
READING
(3RD WHEN
JOINED)

AHARON ’S PASSING

AND

ELAZAR ’S APPOINTMENT

[

T

hey traveled from Kadaish, and the entire (next generation of the) congregation of the children
of Israel arrived at the double mountain.
23
God spoke to Moshe and Aharon, at the double mountain, at the border of the land of Edom,
24
saying, “Aharon will (now) be gathered to his people. He will not come to the Land which I have given
to the children of Israel, because you defied My word at the waters of strife.”
25
“Persuade Aharon, along with Elazar his son, to go up the double mountain. 26 Divest Aharon of his
(priestly) garments and dress Elazar his son with them. Then Aharon will be gathered in (to his people)
and die there.”
27
Moshe did what God commanded him. They went up the double mountain in the presence of the
entire congregation. 28 Moshe divested Aharon of his (priestly) garments and dressed Elazar his son in
them, and Aharon died there on top of the mountain.
(Then) Moshe and Elazar descended from the mountain. 29 The whole congregation saw that Aharon
had died, and the entire house of Israel wept for Aharon for thirty days.
TORAS MENACHEM

Shemos 13:21).

So how could the Jewish people be criticized for being “at
the border of the land of Edom,” when this was something that had been
orchestrated by God Himself?
b.) The Torah states the cause of Aharon’s passing explicitly in verse 24:
“He will not come to the Land which I have given to the children of Israel,
because you defied My word at the waters of strife.” How, then, can
Rashi attribute Aharon’s passing to a different reason, “Because they
attempted to forge a relationship with [Edom, descendants of] the wicked
Eisav”?

A further indication, at the literal level, that the Jewish people wished to
become close with the Edomites can be gleaned from the previous
passage, verses 14-21. There we read how Moshe made a request to the
King of Edom to pass through his land, which was refused. But then,
rather than graciously turning away from the land and heading elsewhere,
we find that the people persisted and asked once again, “We will keep to
the highway...” (v. 19), only to be denied a second time: “You will not pass
through!” (v. 20). And, eventually, they had to be chased away by force,
“Edom came out toward them with many men” (ibid.).

T HE E XPLANATION
On reading verse 23 Rashi was troubled that the words “at the border
of the land of Edom,” appear to be superfluous. For the verse has already
informed us that “God spoke to Moshe and Aharon at the double
mountain,” making clear where this communication took place. So what
is added by stating that this was “at the border of the land of Edom”?
And if the Torah merely wished to teach us the fact that the double
mountain is located on the Edomite border, surely this detail should have
been conveyed in verse 22, where the current geographical location of the
Jewish people was discussed: “They traveled from Kadaish, and...arrived
at the double mountain”?
Apparently, concluded Rashi, the Torah includes a reference to the
Edomite border here in verse 23, which begins to speak of Aharon’s
passing, because this sad event had a significant connection with its
specific location. Rashi explains that this was because “they attempted to
forge a relationship with [Edom, descendants of] the wicked Eisav.”
But surely their close proximity was Divinely ordained by the cloud, and
not of their own choice?
In truth, however, verse 22 makes clear that the cloud only guided them
to the double mountain and not to the Edomite border in particular.
Clearly, the large area surrounding the mountain must have included
parts that were more at a distance from Edom, and parts to the other side
of the mountain which were closer to Edom. Rashi thus informs us that
many of the Jewish people made the wrong choice to camp on the side
of the mountain close to the Edomite border, thus forging relationships
with the local people.

[

The Last Word

[

“T HE D OUBLE M OUNTAIN ”

( V . 22)

hile the Torah was given on a “single” mountain, and
Moshe was buried on a “single” mountain, Aharon was
given the special honor of being buried on a double mountain (see
Classic Questions). This is because “he promoted love between
people that argued and between man and wife” (Rashi to v. 29), a
quality he excelled in to a greater extent than Moshe (see Rashi to
Devarim 34:8). Thus, Aharon was mourned by “the entire house of
Israel,” “men and women” (v. 29 and Rashi ibid.), whereas Moshe
was only mourned by some of the men (Devarim 34:8 and Rashi ibid.).
ne of the lessons that we can learn from the fact that the
Torah was given on a mountain is that while, generally
speaking, a person is supposed to be meek and humble, this
should nevertheless not lead him to be easily “walked over.”
Rather, when it comes to defending matters of Torah, a person
must be proud and confident, like a mountain.
That is the case for Torah in general, which was given through
Moshe. But when it comes to matters of ahavas yisra’el—the love
and concern for one’s fellow Jew’s physical and spiritual needs—
which was the trait of Aharon, a person should have a double
measure of determination, a “double mountain.”

W
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(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Chukas 5737)
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ohekng hauckf ovhauck ktrah utr 'ohbgbf ibht ovu oshc ohbgbf
vzv ogv ,t i,, iu,b ot rntba 'o,x kkp,b urnt 'igbf iuak obuaku
/6 c d b c u k g h u r n t b a o h k d r n v v c u f k v a c d b v l r s / o h r , t v l r s : h s h c
lrs 7 rntba 'ovhbpk gxubv kusdv rhh,v lrs ohr,tv lrs rjt rcs
: , j t v j p a t k t v b h t / h c a u b n n c a h u :8 v j u b n o v k r u , k o h n h , a k a
,tu :vdhrvc /ov,t orjhu (d) :vucdk okka ahset /h,nrjvu (c)

ubhmna 'ht auna ,rzdn tuva 'rat iuak tkt kpub tvs iuak iht 't,ahbf
o h a r u p n v c r v u '1 h j u r r m e , t k g u s n o t u u n f ' r a t i u a k c a n a n o t
uek,xbu irvt ,na gna / h b g b f v g n a h u ( t ) :2 u h n h o h m u r j o t i u a k v v z f
i n u z n ' k t r a h k , u s r n v g u m r o k u g n e k n g u /3 v " r c t , h t s f ' w u f s u c f h b b g
/5 c d b v . r t c c a u h e k n g r n t b a ' e k n g v z / c d b v c a u h :4,ubgrupk ,g kfc
,,k v"cevk ohkkp,n ktrah uhvha hsf 'igbf iuakc rcsk ubuak ,t vbau

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What did the King of Arad hear? (v. 1)
RASHI: He heard that Aharon had died and that the clouds of glory
had departed.
TALMUD: Three good leaders arose for the Jewish people, namely,
Moshe, Aharon, and Miriam, and three special gifts were given to the
Jewish people through them: the well, the cloud and the manna. The
well was in Miriam’s merit, the cloud in Aharon’s merit and the
manna in Moshe’s merit.

When Miriam died the well ceased....When Aharon died the
clouds of glory disappeared...but these two returned in Moshe’s
merit.
But when Moshe died all of them disappeared, as the verse states:
“I cut off the three shepherds in one month” (Zech. 11:8). Did they all
die in one month? Miriam died in Nisan, Aharon in Av and Moshe
in Adar! Rather, this teaches you that the three good gifts which were
given in their merit all disappeared in one month (Ta’anis 9a).

TORAS MENACHEM

/lkhtu 78 wg jWkj aWuek vtr /tnujb, 8

The answer would appear to be that when the Jewish people were
beginning to sin with the Edomites, this caused Aharon, as a leader of the
Jewish people, much pain. Therefore, God took him away seven months
before his time to spare him this additional distress—as we find that Rashi
writes earlier how Avraham passed away before his time so as not to see
Eisav become corrupt (Rashi to Bereishis 25:30).
Nevertheless, Aharon did merit to leave this world in a very honorable
fashion. Rashi writes that his passing was so spiritual and peaceful that
“Moshe yearned for such a death” (Rashi to v. 26). Furthermore, Aharon
knew before his passing that his role as High Priest was to be replaced by
his son, Elazar, who was inaugurated with Aharon’s garments in his
presence by Moshe (v. 25-28). And certainly, the passing of any tzadik
(saintly individual) is not to be understood in the conventional sense,
since the tzadik’s life is spiritual and not physical, even in this world.
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Chukas 5740)

k

Why were the people so persistent in their desire to enter the land of
Edom, more so than in the case of other lands which blocked their entry
into the Land of Israel (such as Sichon)?
Here, concluded Rashi, we see a further indication at the literal level
that “they attempted to forge a relationship with [Edom, descendants of]
the wicked Eisav.”
As for the question why Rashi attributes Aharon’s passing to mixing with
the Edomites, rather than the sin of hitting the rock, it appears that Rashi
was troubled by the following problems:
a.) Due to hitting the rock Aharon was told that he would not “come to
the Land which I have given to the children of Israel.” But the Jewish
people did not in fact enter the Land until around seven months after
Aharon’s passing, at which time Moshe also passed away. So if both
Moshe and Aharon were given the same punishment for hitting the rock,
why did Aharon pass away seven months earlier?
b.) In his commentary to 21:1 below, Rashi writes that when Aharon
died, “The clouds of glory departed.” Now, if Aharon passed away due
to his own sin (hitting the rock), why should the Jewish people be made
to suffer, with the loss of the clouds of glory?
Due to these questions Rashi concluded that, while Aharon’s passing
was ultimately caused by his own sin of hitting the rock, his premature
passing seven months before entering the Land was caused by a further
sin of the Jewish people, that of associating with the Edomites.
However, this begs the question: Why should Aharon have passed away
before his time due to the sins of others?

D EPARTURE

OF THE

C LOUDS

OF

G LORY (R ASHI V . 1)

In his comments to verse 1, Rashi cites the teaching of the Talmud that
when Aharon passed away the clouds of glory departed (just as the well
had departed when Miriam passed away).
There appears, however, to be an inconsistency between these cases, at
the literal level. When the well ceased upon Miriam’s passing, we find that
the people reacted immediately: “The congregation had no water, so they
ganged up against Moshe and Aharon, and the people quarreled with
Moshe” (20:2-3). Why then do we not find that the people complained to
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THE SECOND ATTACK

OF

AMALEK

[

T

he Cana’anite King of Arad, who lived in the south, heard that Israel had come by (the south,
following) the route of the spies. (Presuming that they were weak) he waged war against Israel,
but he took (only) one captive from them.
2
Israel made a vow to God and said, “If You deliver this people into my hand, I will consecrate (the
plunder of) their cities.”
3
God heard Israel’s voice and delivered the Cana’anite. He destroyed them and (consecrated) their
cities. The place was called Charmah.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 King of Arad was the monarch of which people? (v. 1)
RASHI: Amalek, as the verse states, “Amalek lives in the south of the
land” (13:29). [But the Torah calls them Cana’anites because] they
changed their language and spoke Cana’anite so that the Jewish
people would [mistakenly] pray to God to deliver the Cana’anites

into their hands, and [thus their prayers would be ineffective
because] they were not Cana’anites. But the Jewish people saw that
they were dressed like Amalekites, although they spoke Cana’anite,
so they said, “We will pray generally,” as the verse states, “If You
deliver this people into my hand” (v. 2).

TORAS MENACHEM

Moshe, after Aharon’s passing, that the clouds of glory had departed?
After all, the clouds protected them from the sun, cleaned their clothes,
guided them on all their journeys, flattened hills, raised valleys, and
destroyed snakes and scorpions. Surely, then, the people would have
complained to Moshe that these forms of assistance were now lacking?

W AS T HE C LOUD S TILL R EQUIRED ?
At first glance, we might argue that the people did not complain
because, at this point in time, all the above-mentioned forms of assistance
were no longer crucial. Perhaps, having reached the edge of the desert,
the sun was no longer so hot, especially considering that the hottest part

[

Sparks of Chasidus

T HE S ECOND A TTACK
hy, in their second attack, did Amalek come disguised as
Cana’anites (see Classic Questions), whereas in their first attack
(Shemos 17:18) they did not attempt to conceal their identity?
Chasidic thought explains that Amalek is a particularly dangerous
enemy of the Jewish people, because the opposition to the Torah
which Amalek represents is subtle and indirect, and thus does not
appear to be contrary to Torah. Sympathy with the ideology of
Amalek can thus set a person on a “slippery slope,” eventually
leading him away from the Torah altogether, God forbid (see
commentaries to Shemos 17:8-16 and Devarim 25:17-19).
On each of the two occasions mentioned in the Chumash that
Amalek attacked the Jewish people their goal was different, and this
was reflected in their mode of attack:
When Amalek attacked in Parshas Beshalach, the Jewish people
were living a desert life of isolation and spirituality, representing our
acts of Torah study and prayer that occur inside the study hall and
synagogue. But in our Parsha, when Amalek attacked for the second
time, the Jewish people had completed forty years of isolation in the

W

of the summer was ending (for Aharon passed away on the first of Av—
below 33:38); being at the border of a civilized country, facilities would have
been available to purchase and clean their clothing, and the Jewish
people were now traveling along clear paths, rather than through barren
wasteland, so the cloud’s navigation and protective qualities were,
perhaps, no longer crucial; and since the cloud “went ahead of them by a
distance of three days’ travel” (Rashi to 10:35), perhaps it had flattened out
all the remaining routes in advance.
So, at the literal level, we might argue that no complaint was issued
about the departure of the clouds, since the Jewish people could now
manage without them.

OF

[

A MALEK

( V . 1-3)

desert and were about to begin their conquest of the Land of Cana’an
—representing the challenge of maintaining our Judaism in the
workplace and the marketplace.
Thus, during their first attack Amalek came undisguised, for since
they came to oppose Torah observance within a Jewish setting (the
synagogue or study hall), their identity as Amalekites, cousins of the
Jewish people (see Bereishis 36:12), lent their challenge a stamp of
authority. But here, in our Parsha, their aim was to undermine the
observance of Torah in a non-Jewish setting (the workplace), so they
came disguised as Cana’anites. Their message was: “We won’t bother
you about what you do in the synagogue. But if you wish to be
successful in the business world, forget about avoiding gossip, unfair
competition, collecting interest, etc. You must act like a Cana’anite!”
In truth, however, such a notion is nothing but the evil enticements
of Amalek. Judaism is not merely to be practiced at home and in the
synagogue; it is equally as important, if not more so, to be a proud
and ethical Jew at work too. For in this way we make the entire
world—and not just the synagogue—“a home for God below.”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 1, p. 208ff.)
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u c k p u b o s t k g v a e v r c s k f u '4 k t r a h k n g c u a p b r m e , u i u d f u '3 o v c
u,ut kcek vcjr u,gs ihtu uhkg tc jruyva ostf 'apb rume iuak
kpub jhrynv rcscu 'rgmv u,ut oa rudk uck lu,c ouen uk ihtu 'rcsv
v k s d '5 h c v k j c o a p b o d u i u d f ' o s t v k g s c f u t u v k u s d a ' k s u d i u a k
i u a k ' r c s c a p b r u m e i u a k k f ' u a u r h p k a u k k f '6 h b s u m , k j a f v t d h u ' h k g
/vancu ohvktc (v) :u,kcux ,gsv ihta 'tuv ukcuxk kufh ihta
v z ; t / v m e u b a p b u : o h u a o v h b a / u b , h k g v v n k :2 u b u e k s c g u u a v
ohrchtc gkcb inva hpk /keukev ojkc :xutnu apb rume iuak
vat sukh ah oukf 'ubhgnc jp,ha vzv inv sh,g urnt /keuke uvutre
o s t v , t o h p r u a a / o h p r a v o h a j b v , t ( u ) :7 t h m u n u b h t u x h b f n a
grphu vcs ,tmuv kg veka ajb tch /ogv ,t ufabhu :ovhbha xrtc
hhupfn grphu sjt ogy uk ohngyb ihbhnv kfa ajb tch /vcs hthmunn
i t f n / v a n k k p , h u ( z ) :2 o h n g y v n f k o v k v b , a n s j t r c s a ' v c u y

ovhkg vtcu irvt ,na iuhf /;ux oh lrs (s) :vucd hnrj /ovhrg
rzdbaf ovk urzja lrsv tuv ';ux oh lrs ovhrujtk urzj uz vnjkn
urzj itfu /;ux oh lrs vrcsnv ugxhu rntba 'ohkdrn ,rhzd ovhkg
iegh hbc ,urtcn ugxb ktrah hbcu 1rntba ',ugxn gca ovhrujtk
oa tkt ',n rvv rvc tkvu ',n vrxunc hfu /irvt ,n oa vrxun
,ugxnc euscu tmu /ovhbpc tuv ukhtf uvushpxvu uhkg ukct,vu urzj
/ o u s t . r t , t c c x k :2 r v v r v s g v r x u n i n , u g x n g c a t m n , u
lrsv jruyc /lrsc ogv apb rme,u :umrtc rucgk ob,b tka
ohrzuj ubtu .rtk xbfvk ohcure ubhhv uhafg urnt /ovk vaeuva
lfhpk 'ouhv sg vba vbunau ohaka uv,abu ubh,uct urzj lf ubhrujtk
rnuk if,h tku /r"uksurebt z"gk iuakcu /lrsv hubhgc oapb vrme
kfa 'vrme vnc uc arhp tku 'lrsc u,uhvc lrsc ogv apb rme,u
hapb rme,u iudf 'vrme vnc oa arupn trenc apb rume tmn,a ouen

TORAS MENACHEM

In truth, however, the clouds were still required, because:
a.) They were not merely a navigation aide, but a system of Divine
guidance to ensure that the Jewish people were led in the right path. And,
in addition to showing the people where to go, the clouds also informed
them when to travel. Thus, at this point, when they still had numerous
journeys to undertake, the clouds were crucial.
b.) Though they were currently at the edge of the desert near a civilized
country, they subsequently traveled seven journeys back into the desert
(Rashi, v. 5), requiring protection from heat and other benefits of the clouds.
c.) They still had many wars to fight, and the clouds offered them
protection from “arrows and catapults” (Rashi to Shemos 19:4).
d.) In any case, later in Parshas Balak, Rashi indicates that the clouds
did return after Aharon’s passing: “The clouds folded back from the area
above him and the sun shone on him” (Rashi to 25:4).
So the question stands: Why do we not find that the return of the
clouds was requested after Aharon’s passing, nor any mention of their
return in scripture?

T HE E XPLANATION
In order to resolve the above problem let us first pose another question.
Why, when referring to the clouds, does Rashi sometimes use the term
“clouds of glory” (Vayikra 23:43; Bamidbar 20:29, 21:1, 26:13, 33:40; Devarim 8:4,
10:6), but on other occasions he simply refers to “the clouds”? (See Shemos
17:9, 19:4; Bamidbar 20:22, 25:4; Devarim 25:18).
:vg tnuh 7

Apparently there were two types of clouds, i.e. being that there were in
fact “seven clouds” (Rashi to 10:34), we can presume that some clouds
would have performed the various functions of flattening hills, killing
scorpions and cleaning clothes etc., and that other clouds simply
accompanied the Jewish people as a sign of honor and glory. When Rashi
mentions just “clouds,” he is referring to the necessary clouds, and when
he speaks of “clouds of glory,” he means the extra clouds that were
present solely to honor the Jewish people.
So when Rashi writes that the “clouds of glory had departed,” after
Aharon’s death, he is referring only to some of the clouds, the ones which
acted as a sign of honor, and not the clouds which actually helped the
Jewish people in the desert. Therefore, the people did not complain to
Moshe that they were lacking the assistance that the clouds provided after
the “clouds of glory” had departed, since they were still left with the same
number of necessary clouds as before, which catered to all their needs.

R ASHI

AND THE

T ALMUD

In the final analysis we see that Rashi’s view, based on scripture at the
literal level, differed from that of the Talmud (cited in Classic Questions above).
The Talmud maintained that the clouds of glory “returned in Moshe’s
merit,” whereas Rashi maintained that the clouds of glory departed and
never returned.
Nevertheless, we find that Rashi did appear to accept the Talmud’s
statement that Miriam’s well returned after her passing in Moshe’s merit,
zy 'h cuht 6

j 'th whrfz 5

uy 'h ohypua 4

j 'th whrfz 3

tnujb, 2

n 't ohrcs 1
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21:4

THE PEOPLE COMPLAIN

AND ARE

ATTACKED

BY

SNAKES

[

T

hey journeyed from the double mountain (retracing their steps) in the direction of the Reed Sea,
to circumvent the land of Edom (which had not let them pass through).
The people became demoralized because (changing) direction (brought back bad memories of
how their parents had been sent back into the desert for thirty-eight years). 5 The people criticized God
and Moshe, “Why have you brought us up out of Egypt to die in the desert? There’s no bread and no
water, and we’re sick of this unwholesome (manna) bread.”
6
God sent venomous snakes upon the people, and they bit the people. Many people of Israel died.
7
The people came to Moshe and said, “We have sinned! For we have spoken against God and against
you! Pray to God that He should remove the snakes from us!”
Moshe prayed on behalf of the people.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What can we learn from Moshe’s prayers? (v. 7)
RASHI: From here we learn that if a person asks you for forgiveness
you should not be cruel and refrain from forgiving.
RAMBAM: When one person sins against another, he should not hide
the matter and remain silent...rather, it is a mitzvah for him to bring
the matter into the open and say, “Why did you do such and such to
me?”...And if the person [who sinned] returns and asks him for
forgiveness, then he should forgive, for the forgiver should not be
cruel...(Laws of Moral Conduct 6:6).
Teshuvah and Yom Kippur only achieve atonement for sins
between man and God....However, sins between man and his fellow
man...are not forgiven until compensation is paid...and the person
has been asked for forgiveness....It is forbidden for a person to be

cruel and difficult to appease. Rather, a person should be easily
placated and difficult to anger, and when the sinner asks him for
forgiveness, he should forgive him with a full heart and a willing
spirit (Laws of Teshuvah 2:9-10).
If a person injures another, even if he paid full compensation... he
does not achieve atonement for the sin that he committed until he
seeks out the injured party and is granted forgiveness from him. And
it is forbidden for the injured party to be cruel and refuse to forgive
him, for this is not the way of Jewish people. Rather, when the
attacker has asked forgiveness once, and then a second time, and we
know that he has repented for his sin and he has abandoned the evil
that he has done, then one must forgive him. Any person who
forgives quickly is considered praiseworthy, and his actions are
pleasing to the Sages (Laws of Personal Injury 5:9-10).

TORAS MENACHEM

as he writes below that when Moshe passed away, “the well ceased” (Rashi
to 21:20).

This begs the question: If Rashi accepted that Miriam’s well returned
after her passing in Moshe’s merit, then why did he reject the notion that
Aharon’s clouds of glory returned in Moshe’s merit?
In truth, however, it appears that at the literal level Rashi also rejected
the idea that Miriam’s well returned in Moshe’s merit. Rather, after the
well had ceased, due to Miriam’s passing, Moshe took the responsibility
as leader and provider of the Jewish people to ensure that they had a
supply of water. Therefore, when the clouds of glory departed, there was
no need for Moshe to ensure their return, as the remaining clouds still
provided the necessary support for the Jewish people.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 253ff.)

k

T HREE T YPES

OF

F ORGIVING ( V . 7)

Even after the people criticized Moshe heavily, in verse 5, resulting in a
punishment of venomous snakes (v. 6), we nevertheless find that Moshe
did not bear a grudge and prayed for the people to be saved. “From here
we learn,” writes Rashi, “that if a person asks you for forgiveness you
should not be cruel and refrain from forgiving.”
This principle is recorded by Rambam in his legal Code, the Mishneh
Torah, in three places (see Classic Questions), and there are a number of
variations which need to be explained:

a.) In Laws of Personal Injury, Rambam describes the method and
process of forgiveness: “Once the attacker has asked forgiveness once,
and then a second time, and we know that he has repented for his sin and
he has abandoned the evil that he has done, then one must forgive him.”
However, in Laws of Teshuvah these details are omitted. Instead, we are
told, that “When the sinner asks him for forgiveness, he should forgive
him with a full heart and a willing spirit.” Similarly, in Laws of Moral
Conduct: “If the person returns and asks him for forgiveness, then he
should forgive.”
b.) The person who forgives is given a different name in each of the
three laws. In Laws of Moral Conduct he is called the “forgiver,” in Laws
of Teshuvah a “person,” and in Laws of Personal Injury he is called the
“injured party.”
c.) One further detail is that in Laws of Teshuvah a person is told not to
be “difficult to appease.” Why does Rambam use this phrase, and why
only in Laws of Teshuvah?

T HE E XPLANATION
Forgiveness can be carried out on three levels:
1.) When one person sins against another, he becomes liable to be
punished for the sin that he committed. In order to be relieved of this
punishment he needs to appease both God and the person that he sinned
against. Therefore, through forgiving a person for his sin one alleviates
him from a Heavenly punishment.
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rcgn lrs /ohrcgv : src vghu ' ohgh iuakn tuvu vsck suxh uc
.rtk ctun .rt ihc ehxpn tuva 'igbf .rt kt ucb rv ,t oa ohrcugv
:ctun .rt ka vjrznc /anav jrznn ctun hbp kg :hrunt
vme iuak 'ctun kucd ifu 'ovka rmn ;ux ouj, /hruntv kucdn (dh)
rcgn utca sg vjrznu vnurs kf ctun .rt uphev /iubrt rcgn :;uxu
kucdn tmuhv :ctun .rt ka vbupmc hruntv .rt lu,c iubrtk hbav
kucdk ,xbfbu ohhrunt ka thvu hruntv kucdn vtmuh vgumr /hruntv
'ctun kucdk utc tku 'ktrah ubj oau ctun kucd tuva 'iubrt sg ctun
hp kg ;tu 'omrtc rucgk ,uar ovk ub,b tk ovu 'ctun kucd iubrt hf)
jka ctun lkn kt odu j,ph rnta unf (j,ph varhp 'van varhp tka
o h c t u n v u r h g a c o h c a u h v u a g h b c h k u a g r a t f v z n r v a n u /11 v c t t k u
; t ' c h c x o u p h e v t k t o m r t l u , c r u c g k o u b , b t k u k t v n '1 2 r g c o h c a u h v

k g / x b k g ( j ) :1 k u j n k n h r z f t t v h t k a v k h j n u b n n o h a e c n a h n k
'4 x b u t a '3 h x b o h r t '2 v g c d v k g x b f u i f u z " g k c t " e r h p o h r u e a x b u k f
runj ut ckf ukhpt /luabv kf :xb utrue vhtrku ,utk vucd tuva hpku
lfk ',hnvk ,rvnn ajbv ,fhaba tkt 'lkuvu vbub,nu euzb vhv ufaub
ot vhvu /yhcvu rntb ajbv ,fhabcu 'tnkgc vhtr u,ut vtru itf rntb
, u t p r , v k a j b v l u a b r v n n v h v t k a '5 w u d u y h c v u a h t , t a j b v l a b
t k t ' v h j n u t , h n n a j b h f u u b h , u c r u r n t u /6 v b u u f c u c y h c n i f o t t k t
ovhctk ock ,t ihscganu vkgn hpkf ihkf,xn ktrah uhva inzc
a j b ( y ) :7 ( o h e u z h b t " b ) o h e u n b u h v u t k o t u ' o h t p r , n u h v o h n a c a
'ajb utrue v"cev van rnt tkt ',ajb ka u,uagk uk rntb tk /,ajb
h , g s h t k / o h r c g v h h g c ( t h ) :8 i u a k k g k p u b i u a k ' , a u j b k a u b a g t h b t u
i"hgvu 'tytync yutyv rcs tuv vcruj iuak hgu /ohhg ona treb vnk

TORAS MENACHEM

2.) A higher level of forgiveness is to forgive not just the act of sin, but
the sinner himself, i.e. even though one person may forgive another for a
particular bad act (thus relieving him from being punished), there still may
remain a trace of dislike for the person in general. Thus, a higher level of
forgiveness is to forgive the entire person completely for his wrong, so that
there remains no trace of bad feeling between them.
3.) The highest level of forgiveness is an emotion that is so strong and
positive that it actually uproots the sins of the past, making it as if they
never occurred at all (cf. Yoma 86a). After such a forgiveness, the sinner will
be loved by the offended party to the very same degree that he was loved
before the sin.
It is these three types of forgiveness which Rambam refers to in his three
different laws:
1.) In Laws of Personal Injury, Rambam discusses the laws of compensation for specific damages that one person causes another. Thus, when
he speaks there of forgiveness for a sin, he is speaking of the forgiveness
that is required to relieve the sinner from the punishment of that specific
sin. Therefore, Rambam spells out the precise method of forgiveness that
is required to achieve atonement (“when the attacker has asked forgiveness once, and then a second time, and we know that he has repented
for his sin, etc., then one must forgive him”), because only by following

this precise method can we be sure that the sinner will be acquitted of
his punishment.
To stress the point further, Rambam speaks in terms of an “injured
party” and the “forgiving” of the injury, as we are speaking here of a
specific sin and its atonement.
2.) In Laws of Moral Conduct, the focus is not on actual sin and its
atonement, but rather, the character of the forgiver. And, if a person is to
be of fine character, it is insufficient to forgive a person just so that he will
be freed from punishment. Rather, one should forgive another person
completely [i.e. the second level above]. Therefore, in Laws of Moral
Conduct Rambam stresses, “When one person sins against another, he
should not hide the matter and remain silent,” for it would be a bad
character trait to harbor resentment, keeping one’s ill feelings to oneself.
Therefore, “It is a mitzvah for him to bring the matter into the open.”
Thus, we can understand why Rambam omits here details of the
process of forgiveness, for the main emphasis here is not the atonement
of the sinner, but the required character traits of the victim.
To stress the point further, the person is termed here not as the “injured
party,” but as the “forgiver.”
3.) In Laws of Teshuvah, Rambam is speaking of the highest level of
forgiveness which is required for a person to achieve a total “return to

'yhcvu wudu ajbv lab ot whvu yhcvu rntb ajbv ,fhabcuW iuakv kpf (t :icun ubht fWkts 'vtrb ifu /asj vWs uvza gnan iuatr xupsc 5 c 'dh oa 4 cf 'yn oa 3 zh 'k whgah 2 tnujb, 1
/yf vWr 7 yWv dWp vWr hnkaurh 6 /(5 vrgv '72 wg 'dWhj aWuek) vWs u,ut ka ubhbgk gdub zWhta — Wwudu (yhcvu) aht ,t (ajbv ajb) ot whvuW :(zWjtk shn tcv) euxpv iuak ,ufhrt thcna vn (c
yf 'c ohrcs 12 zh 'th ohypua 11 /vWna, ,ej pWa ,jha vtr /z 'jf whgah 10 d 'jk ,una 9 /lkhtu 71 wg dWhj aWuek vtr /j 'tk rWc 8 /yWfa, nWuyn 'cWuj pWa ,jha vtr
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God said to Moshe, “Make yourself a venomous (snake) and place it on a pole. What will happen
is, whoever has been bitten will look at it and live.”
9
Moshe made a copper snake and place it on a pole. Whenever a snake bit a man, he would stare at
the copper snake and he would live.
[

21:10
SIXTH
READING

FURTHER JOURNEYS / T HE MIRACULOUS ENCAMPMENT

AT

ARNON

[

T

he children of Israel traveled, and they camped in Ovos.
11
They traveled from Ovos and camped in Iyay Ha’avarim, in the wilderness between Mo’av
(and the land of the Amorites, to the east, where) the sun rises.
12
From there they traveled, and they encamped along the Zered Brook.
13
From there they traveled, and they encamped on the other side of the Arnon (Brook), which is in
the desert, extending from the Amorite border—for Arnon was the Mo’avite border between Mo’av and
the Amorites.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did looking at the snake cure the people? (v. 8)
RASHI: Our Rabbis said: Does [looking up at] a snake cause death or life? Rather, when the Jewish people looked heavenward and
subjugated their hearts to their Father in heaven they would be healed. But if not, they would waste away.
TORAS MENACHEM

God.” For this to occur, the forgiveness must be done in a manner that is
so deep that one uproots the sin totally, as if it had never occurred at all.
This is because total forgiveness is a crucial factor in the sinner’s overall
return to God, as Rambam writes “Sins between man and his fellow man
... are not forgiven until...the person has been asked for forgiveness....”
Thus, Rambam stresses here, “A person should be easily placated and
difficult to anger, and when the sinner asks him for forgiveness, he should
forgive him with a full heart and a willing spirit” (despite the fact that these
details are more appropriate to Laws of Moral Conduct), because the
good will of the victim is a crucial part of the sinner’s teshuvah. Only when
the victim is completely forgiving—to the extent that the sin is uprooted,

[

“H E W OULD S TARE

C

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28. p. 138ff.)

Sparks of Chasidus

AT THE

C OPPER S NAKE

ashi explains that the copper snake which Moshe made was not
a miraculous cure in itself, but rather, a reminder to the people to
rededicate themselves to God: “When the Jewish people looked
heavenward and subjugated their hearts to their Father in heaven,
they would be healed” (see Classic Questions).
However, this begs the question: If remembering God brought
about the cure for the Jewish people, then why was the copper snake
necessary at all? Why did Moshe not simply tell them to think about
God?
hasidic thought teaches that even the most negative or tragic
occurrence in this world, God forbid, has a spiritual source
which is entirely good. “From heaven, no evil is issued forth,” we are

R

as if it never existed—can we be sure that the sinner has returned to be as
close to God as he was prior to the sin.
To stress this point further, Rambam writes, “It is forbidden for a person
(not an “injured party” or “forgiver”) to be cruel and difficult to appease,”
i.e. here we are not talking merely of the minimum forgiveness that is
required to relieve the sinner from his punishment. Rather, here we are
talking of the victim as a “person.” And one can hope that he will not
merely “forgive” his fellow who hurt him, freeing him from punishment,
but that he will allow himself to be “appeased” completely, thereby
helping his fellow Jew to come to a complete teshuvah.

[

AND

H E W OULD L IVE ” ( V . 9)

taught, and it is only that sometimes the physical world is not a fitting
receptacle to absorb the good which comes from heaven. Thus, the
resulting incompatibility presents itself as something negative.
The solution, therefore, is not to eliminate the negative thing, but to
reveal its true inner essence as something good.
And this was the purpose of the copper snake erected on a pole
which Moshe made. By encouraging the Jewish people to look
upwards at the snake, Moshe was reminding them that, in their
spiritual source above, the snakes which had bitten the Jewish people
were rooted in Divine goodness. In this way, the people “reconnected” the snakes with their true source above, revealing their
inner good—and thus that good was also revealed below.
(Based on Likutei Torah, Chukas 61d-62b)
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ihykuc ohsau ,ubre ihnf ohgeb i,ut sdbf uhv ohhrunt sm ka rvcu ctun
,tmuhv vjpaf 'ktrah .rt ka rvv gzsgzb rucgk ktrah utca iuhf '.ujk
lu,k ohsav i,ut uxbfbu ctun ka rv smk cre,bu 'v,rhcd hbp khcevk
cre,bu unuenn vyb rvva 'rg ,cak vyb rat uvzu /oudrvu ohgeb i,ut
urcgu) (ubht t"xc) ctun kucdk igabu uvzu 'uc ecsbu ctun kucd smk
:1 ( o a k x b f b a r t c v h s h k g t k t u k t v o h x b v u g s h t k u o h r v v k g k t r a h
ghsun hn v"cev rnt 'smhf /rtcv kt satv tc oan /vrtc oanu (zy)
u r c g a r j t k /2 u n t k g h s u v e u b h , k , p , , b r n u t k a n v / u k k v o h x b v h b c k
ohdurvv os oan v,kgvu kjbv lu,k vsrh rtcvu onuenk ohrvv urzj
:1 v r h a u r n t u u t r k t r a h u ' v b j n v c h c x i , f h k u n u o h r c h t u , u g u r z u
v g h s u v r t c v a i h b n u / v k g n , t a v n h k g v u k j b v l u , n /3 r t c h k g ( z h )

,unjkn rpxc rnth vc uagba ohxbu uz vhbj kg /if kg (sh) :if ctun
unf /cvu ,t :wudu cvu ,t urpxh ubh,uctk uagba ohxb ohrpxnaf 'wv
'tuv suxh u"huvu /cvu cvh in rnth if 'sgu sgh in rntha unf 'cvh ,t
/iubrt ohkjbv ,tu :;ux ohc ohxb vcrvu ovk cvh rat ,t rnukf
uagb itf ;ta 'iubrt hkjb hxbc rpxk ah lf ';ux oh hxbc ohrpxna oaf
/sat lpa ka oudr, /ohkjbv satu (uy) :ohxbv ov vnu /ohkusd ohxb
ohrvv uhva hpk 'oa ohtcjb uhva ohhrunt os oa lpaba ohkjbv lpa
rvv kg snug ost 'vzk vz ohfunx ohrvvu rmeu eung kjbvu ohvucd
ohhrunt urnt /kjbv lu,c rcug lrsvu 'vzn rvc urhcj og rcsnu vzn
vkgnka ohrvc ,urgnv in tmb 'rucgk kjbv lu,k [.rtk] ktrah uxbfhaf
sm ka rvc ohgebv i,ut uhvu /,utryxhkc hbctu ohmjc odrvbu ovn

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What miracle occurred at Arnon? (v. 14-16)
RASHI: The mountains were high and the valley [between them]
was deep and narrow. The mountains were so close to each other,
that a person standing on the mountain on one side [of the valley]
could speak to his friend standing on the mountain on the other side.
The route [of the Jewish people] passed along the valley. The
Amorites said, “When the Jewish people enter the valley to pass
through, we’ll come out of the caves in the mountains above them
and kill them with arrows and catapult stones.”
There were caves in the rock on the Mo’avite side [of the valley],
and directly opposite the caves there were protrusions on the
mountain on the Amorite side...When the Jewish people were about
to pass through, the mountain...moved toward the mountain of
Mo’av. The protrusions entered the caves, killing [the Amorites].
This is the meaning of the words, “it turned to settle at Ar” (v. 15):
The mountain veered from its place and moved toward the side of
the Mo’avite border, and attached itself to it. It was thus “leaning
against the border of Mo’av” (ibid.).
The Jewish people passed on top of the mountains, and they only
became aware of the miracles through the well [water] that entered
the [valley. As the Torah continues]: “From there to the well” (v. 16)....
How did this occur? God said, “Who will inform My children of
these miracles?”—as the proverb goes, “If you give a small child
bread, inform his mother.” So, after they passed through, the
mountains returned to their places and the well water went down
into the valley. It brought the blood of the people who were killed,
their arms, and their limbs, and carried them around the camp.
When the Jewish people saw this, they burst into song (v. 17-20).

MIDRASH: The Amorites, knowing that the Jewish people would
have to pass through the valley, assembled in innumerable
multitudes. Some of them hid in the many caves on the slopes of the
mountain, while another group of them awaited the Jewish people in
the valley below, hoping to attack and destroy them unexpectedly
from above and from below when they passed through the valley.
God, however, arranged that the Jewish people did not go down
into the valley at all, but stayed above. He sent an instruction to the
mountains, and the protrusions of one mountain entered the caves of
the other, and all the people hiding there died.
Then, the well water went down through the valley and, becoming
stronger in force, destroyed all the people that were there, like the
Egyptians who were destroyed by the sea. That is why the Torah
compares the two events (v. 14).
Since the Jewish people had passed over the mountains, they were
not aware of all these miracles, so God said, “I’m going to make it
known how many people I destroyed for them!” Thus, the well water
went into the caves, washing so many skulls, arms and feet that they
could not be counted. And when the Jewish people returned to find
the well, they saw it shining like the moon within the valley that was
full of limbs (Tanchuma 20; Bamidbar Rabah 19:25).
SFORNO: God made a fierce storm (vpUx) which caused water to
flood the entire area, preventing the Jewish people from being
attacked. Nevertheless, when the waters reached Ar, close to where
the Jewish people were located, they did not flood the area, but
rather, they “turned to settle at Ar, leaning against the border of
Mo’av” (v. 15), i.e. the waters did not spread out to inundate the
Israelite camp.

(51 vrgv '156 wg dWfj aWuek) Wwuf rtc hkgW vrhavk lhha ubhta 'Wwuf vghsuv rtcva ihbnuW hWar iuak lanvn jfunsfu /osuev aurhpk lanv tWf 'asj vWs zWhta kWh 3
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About this (miraculous encampment) it will be told when God’s wars are recounted:
“He gave a gift (of miracles) at the (Sea of) Reeds and (they were matched by the miracles) at the
valleys of Arnon! 15 The (blood of the Amorites was) spilling into the valleys when (the mountain actually
moved, crushing the Amorites, and) it turned to settle at Ar, leaning against the border of Mo’av. 16 From
there (the blood flowed) to the well (so the Jewish people could see the victory). That is the well about
which God said to Moshe, ‘Gather the people, and I will give them water.’”
17
Then (when) Israel (saw the remains of the enemy in the well water) they sang this song:
“O well, arise (from the valley)!
Raise your voices (in song) to it!
TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE M IRACLES

AT

A RNON ( V . 14ff.)

Rashi cites the Midrash at length to describe the miraculous occurrences at the valley of Arnon. His comments prompt the following
questions:
a.) Rashi’s commentary was written to explain the literal meaning of
scripture. Why, then, does Rashi offer here the apparently non-literal
interpretation of the Midrash, that a mountain actually moved to crush the
Amorites, rather than a more simple explanation, such as that of Sforno?
b.) According to the Midrash two miracles occurred: 1.) The Amorites
that hid in the caves at the top of the mountains were crushed when the
mountains came together. 2.) Other Amorites who were in the valley were
killed by the flooding well water.

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

“O W ELL , A RISE !” ( V . 17)
hen the soul comes down from its heavenly setting and is
invested into a body it suffers an immense spiritual regression, because the body constitutes a formidable obstacle between
the soul and God. Nevertheless, it is a worthwhile journey for the
soul, since the physical world contains, trapped within it, “sparks”
of holiness which have an even greater spiritual potency than the
soul itself, and the soul profits from these “sparks” when the body
performs mitzvos with physical objects.
And this is how Chasidic thought explains the Song at the Well:
“O well, arise!”—the pure soul is compared to a well, which is
a source of ritual purity. While the soul’s journey to the physical
world is superficially a spiritual regression, a “descent,” nevertheless the soul is told, “arise”—as a result, it will enjoy an “ascent,”
a spiritual profit. And that is: “Raise your voices to it”—the use of
the plural, “your voices,” alludes to the many sparks trapped in
physical matter that are elevated in the course of the soul’s
mission on earth.

W

nd with this we can understand the inner reason why the
song was only chanted at this point in time, even though the
well had already accompanied the Jewish people for forty years
(see Rashi to v. 17). For at this point, they were poised to enter the
Land of Israel where, in contrast to their desert life of spiritual
isolation, the Jewish people would be heavily involved with
mitzvos connected with physical objects. So it was now that their
souls (their “wells”) would begin to profit spiritually (“arise”) from
the descent into this world, by extracting its hidden sparks.

A

(Based on Ma’amar s.v. Az Yashir Yisra’el and Ach Begoral 5735)

Why does Rashi only mention the first miracle?
In fact, being that the Torah compares the miracles at Arnon to the
drowning of the Egyptians at the Reed Sea (v. 14), it would appear that the
second miracle of the Midrash, where the Amorites were drowned, is
indicated here by scripture at the literal level.
c.) The Midrash states that, in order to inform the Jewish people of the
miracle, the well water went into the caves within the mountains and
washed out the remains of the slain Amorites. Why does Rashi write that
the well water did not flood into the mountains, but only into the valley?
d.) The Midrash states that the water washed out “so many skulls, arms
and feet that they could not be counted,” whereas Rashi writes, that it
“brought the blood of the people who were killed, their arms, and their
limbs.” Why does Rashi add a reference to blood, and omit the specific
reference to skulls and feet?
e.) The Midrash states that the Jewish people discovered what had
happened when “they returned to find the well... full of limbs.” But Rashi
writes that a further miracle occurred—the well actually transported the
remains of the Amorites all the way to the Jewish camp: “The well water
went down into the valley. It brought up the blood of the people who were
killed, their arms, and their limbs, and carried them around the camp.”
What led Rashi to conclude that, at the literal level, this additional miracle
occurred? And why would God have made this seemingly unnecessary
miracle, which could have been avoided by the Jewish people returning
to the valley, as the Midrash writes?
f.) Why does Rashi add the proverb, “If you give a small child bread,
inform his mother,” which is not cited here by the Midrash at all? And
what, exactly, does the proverb add that we do not already know?

T HE E XPLANATION
a.) Previously in the Torah, we find that the Jewish people merited
numerous miracles, many of which saved their lives, and yet it is only at
the splitting of the Reed Sea that the people actually burst into song.
So Rashi was troubled: What was unique about the miracles at the Arnon
valley in comparison with so many other miracles of the past, that these
miracles inspired the Jewish people to sing together (in verses 17-20)?
The unique quality of the miracle at the Sea of Reeds was that the
Jewish people did not merely receive Divine assistance in the war that
they had to fight, but rather that God destroyed the Egyptians without the
Jewish people having to do anything at all—“God will fight for you”
(Shemos 14:14). Therefore, Rashi cited the Midrashic account of the miracle
at Arnon, for this Midrash also describes how God eliminated the enemy
without the Jewish people having to fight at all; thus explaining why, at
the literal level, this led them to sing together.
b.) Whenever Rashi offers a Midrashic solution, he is careful to cite only,
“Midrash which clarifies the text of scripture” (Rashi to Bereishis 3:8),
i.e. those parts of the Midrash which have some basis in the verse itself.
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:lkuv hbht utk otu 'oa hbt oa hcvut ot rnt 'vsugxk u,ut ihbnzn
udxp ifu 'vcud iuak /vdxp :t,nr ahr unudr,f /vdxpv atr
o u e n v h b p k g v d x p v v , u t / v p e a b u : v h , u b n r t u v h c d v '3 v h , u b n r t
kg rtcv vpeabu rjt rcs /ona tuva rcsn iuak tuvu 'iunhah unaa
vturu yhcn iunhahv kg snugvu vhrcy ka vnhc vzbdba iunhahv hbp
k t r a h j k a h u ( t f ) :4 t n u j b , h c r a r s l f ' r t c v t h v u o h c v r c f i h n f
ohftkn jkatu rntba 'vanc ,ujhkav vku, rjt ouencu /ohftkn
j , p h c u '6 o u s t l k n k t a s e n o h f t k n v a n j k a h u i f u '5 , u n s e r c s n n
u k k v o h c u , f v '7 w u d u o u s t l k n k t o h f t k n k t r a h j k a h u r n u t t u v
'van ov ktrahu ktrah tuv vana 'j,up vzu kgub vz 'vzk vz ohfhrm
v r c g t ( c f ) :1 k f v t u v t h a b v h f ' r u s v k f f t u v r u s v t h a b a l k r n u k
:1 o u k a o v n u a e c o u k a c o v k j u , p k u u y m b t k a h p k g ; t / l m r t c

vba ohgcrt ,kj,n tkvu 'v,hv oan hfu /vrtc oanu rntba 'ovk
vrhav 'ktrah rhah zt ifu 'ohxbv ,t oxrpk vsrha tkt 'ovng v,hv
vnu 'ohgcrt ,kj,n ovk vb,b rtcvu 'ohgcrt ;uxc vrntb ,tzv
r t c ( j h ) :1 u b n h v v k g n k a r s b v z v i h b g v t k t ' i t f c , f h k v t r
/ o , u b g a n c :2 i r v t u v a n o h r a v u r p j r a t r t c v t h v , t z / v u r p j
:unudr,f /kthkjb vb,nnu (yh) :ovk vb,b /rcsnnu :vync
vkyc oau van ,n oa hf /ctun vsac rat thdv ,uncnu (f)
uken kyub ohbuj uhvaf thabu thab kf ogv hchsb vurf rjt rcs /rtcv
hbpk ihtcu inhx u,ut lrs ihfanb rtcv hnu uvbjnu ukds kmt launu
o a h f r n t b a ' e e u j n t r e b a v a n h p k g / e e j n c :1 y c a u y c a k f , h h b j
/rtcv h"g veka hpk 'uz vrhac van rfzb tk vnku /iupx eeujn ,ekj
uhva lknk kan /v"cev ka una rfzb tk van ka una rfzb tka iuhfu

TORAS MENACHEM

Thus, in our case, Rashi cited the account of the mountain moving to
crush the Amorites, as this is hinted to by the words of the verse, “it turned
to settle at Ar, leaning against the border of Mo’av.” However, the second
miracle which the Midrash describes (that the Amorites who were located
in the valley were killed by a flood of well water) is not referred to by
scripture here. Therefore, even though it indeed resembles the miracle
that occurred at the splitting of the Reed Sea, Rashi did not cite it, as it
does not “clarify the text of scripture.”
c.) Likewise, scripture gives no indication here that the well water went
up from the valley to enter the caves within the mountains. Rather,
the Torah indicates the reverse, that the blood was “spilling into the
valleys” (v. 15), and “from there to the well” (v. 16). Therefore,
Rashi omitted this detail.
d.) Since the Torah itself states that Amorite blood was, “spilling into the
valleys” (v. 15), Rashi writes that the well “brought the blood of the people
who were killed,” (even though this detail is not mentioned by the
Midrash). Furthermore, Rashi stresses that “their arms” were also carried
by the well, since seeing the very muscular arms of the warriors would
have added to the miracle, as it would have made the Jewish people
realize that a powerful army had been defeated. But since it would be a
most unnecessary miracle if only arms had been carried by the well, Rashi
adds that other “limbs” were carried too.
e.) Rashi maintained that a second miracle occurred, where the well
water brought the remains of the Amorites, “all around the camp,” in
order to explain how the song arose here in the same circumstances as it
did at the Sea of Reeds. At the Sea of Reeds, Moshe led the Jewish people

in song, “when they saw the miracle” (Rashi to Shemos 15:1), so Rashi
concluded that likewise in our case, the Song of the Well must have arisen
upon actually seeing a miraculous occurrence.
According to the account of the Midrash, this was not the case, since the
Jewish people only saw at the well the aftermath of the miracle: “They
returned to find the well...full of limbs.” So, Rashi concluded that a further
miracle must have occurred, “the well water...brought...their limbs, and
carried them around the camp,” and it was upon seeing this miracle that
the Jewish people burst into song. And this also explains, at the literal
level, why the song focuses on the well in particular.
f.) Rashi cites the proverb, “If you give a small child bread, inform his
mother,” as this brings to light a remarkable quality of the miracle at
Arnon in which it surpassed the splitting of the Reed Sea. For while both
miracles were unique in that God eliminated an enemy without the
Jewish people having to fight at all, the incident at Arnon was even more
remarkable in that the people were not even aware that the miracle had
taken place. Thus God performed a further miracle, bringing the blood
and limbs of the Amorites via the well water, so that the Jewish people
should know what had occurred. And this is comparable, writes Rashi, to
informing a mother that one has given her child bread, i.e. the well, which
supported the Jewish people in the desert (like a mother who supports
her child) was “informed” of the life-saving miracle (comparable to the
staple food of bread) when the remains of the defeated enemy passed
through the well water and all around the Jewish camp.
And then, realizing that God had saved their lives miraculously without
them even knowing, “ Israel sang this song: ‘O well, arise....’”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 23, p. 148ff.)
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A well dug by ministers,
Carved out by (Moshe and Aharon), nobles of the people,
Through the lawgiver, with their staffs,
From the desert, (they received the well as) a gift.
19
From the (time they received this) gift,
(It went down with them) to the streams,
And from the streams (it went up with them) to the heights.
20
From the heights to the valley in the field of Mo’av,
At the top of the summit that overlooks the wastelands.
[

21:21
SEVENTH
READING
(4TH

WHEN
JOINED)

I

THE WAR

WITH

SICHON

[

srael sent messengers to Sichon the King of the Amorites, saying: 22 “Let me pass through your land.
We will not turn to any fields or vineyards, nor drink water from the well. We will walk along the
King’s Highway, until we have passed through your border.”
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Who sent the messengers? (v. 21)
RASHI: Elsewhere scripture attributes the sending of [the very same]
messengers to Moshe, as the verse states, “I sent messengers from the
Desert of Kedaimos” (Devarim 2:26).
Likewise, “Moshe sent messengers ... to the King of Edom ” (above,
20:14). And regarding Yiftach it says [about the same incident], “Israel
sent messengers to the King of Edom etc.” (Judges 11:17).
These verses complement each other; one “locks” and the other
“opens,” for Moshe is Israel, and Israel is Moshe, i.e. the leader of
the generation is like the entire generation, for the leader is
everything.
MIDRASH: The King of Edom was important, so Moshe sent
messengers to him personally; but Sichon was less important, so the

messengers were sent by Israel and not Moshe. Nevertheless, in
Parshas Devarim Moshe states “I sent messengers etc.,” in reference
to Sichon, to indicate that the messengers were sent with Moshe’s
permission, even though they were actually sent by Israel (Midrash
Lekach Tov).
SHACH AL HATORAH: Israel knew that if they fought with Sichon in
Cheshbon, the city would be destroyed. Since Israel wished to take
possession of intact cities after defeating Sichon (see below v. 24-26),
they first sent messengers as a pretense, to lure the Amorites out of
the city, so that the battle would not destroy the city.

 Why did they approach Sichon peacefully? (v. 22)
RASHI: Even though they were not commanded to approach
[Sichon] peacefully, they nevertheless sought peace.*

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE M ESSENGERS

TO

S ICHON ( V . 21)

Rashi seems to be commenting on a contradiction between the account
of sending messengers to Sichon here in our Parsha, and the way the
same event is recounted later in Parshas Devarim. Here we are told that
the messengers were sent by the Jewish people, whereas in Parshas
Devarim it says that they were sent by Moshe.
Rashi, however, wrote his commentary for the beginner who is studying
the Chumash for the first time. So, if Rashi was troubled by a contradiction
between our Parsha and Parshas Devarim, why did he address the matter
here, if the contradiction first becomes apparent in Parshas Devarim, after
reading the later verse?

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi was not troubled by a contradiction between our verse and the
verse in Parshas Devarim, but rather, an inconsistency between our verse
and a previous verse. When seeking peace with the King of Edom, the
Torah states, “Moshe sent messengers” (20:14), whereas here we read,
“Israel sent messengers.”
At first glance, the Torah appears to be informing us that the messengers
were authorized by different parties: Moshe sent the messengers to the

King of Edom, whereas here the messengers were sent by Israel, albeit
with Moshe’s permission (as the Midrash states). In fact, Rashi himself
indicates a clear distinction between the two cases, as he writes: “They
were not commanded to approach [Sichon] peacefully” (v. 22), unlike with
Edom, where we can presume that there was a specific command from
God to send messengers (as was the case with everything else Moshe did).
So perhaps in the case of Edom when acting upon a direct command
from God, Moshe sent messengers; whereas in this case where there was
no command, the messengers were not sent by Moshe, but by the Jewish
people themselves.
At the literal level, however, Rashi considered it more straightforward to
argue that in both instances the messengers were sent by Moshe on behalf
of the Jewish people, and it is only that sometimes “scripture attributes”
the matter to Moshe and sometimes to Israel, i.e. we are speaking here
about a nuance of scripture, and not an actual difference in the way that
the messengers were appointed.
What does this nuance come to teach us? Rashi explains that the
interchangeable use of Moshe and Israel teaches us that “Moshe is Israel,
and Israel is Moshe, i.e. the leader of the generation is like the entire
generation, for the leader is everything.”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 33, p. 131ff.)

*See Rashi to Devarim 2:26 and commentaries, ibid.
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:6 u k a n t a h u u c r n t b a ' o g k c / o h k a n v u r n t h : c t u n c i u j h x
kufh iujhx vhv tka /iucaj utc :urnt ovu /rugcu ogkc /ohkanv
,t h,gsh hf ekc uk rnta uvzu 'ukkek ogkc ,t rfau lkvu vacfk
: u r h g , u h v k i u j h x o a c i u c a j / i b u f , u v b c , :7 w u d u l r u c n l r c , r a t
oa /ctun rg vkft :iujhx vacfan /iucajn vtmh at hf (jf)
rg /ctun rg :hnrt iuakc ,hhjku 'hrcg iuakc rg hure vbhsnv v,ut
/aunf :ushc urxnha ctun ,t ukkea /ctun lk hut (yf) :ctun ka
o h y h k p u o h x b / o y h k p : c t u n k a u h b c , t i , u b v / i , b :8 c t u n h v k t o a
iucaj sct :ovka ,ufkn /orhbu (k) :wudu ,hcac uh,ubc ,tu crjn
'iuchs sg ifu 'oan sct iucajc ctunk vhva kugu ,ufkn /iuchs sg
,kannu kugu ,ufkn iuak rhb /iuchsn rhb rx rnukf 'sg rx ka oudr,
'vnna iuak v a u d s i " h a / o h a b u : 9 h s c g s u s k r h b , u h v i g n k u n f ' a h t
:jpb sg oubunhav /jpb sg :o,ut ohabu ohkaunv rnth lf

vhva xn uk ihkgn uhv igbf hfkn kfa hpk /wudu iujhx i,b tku (df)
lmrtc vrcgt ktrah uk urnta iuhf ',uxhhd ovhkg urcgh tka ornua
ohrnut o,tu ofhbpn ornak tkt itf cauh hbht hnmg kf ovk rnt
k f i h t ' i h a u , h v t k n i u c a j v , h v u k h t /1 k t r a h , t r e k t m h u : l f
'uacfk kufh ost kf iht akj rpfc iujhx vhv otu 'vacfk vkufh vhrc
,tz kf hbc kg jhryn hbt vn v"cev rnt /iucajc vhva ukt ifa kfu
,urhhgv in ,tmk vnjknv habt kf ckc i,b 'rhgu rhg kf kg rumk
ihtu ohrgv kt ktrah ufkv oanu 'ukpb oau sjt ouenk okuf umce,bu
' u e z j u v n u / z g h f ( s f ) :2 ; y u o h a b t k t a h t o a i h t h f o s d b k s n u g
o h r p f / v h , b c ( v f ) :3 w u d u o r u m , k t o v k r n t a ' v " c e v k a u , t r , v
rm, kt rntba hpk 'c,fvk lrmuv vnk /ojkb tuvu (uf) :vk ohfunxv
ush kgu ovn vjek iujhxa ubk c,f 'v,hv ctun kan iucaju 'ctun ,t
o j k b a v n j k n v , u t k g / i f k g ( z f ) :5 u , u a r n / u s h n :4 k t r a h k v r v y

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did Sichon not permit the Jewish people to pass
through his borders? (v. 23)
RASHI: Because all the Cana’anite kings paid him a levy for
protecting them against invading armies. Thus, when Israel said to
him, “Let me pass through your land” (v. 22), he said to them, “My
entire aim is only to protect them from you, so how can you say such
a thing?” [Thus], “he went out...toward Israel” (v. 23). Even if
Cheshbon were full of mosquitoes [and not men], nobody would
have been able to conquer it [since it was so well fortified]. And if
Sichon had been in an unfortified village [on his own], no man could
have defeated him [because he was so strong]. How much more so

[were they invincible] when [Sichon] was in Cheshbon. God said,
“Why should I trouble My children to besiege every city?” He put the
idea into all the warriors’ minds to leave the cities. They all gathered
in one place, where they fell in battle. From there Israel proceeded
to the cities, where they met with no opposition, since only women
and children were left there.
MIZRACHI: Rashi was troubled why Sichon went out to attack the
Jewish people, for being that Cheshbon was so well fortified, and
Sichon was such a great warrior, he had little to fear from the Jewish
people. Therefore, Rashi explained that God “put the idea into all the
warriors’ minds to leave the cities.”

(dWna, ,ej pWa ,jha) Wktrah ,trek tmhu (lfhpk) lf ohrnut o,tu ofhbpn ornak tkt itf cauh hbht hnmg kf ovk rntW :hWar hrcs lanv ot hf 'asj vWs obht Wktrah ,trek tmhuW ,uch,v 1
uk 'th tWn 9 sd 'th ohypua 8 u 'cf oa 7 z 'df rcsnc 6 :ub nWc 5 :x ihkuj 4 y 'c ohrcs 3 tnujb, 2
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But Sichon did not permit Israel to pass through his borders. Sichon gathered all his people and
went out to the desert toward Israel. He came to Yahtzah and fought against Israel. 24 Israel struck him
with the sword, and took possession of his land—from Arnon to Yabok, as far as Amon’s descendants,
because the border of Amon’s descendants was strong. 25 Israel took all these cities, and the Jewish
people settled in all the cities of the Amorites, in Cheshbon and all its villages. 26 For Cheshbon was the
city of Sichon, King of the Amorites, and he had fought against the first King of Mo’av, seizing all his land
from his possession, as far as Arnon.
27
Concerning this (victory) the poets (Bilam and his father) would say:
Come to (conquer) Cheshbon!
May it be built and established as the city of Sichon!
28
For fire went forth from Cheshbon,
A flame from the city of Sichon,
It consumed Ar of Mo’av,
The masters of the high places of Arnon.
29
Woe is to you, Mo’av!
You are lost, people of Kemosh!
He has given his sons over as refugees,
And his daughters into captivity to Sichon, king of the Amorites.
30
Their kingdom is destroyed from Cheshbon,
It has been removed from Divon.
We laid them waste as far as Nofach,
Which is near Medeva.
TORAS MENACHEM

k

S ICHON ’ S C ONCERN ( V . 23)

What led Rashi to conclude, “Sichon gathered all his people and went
out to the desert toward Israel,” (v. 23) because God “put the idea into all
the warriors’ minds to leave the cities”? This is a Midrashic interpretation
which surely has no basis at the literal level. It thus does not appear to
belong in Rashi’s commentary which is aimed at explaining solely the
literal meaning of scripture.
According to Mizrachi, Rashi wrote that God “put the idea into all the
warriors’ minds to leave the cities,” so as to be consistent with his prior
statement, “Even if Cheshbon were full of mosquitoes, nobody would
have been able to conquer it. And if Sichon had been in an unfortified
village, no man could have defeated him.” I.e. after reading that Sichon
was such a formidable enemy, one might wonder why he felt threatened
by the Jewish people. It must be, therefore, that he was not at all
threatened, but that God miraculously “put the idea into all the warriors’
minds to leave the cities.”
However, this appears to be incompatible with Rashi’s view. Rashi
commented earlier, “All the Cana’anite kings paid him a levy for
protecting them against invading armies.” If Sichon had remained in his
capital city of Cheshbon, and had not gone out to attack the Jewish
people, they would have passed through his land and he would have lost
his international acclaim as protector of the borders of Cana’an.
Consequently, Sichon was forced to leave the fortified city of Cheshbon
to protect his reputation.
Thus, the question stands: What led Rashi to conclude that God “put
the idea into all the warriors’ minds to leave the cities”?

T HE E XPLANATION
As explained above, Sichon was forced to leave the city of Cheshbon to
prevent the Jewish people from entering the land of Cana’an, to protect
his reputation. What is problematic is why he “gathered all his people”
(v. 23), to assist him. For being that Rashi has just explained that “if Sichon
had been in an unfortified village [on his own], no man could have
conquered it,” Sichon clearly did not need the assistance of “all his
people” to fight the Jewish people.
Thus, we can imagine that when Sichon began to rouse his entire
nation, encouraging them to go out to confront Israel, they would have
wondered: “Why does Sichon, the mighty warrior, need any of our help,
never mind all of our help? He should be able to defeat the Jewish people
singlehandedly! Apparently, he is scared of being defeated by them....”
The fact that the presence of the Jewish people appeared to have cast
doubts in the mind of the mighty Sichon about the likelihood of victory
would certainly have caused the people to harbor doubts too. So Rashi
was troubled: How did Sichon succeed in mobilizing all his people, when
Sichon’s own hesitation had made them fear doom? Sichon himself
would have been motivated to fight to protect his international reputation
as “guardian of the border of Cana’an”; but what interest would his
people have in risking their lives to fight an enemy against which even
their King lacked confidence?
Rashi was thus forced to conclude that something supernatural must
have occurred here, namely that God “put the idea into all the warriors’
minds to leave the cities.”
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Chukas 5743)
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:1 o h t p r v r , h n r t a b i a c v l k n d u g e r h f 3 r n t b a ' o h b r e , u r , a g c
,c truy reg vturvc ,ufrcc t,htsf 'udrv van / u , u t u f h u (vk)
, e j , a r p , k x j :4 w u f u h x r p t , k ,

vagb tk urnt /vusfk ohkdrnv /rzgh ,t kdrk van jkahu (ck)
t r h , k t ( s k ) :1 o j k v k v a n k a u , k p , j f c u b t o h j u y c ' o h b u a t r f
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u h r h c j u r n u g k r s f u f v a o h t p r v i n y k p a ' d u g t u v '2 y h k p v t c h u

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What did the spies do at Ya’azer? (v. 32)
RASHI: The spies captured it. They said, “We won’t be like the first
spies! We trust in the power of Moshe’s prayers to help us fight!”

 Why did God tell Moshe not to fear Og? (v. 34)
RASHI: Moshe was afraid to fight, for perhaps the merit of Avraham
would protect [Og]—as the verse states, “A runaway came” (Bereishis
14:13), this was Og who had escaped from the Refa’im, who were
killed by Kedarla’omer and his allies at Ashteros-Karnayim, as the
verse states, “Only Og, King of Bashan, remained from the rest of the
Refa’im” (Devarim 3:11).

 Who killed Og? (v. 35)
RASHI: Moshe killed him, as it is recorded in Tractate Brachos, in
chapter Haro’eh how [Og] uprooted a mountain of three parsos etc.

TALMUD: Og said, “How big is the Israelite camp? Three parsos.
I will go and uproot a mountain three parsos long, throw it on them
and kill them!”
He went and uprooted a mountain three parsos in size and carried
it on his head.
God sent ants which bored a hole in it, causing it to sink around
his neck. He tried to pull it off, but his teeth stuck out on each side,
and he was unable to pull it off....
Moshe was ten cubits tall. He took an ax ten cubits long, leapt
ten cubits into the air, and struck [Og] on his ankle, killing him
(Brachos 54b).
GUR ARYEH: God had told Moshe personally, “Do not fear him...
I have given him into your hand” (v. 34). Therefore, Rashi concluded
that, at the literal level, Moshe must have killed Og.

TORAS MENACHEM

k

O G ’ S D EMISE ( V . 35)

What led Rashi to conclude that, at the literal level, Moshe killed Og
singlehandedly? The Torah indicates that, on the contrary, the Jewish
people killed Og collectively, as verse 35 states, “They struck him down,”
in the plural.
Gur Aryeh writes that Rashi’s comment here is based on the Torah’s
use of the singular in verse 34: “God said to Moshe, ‘Do not fear him, for

I have given him into your hand,” which suggests that Moshe’s hand
alone was going to eliminate Og.
However, where is Gur Aryeh’s proof that “I have given him into your
hand” refers to Moshe in person, and not Moshe as a representative of the
Jewish people? In fact, the rest of the verse clearly applies to the Jewish
people in general, and even Rashi does not claim that Moshe personally
annihilated “all his people and his land” (v. 34).
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THE WAR

WITH

OG, K ING

OF

BASHAN
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I

srael settled in the land of the Amorites. 32 Moshe sent men to spy out Ya’azer and they captured its
villages, driving out the Amorites who lived there.
33
Then they turned and headed north toward the Bashan. Og, the King of Bashan, came out toward
them with all his people, to wage war at Edre’iy.
34
God said to Moshe, “Do not fear him, for I have given him into your hand—as well as all his people
and his land. You will do the same to him as you did to Sichon, King of the Amorites, who lived in
Cheshbon.”
35
They struck him down, as well as his sons and all his people—no survivors remained—and they
took possession of his land.
1
The children of Israel traveled and camped in the plains of Mo’av, across the Jordan, near Jericho.
HAFTARAHS: CHUKAS - P. 305.

CHUKAS-BALAK - P. 308.

EREV ROSH CHODESH - P. 317.

ROSH CHODESH - P. 319.

Maftir: Rosh Chodesh—p. 322.

TORAS MENACHEM

T HE E XPLANATION
In his commentary to verse 32, Rashi writes that the spies that Moshe
sent were confident that they would conquer Ya’azer, saying, “We trust in
the power of Moshe’s prayers to help us fight!”
Presumably, the spies’ attitude was representative of the Jewish people
in general at the time, who were faced with the prospect of fighting many
wars to conquer the Land. Thus, when it came to the war against Og, the
people would also have been totally confident, saying, “We trust in the
power of Moshe’s prayers to help us fight!”
Consequently, when Rashi writes in his commentary to verse 34,
“Moshe was afraid to fight,” it appears that Rashi is referring to Moshe in
particular and not the rest of the Jewish people, i.e. the Jewish people
were not afraid due to their trust in Moshe, but Moshe himself feared,
“perhaps the merit of Avraham would protect [Og].”
Therefore, when God said to Moshe, “Do not fear him, for I have given
him into your hand,” God must have been speaking specifically to Moshe,
as it was Moshe alone who was scared of Og. And since God placed Og
in “his” (Moshe’s) personal hand, it follows at the literal level that Moshe
must have killed Og singlehandedly.
Nevertheless, the remainder of the verse, where God promised victory
over “all his people and his land,” was clearly not addressed to Moshe in
particular. For Moshe’s personal concern was only about Og himself (due
to his merit of helping Avraham), but with regard to “his people and his
land,” Moshe had no special concern, and was equally confident as the
rest of the Jewish people about their defeat. Thus, when God promised
a victory over Og’s “people and his land,” God was addressing Moshe
and the rest of the people equally, so it follows that Moshe must have
killed Og’s people together with Israel.

R ASHI

AND THE

T ALMUD

One problem with the above explanation is that it does not fully explain
the use of the plural in verse 35: “They struck him down, as well as his
sons and all his people.” Surely, it was not “they” who struck Og down,
but Moshe alone?

At first glance we might argue that the Torah merely employed an
abbreviated phrase: Rather than writing, “Moshe and the Jewish people
struck him, his sons and all his people,” the Torah simply stated, “They
struck him down, as well as his sons and all his people,” without getting
into the details of who exactly killed whom.
However this interpretation is difficult to accept, for while the victory
over Og’s sons and his nation was in the Jewish people’s merit, God had
stressed that the elimination of Og himself was to be specifically in
Moshe’s special merit: “I have given him into your hand.” Therefore, it is
very unlikely that the Torah would have blurred the victories of Moshe
and the Jewish people together in one single statement, “They struck him
down, as well as his sons and all his people,” when there were two entities
here (Moshe and Israel), each with their own distinct merits.
Rather, it would seem that while initially God had promised that Og
would fall in Moshe’s merit, something happened in between that caused
him to be eliminated in the merit of all the Jewish people (and thus the
verse states, “They struck him down”). And to explain how this is the
case, Rashi cited the Talmudic teaching that Og “uprooted a mountain of
three parsos.”
If Og had only desired to kill some of the Jewish people, it is
conceivable that the merit of having helped Avraham might still have
saved his life. But when Og took a large mountain, indicating that he
wished to kill all of Avraham’s Jewish descendants, God forbid (see
Talmud), the merit of helping Avraham no longer protected him. Thus,
while originally it was thought to have been necessary to draw on the
unique merit of Moshe to counteract the merit of Og (as God stressed to
Moshe, “I have given him into your hand”), when Og forfeited his merit
by attempting to kill all the Jews, the merit of the Jewish people in general
proved sufficient to eliminate him. Therefore, the Torah stresses that “they
struck him,” because it was no longer necessary to draw on the unique
merit of Moshe to bring Og’s demise, as the merit of all the Jewish people
was sufficient—even though it was Moshe who actually struck him down
on their behalf.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 134ff.)

I
Parshas Chukas contains 3 positive mitzvos
1. The laws of the red heifer [19:2].
2. The laws of ritual impurity caused by a corpse [19:14].
3. The laws of the sprinkling–water, which renders a ritually
impure person pure from the ritual impurity caused by a
corpse [19:19,21].
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parshas

Balak

ekc ,arp

[

The Name of the Parsha

hy should a Parsha of the Torah be named after
Balak, a wicked anti-Semite, who sought to eliminate the Jewish people (God forbid)?
A number of positive insights can be learned from the
name of our Parsha:
 “He looked into the Torah and created the world”
(Zohar II 161b). Being that the Torah is the blueprint of
creation it follows that even the lowest and most
debased aspects of the world are included in the
Torah. Thus, a whole Parsha of the Torah is named
“Balak,” indicating that the existence of even the most
wicked inhabitants of the world are included in the
Torah’s overall plan for this world.
 Furthermore, the Torah brings to light that, ultimately,
evil only exists in order to be transformed into good
—as it is written in Proverbs, “God has made all things
for Himself, even the wicked on the day of evil” (16:4),
on which the Alter Rebbe explains, “The wicked man
will repent from his evil and turn his evil into ‘day’”
(Tanya, ch. 27). Thus Balak, as he is written in the
Torah, represents the good that will eventually arise
from people such as Balak, when they are transformed
to goodness.

W

[

 This is also the inner meaning why the promise of

Mashiach’s coming appears in the Torah here in
Parshas Balak (24:17ff.), because with the Redemption
we will witness the complete transformation of the
non-Jewish nations to actually assist the Jewish people.
 Often, the two Parshiyos of Chukas and Balak are
read together on one Shabbos. At first glance, the
themes of these two Parshiyos appear to be
diametrically opposed: “Chukas,” meaning “suprarational law,” represents the highest level of Torah
observance, where a person loyally follows God’s
commands even when they make no sense to him;
whereas Balak represents the wicked motives of a
debased anti-semite, contrary to God’s wishes.
However, based on the above explanation that
Balak represents the transformation of evil to good, it
follows that the two Parshiyos of Chukas and Balak
actually correspond to the two paths of serving God:
that of the righteous (Chukas) and that of the ba’al
teshuvah (Balak).
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 23, pp. 170-1; Sichas Shabbos Parshas
Balak 5740 and Chukas-Balak 5742)
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CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What did Balak “see”? (v. 2)
RASHI: He said: “If these two kings [Sichon and Og] in whom we
placed our trust could not stand up to [the Jewish people], then we
certainly cannot.” Therefore, “Mo’av became terrified” (v. 3).
SIFSEI CHACHAMIM: Rashi was troubled why the verse states that only
“Balak saw everything that Israel had done to the Amorites.” Surely
others also saw?

Rashi thus explains that it was Balak in particular who meditated
upon the significance of what had happened, and therefore the Torah
describes him as the one who truly “saw” what had happened.
GUR ARYEH: Rashi is teaching us that verses 2 and 3 are connected:
“Balak...saw everything that Israel had done to the Amorites—and
therefore—Mo’av became terrified of Israel.” For if one does not
interpret scripture in this way, what is verse 2 teaching us?

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE F EAR

OF

B ALAK & M O ’ AV ( V . 2-3)

In his comments to verse 2, Rashi explains the connection between
verses 2 and 3: It is precisely because “Balak.. saw everything that Israel
had done to the Amorites,” that “Mo’av became terrified of Israel,” (as
Gur Aryeh writes).
However, this fact appears to be obvious even without Rashi, as Gur
Aryeh himself notes: “If one does not interpret scripture in this way, what
is verse 2 teaching us?” Verse 2 does not appear to stand on its own; it
merely records Balak’s observation without his subsequent conclusion or
reaction. Therefore, the only reasonable explanation for the sequence of
verses 2 and 3 would appear to be that Mo’av’s terror in verse 3 was the
result of Balak’s “observation” in verse 2.
What, then, is Rashi adding here that the reader could not have
understood for himself?

According to Sifsei Chachamim, verse 2 teaches us that Balak alone
meditated on the significance of what had happened (“Balak... saw”) and
he thus alerted the people to the apparent danger at hand (in verse 3).
However, it is difficult to accept at the literal level that the Jewish
people’s defeat of Sichon and Og was appreciated as a military threat
only by Balak and not by his people. Why would this require special
“meditation” or deep thought?

T HE E XPLANATION
Verse 3 states the reason for the Mo’avite people’s fear: “Mo’av became
terrified of Israel, because they were numerous.” Clearly, the large
population size of the Jewish people was known to Mo’av well before the
war against Sichon, especially as the Jewish people “had passed round
the southern and eastern sides of the land of Mo’av” (Rashi to Bamidbar
21:13), before the war.
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alak, the son of Tzipor, saw everything that Israel had done to the Amorites. 3 Mo’av became
terrified of Israel, because they were numerous. (In fact), because of the children of Israel, Mo’av
became sick (of their own lives).
4
Mo’av said to the elders of Midian, “This community (of Jews) is now going to gnaw away everything
around us, just as an ox in the field eats up vegetation!”
Balak the son of Tzipor (was not fit for sovereignty, but he had just been appointed) King of Mo’av at
that time (as an emergency measure after Sichon’s death). 5 He sent messengers to Bilam the son of
Be’or—to Pesor, which is by the river of (Balak’s own) native land—calling him, saying:
“Look! A nation has come out of Egypt! Look, it has covered the ‘eye’ of the land (by killing Sichon
and Og, who used to protect us)! They are sitting right by me (and are poised to attack). 6 So now, please
come and curse this people for me, for they are more powerful than me. Perhaps I will (then) be able to
strike them and drive them out of the land. For I know that whoever you bless is blessed and whoever
you curse is cursed.”
TORAS MENACHEM

So, verse 3 appears to be speaking of an occurrence before verse 2:
Verse 3 describes the general fear that Mo’av had for the Jewish people
even before they defeated Sichon and Og, whereas verse 2 describes
Balak’s fear that arose after the Jewish people’s victory, “Balak...saw
everything that Israel had done to the Amorites.”
Since “the Torah is not in chronological order” (Rashi to Bereishis 6:3), it is
conceivable that verse 3 could predate verse 2. On the other hand, at the
literal level it is preferable to presume that Torah is in chronological order
unless there is a good reason that indicates otherwise.
Thus, in our case, Rashi understood that it would be more appropriate
to accept that verses 2 and 3 are, in fact, in chronological order, and so
he explains that Mo’av’s terror (verse 3) was indeed a result of the Jewish
military victories which Balak saw (verse 2).

W HAT O NLY B ALAK S AW
However this begs the question: Why does verse 2 stress that only Balak
“saw” the Jewish people’s victories? Surely this would have been public
knowledge to all the people of Mo’av?
To answer this question, Rashi writes, “He said, ‘If these two kings
[Sichon and Og] in whom we placed our trust could not stand up to [the
Jewish people], then we certainly cannot.’”
Here, Rashi is referring to a prior statement he made in Parshas Chukas,
to explain why “Sichon did not permit Israel to pass through his borders”
(21:23). Rashi writes that this was “Because all the Cana’anite kings paid
him a levy for protecting them against invading armies. Thus, when Israel
said to him, ‘Let me pass through your land’ (ibid. v. 22), he said to them,
‘My entire purpose is only to protect them from you, so how can you say
such a thing?’ [Thus] ‘he went out...toward Israel’ (ibid. v. 23).”
Now, if it had been public knowledge that the Cana’anite kings paid
Sichon a levy to protect their borders, then the Jewish people would
never have made a futile request to “let me pass through your land.”
Evidently, the non-Jewish kings kept Sichon’s protection a secret among
themselves.
Thus, when Balak saw Sichon and Og defeated by the Jewish people,
he realized that the national security of Mo’av was threatened, since
Sichon and Og were the “two kings in whom we placed our trust.”
However, since the levy to Sichon and Og was not public knowledge, the

people of Mo’av would not have been aware of the significance of what
had occurred.
And since the Jewish people circumvented the entire land of Mo’av, it
appeared that they were not planning to attack Mo’av at all.
Consequently, the size of the Jewish people and their victory over Sichon
and Og were not likely to have been the cause of significant concern to
the people of Mo’av. So verse 2 stresses that Balak alone “saw everything
that Israel had done to the Amorites,” for he alone realized its implications
for the security of Mo’av.
Thus when Rashi innovated that verses 2 and 3 have a cause and effect
relationship (as explained above), he was informing the reader that
Mo’av’s terror in verse 3 was caused by Balak’s making his own personal
knowledge and fears public, i.e. that Sichon and Og had actually been
paid to protect Mo’av. And then, “Mo’av became terrified of Israel,
because they were numerous.” Beforehand, the size and military might of
the Jewish people had not been perceived as a threat to the Mo’avites,
because they did not see Israel as an enemy; but when Balak suggested
to them that Israel was indeed an enemy, and the only reason they had
not attacked before was because of Sichon and Og’s protection, “Mo’av
became terrified of Israel.”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 141ff.)

[

The Last Word

[

hen the wicked Balak “saw everything that Israel had done
to the Amorites” (v. 2), he could not restrain himself from
telling his people (see Toras Menachem), and they “became terrified
of Israel” (v. 3).
On the other hand, when Moshe feared for the safety of the
Jewish people in the battle against Og, because Og had the merit
of having helped Avraham (see Rashi to 21:34), he did not tell the
Jewish people, so as not to unduly alarm them (cf. Toras Menachem
ibid.). For Moshe was a true leader who prioritized the needs of his
people before his own concerns.

W

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, pp. 148-9)
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CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 How did Bilam’s words to God in verse 11 differ from Balak’s words to God in verse 6? (v. 11)
RASHI: The term hk vc¨e “condemn for me,” [used by Bilam here] is stronger than hk v¨r¨t “curse for me” [used by Balak in verse 6], for
“condemning” suggests a specific and detailed [curse].
[Bilam wanted to] “drive them away” [i.e. to rid them] from the world. But Balak said only to “drive them out of the land” (v. 6), [as if to
say], “I only want to get them away from me.” But Bilam hated them more than Balak did.
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The elders of Mo’av and the elders of Midian went, with tools of black-magic in their hands (so that
Bilam would not complain he did not have the right tools available). They came to Bilam and told him
Balak’s message.
8
He said to them, “Stay here overnight, and I will give you an answer when God speaks to me.”
So the Mo’avite dignitaries stayed with Bilam.
9
God came to Bilam and said, “Who are these men with you?”
10
Bilam said to God, “Balak the son of Tzipor the King of Mo’av has sent them to me (with this
message): 11 ‘Look! The nation coming out of Egypt has covered the ‘eye’ of the land. Now come and
condemn them for me. Perhaps I will (then) be able to fight with them and drive them away.’”
12
God said to Bilam, “Don’t go with them! (And) don’t curse the nation (even without going with
them. They don’t need your blessing either) because they are blessed.”
13
When Bilam got up in the morning, he said to Balak’s dignitaries, “Go back to your country,
for God has refused to let me go with you (because you are not sufficiently high-ranking officers).”
14
So Mo’av’s dignitaries set off.
They returned to Balak and said, “Bilam refuses to come with us (because we’re not high-ranking
enough).”
15
Balak sent many more dignitaries, higher in rank than these (previous ones).
16
They came to Bilam and said to him, “This is what Balak the son of Tzipor said, ‘Please do not
refrain from coming to me. 17 For I will give you tremendous honor (even more than in the past), and
whatever you tell me to do I will do. So please come and condemn this people for me.’”
18
Bilam replied, saying to Balak’s servants, “Even if Balak would give me his house full of silver and
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

KLI YAKAR: According to Rashi’s explanation, Bilam used harsher language about the Jewish people than Balak, because Bilam hated them
more. However, this is difficult to accept because Bilam was speaking to God and knowing how much God loves the Jewish people he would
not have used expressions that denote an additional measure of hatred for Israel, which might have caused God to refuse him permission to
take up Balak’s calling.
Rather, we are forced to conclude that, to the contrary, v¨r¨t (v. 6) is actually a stronger term than vc¨e (v. 11). And likewise, Bilam’s statement
to God that he had been asked to “drive away,” the Jewish people (v. 11), was weaker than Balak’s actual request to “drive them out of the
land” (v. 6), because Balak’s words suggested removing any trace of the Jewish people from the world.
TORAS MENACHEM
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B ALAK ’ S H ATRED

OF THE

J EWISH P EOPLE ( V . 11)

While Kli Yakar’s criticisms of Rashi appear, at first glance, to be valid
at the literal level, the following could be argued in defense of Rashi:
Rashi was troubled by a general problem here which led him to
conclude that “Bilam hated them more than Balak did.” Since the Jewish
people had been commanded, “Do not besiege Mo’av” (Devarim 2:9, cited
by Rashi above 21:26), there was no real basis for Balak to fear an attack from
the Jewish people. The fact that Balak and his entire nation did fear
the Jewish people indicates that they were simply unaware of this
command, but Bilam was a prophet who clearly would have been aware
of God’s words.
So on reading the current account of how Balak attempted to enlist the
help of Bilam to curse the Jewish people in an act of self-defense by
Mo’av, the reader will wonder: Why did Bilam not simply tell Balak that
the Jewish people were not going to attack them because God had
instructed them not to?

This question forced Rashi to conclude that “Bilam hated them more
than Balak did,” i.e. Balak’s hatred for the Jewish people could at least be
“veiled” in arguments of self-defense and national security. Bilam, on the
other hand, hated the Jewish people to the extent that he wished them to
be eliminated, even though he knew that they posed no threat.*
Therefore, concluded Rashi, such a hostile, irrational hatred expressed
itself in Bilam’s choice of words when speaking of the Jewish people.
Whereas Balak had requested Bilam to curse the Jewish people, Bilam
desired to condemn them; and whereas Balak only wished to remove
them from his land, Bilam wanted to remove them completely from
the world.
Nevertheless, the Jewish people ultimately profited from Bilam’s hatred,
“for when God reversed his mouth, he blessed them with a similar
intensity with which he had intended to curse them,” (Rashi to 24:6).
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 38, p. 85ff.)

*This explains why when speaking to God (in v. 11), Bilam completely omitted Balak’s statement, “They are sitting right by me (and are poised to attack)” (v. 5), for Bilam knew
that this was simply not true, as the Jewish people had been commanded not to attack Mo’av.
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hWar

ltkn /uk iyak :lkhk vut,bu ouenv hbhgc gr rcsva vtr /tuv lkuv
u h r g b h b a u :1 s c t h u t y j h t k a ' t u y j k n u g b n k v m u r v h v u v h v o h n j r k a
ohrzuju uanak ohabt hba ung lhkuh lrsk tmuhv cuaj ostk itfn /ung
v " c e v i , b a ' v t r t k t u v u / i u , t v t r , u ( d f ) :1 v z , t v z o h a n a n u
u,gs ;ry, ,gs uc aha lu,na 'ostv in r,uh ,utrk vnvck ,uar
'u,ubnut hkf jhbv vz gar rnt /ushc vpuka ucrju :ihehzn vtrhaf
,ubnut tuva 'uhpc ovhkg tc tuvu 'crjc okugv ,unut ka ibhhz hkfa
,tu upux vhv ifu /u,ubnutc uhkg tuctu uka ,t aup,t hbt ;t 'ovka
e u p a h o t i f u / k h c a c u n u d r , f / k u g a n c ( s f ) :4 c r j c u d r v r u g c i c o g k c
s s n h n i f u ' i f u k v c o h k d r v , u p f c e c s b v r p g '5 o h k g a k i u r n u a r p g
o h b c t k a r s d o , x / v z n r s d u v z n r s d : u f u k v c u u h k d r c '6 o h n u k g a c
:ogkc kdr ,t ohrjt ,t /.jk,u :vnmg thv /.jk,u (vf) :tuv
ouenc uhbpk ,uhvk lukvk uhbpk sug rucgk / r u c g w v l t k n ; x u h u (uf)

/cvzu ;xf u,hc tkn (jh) :lk i,ub hbt rcgak kyub ,hhva vnn r,uh
;xf kf hk i,hk uk hutr 'rnt /ohrjt iunn snjnu vcjr uapba ubsnk
hbtu 'jmub ubht epx jmub epx ',ucr ,ukhhj rufak lhrm hrva 'uka cvzu
t c b , b u ' o h r j t , u a r c t u v a v k d u j r f k g / r u c g k k f u t t k :1 j m u b h t s u
o d ( y h ) :1 v b h f a v h p n , u c t v u f r c , b a , u f r c v k y c k k u f h u b h t a i t f
/ ; x h v n :1 o h b u a t r f a p b h j p c l k h k o f p u x o , t o d ' u k h a f v u h p / o , t
sh,ga tcb,b itf 'lrck ;hxuh tka htukv vkkek vfrcn uhrcs vbah tk
r u c x u l k a v t h r e v o t / l k t r e k o t ( f ) :1 u s h k g , u f r c o v k ; h x u v k
rcst rat rcsv ,t ljrf kg / l t u :o,t lk oue 'rfa vhkg kuyhk v,t
:vmr,hu ub,pt tna rnt 'ogkc lkhu f"pgtu 'vag, u,ut lhkt
tuv acja 'vruav ,t ,keken vtbava itfn /ub,t ,t acjhu (tf)
ofahu 2rntba 'ovhct ovrct lnse rcf gar v"cev rnt /unmgc
h f ( c f ) : 1 v u a o c k f u c k / c t u n h r a o g : 3u r u n j , t a u c j h u r e c c o v r c t

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did God send an angel to obstruct Bilam? (v. 22)
RASHI: It was an angel of mercy, for [God] wanted to prevent him
from sinning, so that he would not die because of his sins.
ch 'n whgah 6

h 'f tWn 5

 Why did God make Bilam’s donkey speak? (v. 28)
KLI YAKAR: God was telling Bilam that just as it is not a donkey’s
nature to speak, and it only was able to do so for the sake of the
/j 'tk rcsnc 4

/lkhtu 157 wg jWfj aWuek vtru :ve ihrsvbx 3

d 'df ,hatrc 2

tnujb, 1
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gold, I cannot transgress the word of God, my God, be it a small or large (transgression). 19 Now, you
should also please remain here overnight, and I will know what God will add when He speaks to me.”
20
God came to Bilam at night and said to him, “If (you feel) that the offer of these men (will be
profitable) for you, get moving and go with them. But you must (only) do whatever I tell you.”
[

22:21
THIRD
READING

BILAM ’S JOURNEY

[

B

ilam got up in the morning, saddled his donkey and went with the Mo’avite dignitaries. 22 God was
angry that he was going, and so God’s angel was placed on the road to obstruct him.
He was riding on his donkey, and his two lads were with him. 23 The donkey saw God’s angel
standing on the road, with a sword drawn in its hand, so the donkey turned aside from the road and went
into a field. Bilam beat the donkey to get it back onto the road.
24
God’s angel stood in a path through the vineyards, with a wall on one side and a wall on the other
side. 25 The donkey saw God’s angel, and it pushed itself against the wall. It pressed Bilam’s leg against
the wall, and he beat it again.
26
God’s angel went further ahead, and stood in a narrow place where there was no room to turn right
or left. 27 The donkey saw God’s angel, and it crouched down under Bilam. Bilam became angry, and he
beat the donkey with a stick.
28
God opened the donkey’s mouth, and it said to Bilam, “What have I done to you that made you hit
me these three times?”
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

Jewish people, likewise, Bilam’s prophetic powers had only been
granted for the sake of the Jewish people.
SFORNO: This miracle was intended to make Bilam repent, when he
would be reminded that “the utterances of the tongue come from
God” (Proverbs 16:1).
RAMBAN: Bilam was a sorcerer, so God made a startling miracle to
warn him not to use sorcery to curse the Jewish people.

RALBAG: The entire story of Bilam’s donkey was merely a prophetic
vision of Bilam. For otherwise how would one explain: 1.) Why
Bilam, who was a prophet, did not see God’s angel at first, whereas
his donkey did (v. 23). 2.) The point of God sending the angel to deter
Bilam from his journey if he was not able to see it. 3.) The astonishing miracle of a speaking donkey, which does not appear to have
been for any purpose, yet we are told that God does not make a
miracle in vain.

TORAS MENACHEM

k

B ILAM ’ S T ALKING D ONKEY ( V . 28)

Ralbag writes that the account of Bilam’s donkey was a prophetic
vision and did not actually occur, due to a number of serious questions he
poses at the literal level.
Rashi, however, maintained that Bilam’s donkey was real, as he writes
below that the donkey was not allowed to live, “so that people should not
say, ‘This is the one that silenced Bilam with her rebuke, and he could not
respond’” (Rashi to v. 33).
Why does Rashi not address the issues raised by Ralbag, which clearly
require clarification at the literal level?

T HE E XPLANATION
In his commentary to verse 22, Rashi explains why God’s angel was
placed on the road to obstruct Bilam: “It was an angel of mercy. [God]
wanted to prevent him from sinning, so that he would not die because of
his sins.” With these words, Rashi indicates that the miracles which were
about to occur were not in vain, but rather, an act of God’s mercy to help
Bilam repent.
However, this begs the question: Since God knew that the miracle of a
speaking donkey would fail to inspire Bilam to repentance, and it would
prove necessary for God to “open Bilam’s eyes” so that he could see the

“angel standing in the road with a sword drawn in its hand” (v. 31), what
was gained by making the donkey speak? Surely God could have just
opened Bilam’s eyes to see the angel in the first place?
In truth, however, God’s way is to send successive messages of
increasing intensity to a person in order to inspire him to repent. This concept is already familiar to the reader from one of Rashi’s earlier comments, where he explains the message behind the sequence of laws in
chapter 25 of the book of Vayikra:
“These passages were said in sequential order: First we are warned
about the Sabbatical year (25:1ff.). If a person desired money and was
suspected of trading in the Sabbatical year, he will ultimately have to sell
his belongings. And that is why the next passage states, ‘When you make
a sale to your fellow,’ (v. 14). If he still does not repent, he will ultimately
have to sell his hereditary land (v. 25). If he still does not repent, he will
ultimately have to sell his house (v. 29). If he still does not repent, he will
end up borrowing at interest (v. 36-37)—each of these cases getting
progressively worse. If he still does not repent, he will end up selling
himself as a slave (v. 39-43). If he still does not repent, he will not only sell
himself to a Jew, but even to a non-Jew (v. 47)” (Rashi to Vayikra 26:1).
We could ask a similar question here: If God knows that the person will
not repent with a smaller sign, then why does He not just send the bigger
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tren uars ubh,ucru /rcd ifxh ktkv ifu 'unudr,f / h , b f x v i f x v v (k)
tchyrc iuvk rnt /thxuxt ,cfr tk tngy htn 'vhk urnt trndc vz
/ h s d b k l r s v y r h h f ( c k ) :2 v r z v s u c g , f x n c t , h t s f ' w u f u v h k h t s a
l r s v a k h c a c '3 v , y b v , t r v t r h i u e h r y u b u v u a r s v b a n v h n f j u b h , u c r
iuak hsdbk lrsv srj hf ugnan hpku /hbyhbevku h,tbek rnukf 'hsdbk

sungk vtr vn tnujb,c ah vsdt arsnu /ovhbpk rcg tuvu unf 'rjt
v,t uk znr /ohkdr aka vz (jf) :uvtrv ,uct hbnhx ',unuen vakac
u n u d r , f / , k k g , v ( y f ) :1 v b a c o h k d r a k a , d d u j v v n u t r u e g k a e c n
hbhgc vz rcs uk vhv vkusd ,ubd /hshc crj ah uk :iuhzcu htbd iuak
:1 i h h z h k f k l h r m u z i u , t k u ' u h p c v n k a v n u t d u r v k l k u v v z ' o h r a v

TORAS MENACHEM

sign first? Clearly, we see that God’s approach to inspire a person to
repentance consists of a series of progressively stronger signs.
Likewise, God first sent Bilam the miracle of a speaking donkey in order
to inspire him to repentance, and when this failed, God sent him an even
greater miracle, that he was able to see “God’s angel standing in the road
with a sword drawn in its hand” (v. 31).

Why was seeing the angel considered to be a greater miracle than the
speaking donkey? Again, the matter can be gleaned from an earlier
statement of Rashi. When Bilam told Balak’s messengers to “stay here
overnight, and I will give you an answer when God speaks to me” (v. 8),
Rashi explains, “The Divine Spirit rested on him only at night, and the
same applied to all gentile prophets.”
/ve ,ca 3

:s ;s 2

tnujb, 1
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READING
(6TH

WHEN
JOINED)

Bilam said to the donkey, “It’s because you’ve embarrassed me. If I had a sword in my hand, I’d kill
you right now!”
30
The donkey said to Bilam, “Aren’t I your donkey on which you have ridden since you first started,
until today? Do I normally do this to you?”
“No,” he said.
31
God opened Bilam’s eyes, and he saw God’s angel standing in the road with a sword drawn in its
hand. He bowed and prostrated himself on his face. 32 God’s angel said to him, “Why have you beaten
your donkey these three times? Look, I have come out to obstruct you because you are hurrying on a
journey against my (God). 33 When the donkey saw me, it turned away these three times. Had it not
turned away from me, I would have killed you now and spared (the donkey).”
34
Bilam said to God’s angel, “I have sinned, for I didn’t know that you were standing opposite me on
the road. Now, if it displeases you, I’ll go back.”
35
God’s angel said to Bilam, “Go with these men, but you may only speak the words which I will tell
you to say.” So Bilam went with Balak’s dignitaries.
36
Balak heard that Bilam was coming, so he went out towards him to the (largest) city of Mo’av, which
is on the border of Arnon, at the extreme edge of the border (to show Bilam what important cities he
needed to protect).
37
Balak said to Bilam, “Didn’t I send (messengers) to you to call for you, many times? Why didn’t you
come to me (straightaway)? Aren’t I able to honor you properly?”
38
Bilam said to Balak, “Look, (at least) I’ve come to you. Do (you think) I have any power to say
anything (I want)? I will (only) speak whatever words God puts into my mouth.”
39
Bilam went with Balak, and they came to Kiryas-Chutzos. 40 Balak slaughtered an animal and a
sheep and sent them to Bilam and to his dignitaries.
hWar

hbum unmgc tuv uk rnt /uz vcua, thv ouenv sdb xhr,vk /hk vcuat
ltknu rcs rnuta 'lfc tuv sunk 'uhrcs ,t kycn ltkn v,tu ',fkk
;t 'urcs ,t kyc ltkn h"gu 'wudu lbc ,t tb je ovrctk rnt 'urhzjn
o s t a l r s c / o h a b t v o g l k ( v k ) :1 c u a k h b t l h r m l h b h g c g r o t h b t
: w u d u r c s t r a t r c s v , t l j r f k g / x p t u :8 u , u t i h f h k u n ' v c l k h k v m u r
/ekc hra og :okugv in sctvk lpuxu ovng lekj hf /ohabtv og lk
r h g k t :1 u r a c k o h j u k a j k a / e k c g n a h u ( u k ) :1 o , u n f o k k e k j n a
ohaecn ukt vn vtr rnuk 'uka vcuajv rhg 'uka ihkupryn kt /ctun
:1 i u k e c u n g n , t m k u p u x a t c b , b / l s c f k f u t t k o b n t v ( z k ) :1 r u e g k
rnuk 'vh,umujc ;yu ohabu ohabt oheuua vtkn rhg /,umj ,hre (yk)
s j t i t m u s j t r e c ' y g u n r c s / i t m u r e c ( n ) :1 ukt uregh tka ojru vtr

/h,urnvku hxgfk tuva lrsv rvnu srja lrsv kgc h,htr hf 'yyr
h s h k g u i f u ' i u m r i u a k y r h t b h r j t t b a h k /4 s u s k f , u u n f ' t u v r m e t r e n u
: o h y h b e n t k t i b h t a ' o h g a r h s h k g h , u t o j b n u x h h p n '5 h b y r h o h g a r
vf,t od :tkuk iuakc anan hkuta ohngp 'tkuk unf /v,yb hkut (dk)
tk rnukf 'l,ut h,drv od unf tuvu 'xruxn tren vz hrv /h,drv
hbpn v,gu /h,hhjv v,utu :vdhrvv od hf 'hsh kg l,tre sckc vcfgv
'tk rnthu cu,fa unf 'v,jfu,c sungk ,kufh tku l,jhfuvu vrcsa
'chavk kufh tku v,jfu,c ogkc ,t vekxa thv uz urnth tka 'vh,drv
, t , d r v u i f u '6 u d u r v , v n v c v , t u i f u ' , u h r c v s u c f k g o u e n v x j a
' v s u v u j r f k g u ' u , u b d v z o d / h , g s h t k h f ( s k ) :7 v n v c v , t u v a t v
lhbhgc gr ot :h,gsh tk shgv uhpu 'iuhkg ,gs gsuha jc,an vhv tuva
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Thus, in order for Bilam to see an angel of God during the day, when
his journey took place, God had to change the nature of prophecy itself.
And since this was a much greater miracle than changing the nature of an
animal, God first performed the lesser feat in an attempt to inspire Bilam
to repentance. Only when this failed did He perform the bigger miracle of
changing the nature of prophecy itself—all in a merciful effort, “to prevent
him from sinning, so that he would not die because of his sins.”
We might still ask: Being that the donkey was able to speak, why did it
not simply tell Bilam that it had seen an angel of God, rather than
complaining, “Do I normally do this to you” (v. 30)?

This, too, is clarified by another comment of Rashi, who explains that
the donkey was not allowed to live after its conversation with Bilam, “so
that people should not say, ‘This is the one that silenced Bilam with its
rebuke, and he could not respond,’ for God cares about people’s dignity”
(Rashi to v. 33). From this it follows that if Bilam had known that the donkey
had seen God’s angel, while he had not, it would have been an insult to
his dignity. So being that “God cares about people’s dignity,” He spared
Bilam this humiliation.
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Balak 5733; for an alternative explanation see
Likutei Sichos vol. 28, pp. 341-2)
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:evcun ubht ovn sjt tna 'okkek uk rnt ovh,una hbac /ktrah
rhfzvaf 'ukke,b tk kke,vk ohutr uhvaf /kt vce tk cet vn (j)
r u r t r n t b a ' o p t t k t k k e t k '8 a h t u d r v o p t c h f ' o b u g , t o v h c t
oa rntb vn 'kke,vk hutr vhv uhct kmt vnrnc ovhct xbfbaf /opt
t k o h k k e n c /10 o g v , t l r c k u s n g h v k t r n t b o h f r c n c /9 v h v h l u r c o d
ovhkg rhfzvk vmr tk 'vkkev kg tkt 'ogv ,t kkek usngh vktu rntb
v"ceva vgav ihufk gsuh hbta tkt hjf iht hbt / w v o g z t k :vkke oa
hng rntba uvzu 'lhkt h,tca ukkv ohnhv kf xgf tk tuvu 'vc xguf
: w v , u e s m , g s i g n k w u d u o g k c u , u t v b g v n u 11 w u d u . g h v n t b r f z
'ovhara ,kj,cu o,hatrc kf,xn hbt /ubtrt ohrm atrn hf (y)
,uct h"g ukkv ,ugcdu ohrumf ohezju ohsxuhn o,ut vtur hbtu

:ohkhkt ,sucg oa 'vh,kjs ,nrk unudr,f /kgc ,unc (tn) :sckc
/hpa lkhu :ouhc hng rcsk khdr ubht /h,trek wv vreh hkut (d)
iuak / r e h u (s) :veh,a tkt ung ihta 'yeau hpua iuak 'hshjh unudr,f
vkdb vhv tku 'iuhzccu hauec rnukf 'hre ,tnuy iuak 'htbd iuak 'htrg
/ , j c z n v , g c a , t :1 k t r a h k a i , c j , u t r v k k h c a c t k t o u h c u h k g
uhbpk rnt ',ujcznv ,gca ,t tkt 'itf ch,f iht h,frg ,ujczn vgca
ovrct /ikuf sdbf h,frg hbtu ',ujczn vgca lhbpk ubc ukt ka ovh,uct
'2 w u d u v r v v o a n e , g h u ' u h k t v t r b v w v k j c z n o a i c h u ' v g c r t v b c
j c z n o a i c h u ' s j t v b c e j m h u /4 v h r u n v r v c s j t u '3 w u d u o r c t k v t h u
k h t u r p k g t u :7 k t , h c c s j t u o f a c s j t '6 o h , a v b c c e g h u /5 w u d u
vngz vfku cegh hk vrt (z) :sjt kht tkt vkgv tk ovrctu /jcznc

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What does “I see them from the head of rocks” mean? (v. 9)
RASHI: I look at the “head” and beginning of their roots, and I see
that they are well-founded and powerful, like these mountains and
hills, because of their Patriarchs and Matriarchs.
RAMBAN: Bilam was simply declaring that he was looking down
upon the Jewish people from a high place, as the Torah states

explicitly that Balak took Bilam to a high place, “he took him up to
Bamos-Ba’al, and from there he saw part of the people” (22:41).
MAHARZU: At the literal level, Bilam was standing at the peak of mountains and hills. However, since it seems irrelevant to relate where he
was standing, the Midrash taught that the rocks and hills refer to the
Patriarchs and Matriarchs (Maharzu to Bamidbar Rabah 20:19).

TORAS MENACHEM

k

”R OCKS ”

AND

“H ILLS ” ( V . 9)

At the beginning of the current passage we read how Balak took Bilam
to a high place where he could look down upon the Jewish people and
curse them: “Balak took Bilam and brought him up to Bamos-Ba’al, and
from there he saw part of the people” (22:41). Thus, when Bilam later said,
:ve ihrsvbx 12

v 'u vfhn 11

ch 'zf ohrcs 10

dk 'zf oa 9

u 'yn ,hatrc 8

“I see them from the head of rocks, I look at them from hills” (v. 9), he
simply appears to have been describing how he was standing upon a high
point from where he could see the Jewish people, as Ramban writes.
Why did Rashi reject this interpretation and offer instead an explanation
based on the Midrash, that the “rocks” and “hills” allude to the founda-

/sh 'vk oa 7

f 'dk oa 6

vf 'uf oa 5

y 'cf oa 4

jh 'dh oa 3

z 'ch ,hatrc 2

v 'cb rWc 1

22:41 - 23:9
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[

22:41

23

BILAM ’S FIRST PARABLE

[

T

hen, in the morning Balak took Bilam and brought him up to Bamos-Ba’al, and from there he
saw part of the people.
1
Bilam said to Balak, “Build me seven altars here and prepare seven bulls and seven rams for
2
me.” Balak did as Bilam had requested. Balak and Bilam offered up a bull and a ram on each altar.
3
Bilam said to Balak, “Stand with your burnt-offering, and I’ll go for a walk. Perhaps God will happen
to appear to me and show me something that I can tell you.” He then went off alone.
4
God happened to appear to Bilam. (Bilam) said to Him, “I have set up (seven altars corresponding to)
the seven altars (which the Patriarchs built for you), and I have offered up a bull and a ram on each altar.”
5
God then placed words in Bilam’s mouth. He said, “Return to Balak and say as follows....”
6
When he returned, Balak was standing next to his burnt offering. He was with all the Mo’avite
dignitaries. 7 (Bilam) launched into his parable and said:
From Aram, Balak has brought me,
The king of Mo’av (has brought me) from the east mountains,
(He says), “Come, curse Ya’akov for me,
Come and bring anger against Israel.”
8
But how can I condemn,
One whom God has not condemned?
How can I bring anger,
If God has not been angered?
9
I see them from the head of rocks,
I look at them from hills.
TORAS MENACHEM

tions of the Jewish people, the Patriarchs and Matriarchs? Rashi appears
to have disregarded his own declared intention to explain scripture
exclusively at the literal level.
Maharzu argues that the issue of where Bilam was standing is an
irrelevant, redundant detail, which demands Midrashic interpretation.
However, it could be argued that Bilam’s position on a high mountain
where he could see all the Jewish people is relevant at the literal level, as
it reconciles a contradiction between two other verses. Before Bilam’s first
parable, the Torah states that he was situated in Bamos-Ba’al, where “he
saw part of the people” (22:41). Yet, after Bilam proceeded to bless, rather
than curse the Jewish people, Balak suggested, “Come with me to

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

ilam spoke in parables, because plain language cannot
capture the true greatness of the Jewish people. For example,
Bilam used the metaphor of a rock to describe the strength of a Jew
(v. 9), but in truth, the Jewish soul is even stronger than stone. For
nothing in this world can erode the soul’s attachment to God that
keeps a Jew loyal to his Creator to the point of self-sacrifice.

B

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28, pp. 171-2)

another place from where you will see them. You will only see a part of
them, but not all of them” (23:13), indicating that on the first occasion
Bilam had indeed seen all of the Jewish people. Thus, there appears to
be a need to take this verse (“I see them from the head of rocks, I look at
them from hills”) literally, for with these words the reader discovers that
Bilam had reached a summit where he did actually see all of the Jewish
people.
So the question stands: Why did Rashi cite a Midrashic explanation,
rather than the literal interpretation suggested by Ramban?

T HE E XPLANATION
The Torah describes Bilam’s first discourse as a “parable” (v. 7),
indicating that it is metaphoric in nature. However, on reading Bilam’s
first parable, Rashi was troubled that it seems to be totally devoid of
metaphor or imagery. Verses 7-8 are a straightforward introduction to
explain why Bilam blessed the Jewish people; the latter part of verse 9 is
a blessing for the Jewish people to “rest alone,” and verse 10 describes
the large size of the Jewish people, without the use of allegory or
metaphor. Thus, the only section of Bilam’s words which could actually
constitute a “parable” are the words, “I see them from the head of rocks,
I look at them from hills.” Therefore Rashi explains that this was a
metaphor for the strength of the Jewish people: “They are well-founded
and powerful, like these mountains and hills.”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28, p. 165ff.)
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1

/ v f v r e t ( u y ) : v t u r h b t a v m r p v t h v u z u ' v k k e v o v h k g k u j , o a a ' s s c i u f a k / u h , u c t u k u f z r a t t u v / i u f a h s s c k o g i v :1 , u v n t u
v n h a v t h v v n u / u h p c r c s o a h u ( z y ) : k g p , t i u a k / v r e t : v " c e v , t n r t a o g v k f i h a g b u h v h t k ' u n u d r , f / c a j , h t k o h u d c u :2 u n u d r , f
gnua vhvaf tkt 'rcs, vfu ekc kt cua urntc trenv rxj vnu ',tzv
ixr v"cev uk i,bu /urgmk ekc kmt rzuj hbt vn rnt 'kkek varb ubhta
kg uk rnt /vmrh rat kt vfhkuvk vfjc vnvc xeupv ostf uhpc vfju
h r a k f u r n u t t u v v k g n k u / u , t c t u n h r a u ( z h ) :1 e k c k t c u a , l j r f
:1 o , m e n t k t u r t a b t k u ' o , m e n o v k u f k v v u e , u c i h t a u t r a i u h f ' c t u n
i u h f / e k c o u e ( j h ) :1 l , u a r c l b h t r n u k f ' v z t u v e u j m i u a k / w v r c s v n
juka hbtu cahk htar lbht 'lhkdr kg sung urgmk iuuf,b 'uc ejmn uvtra
'9 r g h u , h j u n f ' v z t u v t r e n i u a k / r p m u b c :1 o u e n k a u , u j h k a c l h k t
o t h c v k o v k g c a b r c f / w u d u k t a h t t k ( y h ) :11 o h n u b h g n k '10 . r t u , h j u
rnt tuvv :rcsnc o,hnvk rucx v,tu ',unut vgca .rt oahruvku
:ovc ruzjk ihfknbu ohrzuj 'ihfkn,nu ihchh, unudr,u 'vnh, iuakc /wudu

rcs /rtav og ihbnb ibht 3wudu ohudv kfc vkf vagt hf rntba ',unutv
,unutvafu /4 u b j b h s s c w v r n t b a ' o v n g v j n a v n u t i h t i h j n a i v a f r j t
'uvzu 'iucajv in ovk vkug ihtu sjtu sjt kf og ihkfut ov 'vcuyc
, h c s t h e s g s ' u n u d r , f / w u d u c e g h r p g v b n h n ( h ) :1 c a j , h t k o h u d c u
iucaj iht cegh rpg rjt rcs /ohkds 6gcrt 't,hran gcrtn 5wufu cegh
'8 o h t k f g r z , t k '7 r u n j c u r u a c a u r j , t k r p g c i h n h h e n o v a , u m n c
' i v h , u g h c r / k t r a h g c r , t r p x n u :1 o v c t m u h f u v y u x r p g u v r p r p t
u b c e u ( d h ) : o v c a / o h r a h , u n h a p b , n , :1 o v k a a h n a , v i n t m u h v g r z
vpumv oaa vhv vucd ouen /ohpum vsa (sh) :hk uvkke 'huum iuak /hk
oxue vhv tk ogkc /vdxpv atr :rhgv kg khj tch ot runak snug
rucxf /van ,n oaa oan ktrahc .rpvk vmrp vsh,ga ekc vtr 'ekcf

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What does c«eg³h rpg mean? (v. 10)
RASHI: As Onkelos renders, “the infants (t²H©e§Sg©S) of the house of
Ya’akov, etc.”
Another interpretation: c«eg³h rpg means “the soil of Ya’akov,”
[suggesting that] the number of mitzvos they fulfill with soil are
innumerable: “You may not plow with an ox and a donkey

[together]” (Devarim 22:10); “You should not sow your field with a
mixture of seeds” (Vayikra 19:19); the ashes of the red heifer (Bamidbar
19:1ff.); the soil of the sotah (ibid 5:17), and others similar to these.
ONKELOS: [c«eg³h rpg refers to] the infants (t²H©e§Sg©S) of the house of
Ya’akov, about whom it was written, “I will make your descendants
like the soil (rpg) of the earth” (Bereishis 13:16).

(Wtgrts trpgf iudxh iuvhkg rhntsW) ubuak lanvu 'Wcegh ,hcs thesgsW ,uch,v er oudr,vn eh,gn hWara vzn 5 ch 'ck ohrcs 4 th 'k whnrh 3 uWka, cWuj pWa ,jha vtr 2 tnujb, 1
pWg) nWaap ,bcvk jrfun ubhtu 'Wcegh rpgW wpc ;xub ihbg tuv Wwuf iuvhkg rhntsW oudr,v ,pxuvu 'Wcegh ,hcs thesgsW uaurhp Wcegh rpgW oudr,v hpks hWark kWxa 'jfun __ WwufuWc znrn er
h",f curu 'h"arps hbau iuatr xupsc ifu 'ohmupbv ohxupsc kct /Wt,hran gcrtn" oudr,v wk arpn hrva 'k"mf vrutfku /"gcrtnW _ (uka ,urusvn wcc) rgbhkrcc 6 /(39 vrgv 168 wg jWfj aWuek
j 'she ohkv, 11 sd 't ,hatrc 10 h 'b ohkv, 9 yh 'yh trehu 8 h 'cf ohrcs 7 /(/aWhhgu / 1* vrgv' 90 wg jWkj aWuek) /Wohkds gcrtW (h"j,a) h"ar

23:9-19
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It is a nation that will dwell alone,
And will not be reckoned with the nations.
10
Who has counted the infants of Ya’akov?
Or the number of (one of) the divisions of Israel?
May my soul die the death of the upright,
And let my end be like his.
11

Balak said to Bilam, “What have you done to me? I took you to curse my enemies, and you’ve just
blessed them!”
12
“Am I not careful to say only that which God puts into my mouth?” he replied.
[

23:13
FIFTH
READING

BILAM ’S SECOND PARABLE

[

B

alak said to him, “Come with me to another place from where you will see them. (Since you are
not able to curse them all, I’ll place you where*) you will only see a part of them, but not all of
them. Curse (at least part of*) them for me from there.”
14
He took him to the lookouts’ field, to the top of the summit. He built seven altars and offered up a
bull and a ram on each altar. 15 (Bilam) said to Balak, “Stand here next to your burnt-offering, and (God)
might happen to appear to me here.”
16
God happened to appear to Bilam. He placed something into his mouth (to coerce it to speak
positively about Israel to Balak). He said, “Return to Balak, and say the following....”
17
When (Bilam) came to (Balak), he was standing next to his burnt-offering. The Mo’avite dignitaries
were with him.
“What did God say?” Balak said to him.
18
(Bilam) launched into his parable and said:
Get up Balak (onto your feet), and hear (God’s words)!
Listen closely to me, son of Tzipor!
19
God is not a man that He should lie,
Nor is He a mortal that will change His mind.
Would He say and not do?
Speak and not fulfill?
TORAS MENACHEM

k

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

here is an inner connection between Rashi’s two interpretations of verse 10: that the verse refers to “infants” or “soil”
(see Classic Questions):
The highest possible manner of observing the mitzvos is with
utter humility and complete dedication, regardless of understanding. This is alluded to by soil which is: a.) lowly, representing humility; and, b.) plain, alluding to a pure and simple service
of God.
By observing mitzvos in the manner of “soil,” Rashi’s second
interpretation, one elicits Rashi’s first interpretation, that God will
look upon the person with the inherent love that a father has for
his “infant.”

T

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 38, pp. 96-8)

B ILAM ’ S F URTHER P RAISE ( V . 10)

In verse 10, as Bilam comes to the conclusion of his first parable, he
asks rhetorically: “Who has counted the rpg of Ya’akov”?
Rashi and Onkelos cite various interpretations of the term rpg in the
context of this verse:
a.) rpg means infants (first interpretation of Rashi; first part of Onkelos).
b.) It means “soil,” alluding to the numerous mitzvos that the Jewish
people perform with soil (second interpretation of Rashi).
c.) That it means “soil,” alluding to God’s promise to Avraham that his
descendants would be as abundant as soil (second part of Onkelos).
What is the reason, at the literal level, for Rashi’s two interpretations,
and why did he not refer to the second part of Onkelos?

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi was troubled by the following problem: In his first parable, Bilam
was offering an explanation to Balak why it was futile to curse the Jewish
ubrupxv wp pWg*
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o v c i h t a v f r c k o v o h u t r h f / c e g h c a j b t k h f ( d f ) :10 o h s a v
,gf ,g ,uhvk sh,g sug /wudu ceghk rnth ,gf :ohnxueu ohajbn
uhpn vru, ohsnuku uhbpk ihcauh iva kf ihgk i,cj vkd, rat ,tzv
rntba uvzu 'kt kgp vn ovk uktah ovu ',rav hftknn ohbpk i,mhjnu
t k t ' s h , g i u a k u b h t c e g h k r n t h r j t r c s /11 l h r u n , t , u t u r l h b h g u h v u
ceghk rntvk lhrma ,g kfc hf oxueu ajbnk ihfhrm ibht 'vuv iuak
tkt ohnxueu ohajbn ibht 'ournc uh,urzd vnu v"cev kgp vn ktrahku
ohnu,u ohrut ut 'ouenv ,rzd thv vn ovhthcb hp kg ovk rxnb
/wudu oueh thckf og iv (sf) :if odr, tk xukebutu 'ovk ohshdn
',umnv ,t ;uyjk hrtfu thckf ihrcd,n iv ',hrja o,ban ohsnug ivaf
u , y n k g v k h k c / c f a h t k :12 i h k h p , j h b v k u g n a , t t u r e k , h k y a u c k k
u,yn kg gna ,t true 'smhf /upryk tcv ehzn kf kcjnu kfut tuva sg
ojkbu ornua v"cev 'oehzvk xhhdu vbjn tc 'ouenv shc ujur shepnu
osu :unudr,f /wudu oueh thckf og iv rjt rcs /ohkkj okhpnu o,unjkn
drvhu ohkkj ihsn hfkn khpha sg ,n van ihta tcb,b /v,ah ohkkj
kt crjc ktrah hbc udrv oxuev rugc ic ogkc ,tu rntba 'ovng tuv
o d u ' h b a v o d k g ; h x u n i u a t r o d / u b c e , t k c e o d ( v f ) :13 o v h k k j
:15 v k u , c o d r u j c o d i f u '14 v h v h t k l k o d h k o d i f u ' i u a t r o d k g h b a v

o,ut lrck ubnn h,kce 'wv rcs vn hbktua v,t /h,jek lrc vbv (f)
chat tk hbtu o,ut lrc tuv /vbchat tku lrcu :(lrck unf lrc t"x)
';r̄j° unf '1;r̄j̄ chut unf 'a"hr ,rzd tuv ifu Qr̄c°U unf /lrcu :u,frc ,t
' a b g , t k h f t r h , k t ' r n u t u k z u d v , t l r c n u k k v n v '2 l r c g m u c u i f u
vhv if ota 'rcs oa lrc rnuk ihtu /v"cevk tuv zhdrn 'lk vhvh ouka
.ne sueb tuv kgp iuak tuva hpk kct 'vkgnk ungyu iye j,pc sueb
rjt rcs /unudr,f /wudu ceghc iut yhcv tk (tf) :vynk ungyu 'iye
ivaf 'ceghca iut v"cev /yhcv tk :vtb arsn arsb tuv uyuap hrjt
iva ikngcu ovka ,uhbutc ibuc,vk ovhrjt esesn ubht uhrcs kg ihrcug
x g f u k n g v , t h f '3 k n g v r v u n f ' v r h c g i u a k / k n g : u , s k g i h r c u g
u k h p t / u n g u h v k t w v : o u e n v h b p k k n g t h v v r h c g v a h p k '4 y h c ,
,ugru vcj iuak /uc lkn ,gur,u :ifu,n zz ubht uhbpk ohrnnu ihxhgfn
, b h f a u x u k e b u t o d r , i f u '6 u v g r n k v b , h u ' s u s c v u t '5 s u s v g r u n f
tmh og vbv ,rnt v,t /ohrmnn othmun kt (cf) :iuvhbhc iuvfkn
; e u , f / u k o t r , p g u , f :7 o t h m u v o h v k t v t k t u n m g n t m h t k ' o h r m n n
i u a k t u v a h b t r n u t u ' v n v z u g n i u a k '8 , u p g u , ; x f u i f u ' u k a v c u d u o u r
/ o t r , p g u , : v z t u v c r ; e u , u v c u d u o u r c ; p u g n v '9 ; p u g h ; u g u
ukt ubh,ucr urntu 'ohntr ;eu, otr ,upgu, rjt rcs /vcud ,phpg
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people. Therefore, the most obvious interpretation of verse 10, at first
glance would be that due to their numbers, there was no point in
attempting to eliminate them (as in the second part of Onkelos).
However, according to Rashi, Bilam had already praised the Jewish
people in verse 9 as being “well-founded and powerful, like these
mountains and hills, because of their Patriarchs and Matriarchs,”
indicating that they were an invincible enemy. So Rashi was troubled:
What would Bilam be adding here in verse 10, by merely stating that the
Jewish people were numerous? Had he not already established, in
verse 9, that there was no chance of defeating the Jews due to their rocklike strength, which would protect them regardless of their number?
Due to this question, Rashi came to the conclusion that verse 10 must
be indicating some quality possessed by the Jewish people (and not just
an indication of their large quantity)—a quality which would provide
further proof to Balak that his plans were futile.
:jx ihyhd 10

f 't ,hatrc 9

vf 'cf cuht 8

vWna, ekc pWa ,jha vtr 7

But what could be a greater threat to Balak than the Jewish people
being “well-founded and powerful, like these mountains and hills”?
Rashi concluded that in addition to being “well-founded and powerful
because of their Patriarchs and Matriarchs,” the Jewish people also have
qualities and merits of their own which made them a formidable enemy.
And these qualities, concluded Rashi, are twofold: a.) The fact that God
inherently loves the Jewish people; and, b.) The fact that they secure
God’s protection through their own merits.
Therefore Rashi explained that rpg refers to: a.) “infants,” because a
parent’s love for an infant is inherent, and not earned; and b.) “soil”
suggesting that “the number of mitzvos they fulfill with soil are
innumerable,” so they secure God’s protection also by their own merits.

u 'uy ohypua 6
zk 'uy c_ktuna 5
sh 'h oa 4
vf 'ck ohrcs 15 uf 'd t_ohfkn 14

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 38, p. 90ff.)

uy 'z ohkv, 3
df 'dh gauvh 13

d 'h oa 2
tnujb, 12

jh 'sg ohkv, 1
f 'k whgah 11
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I have received (instructions) to bless,
He has blessed, and I will not retract it.
21
He observed no evil (idolaters) among Ya’akov,
And has seen no transgression in Israel.
(Even when Ya’akov rebels), God, his God, is with him,
He has the King’s affection.
22
God takes them out of Egypt,
With His towering strength,
23
For there is no divination in Ya’akov,
And no sorcery in Israel.
In that (future) time (the angels) will say to Ya’akov and Israel,
‘What has God done? (for Israel will be closer to God than the angels).
24
Look! A people that rises like an awesome lion,
And raises itself like a lion.
It does not lie down until it eats its prey,
And drinks the blood of the slain.
25
26

Balak said to Bilam, “If you’re not going to curse them, (at least) don’t bless them!”
“Didn’t I tell you,” Bilam replied to Balak, “I will only do whatever God says.”
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 How do the Jewish people rise like an awesome lion? (v.24)
RASHI: When they arise from their sleep in the morning they show
the vigor of an awesome lion and a [regular] lion in grasping mitzvos
—to put on a tallis (prayer shawl), recite the shema and put on tefilin
And he “does not lie down,” on his bed at night until he consumes
and destroys any harmful thing that comes to cause him damage.
How is this done? He recites the shema on his bed and entrusts his

soul to God. If an army or a troop were then to come and attempt to
harm them, God protects them, fights their battles and slays [the enemy].
Alternatively, the words, “Look! A people that rises like an
awesome lion etc.” are to be interpreted according to Onkelos.
ONKELOS: Look! A people that rises like an awesome lion, and raises
itself like a lion. It will not settle in its land until it destroys [the
enemy] and takes possession of the land of the nations.

TORAS MENACHEM

k

R ISING L IKE A N A WESOME L ION ( V . 24)

In his commentary to verse 24, Rashi cites two interpretations:
The Midrashic interpretation that the “rising lion” alludes to the Jewish
people rising with vigor to observe the mitzvos; and the interpretation of
Onkelos, that the Jewish people were about to conquer the Land of Israel
like a lion that devours its prey. Being that the interpretation of Onkelos is
much closer to a literal understanding of the verse, why did Rashi cite it
only as his secondary interpretation, after the words of the Midrash, which
appear to be totally non-literal?

T HE E XPLANATION
At the literal level, the context of Bilam’s second parable that we read
here is different from that of his first parable. When introducing his first
parable, Bilam said, “But how can I condemn one whom God has not
condemned? How can I bring anger, if God has not been angered?” (23:8),
i.e. the purpose of this first parable was primarily to explain why Bilam
could not curse the Jewish people (because “they are well-founded and
powerful, like these mountains and hills”— Rashi to v. 9).
When embarking on his second parable, however, Bilam set a different
tone: “I have received (instructions) to bless, He has blessed, and I will not
retract it” (23:20), i.e. here Bilam indicated that he was not only refraining

[

The Last Word

[

ccording to Rambam, the words “In that time...” (v. 23) are a
hint that when the world will be twice as old as it was when
Bilam said his parable (2488 years from creation), “prophecy will
return to the Jewish people....and there is no doubt that this is a
prelude to Mashiach” (Epistle to Yemen, written in 4932 (1172), end of ch. 3).
Indeed, around the year 4976 (1216) we find a number of sages
among the Jewish people who achieved prophecy: R’ Shmuel the
prophet and his son R’ Yehudah Hachasid (1150-1217); R’ Elazar
of Worms, author of Roke’ach (1160-1238); Ramban (11941270); Ra’avad (c.1120-c.1200); and the Tosafist Ezra of
Moncontour, known as “Ezra the Prophet” (c. 1230).
Unfortunately, this era of prophecy did not immediately lead to
the redemption. Nevertheless, years later the Ba’al Shem Tov and
his successors openly demonstrated the prophetic spirit once
again, “and there is no doubt that this is a prelude to Mashiach.”

A

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 2, pp. 588-9)
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iuaku 'ju,p vtrb vka ruju .ujk ,tmunu vrueb ubhg /ihgv o,a :vhv
r p x n u r n t a h p k 7 u r n t u b h , u c r u /6 c u d h u o u , x h u o u , a h a h s f t u v v b a n
tc, h,n ktrah ka ivh,uhghcr vbunu cauh v"ceva 'ktrah gcur ,t
ohause uh,ranu ause tuva hn uckc rnt 'vbnn ehsmv skuba vpy
ou,a oharpn ahu /ogkc ka ubhg ,hnxb vz rcs kgu 'ukkv ohrcsc kf,xh
rnt tku ihgv ou,a rnta kgu 'xukebut odr,a unf 'ihgv ju,p ihgv
/ o h b h g h u k d u k p b ( s ) :8 v h v u h b h g n , j t c t n u x a u b s n k ' o h b h g v o u , a
vhvaf uarsnu /cfua tuvaf vkhkc tkt uhkg vtrb ihta 'unudr,f uyuap
krg vhva hpk 'uhbp kg kpubu uhkdr kg sungk jf uc vhv tk uhkg vkdb
kg /lhkvt ucy vn (v) :uhbpk vpuez vnuec uhkg vkdb ,uhvk xutnu
/ u n u d r , f ' l h , u h b j / l h , u b f a n :3 v z k u n v z i h b u u f n i b h t a o v h j , p v t r a
icuahc ohnkug ,hcu vkha kvt ucuy vn 'lhkvt ucuy vn rjt rcs
iva hpk 'ihcrj ivaf ;t /lh,ubfan :ovhkg rpfk ,ubcre ivc ihchrena
vncu 'u,nj ,t wv vkf 9rntba ',uapbv kg vrpf ibcrju 'ofhkg iufan
'eujrnk ,uybk ufanbu ufrtba /uhyb ohkjbf (u) :iuhmc at ,mhu 'vkf

r a h h h k u t ' s h , g i u a k t k t '1 u b c e u u n f h u u m i u a k v z i h t / h k u , u c e u ( z f )
vhv oxue /rugpv atr (jf) :z"gkc a"rhskn 'oan hk ubce,u uhbhgc
tna rnt 'vnc gsuh vhv tku rugp hsh kg ,uekk ihsh,g iva vtru ekc
vn ohgsuh obhtu ohtur ohcfufc ohzujv kf ifu 'oan ovhkg kuj, vkkev
hf v"cevc eusck lhrm hbht rnt /wudu cuy hf ogkc trhu (t) :ohtur
:ohngp h,a vag ratf /ogpc ogpf lkv tku :okkek .upjh tk
vmur tku vmur rnt 'ubumrf u,trek wv vreh hkut ajbk /ohajb ,trek
k t , a h u :kuj, ovh,ubug ,rfzv kg vkkevu ovh,ubug rhfzt 'okkek
ovc xhbfvk aec /uhbhg ,t ogkc tahu (c) :unudr,f /uhbp rcsnv
vcjr apbu vvucd juru vgr ihg 2uh,usn aka lk ah hrvu 'vgr ihg
ibhtu unmgk ifua ycau yca kf vtr /uhycak ifua :vkgnk ohruntv
kvt lu,k .hmh tka 'vz sdbf vz ihbuufn ovhj,p ihta vtr 'ihcrugn
/ r u g c u b c ( d ) :4 o k k e h t k a u c k c v k g / o h v k t j u r u h k g h v , u :3 u r h c j
u b c e k c ' o v h , u c t n o h k u s d u h v o v h b a v s d t a r s n u /5 o h n u b h g n k u n f
xrp ic vbn ',uthcbc uhctn kusd ogkcu ',ufknc tuv ubc uhct 'rupm
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from cursing the Jewish people, but now (the predominant theme was
that) he was actively blessing them, as Rashi stresses in his commentary
to verse 23, “they are worthy of blessing.”
Consequently, in his commentary to Bilam’s second parable, Rashi
prioritized interpretations that bring to light the positive qualities of the
Jewish people within Bilam’s words, which explains to the reader why
“they are worthy of blessing.”

Thus, in our verse, Rashi considered the interpretation of Onkelos to be
secondary, as according to Onkelos the verse does not speak of the
positive traits of the Jewish people, but a gift which God planned to give
them (the conquest of the Land). Only the Midrashic interpretation brings
to light how Bilam proved that the Jewish people “are worthy of blessing,”
since they serve God with the utmost vigor, like an awesome lion.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 33, pp. 149-151)

uyuapf tku _ if arpk hWars ungyu /(oharpnv aWnf) ohekt ka ujuru ubumrk oht,n ,uhvk u,cajnu ujur vfpv,ba _ Wohekt jurW ,uch, wpu 4 /x tr,c tcc 3 yh 'v ,uct 2 dh euxp 1
v,hv ogkc kt vtucbv hukhda (s 'df) hWarp rcf :odu /uhkg vbhfav ,travk ourd, Wuhycak ifua ktrah ,t trhuWa ruthcvu ,ufhhav hvn hf 'vtucb jur uhkg vjba (oharpn fWufu oudr,cf)
j 'she ohkv, 5
/(14 vrgv '79 wg dWhj aWuek pWg) cu,fv ,buuf zWhta jfun vznu 'sucf wkc cu,f hrv itfu Wwufu iuhzccu hauec rnukf hre ,tnuy wk 'htbd wk 'htrg iuak _ rehuW ka iputc
th 's vfht 9 /ve ihrsvbx 8 /tk vsb 7 /yx zWg 6

23:27 - 24:6
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24

BILAM ’S THIRD PARABLE

[

B

alak said to Bilam, “Come now, I’ll take you to a different place. Perhaps it will be right in God’s
eyes, and you will condemn them for me from there.” 28 Balak took Bilam to the peak of Pe’or,
overlooking the wastelands.
29
Bilam said to Balak, “Build me seven altars here and prepare seven bulls and seven rams for me.”
30
Balak did what Bilam told him, and offered up a bull and a ram on each altar.
1
Bilam saw that blessing Israel was good in God’s eyes, so he did not go to seek methods of divination
(to communicate with God) as he had done the (previous) two times, (as God would surely tell him to
bless Israel. Rather,) he focused on (the sins of the Jewish people, such as the Golden Calf in) the desert
(hoping that this would discredit the Jews). 2 Bilam raised his eyes (hoping to cast the evil eye on them),
but when he saw Israel settled (modestly) according to its tribes, he changed his mind to be like God
(desired, and did not curse them).
3
He launched into his parable and said:
The word of Bilam the son of Be’or,
The word of a man with an open eye.
4
The word of the one who hears God’s sayings,
Who sees God’s vision lying down,
Yet with open eyes.
5
Your tents are so good, O Ya’akov!
Your dwellings, O Israel!
6
They spread out like streams,
Like gardens by the river,
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did Bilam exclaim “Your tents are so good”? (v. 5)
RASHI: Because he saw that the entrances were not opposite each
other. “Your dwellings” thus refers to “your encampments,” as
Onkelos states.
Another explanation: “Your tents are so good”—The Tabernacle at
Shiloh and the eternal Temple are so good when they are inhabited,

for sacrifices are offered in them to atone for you. “Your dwellings”
(Wh¤,«b§F§J¦n)—Even when they are desolate, for they are held as
collateral security (iIF§Jn
© ) for you, and their destruction atones for
your souls, as the verse states, “God has exhausted His fury”
(Lamentations 4:11). And how did He exhaust it? “He has kindled a fire
in Tziyon” (ibid.).

TORAS MENACHEM

k

”Y OUR T ENTS

ARE

S O G OOD !” ( V . 5)

Rashi brings two explanations to a verse when each has a certain
inconsistency at the literal level, such that the two interpretations
complement each other. Furthermore, Rashi always places the interpretation which has the less serious inconsistency first as his primary
explanation, and leaves the interpretation which has the greater problem
at the literal level as his second explanation.
What are the relative advantages and disadvantages of the two
explanations that Rashi offers for verse 5?

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi explains two qualities that impressed Bilam “when he saw Israel
settled according to its tribes” (v. 2), causing him to change his mind and
not curse the Jewish people: “He saw each tribe living by itself and not
marrying with each other. He saw that their doorways did not face each
other, so that one would not peer into each other’s tents.”

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

ashi writes that Bilam was inspired by the Jewish tents,
“Because he saw that the entrances were not opposite each
other” (v.2, 5). The “arrangement of tents” alludes to scholars
convening together to discuss matters of Torah, each one offering
his own interpretations. Then, if their “entrances,” meaning their
mouths, are “opposite each other,” i.e. their intention is to show
that their own ideas are superior than those of the others, then
woe to them and their souls! But if their intentions are for the sake
of Heaven, then they are certainly deserving that the Divine
presence should rest with them.

R

(Based on Ohr Torah of the Mezritcher Magid, p. 49a)
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TORAS MENACHEM

Thus later, when Bilam praised the “tents” and “dwellings” of the
Jewish people in his parable (v. 5), it follows that he was referring to these
same two qualities which had led him to bless and not curse the Jews.
So Rashi writes here that he praised the tents, “because he saw that the
entrances were not opposite each other,” and adds that the “dwellings”
refers to “the encampments” into distinct tribes.
However, Rashi was not satisfied with this interpretation alone, since:
a.) Why would Bilam mention a detail about the doorways (“your
tents”), before the overall description of the camp being divided into
tribes (“your dwellings”)? Surely the general should come before the
particular (as in Rashi’s sequence to verse 2: “He saw each tribe... He saw
that their doorways etc.”)?
Furthermore, the non-mixing of tribes is surely a much more general
issue, for it affected the future lineage of the Jewish people, so why did
Bilam mention it last?
b.) Another problem is that according to Rashi’s first interpretation,
Bilam’s remark about the Jewish encampments and tents did not
jh 'cf 11

yk 'ck ohrcs 10

sf 'jx ohkv, 9

uf 'v ohypua 8

df 'yn ,hatrc 7

constitute a prophecy, but a mere observation, so it should have been said
before he launched into his prophecy (“God’s sayings...God’s vision etc.”)
in verse 4.
Therefore Rashi offered a second interpretation, that Bilam actually said
words of prophecy about the future, that “your tents” refers to the future
Tabernacle at Shiloh and the Holy Temple. The Tabernacle is referred to
here as a tent because it was a temporary structure, and the use of the
plural (“your tents”) is meant to include the eternal Temple too.
Likewise, “your dwellings” also refers to the future Tabernacle at Shiloh
and Holy Temple, but this part of the verse is speaking of a time when
they are in a state of desolation. Therefore, the Torah uses the term
Wh¤,«b§F§J¦n (your dwellings) which is etymologically related to the term
iIF§J©n (collateral security), alluding to the fact that the Temple will
ultimately be rebuilt.
Nevertheless, this interpretation is problematic, since:
a.) It is very difficult to accept at the literal level that the term “tent” (a
temporary structure) refers to the eternal Temple.

sk 'df ktezjh 6

d 'd whbpm 5

vn 'th kthbs 4

cf 'n whgah 3

sh 's aWva 2
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Like spices which God planted (in Eden),
Like cedars by the water.
7
Water will flow from his wells,
And his seed will have much water.
His king will prevail over Agag,
His sovereignty will be uplifted.
8
God who brought them out of Egypt,
With His towering strength.
Will consume the nations, his enemies,
Break their bones and dip His arrows (in their blood).
9
He will crouch and lie down (in his land) like a lion, an awesome lion;
Who will dare rouse him?
Those who bless you will be blessed,
And those who curse you will be cursed.”
10

Balak became furious at Bilam, and clapped his hands (together). Balak said to Bilam, “I called you
to curse my enemies, and you’ve just now blessed them three times! 11 Run off home right now! I said I
was going to give you tremendous honor, but God has just deprived you of honor.”
12
Bilam said to Balak, “Didn’t I even speak to the messengers you sent me, saying, 13 ‘If Balak gives
me his house full of silver and gold, I cannot transgress the word of God to do either good or evil on my
own (and) I will (only) say what God says’?”
TORAS MENACHEM

b.) Being that the Tabernacle at Shiloh was a temporary structure, after
it was destroyed its existence ceased forever. How then could it act as
“collateral security” after its destruction?
Due to these problems Rashi could not suffice with this explanation and
was forced to bring the first interpretation too.
And in the final analysis, the first interpretation is superior, since it is not
flawed in the actual explanation but only in the sequence—either the

[

“H E W ILL C ROUCH ...L IKE

A

order in which the terms are written in the verse, or the placement of the
verse itself; whereas the second interpretation has a more serious
problem, that the explanation of the terms “tents” and “dwellings” are
partially inappropriate. Therefore Rashi placed the latter as his secondary
interpretation because an inappropriate explanation is more problematic
than an inappropriate sequence, at the literal level.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 13, p. 78ff.)

Sparks of Chasidus

L ION ” (V. 9)

he “crouching lion” is a metaphor for the might of the Jewish
people lying dormant during the time of exile (Bereishis Rabah 98:7).
But a lion can never be fully tamed, for it is “one of the five types of
wild animals which are predisposed to cause damage by their very
nature, even if they have been tamed. Therefore if one of them
causes damage...the owner is liable to pay full compensation”
(Shulchan Aruch, Choshen Mishpat 389:8).
Likewise, while the might of the Jewish people may appear to be
dormant during the exile, they nevertheless remain strong like a
crouched lion. This takes expression in the power of a Jew to
remain loyal to the Torah and its mitzvos despite all obstacles, for
the soul is impervious to the exile, and grants a Jew the strength to
rise above it.

T

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 2, pp. 337-8)

[

“I CANNOT TRANSGRESS

“

THE

W ORD

OF

GOD” (V. 13)

he forces of evil themselves...are not invested in a body [which
conceals God] so they are aware of their Master and do not
rebel against Him by performing any [rebellious] act...which is not
ordered by the Almighty, God forbid. Thus [representing the forces of
evil] Bilam said, “I cannot transgress the word of God etc.” (v. 13) ...for
they are unable to transgress the Divine will at all, since they are
aware that He is their life-force and sustenance....It is only because
their nourishment and life-force is found within them in a state of
“exile” that they see themselves as having independent power and
thus deny God’s Oneness. But they do not deny God completely...
recognizing that their life-force and sustenance is passed down to
them from God’s will....Thus, a person who transgresses God’s will is
very much worse and inferior to the forces of evil....”

T

(Excerpted from Tanya ch. 24)
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o u d r , v /3 c t u n h , t p . j n u o h n h v , h r j t c c t u n k g r v k i h s h , g i v a
vgav ihufk /iuhkg ,gs gsuhu (zy) :wufu kuyehu hrcgv rmue arpn
v , g t k l t ' i , k u s d u c e g h k a u j c a h b t v t u r /5 u b t r t ( z h ) :4 v c x g u f a
c f u f v a '6 u , a e l r s i u a k ' u n u d r , f / c f u f l r s : i n z r j t k t k t ' t u v
:kaunu vsur /yca oeu :kzn oueh rnukf y"bhyahs z"gkcu '.jf rcug

v"cev ek,xba 'hng rtaf hbhrv v,gn /hngk lkuv (sh) :srybu
ukt ka ovhvkt 'vmgv thv vnu /,uagk lk vn /lmght vfk :uhkgn
o k h a f v k u z v m g t h a v o g k c a g s , /1 e k j c t , h t s f ' w u f t u v v n z t b u a
vagh rat :ogkc rcsc ktrah hbck uhv vbv iv 2rntb hrva 'vnzc
vn lk rnutu 'okhafvk lmght 'vz tuv rme tren /lngk vzv ogv

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did Bilam stress, “I am going back to my people
now”? (v. 14). He could have simply said, “I am going home.”
RASHI: [He was hinting]: “From now on, I am like the rest of my
people,” for God had departed from him.

 Verses 17 and 18 are speaking about whom?
RAMBAM: In the Torah passage concerning Bilam, he prophesies about
two Mashiachs: The first Mashiach, David, who saved Israel from her
oppressors; and the final Mashiach who will arise from his descendants
and ultimately save Israel. There it is written: “I see him, but not now”—
this refers to David; “I perceive him, but he is not near” (v. 17-18)—this
refers to King Mashiach.

“A star will shoot forth from Ya’akov”—this refers to David; “And a staff
will arise from Israel”—this refers to King Mashiach.
“He will crush the princes of Mo'av”—this refers to David, as the
verse states, “He smote Mo’av and measured them with a line” (Sam. II
8:2); “He will devastate all of the descendants of Sheis”—this refers to
King Mashiach, about whom it is written, “He will rule from sea to sea”
(Zech. 9:10).
“Edom will be possessed”—this refers to David, as the verse states,
“Edom became the servants of David etc.” (Sam II 8:6; ibid.14); “[Se’ir...]
will be destroyed”—this refers to Mashiach, as the verse states, “Saviors
will ascend Mount Zion [to judge Mount Eisav”] (Ovad. 1:21).
(Rambam, Laws of Kings 11:1)

TORAS MENACHEM

k

B ILAM ’ S F OURTH P ARABLE ( V . 14ff)

Why do we find that in the case of Bilam’s prior three prophecies he first
built an altar and offered sacrifices to God (23:1,14,29), and yet here,
before Bilam’s final prophecy, no sacrifices were made? The reason why
he offered the sacrifices was presumably in the hope that the pleasure of
the sacrifices on High would lead God to bestow a prophecy upon him,
so it appears quite surprising that Bilam’s longest and most profound
parable about the End of Days was bestowed upon him without offering
sacrifices first!

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi’s commentary to verse 14 answers this question by stating, “God
had departed from him.” From this the reader will understand that Bilam’s
fourth parable was not being transmitted to him at this point as a
prophetic vision, for he had now lost the power of prophecy. Rather, he
was now repeating a prophecy that he had heard earlier.
In fact, the reader will remember that Moshe was praised with “not
turning to his own affairs” after coming down from Mount Sinai and
informing the Jewish people of the prophecy that he had heard straight
away (Rashi to Shemos 19:14). If this was said in Moshe’s praise, it was clearly
not a practice followed by all prophets, so it is not surprising that Bilam
now said a prophecy which he had heard at some point earlier and had
not yet revealed.

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

ambam understood the verse, “A star will shoot forth etc.”
(v. 17) as referring to King David and Mashiach. The Jerusalem
Talmud, however, uses the metaphor of a “star” in this verse to
refer to even the ordinary Jew (Ma’aser Sheni 4:6).
At first glance, this appears to be a contradiction, for Mashiach
represents the highest perfection possible in a human being,
whereas the “ordinary” Jew includes every Jewish person, even
the most simple. However, the matter can be reconciled based on
the Ba’al Shem Tov’s teaching that every Jew contains within him
a “spark” of the soul of Mashiach (Me'or Einayim of R’ Nachum of
Chernobyl, Bamidbar 25:12). The verse therefore refers to both
Mashiach himself and the “Mashiach” within us.
The presence of this “spark” of Mashiach has a twofold implication: a.) The verse states the star will “shoot forth,” suggesting that
one’s personal spark of Mashiach should be revealed and “shoot
out” into the world. b.) Every Jew is able to speed up and bring
about the actual manifestation of Mashiach through revealing his
own spark and adding in Torah and mitzvos.

R

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 2, p. 599)

(Based on Sichas Motzo’ei Shabbos Parshas Balak 5738)
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OF

DAYS

[

I

“

’m going back to my people now,” (said Bilam). “Come, I will advise you (how to bring about
Israel’s downfall: Just tempt them to immorality with Mo’avite women....)
“(Now I will tell you) what this people will do to your people at the end of days.” 15 He launched
into his parable and said:
The word of Bilam, the son of Be’or,
The word of a man with an open eye.
16
The word of the one who hears God’s sayings,
And knows the thoughts of the Supernal One,
Who sees God’s vision lying down,
Yet with open eyes.
17
I see him, but not now.
I perceive him, but he is not near.
A star will shoot forth from Ya’akov,
And a staff will arise from Israel.
TORAS MENACHEM

k

T WO M ASHIACHS ( V . 17-18)

In his Laws of Kings, Rambam clarifies in detail how each stanza of
Bilam’s metaphor about “the end of days” contains a reference to King
David and to Mashiach. Rambam chose to cite Bilam’s parable, as it is the
only place in the Five Books of Moshe which indicates clearly that the
final redemption will be brought about by Mashiach, and not by God
alone. However, what is not clear is why Rambam cites Bilam’s parable
in such detail, quoting all four stanzas which refer to Mashiach, when just
one of them would appear to have sufficed?
Another question is why Rambam quotes all the parts of Bilam’s
parable that speak of King David, which do not appear to be directly
relevant to the subject at hand, the scriptural proof for the Messianic
redemption.
A further problem is why Rambam refers to King David as “the first
Mashiach.” Why was David, and David alone, considered to be a
precursor of Mashiach? While he was clearly a great Jewish leader, King
David did not in fact redeem the Jewish people from exile. Why is Moshe
not considered to be the first Mashiach, being that he successfully
redeemed the Jewish people from Egypt? And if Mashiach simply refers
to an anointed king, then why is Saul not the first Mashiach, since he was
anointed as King of the Jewish people before David?

T HE E XPLANATION
While classical Jewish sources associate the coming of Mashiach with a
host of startling occurrences, in his Laws of Kings, Rambam sought to
explain the concept from a strictly halachic (legal) point of view. Thus,

Rambam describes Mashiach as having essentially one single goal: “In his
days, observance of the Torah’s laws will return as in former times” (Laws
of Kings 11:1), i.e. the Messianic era is determined by a complete return to
Torah observance.
Thus, according to Rambam, the Messianic Redemption is not a new
phenomenon but a return to that time in Jewish history when the Torah
was observed fully. Consequently, Rambam describes Mashiach as
“renewing the Davidic dynasty, restoring it to its initial sovereignty,” for
Mashiach has to repeat the work of King David, which led to a time of
total Torah observance.*
So King David was, in effect, the “first Mashiach,” since the “final
Mashiach,” merely has to repeat the precedent that was set by King
David.

P HASES

IN

M ASHIACH ’ S P ROGRESS

Bringing the Jewish people to a status of complete observance could be
divided briefly into two areas: a.) Encouraging the Jewish people to
observe mitzvos which they are able to observe but, for whatever reason,
choose not to. b.) Making possible the observance of those commandments which are currently impossible to observe, through the construction
of the Temple (for the reinstitution of sacrificial procedure) and return to
the Land of Israel (to facilitate the observance of all the agricultural laws).
A closer analysis of Rambam’s words (ibid.) reveals four distinct aspects
of the coming of Mashiach:
1.) The development of his own personality and leadership skills:
“When a king** of the House of David will arrive, dedicated to the study

*This does not mean that Mashiach as a leader cannot—or will not—make further remarkable innovations. It is simply that any additional innovations that he may bring fall outside
his legally defined capacity as the Mashiach. For example, Rambam writes, “One should not entertain the notion that the King Mashiach must work miracles and wonders, bring
about new phenomena within the world, resurrect the dead, or perform other similar deeds” (Laws of Kings, 11:1). But this does not mean to say that Mashiach will not perform
such acts. Rather, Rambam’s stress is that this is not the purpose of (and thus not the method of identifying) Mashiach’s coming (See Toras Menachem to Vayikra 26:4). In other
words, Rambam’s “legal” treatment of Mashiach’s coming emphasizes only that which is crucial and definitive to the Torah’s conceptualization of Mashiach and omits that which
is incidental and/or tentative. It follows, therefore, that Rambam’s omission of a concept here is not to be mistaken as a denial of its authenticity or its occurrence; it is merely an
indication that the concept is not intrinsic to the definitive purpose of Mashiach’s coming (See Likutei Sichos vol. 27, p.204ff.). **At this stage, Mashiach could not have reached
the status of being a king as usually described by Jewish Law, for a full-fledged Jewish king can only be appointed by the Sanhedrin in conjunction with a prophet, and clearly, we
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vcv vmgc ,hhv hng v,t tkv lfk ,hfz ifhvn hbt vn, /lcaun i,ht hba ssnhu vmrt o,ut cfav uc rntba 'sus vz /ctun h,tp .jnu
v h v h o t h f ( c f ) :11 k t r a h k a z u g n u i , h t c , c a h , b v , g u '10 u k v n f j , b r u c , c e n '2 h , r e h b t u n f v r u e i u a k / r e r e u :1 w u d u , h n v k o h k c j
h f ' o k u g v i n s u g s r y b l b h t a v z ; e u , k , g e , b a l h r a t / w u d u i h e r g c k ' , u n u t v k f / , a h b c k f : z " g k c r " h u r u p '4 k j b h c r u g v u r e h '3 o , r e b
,cah,ba ouenn rgck vhv,u ohycav ,rag og ,ukdk sh,g v,t ot ;t /uhcht rhga varh vhvu (jh) :iuatrv ost ka ubc ,a in utmh okfa
jkjk tna 'l,ut vkdn tuv ifhv sg /lca, ruat vn sg :lfc vn 'oa shctvu :ceghn rjt kaun vhvh sugu /ceghn srhu (yh) :ktrah uhchutk
rta og cua,u ouenk ouenn kuyky tkt 'okugv in sury vz iht 'rucju rnut jhanv lkn kgu 'hnur thvu oust ka vcuajv rhgn /rhgn shra
h u t : r n t r u a t , h h c a , t r h f z v a i u h f / w u d u u k a n t a h u ( d f ) : , u h k d v , t t r h u ( f ) :6 u a g , h c k s h r a v h v h t k u '5 o h s g o h n s r h u u c r n t b a ' i f
ohah tka vkt ,t unuan unmg ,t ,uhjvk kufh hn /kt unuan vhjh hn ,t ose tuv /ekng ohud ,hatr :ekng ka u,ubgrupc kf,xb /ekng
utuch sugu ',unutv kf ,t kckchu chrjbx sungha 'vkt ,t rzudv uhkg
:ruat kg ,ukusd ,uhbrhcc ohhnrt iva ohh,f urcghu oh,f shn ohm
hsg tuv odu :rvbv rcgca o,ut ubgu /rcg ubgu ruat ubgu (sf)
, u b h p x / o h m u :12 v n a d s c u v u t , u h j , k h y e s s g k t h b s a r h p i f u / s c u t

rntba 'oshc scthk u,hrjtu 'xukebut odr, lfu 'ktrahc ojkvk okf
k m t g u e , h b h e v h v a h p k / h b h e v , t t r h u ( t f ) :7 e k n g r f z , t v j n ,
' e k n g r j t u r h f z v '8 w u d u h b h e v k t k u t a r n t h u r n t b a i h b g f ' e k n g
:9 o h , f u a o h , g n a o h , g r , o v c r n t b a u r , h h b c k a i , k u s d c k f , x b

TORAS MENACHEM

of the Torah and observance of the mitzvos like his father David,
according to the Written law and the Oral law.”
2.) His influence upon the Jewish people: “He will compel all the
Jewish people to walk in it [the Torah] and strengthen its fences...he
has...built the Beis Hamikdash in its place, and he gathers in the dispersed
ones of Israel.”
3.) Eliminating the power of those nations that interfere with Torah
observance: “He will fight the wars of God...he is victorious over all the
nations around him.”
4.) Guiding the nations of the world to serve God: “He will then perfect
the entire world, to serve God in unison, as the verse states, ‘I will make
the peoples pure of speech so that they will all call upon the Name of God
and serve Him with one purpose’ (Zeph. 3:9).”
In order to prove that these four qualities are both: i.) part of Mashiach’s
role, and, ii.) precedented in the leadership of King David, Rambam cited

four full stanzas of Bilam’s parable which refer to the four abovementioned areas. And, in each case, Bilam’s parable brings to light the
superiority of Mashiach over David.
“‘I see him, but not now’—refers to David; ‘I perceive him, but he is not
near’—refers to King Mashiach,” i.e. each part of the verse speaks of an
individual (“him”), namely, the personalities of David and Mashiach. And
Mashiach is clearly the greater of the two, since his coming takes more
time (he is “not near”) and thus is the product of more human effort on
the part of mankind.
“‘A star will shoot forth from Ya’akov’—refers to David; ‘And a staff will
arise from Israel’—refers to King Mashiach.” Here the Torah refers to
Mashiach’s role as a leader over the Jewish people (“Israel”). His direct,
powerful leadership is represented by a “staff,” in contrast to David, who
is represented by a somewhat aloof “star,” symbolizing a weaker form
of influence.

are speaking here of a period prior to the reconvening of the Sanhedrin. A further proof to this point is that Rambam refers to how Rabbi Akiva proclaimed “King Ben Koziba” (Bar
Kochba) as Mashiach, although he was not in fact a full-fledged king according to Jewish law (Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 361).
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He will crush the princes of Mo’av,
He will devastate all the descendants of Sheis.
18
Edom will be possessed,
Se’ir, his enemy, will be possessed,
And Israel will grow strong.
19
A ruler will come from Ya’akov,
And destroy the remnant of a city.
20

When he saw (the future retribution of) Amalek, he launched into his parable and said:
Amalek was the first of the nations (to fight Israel),
His end is eternal destruction.

21

When he saw (what would happen to) the Kenites, he launched into his parable and said:
How firm is your dwelling place!
Your nest is set in stone.
22
For even if the Kenite is laid waste (and exiled),
How far will Assyria take you captive?

23

(Pondering the Assyrian exile), he launched into his parable and said:
Oh! Who can survive (God) placing these (things on him)?
24
Ships will come from the Kitites
They will afflict Assyria and afflict the other side (of the river),
But he too will perish forever.

25

Bilam got moving. He went off and returned to his home, and Balak also went on his way.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did Bilam return home? (v. 25)

 Why does the verse state “Balak went on his way”? (v.25)

TZROR HAMOR: The verse could have simply stated that Bilam “went
off home.” Why was it necessary to write that he “went off and
returned home”? Here the Torah hints that, despite the visions of
greatness he had perceived for the Jewish people, he returned to his
prior ways of sorcery.

OHR HACHAYIM: Balak did not escort Bilam home. Perhaps the Torah
is also suggesting here that Balak ceased to be the King of Mo’av and
“went on his way.” For Balak was only appointed due to the threat
of the Jewish people, and being that Bilam had shown that the Jewish
people were peace-loving, Balak’s leadership proved itself unnecessary.

TORAS MENACHEM

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 271ff.)

k

Concerning the elimination of enemy nations (aspect “3” above), the
Torah states that David will merely “crush” the princes of Mo’av (v. 17),
whereas Mashiach will “devastate all of the descendants of Sheis.”
And the fourth quality, that of positively influencing the nations, is
described in Bilam’s fourth stanza (v. 18): “‘Edom will be possessed’—
refers to David, as the verse states, ‘Edom became the servants of David
etc.’ (Sam. II 8:6; ibid.14); ‘[Se’ir] will be possessed’—refers to Mashiach, as
the verse states, ‘Saviors will ascend Mount Zion [to judge Mount Eisav’]
(Ovad. 1:21).”
Again here we see the superiority of Mashiach over David, for David
merely subdued the nations as his “servants,” whereas Mashiach will
inspire them to the service of God, “Saviors will ascend Mount Zion to
judge Mount Eisav; and the kingdom will be God’s” (ibid.).

T HE D EPARTURE

OF

B ILAM

AND

B ALAK ( V . 25)

Verse 25 appears, at first glance, to be redundant. We have completed
a lengthy description of how Balak attempted to lure Bilam into cursing
the Jewish people, and here, after Bilam’s fourth parable of praise for the
Jewish people, the plot had clearly ended. So why do we need to be told,
“Bilam got moving. He went off and returned to his home, and Balak also
went on his way”?
Furthermore, why did Bilam “return home,” whereas Balak “went on
his way”?
Surely Rashi should have answered these questions which require
explanation at the literal level? [cf. Tzror Hamor and Ohr haChayim]

T HE E XPLANATION
Before beginning his fourth parable, Bilam declared, “I’m going back to
my people now” (24:14), so we would expect that immediately after
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t,htsf 'ohpkt ,bunau tucr vbuna ktrah hbhhsu 'ohba druv vhv ktrah
k m t i u g n a k a u y c a u m c e , b / t c k t r a h h b c n a h t v b v u ( u ) :8 i h r s v b x c
'wufu cauh v,tu v,hnc ihbusb ubt uk urnt 'ovka thab vhva hrnz
/ v a n h b h g k : r u m , c h c z f / , h b h s n v , t :9 i h p r a b v i v u k t c t , h t s f
vrh,v hn ur,h ,c 'vruxt rnt, ot ',r,un ut vruxt uz 'van uk urnt
k g u c v k f ) v f k v u b n n v n k g , b / o h f u c v n v u :10 o , v t , h t s f ' w u f u l k
ohaa sdbf van sng kdgc /vhfcc okf ugd '(uc ohgdup ohtbe ,hnrt
x j b h p t c h a h s f t k t ' u h s h u p r i t f u 11 w u d u e s r a t s g i j y h u r n t b a ' t u c r
u k r n t ' v f k v r f z b u v a g n v t r / x j b h p t r h u ( z ) :7 u k h u t r v , t k u y h u
tbhhre uk rnt 'uc ihgdup ihtbe ,hnrt kgucv lnn hbkcuen vank

, u b z k :2 v n a l f / o h y a c ( t ) : t , c r h b r u c u '1 r h s t h m u c h , f s f ' , u k u s d
u u j , a h u ( c ) :3 e k j c t , h t s f o g k c , m g h s h k g / c t u n , u b c k t
,uns uk vthmun thvu 'hk hgnav vk rnutu uhkg urmh ;e,af /ivhvktk
h p u h b p k i h r g u p a o a k g / r u g p ( d ) :4 vzk vuj,av uk ,rnutu vehjn rugp
o v c j k a / k t r a h c w v ; t r j h u :4 u , s u c g t h v u z u ' h g r i h t h m u n u , g c y v
g e u v u :5 r u g p k o h s c u g v , t y u p a k / o g v h a t r k f , t j e ( s ) : v p d n
o u b g e u v u k u t a h b c c u b h m n a u n f '5 v h k , t h v / g e u v u : o h s c u g v , t / o , u t
:6 i h k , b i h k e x b v k f u ' v k h e x c o h k h k t , s u c g s c u g / , a r u p n v h k , o a u w v k
kpeb ibgv 'ohtyujv ,t ghsun anav vsdt arsnu /kf ihgk /anav sdb
h b h h s n s j t u s j t k f / u h a b t a h t u d r v ( v ) :7 u h k g , j r u z v n j v u u s d b f n

TORAS MENACHEM

finishing his parable Bilam would have carried out his declared intention
and returned home.
On the other hand, there is good reason to believe that Bilam in fact
changed his mind and remained. For immediately after stating his
intention to go home, Bilam offered Balak some advice: “Come, I will
advise you...” (ibid.). Rashi explains: “What was the advice? The God of
this people hates immorality,” i.e. Bilam advised Balak to tempt the
Jewish men to be immoral with Moa’vite girls, as we find this plan carried
out in the following passage (25:1ff.).
Now human nature is such that when one gives advice, one has a
vested interest in seeing whether the advice bears fruit or not. And if we
also bear in mind that Bilam had not yet received a “house full of silver
and gold” (22:18), in payment for his services (since he had failed to curse
the Jewish people), he had an extra reason to stay, in order to see if his
advice would be correct. This might bring him substantial financial reward
(especially as we know (Rashi ibid) that Bilam was a very greedy person).
So, at the literal level, even though Bilam had declared, “I’m going back
to my people now,” it is nevertheless logical to presume that he changed
his mind and did not in fact leave.
In order to teach us otherwise, the Torah states that Bilam “went off and
returned to his home.” Again, Rashi did not have to clarify why Bilam
/lkhtu 285 wg jWhj aWuek vtr 10

/cp ihrsvbx 9

/jh ;s 8

tnujb, 7

:vn oa 6
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Sparks of Chasidus

[

he idol “Ba’al Pe’or” was worshiped in an extremely crude
fashion, by depositing the body’s waste matter before it (Rashi
to v. 3). In other words, they made the unimportant important.
Chasidic thought teaches that the angels too have “waste
matter.” Just like the digestive system gradually sifts out the nutritious elements of the food, eventually leaving nothing but waste,
likewise, the angels “sift out” the most lofty and pleasurable
Divine emanations, which they pass to Gan Eden (Heaven), and
allow the “wastage” to fall to earth. The “spiritual” wastage is the
source of all physical pleasures found in this world.
The pursuit of physical pleasures (spiritual “wastage”) is thus a
subtle form of “Ba’al Pe’or.” For it is fitting for man, who is made
in God’s image, to focus primarily on filling his life with more
lofty spiritual pleasures.

T

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 4, p. 1327)
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MAFTIR

ZEALOTRY

OF

PINCHAS STOPS

THE

PLAGUE

[

T

he Jewish people settled in Shitim, and (as a result of Bilam’s plot) the people began to be
immoral with Mo’avite girls. 2 (The Mo’avites) invited the (Jewish) people to feasts (that they
made) to their gods, and the (Jewish) people ate and prostrated themselves to (the Mo’avite)
3
gods. Israel (thus) became attached to (the deity) Ba’al Pe’or.
God became furious with Israel (and sent a plague upon them).
4
God said to Moshe, “Take all the leaders of the people (to judge those who worshiped idols) and
hang them before God, in view of the sun (so everyone can see). Then God’s fury will withdraw
from Israel.
5
Moshe said to the (eighty-eight thousand six hundred) judges of Israel, “Each of you should kill (two)
men who became attached to Ba’al Pe’or.”
6
Then, an Israelite man came and brought (an important) Midianite woman to his brothers (and took
her into a tent) in full view of Moshe and in full view of the entire congregation of the children of Israel.
(Moshe was indecisive because he could not recall what the law was in this case) and they were
weeping at the entrance of the Tent of Meeting.
7
But Pinchas, the son of Elazar the son of Aharon the priest, saw (what had happened, and remembered the law). He stood up from among the congregation and, taking a spear in his hand, 8 he went into
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 On what basis did Pinchas kill the offenders? (v. 7-8)
RAMBAM: If a man is seen cohabiting with a non-Jewish woman...in
public, i.e. in the presence of ten or more Jews, then if zealots strike
him and kill him they are considered to be praiseworthy and eager
[to serve God.] This law is a [non-scriptural] tradition that has been
passed down from Moshe at Mount Sinai. However, a [scriptural]
proof can be found from the incident with Pinchas and Zimri.
The zealot is only allowed to strike them at the actual time when
they are sinning, as in the case of Zimri where the verse states, “[He
pierced both of them—the Israelite man] and the woman—right
through her abdomen” (v. 8). However, once they have separated, he
is no longer permitted to kill them, and if he did kill one of them at
this point he would be [guilty of murder and hence] liable for the
death penalty. If the zealot asks the Jewish Court for a ruling

[permitting him to kill the sinner] he should not be given any
response, even if the act of the sin is still taking place. Furthermore,
if the zealot comes to kill the sinning cohabitor, and the cohabitor
kills the zealot first in self-defense, then the cohabitor is not [guilty of
murder and is thus not] subject to the death penalty.
Despite the fact that this sin does not incur the death penalty from
the Beis Din [court], it should not be taken lightly, for there is a
greater loss [to the Jewish people] through this sin than through all
the other forbidden relations. For a son who is born as a result of
forbidden relations [between two Jews] is his father’s son in every
respect and he is a Jew, even though he is a mamzer (illegitimate).
However, the boy that is a child from a non-Jewish woman is not
considered to be his child at all....
(Laws of Forbidden Relations 12:4-5,7)

TORAS MENACHEM

that “Lavan went off and returned to his home” (Bereishis 32:1), whereas,
“Ya’akov went on his way” (ibid. 2).
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Balak 5741)

k

decided not to stay and see if his plan would succeed and bring him great
reward, because the matter is understood from Rashi’s earlier comment
that “God had departed from him” (Rashi to v. 14), i.e. that Bilam lost his
power of prophecy. Therefore Bilam’s whole value and stature had
disappeared, so he decided to leave.
As for the money, this could always be demanded later if his plan
succeeded (which is what actually happened—Rashi to 31:8).
Based on the above we can now understand why the Torah stresses that
“Balak went on his way,” whereas, “Bilam returned to his home.” Balak
clearly did not return home at this point to his royal palace, for he would
have sought means to implement Bilam’s plan, and this would have
inevitably involved some campaigning with the people of Mo’av to
convince them to release their daughters.
Rashi nevertheless deemed it unnecessary to clarify this distinction,
between “going on one’s way” and “returning home,” as the reader will
already be familiar with the idea from Parshas Vayeitzei, where we read

T HE Z EALOTRY

OF

P INCHAS ( V . 7-8)

The following points of Rambam’s ruling require some clarification:
a.) If the “sinning cohabitor” may be killed by the zealot, then we can
presume that he must deserve this penalty. Why then, is it the case that
“once they have separated, he is no longer permitted to kill them”? Surely,
this is a sin for which the person is liable with his life, even after the sin
is done?
b.) In praise of Pinchas’ actions, the Torah uses the expression,
“because he was zealous for his God” (Bamidbar 25:13), suggesting that this
sin is a rebellion against God more than any other, as its vengeance is
described as a “personal” act on behalf of God Himself. But in what
respect, exactly, is this sin more an affront to God than any other?
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TORAS MENACHEM

c.) In reward for his zealotry, Pinchas was given the honor of priesthood
But surely a person is a priest by virtue of the fact that he is born
with the intrinsic qualities required to be a priest. How is it possible that a
person could be rewarded for a particular good deed, by becoming
a priest?
(ibid.).

T HE E XPLANATION
Rambam hints to the answer to all of these questions with the statement,
“There is a greater loss [to the Jewish people] through this sin than
through all the other forbidden relations”:

In the case of other sins, including other forbidden relations, even if the
child is illegitimate, he still remains Jewish. However, with the sin of
cohabiting together with a non-Jewish woman, the result is that a nonJew is born. Thus:
1.) The “result” of this sin is external to the person, and external to the
Jewish people. The non-Jew has now been born, and this is an
irreversible act.
2.) This sin breaches a boundary that no other sin is capable of, namely
the boundary between Jew and non-Jew. As Rambam continues, “a son
:cp ihrsvbx 1
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the tent after the Israelite man and pierced (the spear through) both of them—the Israelite man, and the
woman—right through her (lower) abdomen. The plague then ceased from the children of Israel.
9
A total of twenty-four thousand died in the plague.
THE HAFTARAH FOR BALAK (AND CHUKAS-BALAK) IS ON PAGE 308.

TORAS MENACHEM

who is born as a result of forbidden relations is his father’s son in every
respect and he is a Jew....However, the boy that is born from the nonJewish woman is not considered to be his son at all....”
3.) Concerning the act of conceiving a child, the Talmud states, that
“There are three partners in forming the child: the father, the mother...and
God, who provides him with the soul” (Kidushin 30b). In other words, when
a child is conceived, God is “personally” involved (so to speak).
Consequently, when the act of conception is a sin, it turns out that not
only did the person sin on his own, but he even “dragged” God with him
(so to speak) into the act of sin, for God is an intrinsic partner in any act
of conception.
With this, we can answer all of the above questions:
a.) With other sins, there is still some connection with the realm of
holiness, since even an illegitimate child can perform mitzvos, etc.
However, the effects of cohabiting with a non-Jewish woman are

irreversible, for a non-Jew is born. Therefore, a zealot is only permitted to
kill the sinner at the time of the act, for afterwards, it is too late.
b.) According to the Talmud, God is (so to speak) personally involved
in the act of conception. Therefore, by killing a person who is cohabiting
with a non-Jew one is “avenging” God, as it were, personally. This cannot
be said with respect for other mitzvos (or their transgression) where God
is not described as a “partner.”
c.) The sin of cohabiting with a non-Jewish woman violates the intrinsic
boundaries between Jew and non-Jew, as it causes a Jew to father a nonJew. This is in defiance of the natural order which God arranged, where
a Jew should only give birth to a Jew.
Therefore, when Pinchas avenged this sin, God rewarded him measurefor-measure with a privilege which also defied the natural order, i.e. that
a person who was not born a priest should be granted the priesthood.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 150ff.)

[
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The Name of the Parsha

hat is the connection between Pinchas—who
zealously avenged his God, bringing relief from a
plague of Divine anger—and the other concepts which
arise in Parshas Pinchas: The census (ch. 26), inheritance of
the Land of Israel (ch. 27), and the festive sacrifices (ch. 2829)? Surely, the name of the Parsha should reflect the
entire content of a parsha, and not just its beginning?
Furthermore, what is the connection between Parshas
Pinchas and the time of year when it is read—during, or
immediately preceding the Three Weeks of mourning for
the destruction of the Temple?

W

ur Sages taught that Pinchas possessed the soul of
Eliyahu, the prophet who announces the true and
complete Redemption (Yalkut Shimoni, Pinchas par. 771; Zohar II
190b). It is thus not surprising that, with his righteous
indignation and passionate vengeance, Pinchas achieved
a somewhat messianic transformation for the Jewish people
of his time, from a situation of spiritual deprivation (the
worship of Ba’al Pe’or) and national emergency (the
plague), to one of Divine satisfaction.
This Divine satisfaction manifested itself in a number of
ways: The census, which was an expression of God’s
affection for the Jewish people—“Because they are
precious to Him, He counts them all the time” (Rashi to
Bamidbar 1:1); the permanent inheritance of the Land of

O

[

Israel via a divinely inspired lottery; and finally, the daily,
Shabbos and festival sacrifices which are associated with
joyfulness and celebration.
The theme of our Parsha is thus: The transformation
of the Jewish people from spiritual deprivation to
virtuousness.
It is no coincidence therefore that Parshas Pinchas is
always read at the outset of the Three Weeks, for reading
this Parsha empowers us to transform these three bleak
weeks of Jewish history into “days of feasting and
rejoicing,” with the true and complete redemption
(Rambam, end of Laws of Fast Days).
ractically speaking, Pinchas has set an example for all
of us, showing how to bring about this transformation.
Namely, that whenever it is possible to further the moral
or spiritual standing of others, one should not stand back
and ponder, “Surely there are greater people than myself
for this task!” Rather, like Pinchas, one must rise to the
moment without hesitation.

P

And just as God granted Pinchas the soul of Eliyahu to
carry out his mission, likewise, God will infuse every one
of us with the necessary spirit to transform our current
exile to a state of redemption. It is our job, however, to
galvanize that spirit into action.
(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Pinchas 5749;
Likutei Sichos vol. 2, pp. 342-4)
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,t (ch) :z"gkc y"bnyrpbt 'rcs ,neb ouebk vrj,nv tuv vtbe
hnk ,ubju vcuy ehzjnv ostf 'ouka ,hrck uk tv,a /ouka h,hrc

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why does verse 11 stress the lineage of Pinchas?
RASHI: Because the tribes ridiculed him, saying, “Have you seen the
descendant of Puti [i.e. Yisro*], whose mother’s father fattened
calves for idol worship, and yet he killed a leader of one of the tribes
of Israel?” Therefore, scripture traces his lineage to Aharon.
SIFSEI CHACHAMIM: At the end of Parshas Balak, the Torah already
stated that Pinchas was “the son of Elazar the son of Aharon the
priest” (25:7), so why does this point need to be stressed again here?
Rashi concluded that the Torah stressed Pinchas’ lineage again in
response to the ridicule he suffered.

KLI YAKAR: The tribes ridiculed him because it was difficult to
believe that a person whose own father married somebody who was
not born Jewish should feel genuine indignation against Zimri for
cohabiting with a non-Jewish woman.
Likewise, Pinchas’ grandfather was an idolater, so it is difficult to
believe that he was genuinely disgusted by the worship of Ba’al
Pe’or.
BE’ER BASADEH: The tribes felt that the Torah only sanctions a true
zealot to execute a person such as Zimri. They found it difficult to
believe that his intentions were pure.

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE L INEAGE

OF

P INCHAS ( V . 11)

On reading the opening of our Parsha, Rashi was troubled: Why does
the Torah stress again that Pinchas was “the son of Elazar the son of
Aharon the priest,” when this was already stated above (25:7) [as Sifsei
Chachamim writes]?
Rashi answers that “Scripture traces his lineage to Aharon,” here (for a
second time), “because the tribes ridiculed him, saying, ‘Have you seen
the descendant of Puti, whose mother’s father fattened calves for idol
worship, and yet he killed a leader of one of the tribes of Israel?’”
This prompts the following questions:
a.) Surely, “fattening cows” for the purposes of idol worship is a much
less serious crime than the actual worship of idols, which is heresy.
So, why did the tribes merely taunt Pinchas that his grandfather “fattened
cows,” when they could have stressed that Yisro had actually worshiped
every idol in existence (Rashi to Shemos 18:11)?
b.) Why does Rashi stress that Yisro was Pinchas’ “mother’s father,” and
not simply his “grandfather”?
c.) Surely, Pinchas’ act of vengeance was a personal affront only to the
tribe of Shimon, whose leader Pinchas killed. We would presume,
however, that the other tribes would be thankful for Pinchas’ speedy
action which stopped a brazen act of public indecency and halted the
plague, saving many of their lives. On what basis did Rashi conclude that
all the tribes ridiculed Pinchas?
*See Shemos 6:25 and Rashi ibid.

d.) Did the tribes feel that Pinchas acted within the bounds of Jewish
law or not? If they felt that Pinchas was legally justified in his actions,
because, “If someone cohabits with a non-Jewish woman [in public],
zealots have a right to strike him dead” (Rashi to 25:7), then what was their
complaint? And if they felt that the above law only applies to a true zealot
who feels righteous indignation, and Pinchas did not fall into this category
[as Be’er Basadeh writes], then it follows that, in their opinion, Pinchas
had no right to kill Zimri. Why then did they not criticize Pinchas for
spilling innocent blood, rather than stressing the fact that his grandfather
fattened cows for idol worship?

T HE E XPLANATION
In his commentary to verse 6, at the end of Parshas Balak, Rashi
explains why everybody was weeping, rather than taking action, at Zimri’s
brazenness: “The law was concealed from him [i.e. from Moshe]. So they
all burst out weeping. At the incident of the Golden Calf Moshe stood up
against six hundred thousand people... yet here he seemed helpless!
However, [this was orchestrated] so that Pinchas could come and take [the
reward] that he deserved.” Now, the tribes could not possibly have
known, or even imagined, that God had concealed the law from Moshe
in order to reward Pinchas. So when they saw that Moshe chose not to
act and then Pinchas took action in Moshe’s presence, they were
outraged. How could Pinchas have been so disrespectful to Moshe and
the other sages, who were surely aware of the law and yet had not taken
c 'j whrfz 4
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od spoke to Moshe, saying: 11 “Pinchas, the son of Elazar the son of Aharon the priest, has
turned My anger away from the children of Israel by zealously avenging Me in their presence,
and I did not destroy the children of Israel because of My zealous anger. 12 Therefore, say (to
him): I am hereby giving him My covenant of peace. 13 It will be an eternal covenant of priesthood for
him, and for his descendants after him, because he was zealous for his God and atoned for the children
of Israel.”
TORAS MENACHEM
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The Last Word

T HE M OTIVES

OF A

[

C RITIC

he tribes appeared to have convincing proof that Pinchas’
motives were not pure (see Rashi), but they were mistaken. This
teaches us a powerful lesson whenever we are tempted to find
fault with another person’s good deeds and question their
motives: One can never know another’s true intentions. So long
as a person is doing good, he should not be put down or mocked,
even if one has a “solid” proof that the person is insincere. And in
any case, even if it were true, and the person indeed had ulterior
motives, we are taught always to study Torah and perform
mitzvos even for the wrong reason, since in this way one will
eventually come to have pure motives (Pesachim 50b).
deeper question here is: Where does the desire come from to
find fault in people who are doing something good? In our
case, the tribes appeared to have holy intentions: They were
concerned that Pinchas had slighted the honor of Moshe by taking
the law into his own hands (see Toras Menachem). Similarly, a person
may imagine that he has a low tolerance for other people’s bad
intentions because he himself is humble, and thus he finds the
pride of others distasteful.
In truth, however, the reverse is likely to be the case. The fact
that a person criticizes the good deeds of another is probably
because the critic himself is proud and does not like the idea that
somebody else accomplished something that he did not.
Of course, he will not admit this, even to himself, because his
pride makes him lazy, and recognizing that somebody else has
accomplished something makes it more uncomfortable to remain
lazy. Therefore, his arrogance leads him to put down the other
person’s good deeds, so they do not wound his pride or inspire
him to be a better person, which would require effort.
Furthermore, even if somebody’s mitzvah observance does
have overtones of haughtiness, the critic’s pride is nevertheless
more distasteful. For, ultimately, the person who “showed off”
with his mitzvah was at least honest about his pride and did not
attempt to conceal it. The critic, however, cannot tolerate the truth
that he too is proud, and he thus stoops to dishonesty, veiling his
pride in a “cloak” of humility and righteous indignation.
he lesson is obvious: It is much wiser to be an activist than a
critic. For a little pride can make criticism destructive, rather
than constructive, but a good deed always remains good,
regardless of the intention.

T

A

T

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, pp. 167-9)

action? Pinchas had disgraced Moshe and the other sages by acting as if
he alone was willing to take vengeance for God!
The fact that Moshe did not have Pinchas sentenced by the court for
murder ultimately proved that Pinchas had been legally justified in his
actions. Nevertheless, the tribes felt that Pinchas had acted disrespectfully
to Moshe, since they were unaware that the law had been concealed from
him by God. This led them to feel contempt for Pinchas, as they desired
to defend Moshe’s honor—and clearly, Moshe’s honor was something
that concerned all of the tribes, and not just the tribe of Shimon.
To the tribes, the “disrespectful” nature of Pinchas’ actions indicated
that he had not acted entirely out of moral necessity, but that he had
allowed undesirable aspects of his personality to become unleashed.
Pinchas, they concluded, was not a pure moralist but somewhat of an
opportunist. Jumping to kill Zimri before Moshe had decided on the
appropriate course of action, suggested that Pinchas had a sadistic
disposition and simply reveled in the opportunity to spill blood as soon as
the law permitted him to do so.
Where was the tribes’ proof? Rashi explains their line of thinking: “Have
you seen the descendant of Puti whose mother’s father fattened calves for
idol worship?” The tribes could not bring proof from the fact that Yisro
(Puti) was an idol-worshiper in general, because idol-worship is an
ideological mistake which is not inherited by one’s children. Rather, they
stressed that Yisro had a cruel, sadistic nature in that he fattened cows
only in order to slaughter them (to idols), i.e. he was cruel to animals.
And since a cruel disposition can be inherited, it follows—argued the
tribes—that Pinchas’ opportunist killing must be an expression of a
tendency to cruelty that he inherited from his grandfather.
On the other hand, they argued, the person that Pinchas killed was an
inherently kind person, a tribal leader, who cared for the needs of his
people. In fact, Zimri did what he did, in an (albeit misguided) attempt to
prove that it was permissible to cohabit with a non-Jewish woman, so as
to save his tribe from being punished for doing likewise (see Rashi to 25:6).
This point served to further the tribes’ argument—for who, but a cruel,
sadistic person would kill a leader who cared so much for his people? In
fact, they argued, don’t nice people just bring out the worst in nasty
people, who cannot bear the fact that somebody could be genuinely
good-natured?

P INCHAS ’ C ONNECTION

TO

A HARON

A serious flaw in the tribes’ argument was that, in addition to being the
grandson of Yisro, Pinchas was also Aharon’s grandson. So how can we
be sure that he inherited the negative qualities of Yisro and not the good
traits of Aharon?
In answer to this point, the tribes stressed that Yisro was Pinchas’
“mother’s father.” By nature, a boy’s disposition is most similar to that of
his mother, and a girl to that of her father—a fact which the reader will
have gleaned from Rashi’s comment to Bereishis 46:15: “The males are
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CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did God command a census at this time? (v. 1ff.)
RASHI: This could be compared to a shepherd whose flock was
attacked by wolves and some sheep were killed, so he counted them
to know how many were left.
Another interpretation: When they left Egypt and were placed in
Moshe’s hands, they were handed over to him with an account of
their number. Now that he was close to death and would soon have
to return his flock, he gave them back with an account of their number.
SIFSEI CHACHAMIM: Rashi was troubled: What is the connection
between the end of the plague and the census? He thus brought the
analogy of a shepherd counting his remaining sheep after some of
them were killed by wolves, which explains the connection.
However, this solution is problematic, for if the purpose of the
census was merely to quantify how many people survived the

plague, then why did they not simply count the number that had
passed away, rather than counting the entire population?
Due to this problem, Rashi brought a second interpretation, that
the census occurred at this point because Moshe was soon to die and
pass on his “flock.” The reason why the census appears here is thus
not directly connected with the plague, but rather, with God’s
command to destroy the Midianites, in verse 17 above. Later we will
read how God told Moshe that he would pass away after the battle
with Midian (below 31:2), so verse 17 above was, in effect, the first
signal of Moshe’s imminent passing. Therefore the census was
carried out here: “Now that he was close to death and would soon
have to return his flock.”
However, this interpretation is flawed, as Moshe’s death was still
several months ahead, so it is difficult to understand why the census
occurred now. Therefore, Rashi brought the first interpretation too.

TORAS MENACHEM

attributed to Leah whereas the females are attributed to Ya’akov, to teach
you that if the woman emits seed first then she will give birth to a male
and if the man emits seed first then she will give birth to a female.” Thus,
the tribes wished to argue that Pinchas would have inherited the
disposition of his maternal, and not paternal grandfather.

Rashi thus explains, “Scripture traces his lineage to Aharon,” indicating
that Pinchas actually inherited the nature of Aharon, who “pursued peace
and brought people who were fighting with each other to love each other”
(Rashi to 20:29 above). And this was proof that Pinchas’ intentions had
indeed been pure.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 160ff.; Sichas Shabbos Parshas Pinchas 5725)
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The name of the Israelite man that was killed, who was killed along with the Midianite woman, was
Zimri the son of Salu, the leader of Shimon’s paternal house.
15
The name of the Midianite woman who was killed was Kazby the daughter of Tzur, a national leader
of a paternal house in Midian.
16
God spoke to Moshe, saying: 17 Be hostile to the Midianites and strike them down!* 18 For they were
hostile to you with their schemes which they plotted against you with the Pe’or affair and the affair of
Kazby their sister, daughter of the Midianite leader, who was killed on the day of the plague (which came)
because of the Pe’or affair.
[

26

MOSHE ’S FINAL CENSUS

[

I

t was after the plague. God spoke to Moshe and to Elazar the son of Aharon the priest, saying:
2
“Take the sum of the entire congregation of the children of Israel. (Include in this census all those)
from twenty years old and upwards, according to their paternal houses, (i.e.) all who are fit to go
out to the army in Israel.”
TORAS MENACHEM

k

M OSHE ’ S F INAL C ENSUS ( V . 1ff.)

In his first interpretation, Rashi explains that the current census, “could
be compared to a shepherd whose flock was attacked by wolves and some
sheep were killed, so he counted them to know how many were left.”
Sifsei Chachamim explains that Rashi’s comment was intended to
clarify why the census came after the plague that killed many thousands
of people, as verse 1 states, “It was after the plague....”
However, it is difficult to accept that this was Rashi’s only intention, for
the need to count a population after many lives has been lost is selfexplanatory. Why would an analogy be needed to clarify this point?
Rashi’s analogy here becomes even more confusing when we compare
it with a similar analogy that he cited (in Parshas Ki Sisa) to explain why
a census was carried out after the sin of the Golden Calf:
“This could be compared to a flock of sheep that was dear to its owner
which was struck by a plague. When it ended, he said to the shepherd,
‘I have a request for you: Count my sheep so that you know how many of
them are left.’ This was in order to make it known that they were dear to
him” (Rashi to Shemos 30:16).
A number of key distinctions emerge here:
a.) In Parshas Ki Sisa the census was initiated by the “owner” of the
sheep. Here, however, Rashi makes no reference to the owner, and writes
that the census was carried out through the initiative of the “shepherd.”
b.) In Parshas Ki Sisa, the sheep are killed by “a plague,” and in our
Parsha, by “wolves.”
c.) In Parshas Ki Sisa, Rashi writes that the sheep were counted, “to
make it known that they were dear to him” (i.e. the owner), whereas in
our Parsha no reference is made to this point.
What is the reason for all these changes?

R ASHI ’ S S ECOND I NTERPRETATION
Rashi was not satisfied with the above, and he continued:
“Another interpretation: When they left Egypt and were placed in
Moshe’s hands, they were handed over to him in a precise number. Now
that he was close to death and would soon have to return his flock, he
gave them back in a precise number.”
What difficulty with Rashi’s first interpretation prompted him to bring a
second one?
* See below, ch. 31.

Sifsei Chachamim argues that Rashi was troubled why a census of the
entire population was necessary to ascertain how many people died in the
plague. Surely, it would have been easier to count the casualties?
However, this is difficult to accept in light of Rashi’s comment at the
beginning of Parshas Bamidbar: “Because they are precious to Him, He
counts them all the time.” Clearly, a census is an expression of Divine
affection for the Jewish people which God is eager to carry out at every
opportunity, even if it is not necessary.
A further problem with Rashi’s second interpretation is that it does not
seem to explain the connection between the plague and the census, as
Sifsei Chachamim asks. (Sifsei Chachamim’s solution, requires familiarity
with a later verse in Parshas Matos (See Classic Questions), and it is difficult
to accept that Rashi, who wrote his commentary for the beginner, relied
on the reader to be familiar with later material in order to understand the
current discussion).

T HE E XPLANATION
Earlier, at the end of Parshas Balak, we read how the Jewish people
were punished for the sin of Ba’al Pe’or in two ways: i.) There was a
plague which killed 24,000 people (25:9). ii.) “Moshe said to the judges of
Israel, ‘Each of you should kill men who became attached to Ba’al Pe’or’”
(v. 5 ibid.). Rashi explains: “Each one of the Jewish judges executed two
men, and there were 88,000 Jewish judges.” From this it follows that
166,000 people were executed by the judges, a much greater loss than
that which occurred through the plague.
So on reaching our verse, Rashi was troubled: Why does the Torah
stress that the census was made “after the plague,” omitting any mention
of the losses that occurred through the judges which were several times
greater?
To answer this question Rashi writes: “This could be compared to a
shepherd whose flock was attacked by wolves.” I.e. we are not speaking
here of a case like that of Parshas Ki Sisa, where the owner of the sheep
asks for his flock to be counted, “in order to make it known that they were
dear to him,” after an incident which was beyond the shepherd’s control,
“a plague.” Rather, this census was the responsibility of the shepherd
himself, due to, “an attack of wolves,” something the shepherd should
have averted, since it is his job to protect the sheep from wolves. Thus,
by modifying the analogy here, Rashi has brought to light a distinction
between Moshe’s role in the sin of the Golden Calf (Parshas Ki Sisa) and
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his role in the sin of Ba’al Pe’or. During the sin of the Golden Calf, Moshe
was on Mount Sinai, and was thus not responsible for what happened.
Therefore, the losses which the Jewish people incurred are compared to
a “plague,” which was beyond the control of the shepherd, and the
census which followed the disaster was purely an expression of God’s
(“the owner’s”) love for the Jewish people, and not Moshe’s (“the
shepherd’s”) negligence.
However, during the sin of Ba’al Pe’or Moshe was present, so he might
have felt responsible for some of the deaths. As Rashi writes, that when
Zimri took Kazby into a tent in Moshe’s presence, “The law was concealed
from him. So they all burst out weeping” (25:6), and it was Pinchas—not
Moshe—who remembered the law and took immediate action, causing
the plague to stop. So, Moshe might have felt that he was culpable for
some of the losses at least, since he had not remembered the law at a
crucial moment.
Of course, we know that it was not Moshe’s fault, since God had
concealed the law from Moshe, “so that Pinchas could come and take [the
reward] that he deserved” (Rashi ibid.). But Moshe did not know that, so he
would have felt somewhat responsible for his “failure” amid this crisis of
the plague. But he would not have felt the same way about the 166,000
people that were executed by the Jewish judges, since this was a clear
ruling of the court.
Rashi’s analogy thus explains why the Torah stresses that this census
was “after the plague,” omitting the fact that it was also after the execution

of a further 166,000 people by the judges—because Moshe carried out
this census with a sense of personal responsibility for the lives lost during
the plague that were connected with his (apparent) negligence, which was
not the case for the other losses. And, by counting the people after his
“negligence,” Moshe was affirming his intention to be a more responsible
shepherd in the future.

R ASHI ’ S S ECOND I NTERPRETATION
Rashi was not satisfied with his first interpretation, as it appears to be
out of context here. For, if Moshe was now counting the Jewish people
not merely to discharge an obligation from God, but as an important act
of leadership, to re-commit himself to the people he was to lead in the
future, he would have surely involved Yehoshua, who was soon to take
over the leadership from Moshe just a few months later.
Therefore, Rashi cited a second interpretation which explains this matter
more satisfactorily: “When they left Egypt and were placed in Moshe’s
hands, they were handed over to him with an account of their number.
Now that he was close to death and would soon have to return his flock,
he gave them back with an account of their number.”
However, while this interpretation does explain why Yehoshua was not
involved in the counting, it does not clarify why the census occurred here
“after the plague,” and not immediately before Moshe’s passing.
Therefore, Rashi cited it only as a secondary interpretation.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 326ff.)
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Moshe and Elazar the priest spoke with (the people) in the plains of Mo’av, by the Jordan near
Jericho, saying: 4 “(You must be counted) from the age of twenty years and upward, as God commanded
Moshe and the children of Israel when coming out of Egypt.”
[
SECOND
READING

5

THE CENSUS RESULTS

[

Re’uvain (was) Yisra’el’s firstborn. Re’uvain’s descendants were:
–
–
–
–
7

The Chanochi family, descended from Chanoch.
The Palu’i family, descended from Palu.
6
The Chetzroni family, descended from Chetzron.
The Karmi family, descended from Karmi.

These were the Re’uvainite families. They totalled forty-three thousand, seven hundred and thirty.
–
–

8
9

The sons of Palu were: Eli’av.
The sons of Eli’av were: Nemu’ail, Dasan and Aviram

— (These were) the same Dasan and Aviram who were the communal delegates from Korach’s
group that incited (the people) against Moshe and Aharon, (thereby) inciting them against God. 10 But
the earth opened its mouth and swallowed them with Korach, when that group died, (and) when fire
destroyed (the other) two hundred and fifty men. Thus they became a sign (of the right of Aharon’s
descendants to the priesthood). 11 Korach’s sons, however, did not die. —
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What happened to Korach’s sons? (v. 11)
RASHI: They were the first to get involved in the conspiracy, but
during the dispute they had thoughts of teshuvah (repentance) in
their hearts. Therefore, a secure, elevated area was set apart for them
in Gehinom (underground purgatory), and they settled there.
SIFSEI CHACHAMIM: Rashi was troubled by an open contradiction.
Above it is written, “The earth opened its mouth, swallowing them
and their houses, all Korach’s people and all their property” (16:32),
and yet here we read that Korach’s own sons did not die? Therefore,
Rashi explains how both statements are true: The earth did indeed
swallow up Korach’s sons, but they did not die, because “a secure,
elevated area was set apart for them in Gehinom,” since they
did teshuvah.
GUR ARYEH: Since they only contemplated teshuvah in their hearts,
and did not do complete teshuvah, which requires verbal confession,

they were still punished by being swallowed up. But due to their
partial teshuvah they did not lose their lives.
SEFER HAZIKARON: They are still in Gehinom to this day.
NACHALAS YA’AKOV: How could Korach’s sons still be in the
underground Gehinom? Rashi writes explicitly that Korach saw
prophetically “a chain of great people descended from him:
Shmuel... the twenty-four watches [of Levites in the Temple]” (Rashi to
16:7). Clearly then, Korach’s sons did eventually come out of
Gehinom and father children.

 Why is the fact that Korach’s sons survived not mentioned in Parshas Korach? (v. 11)
SHACH AL HATORAH: Because this would have been an affront to
Moshe, who said that if “the earth opens its mouth and swallows
them... then you will know that these men have provoked God”
(Shach al Hatorah to 16:32).

TORAS MENACHEM
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T HE F ATE

OF

K ORACH ’ S S ONS ( V . 11)

Sifsei Chachamim and Gur Aryeh explain why Rashi concluded
that, when the earth swallowed up Korach’s sons, “a protected, elevated
area was set apart for them in Gehinom.”
However, they do not explain what led Rashi to conclude that, “They
were the first to get involved in the conspiracy.” What is the proof for this
point, at the literal level?
A further, more general problem is why the fate of Korach’s sons is
mentioned here, amid the census of Re’uvain’s descendants, and not in
Parshas Korach itself? Shach al Hatorah argues that it would have been
an affront to Moshe if we would have discovered in Parshas Korach that
some of those who stood against him had survived.

But ultimately, all Korach’s men were swallowed up exactly as Moshe
had predicted, so why would it weaken Moshe’s position if Korach’s sons
then survived because they had thoughts of teshuvah? And was it not
Moshe’s wish that Korach’s assembly should do teshuvah?
A final question here concerns the offspring of Korach’s sons. As
Nachalas Ya’akov proves, Korach’s sons must have been released from
Gehinom at some point, since they produced descendants that included
Shmuel the prophet and the twenty-four watches of the Temple. But
when, at the literal level, did Korach’s sons escape?

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi did not clarify when Korach’s sons were released from Gehinom,
or why their fate was recorded here in the account of Re’uvain’s
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descendants, as he felt that the reader was in possession of enough
information to understand the matter for himself:
In Parshas Korach we learned the fate of Korach’s sons: “They
descended alive into the grave.... The earth covered them up, and they
were lost to the congregation.” At first glance, after reading that “they
descended alive into the grave,” the statement that “they were lost to the
congregation” appears to be superfluous. However, when we read in our
Parsha that “Korach’s sons did not die,” we can appreciate, in retrospect,
that with the words “they were lost to the congregation,” the Torah was
actually fixing a time limit to their sentence in Gehinom. Namely, that
Korach’s sons were only lost to that congregation, i.e. the congregation of
Jewish people living at that time, but when “the congregation” would pass
on Korach’s sons would be released.
Thus, in Parshas Korach, nobody knew that, “Korach’s sons did not
die,” because they were still below the ground. But when the census was
carried out in our Parsha, after, “all those destined to die in the desert had
already perished” (Rashi to 20:22, above), Korach’s sons would have already
been released, so it had become public knowledge that “Korach’s sons
did not die.” Therefore, this fact was recorded in the census.

However, this only explains why Korach’s family were mentioned in this
census in general. Why though, were they mentioned among Re’uvain’s
descendants, and not below with the Levite families (v. 57ff.), being that
Korach was a Levite?
At first glance, we might argue that since the Torah mentions here the
fate of Dasan and Aviram (who were from the tribe of Re’uvain), it is
logical to also mention Korach’s sons, who were swallowed up by the
earth at the same time as Dasan and Aviram.
In truth however, associating Dasan and Aviram together with Korach’s
sons appears to be unfair, since Dasan and Aviram were the primary
instigators of Korach’s rebellion who lost their lives, whereas Korach’s
sons disassociated themselves from the rebellion, by doing teshuvah, and
lived. Thus, the fact that they are placed together with Dasan and Aviram
led Rashi to conclude that Korach’s sons were also “the first to get
involved in the conspiracy,” like Dasan and Aviram, but that nevertheless,
their lives were later saved because of their thoughts of teshuvah.
And this brings to light the power of teshuvah: Even an incomplete
teshuvah was sufficient to save the instigators of Korach’s rebellion.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 33, p. 170ff.)
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Shimon’s descendants, according to their families:
–
–
–
–
–

14

15

The Nemu’eli family, descended from Nemu’el.
The Yamini family, descended from Yamin.
The Yachini family, descended from Yachin.
13
The Zarchi family, descended from Zerach.
The Sha’uli family, descended from Sha’ul.

(The total of) the Shimonite families (was) twenty-two thousand, two hundred.
Gad’s descendants, according to their families:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

The Tzefoni family, descended from Tzefon.
The Chagi family, descended from Chagi.
The Shuni family, descended from Shuni.
16
The Ozni family, descended from Ozni.
The Airi family, descended from Airi.
17
The Arodi family, descended from Arod.
The Araili family, descended from Araili.

18

These were families of Gad’s descendants. Their total number was forty thousand, five hundred.

19

Yehudah’s (first two) sons were Air and Onan, but Air and Onan died in the land of Cana’an.
Yehudah’s descendants, according to their families:

20

–
–
–
21

The Shailani family, descended from Shailah.
The Partzi family, descended from Peretz.
The Zarchi family, descended from Zerach.

The descendants of Peretz were:
–
–

The Chetzroni family, descended from Chetzron.
The Chamuli family, descended from Chamul.

22

These were Yehudah’s families. Their total number was seventy-six thousand, five hundred.

23

Yissachar’s descendants, according to their families:
–

The Tolai family, descended from Tola.
TORAS MENACHEM

[

Sparks of Chasidus

he Zohar teaches that the letter yud was added to Pinchas’ name
and the letter hei was added to Yosef’s name (see Psalms 81:6)
because they were both zealous about the prohibition of cohabiting
with a non-Jewish woman: Pinchas killed Zimri and Yosef resisted the
persistent attempts of Potifar’s wife (Zohar III 213b).
This sheds light on Rashi’s explanation why each of the family
names included in the census consisted of their paternal father’s
name with a hei added at the front and a yud at the end: “The nations
would taunt [Israel], saying, ‘Why do they trace their lineage by tribe?
Do they really think that the Egyptians did not have their way with
their mothers?’... So God placed His Name upon them, hei at one

T

[

side and yud at the other, as if to say, ‘I testify that these people are
indeed the sons of their fathers’” (Rashi to v. 5). Thus, we see here that
the same letters, yud and hei, were added to show that the Jewish
people had been moral, like Pinchas and Yosef.
Why is this vigilance attested to by these two particular letters? Our
Sages noted that the Hebrew words for “man” (Jh¦t) and “woman”
¨ t¦ ) only differ in the letters yud and hei, which spell God’s Name.
(v J
On this, they remarked, “If a couple is found worthy, the Divine
Presence will be with them” (Sotah 17a). Here we see the Talmudic
source that the letters yud and hei testify that God’s people are pure
and holy.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 483)
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oŸ¾xnW§l i®¦aW«Id zg−©RWn aE¾Wi§l ck :i«pERd zg−©RWn d¾Eªt§l
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– The Puni family, descended from Puvah.
– 24 The Yashuvi family, descended from Yashuv.
– The Shimroni family, descended from Shimron.
These were Yissachar’s families. Their total number was sixty-four thousand, three hundred.
Zevulun’s descendants, according to their families:
– The Sardi family, descended from Sered.
– The Ailoni family, descended from Ailon.
– The Yachle’aili family, descended from Yachle’ail.
These were the Zevulunite families. Their total number was sixty thousand, five hundred.
The descendants of Yosef according to their families (included) Menasheh and Efrayim.
The descendants of Menasheh:
– The Machiri family, descended from Machir. Machir fathered Gilad.
– The Giladi family, descended from Gilad.
These were the families of Gilad’s descendants:
– The Iyezri family, descended from Iyezer.
– The Chelki family, descended from Chailek.
– 31 The Asriaili family, descended from Asriail.
– The Shichmi family, descended from Shechem.
– 32 The Shmida’iy family, descended from Shmida.
– The Chefri family, descended from Chaifer.
– 33 Tzelafchad the son of Chaifer did not have sons, but daughters. The names of Tzelafchad’s
daughters were Machlah, No’ah, Choglah, Milcah and Tirtzah.
These were Menasheh’s families. Their total number was fifty-two thousand, seven hundred.

35

These were Efrayim’s descendants, according to their families:
– The Shusalchi family, descended from Shuselach.
– The Bachri family, descended from Becher.
– The Tachani family, descended from Tachan.
36
These were the descendants of Shuselach: The Airani family, descended from Airan.

37

These were the families of Efrayim’s descendants. Their total number was thirty-two thousand, five
hundred. (All) these were Yosef’s descendants, according to their families.
38

Binyamin’s descendants, according to their families:
– The Bali family, descended from Bela.
– The Ashbaili family, descended from Ashbail.
– The Achirami family, descended from Achiram (also known as Achi).
– 39 The Shufami family, descended from Shefufam (also known as Mupim).
– The Chufami family, descended from Chufam.
40
The sons of Bela were Ard and Na’aman:
– The Ardi family.
– The Na’ami family, descended from Na’aman.
41
These were Binyamin’s descendants, according to their families. Their total number was forty-five
thousand, six hundred.
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Sparks of Chasidus

hile Jewish law obligates each person to observe all the
mitzvos, there is always at least one particular mitzvah to
which one’s soul is drawn more strongly (cf. Shabbos 118b). According
to Chasidic thought, this concept is hinted to by the fact that the Land
was apportioned “by means of a lottery” (v. 55), suggesting that one’s
primary mission in life, one’s spiritual “inheritance,” has been preallotted to him on High, and that one has no choice in the matter.
The reason why a person’s soul has a particular affinity to its
“special mitzvah” is because each soul is a “spark” of the general soul
which Adam possessed; and corresponding to its original “location”
within Adam’s soul, it will have a distinct spiritual path of its own.
Consequently, through observing his “special mitzvah” the person
will become spiritually fulfilled, which will give him additional
enthusiasm in the observance of all the other mitzvos too.

W

[

ow can a person discover what his “special mitzvah” is? There
is no simple solution. However, being that a person’s mission
in life is centered around his “special mitzvah,” it follows that his
“evil inclination” will oppose this mitzvah strongly, which may give
a person a clue as to what it is. Furthermore, Divine Providence will
inevitably lead a person to circumstances which are conducive to the
observance of his “special mitzvah.” [So if one is wealthy, for
example, his special mitzvah is quite possibly to give charity].
In addition to all the above, every person in a given generation will
have a “special mitzvah,” by virtue of the times in which he lives.
And in our times, this is the obligation to promote knowledge, belief
and yearning for the coming of Mashiach, since our souls have, by
Divine Providence, been placed here in the last generation of Exile.

H

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 2, p. 346ff.; Sefer Hama’amorim 5708, p. 240,
note 6; Sefer Hasichos 5752, vol. 1, p. 97)
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Dan’s descendants, according to their families:
–

The Shuchami family, descended from Shucham (Chushim). These were Dan’s families.

43

The total number of all the Shuchamite families was sixty-four thousand, four hundred.

44

Asher’s descendants, according to their families:
–
–
–
45

–
–
46
47

The Yimnah family, descended from Yimnah.
The Yishvi family, descended from Yishvi.
The Briyi family, descended from Briyah.
The descendants of Briyah:
The Chevri family, descended from Chaiver.
The Malkiaili family, descended from Malkiail.
The name of Asher’s daughter was Sarach.

These were the families of Asher’s descendants. Their total was fifty-three thousand, four hundred.

48

Naftali’s descendants, according to their families:
–
–
–
–

The Yachtzaili family, descended from Yachtzail.
The Guni family, descended from Guni.
49
The Yitzri family, descended from Yaitzer.
The Shilaimi family, descended from Shilaim.

50

These were Naftali’s families according to their families. Their total was forty-five thousand, four
hundred.
51

This was the total number of the children of Israel (counted): Six hundred and one thousand, seven
hundred and thirty.
[

26:52
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[

G

od spoke to Moshe, saying: 53 “You should apportion the Land as an inheritance (only) among
these names (who were included) in the (above) census. 54 To a large (tribe) you should give a
larger inheritance and to a small (tribe) you should give a smaller inheritance. Each one should
be given an inheritance according to its size. 55 You must only apportion the Land by means of a lottery.
They will inherit it (in portions that are divided) according to the names of their tribal ancestors (that
came out of Egypt). 56 Whether (a group) is numerous or small, their inheritance of land should be
apportioned through the mouth of the (miraculous, talking) lottery.
hWar

hba 'smhf /ohhjv ,t oharuh oh,n itfu oh,nv ,t oharuh ohhjv ,ukjbv
'vaka vzku sjt vzk '.rtv htcc ohbc ovk uhva 'ohrmn htmuhn ohjt
vrzj '.rtv ekj, vktk rntba 'vaka ukyb vakavu 'sjt ekj kyb sjtv
o,uct ,uyn ,unak rntba uvzu /vuac kfv uekju ivhct hct kmt i,kjb
vkj,n uktu 'ohrmnn utmha ,uctv hpk vuekj ohbcv ukyba rjta /ukjbh
uhafg 'ohekj hba tkt 'vgcrtv ukt ihkyub uhv tk ohrmn htmuh ihbnk vuekj
u b , h u r n u t t u v i f u ' c k f u g a u v h u t m h / k r u d c l t :4 o h e k j v g c r t u k y b
r a t r h g v , t u k u b , b w v h p k g r n u t u '5 v a n r c s r a t f i u r c j , t c k f k
v h v k r u d v / k r u d v h p k g ( u b ) :1 o h s c g u o h r d u t m h / o , c t , u y n :6 k t a
:3 w v h p k g r n t b l f k ' a s u e v j u r c v e k j , b a s h d n ' h , a r h p a u n f ' r c s n

'ohekjv uekj ycav hucr hpk kfv hrva 'ohua ohekjv uhv tka hp kg ;tu
tccc arupna unf 'asuev jur hp kg vhv krudvu 'krud h"g tkt uag tk
ot asuev jurc rnutu 'ohnu,u ohrutc acukn vhv ivfv rzgkt 1tr,c
'ihe,p c"hc ohcu,f uhv ohycavu /ung vkug hbukp ouj, 'vkug hbukp yca
hba kyubu vfu,k ush xhbfn thabvu hpkec oukkcu 'ihe,p c"hc ohkucd c"hu
unmg krudvu 'uk arupnv kucd ka e,pu 'uyca oa ka e,p ushc vkug 'ihe,p
hp kg rntba 'hbukp ycak 'hbukp kucdk h,hkg krudv hbt rnutu juum vhv
' t n u a c t k t ' u r c j n j c u a n k u c d a h a h p k ' v s n c . r t v v e k j , b t k u '2 k r u d v
, u y n , u n a k ( v b ) :3 o h n s v h p k k f v ' c u y v t x , h c s d b f g r r u f , h c
kfa 'vru,ca ,ukjbv kfn uz vkjb cu,fv vba /ohrmn htmuh ukt /o,uct
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l u , c u s e p , v t k h f ( c x ) :2 g a , u o h a a t k t t m u n v , t h t i y r p c h r v a : h r v m h v i n , m e u h k t h z g v u h g n a v , j p a n i t f r x j / h u k , j p a n v k t ( j b )
ovk i,b tk hf :ogy vnu 'vba ohrag hbc ihbnb ,uhvk /ktrah hbc ihtu [ohrmnc v,shk] 'ohrmnc v,skh u,at /hukk v,t vskh rat (yb)
i,uh uhsuep hpk aht rntba 'vkjb hbc uhv vba ohrag icn ihbnbvu /vkjb 'ohgca ihbn vnhkav thvu 'v,skh vnujv lu,k uxbfbaf /ohrmnc v,ruv
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did the tribe of Levi not receive an allotment of
land? Are they allowed to possess any land at all? (v. 62)
RAMBAM: The entire tribe of Levi is prohibited from taking a share
in the apportionment of the Land of Cana’an, and is also prohibited
from sharing the spoils when they conquer cities, as the verse states,
“The priests, the Levites, all the tribe of Levi, shall have no portion
nor inheritance” (Devarim 18:1), i.e. they will have no portion of the
spoils, or an inheritance of land. Likewise it is written, “You will not
come to possess their Land, nor will you have a portion along with
them” (Bamidbar 18:20)...
It appears to me that this rule only applies to the lands that were
sworn by covenant to Avraham, Yitzchak and Ya’akov, that were
then bequeathed to their children and distributed among them.
However, other lands that are conquered by a Jewish king may be
owned by priests and Levites, and their spoils may be shared, as is
the case with any other Jew.

Why did the tribe of Levi not merit a portion in the Land of Israel
and its spoils, as their brothers did? Because they have been
separated out to serve God as His ministers....Therefore they were
also separated from worldly matters. They are not required to fight in
a war, like other Jewish people, and they do not inherit the Land
(Laws of the Sabbatical and Jubilee Years 13:10-12).
SMAG: In the future era, the Levites will be given a portion in the
Land, as the Talmud suggests (see Bava Basra 122a, and Rashbam ibid.).
MINCHAS CHINUCH: I cannot understand the Talmud’s assertion that
the Levites will receive a portion in the Land in the future. For the
prohibition against the Levites owning a portion of the Land is one of
the 613 commandments, all of which are in force eternally. So how
could this prohibition be waived in the future?
In any case, Rambam clearly did not accept that the Levites would
be apportioned land in the future, as he omits this point from his
Code (Mitzvah 408).

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE L EVITES ’ I NHERITANCE ( V . 62)

Minchas Chinuch writes that Rambam did not rule in favor of the
view that the Levites will be apportioned land in the future era, arguing
that if Rambam did accept this point he would have said so explicitly.
However, there is a principle that Smag adhered to Rambam’s rulings
steadfastly (see Yad Malachi, klalei haSmag 46), and in our case, Smag
concludes that in the future time the tribe of Levi will have a portion in
the Land of Israel. We may therefore presume with confidence that Smag
maintained that this was the view of Rambam. So we need to find a clear

indication of this in Rambam’s ruling. We also need to answer the
objection of Minchas Chinuch: Since the prohibition against a Levite
owning a portion of the Land is one of the 613 commandments which are
in force eternally, how could Rambam rule that this prohibition will be
waived in the future?

T HE E XPLANATION
It would seem that Rambam himself answered these questions with his
choice of phrase, “The entire tribe of Levi is prohibited from taking a
share in the apportionment of the Land of Cana’an,” rather than his usual
f 'dh vcr rcsnc 2
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OF THE

LEVITES

[

hese were the Levite families included in the census:
–

The Gershoni family, descended from Gershon. The Kehosi family, descended from Kehos.
The Merari family, descended from Merari.

These were the Levite families:
–

The Livni family, the Chevroni family, the Machli family, the Mushi family, the Korchi family.

–

Kehos fathered Amram. 59 The name of Amram’s wife was Yocheved, the daughter of Levi,
whom (Levi’s wife) bore to Levi in Egypt.

–

For Amram, (Yocheved) bore Aharon and Moshe, and their sister Miriam. 60 Nadav, Avihu,
Elazar and Isamar were born to Aharon. 61 Nadav and Avihu died when they offered up an
extraneous fire before God.

62

The total number counted was twenty-three thousand. (This included) every male aged one month
and upward. (The Levites) were not counted with the (other) children of Israel (from the age of twenty),
since they did not receive any inheritance (of land) together with the children of Israel.
TORAS MENACHEM

expression the “Land of Israel.”* In the future era, the “Land of Israel” will
be expanded to include the lands of the Kenites, Kenizites and
Kadmonites, but the term “Land of Cana’an” can only refer to the land of
the seven nations at the time of Yehoshua’s conquest. Thus, while “the
entire tribe of Levi is prohibited from taking a share... of the Land of
Cana’an,” they may be granted ownership of part of the three additional
lands, when they are acquired in the future era.**
However, this answer seems to contradict the explicit statement of
Rambam that “the tribe of Levi did not merit a portion in the Land of
Israel and its spoils, as their brethren did, because they have been
separated out to serve God as His ministers.... Therefore they were also
separated from worldly matters.” If the reason why the Levites were
not allowed a portion in the Land of Cana’an is in order to be separated
from “worldly matters,” then how could they be apportioned any land in
the future?
It could be argued, however, that there are two different categories of
land given by God to the Jewish people: One is an “inheritance,” and the
second is a “gift.” God gave the lands of the seven nations as an
“inheritance,” in order to give the Jewish people a homeland, similar to
that possessed by other nations. And since the concept of a homeland is
not exclusive to the Jewish people, it comes under the category of
“worldly matters,” forbidden to the Levites, who may “not receive any
inheritance” (v. 62).
But the additional three lands to be granted in the future—the lands of
the Kenites, Kenizites and Kadmonites—will not be given out of the
necessity for the Jewish people to have their own homeland, but rather as
a gift from God. This is evident from the verse, “When God, your God,
will expand your borders” (Devarim 19:8), which suggests that God will give
the Jewish people land beyond that which is necessary. Consequently,
ownership in these extra portions is not a “worldly matter,” (an
“inheritance”), and is therefore not a problem for the Levites.

L EVITES

IN THE

F UTURE E RA

Rambam writes at the end of his Mishneh Torah, that in the Messianic
Era, “the entire world will only be occupied with the knowledge of God”
(Laws of Kings 12:4). From this it appears that the distinction between Levites
and other Jews will then fade away, because all Jews (“the entire world”)
will be devoted to “the knowledge of God” and they will thus be free from
“worldly matters.” Nevertheless, in the future era the Jewish people will
possess the Land of Cana’an (i.e. the seven lands) as an inheritance.
Apparently then, owning a portion of the Land of Cana’an is not a
contradiction to being “separated from worldly matters”!
The answer to this problem can be found in Rambam’s words, earlier in
the very same law: “In that Era there will be neither famine nor war,
neither envy nor competition, for good things will flow in abundance and
all the delights will be as freely available as dust. The entire world will only
be occupied with the knowledge of God.”
Here Rambam makes clear that the Jewish people will be removed from
worldly matters for a different reason than the Levites: The Levites were
actively “separated out to serve God as His ministers,” whereas the rest of
the Jewish people will become “occupied with the knowledge of God,” by
default (for circumstantial reasons), because “there will be neither famine
nor war, etc.”
In other words, the Levites are intrinsically ministers of God who were
“hand-picked” for the task, and are thus aloof from worldly matters. The
rest of the Jewish people by comparison are not intrinsically aloof from
worldly affairs, and it is only because worldly distractions will be
eliminated in the Messianic Era that it will eventually become possible for
them to be devoted to the knowledge and worship of God on a full-time
basis. Thus, even in that time the distinction will remain between Levites
and other Jews.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 38, p. 103ff.)

* Later in the same law Rambam does refer to the “Land of Israel.” The question here is why he used the term “Land of Canaan” in this one instance. **Nevertheless, these details
were not written by Rambam explicitly in the Mishneh Torah, (and were merely hinted to by the use of the term “the Land of Cana’an”), since Rambam chose only to include those
laws which are specifically mentioned in the Talmud as clear legal conclusions, but not concepts that are cited parenthetically amid another discussion (see Yad Malachi, klalei
haRambam, par. 2, 5).
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uz ,ukuea ikufa shdn ' vmr, vkjn vbhhv,u rnut tuv ikvku /wudu vgb
usng tka shdn /rzgkt hbpku van hbpk (c) :irsx ,t vba lfhpk 'uzf
h b p k l f r j t u / v a n h b p k :4 i r v t , n a r j t ' o h g c r t v , b a c t k t o v h b p k
'uvarsu trenv xrx tkt 'gsuh rzgkt gsh tk van ot rapt 'rzgkt
uhv arsnv ,hcc rnut rzgkt hcr ouan ibj tct /vhath hcr hrcs
rnuk ,utc uhva hpk /wudu vhv tk tuvu (d) :okuf hbpk usngu 'ohcauh
kg umva jre ,sgc tku ohbbuk,n tyjc tk rnuk ueezb ',n utyjc
r n u t t c h e g w r /4u n g o h r j t , t t h y j v t k u ' , n u s c k u t y j c t k t ' v " c e v
o a g r d h v n k (s) :9 v h v o h k h p g n v i n r n u t i u g n a w r u / v h v o h m g a a u e n

, r z d v r z d b t k o h a b v k g k c t / w u d u a h t v h v t k v k t c u ( s x ) :1 u , k j b
atr vb,b ohrnut ohabtv /.rtv ,t ,uccjn uhv iva hpk 'ohkdrnv
, a r p v f n x b l f k /3 v z u j t u b k v b , , u r n u t o h a b v u '2 v n h r m n v c u a b u
r c f t k v u ' r n t b v n k / ; x u h i c v a b n , j p a n k ( t ) :4 i t f k s j p k m , u b c
,t o,hkgvu rntba '.rtv ,t ccj ;xuh lk rnuk tkt 'vabn ic rntb
u h v a l s n k k u / v z u j t u b k v b , r n t b a ' . r t v , t u c c j u h , u b c u '5 w u d u h , u n m g
cu,fv lk yrpu ohnu,x uh,uct vagnu uhagna hn kfa 'ohehsm okuf
tc iudf htbdk uxjh otu /ehsm ic ehsm vz hrv 'jcak uxjhk ovn sjtc
vkjn :4 u h v o h g a r u n g o h r f z b v k f a g u s h c '6g n a h k t i c v h b , b i c k t g n a h

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did Tzelafchad's daughters stress that their father “was not part of Korach’s assembly”? (v. 3)
RASHI: Since they were coming to say that “he died due to his own sin” (v. 3), they had to state that it was not the sin of the complainers,
nor was he in Korach’s assembly who incited [the people] against God (16:1ff.). Rather, he died only because of his own sin, and he did not
cause others to sin along with him. R’ Akiva says: “He was the wood-gatherer” (15:32-36). R’ Shimon says: “He was among those who were
defiant [attempting to enter the Land, after the sin of the spies] (14:40-45).
TORAS MENACHEM

k

T ZELAFCHAD ' S S IN (R ASHI

TO V . 3)

In the current passage (27:1-7), we read the story how Tzelafchad’s
daughters were granted a portion of the Land in response to a plea to
Moshe: “Why should our father’s name be missed out from his family
because he had no son? Give us a portion along with our father’s
brothers!” (v. 4). Before launching into their plea, Tzelafchad’s daughters
said the following words of introduction: “Our father died in the desert.
He was not part of the group that rebelled against God in Korach’s
assembly, but rather, he died due to his own sin” (v. 3).

Rashi clarifies that this introduction contains four succinct points:
a.) That Tzelafchad was not one of “the complainers.” Presumably, this
refers to those who “complained against Moshe and Aharon,”* after
Korach met his end, saying, “You have killed God’s people!” (17:6).
b.) Tzelafchad was not party to Korach’s rebellion.
c.) He died as a result of a private sin.
d.) Thus, he was not responsible for corrupting anybody else.
However, why is any of this relevant, at the literal level? Where do we
find in scripture, or in Rashi’s commentary, that the members of Korach’s

*The “sin of the complainers” could also refer to the incident where “the children of Israel complained about Moshe and Aharon” (14:2), after hearing the report of the spies.
However, at first glance, this appears difficult to accept, since Rashi writes (in the name of R’ Shimon) that Tzelafchad was one of those who regretted losing faith after the sin of the
spies and was defiant to enter the Land, which indicates that he had originally been one of the complainers. (However, see “The Explanation” below).
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This (concludes) the census of Moshe and Elazar the priest, who counted the children of Israel in
the Plains of Mo’av, by the Jordan, near Jericho. 64 Among these (who were counted here, there) was not
one man who had been included in the census of Moshe and Aharon when they counted the children of
Israel in the Sinai desert. 65 For God had said to them that they would definitely die in the desert. Not
one man remained from them, except for Calev the son of Yefuneh and Yehoshua the son of Nun.
[

COMPLAINT

OF

TZELAFCHAD’S DAUGHTERS

[

T

27

he daughters of Tzelafchad—the son of Chaifer, who was the son of Gilad, who was the son of
Machir, who was the son of Menasheh, from the families of Yosef’s son Menasheh—came
forward. His daughters’ names were Machlah, No’ah, Choglah, Milcah and Tirtzah. 2 They
stood before Moshe, Elazar the priest, the (tribal) leaders and the entire congregation, at the entrance of
the Tent of Meeting, saying, 3 “Our father died in the desert. He was not part of the group that rebelled
against God (nor was he) in Korach’s assembly, but rather, he died due to his own sin. He had no sons.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why does the passage about Tzelafchad's daughters follow after the census?
RASHI: “Among these there was not one man [who had been included in the census of Moshe and Aharon when they counted the children
of Israel in the Sinai desert]” (v. 64)—but the women were not included in the decree [which followed the sin of] the spies, for they cherished
the Land. The men said, “Let’s appoint a leader and return to Egypt!” (14:4), but the women said, “Give us a portion” [in the Land] (27:4). That
is why the passage of Tzelafchad’s daughters follows here (Rashi to v. 64).
TORAS MENACHEM

rebellion or the subsequent “complainers” forfeited their rights to the
Land, or that such a penalty was administered to individuals that caused
others to sin? Likewise, the “private” nature of the sin which led to
Tzelafchad's death does not appear to have any relevance here. So how
did this “introduction” of Tzelafchad’s daughters support their claim that
they should be given their father’s portion of the Land?

[

The Last Word

ccording to Rashi (cited in Classic Questions), the story of Tzelafchad’s
daughters stresses how women have many impressive qualities
in which they are simply superior to men: “The men said, ‘Let’s
appoint a leader and return to Egypt!’ (14:4), but the women said,
‘Give us a portion’ [in the Land] (27:4).”
In our times too, the superior qualities with which women have
been endowed are crucial to the survival of the Jewish people. This
fact comes to light when one considers the long-reaching effects of
the mitzvos whose observance is almost exclusively in the hands of
women, as we will soon explain.
f the Jewish people are essentially virtuous, then why is our actual
situation so lamentable, with the tides of assimilation growing as
the years pass by? Or, to phrase it differently: If the Jewish people are
by nature resilient to the morally and spiritually destructive influences of society—because every Jew possesses a “part of God” in his
soul, which can never be silenced—how is it that society has
succeeded in leading the Jewish people away from the Torah?
Of course, there are many answers to this question. However, the
primary corrupting influence is not merely being nurtured in a world
of debased values, but rather, the effect that our surroundings have on
the nature of a Jew.

A

I

Rashi then proceeds to cite a difference of opinion as to what
Tzelafchad’s sin was: “R’ Akiva says: ‘He was the wood-gatherer.’
R’ Shimon says: ‘He was among those who were defiant [attempting to
enter the Land, after the sin of the spies].’”
Being that Rashi’s self-declared intention is to explain “only the literal
meaning of scripture” (Rashi to Bereishis 3:8), his comments here demand

[

If a child is born from a union which was not sanctified by the laws
of family purity (taharas hamishpachah), the inherently refined nature
of the Jewish mind and heart is compromised in that child (besides
the possible negative effects on the physical health of the child).
Thus, a wide-scale breach in the observance of these laws has a farreaching effect, as it predisposes the Jewish people to a susceptibility
for embracing morally corrupt ideologies and lifestyles, which has led
to the situation in which we find ourselves today.
Of course, the Jewish soul always shines, and it has the capability
of withstanding even this setback. But then it is subjected to a further
onslaught—non-kosher food. According to Jewish sources, eating
non-kosher food not only dulls the mind from finding inspiration in
spiritual matters, it even has a corrupting effect on the personality (see
Bachaye & Abarbanel to Vayikra 11:13; Rema to Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh De’ah 81:7).
It follows therefore that the woman, who is practically responsible
for the observance of laws of family purity and kashrus in the home,
has a major influence on the destiny of the Jewish people. For by
molding refined characteristics into her children’s nature, she paints
a brighter future for the next generation—and this is a unique privilege
which is entrusted into the hands of the Jewish woman.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 13, p. 256ff.)
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, u b c i f : v a n k a u b h g v , t r t k a v n i b h g v , t r a s h d n '2 o u r n c h b p k u b n t o c h , , ' g r z , u c u a j , u c e b v i h t o t u ' , u s n u g i c o u e n c u b t / u b h c t
/ i , , i , b :5 u h r c s k v s u n v " c e v a o s t h r a t / u g c , v p h / , r c s s j p k m s h d n / o u k f , u g c u , u h v t k i c u k v h v o t t v / i c u k i h t h f :1 o c h k
:2 r p j h x f b c u h j t o g u e k j u ' o h r m n h t m u h n v h v a ' i v h c t e k j ' o h e k j h b a i t f u u b n n v f k v v n k g , b / i y p a n , t v a n c r e h u ( v ) :2 u h v , u h b n f j a
r c s /6 u a r u h k i c j h b n u b h t a h n c t u v ( v r c g t " x ) v r c g v i u a k / , r c g v u r j t r c s /3 h k t i u c h r e , o f n v a e h r a t r c s v u r n u k v r y g k y b a k g g r p b
'v,ut iharuh vkgcu vbca ycak ycan vkjb ,rcgn ,cva oa kg rjt
u,kjb ,t o,rcgvu ifu 'sckc rusv u,utk tkt vuymb tk vkjb cux, tka

vc,fbu sjpkm ,ubc ufza tkt 'van hsh kg c,fvk uz varp v,hv vhutr
u z v a r p v c u , f l f ' , u t h u n u d r , f / , r c s s j p k m , u b c i f ( z ) :4 i s h k g

TORAS MENACHEM

some justification. A literal interpretation must be indicated by the text of
scripture itself (in contrast to a Midrashic interpretation which may have
only a loose connection with the text). So why does the text of scripture
force us to conclude that Tzelafchad was either the “wood-gatherer” or
one of the “defiant ones”? There appears to be no direct reference to
these associations in the verse at all.
And why does Rashi cite two opinions of Tzelafchad’s sin? We need to
identify the advantage of each opinion, at the literal level.
Another facet of a literal study is that the original source of an idea is
irrelevant, since simplicity and contextual consistency alone validate a
literal interpretation. Thus, when Rashi does cite the source or author of
a given interpretation (which is the exception rather than the rule), it is an
indication to the reader that, on this occasion, the source or author is
relevant at the literal level, i.e. the interpretation needs to be perceived in
light of the character and thought-system of the one who authored it.
So we need to explain: Why did R’ Akiva understand that Tzelafchad
was the wood-gatherer, and R’ Shimon perceive him to be one of the
“defiant ones”?

W HAT

WAS THE

C OMPLAINT

OF

T ZELAFCHAD ’ S D AUGHTERS ?

In order to answer the above questions, we first need to address a
fundamental problem concerning the plea of Tzelafchad’s daughters, at
the literal level. At the time when the current narrative occurred, some
forty years after the Exodus, the entire generation that had left Egypt had
already passed away (see 26:64 above). And yet, it is only here in our Parsha
that the Land of Israel was actually allotted to the Jewish people for the
first time, “You should apportion the Land as an inheritance (only) among
these names (who were included) in the (above) census” (ibid. v. 53. See
Rashi ibid.).* Thus it follows that, until this point, nobody had been granted
any rights to the Land. So how could Tzelafchad’s daughters have argued
that they wished to inherit their father’s allotment of land when he never
had the rights to any land, since he was not alive when land was allotted
for the first time in our Parsha?

T HE E XPLANATION
While they were still in Egypt, God told the Jewish people, “I will take
you out from under the burdens of Egypt... I will bring you to the Land...
and I will give it to you as a heritage’” (Shemos 6:6-8), i.e. God promised to
give the Land to the generation that left Egypt (“to you”). However, when
they later complained after the report of the spies and said, “If only we
had died in the land of Egypt! Or if only we had died in this desert!”
(Bamidbar 14:2), God responded, “I will do to you none other than what
you said to My ears... You will not come to the Land” (ibid. 28-30).
Nevertheless, God did not revoke His promise completely, but rather,
passed the merit of entering the Land to their children, “As for your
children... I will bring them (there)” (ibid. v. 31).
From this it follows that when we read, in our Parsha, how the Land was
allotted to this second generation (the children of those who left Egypt),
they actually received their portion due to the connection with their
parents (which is why the allotment of Land was partially readjusted in
light of the census of their parents’ generation—See Rashi to 26:55. I.e. even
according to Rashi’s stance, at the literal level, that the Land was
apportioned to the second generation [see note*], it was nevertheless a
merit which they were granted on behalf of their parents, and thus their
parents’ rights to the Land were reflected in the apportionment.)
The daughters of Tzelafchad argued that, on this basis, they had a right
to land too, since both their father and grandfather were among those that
left Egypt. If Tzelafchad would have had a son, his rights to a portion of
land (as well as his father’s right) would have been passed to his son, who
would now have been awarded this land after the census. So, being that
there was no son, the daughters argued, “Why should our father’s name
be missed out from his family because he had no son? Give us a portion
along with our father’s brothers!” (v. 4).

T HE D AUGHTERS ’ I NTRODUCTION
With the above in mind, we can now explain the daughters’
introductory words, in verse 3.

*There is a view that the Land was already allotted to the generation that left Egypt (Bava Basra 118), which
would explain the claim of Tzelafchad’s daughters; but Rashi rejects this view in his commentary to 26:55.
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FOURTH
READING

Why should our father’s name be missed out from his family because he had no son? Give us a portion
along with our father’s brothers!”
5
Moshe (didn’t know what to, do so he) brought their case before God.
6
God spoke to Moshe, saying: 7 “Tzelafchad’s daughters speak well. Give them a double portion of
inheritance along with their father’s brothers. Transfer their father’s inheritance to them.”
[
8

LAWS

OF

INHERITANCE

[

Speak to the children of Israel, saying:


If a man dies and has no son, you should transfer his inheritance to his daughter.
TORAS MENACHEM

Before they could argue that their father’s merits to the Land should
pass to them, the daughters had to first establish that their father had
indeed been one of those who had left Egypt. So they began by stressing,
“Our father died in the desert.”
However, the fact that Tzelafchad died in the desert presented the
possibility that his death was due to a sin associated with the Land,
through which he forfeited his rights to possess any land. Therefore, his
daughters wanted to make clear precisely what sin had caused his
death, so that Moshe would know that Tzelafchad had not forfeited his
rights to land.
But the daughters were faced with a problem: To disclose their fathers’
sin “before Moshe, Elazar the priest, the (tribal) leaders and the entire
congregation” (v. 2), would be disrespectful to their father. On the other
hand, if they did not make known the cause of their father’s death, their
claim to land could not be substantiated.
So the daughters decided that the only way to preserve their father’s
honor, while at the same time making known the sin for which he died,
was by a process of elimination: They would say which sins he was not
party to, thus leading Moshe to the correct conclusion.
This is the meaning of Rashi’s words, “They were coming to say that ‘he
died due to his own sin,’” i.e. to prove that the sin had not affected his
connection with the Land. But they could not say which sin it was out of
respect, so “they had to state that it was not the sin of the complainers, nor
was he in Korach’s assembly who incited [the people] against God,” thus
ruling out sins that were connected with the Land, by a process of
elimination.**
“Rather,” concluded the daughters, “he died only because of his own
sin,” which was nothing to do with the Land—but they could not openly
state what that sin was, out of honor for their father.

R’ A KIVA

AND

R’ S HIMON

The reader will thus be left with the question: Which sin were the
daughters referring to? This is not a matter of plain curiosity for the reader,
but rather, a fact that needs to be understood to fully appreciate why this
sin had no connection with the Land.
Therefore, Rashi continues, “R’ Akiva says: ‘He was the woodgatherer,’” for this explains how Tzelafchad's sin was a purely personal
matter which was in no way expressive of a dislike for the Land; and it
meant that Tzelafchad would have passed away before the sin of the spies

and would thus not have been party to any public complaints about the
Land. It also occurred before the giving of the Torah (see Rashi to 15:32),
when a transgression was less grave in nature.
R’ Shimon, however, argued that he was among those who were
defiant, attempting to enter the Land after the sin of the spies, as this
would have strengthened the daughters’ claim to a greater extent. For it
showed how their father had repented for the sin of not wanting to enter
the Land and had expressed a strong desire to enter, ultimately sacrificing
his very life for this goal (14:45).
R’ Shimon preferred this interpretation, for he placed great importance
on the rationale of scripture, to the extent that he maintained that (in
certain cases) new laws can be extrapolated from a scriptural precept
through extending its rationale to different scenarios (see Gitin 49b). Thus,
in our case R’ Shimon favored the interpretation that supported the
daughters’ argument for a portion in the Land with the strongest

[

The Last Word

[

hen Tzelafchad’s daughters told Moshe that their father was
not part of Korach’s rebellion (v. 3), which was a personal
attack against Moshe, how could Moshe possibly judge their case
impartially, knowing that Tzelafchad had been one of his own
supporters? For this reason, Moshe was forced to bring their case
directly “before God” (v. 5), to obtain an unbiased verdict.
This teaches us a powerful lesson about the human
susceptibility to bias. Moshe was God’s faithful servant whom He
deemed worthy to transmit the Torah to all future generations.
The only “vested interest” Moshe could have here was that the
person involved did not participate in a rebellion that occurred 39
years previously. Nevertheless, this was considered sufficient
grounds for Moshe not to desire to judge the case himself due to
a person’s natural tendency to bias!
Here we see, once again, the importance of always involving a
third party when making personal decisions, so as to negate the
influence of personal bias.

W

(Based on Sicha of 3rd Night Of Succos 5747)

**According to this understanding the “sin of the complainers” must have been the people’s complaint after the sin of the spies—and not the “sin of the complainers” which followed
Korach’s demise (17:6), [see note on p. 222]—because this was a rebellion against entering the Land: “The children of Israel complained... ‘If only we had died in the land of Egypt!
Or if only we had died in this desert!’ etc.” (14:2). And Korach’s congregation sinned against the Land, by complaining, “You have not brought us to a land flowing with milk and
honey” (16:14).
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in ihrypbafa ohehsm ka ijca ghsuvk / w u d u w v k t v a n r c s h u (uy)
v , t o t h b c h a v u k r n t / r n t k :2 r u c m h f r m c i h e x u g u i f r m i h j h b n o k u g v
o u e n v u k r n t a v a n g n a a i u h f / w v s e p h (zy) :2u t k o t x b r p o v k v b n n
,t hbc uarhha hfrm gc,ta vga ghdv rnt uh,ubck sjpkm ,kjb i,
kuyhk gauvh tuv htsf 'hbpk vcajnc v,kg lf tk v"cev uk rnt /h,kusd
:3v h r p k f t h v b t , r m u b v n k a 4 rnta uvzu /kvtv lu,n an tka uauna rfa
ka u,gs lhbpk gushu hukd g"acr uhbpk rnt 'rntb vnk /,ujurv hvkt
sjt kf kcux tvha dhvbn ovhkg vbn 'vzk vz ihnus ibhtu sjtu sjt kf
o h c a u h a , u n u t v h f k n l r s f t k / o v h b p k t m h r a t ( z h ) :3u , g s h p k s j t u
h,njkba hbt h,haga unf tkt 'vnjknk ovh,ukhhj ,t ihjkanu ovh,cc
l k h u r n t b a ' g a u v h v a g a l r s f u /5 u , u t t r h , k t r n t b a ' d u g u i u j h x c
t c u t m u h t u v h f r n u t t u v s u s c i f u /6 w u d u v , t u b k v u k r n t h u u h k t g a u v h
/ o t h c h r a t u :uh,uhfzc / o t h m u h r a t u :2 a t r c x b f b u a t r c t m u h '7o v h b p k
hbhta 'hk vaug v,ta lrsf uk vag, tka othch ratu rjt rcs /uh,uhfzc
ka uhbc dhvbvk ,hfza lhrat ohrcsc ubje /lk je (jh) :.rtk ixhbfn
, k t a r a t f / u c j u r r a t :2 r h f n v , t v z , t l k e u s c a , t / l k : o u e n
u k i , / u h k g l s h , t , f n x u :2 s j t u s j t k f k a u j u r s d b f l u k v k k f u h a

u r t a k ( t h ) : o , r c g v u r n u t t u v , c c u ' o , , b u r n u t t u v i k u f c '1 u , c k
vkg ( c h ) :2 c t v , j p a n t k t v h u r e v j p a n i h t u / u , j p a n n u h k t c r e v
'ovk i,, i,b v"cev rnta iuhf 'itfk vfnxb vnk /ohrcgv rv kt
uk rnt /.rtk xbftu vrhzdv vr,uv tna 'khjbvk ouenv vum h,ut rnt
s d h b c , k j b k v a n x b f b a i u h f r j t r c s /3 , s n u g v n u e n c h , r z d v " c e v
tka ubc kg rzda lknk kan 'hrsb hk r,uva vnusnf rntu jna icutr hbcu
ihkeryk 'uhrjt tuvu rmjk 'uhrjt tuvu rgak xbfb uka ihykp j,pk xbfh
ruxt v,t lkhtu itfn hbc k"t 'iuyhek xbfhk tca iuhf 'uhrjt tuvu
k a u , , h n k v a n v u t , b a i t f n / l h j t i r v t ; x t b r a t f ( d h ) :2 x b f h k
o , a s e o t t v ' o , a s e t k r a t k g '3 u b n n c u y v , t i h t r j t r c s /2 i r v t
'obujrx c,f o,,hn c,fa ouen kfc /rypvk ofbnz ghdv tk ihhsg h,ut
aec lfk 'ubhntv tka iugc rcsnc ,unk rcsnv rus kg vrzd vrzdba hpk
ohab h,ak kan /vhv ohrnnv in tuv ;t urnth tka 'ubujrx c,fha van
kfc itf ;t 'wufu ,hghca hdp vkft ,jtu vkeke ,jt ihs ,hcc ,ueuka
:sckc uz tkt ovc v,hv tka ghsuvk 'obujrx rhfzv i,,hn rhfzva ouen
ov rjt rcs /rjt iug ovc iht osck ov /ase ,chrn hn ov (sh)
:im rcsnc urnva onmg ov ';ux ohc urnva uhv ov 'vrnc urnva

TORAS MENACHEM

rationale, namely, that their father had been one of the “defiant ones”
who lost his life out of love for the Land. R’ Akiva, on the other hand, was
famous for championing the inherent, virtuous nature of the Jewish

people, so he preferred the interpretation that Tzelafchad was the woodgatherer, for this minimized the extent of the sin as much as possible, both
in terms of its significance and its influence on others.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 171ff.)
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If he has no daughter, you should give his inheritance to his brothers.
If he has no brothers, you should give his inheritance to his father’s brothers.

If his father has no brothers, you should give his inheritance to the relative who is closest to
him in his (father's) family, who will inherit it.

This will be a statutory law for the Jewish people, as God commanded Moshe.
[

27:12

YEHOSHUA

IS

APPOINTED

AS

MOSHE ’S SUCCESSOR

[

G

od said to Moshe, “Ascend here, up the Avarite mountains, and look at the Land which I have
given to the children of Israel. 13 When you have seen it, you too will be gathered to your
people, just as Aharon your brother was gathered, 14 because you disobeyed My command in
the desert of Tzin during the communal dispute (when you were supposed) to sanctify Me with the water
in their presence. They were the “waters of strife” at Kadaish, in the desert of Tzin.”
15
Moshe spoke to God, saying: 16 “O God (Who knows) everybody’s thoughts! God must appoint
somebody (capable) over the congregation, 17 (somebody) who will (courageously) go out (to war) ahead
of them and return in front of them; (somebody whose merit is sufficient) to lead them out (to war) and
bring them back (safely), so that God’s congregation will not be like sheep that have no shepherd.”
18
God said to Moshe, “Persuade your (own loyal servant) Yehoshua the son of Nun (to accept the
leadership, for) he is a strong-willed person. Lay your hand upon him, 19 and present him to Elazar the
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did Moshe ask for a successor to be appointed at
this point in time? (v. 16)
RASHI: When Moshe heard God tell him to give Tzelafchad’s
inheritance to his daughters, he said, “It is time to ask for my own
needs, that my son should inherit my high position.”
God said to him, “That thought did not arise in My mind! Yehoshua
deserves to be rewarded for his service, because he “would not
depart from the tent” (Shemos 33:11). This is the meaning of what
Shlomo said, “The one who guards the fig tree eats its fruit” (Prov. 27:18).
MIDRASH: God said to Moshe, “The one who guards the fig tree eats
its fruit.” Your sons sat around and did not busy themselves with
Torah study. But Yehoshua served you with devotion and showed
you much respect. Morning and evening he was the one who put up

the benches in your academy and spread the carpets over them. He
served you to the best of his ability, so it is appropriate that he should
serve the Jewish people and not lose his reward (Bamidbar Rabah 21:14).
MEGALEH AMUKOS: Moshe was surely aware that his sons were not
as learned as Yehoshua, so why did he ask that his son should be
his successor?
Moshe was actually requesting that the job of leadership should be
divided into two. Moshe’s son would inherit the position of king and
be the military leader. But since Yehoshua excelled in the area of
Torah study, he would be appointed as the leader in Torah matters.
But God replied that there can only be one leader, in the spirit of
the saying that “two kings cannot wear the same crown” (Chullin 60b;
Megaleh Amukos par. 1, cited in Yalkut Re’uvaini).

TORAS MENACHEM

k

M OSHE ’ S R EQUEST ( V . 16)

In his commentary to verse 16, Rashi explains, based on the Midrash,
that when Moshe requested from God to “appoint somebody (capable)
over the congregation,” he had his own son in mind. God, however,
rejected Moshe’s suggestion on the basis that Moshe’s sons “sat around
and did not busy themselves with Torah study.”
Megaleh Amukos explains that Moshe was clearly aware of this fact,
and was not requesting that God appoint his son instead of Yehoshua, but
rather, that his son would inherit the position of military leader and
Yehoshua would be appointed as the leader in Torah matters.
However, this leaves us with a further question: Why did God reject the
suggestion of Moshe? Certainly, “two kings cannot use the same crown”
—but two crowns could be given, allotting each leader with his own
authority. And, this is precisely what did occur in later generations, as
Rambam writes:

“The wisest of all of them [the Sanhedrin] is appointed as the head...
this position was termed by the Sages as ‘nasi’... and this person has the
equivalent position of Moshe Rabeinu...” (Laws of Sanhedrin, end of chap. 18).
Here we see that the nasi acted as leader in all matters of Torah
(Sanhedrin) and he was considered to be the successor of Moshe. Yet, at
the very same time, there was also a Jewish king who dealt with military
matters, and their roles did not overlap, as the law states: “A Jewish king
is not permitted to sit on the Sanhedrin” (ibid. 2:4).
So, what would be problematic with Moshe’s son becoming king, and
Yehoshua becoming nasi?

T HE E XPLANATION
The key distinction between a king and a nasi is that a king is a ruler,
whereas a nasi is largely a representative. The king is the absolute
monarch, as the Midrash states, “the only one above him is Hashem his
God” (Sifra, Vayikra 4:22); whereas the nasi represents the Sanhedrin but
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does not rule it, as the laws are issued via majority vote. Consequently,
the leadership of the nasi poses no threat to the king.
However, in the case of Yehoshua there was an exception to this rule.
For in his generation, Yehoshua took full, personal responsibility for all
matters of Torah. This fact is evident from the “chain of Torah
transmission” that Rambam lists in the introduction to his Mishneh Torah
which indicates how Moshe had transmitted the entire Torah to Yehoshua
personally.*
Thus Yehoshua was the absolute authority on all matters of Torah**,
unlike subsequent leaders who merely headed the supreme court (as
Rambam describes how in each generation the Torah was transmitted by
the primary sage “and his court.”). Consequently, it was impossible for
Yehoshua’s role as sole Torah authority and the role of king to be fulfilled
by two people, as both would be in a position of absolute power.
Therefore, God replied to Moshe that it is impossible to have two absolute
leaders for Torah and military matters.

T WO D ISTINCT R OLES
We might argue, however, that the Torah leadership and military
leadership are ultimately two, totally separate tasks. One leads in purely

spiritual matters and the other is an entirely physical type of leadership,
so it is conceivable that each could have its own absolute authority, as
there is no overlap.
However, in truth, the two forms of leadership are inseparable as they
are two expressions of the same goal. Rambam writes about the role of a
Jewish king: “His purpose and objective should be to promote the true
faith, to fill the world with righteousness, to crush the might of the wicked
and to fight the wars of God. For a king is only appointed in the very first
instance for the sake of law and war” (Laws of Kings, end of chap. 4).
Here, we see that the physical leadership is not separate from spiritual
matters, but that rather, the entire purpose of establishing a monarchy is
to establish a force capable of leading the world to follow the ways of the
Torah. Thus, the king and nasi actually fulfill two halves of the same
process: The Sanhedrin issues the laws and the king aims to enforce
them. So, clearly, it would be impossible for both leaders to be in a
position of absolute power, since their purpose is a unified one.
Consequently, in a case where the nasi was given absolute power over
matters of Torah and not merely the representative leadership of the
Sanhedrin—as it was with Yehoshua—the role of king and nasi must be
fulfilled by just one person.

*Even though “Moshe taught the entire Oral Law in his court of 70 elders, and Elazar, Pinchas and Yehoshua received it from Moshe” (Rambam ibid.), the fact that Yehoshua
alone transmitted the Torah to the generation that followed him (ibid.) indicates that Moshe had transmitted the Torah to Yehoshua in a way that he was personally responsible for it.
**And this explains why Yehoshua was never anointed. For, a Torah leadership is not established by anointing, but rather, by smicha, where the previous leader places his hands
on his successor. Since Yehoshua was primarily a leader in matters of Torah, it was therefore more appropriate that he should take his new position through smicha (see v. 23). This
also explains why the mitzvah of anointing a king is not mentioned explicitly in the Torah. For, the ideal situation is that one person should be both king and nasi. Thus, the need
to anoint a king only arose later, out of necessity.
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priest and the entire congregation. Instruct him in their presence. 20 Grant him some of the glow (that is
on your face), so that the entire congregation of the children of Israel will listen (to him, just as they listen
to you. 21 When Yehoshua needs to go to war), he should stand in front of Elazar the priest and ask him
to clarify the law through the Urim*, before God. They will go (out to war only by) the word (of Elazar)
and they will come back (from war) by his word—both he together with all Israel, and the entire
congregation (of the Sanhedrin).”
22
Moshe did what God had commanded him. He took Yehoshua and presented him to Elazar the
priest and the entire congregation. 23 He laid his hands upon him and instructed him, in accordance with
what God had said to Moshe.
[

28
FIFTH
READING

G

THE COMMUNAL OFFERINGS

[

od spoke to: Moshe, saying: 2 Command the children of Israel. Say to them:

You should be careful to offer to Me (each communal offering) in its appointed time,
including: (The blood of) My offering (and the parts of the animal burnt on the Altar as)
My food on My fires—a pleasant aroma for Me.


TORAS MENACHEM

Moshe, however, thought that Yehoshua would be incapable of bearing
the burden of Torah leadership singlehandedly, because Yehoshua’s
intensity was only “like the moon,” unlike that of Moshe which was, “like
the sun” (Rashi to v. 20). Therefore, his suggestion was that Yehoshua
should be a nasi that represents the other sages, whereas Moshe’s son
would take on the physical leadership.

A R OLE M ODEL F OR M ASHIACH ’ S L EADERSHIP
Based on the above, we can gain some insight into the dual role of
Mashiach’s leadership over the Jewish people.
On the one hand Rambam stresses that Mashiach, “will compel all the
Jewish people to walk in [the way of Torah] strengthen its fences, and he
will fight the wars of God... he builds the Beis Hamikdash [Holy Temple]
in its place and he gathers in the dispersed ones of Israel... He will then
perfect the entire world...” (Laws of Kings 11:4). All of these activities are
clearly the work of a king whose job is, “to promote the true religion, to

[

The Last Word

“M Y F OOD

ON

[

M Y F IRES ...” ( V . 1)

od describes the daily sacrifices as “My food,” a metaphor
that suggests that the sacrifices actually “sustain” the
Almighty, so to speak. So, being that the prayers were instituted
as a direct compensation for the absence of the sacrifices (Brachos
26b), it follows that every one of our daily prayers is of tremendous
significance to God, to the extent that He describes them as His
very “sustenance” (“My food”).

G

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 13, pp. 103-4)

fill the world with righteousness, to crush the might of the wicked and to
fight the wars of God” (ibid, end of ch. 4).
However, Rambam also mentions qualities of Mashiach that characterize a nasi: “That King who will arise from the seed of David will be a
greater genius than Shlomo, and a great prophet... therefore he will teach
all the people and show them the way of God, and all the nations will
come to hear him.” (Laws of Teshuvah 9:2). As a result of this, in the
Messianic Era: “The occupation of the entire world will be solely to know
God. The Jews will therefore be great sages and know the hidden matters,
and will attain an understanding of their Creator to the full extent of
human potential....” (end of Laws of Kings).
Thus, Rambam rules that Mashiach will be the combination of both king
and nasi in one person, just like Moshe and Yehoshua.**

T WO P HASES

IN THE

L EADERSHIP

OF

M ASHIACH

Of Mashiach’s two roles, the most revolutionary is that of king. For, “to
promote the true religion, to fill the world with righteousness,” to the
extent that the entire world lives with an awareness of God is an
unprecedented innovation.
The role of nasi, on the other hand, is specific to the teaching of Torah.
And while Mashiach will teach phenomenal, new insights into Torah,
these are actually deeper insights of the original Torah that was given
at Mount Sinai. Thus, the role of king is more revolutionary than that
of nasi.
Nevertheless, there is a distinctive quality that Mashiach’s role of nasi
possesses over that of king. Namely, that eventually Mashiach’s role as
king will end. For when the world is united in serving God it will no longer
be necessary “to promote the true religion, to fill the world with
righteousness, to crush the might of the wicked and to fight the wars of
God.” However, the task of expounding the secrets of Torah, the role of
nasi, will endure forever.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 23, p.190ff; vol. 35, p.206ff.)

*See Shemos 28:30. **Out of this discussion comes a halachic peculiarity. It was explained above that when a person is both king and nasi, he is not anointed. Thus, it appears
that Mashiach too will not be anointed. Such a conclusion is difficult to understand, as the very word “Mashiach” means “anointed one,” but perhaps it could be argued that the
word Mashiach comes from an entirely different etymological root, from the word vjank meaning “greatness”—See Zevachim 91a.
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[

Sparks of Chasidus

C ONTINUAL O FFERINGS

AND

hrough the sacrifices, the Shechinah (Divine Presence) entered
the Holy Temple, from which it spread throughout the entire
world. It follows then, that each different type of sacrifice was
responsible for a different aspect of Godly revelation, and this was
reflected by the nature of the sacrifice and the mode in which it
was offered.
The sacrifices which are discussed here in the current passage
could be broadly divided into two categories: a.) Continual Offerings—
the two offerings which are offered on a daily basis, each morning

T

[

O CCASIONAL O FFERINGS

and afternoon (v. 3-8). b.) Occasional Offerings—brought on a special
occasion, such as Shabbos, Rosh Chodesh (New Month) or a festival
(v. 8ff.).
The fact that the occasional offerings were bound by a specific time
suggests that, likewise, the spiritual revelation which they brought
also possessed a certain limitation. The continual offerings, however,
were offered every single day, suggesting that they brought a totally
unlimited form of spiritual revelation that could not be “contained”
by any particular time or moment.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28, p. 189)

jk 'yf ,una 5

:cx tnuh 4

hrpx 3

lkhtu 182 wg jWfj aWuek vtr 2
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[
3

THE CONTINUAL OFFERINGS

[

Say to the (court): This is the fire-offering which you should (ensure is) offered to God:


Two perfect (unblemished) lambs in their first year each day, as a daily burnt-offering. 4 You should
offer one lamb in the morning, and you should offer the other lamb in the afternoon.



5

(Offer) a tenth of an eifah* of fine flour as a meal-offering, mixed with a quarter of a hin** of
crushed (olive) oil.

6

(It is) a daily burnt-offering, (like) the one offered up at Mount Sinai—a pleasant aroma (for God),
a fire-offering to God.
7



Its accompanying libation should be a quarter of a hin (of wine) for each lamb, to be poured
on the holy (Altar) as a libation of strong wine to God.



8

You should offer up the second lamb in the afternoon. You should offer it up with the same
meal-offering and libation as the morning (offering. It is) a fire-offering with a pleasant aroma
to God.
[

9

THE ADDITIONAL OFFERING

OF

SHABBOS

[

On the day of Shabbos, (offer):



Two perfect (unblemished) lambs in their first year.



Two tenths (of an eifah of) fine flour as a meal-offering, mixed with oil.



Its accompanying (wine) libation.



10

The burnt-offering of Shabbos (may only be offered) on its (appropriate) Shabbos; (it may not
be compensated for on a later Shabbos).



(All of the above is to be offered) in addition to the daily burnt-offering and its accompanying
libation.
[

11

THE COMMUNAL ROSH CHODESH OFFERING

[

At the beginning of every month, you should offer:



A burnt-offering to God: two young bulls, one ram, and seven lambs in their first year, (all)
perfect (and unblemished).



12

Three tenths (of an eifah) of fine flour mixed with oil as a meal-offering for each bull, two tenths
(of an eifah) of fine flour mixed with oil as a meal-offering for each ram, 13 and one tenth (of an
eifah) of fine flour mixed with oil as a meal-offering for each lamb.

(It is) a burnt-offering with a pleasant aroma (for God), a fire-offering to God.
hWar

shdn 'u,cac rnuk sunk, 'vtcv ,cak oh,a chreh hbt gnua uz ,cac
hba i,ut sck 'ihpxun ukt /shn,v ,kg kg :ubcre kyc unuh rcg ota
k f c i f u '7 i h s h n , v h b a i h c t k t i h c r e i h t a s h d n u / s h n , v , k u g k a o h a c f
/ohburag vakau (ch) :vz sunk,k shn,v ,kug kg rntb ihpxunv
*Equivalent to 2.48 liters or 5.26 U.S. pints.

vbugya snkn 5,ubdtc oahu vc cu,fa vru, i,n hbpk vcre,ba v,ut
rfanv ihh /rfa lxb :ufxb,h jcznv kg /lxv asec :ihh /ufxbu (z) :hkf
:7 h b u m r v a g b u h , r n t a h b p k j u r , j b / j j h b j h r ( j ) :6 u , d n i h h k y r p
chrev tka hrv ',rjt ,cac uz ,ca ,kug tku /u,cac ,ca ,kg (h)

**Equivalent to 1.04 liters or 2.19 U.S. pints.

hrpx 7

/zm cWc 6

u 'sf ,una 5

jf-:sh:jf
l¨k§l o¥M DzEzCgz`§A `gxi Wix z©l£r `C
cg i G¦r x©A xi¦t§vE eh :`YW i g xi i Wi x
ca£rzi `xicz `zl¨ r£ l©r i i mcw `z`Hg
 l§
`xŸy©r z©r©Ax`§A d`ncw `gxi§aE fh :D¥Mqpe
zW ng§aE fi :ii mcw `g q¦R `g xi§l `nFi
oinFi `¨r§aW `Bg oicd `gxi§l `nFi `xŸy©r
WiCw rx¨rn d`ncw `nFi§A gi :l¥k`
 zi xiH©R
oEaxwzE hi :oEc§A§rz `¨l og§l¨R zci¦a¦r l¨M
oixY ixFz ip§A oixFY i i mcw `zl¨ r£ `pA
¨ xw
oFdi oin§lW `pW ip§A oixO` `¨r§aWe cg x©kcE
gW n¦a `¨li¦t C `Y§lq oFd zgp nE k :oFk§l
oi pFxŸ y¦r oi x zE `xFz§l oi pFxŸ y¦r `z¨l Y
c¥A§rY `pFxŸy¦r `pFxŸy¤r `k :oEc§A§rY `x§kc§l
`xi¦t§vE ak :oixO` `¨r§aW§l o¥M cg `xO`§l
z©l£rn x©A bk :oFki¥l£r `x¨R©k§l cg `z`Hgc
:oi¥N` zi oEc§Ar§ Y
 `xicY z©lr£ `idC `xt
§ v©
mg§l oinFi `¨r§aW `nFi§l oEc§a©rY oi¥N`¨M ck
`z¨l£r l©r ii mcw `e£rx§A l¥AwznC o©Axw
d`¨ri¦aW `nFi§aE dk :D¥Mqpe c¥ar£ zi `xicz
`¨l og§l¨R zci¦a¦r l¨M oFk§l idi WiCw rx¨rn
oFki¥aFxw§A `IxEM¦a c `nFi§aE ek :oEc§A§rz
rx¨rn oFkizx§v©r§A ii mcw `Ycg `zgpn
:oEc§A§rz `¨l og§l¨R zci¦a¦r l¨M oFk§l idi WiCw
ii mcw `e£rx§a `¨l¨Awz`§l `z¨l£r oEaxwzE fk
oixO` `¨r§aW cg x©kcE oixY ixFz ip§A oixFY
gWn¦a `¨li¦tC `Y§lq oFdzgpnE gk :`pW ip§A
oipFxŸy¦r oixY cg `xFz§l oipFxŸy¦r `z¨lY
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oi²dd z¬r¦ i¦axE liÀ`
 l¨ oi´dd z¯Wi¦lWE x¹R
¨ l© dÆi di Á oidd i´v¦ g

ÆŸ z¬l© Ÿr z`Ÿ´f oi® i U¤a−¤M©l
xiÆ¦rUE eh :d«pXd i−Wcg§l F½Wcg§A Æ Wcg
q :FM« qpe d−U¨r« i ci²nYd
 z¯©lŸrÎl©r d® e Ÿdi«©l z`−Hg§l c² g` mi¬ G¦r
gqR
¤− WcŸ ®g©l mF−i x²U¨r d¬ r¨ ¨Ax`§A oFÀW`x«d WcŸǵ©aE fh [iyy]
mi½ni z´r© §aW b®g d− G d
 WcŸ ¬g©l mF²i x¬U¨r dÆXng«©aE fi :d«eŸdi«l©
d−c a
Ÿ r£ z¤k`¬l¤ nÎl¨M WcŸ ®wÎ`xwn oFW`
− x«d mF¬I©A gi :l«¥k`« i zF −Sn
xw¨² aÎi« p§A mi¯x¨R d½eŸdi«©l Æ d¨lŸr d³X` mÆY§axwde hi :EU£« r«z ` ¬÷
:m«¤k¨l E¬id«i m−ninY d½ pW í p§AÆ miU¨ak
§ d³r¨ §aWe c®g` li´`e mi−pW
Ÿ − m½zgpÆnE k
i¯pWE xÀ¨R©l mi¹pŸxU¤r dÆW÷W on®X©a d´l¨ El§A z¤lq
c®g`«d U¤a−¤M©l d½U£r«Y Æ oFxV¦r oFx³ V¦r `k :EU£« r«Y li−`¨l mi² pŸxU¤r
§ d
 z−r© a
§ W§l
:m«¤ki¥l£r x−¥R©k§l c®g` z`−Hg xi¬¦rUE ak :mi«U¨aM
:d¤N«`Îz` E U£− rY
« ci®nYd
 z´l© Ÿr§l x−W` xwŸ½Ad z´l© Ÿr Æ c©a§Nn bk
g
 Ÿ gi
− pÎgi«x d¬X` mg² l¤ mi½ni z´r© §aW Æ mFI©l E ³U£r«Y d¤N¹`¨M ck
i½r¦ i¦aXd Æ mFI©aE dk :FM« qpe d−U¨r« i ci²nYd z¯©lFrÎl©r d® e Ÿdi«l©
q :EU£« r«z `¬÷ d−cŸa£r z¤k`¬l¤ nÎl¨M m®k¤ ¨l d́id«i WcŸ wÎ`
− xwn
d½ eŸdi«©l Æ dWcg d³gp n m¹¤k§aiÆ x wd§A miÀ xEM¦Ad mF´i§aE ek
`¬÷ d−cŸa£r z¤k`¬l¤ nÎl¨M m½¤k¨l d́id«i« Æ WcŸÆwÎ`xw«n m®k¤ izŸrª− a«W§A
xw¨² aÎi«p§A mi¯x¨R d½ eŸdi«©l Æ g
 g
ÆŸ ip g
 i³ x§l d¹¨lFr mÆY§axwde fk :EU£« r«z
z¤lq
Ÿ − m½zgpÆnE gk :d«pW i¬ p§A mi−U¨a§k d¬ r¨ §aW c®g` li´` mi−pW
hWar

kfv 'uhaseu asen ,tnuy kg rpfk ihtc ihpxunv hrhga kf /wudu ohzg
lsnkk 'wvk uc rntba asj atr rhga vb,abu /,uguca wxnc arupna unf

a s j , k g , t z ( s h ) :1 o h f x b , a r p c i h c u m e i v i f a ' r p h f x b y p a n f
r h g a u ( u y ) :2 i h n u k a , u k i h t c u a u u b c r e k y c u n u h r c g o t a / u a s j c

TORAS MENACHEM

[

The Last Word

[

“I N T HE F IRST M ONTH ...”
esach ushers in sunny and warm springtime. In Nature, spring
brings forth to the surface the natural forces which were hidden
during the winter, and out come the blossoms, which turn into ripe
fruits later on.
“Applying this idea to the human element, there can be a state of
‘winter,’ of apparent unproductivity in the life of a person. But no Jew

“

P

or Jewess should consider themselves and certainly should not be
considered by others as having terminated their usefulness, even
though a long time of fruitlessness has elapsed. Given the proper
inspiration and stimulus, the state of ‘winter’ can easily and suddenly
be changed into ‘spring’ and blossom time, which eventually will
ripen into good fruits for God and man.”
(Excerpt from a Letter written by the Rebbe on the 1st of Iyar 5711)

/y ;s 3

hrpx 2

y 'uy rcsnc 1

28:14-27
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The accompanying libations are: A half of a hin (of wine) for each bull, a third of a hin for each
ram, and a quarter of a hin for each lamb.



This burnt-offering of each new month (must be offered) on its (appropriate) month throughout
the months of the year; (there is no possibility of compensation).



15

One young male goat should be offered up as a sin-offering to God (to atone for your
inadvertent ritual contamination of the Temple).



(All of the above is to be offered) in addition to the daily burnt-offering and its libation.
[

SIXTH
READING

THE COMMUNAL PESACH OFFERINGS

[



16

In the first month, on the fourteenth day of the month, (bring) a Pesach-offering to God.



17

On the fifteenth day of this month, a festival (begins). You must eat matzos for seven days.



18

The first day is a holy celebration:



24



You may not perform any manual work.



19

You should offer a fire-offering, a burnt-offering to God: Two young bulls, one ram, and
seven lambs in their first year. They should be perfect (and unblemished) for you.



20



22



23

Their accompanying meal-offerings (should be from) fine flour mixed with oil. You
should offer three tenths (of an eifah of flour) for each bull, two tenths for the ram, 21 and
you should offer one tenth for each lamb, for all seven lambs.
One young male goat (should be brought) as a sin-offering, to atone for your
(inadvertent ritual contamination of the Temple).

You should offer these up in addition to the morning burnt-offering which is offered as
a daily burnt-offering.

You should offer the same as this every day for seven days.

It is a fire-offering, “food” for the Altar, a pleasant aroma for God.


You should offer all this in addition to the daily burnt-offering and its accompanying libation.



25

The seventh day will be a holy celebration for you. You may not perform any manual work.
[

THE COMMUNAL SHAVU ’OS OFFERINGS

[

26

On your festival of Shavu’os, the “Day of the Firstfruits,” when you offer a meal-offering to God
from the new (crop of wheat), you will have a holy celebration:


You may not perform any manual work.



27

You should offer a burnt-offering as a pleasant aroma to God: Two young bulls, one ram, and
seven lambs in their first year.
hWar

'ovrct sdbf /ohrp (yh) :cuy ouhc vruxt sgun ka ukujc ,r,unv
s d b f / o h a c f : e j m h k a u k h t s d b f / o h k h t :4 o v r c t . r r e c v k t u r n t b a
: , t z h , h t r i a r s v v a n h c r k a u s u x h c /5 c e g h s h r p v o h c a f v u ' c e g h
o u h c u (uf) :2 d j v h r p f i h f k u v u i h , j u p u h v h t k a / o u h k u a g , v k t f (sf)
ova 'ojkv h,a oa kg ohyj rhme hrufc hure ,ugucav dj /ohrufcv

tkt tyjc rhfn ihta ';uxc tku vkhj,c tk vghsh uc ihta kg rpfna
'v"cev rnt vsdtc uarsnu /ubnn ihsnk ihrhgav rtau 'sckc v"cev
kf /vagh shn,v ,kg kg :jrhv ,t h,ygna kg hkg vrpf uthcv
:,tyjk ohfxb ihta 'rhgav kg cxun ufxbu iht /ufxbu :vzv icrev
sctv rcs iudf 'ofk vfhrmv vftkn ukhpt /vsucg ,ftkn kf (jh)
n 'k oa 5

z 'jh ,hatrc 4

th:yf - jf:jf

xjbhp ,arp - rcsnc rpx /

cg `xO`§l `pFxŸy¦r `pFxŸy¦r hk :cg `xk
§ c§l
`xR
¨ k
© l§ cg oiG¦r x©A xi¦tv§ l :oixO` `¨r§aW§l
D zgp nE `xi c Y z©l£r n x©A `l :oFki¥l£r
:oFdi¥M q pe oFk§l oFdi oi n§lW oEc§A§rY
rx¨r n `g xi§l cg§A d`¨ri¦a W `g xi§aE `
oEc§A§rz `¨l og§l¨R zci¦a¦r l¨M oFk§l idi WiCw
`z¨l£r oEc§A§rze a :oFk§l ` di `¨a¨Ai mFi
cg ixFY x©A xFY ii mcw `e£rx§a `¨l¨Awz`§l
:oin§lW `¨r§aW `pW ip§A oixO` cg x©kC
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:oixO` `¨r§aW§l cg `xO`§l cg `pFxŸy¦re c
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z©l£re DzgpnE `gxi z©l£rn x©A e :oFki¥l£r
oFd§l i fg c¦M oFdi¥M q pe Dzgp nE `xi c Y
`xŸy©r§aE f :ii mcw `p¨Axw `e£rx§a `¨l¨Awz`§l
oFk§l idi WiCw rx¨rn oicd d`¨ri¦aW `gxi§l
`¨l `Y ci¦a¦r l¨M oFki zW§tp zi oEP©r zE
`¨l¨Awz`§l ii mcw `z¨l£r oEaxwzE g :oEc§A§rz
ip§A oixO` cg x©kC cg ixFY x©A xFY `e£rx§a
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mi½ pŸxU¤r Æ ipW c½g`«d x´R¨ ©l Æ mipŸxU¤r d³W÷W on®X©a d´l¨ El§A
z−©r§aW§l c®g`«d U¤a−¤M©l oF½xV¦r Æ oFxV¦r hk :c«g`«d li−`¨l
§ d

z¯©lŸr cº©a§Nn `l :m«¤ki¥l£r x−¥R©k§l c®g` mi−G¦r xi¬¦rU l :mi«U¨aM
t :m«di¥M q pe m−¤k¨lÎE «i d« i m¬ ni n Y E®U£r«Y Fz− gp nE ci² nYd
m½¤k¨l d́id«iÆ WcŸÆwÎ`xw«n WcŸÀg©l c´g`§A i¹¦ri¦aXd WcŸÆg©aE ` hk
:m«¤k¨l d¬ id«i d− r¨ Ex Y mF¬i E ®U£r«z ` ÷´ d−cŸa£r z¤k`¬ l¤ nÎl¨M
c®g` li´` c−g` xw¨²  AÎo¤A x¯©R d½eŸdi«©lÆ g
 g
ÆŸ ip g
 i³ x§l d¹¨lŸr mÆziU£r«e a
d´l¨ El§A z¤lŸ−q m½zgpÆnE b :m«ninY d−r¨ §aW d² p WÎi« p§A mi¯U¨a§M
oFx́V¦re c :li«`¨l mi−pŸxU¤r i¬ pW x½¨R©l Æ mipŸxU¤r d³W÷W on®X©a
c−g` mi¬ G¦rÎxi¦r« UE d :mi«U¨a§Md z−©r§aW§l c®g`«d U¤a−¤M©l c½g`
z³©lŸre DÀz
 gpnE WcŸ¹gd zÆ©lŸr Á c©a§Nn e :m«¤ki¥l£r x−¥R©k§l z`®Hg
:d«eŸdi«©l d−X` gŸ½gip gi´x§l m®h¨RWn§M m−di¥Mqpe D½zgpnEÆ cinYd

m½¤k¨l d́id«i Æ WcŸÆwÎ`xw«n dÀ G d
 i¹r¦ i¦aXd Wcg
ÆŸ l© Á xFU¨r«¤aE f q
mÆY
 a
§ x wde g :EU£« r«z `¬÷ d−k¨ `¨lnÎl¨M m®k¤ izŸW§« tpÎz` m−ziP¦re
mi³U¨a§M c®g` li´` c−g` xw¨² AÎo¤A x¯©R gŸ½gip gi´x Æ deŸdi«l© d³l¨ Ÿr
d´l¨ El§A z¤lŸ −q m½z
 gpÆnE h :m«¤k¨l E¬id«i m−ninY d½ r¨ §aWÆ dpWÎi« p§A
:c«g`«d li−`¨l mi½ pŸxU¤r Æ ipW x½¨R©l Æ mipŸxU¤r d³W÷W on®X©a
Îxir¦ « U `i :mi«U¨a§Md z−©r§aW§l c®g`«d U¤a−¤M©l oF½xV¦r Æ oFxV¦r i
ci½nYd
 z´l© Ÿre Æ mixªR¦Md z`³Hg cº©a§Nn z`®Hg c−g` mi¬ G¦r
TORAS MENACHEM

[

Sparks of Chasidus

F OUR A SPECTS

OF THE

t has often been pointed out that man’s mission in life includes also
“elevating” the environment in which he lives, in accordance with the
Divine intent in the entire Creation and in all its particulars, by infusing
holiness and Godliness into all the aspects of the physical world within
his reach—in the so-called “Four Kingdoms”—domeim, tzome’ach,
chai and medaber (inorganic matter, vegetable, animal, and man).
Significantly, this finds expression in the special mitzvos which are
connected with the beginning of the year, by way of introduction to
the entire year—in the festivals of the month of Tishrei:
The mitzvah of the succah, the Jew’s house of dwelling during the
seven days of Succos, where the walls of the succah represent the
“inorganic kingdom”;
The mitzvah of the “four kinds”—esrog, lulav, myrtle and willow—
which come from the “vegetable kingdom”;

I

[

F ESTIVALS ( V . 1-34)

The mitzvah of shofar on Rosh Hashanah, the shofar being a horn
of an animal;
And all of these things (by virtue of being Divine commandments,
mitzvos) are elevated through the medaber, the “speaking” (human)
being—the person carrying out the said (and all other) mitzvos,
whereby he elevates also himself and mankind—Both in the realm of
doing as well as that of not doing—the latter is represented in the
mitzvah of the fast on the Holy Day, the Day of Atonement, Yom
Kippur.
Thus, through infusing holiness into all four kingdoms of the
physical world and making them into “vessels” (and instruments) of
Godliness in carrying out God’s command—a Jew elevates them to
their true perfection.
(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe on the 18th of Elul, 5738)

28:28 - 29:11
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Their accompanying meal-offerings (should be) fine flour mixed with oil: Three tenths (of an
eifah) for each bull, two tenths for the ram, 29 and one tenth for each lamb, for all seven lambs.



30



31

(Offer) one young male goat to atone for your (inadvertent ritual contamination of the
Temple).
You should offer this in addition to the daily burnt-offering and its accompanying meal-offering.

The (offerings) should be perfect (quality) for you, as well as their libations.



[

29

1

THE COMMUNAL ROSH HASHANAH OFFERINGS & S HOFAR

[

In the seventh month, on the first day, you will have a holy celebration:


You may not perform any manual work.



It will be a day of (shofar) sounding for you.



2

You should bring a burnt-offering as a pleasant aroma to God: One young bull, one ram, and
seven lambs in their first year, (all) perfect (and unblemished).



3



5

(Offer) one young male goat as a sin-offering to atone for your (inadvertent ritual contamination
of the Temple).



6

Their accompanying meal-offerings (should be) fine flour mixed with oil: Three tenths (of an
eifah) for the bull, two tenths for the ram, 4 and one tenth for each lamb, for the seven lambs.

(All this is) in addition to the Rosh Chodesh burnt-offering and its accompanying meal-offering,
and (in addition to) the daily burnt-offering and its accompanying meal-offering and libations, as
prescribed for them

(It will be) a pleasant aroma, a fire-offering to God.
[
7

THE COMMUNAL YOM KIPPUR OFFERINGS

[

On the tenth day of this seventh month, you will have a holy celebration:


You must afflict yourselves.



You may not perform any work.



8



9



11



(All this is) in addition to the atonement sin-offering and the daily burnt-offering, its accompanying meal-offering and libations.

You should bring a burnt-offering to God, as a pleasant aroma: one young bull, one ram, and
seven lambs in their first year. They should be perfect (and unblemished).
Their accompanying meal-offering (should be) fine flour mixed with oil: Three tenths (of an
eifah) for the bull, two tenths for the ram, 10 and one tenth for each lamb, for the seven lambs.
(Offer) one young male goat for a sin-offering (to atone for your inadvertent ritual contamination of the Temple).

hWar
2
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WcŸ ǵ©l mF¹i xÆU¨r Á dXng«©aE ai [iriay] q :m«di¥Mqpe D−zgpnE
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:2 d j c v r u , v i n o h n v

sckn huuhm iuak tuvu uag, kgu ohcu,fv ihpxunv kg cxun /ovhfxbu
ohruntv ovhfxbu kf ifu /ovhfxbu vkt ,t uag, v,jbnu shn,v ,kug
ovca vhfxbu ovhfxbu vfxbu kfa djv ,ubcre kan .uj ,usgunv kfc
ihcu,f ihpxun ka ovhfxb hrva 'huuhm iuak ibhtu shn,v kg ohcxun
ohgca djv hrp /ohrpk ovhfxbu o,jbnu (jh) :ouhu ouh kfc inmgk
hnhcu 'ovk vhkf inhx 'ohfkuvu ohygn,na ,unut ohgca sdbf /ov

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What do the bulls and lambs of Succos represent?
RASHI: “Their accompanying meal-offerings and their libations, for
the bulls” (V. 18)—The seventy bulls of the festival correspond to the
seventy nations, which progressively decrease in number,
symbolizing their destruction. In Temple times, [the bulls] would
protect [the nations] from punishments. “The lambs”—correspond to
the Jewish people, who are called, “a scattered lamb” (Jer. 50:17), but

their number remains constant [fourteen lambs per day], totalling
ninety-eight [over the seven days], in order to eradicate the ninetyeight curses related in Deuteronomy (28:15-68).
GUR ARYEH: Rashi was troubled why the number of bulls offered
decreases each day, in seeming defiance of the principle that we
always increase in matters of holiness (Brachos 28a). Rashi explains
that the decrease in bulls alludes to the destruction of the nations.

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE A NIMAL S ACRIFICES

OF

S UCCOS ( V . 12-34)

In his commentary to verse 18, Rashi explains the significance of the
seventy bulls and ninety-eight lambs that were sacrificed over the course
of the festival of Succos. This prompts the following questions:

a.) Why is Rashi’s comment necessary at the literal level?
b.) Why does Rashi explain the general significance of the sacrifices
here in his commentary to verse 18, amid the Torah’s description of the
sacrifices offered on the second day of Succos?
hrpx 2

zh 'c whnrh 1

29:12-21
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[
SEVENTH
READING

12

THE COMMUNAL SUCCOS OFFERINGS

[

On the fifteenth day of the seventh month, you will have a holy celebration:



You may not perform any manual work.



You will celebrate a festival to God for seven days.

(On the first day):


13



14

Their accompanying meal-offering (should be) fine flour mixed with oil: three tenths (of an
eifah) for each bull, for the thirteen bulls, two tenths for each ram, for the two rams, 15 and one
tenth for each lamb, for the fourteen lambs.



16



(All this is) in addition to the daily burnt-offering, its
accompanying meal-offering and libation.

17

You should offer a burnt-offering, a fire-offering as a pleasant aroma to God: Thirteen young
bulls, two rams, and fourteen lambs in their first year. They should be perfect (and unblemished).

(Offer) one young male goat for a sin-offering (to atone for your inadvertent ritual contamination of the Temple).

On the second day:

13

14

12

14

THIRD

11

14

Their accompanying meal-offerings and their libations,
for the bulls, for the rams, and for the lambs, according to
their legally required number (stated on the first day*).

FOURTH

10

14

FIFTH

9

14

SIXTH

8

14

19

SEVENTH

7

14

TOTAL

70

98



18

20

LAMBS

FIRST

Twelve young bulls, two rams, and fourteen lambs in their
first year, perfect (and unblemished).



BULLS

SECOND





DAY OF SUCCOS

(Offer) one young male goat for a sin-offering (to atone
for your inadvertent ritual contamination of the Temple).

(All this is) in addition to the daily burnt-offering, its
accompanying meal-offering and libations.
On the third day:



Eleven bulls, two rams, and fourteen lambs in their first year, perfect (and unblemished).



21

Their accompanying meal-offerings and their libations, for the bulls, for the rams, and for the
lambs, according to their legally required number (stated on the first day).
TORAS MENACHEM

At first glance, we might argue that Rashi was troubled by the question
why the number of bulls offered decreases on a daily basis [as Gur Aryeh
writes], and this fact only becomes apparent upon reading the sacrifices
offered on the second day.
However, if this was genuinely troubling Rashi then he would have
alerted us to this point on reading verse 17, as it is there that we discover
that only 12 bulls were being offered on the second day, in contrast to 13
on the previous day. The fact that Rashi makes his comment on verse 18
suggests that he is addressing a problem that arises on reading this verse.
c.) What message do the bulls convey about the nations? On the one
hand, they symbolize destruction; but on the other hand, these sacrifices
would protect the nations from punishments.

T HE E XPLANATION
When a person studies the Torah strictly at the literal level—the method
of Rashi—this does not mean that he is unaware of the presence of deeper
allusions and insights within the text; it is simply that these allusions are
beyond the scope of his current study. Thus, when a person reads that
the number of sacrifices has a varying pattern on a daily basis, it is
obvious—even at the literal level—that there is significance to the change
occurring each day, even though it may fall outside a literal discussion to
discern what the significance is.
Thus, the changing number of bulls offered each day during Succos is
not a problem which Rashi needed to address. The fact that there is some
significance here is obvious to the reader without Rashi’s assistance; but
/(15 vrgv '200 wg dWfj aWuek) /zn vfux hat cr vWs hWar 'itf iWcnrv wp pWg*
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TORAS MENACHEM

the concept which is being alluded to falls outside a discussion at the
literal level.
However, what did trouble Rashi is why the Torah appears to send
contradictory messages about the change (and lack of change) between
one day’s sacrifices and the next. First we read that the number of bulls
changed on the second day (v. 17), suggesting that the significance of the
sacrifices on the second day had also changed. But then, we read in verse
18 that meal-offerings and libations for the sacrifices were “according to
their legally required number (stated on the first day),” which sends the
opposite message, that the offerings were so similar in number (and
consequently, in significance) that there is no need to say how many were
offered since they were the same as the first day. Thus the reader will
wonder: Are we speaking here of a series of offerings that share a similar
theme, or not?
To answer this question, Rashi writes: “The seventy bulls of the festival
corresponded to the seventy nations, which progressively decrease in
number,” i.e. in truth there is one single significance behind all the bull
sacrifices here: they refer to the seventy nations. The fact that the sacrifices
change in number every day is not, in this case, indicative that the
concept has changed; it always refers to the nations. Rather, the decrease
in number here merely alludes to a further detail about the nations
themselves, that they will eventually be destroyed.
However, this leaves us with another question: The reader already
knows that offering sacrifices is always associated with something positive,
since the Torah has mentioned on numerous occasions how sacrifices
bring Divine forgiveness, atonement and cause “a pleasant aroma for

God.” How could this case be different, that the sacrifices are associated
with the destruction of the nations?
To answer this question, Rashi stresses that the sacrifices are merely
“symbolizing their destruction,” i.e. the sacrifices themselves are indeed

[

The Last Word

T HE S EVENTY B ULLS

OF

[

S UCCOS

 The gradually decreasing number of bulls, which symbolizes
the “destruction” of the nations in the future era (as Rashi
writes), does not mean that the non-Jewish nations will cease
to exist. Rather, it means that their negative influence will
cease, leaving only nations that are allies and friends to the
Jewish people.
(Sicha of Night of Hoshanah Rabah 5747)

 While the spiritual refinement of the nations cannot be
achieved by offering sacrifices in the current era, nevertheless,
by reciting scriptural verses which speak of these sacrifices
this effect is achieved today too—as the verse states, “the
words of our lips will be instead of bulls” (Hoshe’a 14:3).
(Sefer Hama’amorim Melukat vol. 4, p. 24)

29:22-34
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22



(All this is) in addition to the daily burnt-offering, its accompanying meal-offering and libation.

23

(Offer) one young male goat for a sin-offering (to atone for your inadvertent ritual contamination of the Temple).

On the fourth day:



Ten bulls, two rams, and fourteen lambs in their first year, perfect (and unblemished).



24



25



(All this is) in addition to the daily burnt-offering, its accompanying meal-offering and libation.

26

Their accompanying meal-offerings and their libations, for the bulls, for the rams, and for the
lambs, according to their legally required number (stated on the first day).

(Offer) one young male goat for a sin-offering (to atone for your inadvertent ritual contamination of the Temple).

On the fifth day:



Nine bulls, two rams, and fourteen lambs in their first year, perfect (and unblemished).



27



28



(All this is) in addition to the daily burnt-offering, its accompanying meal-offering and libation.

29

Their accompanying meal-offerings and their libations, for the bulls, for the rams, and for the
lambs, according to their legally required number (stated on the first day).

(Offer) one young male goat for a sin-offering (to atone for your inadvertent ritual contamination of the Temple).

On the sixth day:



Eight bulls, two rams, and fourteen lambs in their first year, perfect (and unblemished).



30



31



(All this is) in addition to the daily burnt-offering, its accompanying meal-offering and libations.

32

Their accompanying meal-offerings and their libations, for the bulls, for the rams, and for the
lambs, according to their legally required number (stated on the first day).
(Offer) one young male goat for a sin-offering (to atone for your inadvertent ritual contamination of the Temple).

On the seventh day:



Seven bulls, two rams and fourteen lambs in their first year, perfect (and unblemished).



33



34



(All this is) in addition to the daily burnt-offering, its accompanying meal-offering and libation.

Their accompanying meal-offerings and their libations, for the bulls, for the rams, and for the
lambs, according to the legally required number for them (stated on the first day).

(Offer) one young male goat for a sin-offering (to atone for your inadvertent ritual contamination of the Temple).

TORAS MENACHEM

positive and do not have a destructive effect on the nations. Their
decreasing number is merely symbolic of the fact that these nations will
eventually cease to exist (however, see “The Last Word,” here).
But what, then, is the positive effect of the sacrifices? Rashi continues:
“In Temple times,” (i.e. when the sacrifices were actually offered and had
an effect), they “would protect [the nations] from punishments.”

And this is not a contradiction to Rashi’s earlier statement that the bulls
are a symbol of destruction, since: a.) Here we are speaking of the effect
of the sacrifices as distinct from their symbolism. b.) Even their positive
effect does not contradict their negative symbolism, for ultimately the sacrifices only offered a temporary protection for the nations from “punishments,” but those punishments will eventually be visited upon them.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 23, p. 198ff.)
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vaga lknk kan /sjt ouh sug ucfg of,shrp hkg vae ovk rnut tuvu
l r s v r u , v s n k t n u j b , h c r a r s n c u /3 v f u x w x n c t , h t s f ' w u f u v s u g x
'ohds ukhftn rjnk ',unuyp ukhftn iuatr ouh htbxft uk aha hna '.rt
,jup 'erh ukhftn rjnk ',uhbye ukhftn rjnk 'vnvc rac ukhftn rjnk

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 How is Shemini Atzeres a day of “restriction”? (v. 35)
RASHI: It is restricted from performing manual work.
Alternatively: atzeres means “restrict yourselves from leaving.” This
indicates that they were required to remain [in Jerusalem] overnight.

The Agadic interpretation is: Being that they brought sacrifices all
the days of the festival [of Succos], corresponding to the seventy
nations, when they came to leave, God said to them, “Please make
Me a small feast, so that I can have some pleasure from you alone.”

TORAS MENACHEM

k

S HEMINI A TZERES ( V . 35)

Whenever Rashi brings more than one interpretation we need to clarify
the various strengths and weaknesses of each interpretation, and how
those strengths and weaknesses complement each other. The sequence
of Rashi’s interpretations is also significant, as Rashi always places the
most preferable interpretation first. How, then, are we to understand
Rashi’s three interpretations of verse 35?

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi was troubled why all the other festivals which are referred to in
« t¨r§e¦n (“a holy celebrathis Parsha are described by scripture as a J¤se
tion”), with the exception of Shemini Atzeres, which is merely described
as “a day of restriction.” This suggested to Rashi that the Torah is giving
here a new definition to the festival of Shemini Atzeres that differs in
nature from all the other festivals recorded in the Torah.
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35

THE COMMUNAL SHEMINI ATZERES OFFERINGS

[

The eighth day will be a time of restriction for you:



You may not perform any manual work.



36



37

(Offer) their accompanying meal-offerings and their libations, for the bull, for the ram, and for
the lambs, according to the legally required number.



38



(All this is) in addition to the daily burnt-offering, its accompanying meal-offering and libation.

You should bring a burnt-offering, a fire-offering as a pleasant aroma to God: One bull, one
ram, and seven lambs in their first year, perfect (and unblemished).

(Offer) one young male goat for a sin-offering (to atone for your inadvertent ritual contamination of the Temple).

39

All the above is what you should offer to God on your festivals, in addition to (voluntary offerings
that) you vowed and (other) voluntary offerings—your burnt-offerings, your meal-offerings, your
libations, and your peace offerings.

30

1

Moshe told the children of Israel everything that God had commanded Moshe.
THE HAFTARAH FOR PINCHAS IS ON PAGE 309. [IF PARSHAS PINCHAS FALLS IN THE THREE WEEKS, THE
HAFTARAH FOR PARSHAS MATOS IS READ INSTEAD - PAGE 312]
TORAS MENACHEM

But how is this festival different from all other festivals?
Rashi’s first interpretation is that “it is restricted from performing manual
work,” i.e. on other festivals the prohibition against manual work is a
function of the holiness of the day (the fact that it is a “holy celebration”).
In the case of Shemini Atzeres, however, the prohibition against
performing work is the very definition of the day itself. We do not refrain
from work because it is a “holy celebration,”* but rather, due to the fact
that it is “a time of restriction”—as the verse stresses, “The eighth day will
be a time of restriction for you” therefore, “You may not perform any
manual work.”
Rashi, however, was not satisfied with this interpretation, as it leaves the
verse out of context with the surrounding passage. For this entire section
discusses the sacrifices of the festival, but according to the above
interpretation verse 35 breaks the thematic flow to discuss a completely
different aspect of festival observance, the requirement to refrain from
manual work.
Due to this problem, Rashi cited a further interpretation which explains
how our verse is consistent with the theme of the passage—the sacrifices:
“atzeres means restrict yourselves from leaving,” i.e. they were required to
stay in Jerusalem, because this is the site where the sacrifices were offered.
However, while this interpretation is more contextually consistent, it
presents us with a problem why the Torah went out of its way to describe
this festival as an atzeres (“restriction”). For already by informing us that
it is the “eighth day” the reader understands that staying in Jerusalem was
required, just as it was on the seven previous days. Thus, according to
this interpretation, it appears that the Torah went out of its way to use an
unusual expression (atzeres) when it was not necessary to do so.
Therefore, Rashi continues: “This teaches that they were required to
remain overnight,” i.e. at the literal level the term atzeres teaches us a

unique quality about this festival, that in contrast to all the other festivals
where one was only required to be in Jerusalem during the day, here one
was required to remain at night too.
Nevertheless, in the final analysis this interpretation also has a major
drawback, as it renders the first half of verse 35 disconnected from the
second half: First we read, “The eighth day will be a time of restriction for
you,” i.e. one must stay in Jerusalem overnight, and then the subject
immediately jumps: “You may not perform any manual work.”
Thus, while this interpretation is contextually superior (as explained
above), it is nevertheless a less satisfactory explanation of the verse itself.
So Rashi cited it only as a secondary interpretation.

T HE A GADIC I NTERPRETATION
Having read Rashi’s first two interpretations, the reader will appreciate
how Shemini Atzeres is different from the other festivals—either because
it is defined by a restraint from work (1st interpretation) or because it
requires staying overnight in Jerusalem (2nd interpretation). However, the
reader is still left without an explanation why this festival is different.
Therefore, Rashi cited the “Agadic interpretation,” not as a third
interpretation of the verse, but rather, as a clarification of the unique
quality of this festival which was highlighted by the previous two
interpretations: “Being that all the days of the festival [of Succos] they
brought sacrifices, corresponding to the seventy nations, when they came
to leave, God said to them, ‘Please make Me a small feast, so that I can
have some pleasure from you alone,’” i.e. since this day is merely an
“extension” of Succos, we can understand why its definition is just to
refrain from work (since it is not really a festival, “a holy day” in its own
right); and why one is required to stay overnight, since the whole purpose
of the day is to remain “with God” in Jerusalem a little longer.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 33, p. 176ff.)

* For a comparison of the Torah’s descriptions of Shemini Atzeres in Parshas Pinchas and Parshas Emor, see Likutei Sichos vol. 33, p. 179.

I
Parshas Pinchas contains 6 positive mitzvos
1. The laws of inheritance [27:8ff.].
2. The daily burnt-offerings [28:2].
3. The additional offering of Shabbos [28:9].
4. The additional offering of Rosh Chodesh [28:11-15].
5. The additional offering of Shavuos [28:26].
6. To sound the shofar on Rosh Hashanah [29:1].

I

[
parshas

Matos

,uyn ,arp

[

The Name of the Parsha

arshas Matos is always read during the three weeks of
mourning over the destruction of the Holy Temple, an
event which plunged the Jewish people into a physical
and spiritual exile from which they have not yet
recovered. It is not surprising, therefore, that the name of
the Parsha contains a message of inspiration which helps
us overcome the adversities of exile.
Scripture uses two terms to refer to the tribes of Israel:
a.) shevatim; b.) matos. The difference between them is
that “matos” are branches that have become detached
from the tree, and have hardened to form a staff or a rod.
“Shevatim,” on the other hand, refers to branches that still
remain attached to their trunk, and are thus soft and
flexible.
hasidic thought teaches that the “branch” and the
“rod” allude to the soul’s development as it passes
from a heavenly setting to an earthly setting. In heaven,
the soul is consciously “attached” to God, like the branch
which remains attached to its trunk. But before embarking
on its mission, the soul is “immature.” It has never faced
an obstacle in its relationship with God and, conse-

P

C

[

quently, has never enjoyed the additional “bonding” that
is brought to a relationship by overcoming obstacles.
Likewise, the “hidden reserves” of powers that were
granted to the soul to overcome situations of adversity lie
dormant and undiscovered.
However, when the soul is placed in its earthly setting,
in a physical body in the times of exile, all this soon
changes. Like a branch that is detached from its trunk, the
soul loses its effortless, emotional enwrapment with the
Creator and finds itself in a world which is antagonistic to
holiness and truth. But we are promised that, with the
necessary effort, the tender “branch” will soon harden to
become a firm and rigid “rod” that is unbending in its
dedication to God.
Parshas Matos thus teaches us that God has given us
the ability to live according to the laws of the Torah under
all circumstances. It is only a matter of will and determination on the part of the Jew, since, potentially, we have
the fullest capacity to live up to the will and the
commandments of God, the Creator and Master of the
world.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 18, pp. 382-4)
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d́f xŸ ®n`¥l l−`xUi i¬ p §a¦l zF½HOd i´W`xÎl` Æ dWŸn x³ A¥ c ie a
r©a³XdÎF`« dÀ eŸdi«l© xc¹p xŸCÆ i Îi«M
¦ W
Á i` b :d«eŸdi d¬ E¦v x−W` x½¨aCd
ei−¦Rn `¬v¥ IŸ d
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§ Fx¨® aC l−g
 i `¬÷ F½W§tpÎl©rÆ xQ` xŸq³ `¤lÆ d¨rªaW
d
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¦ `
 zi¬a¥ §A x² Q` d¬xq«`e d® eŸdi«l© xc− p xŸC¬ zÎi«¦M d¾X`e c :d«U£ri«
d´xq«` x´W` Æ Dxq`« e DÀxcpÎz` di¹¦a` rÆnWe d :di«xªrp¦A
x² Q`Îl¨ke di½xcpÎl¨M Æ EnÆwe di®¦a` D−l¨ Wi¬xg«de D½W§tpÎl©r
mF´i§A »DzŸ` di´¦a` `iÆpdÎm`e e :mE «wi D−W§tpÎl©r d¬xq«`ÎxW`
mE ®wi `´÷ D−W§tpÎl©r d¬xq«`ÎxW` di² xq`
 « e diÀxcpÎl¨M ¼ FrnW
hWar

,ukcb kftha gcab ukhpt kufh 'hbukp rcs vagt tka ut kfut tka obue
r,unv ,t 'rxt ruxtk rnuk sunk, 'vagh uhpn tmuhv kff uhkg true hbt
uhrcs vagh tk 'urcs kkjh tk unf /urcs kjh tk :ruxtv ,t rh,vk tku
t k u / v h r u g b c :2 u , h c c v b h t u k h p t u v h c t , u a r c / v h c t , h c c ( s ) :2 i h k u j
vhct ka u,uarc vbht ,rducvu rsb vrsb iht vbyeva ',rduc tku vbye
ouhu vba vrag ,jt ,c ubh,ucr urnt 'vbye thv uz htu /vhrsb rpvk
/rsb vrsb vahsev hn oaku vrsb hn oak vgsh ot /ihescb vhrsb sjt
v h c t t h b v o t u ( u ) :6 e s c v k v f h r m v b h t s j t o u h u v b a v r a g o h , a , c
vn gsuh hbht uz vtbv /vk rpva rnukf 'rsbv in v,ut gbn ot /v,ut
v t b v r n u t h u v '7r p v u v , u t t h b h v a h t g u n a o u h c o t u r n u t t u v a f ' t h v
k t a t r i n a i f u '8 i u t h b , v n k u i f u v r x v u v g h b n i u a k u y u a p u /2 v r p v u z

hbc kfk lf rjtu vkj, osnkk ohthabk sucf ekj /,uynv hatr (c)
kfu irvt uhkt ucuahu rnuk sunk, 'if ,urcsv rta ;ta ihbnu /ktrah
v t r v n u /1 k t r a h h b c k f u a d b i f h r j t u o v h k t v a n r c s h u v s g c o h t h a b v
rpn vjnun shjh iht otu 2vjnun shjhc ohrsb ,rpva snk 'itf vrnutk
' s c k c o h t h a b k t k t u z v a r p v a n r n t t k a k u f h u t /3 , u y u h s v v a k a c
i r v t k v r n t b i k v k v n '4 r c s v v z . u j h y u j a c r n t b u ' r c s v v z i t f r n t b
:3 i k u f k v r n t b u z ; t '4 w u d u i r v t k t r c s r n t b a ' k t r a h h b c k f k u u h b c k u
v f c u t c b , b o h t h c b v u '5 v k h k v , u m j f w v r n t v f c t c b , b v a n / r c s v v z
r c s v v z r j t r c s /2 r c s v v z i u a k c t c b , b a v a n o v h k g ; x u n ' w v r n t
iuakf 'vrpv iuakc (ctu) kgcu vr,v iuakc ofjva rnuk 'tuv yughn
h k g h r v r n u t v / r s b ( d ) :2 r p u n i h t u r , u n i h t u p k j o t u ' i t f c u , f v

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Was this passage said only to the tribal heads? (v. 2)

But why did scripture choose to mention this point here?

RASHI: [Moshe] honored the leaders by teaching them first, and
only later the rest of the Jewish people.
From where do we know that with other commandments he did
likewise? From the following verse: “Aharon and all the leaders of
the community returned to him, and Moshe would speak to them.
Afterwards, all the children of Israel would draw near” (Shemos 34:31-32).

To indicate that when the annulment of vows is done by an
individual he must be an expert [such as a tribal “leader”]. If no
individual expert is available, it may be annulled by three laymen.
MISHNAH: The Rabbinic principle of releasing vows [through asking
an expert] “floats in the air,” i.e. it has no real basis in scripture
(Chagigah 10a).

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE C ONNECTION B ETWEEN V OWS & T RIBAL H EADS ( V . 2)

Rashi addresses the question why verse 2 suggests that the current
passage was said only to the “tribal heads” and not to all the Jewish
people. Surely, the laws of vows which are recorded here apply to all
Jews?
Rashi rejects the notion that these laws were actually taught only to
the tribal leaders, and concludes that scripture is alluding to an unwritten
law: The reason why the Torah stresses the connection between tribal
leaders and the laws of vows is “to indicate that when the annulment of
vows is done by an individual he must be an expert,” such as a tribal
leader. And, “if no individual expert is available, it may be annulled by
three laymen,” who, in the absence of any better solution, constitute an
ad hoc “Jewish court.”
z 'ck rcsnc 8

Rashi here is alluding to the rabbinic principle that a person who regrets
a vow that he made may seek an “expert” to release him from the vow.
As Rashi himself explains in his commentary to the Talmud, the expert is
able to “find a loophole for the person, due to the implications that this
vow imposes on him. [The expert demonstrates that] if the person had
originally been aware of these implications he would never have made the
vow, thus showing that the vow was invalid in the first place” (Rashi to Gitin
63b, s.v. charatah).
However, this principle is a rabbinic law which “has no real basis in
scripture,” as the Mishnah states. Rashi, in his commentary to the
Chumash, however, presumes that the reader is familiar with this concept,
writing, “when the annulment of vows is done by an individual...,” as if
the student of scripture is already aware that vows can be annulled by
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30:2

THE LAWS

OF

PERSONAL VOWS

[

M

oshe spoke to the children of Israel’s tribal heads, saying: This is what God has commanded:
3
(Concerning the principle that*) when a person makes a vow to God or makes an oath to
prohibit himself (something which the Torah permits), he may not violate his word (and) he
must act in accordance with whatever he uttered—(the following rules apply*):


4

If a woman is in her adolescence (and thus still) under (the jurisdiction) of her father’s house,
(and) she makes a vow to God, or imposes a ban (on herself):


5



6

If her father heard about her vow, or her ban which she forbade to herself, and her
father remained silent, then all her vows stand, and any ban that she forbade to
herself stands.

But if, on the day he hears about it, her father vetoes her (vow by annulling her words)
then all her vows and her bans that she forbade to herself will not stand.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Is it desirable for a person to make vows? (v. 3)
MISHNAH: Vows are a “fence” for abstinence

(Avos 3:13).

JERUSALEM TALMUD: Is it not enough what the Torah has forbidden to
you that you wish to forbid yourself from other things too? (Nedarim 9:1)

TORAS MENACHEM

finding a loophole. All that our verse seems to add is the detail that this
individual must be an expert.
But how is the reader supposed to know that an individual can release
a person from vows in the first place?

A L OGICAL A PPROACH
Perhaps it could be argued that Rashi deemed the process of finding a
loophole in a vow to be totally logical, and thus (at the literal level) does
not require any basis in scripture. The expert does not annul a pre-existing
vow, which would definitely need some scriptural source, since scripture
decrees that all vows are binding; instead, he releases the person from the
vow by demonstrating that the vow was never valid in the first place
(as explained above). This, it would seem, is in sharp contrast to
the laws described in the current passage, where a father or husband
annuls his daughter or wife’s vow through a scripturally empowered right
of annulment.

[

Sparks of Chasidus

t first glance, the advice of the Jerusalem Talmud (see Classic
Questions), that one should avoid making vows, appears to
contradict the Mishnah’s teaching that vows are a valuable tool for a
person to restrain himself from physical indulgence.
In truth, however, there is no contradiction, since these two texts
are addressing two different types of people. The Mishnah addresses
a person who cannot restrain himself from excessive physical
indulgence which interferes with his observance of Torah. Thus for
him the only solution is to make a vow of abstinence. The Jerusalem
Talmud, however, speaks of a person who is able to utilize physical
pleasures for holy purposes, and for such a person it would be
inadvisable to abstain from these physical things, since the purpose

A

* See Likutei Sichos vol. 13, p. 106.

Rashi deemed it to be obvious that if a loophole is found in any vow, a
person can avoid observing what he originally (and mistakenly) thought
to be a binding vow. Therefore, Rashi did not have to inform us of this
principle.
What Rashi did teach us, based on verse 2, is that the person who finds
that loophole must be an expert, which is why the Torah openly
addressed this passage to the leaders, the “experts” of the Jewish people.
However, in the final analysis, this explanation is unacceptable, because:
i.) It is difficult to accept at the literal level that there are two totally
different mechanisms (“annulment” and “release through a loophole”)
through which the obligation of vows can be removed, when Rashi makes
no indication of such a major distinction in his commentary.
ii.) On the contrary, Rashi writes explicitly that the only distinction
between an expert and a father in the way they remove vows is in the
language they must use (“an expert must use words that imply releasing,

[

of creation is to sanctify the physical world, so that it becomes a
“home” for God below.
ased on the above we can also appreciate why an “expert” may
release a person from his vows (see Rashi to v. 2). For, at first glance
this is difficult to understand: Surely the purpose of a Jewish sage is
to guide a person to a more spiritual life; so if a person has vowed to
abstain from something physical should he not be encouraged to do
so by the sage, and not be released from his vow? In truth, however,
one who is at the highest level of Godly service must involve himself
with the physical world to sanctify it. And it is to this goal that the sage
attempts to lift the person, rendering the vow unnecessary.

B

(Likutei Sichos vol. 13, pp. 107-8; Sichas Shabbos Parshas Matos-Masei 5733)
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: o h h e t u v a k g c v o h h e o t a l k h r v / w u d u v a h t g n a u ( j ) :4 u n e u v t k u
rnuk sunk, 'ctv rpv tk ukhpt kufh /vhkg rat vrsb ,t rpvu (y)
r a t k f ( h ) :4 t h v v h c t , u a r c v h r u g b c a k f '6 v h c t , h c v h r u g b c
'kgc ,uarc tku ct ,uarc tk vbhta hpk /vhkg oueh vapb kg vrxt
k g c v , n ' i h x u r h t v i n v b n k t k c t '4 r c s n c u , f v i h t u a b v i n v b n k t c u
c u , f v v t u a b c / v r s b v a h t , h c o t u ( t h ) :7ctv ,uark vrzju vbeur,b
kufh 'rpn kgcva rnta hpk /wudu rxt ,guca kfu rsb kf (sh) :rcsn
apb hubg hrsb tkt rpn ubht 'apb ,ubgk rnuk sunk, 'gnanc ohrsb kf
, g n r n t , t k a / o u h k t o u h n ( u y ) :8 o h r s b , f x n c o h a r u p n o v u / s c k c

/ v k j k x h w v u : h k g n o , r x r a t , t '2 h , t u b , , t o , g s h u i f u '1 h a t r h b h
tk thvu vk rpvu 3vkgc gnau rhzbc vrsba vatc rcsn cu,fv vnc
'vjhkx vfhrma thv uz 'oh,nk vtnynu ihh v,uau vrsb kg ,rcugu vgsh
ibhtak rnuju ke 'vjhkx ohfhrm ohrpunv otu /rpun tuva hp kg ;tu
' v t u a b t k t u b h t u t ' v x u r t u z / a h t k v h v , u h v o t u ( z ) :4 o h r p u n
tcu 'vxurtc itfu 'runt vtuab hrv 'vrsb vaht ,hc otu rnut tuvaf
rpv ut kgcv rpv tku ctv rpv /vhrsb ihrhpn vkgcu vhcta 'vc eukjk
sjt ohhe ot rnuk lhrm ihtu 'rpun ubht vz hrv 'ctv rpv tku kgcv
u r p u v t k u v h c t i v c g n a t k u v h c t , h c c v r s b a / v h k g v h r s b u :5 o v n

TORAS MENACHEM

and a husband, words of annulment”—Rashi to v. 2, s.v. ze hadavar), which
indicates that the actual mechanism though which the vow is removed is
the same.

T HE E XPLANATION
Rather, it would seem that at the literal level there is only one
mechanism by which a vow can be canceled, and that is through
annulment, as the Torah indicates explicitly in the current passage how a
father or husband may annul the vow of his daughter or wife. Likewise
in the case of an expert, at the literal level, the expert has the power to
annul the words of a vow, as Rashi stresses, “When the annulment of
vows is done by an individual he must be an expert.”

Rashi did not need to clarify the scriptural basis that an expert has the
right to annul a vow, since he deemed it to be self-evident: In the same
way a father has the right to annul his daughter’s vow, because he is an
authority figure (Rashi to v. 4), the tribal leaders have the right to annul the
vows of their followers, over whom they are authority figures. Rashi only
adds that this is not limited to the head of one’s tribe in particular, but
rather any authority figure (such as an expert in Jewish law) is acceptable
for this purpose. And, in exceptional circumstances where an expert
cannot be found, even three laymen can form an ad hoc “court,” which
is authorized to annul a vow.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 33, p. 186ff.)

whct thbv otuW euxpc aWNK ot,vc vbufbv txrhdv uvzu 'Wtuv iufbu 'vk rpvu whct gnau rhzbc vrsba vatc ,hhxups ,jt tjxubf h,tmnuW :itf iurfzv rpxc 3 sk 'sh rcsnc 2 v 'tne ohkv, 1
/yg ;s 8 /g ohrsb 7 zh euxp 6 /zx ohrsb 5 hrpx 4 /(zWna, nWuyn pWa ,jha) ,ugyu aucha vz hrv 'Wvkgc gnauW txrhdv ohxupsv curc ubhmna vnu /Wv,ut whct thbv hf ///v,ut
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(If she is unaware of her father’s veto, and subsequently violated her “vow”), God will
forgive her because her father vetoed her (vow, and thus annulled it).

7

If she is (betrothed) to a man while her (earlier) vows (are still pending) upon her, (because her
father did not hear about the vows, so they were never ratified or annulled); or (she has a preexisting) verbal obligation which she imposed upon herself (which was not heard by her father):
8



(If) the man to whom she is (betrothed) hears about it but remains silent on the day
that he hears about it, her vows will stand, and her ban that she forbade to herself will
stand (even if her father annuls them).



9

But if the man to whom she is (betrothed) vetoes her (vow) on the day he heard about
it (as her father did), he revokes the vow (pending) upon her, or the verbal obligation
which she forbade to herself (jointly with her father).



(If she is unaware of the veto, and subsequently violated her “vow”), God will forgive her
(because it was, in fact, annulled).

10



(Concerning) the vow of a widow or a divorcee: Anything that she forbids to herself will stand
for her (as a vow, since she is not under the jurisdiction of her husband or her father).



11

If (a married woman) made a vow or banned something from herself with an oath in her
husband’s house:


12



13



(Since) her husband has vetoed them (thus annulling them, if she is unaware of this and
subsequently violated her “vow”), God will forgive her (because it was, in fact, annulled).



14



15

(If) her husband heard about it and remained silent, not vetoing her, all her vows will
stand, and every ban that she forbade to herself will stand.
But if her husband vetoes them on the day he hears about them, then anything she
uttered as her vows or personal bans will not stand.

(However, it is only regarding) a vow or oath of self-affliction (that) her husband (has
the right) either to ratify or annul it.

(Concerning the time limit on the husband): If her husband remained silent (during the
whole) day until (the next) day (begins, in the evening), then he has ratified all the vows
and prohibitions which are (pending) upon her. He has ratified them because he
remained silent on the day he heard about it.
TORAS MENACHEM

[

The Last Word

ronically, the Torah attributes more power of annulment to a man
who is merely betrothed* to a woman than a man who is fully
married. For a man who is betrothed to a woman can annul her vows
made prior to betrothal (v. 7-9), whereas a man who is fully married is
only able to annul vows made “in her husband’s house” (v. 11), and
not beforehand. The reason for this peculiarity is because a man
annuls his betrothed wife’s earlier vows jointly with her father, in
whose house she made the vows (see v. 9 and Rashi ibid).

I

[

ne who is betrothed to a woman represents a person whose
service of God is still incomplete. Nevertheless, the betrothed
person has an advantage that he still relies on “the father” of his
betrothed, i.e. on Divine assistance. However, when a person
reaches spiritual maturity, alluded to by full marriage, this may
ironically give him a false sense of independence, causing him to
forget “the Father.” The moral is obvious: A person should always
attribute his success to Divine blessing, and not to himself.

O

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 2, pp. 613-4)

* In Jewish law, once a woman is betrothed she is considered a married woman, and if her husband wishes to leave her, she needs a divorce. However, this does not permit the
couple to live together as man and wife until the procedure of nisu’in (full marriage) is carried out. In Talmudic times there would be a break, usually of a full year, between these
two procedures. Nowadays, both procedures are carried out consecutively, under the wedding canopy.

y:tk - zy:k
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m`e fh :rnWc `nFi§A D¨l wzW ix` oFdzi
zi l¥Awie rnWC xz¨A oFdzi lH©ai `¨lH©A
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oFdie `¨lig§l oix§aB oFkPn Efixf xnin§l `O©r
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`Ih§aW lŸk§l `h§aW§l `¨t§l` `h§aW§l `¨t§l` c
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xŸy£r ixY `h§aW§l `¨t§l` l`xŸyic `I©t§l`n
d WŸn oFdz i g©lWE e :`¨lig ifx fn oi¦t§l`
x©A qgpi¦R zie oFdzi `¨lig§l `h§aW§l `¨t§l`
zx§v©vge `WcEwc ipnE `¨lig§l `pd©M xf¨r§l`
§ Ai
ic `n§M oicn l©r ElIgz`e f :Dci¦A `Ya
zie g :`xEkC l¨M Elhw E dWŸn zi ii ciT©t
zie ie` zi oFdi¥lihw l©r Elhw oicn i¥k§ln
i¥k§ln `Wng r©ax zie xEg zie xEv zie mwx
:`¨Axg§A Elhw xFr§A x©A m¨r§l¦A zie oicn
oFd§l§th zie oicn iWp zi l`xŸyi ip§a FaWE h
l¨M zie oFdiziB l¨M zie oFdxi¦r§A l¨M zie
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 x U
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,neb ouebk lkva rjt rcs /rundh 'rum ,c hczf drva 'vumnc khj,va
x j b p k a u n t v , h v a i h b n u /10 u , u t u r f n o h b s n v u r n t b a ' u n t h c t ; x u h
v r z v s u c g k o h k d g o y h p a u r , h g r z n '11 k t h y u p , u b c n r n t b a ' ; x u h k a n
/ a s e v h k f u :12 v n j k n j u a n v h v a r j t r c s / u r m h c y p y p a ; x u h g r z n u
tuvu 'ohpafc ihsn hfkn jhrpnu ovng ogkc vhva /.hmvu iurtv vz
lfk 'ohkpub ovu 'uc euej oava '.hmv ,t ovk vtrv /ovng jrup unmg
o g k c c i f u ' r h u t v i n o h k k j v k g o h k p u b a '13 i h s n h f k n c o v h k k j k g r n t b
u m r t k f , t j e h u i f u u , u a r c / u s h c :14 g a u v h r p x c o v h k k j k t c h , f
v n k ' c u , f v v b n v a n j a v t u r h b h t h f u / i h s n h f k n , a n j ( j ) :15 u s h n
/,ubgrupc okuf uuauvu vmgc okuf uuaa lsnkk tkt ',anj rnuk eezuv
tmhu 'u,mgc ktrahn khpva ;kt vgcrtu ohrag rfa kuyhk oa lkv ogkc
tucr ohaa o,hhvaf ot ovk rnt /vgr vmg ithanu ktrah ,trek ihsnn
okan urfa uk ub,b /ojkvk ohtc o,t ;kt c"hc uhafgu 'ovk o,kufh tk
i h t a ' o , u b n u t c u , b n u t ; h k j v u ' k t r a h k g t c t u v / c r j c :2 u v u j p e t k u
okkek o,ubnut ap,u tuv tcu /vaecu vkp, h"g ovhpc tkt ohgaub
'crjc ihtca ,unutv ,ubnutc o,ubnut uphkjvu uhkg utc ov ;t 'uhpc

:1 l a j , a s g t k t r p n i h t a l s n k k ' o u h k t o u h n r n t b l f k ' , g k
vk rpvu rzju 'uc hapt rnta 'ohheu gnaa hrjt /ugna hrjt (zy)
o r u d v a i t f n u b s n k / v h , j , x b f b t u v / v b u g , t t a b u :2 o u h c u c u k h p t
, t n t k u / o h b h s n v , t n ( c ) :2 i h a b u g k f k u h , j , x b f b t u v u r h c j k v k e ,
uhvha 'ovn ohtrh uhva vtrh ,njn rcsk uxbfb ohctunva 'ohctunv
urcg,b ohbhsn kct /vnjkn oc rd,, kt tkt rntb tka 'o,ut ohkkua
'ovn thmuvk hk aha ,ucuy ,ushrp h,a hbpn rjt rcs /ovk tk chr kg
g n a a h p k g ; t / w u d u v a n r c s h u ( d ) :3 , h b u n g v v n g b u v h c t u n v , u r
h m u k j i u a k u n u d r , f / u m k j v :2 r j h t t k u v j n a c v a g r c s c v h u k , u , , h n a
o h n f j o h a b t i f u '6 o h a b t u b k r j c i f u '5 o h e h s m / o h a b t : o h b h h u z n 4 t c m
:8 v " c e v s d b f s n u g u k t f ' k t r a h s d b f s n u g v a / w v , n e b :7 o h g u s h u
ka ijca lghsuvk / u r x n h u (v) :huk yca ,ucrk / k t r a h , u y n k f k (s)
tuv vn u,,hnc ugna tka sg 'ktrah kg ohchcj ov vnf ktrah hgur
t k ' i h s n , n e b c v h u k , v a n , , h n a u g n a a n u '9 h b u k e x u y g n s u g r n u t
xjbhp vhva shdn /xjbhp ,tu o,ut (u) :ijrf kg urxnba sg ,fkk umr
hn v"cev rnt 'rzgkt lkv tku xjbhp lkv vn hbpnu /okuf sdbf kuea

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Did the tribe of Levi have to fight? (v. 4)
RASHI: [The words] “All the tribes” come to include the tribe of Levi.
RAMBAM: Why did the tribe of Levi not merit a portion in the Land
of Israel and its spoils, as their brothers did? Because they have been
uk 'zk ,hatrc 10

s 'zh ,una 9

/nWa, nWuyn pWa ,jhau '25 vrgv 76 wg dWfj aWuek vtr 8

separated out to serve God as His ministers... Therefore they were
also separated from worldly matters. They are not required to fight in
war, like other Jewish people, and they do not inherit the Land
(Laws of the Sabbatical and Jubilee Years 13:12).
uy 't ohrcs 7 y 'zh ,una 6 tnujb, 5 v euxp 4 :jk tne tcc 3 hrpx 2 :ug ohrsb 1
uf 'tf rcsnc 15 /tnujb, /cf 'dh 14 j euxp 13 /dn vyux 12 vf 'u ,una 11

30:16 - 31:9
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16

If, after having heard about (a vow and ratifying it that day), he then annuls it (later in
the day), he will be responsible for her sin.

17

These are the suprarational* commands which God commanded Moshe concerning a man and his
wife, (and) a father and his adolescent daughter who is (under the jurisdiction of) her father’s house.
[

31
SECOND
READING

THE WAR AGAINST MIDIAN

[

G

od spoke to Moshe, saying, 2 “Take revenge against the Midianites for the children of Israel.
After that, you will be gathered to your people.”
3
Moshe (immediately) spoke to the people, saying, “From among yourselves, get men armed
and ready for combat against Midian, to carry out God’s revenge against Midian. 4 You should send for
the army a thousand from each tribe; a thousand from each tribe. (This applies to) all the tribes of Israel.”
5
From Israel’s population, one thousand (men) were handed over from each tribe, (totaling) twelve
thousand armed for combat. 6 Moshe sent them, the thousand from each tribe, for the army. (He sent)
them with Pinchas the son of Elazar the priest to the army, with the sacred vessels and the signal trumpets
entrusted to him.
7
They besieged Midian, as God had commanded Moshe, and they killed every male. 8 They killed
the Midianite kings, (who fell) upon their (own people’s) corpses. The five kings of Midian (that they
killed were): Evi, Rekem, Tzur, Chur, and Reva. They killed Bilam the son of Be’or with a sword.
9
The children of Israel took the Midianite women captive, along with their small children.
TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE W AR A GAINST M IDIAN ( V . 1ff.)

In contrast to other wars, where the Levites did not fight, Rashi writes
(in his commentary to verse 4) that the Levites were required to fight in
the war against Midian.
However, this is difficult to understand in light of Rambam’s
explanation that the Levites were exempt from fighting because: “they
have been separated out to serve God as His ministers.... Therefore they
were also separated from worldly matters.” Why was an exception made
in this case?

The explanation is that the war against the seven Cana’anite nations
was fought in order to conquer and settle their land, which would then
lead to a life of plowing and sowing the land. Thus the Levites, who were
“separated from worldly matters,” did not participate in this war.
However, the war against Midian was not fought in order to conquer
territory, but rather it was purely “to carry out God’s revenge.”** Thus,
the war did not fall into the category of “worldly matters,” but rather, it
was solely an act of serving God—fitting indeed for the Levites, who
“have been separated out to serve God as His ministers.”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28, p. 344; vol. 23, p. 210)

[

Sparks of Chasidus

ccording to Chasidic thought, the war against the seven
Cana’anite nations alludes to the “battle” of refining one’s
overtly undesirable character traits (which fall into seven broad
categories, stemming from the seven emotional faculties of the
Animal Soul). Consequently, this “war” is not relevant to the tribe of
Levi, or to those who aspire to their spiritual level—as Rambam writes
that this could be: “any type of person... whose spirit inspires him,
and he resolves in his mind to set himself apart [from worldly
pursuits], to stand before God and serve as His minister, to work for
Him, and to know God” (end of Laws of the Sabbatical and Jubilee Years).
In contrast, the war against Midian involved fighting against a
subtle type of evil which is found in virtually every personality, even

A

[

those who dedicate themselves as full time “ministers” of God. Thus,
even the Levites, and those among the Jewish people who devote
themselves “to stand before God and serve as His minister,” must
participate in waging the spiritual war against Midian.
What is the “subtle evil” that can plague even the most dedicated
servant of God? Chasidic thought explains that this is a lack of unity
and camaraderie between one man and another, indicating underlying emotions of divisiveness and unjustified hatred. All this arises
from a sense of over-inflated self-importance, which causes a person
to be intolerant of others and eventually view them as enemies.
Clearly the war against these attributes is very important indeed!
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28, p. 344; s.v. Heichlatzu 5659***)

* For an explanation why the apparently rational laws of vows are described by the Torah as chukim (suprarational commands) see Sichas Shabbos Parshas Matos-Masei 5733.
**It was only after the war that the tribes of Re’uvain and Gad decided to settled there. ***In English: On Ahavas Yisra’el (Sichos in English, 1988).
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ut ohrfzv og (,gsuh vat kfu) durvk ot gsuh hbht wudu ohabc ;yv
u x b f h t k a / v b j n k . u j n ( y h ) :9 u d u r v r n t b l f k ' ; y v o g , u h j v k
cu,fv vtnuy kcenv rcsc druvc rnut rhtn wr /apb druv kf :vrzgk
,nc gdub uktf ',nv hrucjc ost tnyn hkfva cu,fv lsnku 'rcsn
ahen 'kkjc gdubv kfu rnuk sunk, 'udrvu .j uc erz ukhpt kufh ut 'unmg
h n c / u t y j , , :10 u h r u c j h " g d r u v ; t ' u h r u c j h " g g d u b v n ' g d u b k d r u v
ibht ohkukd hscug hrce ohrnutv hrcsk ;ta 'oh,n htny rta ihsf 'vsb
o s t i h h u r e o , t '11o , t o s t h , h g r n i t m h b t m i , t u r n t b a ' k v t c i h t n y n
tka 'tancu gdnc ihtnyn ohudva tuv vsun 'ost ihhure ohudv ihtu
o , t :13 k v t c , u n h h f o s t 12 r n t b a ' o h k v t , t n u y k m t t k t o s t r n t b
hbc o,t vn tkt 'vtzv ihfhrmu vtnuy ihkcen ohrfbva tk /ofhcau
v a g n k f u ( f ) :3 v t z v i h f h r m ' u t n y h u , h r c k u t u c h a f o f h c a ; t ' , h r c
i v f v r z g k t r n t h u ( t f ) :1 4, u n m g v u o h p k y v u o h b r e v h k f t h c v k / o h z g
hkughd ,ufkv ubnn unkg,ba ',ugy kkfk tc xgf kkfk van tca hpk /wudu
rzgkt kg (van) ;umehu rntba 'ohtuknk hbhnac tmun v,t ifu /ohrfb
, t l h u o h r u n v t b u g n a c i f u ' , u g y k k f k t c ' x g f k k f k t c '15 r n , h t k g u
l t ( c f ) : u c r c v t r u v v v k , / w u d u w v v u m r a t :3v g y x g f v h " g '1 6 g k x v
'vtnuy ,ufkv kg tkt van ofk rhvzv tka hp kg ;t /wudu cvzv ,t

i u a k t u v a ' o v k a i h r y k p o u e n / o , r h y ( h ) :1 v h j , l c r j k g u r n t b a
odru,na unf 'ovhra caun iuak rjt rcs /ovheuj hgsuh ohrnuf caun
u h v a s h d n / w u d u k k a v k f , t u j e h u ( t h ) :3 h t , a k p h b r u y 2 o h , a k p h b r x
,t rntba ',uarc tka vzcc sh jukak kzdv kg usajb tku ohehsmu ohraf
h a b t ; t '4 w u d u o h k j r v r s g f l h b a v k c e c a r u p n o v h k g u '3 w u d u k k a v k f
/ z c : i h y h a f , u a u c k n k a i h k y k y n i v / k k a :5 o h e h s m o k u f l h c a v n j k n v
cu,fa ouencu /vnvcu ost /juekn :ihyhaf, obhta ihkykyn ,zhc tuv
rzgktu van utmhu (dh) :vnvcc jueknu ostc hca 'juekn kmt hca
; m e h u ( s h ) :5 v z c v i n ; u y j k o h t m u h k t r a h h r g b , t u t r a h p k / i v f v
huk, rusv iujrx kfa lsnkk 'khjv kg ohbunn /khjv hsuep kg van
o , t u k h p t o v k r n t / o g k c r c s c ( z y ) :3 , u j n k o s h c j f a h a o h k u s d c
tna 'ovk ohkufh o,t iht okugca (,unutv t"x) ,ubunv kf ohxhbfn
/vmg ofthatu utuc /rujc cfr ,utn aa uhva ohrmnv in o,t ohcurn
/ v b v i v :7 h r p x c u 6 e k j c t , h t s f ' w u f u t u v v n z t b u a u k t k a o v h v k t
,gsuh vat kfu (zh) :vc hbukp kafba thv uz /i,ut ihrhfn uhva shdn
vhutrvu ourhcgv .hmv hbpku /vkgcb tka hp kg ;t kgcvk vhutr /aht
h r c s ' i h b g v e h x p v k ' r n t u r z j v n k / u d r v :8 , u e h r u n v h b p k g c v k
k f u a h t , g s u h v a t k f u ; y c r f z k f u d r v t r u e h b t o t a '3 k t g n a h w r

/uWna, nWuyn pWa ,jha vtr 9 :x ,unch 8 357 wg jWhj aWuek vtr 7 /ue ihrsvbx 6 /tWna, ,uyn pWa ,jha vtr 5 u 'u aWva 4 hrpx 3 d 'dh gauvh 2 n 'zf ,hatrc 1
th-h 'f rcsnc 16 zy 'h trehu 15 :vf ihkuj 14 /nWa, nWuyn pWa ,jha vtru /tx ,unch 13 sh 'yh rcsnc 12 tk 'sk ktezjh 11 /lkhtu 200 wg jWfj aWuek vtru /hrpx 10
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THIRD
READING
(2ND

WHEN
JOINED)

They plundered all their animals and herds, and all their possessions. 10 They set fire to all their
residential cities and their cloisters.
11
They took all the booty and all the plunder of both man and beast (but kept nothing for themselves).
12
They brought the captives, the plunder, and the booty to Moshe, Elazar the priest and the entire
community of Israel, to the camp at the plains of Mo’av by the Jordan at Jericho.
13
(When they heard that some youths had gone outside the camp to grab plunder) Moshe, Elazar the
priest, and all the leaders of the community went out to meet them outside the camp (to put an end to it).
14
Moshe became angry with the officers of the army, (both) the officers over thousands (of men) and
the officers over hundreds (of men), who had returned from the campaign of war. 15 Moshe said to them,
“You’ve allowed all the females to live? 16 They were the very ones who acted on Bilam’s words against
the children of Israel to betray God in the Pe’or affair, resulting in a plague among God’s congregation!”
17
“Now kill every male child! And kill every woman capable of knowing a man, (I mean every one)
who could sleep with a male. 18 But you may keep alive all the young girls who have never experienced
sleeping with a man.”

PURIFICATION , PURGING & I MMERSION FOLLOWING

[

31:19

THE

WAR

[

Y

ou must stay outside the camp for seven days. Whoever killed a person or who touched a
corpse should cleanse himself (with the sprinkling water of the Red Heifer*) on the third and
seventh day. (And just as) you (require purification because you are members of the covenant,
so too,) your captives (will require purification when they enter the covenant). 20 All garments, leather
articles, any goat products, and every wooden article must be cleansed (with sprinkling water).”
21
Elazar the priest said to the soldiers returning from battle: “This (purification through sprinkling
water which was stated above**) is the suprarational law of the Torah that God commanded Moshe.

“



22

“However, (in addition to ritually purifying the vessels with sprinkling water, Moshe also taught
us that they must be purged from the flavor of the non-kosher food, as follows): The gold, the
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why did Elazar clarify the law of purging vessels, and
not Moshe? (v. 21)

20:10),

RASHI: Since Moshe fell into a state of anger (v. 14), he fell into a state
of error: The laws of purging vessels belonging to gentiles were
concealed from him. We find a similar incident occurred on the eighth
day of inauguration, as the verse states, “He became angry with
Elazar and Isamar” (Vayikra 10:16)—he fell into a state of anger, so he
fell into a state of error [criticizing them for burning the sin-offering

 What did Elazar tell them? (v. 22)
RASHI: Even though Moshe warned you only about the laws of
ritual impurity, you must be further warned about the laws of
purging.... Even after their purification from the ritual impurity caused
by a corpse (v. 20), you still may not use vessels until they have been
purified from the [flavor of] non-kosher meat that they absorbed.

Likewise [when Moshe said]: “Listen, you rebels!” (above
“he hit the rock” (ibid. 11). Through anger, he came to err.

(see Rashi ibid)].

TORAS MENACHEM

k

M OSHE ’ S E RROR (R ASHI

TO V .

21)

In the current passage we read how the vessels that were captured by
the Jewish people as plunder from the war against Midian were required
to be cleansed with sprinkling water (into which ashes of the Red Heifer
had been mixed), to remove the ritual impurity that had been caused by
contact with a corpse. This law was taught to the Jewish people by Moshe
in verse 20.
In verse 22, Elazar added another law, that the vessels needed to be
purged, i.e. since these vessels had been used to cook non-kosher food,
the flavor of that food had seeped into the walls of the vessels. Thus, if a
person cooked kosher food in one of these vessels, the non-kosher flavor
* See above 19:9.

**See Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 183.

would seep out of the walls of the vessel into the food, thus rendering it
non-kosher. To avoid this problem, the vessels had to be “passed through
fire” (v. 23), which would purge the flavors that are in the walls of the vessel
(see Rashi to v. 22).
In his commentary to verse 21, Rashi explains why this latter law was
taught by Elazar, and not Moshe: “Since Moshe fell into a state of anger
(v. 14), he fell into a state of error: The laws of purging vessels belonging
to gentiles were concealed from him.” Rashi continues to explain that this
had occurred on two previous occasions: In Parshas Shemini, when
Moshe had become angry that a sin-offering goat had been burned; and
in Parshas Chukas, when Moshe erred in hitting the rock.
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in irvyk huyju 'ruxhtv in orvyk kughd ohkfv ihfhrm ovk rnt
vkhcy ihgyv ruxhtv in irhafvk ;ta 'itfn uars ubh,ucru /vtnuyv
/vsb ovc kucyk ohutrv ohn uars itf ihcu,fv vsb hnu /,uf,n hkfk
i h t a r c s k f / a t c t c h t k r a t k f u :1 v t x o h g c r t ' o v v n f u
ugkc tku ibumc iahna,a ,uhjukmu ,uxuf iudf 'rutv h"g uahna,
k t (sf) :,uf,n hkf teusu uhsu ikhcyn /ohnc urhcg, :ruxht
vbjnnu vhuk vbjnn jukha iugy ,n tny ihta 'vbhfa vbjnk /vbjnv
j u e k n v , t , h m j u ( z f ) : i u c a j v , t j e / a t r , t t a (uf) :2 k t r a h

ihygunn rnukf 'yughn iuak ltu /kughd ,ufkv kg ofk rhvzvk ah sug
urvyha sg ',nv ,tnuyn i,rvy rjtk ukhpt ohkfc an,avkn o,t
rhcgvk lhrma rnuk cvzv ,t lt urnt ubh,ucru /,ukcb ruxht ,ghkcn
lt 'vsukj oa tvh tka 'lt iuak uvzu 'ubkhgdha osue uka vsukj
uc kack /atc tch rat rcs kf (df) :tuva ,unf vhvh ,f,nv
'ihnj h"g uahna,a vn 'u,kgdv uahna, lrsf /atc urhcg, :oukf
ubbckh 'vkfxtvu supav iudf 'hkm h"g uahna,a vnu 'ihnjc ubkhgdh
/ , n , t n u y n u r v y k v z h u y j u y u a p h p k / t y j , h v s b h n c l t :1 r u t c

TORAS MENACHEM

Rashi’s comments prompt the following questions:
a.) Being that Moshe’s anger had led him to err on these two previous
occasions, why did Rashi wait until this third occasion to explain the
principle that anger leads to error?
b.) What Moshe said was, in fact, correct. He had rightly instructed the
people to purify the vessels from the ritual impurity of a corpse by
applying sprinkling water. What Moshe had failed to do was to inform
them of the additional procedure, that the vessels needed to be purged
too, since he had failed to recall this detail—as Rashi writes, “The laws of
purging vessels belonging to gentiles were concealed from him.” Surely
this is not an “error” (i.e. a misjudgment), but rather, an omission of an
additional, totally unrelated law, being that ritual purification and purging
are two completely different concepts?

T HE E XPLANATION
The fact that non-kosher flavors absorbed in a vessel need to be
removed before kosher food is cooked in it is logical, and clearly, Moshe
would have been aware of this fact. Thus when “the laws of purging
vessels... were concealed from him,” and he failed to recall the method of
removing these flavors, Moshe was nevertheless aware of the necessity to
remove them. But since he could only recall one procedure that needed
to be performed with these vessels (the application of sprinkling water)
Moshe presumed that this single procedure would achieve both goals:
It would remove the ritual impurity caused by a corpse, and it would
remove the non-kosher flavors from the vessels.
Moshe’s reasoning was simple: We see that a few drops of sprinkling
water had an effect that was far beyond its site of application, removing
ritual impurity from the entire vessel, even though the water was only
applied to a small part of the vessel. So Moshe reasoned: Being that the
sprinkling water is extremely powerful and has a far-reaching effect
beyond the site where it is applied, it must be able to remove the flavors
from the vessel too.

Of course, if Moshe had remembered the law that flavors are actually
removed through purging, he would not have been led to make this
assumption. But since the law was concealed from him, and he knew that
the flavors had to be removed somehow, he presumed that the farreaching effects of the sprinkling water were not limited to removing
impurity, and that they could remove flavor too.

[

The Last Word

A NGER

AND

[

F ORGETFULNESS

rizal considered anger to be a more serious sin than all
others. For when a person commits any sin other than
becoming angry, his soul still remains in his body. But when
angry, a person’s soul departs from his body and is replaced by an
“external soul.” This explains why one tends to forget his Torah
studies through becoming angry, due to the departure of the soul.

A

(Sha'ar Ha-Yichudim at end; see Likutei Torah, Pinchas 80d; see Sicha of
Shabbos Parshas Va'eira 5711).

ith regard to the question of temper, and especially where
we are speaking of anger, this weakness can be controlled
by reflecting on the verse, “I visualize God before me always”
(Psalms 16:8), which is also the introduction to the first part of the
Shulchan Aruch [Code of Jewish Law], and thus an introduction to
the entire code regulating Jewish behavior in the daily life. By
reflecting upon the fact that one is always—at every moment—in
the presence of God, how is it possible for him to sink so far as to
display any kind of temper?”

“

W

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe in 5733)

/zx ohjxp 2

:vg zWg 1

31:22-27
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silver, the copper, the iron, the tin, and the lead,
through fire by you, and then it will be purified.

FOURTH
READING

whatever is used in fire, must be passed



“They must, however, (also) be cleansed with sprinkling water (alternatively: with mikvah water).



“Whatever (utensils) are not used in fire (but rather, with cold foods), should be passed through
(mikvah) water by you (straightaway, since they do not need to be purged).



24

“You should wash your garments on the seventh day and (they will) become ritually pure.
Afterwards, you may enter the camp.”
[

31:25

23

DIVIDING

THE

SPOILS

OF

WAR

[

G

od spoke to Moshe, saying, 26 “Calculate the total plunder of the captured people and animals.
You (should do this) together with Elazar the priest and the community’s paternal (tribal)
leaders. 27 Divide the plunder equally between the soldiers that went out to battle and (the rest
of) the entire congregation.
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why were the laws of purging given here? (v. 23)
RAMBAN: In the earlier wars with Sichon and Og the Jewish people
had also taken plunder (Devarim 2:35), which presumably included
non-kosher vessels. Nevertheless, those wars were part of the
conquest of the Land of Israel, and the Talmud states that during the
conquest they were allowed to eat non-kosher food (Chulin 17a)—and
certainly then, to eat from non-kosher vessels. The war with Midian,
however, was not part of the conquest of the Land of Israel so, for the
first time, the Jewish people were faced with purging the non-kosher
vessels, which is why the laws of purging were given at this point.
HAR TZVI: Ramban explains why the laws of purging were given at
this point, but he does not explain why the requirement to immerse

vessels in a mikvah (v. 23) was only given here. In truth, however, it
is inappropriate to ask why a mitzvah was given at a particular time
and not beforehand, since the obligation only arises at the time when
the Torah deemed fit to introduce it. The case of purging vessels
however, appears to be an exception to this principle, since it is a
logical extension of the prohibitions against eating non-kosher food,
that were already in force. That is why Ramban was troubled by this
question in particular (Har Tzvi, Responsa Yoreh De'ah 109).

 What law do we learn from verse 23?
RASHI: Our Rabbis expounded from here that even to make
[vessels] fit for use from [their association with] forbidden food,
immersion [in a mikvah] is required for metal utensils.

TORAS MENACHEM

Thus, when Rashi writes that “he fell into a state of error,” this does not
contradict his statement that “the laws of purging vessels...were concealed
from him.” Because, as a result of the fact that the law of purging was
concealed from Moshe, he was led to make the erroneous presumption
that sprinkling water can remove flavors too.

M OSHE ’ S P RIOR E RRORS

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 182ff.)

k

While Moshe came to an erroneous conclusion here as a result of his
anger, the previous occasions where Moshe seemed to have erred in
anger were not such clear-cut mistakes. In our case, Moshe had been
lacking crucial information (which was “concealed from him”) that led him
to make a presumption that has no basis in Torah. But on the previous
occasions, it appeared that Moshe had followed a path of Torah logic:
In the case of the sin-offering that was burnt, provoking Moshe’s anger
in Parshas Shemini, Rashi explains (Vayikra 10:16) that Moshe and Aharon
differed over an extremely subtle and intricate argument (about whether
the laws of mourning concerning a temporary offering applied to a
permanent offering too), and both sides appear to have a Torah-based
argument. Likewise, the reason why Moshe hit the rock had a logic within
the system of Torah, as Rashi explains (above 20:11) that Moshe followed
the instructions which God gave to him on a previous occasion, to strike
the rock at Choraiv (Shemos 17:6).
In both these cases the final conclusion of the argument was not in
Moshe’s favor. But if a person presents an argument which is valid

according to Torah, he is not deemed to be mistaken if the final ruling
does not favor him. Rather, he made a valid point, but ultimately, another
view was deemed to be more appropriate. So, from these previous two
cases we have no proof that anger leads to error, since it was not clear
that Moshe erred.
In our case, however, where Moshe clearly made an outright mistake—
when he failed to recall crucial information—we have a clear basis to
conclude, “Since Moshe fell into a state of anger, he fell into a state
of error.”
And now, having proven that anger does indeed lead to error, we see
retroactively that in the previous two cases where Moshe’s argument was
rejected it was probably not because Moshe had a valid point of view but
rather, it was a clouding of judgment that came as a result of anger.

I MMERSION

OF

V ESSELS (R ASHI

TO V .

23)

Ramban explains why the laws of purging vessels were given at this
time, and not earlier, after the wars against Sichon and Og. Har Tzvi asks
why Ramban did not explain a similar question: Why was the requirement
to immerse vessels acquired from a non-Jew in the mikvah introduced
only here? He answers that the question why a mitzvah was introduced at
a certain point is not a valid one, since the Torah has the right to introduce
a precept whenever it sees fit to do so. Har Tzvi also explains that Ramban
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TORAS MENACHEM

had a special reason for asking his question in connection with the
purging of vessels (since purging is connected with the laws of kashrus in
general, which were already in force).
However, being that Ramban himself does not make even a brief
reference to the distinction that Har Tzvi suggests, it would be preferable
to find a solution which is indicated in the words of Ramban himself—or
in Rashi’s words (on which Ramban’s comments here are based).

T HE E XPLANATION
Rashi writes that the reason why vessels need to be immersed in a
mikvah before use is “to make [vessels] fit for use from [their association
with] forbidden food.” At first glance this is difficult to understand, since
even if the vessels of a gentile were never used with forbidden food, they
still require immersion when a Jew acquires them (Shulchan Aruch, Yoreh
De’ah 120:1). In fact, Rashi himself emphasizes this point, writing that those
vessels from the plunder of Midian that, “had not absorbed [the flavor] of
forbidden food” nevertheless required immersion (Rashi to v. 23, s.v. vechol
asher lo yavo). Why then does he write that the purpose of immersion is “to
make [vessels] fit for use after [their association with] forbidden food”?
The answer to this problem can be gleaned by comparing this comment
of Rashi with his explanation of the mitzvah of purging vessels: “You still
may not use vessels until they have been purified from the [flavor of] nonkosher meat that they absorbed” (Rashi to v. 22, cited in Classic Questions above).
Note that Rashi describes purging as a process of “purification” whereas
he defines immersion in a mikvah as a process aimed at making the
vessels “fit for use.” Now, “purification” can only occur when some
impurity is present (in this case, the flavor of non-kosher food), which is
then removed. Rendering something “fit for use” however, does not
necessarily mean that an item has become contaminated; rather, we could
just be speaking here of an additional phase of preparation required
before use.

Thus, when Rashi describes immersion in a mikvah, not as a type of
purification (to remove impurity), but as a process of rendering vessels “fit
for use,” he makes clear that this preparatory phase is required both for
vessels that have been contaminated with non-kosher food and for those
that were never contaminated.
Rashi clarifies that the reason for this immersion is “to make [vessels] fit
for use from [their association with] forbidden food.” The fact that the
vessels were in the possession of a gentile means that they were associated
with forbidden food, i.e. they were in a position where contamination with
non-kosher food was a possibility. Therefore, the Torah requires immersion to rid the vessels of this association, regardless of whether they were
actually contaminated or not.
(In fact, this resembles another command issued in the current passage,
to “kill every woman capable of knowing a man, (I mean every one) who
could sleep with a male” (v. 17), regardless of whether this had occurred or
not, since it had been a possibility).
We now have a simple answer to Har Tzvi’s problem (that Ramban
explained why the mitzvah of purging was not given directly after the war
against Sichon and Og, but failed to address the same question about the
mitzvah of immersing vessels in a mikvah). For being that Ramban’s words
are based on Rashi’s comment here, and Rashi clarifies that the purpose
of immersion is “to make [vessels] fit for use after [their association with]
forbidden food,” it is obvious from Ramban’s comments why immersion
of vessels was not required after the war against Sichon and Og—because
that war was part of the conquest of the Land of Israel during which it was
permitted to eat non-kosher food. Therefore, it is self-evident that at that
time there was no need to “disassociate” the vessels from forbidden food
through the precept of immersion.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 363ff.)
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“You should take a tax for God from the soldiers who went out to battle: From the people, from the
cattle, donkeys, and sheep (take) one individual from every five hundred. 29 Take this from their half (of
the plunder) and give it to Elazar the priest as a gift to God.*
30
“From the half belonging to the children of Israel take one fiftieth of the people, cattle, donkeys,
sheep, and all the animals, and give them to the Levites, the guardians of God’s Tabernacle.”*
31
Moshe and Elazar the priest did what God had commanded Moshe.
32

The (total) plunder—in addition to the spoils that the army had taken as spoils (from inanimate
objects that were not taxable)—was:
–
–
–
–

Six hundred and seventy-five thousand sheep.
Seventy-two thousand cattle.
34
Sixty-one thousand donkeys.
35
And people: The total number of the women who had not experienced sleeping with a
man, was thirty-two thousand.
33

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why does the Torah state in detail how God’s instructions to divide plunder were carried out? (v. 32-47)
RAMBAN: To inform us of a miracle, that from the time the plunder
was taken, until the time it was distributed, not one of the animals died.
OHR HACHAYIM: Ramban’s explanation does not convince me, for
the fact that no animals were lost in this short period of time does not
appear to be a miracle. And why would the Torah list all these details
of the plunder just to convey that single point?

Rather, it appears to me that the details of the plunder’s distribution
were recorded to clarify the meaning of the command to take “one
individual from every five hundred” (v. 28). For this could have one
of two interpretations:
i.) Either one counts 500 animals and then gives one as the “tax”;
ii.) Or perhaps one was to take 499 and then give one to the “tax”?
The details of the plunder’s distribution were thus recorded to
indicate that the latter method was God’s intention.

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE D ETAILS

OF THE

P LUNDER ’ S D ISTRIBUTION ( V . 32-47)

Ramban and Ohr haChayim both address the question why the
Torah describes in such great detail how God’s instructions to divide the
plunder were carried out.
Being that this is a question at the literal level, we would have expected
Rashi to address it. Rashi’s silence here suggests that he deemed the
explanation to require no further commentary, so we need to clarify how
this matter can be explained at the literal level.
Ramban’s solution (that the Torah informs us here of a miracle that
none of the animals died before they were distributed), appears difficult
to accept at the literal level, for what was the purpose of this miracle? Are
we not taught that God does not perform a miracle in vain? And if God’s
intention was to prevent the Jewish people from losing resources through
the death of animals, surely God has many means of ensuring that His
people are supported financially and do not have to resort to a miracle?
Ohr haChayim’s solution indeed appears to be more literal, but
Rashi makes no indication of it at all. What then was Rashi’s understanding of the matter?

T HE E XPLANATION
After reading God’s command to divide the plunder into two, and take
a tax of 1 in 500 from one half and 1 in 50 to form the other half, we are
left with the question: What was to be done with the remainder? Surely
the number of cattle, donkeys, sheep and people in each half of the
plunder would not have each been exactly divisible by 500 and by 50?
The Torah thus specifies the details of how all the different types of
plunder were divided to inform the reader that, remarkably, this was the

case: half of each type of plunder was exactly divisible by 500 and 50,
with no remainder at all! Consequently, the reader will understand why
God had not given any instructions what to do with the remaining
plunder, since there simply was no remainder.
While the fact that this division occurred precisely was not supernatural
(for it is possible that the division would be completed perfectly) it was
nevertheless an extremely unlikely occurrence. So it begs the question:
Why did God orchestrate the plunder to be perfectly divisible?
Again, Rashi did not answer this question, as it can be understood from
a literal reading of scripture. After stating that a tax of 1 in 500 was to be
given (v. 28), the Torah instructs, “Take this from their half” (v. 29),
suggesting that the entire half was to be taxed, without exception. So, if
the entire plunder had not been exactly divisible into two, or if this half of
the plunder had not been exactly divisible by 500, God’s command
would not have been fulfilled properly, since some of the plunder would
have remained untaxed.
The unusual occurrence of all the amounts being exactly divisible was
thus orchestrated on High in order to help the Jewish people perform a
mitzvah, that of taxing all the plunder.
Likewise, the fact that not one of the animals died during the entire
procedure was not a breach of the laws of nature, but rather, a highly
unusual occurrence which enabled the Jewish people to do this mitzvah
in the best way possible.
The lesson is obvious: We should always trust that God will orchestrate
events, enabling observance of His mitzvos in the best way possible.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 13, p. 110ff.)

*Even though plunder was forbidden for priests and Levites (Rashi to Devarim 18:1), here the plunder first passed into the Jewish people’s possession, before being given by the
Jewish people to the priests and Levites as a “gift for God” (Likutei Sichos vol. 28, p. 217, note 84. For an explanation according to halachah, see Likutei Sichos vol. 23, p. 206ff.).
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(Thus, these were the taxes from) the half that was apportioned to those who went out to battle:
–
–
–
–

41

FIFTH
READING

The number of sheep was three hundred and thirty-seven thousand, five hundred.
the tax to God from the sheep was six hundred and seventy-five.
38
Thirty-six thousand cattle, of which the tax to God was seventy-two.
39
Thirty thousand, five hundred donkeys, of which the tax to God was sixty-one.
40
Sixteen thousand people, of which the tax to God was thirty-two people.

37

Thus,

Moshe gave the tax, which was a gift to God, to Elazar the priest, as God had commanded Moshe.

42

(The following was the calculation) from the half allotted to the children of Israel, which Moshe had
divided from the men who had gone into the army. 43 The community’s half (consisted of):
–
–
–
–

Three hundred and thirty-seven thousand, five hundred sheep.
Thirty-six thousand cattle.
45
Thirty-thousand, five hundred donkeys.
46
Sixteen thousand people.
44

47

Moshe took one fiftieth of the children of Israel’s half, (from) the people and the animals, and gave
them to the Levites, the guardians of God’s Tabernacle.
[

31:48

THE OFFICERS ’ O FFERING

[

T

he officers appointed over the army’s thousands (of men)—the commanders of (units of) a
thousand (men) and the commanders of (units of) a hundred (men)—approached Moshe.
49
They said to Moshe, “Your servants counted the soldiers who were under us, and not one man
is missing from us! 50 So we have brought an offering for God: All the gold items which people found—
anklets, bracelets, rings, earrings, and body ornaments—to atone for our souls before God (for thoughts
about the Midianite women).
51
Moshe and Elazar the priest took all the finished gold items from them. 52 The total of the gift of
gold which they dedicated to God was sixteen thousand, seven hundred and fifty shekels, donated by
the officers over thousands (of men) and the officers over hundreds (of men).
—53 The soldiers, however, took the spoils (they found) for themselves.—
54
Moshe and Elazar the priest took the gold from the officers over thousands (of men) and the officers
over hundreds (of men) and brought it to the Tent of Meeting, as a remembrance for the children of Israel
before God.
TORAS MENACHEM

[

The Last Word

“N OT O NE M AN

IS

M ISSING F ROM U S !” ( V . 49)

lthough the Jewish people won numerous victories in the other
wars they waged, they always suffered some casualties. In the
war against Midian, however, all the Jewish soldiers returned safely,
and the officers declared in astonishment, “Not one man is missing
from us” (v. 49).
From the victory of the physical battle against Midian, we can learn
a lesson about the ongoing spiritual war against Midian: Eradicating
conflicts and bringing love and unity between Jews (see Sparks of

A

[

Chasidus at beginning of chapter 31).

When a person embarks on such a
war, he is given the assurance that he will return whole in body, soul
and even financially, and he will declare, “Not one man is missing
from us!”
And surely, with this in mind he will carry out his mission with joy
and gladness, knowing that with the proper dedication, he is assured
of success.
(Based on Sicha of the 16th of Tammuz 5744)
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cFr `¨tqF`§l `I©aIg `Ix§ab icin§lY oFkzd¨a`
oEaEzz ix` eh :l`xŸyi§l iic `fbx sFwY l©r
oFdzExg`§l cFr sqFi e DY§lgC xz¨A n
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¦ ai
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oFx¬ g l² r© cFÀr zFŔq¦l mi®`Hg mi´Wp` zEA− xY
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¤ izŸá` zgY
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F gi
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ckf ka unt uk vskhu 'vhv zbe ka udruj /hzbev (ch) :uhv ase hbau 'vna
: ( s b u g b c o k y k y u t " x ) 2 s b u g b i n / o k y k y h u / o g b h u ( d h ) :1 k t h b , g , t
: , p x u , i u a k '4 w u d u u p x o f h , u k u g '3 v b a k g v b a u p x u n f / , u p x k ( s h )

vvhn, iuak /ofhjtv (u) :uhv dugu iujhx .rtn /wudu iuchsu ,uryg (d)
o,ta ohrucx uhvha rucgn ock ughbn,u urhx, /iuthb, vnku (z) :tuv
lf /gbrc asen (j) :ogvu ohrgv ezuju vnjknv hbpn rucgk ohtrh

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Did Re’uvain and Gad’s descendants not want to join
their brothers at war? What did Moshe reply? (v. 2ff.)
RAMBAN: Moshe suspected that they were scared to fight, like the
spies (see above 13:31), so he accused them of lacking trust in God
(v.6–15). Therefore they responded that they were not at all scared and
that they would lead the conquest (v. 16-19).

OHR HACHAYIM: Re’uvain and Gad’s descendants stressed that since
God had defeated so many lands for the Jewish people (v. 4), the
conquest of the Land of Israel was clearly also going to be aided by
miraculous assistance from God, and that their own help would thus
not be required. Moshe replied that, while it was indeed true that
God would assist them and that, in essence, the help of Re’uvain and
tf 'z whnrh 4

t 'yf whgah 3

ch 's ,hatrc 2

:th vyux 1
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R

e’uvain and Gad’s descendants had a lot of livestock, an extraordinarily large amount. They saw
the land of Ya’azer and the land of Gilad, and it was clearly a suitable place for livestock.
2
Gad’s descendants and Re’uvain’s descendants came and spoke to Moshe and to Elazar the
priest and to the leaders of the community, saying, 3 “(The lands of) Ataros, Divon, Ya’azer, Nimrah,
Cheshbon, Elaleh, Sevam, Nevo, and Be’on—4 the land which God defeated in front of the congregation
of Israel—is a land suitable for livestock, and your servants have (a lot of) livestock.” 5 They said, “If it
finds favor in your eyes, let this land be given to your servants as a heritage. Do not take us across
the Jordan.”
6
Moshe said to Gad’s descendants and Re’uvain’s descendants, “Your brothers should go to war while
you stay here? 7 Why are you discouraging the children of Israel from crossing over to the Land which
God has given them? 8 This is exactly what your fathers did when I sent them from Kadesh-Barne’a to
explore the Land. 9 They went up to the Valley of Eshkol, saw the Land, and then they discouraged the
children of Israel from crossing into the land which God has given them. 10 God became angry on that
day, and He made an oath, saying, 11 ‘None of the men from the age of twenty years and over who came
out of Egypt will see the Land that I swore to Avraham, to Yitzchak, and to Ya’akov, because they did
not follow Me wholeheartedly 12—except for Calev the son of Yefuneh the Kenizite, and Yehoshua the
son of Nun, because they followed God wholeheartedly.’ 13 God became angry with Israel, and He made
them wander in the desert for forty years until the entire generation who acted wrongly in God’s eyes
had passed on.
14
“You’ve just now protested in the same way as your fathers. What a group of wicked men, who are
further inciting God’s anger against Israel! 15 If you turn away from Him, He will leave you in the desert
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

Gad’s descendants was not required, nevertheless, the rest of the
Jewish people would not understand that this was their intention.
The people would interpret the lack of willingness to fight as plain
fear. So Moshe argued to them, “Why are you discouraging the
children of Israel?” (v. 7).

TZROR HAMOR: Moshe said to them: The Land is the most glorious
of lands! How could you treat it with such disdain [by choosing not
to live in it]? Perhaps the Jewish people will think it has something
really disgraceful about it, or some hidden defect.... You are
blaspheming and despising the Holy Land!

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE R EQUEST

OF

R E ’ UVAIN

AND

G AD ’ S D ESCENDANTS

Ramban writes that Moshe suspected Re’uvain and Gad’s descendants
of being scared to fight and lacking trust in God, which is why he strongly
criticized them, comparing them to the spies.
However, at the literal level it is difficult to accept Ramban’s argument,
because:
a.) According to this interpretation, it seems that from the very first
instance Re’uvain and Gad’s descendants were in fact willing to
participate in the war, and it was only that Moshe had incorrectly
presumed that they were not willing to fight because they were scared.
However, at the literal level, their statement, “Do not take us across the
Jordan” (v. 5), suggests that initially they did not wish to fight and that later
they changed their mind.
b.) Furthermore, it is difficult to accept that Moshe totally misunderstood
the intentions of Re’uvain and Gad’s descendants.
Therefore, it would seem that,, at the literal level the explanation of Ohr
haChayim is more acceptable (Re’uvain and Gad’s descendants felt that
their assistance in conquering the Land was unnecessary, because God
was going to fight the war for the Jewish people in any case). According

to this explanation, Moshe correctly understood their intentions, but
feared that the Jewish people would misinterpret them. Therefore, he
convinced Re’uvain and Gad’s descendants to change their minds and
join the war.
However, this leaves us with the following questions:
a.) If Moshe indeed understood that Re’uvain and Gad’s descendants
did not lack confidence that the Jewish people would safely enter the
Land, then why (in v. 8-14) did he compare them to the spies, who had
said, “We are unable to go up against the people, for they are stronger
than us” (13:31)?
b.) Re’uvain and Gad’s descendants merely made a request not to enter
the Land, “if it finds favor in your eyes...” (v. 5). Why, then did Moshe
rebuke them so strongly?
Apparently, in addition to criticizing Re’uvain and Gad’s descendants
for the bad impression they were making on the rest of the Jewish people
(as explained above), Moshe also felt that, regardless of their willingness
to go to war, their very request to live outside the Land of Israel was a
disgrace, as Tzror Hamor writes. Therefore, he rebuked them harshly,
comparing them to the spies (see Sparks of Chasidus overleaf).
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, p. 186ff.)
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Eaixwe fh :oicd `O©r l¨k§l oEl§AgzE `x§Acn§A
`¨kd `pxi¦r§a¦l ip§ap o¨rC oixhg Exn`e Dze§l
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rcgc /wudu isrhk rcgn (yh) :uhafg vbcba /rmcnv hrgc :ubhjt kmt 'ovh,ubcu ovhbcn r,uh obunn kg uhv ohxj /vp ubbenk vbcb (zy)
/oftbmk (sf) :hjrznv rcgc vubkce rcf /ub,kjb vtc hf :hcrgnv kpyvu rehg rehgv uag if tk van ovk rnt /opyk ovhben unhseva
' h " s m k i " u b i h c e h x p n ; " k t u c i h t a '7 o k f o h p k t u v b m , r z d n u z v c h , u b j b t u ( z h ) :1 o f b t m k , u r s d l f r j t u o f p y k o h r g v k j , o f k u b c ' k p y
v a n w r k a u s u x h n / t u v v b m k a t " v o u e n c i " u b v r j t i t f t c a ; " k t u h b p k :3v a h j h r v n h '2 z c a j k k a r v n u n f ' o h r h v n i h h s z b / o h a j . k j b
r u c g k o f h k g o , k c e a v u c d k / u a g , o f h p n t m h v u : i f h , s n k i a r s v gurz ;ryu sdc rntb ifa 'uhv ohrucda lu,n ',uxhhd hatrc /ktrah hbc
'ucua, rjtu vacfbu tkt ovn aec tk vana /eukju aucf sg vnjknk
:uag ifu 'uekja gca cfg,vk uphxuv hrv 'kjb,v sg ovhkg ukce ovu
kgu 'ovhkg unf /ovk umhu (jf) :sjt ahtf okuf /sd hbc rnthu (vf)

t h v v , g c o f , t u m t u o h r c s v v k t c o v k a r h p u r z j v a n ; t u '4 sese ;t
ch,f ujhrhcu /khj hbc kf ktrah hbc ofhjt hbpk urcg, ohmukj 5wudu
u b s u g c / u b p y c a h u : o t b , u n h h e a s d u i c u t r v z '6 o v h b p k l k u v . u k j v u

j 'j ohkv, 7

dh 'u whgah 6

jh 'd oa 5

f 'dk ohrcs 4

v oa 3

d 'j whgah 2

tnujb, 1
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again, and you’ll destroy this entire nation!”
16
They approached him and said, “We’ll build sheep enclosures for our livestock here and cities for our
children. 17 We’ll then arm ourselves quickly (and go) ahead of the children of Israel (and fight) until we’ve
brought them to their place. (Meanwhile) our children will live in the fortified cities due to the (threat of)
the land’s inhabitants. 18 We’ll not return to our homes until each member of the children of Israel has
taken possession of his inheritance. 19 For we will not inherit with them on the other side of the Jordan and
beyond, because our inheritance (will have already) come to us on the east side of the Jordan.”
20
Moshe said to them, “If you do this thing (that you said), if you arm yourselves for battle before
God, 21 and your army crosses the Jordan before God until He has driven out His enemies before Him,
22
and the Land will be conquered before God—then afterwards you may return. You will be free (of any
obligation) to God and Israel, and this land will become your heritage before God.
23
“But, if you do not do so, then you will have sinned against God, and you should know that your
sin will find you. 24 So build yourselves cities for your children and enclosures for your sheep, and do
what your mouths have uttered.”
25
Gad’s descendants and Re’uvain’s descendants spoke to Moshe, saying, “Your servants will do as
my master commands. 26 Our children and our wives, our livestock and our cattle will remain there, in
the cities of Gilad. 27 (We), your servants, who are armed for combat before God, will cross over (the
Jordan) to battle, as my master has spoken.”
28
Moshe gave instructions about them to Elazar the priest and Yehoshua the son of Nun and all the
paternal heads of the children of Israel’s tribes. 29 Moshe said to them, “If the descendants of Gad and
Re’uvain cross the Jordan with you before God, and the Land is conquered before you, give them the
land of Gilad as a heritage. 30 But if they do not cross over with you armed (for battle), they will receive
an inheritance with you in the land of Cana’an.”
31
Gad’s descendants and Re’uvain’s descendants answered, saying, “We will do what God has said
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What was the result of Re’uvain and Gad’s descendants’ mentioning their sheep before their children? (v. 16)
MIDRASH: God said to them: “You have shown more affection for your sheep than for your [children’s] souls! Your lives will have no
blessing!” About them it is said, “An inheritance gained hastily in the beginning will not be blessed in the end” (Prov. 20:21).... They cherished
their money and settled outside the Land of Israel, therefore they were exiled first of all the tribes (Bamidbar Rabah 22:9,7).
TORAS MENACHEM

[

Sparks of Chasidus

f the suggestion of Re’uvain and Gad’s descendants was so
inappropriate, as the Midrash suggests, why did Moshe agree to it?
Surely, Moshe was concerned with the interests of all the Jewish
people, including the descendants of Re’uvain and Gad?
Chasidic thought explains that, like the spies, Re’uvain and Gad’s
descendants wished to live a spiritual life, detached from worldly
affairs (see Sparks of Chasidus to 13:32 above). Thus, they did not wish to
enter the Land, which would lead to a demanding life of agriculture,
but preferred instead to remain as shepherds, a profession that would
leave them much time for Torah study and prayer.
However, unlike the spies, they did not suggest that all the Jewish
people follow their example. They were fully aware that the ultimate
purpose of creation is to sanctify the physical world, which means
that most Jews need to be engaged in a predominantly physical life.
But, they argued, there was a need for a minority of the Jewish people

I

[

to be less involved with physical matters, devoting all their time to
Torah study and prayer, to provide support and inspiration for the rest
of the people (as indeed is the case to this day). And to make this
intention clear, they offered to lead the conquest of the Land (v. 17-19),
showing that they wished to assist the rest of the people and not
remain aloof from them.
Thus, being that Re’uvain and Gad’s descendants did not propose
that all the people remain outside the Land, and they delineated a
role for themselves which was supportive of (and not isolated from)
the rest of the Jewish people, Moshe agreed to their plan.
However, in the final analysis, while they presented a plan which
appeared to harmonize introspection with integration, their decision
not to enter the Land reflected a subtle imbalance away from the
Torah’s emphasis on integration. And, as a result of this, many years
later they were the first tribes to be exiled, as the Midrash states.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 8, pp. 189-191)
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, c h , a / l h r , u u n u d r , f / a r u h u ( y k ) :2 v k g n k v r u n t v o c a t h v u v n c a u b c
:lurh,u surhy tuva 'varuv iuaku vaurh iuak ,ueukj h,a ,anan a"hr
o h b c u k u h v t k a h p k / r h t h , u j i v , t t r e h u :3 i u v h b r p f / o v h , u j ( t n )
h , h t r u / t " v e h p n u b h t v k / j c b v k t r e h u ( c n ) :3 i u r f z k u n a c o t r e
'vpr tuv lfhpk 'vz oa vk ohhe,b tka hpk iarsv van hcr ka usuxhc
rnthu vk ,unusv ,uch, h,ac aursh vn hbvn,u /tk unf uarsn gnana
, u y n , a r p , k x j :5 , h c v k , u b c k '4 z g u c v k

, z j t u b , t u ( c k ) :1 o f k o j k h w v u n f ' g a u v h u r z g k t v b h n o t b ,
hrg (uk) :vzv rcgn ub,kjb ,zujt hv, ub,uarcu ubhshc rnukf /ub,kjb
sd hbc ubchu 'ihbgv ,kj, kg cxun euxpv ;ux vz /itm ,ursdu rmcn
kgc ,tu ucb ,tu (jk) :itm ,ursdu rmcn hrg ,uhvk ukkv ohrgv ,t
ohhruntv uhvu 'ov vrz vsucg ,una iugn kgcu ucb /oa ,cxun iugn
,unak ona ,t ucxv icutr hbcu 'ovka vrz vsucg oa kg ovhrg ohrue
/vnca ,tu :rjt oak ,ucxun iugn kgcu ucb 'oa ,ucxun uvzu 'ohrjt

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why was “half the tribe of Menasheh” also given an
inheritance of land on the east of the Jordan? (v. 33)
IBN EZRA: They had also petitioned with the descendants of
Re’uvain and Gad, but the Torah did not mention them up to this
point because they were only half a tribe.
RAMBAN: Initially, only Re’uvain and Gad’s descendants had
requested land to the east of the Jordan, but when Moshe saw that
this land was too big for them, he asked if any other tribe wished to
join them. Part of the tribe of Menasheh took him up on the offer,
presumably because they too had a lot of livestock (cf. v. 1).

TZROR HAMOR: The half of Menasheh’s tribe that settled east of the
Jordan did not choose to settle there. Rather, Moshe commanded
them to settle there in order to protect the tribes of Re’uvain and Gad.
For it was the merit of Yosef—Menasheh’s father—that protected the
Jewish people, so Moshe wanted Yosef’s descendants to live wherever the Jewish people were found.
PNEI MOSHE: The Torah states that “Moshe gave” the land to one
half of the tribe of Menasheh (v. 33), and no mention is made that they
requested it for themselves, as was the case with Re’uvain and Gad’s
descendants (commentary to Jerusalem Talmud, Bikurim 1:8).

/lkhtu 371 wg jWhj aWuek vtr /th 'v whrfz 5

sh 'c ,ur 4

/lkhtu 117 wg jWkj aWuek vtr 3

d euxp 2

sh 'sh ,una 1

32:31-42
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MAFTIR

to your servants. 32 We will cross over, armed before God to the land of Cana’an (and conquer it). Then
we will come to possess our inheritance on this side of the Jordan.”
33
Moshe gave Gad’s descendants and Re’uvain’s descendants and half the tribe of Menasheh, Yosef’s
son: The kingdom of Sichon, King of the Amorites, and the kingdom of Og, King of Bashan. (He gave)
the land together with the cities within its borders, and the cities of the surrounding territory.
34
Gad’s descendants built (the cities of) Divon, Ataros, Aro’er, 35 Atros-Shofan, Ya’azer, Yogbehah,
36
Bais Nimrah and Bais Haran. (They built them all to be) fortified cities with sheep enclosures.
37
The descendants of Re’uvain built (the cities of): Cheshbon, Elaleh, Kiryasayim, 38 Nevo, Ba’al
Me’on—changing the names (of these latter two, since they were named after foreign deities)—and
Sivmah. They retained the names of the other cities that they built.
39
The children of Machir, the son of Menasheh went to Gilad and conquered it, driving out the
Amorites who were there. 40 Moshe gave Gilad to Machir the son of Menasheh, and he settled in it.
41
Ya’ir, the son of Menasheh, went and conquered their villages, and called them “Ya’ir’s Villages.”
42
Novach went and conquered Kenas and its surrounding villages. He called it Novach, after his
own name.
HAFTARAHS: MATOS - P.312.

MATOS-MASEI - P. 314.
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THE
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M ENASHEH ( V . 33)

After the lengthy discussion of the plea made by Re’uvain and Gad’s
descendants to settle on the east side of the Jordan, it is somewhat
surprising to read that Moshe also gave some of this land to “half the
tribe of Menasheh,” a group that had not been mentioned at all up to this
point.Ramban explains that the land had been too big for the tribes of
Re’uvain and Gad, so Moshe requested that another tribe offer to
join them.
However, this appears to be difficult to accept, since Moshe had strongly
opposed the petition of the tribes of Re’uvain and Gad to settle outside
the Land of Israel, to the extent that he compared them to the spies
(v. 6–15), and he only conceded when they promised to lead the military
conquest of the Land. Thus, it appears unlikely that Moshe would actively
seek more tribes to join Re’uvain and Gad outside the Land of Israel.
Tzror Hamor argues that Moshe commanded half the tribe of
Menasheh to remain with Re’uvain and Gad’s descendants so that the
merit of Yosef would protect them. However, it is difficult to accept that
Moshe would have prevented half a tribe from entering the promised
Land, in order to protect individuals that had not wanted to enter.
Ibn Ezra argues that half the tribe of Menasheh had in fact petitioned
with the descendants of Re’uvain and Gad all along, but that the Torah
makes no mention of this because they were only half a tribe.
However, at the literal level, the argument of Pnei Moshe would be
more acceptable, that: a.) Menasheh’s descendants were not mentioned
earlier because they did not request to settle east of the Jordan; and, b.) It
was Moshe who commanded them to settle there, as the Torah states that
“Moshe gave” the land to them (v. 33).
But this leaves us with the question: Why did Moshe prevent half the
tribe of Menasheh from entering the Promised Land?

T HE E XPLANATION
When Moshe received the Torah at Sinai, it was a single revelation that
contained every aspect of Judaism that was later to develop from it. Even
the future revelations of the Messianic Era, which will greatly surpass
anything witnessed until then, are rooted in the Torah that was already
given to Moshe.
From this we can understand that even though Moshe did not merit to
enter the Land of Israel he nevertheless had a connection to it—which is
why “God showed him the Land” (Devarim 34:1) before he passed away.
Likewise the expanded borders of the Land of Israel that will exist in the
Messianic Era, including the lands east of the Jordan, also have an
intrinsic connection to Moshe, by virtue of the fact that he received the
entire Torah. Consequently, Moshe wished some of these lands to be
inhabited upon his instruction, as a prelude to their full occupation in the
times of Mashiach, in order to stress his personal connection with the
entire Land.
Nevertheless, Moshe did not wish to deprive any one tribe from
entering the Land, so he instructed half a tribe to settle there, spreading
this tribe across the Land’s present and future borders.
Why was the tribe of Menasheh chosen for this special task? Because
this tribe had expressed a unique love for the Land, when Tzelafchad’s
daughters (who were from the tribe of Menasheh) pleaded to Moshe that
they wanted to be included in the allocation of the Land, and God
consented to their plea (see above 27:1ff).
The tribes of Re’uvain and Gad settled east of the Jordan: a.) Due to
their own request; b.) Because they cared about their material possessions
(see Classic Questions to v. 16); and, c.) In a way that they forfeited their rights
to the Land of Israel. The “half of the tribe of Menasheh,” by contrast,
settled there as an expression of their connection to Moshe, his Torah and
the full territory of the Land of Israel which will be occupied in the future.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 28, p. 210ff.)

I
Parshas Matos contains 1 positive mitzvah & 1 prohibition
1. The law of annulling a vow [30:3].
2. Not to break a vow [30:3].

I

[
parshas

Masei

hgxn ,arp

[

The Name of the Parsha

t is a problem that we all suffer from in one form or
another—complacency. Not because we are lazy or shy
away from hard work, but simply because any genuine
accomplishment brings a sense of satisfaction, and that
naturally leads a person towards complacency.
Recall, for a moment, the last time you set yourself an
ambitious goal and then worked hard to achieve it. You
put yourself under tremendous pressure, imposed
restrictions on yourself and on others and were constantly
grappling with self-doubt that jeopardized the prospects
of success. And what did you feel like when the goal was
finally achieved? A sense of relief, of satisfaction and true
freedom: “At last, I can now breathe!”
Now ask yourself: At that very moment, did you feel
like setting yourself another ambitious goal, and plunging
back into the constraints of a strict regimen all over again?
Of course, if you felt that you had not yet acquired
enough knowledge, made enough money or performed
enough good deeds, you would overcome the feeling of
complacency that success brings and start all over again.
But how many times could you do it? Our natural
tendency, especially in areas of Torah and mitzvos, is that
at a certain point we simply lose the drive to change, and
so we allow our personal limitations—real or imaginary—
to take a firm grasp.

I

[

ur Parsha teaches an inspiring message about the
need to re-inspire ourselves with continuous growth
spurts. The word Masei means “journeys,” as in the
opening verse of our Parsha, “The following are the
journeys of the children of Israel by which they left the
land of Egypt.” Now, to be precise, only the first of the
42 journeys listed here was actually a journey out of the
geographical border of Egypt; the remainder were wanderings in the desert. So why does the Torah suggest that
all 42 journeys were a process by which they “left Egypt”?
Chasidic thought explains that Mitzrayim, the Hebrew
term for Egypt, connotes “limitation” (meytzar). Thus, the
Torah is teaching us here that even when we leave our
personal “Egypt,” breaking through a limitation to achieve
a goal, another “Egypt” looms ahead to hold us back from
achieving our next goal.
There is simply no limit to how much we can achieve
with dedicated effort and simple faith. We may have
“camped” after our prior “journey,” but we must prepare
straightaway to journey again, departing from the new
“Egypt” we find ourselves in. For we will only reach our
true destination when we and all the Jewish people arrive
in the Land of Israel, with the true and complete
redemption.

O

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 2, p. 348ff.)
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,,hn rjtk uhva ,ugxn vbuna oan tmuv sugu /irtp rcsnc thva ,snk
ohakau vbna kfa tmnb 'ohgcrtv ,bac ctun ,ucrg sg rvv rvn irvt
hcru /iarsv van hcr ka usuxhn vz /,ugxn ohrag tkt ugxb tk vba
eujr ouenk ufhkuvu vkuj ubc vhva lknk kan ,rjt vars uc ars tnujb,
'ubbah itf uk rnt /,ugxnv kf vbun uhct khj,v ihrzuj uhva iuhf 'u,utprk
:okctc ohsury /ohrcen ohrmnu (s) :wufu latr ,t ,aaj itf 'ubreuv itf

h"pgta 'ouen ka uhsxj ghsuvk 'ukkv ,ugxnv uc,fb vnk /hgxn vkt (t)
gxnn ohkykuynu ohgb uhva rnt, tk 'rcsnc oghbvku okykyk ovhkg rzda
ohgcrt tkt itf iht hrva 'vjubn ovk v,hv tku vba ohgcrt kf gxnk
ugxban 'vrhzd osue 'vbuatr vbac uhv okufa 's"h ovn tm /,ugxn oh,au
ogv ugxb rjtu rntba 'ohkdrnv ujk,ab oana 'vn,rk utca sg xxngrn
'vn,rc ubjhu ,urmjn ugxhu rnut tuv itfu '2wudu ohabt lk jka 1wudu ,urmjn

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Are these journeys not already documented? (v. 1ff)
RASHI: Why were these journeys written? To inform us of God’s
kindness, that although He had decreed that they would wander
aimlessly in the desert, one should not imagine that they were
wandering from place to place throughout the forty years and they
had no rest. For we see that there are only forty-two encampments;
deduct fourteen of them which all took place in the first year, before
the decree, from when they journeyed from Ramses (v. 3) until they
arrived in Rismah (v. 18) where the spies were sent... subtract a further
eight encampments which took place after Aharon’s death: from Hor

Hahar to the plains of Mo’av (v. 37-48), which were all during the
fortieth year—and you will find that throughout the thirty-eight years
they made only twenty journeys. I found this in the treatise of
R’ Moshe Hadarshan.
R’ Tanchuma offers a different explanation: [The account of the
journeys] is analogous to a king whose son became sick, and he took
him to a faraway place to be healed. On the way back, the father
began to mention all the stages of their journey, saying to him, “This
is where we slept. This is where we felt cold. Here you had a
headache, etc.”

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE F ORTY -T WO J OURNEYS ( V . 1ff)

Whenever Rashi brings two interpretations it is because each has a
significant problem at the literal level, which is compensated for by the
other interpretation. In our case, we need to explain why Rashi cited two
explanations for the list of encampments which the Torah records here:
that of R’ Moshe Hadarshan and of R’ Tanchuma.
And why does Rashi use the unusual expression, “R’ Tanchuma offers
a different explanation,” unlike the normal practice of Rashi to write,
“R’ Tanchuma says,” or, “another opinion,” etc.?

T HE E XPLANATION
According to R’ Moshe Hadarshan, the Torah recorded a list of the
encampments of the Jewish people here to inform us of “God’s
kindness... that throughout the thirty-eight years they made only twenty

journeys.” However, if this were the only reason why the Torah recorded
these encampments, then it could have just mentioned those twenty
journeys, which occurred over a period of thirty-eight years (journeys 1633). Surely, the other journeys do not bring to light “the kindness of God,”
and thus they need not have been mentioned?
Due to this difficulty, Rashi cited the further interpretation of
R’ Tanchuma, that since the Jewish people had now reached their final
port of call before entering the Land, God was “recalling,” so to speak, the
events that had occurred in the various locations. This explains why
journeys 1-15 and 34-42 are mentioned here, even though they were also
recorded earlier.
However, R’ Tanchuma’s interpretation fails to explain why journeys
16-33 were recorded here, since the details of these encampments are
mentioned here for the first time, and thus at the literal level there is
c 'dh oa 2

zy 'ch rcsnc 1

33:1-7
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33

T

T HE F ORTY -T WO J O U R N E Y S

[2]
[3]
[4]

JEWISH PEOPLE

[

he following are the journeys of the children of Israel by which they left the land of Egypt, in
their regiments, by the hand of Moshe and Aharon. 2 Moshe recorded the starting points of their
journeys, (given) by the word of God. The following were their journeys and their starting points.
[

[1]

OF THE

JOURNEYS 1-12: F ROM

THE

EXODUS

TO

SINAI

[

3

They journeyed from Ramses in the first month. On the fifteenth day of the first month, the day
following the Pesach offering, the children of Israel left triumphantly in the presence of all the
Egyptians. 4 The Egyptians were (busy) burying (their dead) because God had struck their
firstborn and had performed acts of judgment upon their gods.
5
The children of Israel journeyed from Ramses and camped in Sukos.
6
They journeyed from Sukos and camped in Eisam, at the edge of the desert.
7
They journeyed from Eisam and settled at the “Mouth of the Rocks,” opposite Ba’al Tzefon,
and they camped in front of Migdal.

N OTES : J OURNEYS 1-12: F ROM L EAVING E GYPT U NTIL THE G IVING OF THE T ORAH : [1-2] Shemos 12:37. This was on 15th of Nisan 2448. [3] ibid. 13:20. This was the following
day (Rashi ibid.). [4] ibid. 14:2. This was the third day after their departure, throughout which they headed back towards Egypt in order to confuse Pharaoh into thinking that they
were trapped (ibid. 3 and Rashi). The “Mouth of the Rocks” is also known as Pisom (ibid.).

TORAS MENACHEM

nothing to recall about these encampments, as there do not appear to be
any special events that were associated with them.
In the final analysis, the interpretations of R’ Moshe Hadarshan and
R’ Tanchuma are perfectly complementary: R’ Moshe Hadarshan explains
why the Torah recorded journeys 16-33, and R’ Tanchuma explains the
need for journeys 1-15 and 34-42. Therefore, to highlight the perfect

[

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 390, note 4;
Sichas Shabbos Parshas Matos-Masei 5725)

Sparks of Chasidus

iving in this world which conceals God’s presence, while striving
constantly to remain loyal to His Will is a considerable challenge.
The eventful journeys of the Jewish people, with all the ups and
downs that they endured, allude to the spiritual journeys of life, “from
the day one is born until one passes to the next world” (Ba’al Shem Tov,
cited in Degel Machaneh Efrayim, beginning of Parshas Masei) .
Upon reaching the afterlife, however, we are granted a higher
perspective of things, where we can appreciate in retrospect how
every obstacle was, in fact, for the good. Similarly, we are promised
that with the coming of Mashiach we will actually thank God for the
trials and tribulations that He placed in our path—“You will say on
that day, ‘Thank you God for becoming angry with me’” (Isaiah 12:1).

L

ashi’s two interpretations of life’s journeys (see Classic Questions)
reflect the two perspectives of “life” and “afterlife.” R’ Moshe
Hadarshan spoke about the journeys and their difficulties as they
were experienced at the time. Thus, despite the apparently harsh
decree of wandering in the desert for 40 years (an expression of God’s
anger, which they could not truly appreciate at the time), they were
nevertheless grateful for “the kindness of God,” that they could

R

symmetry here, Rashi stressed, “R’ Tanchuma offers a different
explanation,” i.e. his explanation is not an alternative approach to that
of R’ Moshe Hadarshan, but rather, he simply explains a different part of
the text.

[

recognize: the fact that they were only required to relocate their camp
twenty times in thirty-eight years.
R’ Tanchuma, however, spoke from the perspective of the afterlife,
where one “looks back” and “recalls” one’s time in this world and is
able to truly appreciate how every setback was nothing more than a
prelude to reaching greater heights.
hese two perspectives were thus a reflection of the Sages that
taught them:
The name “Moshe” connotes “drawing down” from the heavens
into this world [“She named him Moshe, and she said, ‘For I drew
him from the water’”—Shemos 2:10]. R’ Moshe Hadarshan’s view of
the soul’s journeys was thus the view of the soul as it is invested in
a body in this world, i.e. amid the journeys of life where the truth
is obscured.
R’ Tanchuma’s name, on the other hand, means “comfort,” alluding
to the appreciation of the inner purpose of life’s obstacles that comes
in the afterlife—bringing him to the realization that they were
completely worthwhile, after all.

T

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 394, note 40)
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mER on El h pE g :lŸC bn m cw Fx WE oFt§v
K©ldn Elf`e `x§Acn§l `Oi Fb§a Ex¨a£re `zxig
:dxn§A FxWE mz`c `x§Acn§A oinFi `z¨lY
ixY m¦li`§aE m¦li`§l Fz`e dxOn ElhpE h
:oOz FxWE oi¦lwiC oi¦r§aWe oinC oi¦rEAn xŸy£r
ElhpE `i :sEqc `Oi l©r FxWE m¦li`n ElhpE i
ElhpE ai :oiqc `x§Acn§A FxWE sEqc `OIn
El h pE bi :d w§t c§A Fx WE oiq c ` x§A cOn
FxWE WEl`n ElhpE ci :WEl`§A FxWE dw§tCn
:iYWn§l `O©r§l `In oOz ded `¨le mici¦tx¦A
:ipiq c ` x§A cn§A Fx WE mci¦t xn El h pE eh
ix§aw§A Fx WE ipiq c ` x§A cOn El h pE fh
Fx WE i¥l`W nc ix§aTn El h pE fi :i¥l`Wnc
:dnzx§A FxWE zŸx¥vgn ElhpE gi :zŸx¥vg©A
ElhpE k :ux¨R oŸOx§A FxWE dnzxn ElhpE hi
dp§a¦Nn ElhpE `k :dp§a¦l§A FxWE ux¨R oŸOxn
Fx WE d Qxn El h pE ak :d Qx§A Fx WE
Fx WE d z¨ld Tn El h pE bk :d z¨ld w¦A
x¤t W c ` xEHn El h pE ck :x¤t W c ` xEh§A
Fx WE d c xgn El h pE dk :d c xg©A Fx WE
§
:zgz§A FxWE z÷dwOn ElhpE ek :z÷dwnA
El h pE gk :gx z§A Fx WE zg Yn El h pE fk
d w zOn El h pE hk :d w zn§A Fx WE gx Yn
Fx WE dpŸn Wgn El h pE l :dpŸn Wg§A Fx WE
Ÿ A
§
:ow£ri ip§a¦A FxWE zFxqŸOn ElhpE `l :zFxqn
:cB cBd xŸg§A Fx WE o w£r i i p§An El h pE al
:d z¨a hi§A Fx WE cB cBd xŸgn El h pE bl
ElhpE dl :dpŸx§a©r§A FxWE dz¨ahIn ElhpE cl
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m− Id
 ÎKFz§a E¬xa
§ r© I« e zŸx½ igd
« íp§Rn Æ ErqIe g :lŸC« bn i¬ p§t¦l E−pg«I«e
:d«xn§A E−pg«I«e m½z` x´A© cnA
§ Æ mini zWŸ ³lW KxC´  E¹k§lÆIe dx®A¨ cOd

mi²n zŸ¬pi¥r d¹xU¤r miÆYW mÂ¦li`§aEÂ dn®¦li` E`Ÿa− Ie d½xOnÆ ErqIe h
:sEqÎm
« iÎl©r E−pg«I«e m®¦li`«n Er− qIe i :m«WÎEpg«Ie mi−xnY mi¬¦r§aWe
oi®qÎx©AcOn E −rqIe ai :oi«qÎx©Acn§A E−pg«I«e sE®qÎmIn E −rqIe `i
WE ®l`n E −rqIe ci :WE «l`§A E−pg«I«e d®w§tCn E −rqIe bi :dw§« tc§A E−pg«I«e
E −rqIe eh :zFY« W¦l m−r¨ ¨l mi² n m¬W diÆdÎ`÷e m½ci¦tx¦A Æ Epg«I«e

E−pg«I«e i® p iq x´A© cOn E −rqIe fh :i«p iq x¬A© cn§A E−pg«I«e m®c i¦tx«n
 Y
« d
« zx§Ÿ¬ aw A
§
:zŸx¥« vg«©A E−pg«I«e d® e`
 Y
« d
« zŸx́§aT n
 E −rqIe fi :d«e `
 n
« E −rqIe gi
oŸO¬ x§A E−pg«I«e d®nzxn
« E −rqIe hi :d«nzx§A E−pg«I«e zŸx¥® vg
E−pg«I«e d® p §a¦Nn E −rqIe `k :d«p§a¦l§A E−pg«I«e uxR
® ¨ oŸ´Ox«n E −rqIe k :uxR
¨«
« E −rqIe ak :d«QxA
§
dz®l¨ dTn E −rqIe bk :dz«¨ldw¦A E−pg«I«e d®Qxn
E −rqIe dk :d«cxg«©A E−pg«I«e x¤t®WÎxd«n E −rqIe ck :x¤t«WÎxd§A E−pg«I«e
«
:zg«z§A E−pg«I«e z®÷dwOn E −rqIe ek :z«÷dwn§A E−pg«I«e d®cxgn
® n E −rqIe fk
:dw« zn§A E−pg«I«e gxY
® n E −rqIe gk :gx«z§A E−pg«I«e zgY
E−pg«I«e d® p ŸnWg«n E −rqIe l :d«pŸnWg§A E−pg«I«e dw® zOn
 E −rqIe hk
í p§An E −rqIe al :ow£« ri« i¬ p§a¦A E−pg«I«e zFx® qO
Ÿ « n E −rqIe `l :zFx« qŸ n§« A
:dz«a
¨ hiA
§ E−pg
 «I«e c® B cBd xŸǵn E −rqIe bl :c«BcBd xŸg§¬ A E−pg«I«e o w£® ri«
 E −rqIe cl
E−pg«I«e d® p Ÿx§a©r«n E −rqIe dl :d«pŸx§a©r§A E−pg«I«e dz®a¨ hIn
hWar

:2 o h n , r h k j d o g o h b u b a r u c d h m j v h n r i u a k l k ; h x u h v n u l k i , h v n 1 r n t b a ' o h k d r n k a g r v i u a k o a k g / v n , r c u b j h u ( j h )
[5] Pharaoh began to pursue the Jewish people from the 19th to 20th of Nisan, and on the eve of the 21st of Nisan the Reed Sea split (Rashi to Shemos 14:5). They arrived at Marah
three days later, on the 24th of Nisan (ibid. 15:22), where Moshe sweetened the bitter waters for them. They were also given some parts of the Torah to study and some mitzvos
(see Rashi to 15:25 ibid). [6] Ibid. 15:27. (See Sichas Shabbos Parshas Masei 5744 for an explanation why the Torah stresses the presence of “twelve springs of water and seventy
palm trees.”) [7] Journeys 2-12 were all in the vicinity of the Reed Sea, but here they camped literally at the edge of the Sea (Onkelos and Targum Yonason). Cf. Shemos 15:27.
[8] They arrived at the Desert of Sin on the 15th of Iyar (ibid. 16:1). Here their supplies of bread ran out and the manna came down (see Rashi to 16:35 ibid.). [9-10] Journeys within
the Desert of Sin, not mentioned in the book of Shemos. [11] ibid. 17:1. [12] They arrived at the Sinai Desert on the 1st of Sivan (ibid. 19:1). Here the Torah was given and the
Tabernacle constructed and inaugurated, as described in the remainder of the book of Shemos and the book of Vayikra. J OURNEYS 13-15: F ROM THE G IVING OF THE T ORAH U NTIL
THE S IN OF T HE S PIES : [13] The departure from the Sinai Desert was almost a year later, on the 20th of Iyar 2449 (Bamidbar 10:11). Miraculously, they covered the three-day journey
to Kivros-Hata’avah in just one day (Rashi to Bamidbar 10:33), arriving on the eve of the 21st of Iyar (Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 1, note 6). They remained there 30 days (Rashi to
Devarim 1:2). [14] Bamidbar 11:35. They departed Kivros-Hata’avah on the 21st of Sivan, and arrived in Chatzairos that evening, the eve of the 22nd of Sivan (Likutei Sichos ibid).
Miriam then slandered Moshe, and she was quarantined for seven days (22nd of Sivan until the morning of the 28th—Likutei Sichos ibid), during which time they remained in
Chatzairos (Bamidbar 12:15). [15] They departed Chatzairos immediately and arrived in Rismah (Kadaish-Barne’a) in the desert of Paran (Bamidbar 12:16) that evening, the eve of
the 29th of Sivan (Likutei Sichos ibid). They thus completed the eleven-day journey from Mount Sinai to Kadaish-Barne’a in just three days (Rashi to Devarim ibid), namely the 20th,
21st, and 28th of Sivan (Likutei Sichos ibid.). The spies were sent out on the 29th of Sivan (Rashi to Devarim ibid.), probably on the morning of the 29th (Likutei Sichos ibid).
J OURNEYS 16-33: W ANDERING IN THE D ESERT FOR 38 Y EARS : [16] After the sin of the spies, it was decreed that the generation would not enter the Land and would wander in the
desert (Bamidbar 14:33). For the next 19 years they stayed in Kadaish-Barne’a (Rashi to Devarim 1:46). The following 18 encampments spanned a further 19 years, as they moved
gradually eastwards across the entire southern border of Mount Se’ir as far east as Mo’av (Rashi to Devarim 2:1), before returning via Etzyon Gaver to Kadaish-Barne’a (Bamidbar 33:36;
Rashi to Devarim 1:46). The precise location of these encampments is not known (with the exception of Etzyon-Gaver).
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JOURNEYS 1-12: EXODUS TO SINAI
(6 WEEKS)
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JOURNEYS 13-15: SINAI TO KADAISH-BARNE’A
(5 WEEKS)
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34E
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Etzyon-Gaver
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A
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Mt. Sinai

R E
E D

D

They journeyed from Rismah and camped in Rimon-Paretz.
20
They journeyed from Rimon-Paretz and camped in Livnah.
21
They journeyed from Livnah and camped in Risah.
22
They journeyed from Risah and camped in Kehailasah.
23
They journeyed from Kehailasah and camped in Mount Shafer.
24
They journeyed from Mount Shafer and camped in Charadah.
25
They journeyed from Charadah and camped in Makhailos.
26
They journeyed from Makhailos and camped in Tachas.
27
They journeyed from Tachas and camped in Tarach.
28
They journeyed from Tarach and camped in Miskah.
29
They journeyed from Miskah and camped in Chashmonah.
30
They journeyed from Chashmonah and camped in Mosairos.
31
They journeyed from Mosairos and camped in Benay Ya’akan.
32
They journeyed from Benay Ya’akan and camped in Chor
Hagidgad.
[30] 33 They journeyed from Chor Hagidgad and camped in Yotvasah.
[31] 34 They journeyed from Yotvasah and camped in Avronah.
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32N

MEDITERRANEAN
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[16]
[17]
[18]
[19]
[20]
[21]
[22]
[23]
[24]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[28]
[29]

MO

E D O M

S

They journeyed from the Sinai desert and camped in KivrosHata’avah.
[14] 17 They journeyed from Kivros-Hata’avah and camped in Chatzairos.
[15] 18 They journeyed from Chatzairos and camped in Rismah (also
known as Kadaish-Barne’a).

JOURNEYS 16-33: D ESERT WANDERINGS
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J O U R N E Y S 1 3 - 1 5 : S INAI -K A D A I S H -B ARNE ’ A

36E

34E

E
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32E

R

They journeyed from “the Rocks,” and crossed through the sea
to the desert. They walked for three days in the Eisam desert and
camped in Marah.
[6] 9 They journeyed from Marah and arrived in Eilim. In Eilim there
were twelve springs of water and seventy palm trees, and they
camped there.
10
[7]
They journeyed from Eilim and camped by the Reed Sea.
11
They journeyed from the Reed Sea and camped in the Desert
[8]
of Sin.
[9] 12 They journeyed from the Desert of Sin and camped in Dofkah.
[10] 13 They journeyed from Dofkah and camped in Alush.
[11] 14 They journeyed from Alush and camped in Refidim, but there
was no water for the people to drink.
15
[12] They journeyed from Refidim and camped in the Sinai desert.

E

8

[5]

28N

JOURNEYS 16-33: WANDERINGS IN THE DESERT
(38 YEARS)

yn-vk:dk

hgxn ,arp - rcsnc rpx /

oŸi§v¤rn ElhpE el :x¤aB oŸi§v¤r§A FxWE dpŸx§a©rn
ElhpE fl :mwx `id o¦vc `x§Acn§a FxWE x¤aB
:mFc`c `¨rx` i¥tiq¦A `xEh xŸd§A FxWE mwxn
`xnin l©r `xEh xŸd§l `pd©M oŸxd` w¥lqE gl
ip§A w©Rn§l oi¦r§Ax` zpW¦A oOY zinE iic
d`Xng `gxi§A mix§vnc `¨rx`n l`xŸyi
oixŸy©re d`n x©A oŸxd`e hl :`gxi§l cg§A
rnWE n :`xEh xŸd§A zin c©M oipW z©lzE
`nFxcA azi `Ede cx£rc `¨M§ln d`p£rp§M
ElhpE `n :l`xŸyi ip§A izin§A o©rp§kc `¨rx`§A
El h pE an :dpŸn§l©v§A Fx WE ` xEh xŸdn
FxWE oŸpERn ElhpE bn :oŸpEt§A FxWE dpŸn§l©Sn
i`x¨a£r zGbn¦A FxWE zŸaŸ`n ElhpE cn :zŸa`
Ÿ A
§
Fx WE ` zGb On El h pE dn :a `Fn mEg z¦A
oŸn§l©r§A FxWE cB oŸaiCn ElhpE en :cB oŸaic§A
FxWE dniz¨l§aC oŸn§l©rn ElhpE fn :dniz¨la
§ C
ixEHn ElhpE gn :Fap mcwC i`x¨a£rc ixEh§A
`pCxi l©r a`Fnc `IxWin§A FxWE i`x¨a£rc
c©r zFniWi zi¥An `pCxi l©r FxWE hn :Fgxic
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:W«cw `e¬d o−¦vÎx©Acn§a E¬pg«Ie x¤a®B oŸ´i§v¤r«n E −rqIe el :x¤a«B oŸ¬i§v¤r§A
Ál©rÁIe gl :mFc« ` ux¬`
 d−v¥ w¦A x½dd xŸd́§A Æ Epg«I«e W®c Tn E −rqIe fl
z´ pW¦A m®W zn´ Ie d−e Ÿdi i¬¦RÎl©r x² dd xŸ ¬dÎl` o¹dŸMd oŸÆxd«`
i−W
 ing
 d
« WcŸ ¬g©A mix½ v§ n
 ux`
´  nÆ l`xUiÎi« p§A z`³ v¥ §l miÀ¦r¨Ax`«d
FzŸ− nA
§ d®p W z−`nE mi²xU¤re WŸ l̄WÎo¤A oŸ½xd«`e hl :Wcg©
Ÿ « l c¬g`§A
ab− P©A a¬W
 ŸiÎ`Ed« e c½x£r K¤ln
´  Æ ip£r«p§M«d rÀnWIe n q :x«dd xŸ ¬d§A
E−pg«I«e x®dd xŸd
´ n
 E −rqIe `n :l«`xUi i¬ p§A `Ÿ −a§A o©r®p§M ux`
´  §A
E−pg«I«e oŸ®pERn E −rqIe bn :oŸ «pEt§A E−pg«I«e d®p Ÿn§l©Sn E −rqIe an :d«pŸn§l©v§A
:a«`Fn lE ¬ab¦A mi−x¨a£r«d i¬ I¦r§A E²pg«I«e zŸ®aŸ`«n E −rqIe cn :zŸaŸ« `§A
E−pg«I«e c® B oŸáiCn
 E −rqIe en :c«B oŸ ¬aic§A E−pg«I«e mi® I¦r«n E −rqIe dn
i¬x d§A E²pg«I«e dni® z¨l§aC oŸń§l©r«n E −rqIe fn :dni«z¨la
§ C oŸ ¬n§l©r§A
zŸ áx«©r§A Æ Epg«I«e mi®x a
¨ r£ d
« i´x d«n
 E −rqIe gn :Fa« p i¬ p§t¦l mi−x¨a£r«d
c−r© zŸn
½ W
 id zí¥A n Æ oCxIdÎl©r E³pg«Ie hn :Fg« xi o¬C xi l−©r a½`Fn
hWar
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s g , n a h v , h c n ( y n ) : o h h g k o h k a u r h , t u n a ' v s a v h g k u n f ' o h k d u l s n k i t f / h b g b f v g n a h u ( n ) :1 v e h a b c , n a s n k n / w v h p k g ( j k )
rc rc vcr rnts 'khn c"h ktrah vbjn rugha lsnk itf /ohyav kct ,uar vb,ba rucxfu sucf hbbg uek,xba 'vgunav thv irvt ,,hna
k c t o h y a k a r u a h n / o h y a v k c t :5 w u f u t r , t t u v v h k h z j h s h s k v b j , u c r j i u a k / o h r c g v h h g c ( s n ) :2 v c , f u r z j l f h p k ' k t r a h c o j k v k
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why does the Torah state the age at which Aharon
passed away? (v. 39)
JERUSALEM TALMUD: The 123 years of Aharon’s life correspond to
the 123 times that the Jewish people answer “halleluka” when
reciting hallel (Shabbos 16:1).
RAMBAM: In the days of the early sages the custom for reciting hallel
was as follows:
After the leader who was reciting the hallel made the blessing, he
said the word “halleluka” and the congregation responded
“halleluka!”

He said, “halelu avdei Hashem,” and the congregation responded
“halleluka!”
He then said, “halelu es shaim Hashem,” and the congregation
responded “halleluka!”
He then said, “Yehi shaim Hashem mevorach me’atah ve’ad
olam,” and the congregation responded “halleluka!”
This continued with each verse so that they answered “halleluka!”
a total of 123 times throughout the recitation of hallel. This number
corresponds to the years that Aharon lived....
This is an ancient custom which is appropriate to follow.
(Laws of Megilah and Chanukah 3:12-14)

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE Y EARS

OF

A HARON ’ S L IFE ( V . 39)

The Jerusalem Talmud and Rambam explain that Aharon’s 123
years correspond to the number of verses in hallel. But what is the
significance of this connection, more than the superficial similarity
between the number of verses and his lifespan? And why did Rambam
deem it necessary to mention the connection between Aharon and hallel?
A further question concerns Rambam’s recommendation that “this is an
ancient custom which is appropriate to follow.” Commentaries to the
Talmud (Succah 38a) explain that this custom of a responsive hallel was
instituted because there was a decline in Jewish knowledge in those days,
/uWna, 'uWka, nWuyn pWa ,jha vtru :vb ihcurg 5

t 'yg ohkv, 4

u 't vfhn 3

to the extent that many people were not familiar with the text of hallel.
Thus, it became necessary to devise a method whereby the congregation
could fulfill their obligation to recite hallel without knowing the words.
So what, according to Rambam, is so admirable about this practice that
makes it “appropriate to follow” at other times, when people are familiar
with hallel? Surely it was only devised for negative reasons, due to the
desperation of the times?
And why does Rambam require the response of “halleluka” after every
verse in hallel, in contrast to other opinions (Tosfos, Ran & Ritvah) which only
require responses for the first chapter of hallel?
/lkhtu 192 wg jWj aWuek vtru /d vbav atr 2

/zWfa, hgxn pWa ,jha vtru /zh tr,c tcc 1

33:35-49
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[32]
[33]

35
36

[

They journeyed from Avronah and camped in Etzyon-Gaver.
They journeyed from Etzyon-Gaver and camped in the Desert of Tzin, which is Kadaish.

JOURNEYS 34-42: JOURNEY TOWARDS

THE

LAND

OF

ISRAEL

[

[34] 37 They journeyed from Kadaish and camped at Hor Hahar, at the edge of the land of Edom.
—38 Aharon the priest went up Hor Hahar and died there (by a kiss) from God’s mouth, on the first
day of the fifth month in the fortieth year of the children of Israel’s exodus from Egypt. 39 Aharon was
one hundred and twenty-three years old when he died at Hor Hahar. 40 The Cana’anite King of Arad,
who dwelt in the south in the land of Cana’an, heard (that the clouds of glory had departed after
Aharon’s passing and) the children of Israel had come. (Presuming that they were weak, he attacked
them).—
[35] 41 They journeyed from Hor Hahar and camped in Tzalmonah.
Plains of
Mo’av
42

[36] They journeyed from Tzalmonah and camped in Punon.
MEDITERRANEAN
SEA
[37] 43 They journeyed from Punon and camped in Ovos.
[38] 44 They journeyed from Ovos and camped at Iyay Ha’avarim, on the Mo’avite boundary.
E D O M
P T
45
Y
[39] They journeyed from Iyim and camped in Divon-Gad.
G
Kadaish-Barne’a 
[40] 46 They journeyed from Divon-Gad and camped in AlmonDivlasoymah.
SINAI
[41] 47 They journeyed from Almon-Divlasoymah and camped
DESERT
in the Avarite mountains, in front of Mount Nevo.

[42] 48 They journeyed from the Avarite mountains and camped
Mt. Sinai
49
in the plains of Mo’av, by the Jordan, near Jericho. They
camped along the Jordan from Bais Yeshimos to Avel
JOURNEYS 34-42: TOWARDS THE LAND OF ISRAEL
(3-6 MONTHS)
Shitim, in the plains of Mo’av.
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[33] They arrived at Kadaish on 1st of Nissan, 2484 (Bamidbar 20:1), and Miriam passed away there. Kadaish appears to be identical with Rismah (Kadaish-Barne’a) mentioned above
(journeys 15-16). See appendix to the book of Devarim. J OURNEYS 34-42: J OURNEY A ROUND E DOM AND M O ’ AV T HROUGH A MORITE T ERRITORY TO THE P LAINS OF M O ’ AV : At this
point, the Jewish people were ready to enter the Land of Israel, since the previous generation had died (Rashi to Bamidbar 20:22). Moshe requested permission from the King of Edom
to pass northward through the Land of Edom into the Land of Israel, but his request was denied (Bamidbar 20:14-21). Thus, they were forced to retrace the steps of their parents along
the south side of Mount Se’ir, heading east (Rashi to Bamidbar 21:4), circumventing the Land of Edom until they reached Mo’av (journeys 34-38): [34] Hor Hahar was a double mountain
on the border of Edom (See Bamidbar 20:23). Aharon passed away there on 1st of Av, 2484. (For an explanation as to why the Torah stresses this point: see Sichas Shabbos Parshas
Masei 5744 for a literal explanation; and Likutei Sichos vol. 8, pp. 198-199; ibid. vol. 18, p. 411 for a Chasidic interpretation.) At this point a rebellion occurred when, fearing the
imminent attack by the King of Arad, a group turned back eight journeys, until they were halted in their tracks by the Levites (see Devarim 10:6-7 and Rashi). The Jewish people
were then attacked by the King of Arad (Bamidbar 21:1). [37] See Bamidbar 21:10. [38] Ibid. 11. [39] This appears to be the encampment at the “Zered Brook” mentioned in
Bamidbar 21:12. They then traveled north, circumventing the land of Mo’av (Rashi to 21:13 ibid.). [40] This appears to be the encampment “on the other side of the Arnon (Brook)”
(ibid. 13), where the Amorites were miraculously defeated (see ibid 14-20 and Rashi). The Jewish people then traveled through the Land of the Amorites, defeating Sichon (ibid.
21:21-30). [41] This was followed by the war against Og (ibid. v. 33-35) and the Ba’al Pe’or affair (ch. 25 ibid). [42] They passed across the width of the Amorite Land and camped
by the Jordan (ibid. 22:1).This was followed by the events of the remainder of the book of Bamidbar chapters 26ff. and the book of Devarim.

TORAS MENACHEM

T HE E XPLANATION
If Rambam understood that answering “halleluka!” alone was a mere
leniency, then he certainly would not recommend that “it is appropriate
to follow” this custom. How could it be “appropriate” to follow a leniency?
Rather, according to Rambam the “ancient custom” of reciting hallel is
not a leniency at all. In fact, it is the ideal method of reciting hallel. Despite

the fact that the causes that led to this method of reciting hallel were
negative, the solution nevertheless contains no compromise or leniency.
This is because Rambam understood that by answering “halleluka!” alone
one fulfills the obligation to recite hallel exactly as if one would have said
the entire hallel oneself (rather like the principle that a person who says
amen is like the one who makes the blessing—Rambam, Laws of Blessings 1:11).
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tk ,hfan ictu ch,fsf 'ohkdru ohsh yuahpc ovhkg ,uuj,avk aha ka
: i u v , f , n u n u d r , f / o , f x n :3 v h k g , u u j , a v k o f m r t c u b , ,
'vc o,cahu ztu vhcauhn v,ut o,aruvu /.rtv ,t o,aruvu (db)
t m h r a t k t (sb) :vc ohhe,vk ukfu, tk utk otu 'vc ohhe,vk ukfu,
:vhvh uk krudv vna uk tmh rat ouen kt 'vz tuv rme tren /vna uk

vnf tkvu /wudu o,aruvu wudu isrhv ,t ohrcg o,t hf (tb) :una
isrhc ohrcug o,taf van ovk rnt lf tkt 'lf kg urvzuv ohngp
ubhmn ifu 'of,t ihpyuau ihtc ohn utk otu 'urcg, if ,bn kg 'vachc
/ o , h f a n : o , a r d u / o , a r u v u ( c b ) :2 i s r h c o s u g c 1 g a u v h o v k r n t a
ohbct ,pmrc gerev ,t ihffxn uhva oa kg 'iuv,sdx ,hc unudr,f

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 What does verse 53 teach us?
RASHI: “You shall rid the Land”—You should rid it of its
inhabitants, and then: “You should settle in it”—Only then will
you be able to survive there. But if not, you will not be able to
survive there.
RAMBAN: In my opinion, this verse conveys a positive command of
the Torah...that God commanded the Jewish people to settle in the
Land of Israel....Thus we find that our Sages greatly praised the
mitzvah of living in the Land of Israel and the prohibition of leaving
it. It is in this verse that the mitzvah is conveyed.
MEGILAS ESTHER: Rambam clearly did not agree with Ramban that it
is a mitzvah from the Torah to live in the Land of Israel, as he omitted
this precept from his Sefer Hamitzvos. Presumably, Rambam
maintained that verse 53 was a command to Moshe and Yehoshua
which was only in force until the Jewish people were exiled from the
Land, but not to all future generations, until Mashiach will come
(commentary to Ramban’s “omissions” from Sefer Hamitzvos, positive 4).

RAMBAM: [9] One should not emigrate from the Land of Israel,
except for the purposes of studying Torah or in order to get married...
so too, one may leave for the purposes of business. However, one
may not leave on a permanent basis.... [10] The Sages would kiss the
ground of the Land of Israel, and kiss its rocks and roll on its earth...
[11] Our Sages said that any person who lives in the Land of Israel
will be forgiven for his sins...even if he walks four cubits there, he
will merit life in the World to Come. So too if a person is buried there,
he is atoned for.... [12] A person should always live in the Land of
Israel, even in a town which is mainly inhabited by non-Jews, rather
than live in the Diaspora in a town which is predominantly Jewish.
If a person leaves [the Land of Israel] to go to the Diaspora it is as if
he worshiped idols, as the verse states, “For they have driven me this
day from abiding with the inheritance of God, saying, go serve other
gods” (Sam. I 26:19). Just as one may not emigrate from the Land to the
Diaspora, so too one may not emigrate from Babylon in order to live
in another country, as the verse states (Jer. 27:22), “They will be carried
to Babylon, and there they will be” (Laws of Kings, 5:9-12).

TORAS MENACHEM

Since one is fulfilling one’s entire obligation through answering
“halleluka!” it follows that, according to Rambam, it is necessary to make
a response after every single verse, and not just at specific highlights. Thus
a total of 123 responses are required.
In the final analysis, Rambam’s recommended method of hallel has
both advantages of being: a.) in total communal harmony, through
responsive recital; and yet b.) not at the expense of any individual
following a leniency, for each person is considered to have recited the
entire hallel himself.

Genuine unity without compromise was the life mission of Aharon.
After he passed away, at 123 years, the entire Jewish people mourned
(above 20:29). And they mourned even more than after Moshe’s passing, as
Aharon was a person who constantly pursued communal peace (See
Rashi ibid.). Thus the communal recital of hallel and Aharon’s 123 years
share a common theme.
In fact, even the reason for this type of hallel recital is reminiscent of
Aharon. For, just as the responsive hallel was instituted for the sake of
simple Jews, likewise, Aharon’s life was devoted to bringing simple people
closer to Torah.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 23, p. 229ff.)
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G

od spoke to Moshe in the plains of Mo’av by the Jordan near Jericho, saying: 51 “Speak to the
children of Israel and say to them: ‘When you cross the Jordan into the land of Cana’an (the
waters of the Jordan will split for you. But this is on condition that) 52 you drive out all the
inhabitants of the Land from before you, destroy all their temples, destroy their molten idols, and
demolish their high places. 53 You should rid the Land (of its inhabitants, then) you should settle in it, for
I have given you the Land to occupy it.
54
“‘You should allocate the possession of the Land to your families by a lottery. Give a larger
inheritance to a large (family), and give a smaller inheritance to a small (family). Wherever the lot falls
TORAS MENACHEM

k

”Y OU S HOULD S ETTLE

IN

I T ” ( V . 53)

Even though Rambam (and Rashi*) disagreed with the view of
Ramban, and maintained that it is not a biblical command to live in the
Land of Israel—as Megilas Esther writes—Rambam nevertheless
devoted a significant part of his Laws of Kings in praise of living in the
Land.
Rambam’s words prompt a number of questions:
a.) Rambam does not cite any verse from the Torah to prove that there
is an obligation to live in the Land or that there is a prohibition to leave.
Nevertheless, he does write that, according to Torah, a Jew should live in
the Land of Israel, and should not leave. What, then, is the basis of this
requirement?
b.) The sequence of laws here is difficult to understand. First, in law 9
Rambam writes that, “One should not emigrate from the Land of Israel,
etc.” Then, in laws 10 and 11 he describes the great qualities of the Land
and how it was cherished by the Sages. And only afterwards, in law 12,
does he write, “A person should always live in the Land of Israel etc.” But
surely it would be more logical to place this last statement (“A person
should always live in the Land of Israel”) at the beginning, and then go
on to describe how one should not leave and how the Land is great?
c.) Why does Rambam write, “Just as one may not emigrate from the
Land to the Diaspora,” instead of, “one may not emigrate from the Land
of Israel to the Diaspora”? Surely, he is not merely trying to be brief, as he
has written “the Land of Israel” in full so many other times?
d.) One of the reasons for the prohibition of leaving Babylon “is
because there are many Yeshivos (Talmudic academies) found there
which are constantly strengthening the institution of Torah” (Rashi to end of
Kesubos). Presumably, this would mean that after the Yeshivos in Babylon
closed down, the prohibition of leaving ceased. However, Rambam does
not mention this point at all. His sole proof is from the verse, “They will
be carried to Babylon,” which suggests that the prohibition of leaving
Babylon continued after its Yeshivos closed. What, then, is the basis of
Rambam’s position?

T HE E XPLANATION
When we speak of the uniqueness of the Land of Israel we always speak
of its holiness. We call it the Holy Land, and we understand that holiness
is the key distinguishing quality which sets it apart from all other lands.
However, there is a further uniqueness of the Land of Israel, that it is a
land that was chosen by God: “The Land of Israel is cherished, as it was
chosen by God” (Midrash Tanchuma, Re’eh 8). This is totally distinct from the
concept of holiness. We find this also by the Jewish people, who also
possess the two independent qualities of holiness and chosenness.

* See Likutei Sichos vol. 13, p. 122, note 4.

Rambam does not state explicitly which of these two qualities is the
basis of the laws cited above. But, we will attempt to fathom which is the
key halachic factor behind each of the above laws, and in this way we will
be able to answer all of the above questions.
Let us turn first to the final law, “Just as one may not emigrate from the
Land to the Diaspora, so too one may not emigrate from Babylon, etc.”
It would seem that this law arises due to the chosenness of the Land, for
a number of reasons:
a.) Babylon is not a holy land. Therefore, Rambam’s comparison
between the Land of Israel and Babylon cannot be based on the former’s
holiness: “Just as one may not emigrate from the Land to the Diaspora,
so too one may not emigrate from Babylon etc.” Therefore we must be
speaking here of the chosenness of the Land. God chose Babylon as the
place where the Jewish people would reside during exile, and so Rambam
argues that “just as” God chose the Land of Israel as the ideal place to
live for the Jewish people in good times, “so too” He chose Babylon as
their home during exile times.
b.) To support this assertion, Rambam cites the verse, “They will be
carried to Babylon, and there they will be,” which indicates that God
chose Babylon as an Exile-home for the Jewish people.
c.) To stress the point further, Rambam refers, not to the “Holy Land,”
or even “the Land of Israel,” but simply, “the Land.” In this way, he

[

The Last Word

[

s for your mentioning the fact that according to the opinion
of several poskim [legal authorities] it is a mitzvah to live in
Eretz Yisra’el, surely you know that all poskim agree that there are
612 additional mitzvos to be observed by Jews everywhere, and
especially by those already living in the Holy Land. Indeed, those
who are already there and are fulfilling the mitzvah of living in
Eretz Yisra’el should surely concentrate on the rest of the 612
mitzvos—those which apply nowadays, of course....
“Yishuv Eretz Yisra’el [settling in the Land of Israel] is so closely
linked with the observance of the mitzvos, as also so clearly
underscored in the prayer which we have been saying for
thousands of years: “Because of our sins we have been exiled
from our Land” [Additional service for festivals]. This clearly indicates
that every Jew who wants to help nullify the result (exile from our
land) must first of all nullify the cause (our sins).”

“

A

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe in 5731)
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.rtu jrznv smk vkmt oust .rtu /ktrah .rtk ohrmn .rt ihc ehxpnu
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ihtcu iupm smk xukhbv ,t orhcgn vhv .rtk o,xhbf ,t crek ouenv
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rat .rtv ,tz (c) :unudr,f /of,t urrmu :tcu tmuh ihtn of,t
'.rtk vmujc ,udvub ihtu .rtc ,udvub ,umn vcrva hpk /wudu ofk kup,
ohbpku ukkv ohkucdv in lk rnuk 'chcx vh,ujur hkucd hbrmn cu,fk lrmuv
iuak veukj ,treb krudc vekj,ba oa kg /ofk kup, :,udvub ,umnv
in ,unut 2wg ka ovhra v"cev khpva h"g rnut vsdt arsnu /vkhpb
o f k v h v u ( d ) :3 j f s u g o v c i h t v t r u k r n t ' v a n h b p k i , p f u o h n a v
kmt rat /im rcsnn :crgnk jrznv in rat ,hnurs jur /cdb ,tp
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indicates that we are speaking here of a quality possessed by the Land
independent of its holiness, namely, its chosenness.
d.) Since the distinctiveness of Babylon was that it was chosen by God,
it follows that even after the Yeshivos of Babylon closed, the prohibition
of leaving during exile remained (unlike Rashi’s view, mentioned above).
From all of this we can conclude that here, in law 12, Rambam is
speaking of the chosenness of the Land of Israel, and not its holiness.
Now, let us turn to the beginning of this section of Rambam. In laws 1011 Rambam describes how the Sages cherished the Land and how it can
atone for sin, which can only be a result of the Land’s holiness. Therefore,
it follows that when he opens the section with the words, “One should not
emigrate from the Land of Israel etc.” (law 9), he is speaking of a
prohibition that arises from the holiness of the land (not its chosenness).
We have now established that laws 9-11 speak of the holiness of the
Land of Israel, and that the concluding part of law 12 (the prohibition of
leaving Babylon) is speaking of chosenness. However, the opening
passage of law 12 gives evidence in both directions.
Rambam begins, “A person should always live in the Land of Israel... If
a person leaves [the Land of Israel] to go to the Diaspora it is as if he

worshiped idols.” This suggests that by leaving the Land one is turning
away from the Divine Presence (Shechinah) which rests there, i.e. one
rejects the holiness of the Land. However, the fact that Rambam quotes
the verse, “for they have driven me this day from abiding with the
inheritance of God,” suggests that we are speaking here of chosenness.
Thus, it appears that Rambam perceived both elements here, and ruled
that a Jew should live in the Land of Israel, for both reasons: because it is
holy and because it is chosen.
To stress this point further he placed this law (“A person should always
live in the Land of Israel,”), not at the beginning of the entire discussion,
where it would seem to belong, but in between the discussion of the
holiness of the Land (laws 9-11) and the chosenness of Babylon (end of
law 12) to show that the Land of Israel possesses both aspects.
Nevertheless, in the final analysis, the fact that Rambam included the
recommendation to live in Eretz Yisra’el in law 12 (which speaks of
chosenness) would suggest that, ultimately, he perceived that the main
reason that a Jew should live in Eretz Yisra’el is because it is chosen.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 399ff.)

kg ouhxv uecu vch,v ,kj,v er vcu,f whv hkutu /hhjc ubcrc tcuv ifu /W,unut vgcaW rntb ovc hW,f hWarcu hbau iuatr xups sck !,unut ohgca rntb h,htra ohxupsv kfc 2
f 'jk ,una 1
v 'c whbpm 7 zh 'dh ,una 6 d 'dh gauvh 5 v euxp 4 tnujb, 3 /(6 vrgv '122 wg dWhj aWuek) u,gs hpf eh,gnv vnhkavu 'vburjtv ,ut

33:54 - 34:3
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(for a person) that will be his (portion). You will inherit (a portion) corresponding to (the size) of your
paternal tribes (that left Egypt).
55
“‘But if you do not drive out the inhabitants of the Land from before you, then those whom you
leave over will be like spikes in your eyes and thorns in your sides. They will harass you in the Land in
which you settle. 56 Then I will do to you what I had intended to do to them.’”
[

34

BORDERS

OF THE

LAND

[

G

od spoke to Moshe, saying: 2 Command the children of Israel and say to them: When you
arrive in the land of Cana’an, the following is the Land which will fall to you as an inheritance:
The Land of Cana’an according to its borders:
3
Your southern border (from east to west) will be by the desert of Tzin, along (the border of) Edom:
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Why does the Torah specify the borders of the Land
here? (v. 2ff)

the outer limits of its boundaries from all sides, to inform you that the
mitzvos are practiced everywhere within these borders.

RASHI: Since many mitzvos are practiced in the Land [of Israel] and
do not apply outside the Land, it was necessary for scripture to chart

RALBAG: God informed them of the precise parameters of the Land,
so that they would not conquer too little or too much land.

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T HE B ORDERS

OF THE

L AND ( V . 2ff.)

In his commentary to verse 2, Rashi explains that the Torah describes
the borders of the Land of Israel here in order to make known where the
mitzvos that only apply in the Land are to be performed.
However, at the literal level, it seems that the interpretation of Ralbag
is more appropriate here, that God informed the Jewish people of the
borders so they would know exactly which lands to conquer. For at this
point in time the Jewish people were preparing to conquer the Land.
What forced Rashi to conclude that the description of the Land’s borders
here was primarily connected with the observance of mitzvos which
would only become relevant much later, after they conquered the Land?

T HE E XPLANATION

that the Land would “fall” to the Jewish people appears superfluous here,
suggesting that the Land would pass effortlessly into the possession of the
Jewish people through the help of God. From this, Rashi concluded that
the current passage cannot only be referring to the conquest of the Land
by the people, but it must also be connected with God’s relationship with
the Land. So Rashi concluded that we are speaking here about the
mitzvos which are observed exclusively in the Land.
b.) Since the conquest was to be conducted by Yehoshua, and not
Moshe, we would have expected the Torah to state, “Command
Yehoshua.” The fact that this passage was addressed specifically to Moshe
indicated to Rashi that the main emphasis here is not the conquest of the
Land, but the mitzvos that are to be observed in the Land, which were
indeed taught to the Jewish people by Moshe.

Rashi’s conclusion was based on two points: a.) Verse 2 stresses: “the
following is the Land which will fall to you as an inheritance.” The stress

[

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 13, pp. 122-4)

The Last Word

“T HE L AND ...A CCORDING
am completely and unequivocally opposed to the surrender of any
of the liberated areas currently under negotiation, such as Yehudah
and Shomron, the Golan, etc., for the simple reason, and only reason,
that surrendering any part of them would contravene a clear Psak-Din
[ruling] in Shulchan Aruch (Orach Chayim, sec. 329, par. 6,7). I have
repeatedly emphasized that this Psak-Din has nothing to do with the
sanctity of Eretz Yisra’el, or with the “days of Mashiach,” the Geulah,
and similar considerations, but solely with the rule of Pikuach-Nefesh
[danger to life]. This is further emphasized by the fact that this PsakDin has its source in the Talmud (Eruvin 45a), where the Gemora cites
as an illustration of a “border-town” under the terms of this PsakDin—the city of Neharde’a in Babylon (present-day Iraq)—clearly not
in Eretz Yisra’el. I have emphasized time and time again that it is a

I

TO ITS

[

B ORDERS ”

( V . 2)

question of, and should be judged purely on the basis of, PikuachNefesh, not geography.
The said Psak-Din deals with a situation where gentiles (the term is
ohud, not enemies) besiege a Jewish border-town, ostensibly to obtain
“straw and hay,” and then leave. But because of the possible danger,
not only to the Jews of the town, but also to other cities, the Shulchan
Aruch rules that upon receiving news of the gentiles (even only
preparations), the Jews must mobilize immediately and take up arms
even on Shabbos—in accordance with the rule that “Pikuach-Nefesh
supersedes Shabbos.”
Should there be a question whether the risk does in fact create a
situation of Pikuach-Nefesh, then—as in the case of illness, where a
medical authority is consulted—the authority to make a judgment is
(continued on p. 277)
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`p w Qn§l ` nFx Cn ` nEg Y oFk§l xg q i e

c

`nFxCn idFpw§Rn oFdie o¦v§l x©a¦rie mi¦Axw©rc
:oFn§v©r§l x©a¦rie xC` x©vg©l wFRie d`iB mwx¦l
mix§vnc `¨lgp§l oFn§v©rn `nEgY xgqie
idie `¨ax©rn mEgzE

e

d

:`Oi§l idFpw§Rn oFdie

mEgY oFk§l idi oiC DnEgzE `¨Ax `Oi oFk§l
`Oi on `pER¦v mEgY oFk§l idi oice f :`¨ax©rn
`xEh xŸdn

g

:`xEh xŸd§l oFk§l oEpE©kY `¨Ax

`nEgzc idFpw§Rn oFdie zng ihn¦l oEpE©kY
idFpw§Rn oFdie oFx§tf§l `nEgY wFRie

h

:cc§vl¦

:`pER¦v mEg Y oFk§l id i oiC opi¥r x©vg©l
opi¥r x©vgn `nECw mEgz¦l oFk§l oEpE©kzE
d¨l§ax§l m¨t Xn ` nEg Y zFg i e

`i

i

:m¨t W¦l

mi si¥M l©r ihnie `nEgY zFgie oi¨r¨l gpcOn
oFdie `pCxi§l `nEgY zFgie

ai

:`nECw xqpiB

`¨rx` oFk§l idz `C `g§lnc `Oi§l idFpw§Rn
zi dWŸn ciT©tE

bi

:xFgq xFgq `dnEgz¦l

oEpQgzz iC `¨rx` `C xnin§l l`xŸyi ip§A
z©rWz§l oYin§l ii ciT©R iC `¨ac©r§A Dzi
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sug ihta crgnv rmn kt /vnhv uh,utmu, uhvu (v) :,hnurs ,hcrgn
:uvn hcrgn rmnu /oh kucdu (u) :vtkvu oan crgnv smk lhrtn cdb kucd
4
kucdv in ov ;t ohv lu,ca ihxbv /kucdu :rmnk /kusdv ohv ofk vhvu
kusdv ohv in :iupm rmn /iupm kucd (z) :x"kuzbht ihruea 'ohht ovu
ghpan uatru /,hcrgn ,hbupm gumenc tuva /rvv rv ofk ut,,
ugpa, /ut,, :ubnhv vmuju ubnhv ohbpk ohv cjurn ahu ohv lu,k xbfbu
t, kt unf 'vchx iuak /ut,, :rvv rv kt iupmk crgnn ,uybk ofk
: g p u a n u c x u n t u v a ' i " h s b p t i h r u e a g h m h v 1 r g a v h t , u '5 o h m r v
',nj tckc ugdp,u jrznv smk iupmv rmn kt ufk,u ucx, /rvv rvn (j)
,utmu, rntba ouen kf /kucdv hpux /kucdv ,utmu, :thfuybt uz
yap,n oan ut 'kkf ikvk rcug ubhtu hrndk oa vkf rmnv ut 'kucdv
'iuatrv cjurv in r,uh iuxfktc ikvk lhanvk uhrujtk tmuhu chjrnu
u h v u (y) :vsn v,ut v,kf oaa ',utmu, utre iuatrv vsnv cjur ihbgku
ibhg rmj ,tmnbu /hbupmv rmnv ;ux vhv tuv /ibhg rmj uh,tmu,
:hjrznv rmn kt ofk o,hut,vu oanu /,hjrzn ,hbupm gumenc
hjrznv rmnc /vnpa :ut,, unf vhybu vcxv iuak /o,hut,vu (h)
tmnb ujrznc lkuv rmnvu /ouen oa /ihgk osen (th) :vkcrv oanu
lkuv kucdva kf /kucdv srhu :tuv ktrah .rtnu rmnv in ohbpk ihgv
/vnse ,rbf oh :rcg /;,f kg vjnu :lkuvu sruh tuv oursk iupmn
kt sruh oanu ',rbf oh jrznc kucdvu 'crgnc kucdk lu, ,rbf oh tvha
cre,nu jrzn smk vyub iuxfktc oursk iupmv in tcu laun isrhvu isrhv
sg ,rbf oh sdbf h"t ka vjrzn smk launu ,rbf oh sdbf igbf .rt smk
,kj,v ubnna 'jknv oh kt uh,utmu,c kucdv vkf oanu jknv ohc kpuba
h 'n ktezjh 6

, u n u t v n f u h v a h p k '1 o h n g v r c s n k t e z j h u t r e a t u v u ' r c s n v k t
utca sg 'shn, jrzn hpkf crgnv in vnurs kmt ihfkuvu 'usmc ,ucauh
xbfvku umrt lrs rucgk ojhbha oust lknn uaecu 'oust .rt ka vnursk
otuc sg oust ka vnurs kf ,t cucxk ufrmuvu /vmr tku 'vcjr lrs .rtk
k f u f k v u /2 v c t t k u j k a c t u n l k n k t o d u r n t b a ' c t u n . r t k a v n u r s k
rmn kf uccxa sg iupmk ovhbp ufpv oanu vpux sg ctun ka vnurs
uhva dugu iujhx .rt ,t utmn vjrzn ,t ukfafu vcjrk vka hjrzn
j,phc rntba uvzu /ovhbhc ehxpn isrhvu igbf .rt ka vjrznc ihcauh
.rtk ana jrznn tchu ctun .rt ,tu oust .rt ,t cxhu rcsnc lkhu
s g u c r e u / c t u n . r t k a v b u p m c v , h v a d u g u i u j h x . r t , t u a c f u /3 c t u n
igbf .rta tmnb 'ctun .rt ka ,hcrgn ,hbupm gumen sdbf tuvu isrhv
:oust kmt vka ,hjrzn ,hnurs gumen vhv crgnk isrhv rcgca
ut cxbu rntba ouen kf /ohcreg vkgnk cdbn kucdv ofk cxbu (s)
oeugu rmnv tmuh '.ujk tmuhu lkuv tkt vua rmnv vhv tka snkn 'tmhu
vkgn ka vnursc rmnv rcugu crgnk iuxfktc okug ka ubupm smk
unf ihm kt /vbm rcgu :rmnv in ohbpk ohcreg vkgn tmnb 'ohcreg
r m j t m h u :gbrc ase ka vnursc /uh,ume /uh,utmu, uhvu :vnhrmn
crgnk iuxfktc sug lanbu okug ka iupm smk chjrnu rmnv yap,n /rst
itf runtv cxbu iuaku /ohrmn kjbk oanu iunmgk oanu rst rmjk uk tcu
cjuru gbrc ase ,t rcgan chjrvk khj,va rst rmj tmhu c,fa hpk
vtkvu oanu iunmg sg gbrc asen v,hv iupm smk vykca vgumr v,ut
kt crgnv smk oanu ohrmn kjbk uk tcu oursv smk cxbu rmnv rme,b
gumenc ohrmn kjba tmnb /ktrah .rt kf ka vcrgn rmn tuva kusdv ohv
th 'ch c_ohnhv hrcs 5

/j ihyhd 4

jh euxp oa 3

z 'th ohypua 2

vk 'f ktezjh 1
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The southern border will stretch from the edge of the Salt Sea in the east; 4 the border then turns south
of Ma’aleh-Akrabim, passing toward Tzin, and its edge will be south of Kadaish-Barne’a; then it will
extend to Chatzar-Adar and continue towards Azmon; 5 the border then turns from Azmon to the stream
of Egypt (which forms the border with Egypt), and its end will be at the (Mediterranean) Sea.
6
Your western border will be through the Great (Mediterranean) Sea (including the islands within)
the border. This will be your western border.
7
The following will be your northern border: From the Great (Mediterranean) Sea turn yourselves
toward Hor Hahar; 8 from Hor Hahar turn towards the route to Chamas; the (northernmost) point of the
border will be towards Tzedad; 9 the border will then extend to Tzifron, and its end will be Chatzar-Ainan.
This will be your northern border.
10
You should then turn yourselves toward the eastern border: From Chatzar-Ainan to Shefam; 11 the
border then goes down from Shefam towards Rivlah, to the east of Ayin; the border then goes down and
hits the eastern shore of Lake Kineret. 12 The border then continues down along the Jordan, and its end
is the Salt Sea.
This will be your Land, defined by its surrounding borders.
13
Moshe commanded the children of Israel saying, “This (stated above) is the Land that God has
commanded to give to nine and a half tribes, which you are to apportion as an inheritance through a
TORAS MENACHEM

vested in the military experts. If military experts decide that there is a
danger of Pikuach-Nefesh, there could be no other overriding
considerations, since Pikuach-Nefesh overrides everything else.
Should the military experts declare that while there is such a risk, yet
it should be taken for some other reason, such as political
considerations (good will of the gentiles) this would clearly be
contrary to the Psak-Din, for the Psak-Din requires that PikuachNefesh, not political expediency, should be the decisive factor.
Now in regard to the liberated areas, all military experts, Jewish and
non-Jewish, agree that in the present situation giving up any part of
them would create serious security dangers. No-one says that giving
up any part of them would enhance the defensibility of the borders.
But some military experts are prepared to take a chance in order not
to antagonize Washington and/or to improve the “international
image,” etc. To follow this line would not only go against the clear
Psak-Din, but would also ignore costly lessons of the past. One
glaring case in point is “the Yom-Kippur War.” Days and hours before
the attack, there were urgent sessions of the government discussing
the situation with the military. Military intelligence pointed to
unmistakeable evidence that an Egyptian attack was imminent, and
the military experts advised a preemptive strike that would save many
lives and prevent an invasion. However, the politicians, with the
acquiescence of some military experts, rejected this action on the
ground that such a step, or even a general mobilization, before the
Egyptians actually crossed the border, would mean being branded as
the aggressor, and would jeopardize relations with the USA. This
decision was contrary to the said Psak-Din of the Shulchan Aruch, as
pointed out above. The tragic results of that decision bore out the
validity of the Shulchan Aruch’s position (as if it were necessary), for
many lives were needlessly sacrificed, and the situation came close
to total disaster, but for God’s mercies. Suffice it to mention that the
then Prime Minister later admitted that all her life she would be
haunted by that tragic decision.

know, of course, that there are Rabbis who are of the opinion that
in the present situation, as they see it, it would be permissible from
the viewpoint of the Shulchan-Aruch to return areas from Eretz
Yisra’el. But it is also known on what information they based this
view. One argument is that the present situation is not identical with
the hypothetical case of a state of “being besieged by gentiles.”
A second argument is that the present surrendering of some areas
would not endanger lives.
That these arguments are based on misinformation is patently clear.
The Arab neighbors are prepared militarily; what is more, they do
demand these areas as theirs to keep, and openly declare that if not
surrendered voluntarily, they will take them by force, and eventually
everything else. A Rabbi who says that the said Psak-Din of the
Shulchan Aruch does not apply in the present situation is completely
misinformed on what the situation actually is....
was taken to task for placing so much emphasis on the security of
Eretz Yisra’el, the argument being that what has protected the
Jewish people during the long Galus has been the study of Torah and
the practice of Mitzvos; hence Torah-observant Jews should not make
the inviolability of Eretz Yisra’el as the overriding cause. I countered
that they missed the point, for my position has nothing to do with
Eretz Yisra’el as such, but with the Pikuach-Nefesh of the Jews living
there—which would apply to any part of the world.
It is said that my pronouncements on the issues are more political
than Rabbinic. Inasmuch as the matter has to do with Pikuach
Nefesh, it is surely the duty of every Jew, be he Rabbi or layman, to
do all permitted by the Shulchan Aruch to help forestall—or, at any
rate, minimize—the danger. In a case of Pikuach-Nefesh, every
possible effort must be made, even if there is epx (doubt) and many
doubts whether the effort will succeed.

I

I

(Excerpt from a letter written by the Rebbe in 5741)
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`h§aW Eli¦Aw ix` ci :`h§aW zEB§l©tE oih§aW
cb ip§ac `h§aWe oFdzd¨a` zi¥a§l o¥aE`x ip§ac
dX p nc ` h§aW zEB§l©tE oFd zd¨a` zi¥a§l
zEB§l©tE oih§aW oixY eh :oFdYpqg` Eli¦Aw
`pCxi§l `x§a¦rn oFdYpqg` Eli¦Aw `h§aW
dWŸn m¦r ii li¦NnE fh :`gpiCn `nECw Fgxic
oEpqgi iC `Ix§aB zdnW oi¥N` fi :xnin§l
:oEp x©A ©rWFdie `pd©M xf¨r§l` `¨rx` zi oFk§l
oEa QY ` h§aXn cg `¨Ax cg `¨Ax e gi
`Ix§aB zdnW oi¥N`e hi :`¨rx` zi `pqg`§l
`h§aW§lE k :dPªti x©A a¥l¨M dcEdic `h§aW§l
`h§aW§l `k :cEdiO©r x©A l`EnW oFrnW ip§aC
ip§ac `h§aW§lE ak :oFlq¦M x©A cci¦l` onip¦ac
`h§aW§l sqFi ip§a¦l bk :i¦lbi x©A iTªA `¨Ax oc
:cŸt` x©A l`iPg `¨Ax dX p n i p§ac
x©A l`Enw `¨Ax mix§t` ip§ac `h§aW§lE ck
o¨t¨vi¦l` `¨Ax oªlEaf ip§ac `h§aW§lE dk :oh§tW
`¨Ax x¨kyVi ip§ac `h§aW§lE ek :Kpx©R x©A
`¨Ax xW` ip§ac `h§aW§lE fk :oG©r x©A l`ih§l©R
i¦lY§tp ip§ac `h§aW§lE gk :inFlW x©A cEdig`
ciTR
© ic oi¥N`
 hk :cEdiO©r x©A l`dc§R `¨Ax
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« N d¬W
 ŸnÎl` d−e Ÿdi
E¬lgpiÎxW` mi½Wp`«d zFńW d¤N`μ fi :xŸn`¥
c² g` `i¬Upe gi :oE«pÎo¦A ©r−WFdi«e o½dŸMd Æ xf¨r§l` ux®`dÎz` m− ¤k¨l
zFńW d¤N−`e hi :ux«`dÎz` lŸ ¬gp¦l Eg− wY d®H On c−g` `i¬Up
oF½rnW í p§A Æ dHn§lE k :d« PªtiÎo¤A a−¥l¨M d½cEdi d´Hn§l mi®Wp`«d
« O©rÎo¤A l−`EnW
:oF «lq¦MÎo¤A c−ci¦l` o½nip¦a d´Hn§l `k :cEdi
Îi« p§a d¬H n§l s½qFi íp§a¦l bk :i«¦lbiÎo¤A iT − ªA `i®Up o−cÎip§a d¬H n§lE ak
`i®Up mi−x§t`Îi« p§a d¬H n§lE ck :cŸ «t`Îo¤A l−`iPg `i®Up d−Xpn
Îo¤A o−t¨ ¨vi«¦l` `i®Up o−ªlEafÎi« p§a d¬H n§lE dk :o«h§tWÎo¤A l−`Enw
d¬H n§lE fk :o«G©rÎo¤A l−`ih§l©R `i®Up x−k¨ yViÎi« p§a d¬H n§lE ek :K«px©R
− g` `i®Up x−W`Îi« p§a
i−¦lY§tpÎi« p§a d¬H n§lE gk :i«n÷WÎo¤A cEdi
« O©rÎo¤A l−`dc§R `i®Up
l¬g p§l d® e Ÿdi d´  E¦v x−W` d¤N¾` hk :cEdi
hWar

vhvh ihaug ova vnu /iudv ekj sjtu sjt kfk rrucu ohrcdku ,ujpank
o t a ' t r e n c a o f k k f f v z o f k a r p k i f , h t k u /1 o h j u k a o u t a g u k t f h u a g
ofkhcac ofk ohkjub ova gnan ukjbh /ofk ukhjbh cu,fk uk vhv if
e k u j u k j u b t v h a / . r t v , t k u j b k ( j h ) :2 o f k o j k h w v u n f ' o f n u e n c u

:vh,ujur gcrtk v,ut ,ccux hrv /,hjrzn ,hnurs gumen rmn
vhure ,hjrzn jura 'jrznc ova okugv hbp kt /vjrzn vnse (uy)
rat (zh) :ktnak iupmu ihnhk ours lfhpk 'rujt vhure ,hcrgnu 'ohbp
ycav ,kjb ekjnu uycak xupuryupt thabu thab kf ofkhcac /ofk ukjbh

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 How did these leaders represent their tribes? (v. 17)
RASHI: “Who will inherit the Land for you” (v. 17)—on your behalf.
Each leader is a trustee for his tribe, to divide the tribal inheritance
among families and men. He chooses an appropriate portion for each
one, and whatever they do is binding, as if they had been designated
as agents [by the members of the tribes].
One cannot render the word ofk according to its usual meaning in
scripture (“to you”), for then the Torah would have used [the
causative conjugation] ofk Ikh¦j±b³h “they will inherit it to you.” The use
of [the simple conjugation] Uk£j±b°h means that “they will inherit for

you,” on your behalf and in your place—as in the verse, “God will
fight for you” (Shemos 14:14).
MIZRACHI: The Torah only mentions the leaders inheriting land on
behalf of their tribes. What led Rashi to conclude that these leaders
were also appointed to divide the land amongst the families and
other individuals within the tribe?
Because the division of land among the tribes was accomplished
by means of the lottery (see Rashi to 26:54), so the appointment of the
leaders as trustees must have been just to divide the land within
the tribe.

TORAS MENACHEM

k

T RIBAL L EADERS A PPOINTED

TO

D IVIDE

THE

L AND ( V . 17)

In his commentary to verse 17, Rashi explains that the purpose of
appointing the tribal leaders at this time was so that each would act
as “a trustee for his tribe, to divide the tribal inheritance among families
and individuals.”
Rashi’s comments prompt the following questions:

a.) Verse 17 makes no mention of the tribal leaders, referring only to
“Elazar the priest and Yehoshua the son of Nun,” and it is only in verse
18 that we are told to “take one leader from each tribe.” So how could
Rashi conclude from verse 17 that the tribal leaders were trustees ?
b.) Scripture makes no reference here to the division of land within the
tribes themselves to the various families and individuals. Why then did
sh 'sh ,una 2

:cn ihause 1
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lottery. 14 For the tribe of Re’uvain’s descendants, according to their paternal house, and the tribe of Gad’s
descendants, according to their paternal house, and half the tribe of Menasheh have already received
their inheritance. 15 (These) two and a half tribes have received their inheritance on this side of the
Jordan, near Jericho, facing ‘forward,’ (i.e.) eastward.”
[

34:16
FOURTH
READING
(6TH

WHEN
JOINED)

TRIBAL LEADERS APPOINTED

TO

DIVIDE

THE

LAND

[

G

od spoke to Moshe saying: 17 These are the names of the men who will inherit the Land for
you: Elazar the priest and Yehoshua the son of Nun. 18 You should take one leader from each
tribe; one leader is to acquire the Land (on your behalf).
19
These are the names of the men:
For the tribe of Yehudah, Calev the son of Yefuneh.
20
For the tribe of Shimon’s descendants, Shmuel the son of Amihud.
21
For the tribe of Binyamin, Elidad the son of Kislon.
22
The leader of the tribe of Dan’s descendants is Buki the son of Yogli.
23
For the descendants of Yosef:
The leader for the tribe of Menasheh’s descendants is Chanial the son of Aifod.
24
The leader for the tribe of Efrayim’s descendants is Kemu’ail the son of Shiftan.
25
The leader of the tribe of Zevulun’s descendants is Elitzafan the son of Parnach.
26
The leader of the tribe of Yissachar’s descendants is Palti’ail the son of Azan.
27
The leader of the tribe of Asher’s descendants is Achihud the son of Shlomi.
28
The leader of the tribe of Naftali’s descendants is Pedah’ail the son of Amihud.
29
These are the ones whom God commanded to apportion the inheritance of the land of Cana’an to
the children of Israel.
TORAS MENACHEM

Rashi not simply conclude that the Torah is speaking here of the
distribution of land at the tribal level?
Mizrachi answers that the tribal allocation of land was via lottery, as
Rashi himself writes (26:54), so the appointment of the leaders here must
have been for a further purpose: to divide the land within the tribes.
However this begs the question: Why could we not learn simply that the
leaders were appointed here to represent their tribes in the lottery itself?
I.e. that each leader represented his tribe in the lottery by drawing the lots
on the tribe’s behalf (see Rashi ibid.).

T HE E XPLANATION
Verse 17 states, “These are the names of the men who will inherit the
Land for you,” i.e. that the leaders would actually take possession of the
land on behalf of their followers, as Rashi explains here at length.
Therefore, Rashi concluded that the “leaders” referred to here could not
possibly be Elazar and Yehoshua mentioned at the end of the verse, since
neither of these two individuals inherited land on behalf of a segment of
the Jewish people. While it could be said that Elazar and Yehoshua were
responsible for the task of apportioning the land to the Jewish people,
they did not take possession of the land themselves (on behalf of the
people) and then pass it to the people. So, “the men who will inherit the
Land for you,” must refer to the leaders of each tribe.
However, this begs the question: If verse 17 refers to the tribal leaders,
and not Elazar and Yehoshua, then why are Elazar and Yehoshua
mentioned at all in the verse?

T WO T YPES

OF

L EADERSHIP

In order to answer this question, we must first address a general issue
concerning the role of the tribal leaders, for we find that their leadership
possessed two dimensions:
a.) They were communal representatives, whose task was to be concerned for the needs of their communities.
b.) They were Divinely appointed leaders. Just as we find that Moshe
was appointed by God to be the head of the Jewish nation, so too the
tribal leaders were appointed by God to be the heads of their tribes.
A major distinction between these two roles is that, as communal
representatives, the leaders acted as “executive officers” on behalf of the
public, as agents of the community. On the other hand, in their Divinely
appointed role, the leaders remained as private individuals who were like
“sovereigns” or “heads of state” who remained distinct from the rest of
their tribe. Their actions were only considered to be representative of their
tribes because they were the most important members of their tribes in
their own right, and they thus were a reflection of the entire tribe.
The above distinction is not only a theoretical one, it also has a practical
ramification:
In their communal role, the leaders were representatives of the
community as a whole. Thus, they did not focus on the private needs of
any individual person, but only on how those individuals were affected by
communal issues. On the other hand, in their Divinely appointed role as
tribal heads the leaders had a personal connection with every member of
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CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 Verse 2 states that the Levites were given cities “to
live in.” Does that mean they owned the cities or not?

a portion of the Land.” Rabbi Yosi says: “They have cities with their
open spaces!”

JERUSALEM TALMUD: Rabbi Meir says: “Priests and Levites may not
[make the tithe declaration (see Devarim 26:12ff.)] since they did not take

[In another place] we learned: “[The cities] were given to them as
an inheritance”—these are the words of Rabbi Yehudah. Rabbi Meir

TORAS MENACHEM

above. And this is what led Rashi to conclude, “Each leader was a trustee
for his tribe, to divide the tribal inheritance among families and
individuals,” i.e. right down to the needs of the individual members of
their tribes—“He chose an appropriate portion for each one.”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 33, p. 199ff.)

k

their tribe which they represented. Consequently they were expected to
care for the needs of every individual, as Rashi stressed above, “a leader
who can tolerate each individual, according to his disposition” (27:16).
Based on the above distinction, we can now explain Rashi’s comments
to verse 17:
Above, we posed the question why verse 17 mentions Elazar and
Yehoshua, being that, according to Rashi, the verse is referring to the
inheritance of land by the tribal leaders on behalf of their tribes.
Now, Elazar and Yehoshua were divinely appointed leaders who did not
represent their tribes by communal appointment. The tribal leaders, on
the other hand, fulfilled both communal and divinely appointed roles.
Thus, when reading verse 17, Rashi understood that the Torah chose to
equate the tribal leaders with Elazar and Yehoshua to indicate that we are
speaking here of Divinely appointed leadership in which the tribal leaders
are similar to Elazar and Yehoshua. Thus, it is as if the verse is saying:
“These are the names of the men (that are tribal leaders) who will inherit
the Land for you. (They will do so in their Divinely appointed capacity,
similar to that of) Elazar the priest and Yehoshua the son of Nun.”
In their Divinely appointed capacity, the leaders were responsible for
seeing to the needs of every individual member of the tribe, as explained

O WNERSHIP

OF THE

L EVITE C ITIES ( V . 2)

The Jerusalem Talmud cites a difference of opinion whether the cities
which were given to the Levites were actually owned by the Levites or
not. Rabbi Meir maintained that the Levites did not own their cities, and
that consequently, a.) they did not make a tithe declaration, which
depends on land ownership; and, b.) they did not charge rent to a person
seeking haven there. However, Rabbi Yosi and Rabbi Yehudah
maintained that the Levites did own their cities, and thus they could, a.)
make a tithe declaration and, b.) charge rent.
Rambam does not give any clear ruling concerning the ownership of
the cities. He does, however, make a ruling regarding the issue of whether
the Levites had the right to charge rent to a murderer seeking haven in
one of the cities. Rambam rules that the law differs, depending on which
cities we are speaking about: The Levites had a total of 48 cities, of which

35:1-7
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35
FIFTH
READING

G

CITIES

FOR THE

LEVITES

[

od spoke to Moshe in the plains of Mo’av, by the Jordan near Jericho, saying: 2 Command the
children of Israel:


They should give the Levites cities to live in from their hereditary possession (of land).



You should give the Levites (non-developed) open spaces around the cities (to enhance their
beauty).



3



4

The areas of open space for the cities which you should give to the Levites (should extend) from
the wall of the city outward, one thousand cubits all around (as a non-developed space).



5



6



In addition to this, you should provide forty-two cities. 7 Thus, the total number of cities you
should give to the Levites will be forty-eight cities, together with their open spaces.

The cities will be theirs to live in, and the open spaces will be for their cattle, their property, and
for all their needs.

You should measure from outside the city, two thousand cubits on the eastern side, two
thousand cubits on the southern side, two thousand cubits on the western side, and two thousand
cubits on the northern side, with the city in the middle. This will be your (Levite) cities’
(extended) open spaces, (for agriculture).

Among the cities you will give to the Levites, six should be Cities of Refuge, which you should
provide (as places) to which a murderer can flee.

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

says: “They were given the rights to live there [but not rights of
ownership].” Thus, we see that Rabbi Yehudah held in accordance
with Rabbi Yosi, and that Rabbi Meir was consistent in his opinion.
Likewise [we see the same consistency in what] we learned:
“[A murderer seeking refuge] would have to pay rent to the Levites”
—these are the words of Rabbi Yehudah [who maintained that the
Levites owned their cities]. Rabbi Meir says: “They did not have to
pay the Levites rent” [since Rabbi Meir maintained that the Levites
did not own their cities.” (Jerusalem Talmud, Ma’aser Sheni 5:9, according to the
text and interpretation of Pnei Moshe).

RAMBAM: Even though the tribe of Levi does not have a portion in
the Land, the Jewish people have already been commanded to give
them cities to live in and for open space. These cities are: the six
Cities of Refuge, to which were added 42 [further] cities, and the
additional Cities of Refuge in the days of Mashiach. All these are for
the Levites (Laws of the Sabbatical and Jubilee Years 13:1).
If a murderer lives in one of the [six] Cities of Refuge, he does
not have to pay rent. If he lives in one of the other [42] Levite
cities, he must pay rent to his landlord (Laws of a Murderer and the Protection
of Life 8:10).

TORAS MENACHEM

[

Sparks of Chasidus

[

t is no coincidence that the Cities of Refuge were also Levite
cities. When Levi was born, his mother said, “Now this time my
husband will be attached (yiLaVeh) to me” (Bereishis 29:34),
indicating that the name Levi denotes reattachment after a period
of disconnection. Thus, when the accidental murderer becomes
“disconnected” from God via his sin, he seeks refuge in a Levite
city, so that the association with the Levites will assist in re-establishing and revealing his connection with God. And practically
speaking, this was the result of associating with the Levites, who
were full time “ministers” of God that devoted their entire lives to
promoting the observance of mitzvos—both mitzvos between
man and God, and mitzvos between man and his fellow.

I

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 25, pp. 97-8)

six were dedicated Cities of Refuge (see v. 6-7), and the remaining 42 also
acted as Cities of Refuge if an accidental murderer actively sought refuge
there. Rambam rules that in the 42 cities, the Levites had the right to
charge rent to a murderer seeking haven, whereas in the six dedicated
Cities of Refuge, the Levites did not have the right to charge rent.
Thus, based on the argument of the Jerusalem Talmud that charging
rent is an indication of ownership, it follows that Rambam ruled that the
Levites owned their 42 cities, but not the six dedicated Cities of Refuge.
However, it could be argued that even according to Rambam, the Levites
had the rights of ownership of all 48 cities, and the only reason why they
were prohibited from charging rent in the six Cities of Refuge is due to an
additional clause in the law. For the Babylonian Talmud teaches that
scripture itself exempts any murderer seeking haven from paying rent in
one of the six cities, in v. 12: “These cities should serve for you as a refuge
from an avenger.” The stress that the cities are “for you,” says the Babylonian Talmud, indicates that the cities are set aside “for all your needs,”
so that someone seeking asylum will have no expenses at all (Makos 13a).
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TORAS MENACHEM

Thus, when Rambam wrote that a murderer does not have to pay rent
in one of the six cities, it is not because he maintained that the cities were
not owned by the Levites, as we had earlier presumed, but rather,
because he held in accordance with the clause of the Babylonian Talmud.
So in the final analysis, Rambam maintained that all 48 cities were
actually owned by the Levites. In fact, this conclusion seems to be
supported by Rambam’s statement that “all these are for the Levites” (see
Classic Questions), i.e. that all the Levite cities have the same status in terms
of their Levite ownership.
Now we are left with just one question: If the Levites owned their cities,
then why does verse 2 state that they were merely given “cities to live in”?

Two explanations could be argued:
a.) The Torah uses this expression about the Levite’s property since they
did not have their own unified portion of Land, but only cities that were
scattered among the portions of the other tribes.
b.) The 48 cities were owned collectively by the tribe of Levi. So each
individual Levite did not have full ownership of the property that he
occupied. Thus, even though a Levite was entitled to sell his property or
bequeath it to his children, he was nevertheless only selling the right to
live on the property. The overall ownership of Land belonged to the tribe
of Levi as a whole.
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 25, pp. 93-6)
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8

When you give cities from the hereditary land of the children of Israel, you should take more
(land) from a larger (inheritance) and less (land) from a smaller one. Each one should give cities
to the Levites, commensurate with (the size of) the inheritance allotted to him.
[
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od spoke to Moshe, saying:


10

FOR

UNINTENTIONAL MURDER

[

Speak to the children of Israel and say to them:

When you cross the Jordan to the land of Cana’an, 11 you should prepare (special) cities
for yourselves. They will be Cities of Refuge for you, such that a murderer who killed a
person unintentionally can flee there.

12



These cities should serve for you as a refuge from an avenger, so that the murderer will not die
until he stands in judgment before the congregation.



13



15

The cities that you will provide will serve as six Cities of Refuge for you: 14 You should provide
the three cities in Transjordan and the three cities in the land of Cana’an to act as Cities of Refuge.

These six cities should be a refuge for the children of Israel, the convert and resident (alien)
among them, so that anyone who unintentionally kills a person can flee there.
[

LAWS PERTAINING

TO

INTENTIONAL MURDER

[

16



If a person struck another with an iron instrument and he dies, he is a murderer (no matter
how small the instrument was). The murderer must be put to death.



17

If a person struck another with a fist-sized stone which is (big enough to be) deadly, and he
dies, he is a murderer. The murderer must be put to death. 18 Or (if he strikes) with a fist-sized
TORAS MENACHEM

[

Sparks of Chasidus

arshas Masei is a bright conclusion to the first four Books of
Moshe, where we read how the Jewish people had completed all
their difficult journeys in the desert and how they finally stood ready
to enter their homeland. Consequently, most of this Parsha concerns
the various laws which would become relevant after the Jewish
people would actually enter their Land.
However, amid all this “good news,” we read here a rather negative
chapter about “Cities of Refuge” for murderers, and further laws of
unintentional and intentional murder (v. 9-33).
Now admittedly, designating Cities of Refuge is a mitzvah connected with entering the Land, but why does the Torah then digress to
discuss further laws of unintentional and intentional murder (v. 16-33)
which could have been included in another Parsha?
ccording to conventional thinking the Torah’s primary meaning
is its literal interpretation, and more spiritual interpretations are
present only in the form of metaphor and allusion. However, Rabbi
Yeshayah Hurwitz (1560-1630) taught, “The Torah speaks about the
upper worlds and alludes to the lower worlds” (Shaloh 13b), i.e. the
Torah’s primary meaning is its spiritual message, and the fact that this
is expressed in physical terms “alludes” to the counterpart of that
message in the physical world, which is a reflection (“allusion”) of the
true, spiritual reality.

P

A

[

On this basis it could be argued that the Torah’s primary intent here
in discussing murder is a form of spiritual “murder,” of which a
person may be guilty after completing numerous spiritual “journeys”:
It was explained above (“The Name of the Parsha”), that the 42 journeys
in the desert are all described as “journeys out of Egypt (Mitzrayim).”
This is because each “journey” of spiritual growth that we make
ultimately leads to a feeling of restriction and limitation (meytzar)
with our prior accomplishments, and this in turn inspires a further
“journey” of growth.
However, having completed numerous journeys, our spiritual
aspirations become greater, and consequently, we might find our
current spiritual state not only “limiting,” but totally unacceptable.
Perhaps, when the person reflects upon all the time that he wasted in
the past and all the God-given talents that he failed to utilize
effectively, he will feel that his current spiritual standing is outrageous
—like an act of murder!
person’s desire to grow will always be proportional to the void
that he feels. Thus, by coming to an awareness that one has
committed spiritual “murder,” one will surely be motivated, not only
to improve, but to make a quantum leap by which one’s perfection
of tomorrow bears no resemblance to that of today.

A

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Matos-Masei 5749)

zf-jh:vk
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:oi¥N` d `I piC l©r ` n C l`B oi¥aE `ign
`nC l`B cIn `¨lFhw zi `YWp§M oEafiWie dk
wxr£ iC DzEafW
 zixwl§ `YWpM
§ Dzi oEaizie
`¨Ax `pd©M zEniC c©r D¨A azie o Oz§l
w©Rn m`e ek :`WcEw gWn¦A Dzi i¦Ax iC
iC DzEafW zixw mEgY zi `¨lFhw wFRi
`x¨An `nC l`B Dzi g©MWie fk :oOz§l wx£r
zi `nC l`B lFhwie DzEafW zixw mEgz¦l
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2

vhva hpk rjt rcs / kusd ivf hbpk tvha htsf ubht /ohhjv hnh ,t rmenu
j a n r a t :4 u h h j c k t r a h k u z v k e , g r t , t k a k k p , v k k u s d i v f k u k
hn arhp tka 'tuv ohrmev ,utrenv in uyuap hpk /asev inac u,ut
uvuars ubh,ucru /asev inac u,ut jaunv ujan rat unf tkt 'ujan
kusd ivf ,n ubhs rndb tka sg ota snkk 'rcs ,hhtrk 5,ufn ,fxnc
rat rntba 'hba ka u,,hnc rzuj 'ubhs rndb itfn rjtku uh,j, rjt ubnu
janbv ,t thcvk tkt 'u,ut jan ivfv ut ivfk ujan tuv hfu 'u,ut jan

h s f u c t v h a ' u c , u n h r a t . g c r n t b l f k ' t u v a k f k u f h '1 y c a c u , n t
u n u d r , f / v h s m c ( f ) : y k e n h r g l u , c u k h p t / u c u g d p c ( y h ) :2 , h n v k
tku 'uk lunx vhva ;hf,c unudr,u /xbutc /g,pc (cf) :crtnc tbnfc
:uvfv / v c , u n h r a t i c t k f c u t (df) :uhkg rvzvk ,uva uk vhv
'vkud vshrh lrs druvv urnt itfn /uhkg kphu :uvtr tka /,utr tkc
, u r a v k t c t u v a / k u s d v i v f v , u n s g ( v f ) :3 v k u d u b h t v h h k g l r s
ktrahn vbhfav ,t ekxk tc jmurvu 'ovhnh lhrtvku ktrahc vbhfa

CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 May the murderer leave his City of Refuge under any
circumstances? (v.26)

save a person’s life the exiled murderer cannot be permitted to leave
the City of Refuge, even on a temporary basis?

RAMBAM: If a person leaves the boundaries of the City of Refuge
intentionally, then he is permitting himself to die, and the [bereaved
relative] may avenge the [deceased’s] blood and kill him. If another
person kills him, he is not liable for any penalty, since the verse
states, “he has no blood” (v. 27)....
A person who is exiled may never leave his City of Refuge, even to
perform a mitzvah...or even to act as a witness in court to save a
person’s life, or to save a person from a non-Jew or from a river, or
from a fire, or from a collapsed building. In fact, even if the entire
Jewish people depend on this person, he may not leave. This law
applies until the High Priest passes away. If the person does leave the
City of Refuge, he is permitting himself to die, as we have explained.
(Laws of a Murderer and the Protection of Life 5:10; 7:8).
TIFERES YISRA’EL: Being that all of the Torah’s laws are suspended in
a case of danger to life, why should our case be an exception, that to

One might argue that a person is not expected to put his own life
at risk in order to save another person’s life, and through leaving the
City of Refuge the accidental murderer is freeing himself to be a
target for the bereaved family who may wish to avenge the
deceased’s blood. However this fails to explain the law that if the
lives of the entire Jewish people depend on this person, he may not
leave. For, how could this person close the door to the entire Jewish
people, merely to protect himself from the risk of being attacked?
(Makos, end of chap. 2).
ARUCH HASHULCHAN: Since the person in question was the agent of
an accidental murder, it is unlikely that such an unfortunate person
could be the one who will bring good fortune to others. Therefore,
he is not permitted to leave (Choshen Mishpat 425:57).
MINCHAS CHINUCH: This requirement for the murderer to stay in the
City of Refuge is a decree of scripture (mitzvah 410).
:th ;s 5

/lkhtu 206 wg dWkj aWuek vtr 4

:z ,ufn 3

hrpx 2

f 'tf ,una 1
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wooden instrument which is (big enough to be) deadly, and he dies, he is a murderer.
The murderer must be put to death.


19



20

An avenger of the blood may kill the (intentional) murderer. He may kill him (even) when he
meets him (in a City of Refuge).

If a person pushed another out of hatred, or he threw something at him with premeditation,
and he died; 21 or if he maliciously struck him with his hand and he died, the attacker must be
put to death. He is (considered to be) an (intentional) murderer. The avenger of the blood may
kill this murderer (even) when he meets him (in a City of Refuge).
[

35:22

LAWS PERTAINING

TO

UNINTENTIONAL MURDER

[

B

ut if a person pushed another accidentally, without malice, or threw an object at him without
premeditation, 23 or he threw a stone which is deadly down at another without seeing (him) and
it killed him, but he was not his enemy and did not want to hurt him, 24 then the congregation should enact justice between the attacker and the avenger of the blood, according to the
following laws:
25



The congregation should protect the murderer from the avenger of the blood. The
congregation should return him to the City of Refuge to which he had fled.



He must remain there until the death of the High Priest, the one who was anointed with the
sacred oil.



26

But if the murderer goes outside the border of the City of Refuge to which he had fled, 27 and
the avenger of the blood finds him outside the limits of his City of Refuge, and the avenger of the
TORAS MENACHEM

k

S TRAYING F ROM

A

C ITY

OF

R EFUGE ( V . 25)

Rambam records the law that a person who is exiled to a City of Refuge
is not required to leave under any circumstances, even to perform a
mitzvah or to save another’s life. Tiferes Yisra’el questions why this
should be the case, being that all the laws of the Torah are suspended in
order to save life, and yet here we read that the person is not forced to
leave the City of Refuge even to save the entire Jewish people!
Aruch Hashulchan argues that since the person in question was the
agent of an accidental murder, it is unlikely that he will bring good fortune
to others. However, this answer seems to be of no halachic relevance,

[

The Last Word

[

ur Sages taught, “The words of Torah protect,” like a City of
Refuge (Makos 10a). A person may be tempted to step outside
the spiritual “City of Refuge” of Torah, and make compromises in
Jewish law on the basis that he is “saving a life” (cf. Classic
Questions). I.e. while he admits the compromise is wrong, he feels
it is necessary in order to draw the person towards Torah and
mitzvos and to save his life, spiritually.
The law teaches that one does not leave the City of Refuge, even
to save a life. For the “city” of Torah is the very life of a Jew, from
which he cannot leave.

O

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 38, pp. 131-2)

since any danger to life always causes the suspension of Jewish law, no
matter how “fortunate” or “unfortunate” the potential rescuer may be.
Minchas Chinuch writes that the requirement for an accidental
murderer to stay in the City of Refuge is a suprarational “scriptural
decree.” However, this answer is also difficult to understand, since when
faced with a danger to life we override even a scriptural decree.
Why then is the accidental murderer not permitted to leave the City of
Refuge in order to save another person?

T HE E XPLANATION
Rambam’s statement, “If a person leaves the boundaries of the City of
Refuge intentionally, he is permitting himself to die,” seems to be
superfluous. What would be lacking if Rambam would have written more
simply, “If a person leaves the boundaries of the City of Refuge
intentionally, then the bereaved relative may avenge the deceased’s blood
and kill him etc.”?
It could be argued that, in addition to the basic principle that a bereaved
family member may kill the accidental murderer if he leaves the City of
Refuge, Rambam is teaching us here a further point:
In reference to the Cities of Refuge the Torah states, “He may flee to one
of these cities and live” (Devarim 4:42). This suggests that in essence the
accidental murderer no longer deserves to live and that the Torah has
decreed that his life should be taken away. Only, this decree of the Torah
does not apply within the boundaries of the City of Refuge, and therefore
according to Jewish Law this person is only permitted to remain alive so
long as he is within a City of Refuge.
Thus the accidental murderer is “legally dead,” but the Torah grants him
a new lease of life within the strict boundaries of the City of Refuge. So, if

s:uk - zf:vk

hgxn ,arp - rcsnc rpx /

z i xw§a ix` gk :` n C D¥l zi¥l `¨lFh¨w
xz¨aE `¨Ax `pd©M zEniC c©r aYi DzEafW
rx`©l `¨lFh w aEz i `¨Ax `pd©M zEniC
oiC zx f b¦l oFk§l oi¥N` oFdie hk :DY pqg`
`W§tp lFhwiC l¨M l :oFkip¨azFn l¨k§A oFkixc§l
`¨l cg cidqe `¨lFhw zi lFhwi oicdq mEt§l
oFnn oEl§Awz `¨le `l :lhwn§l Wp`¤A cdqi
ix` lhwn§l aIg `Ed iC lFhw Wp` l©r
oFn n oEl§Aw z `¨l e al :l h w zi `¨l h w z`
aYn§l aEYn§l DzEafW z i xw§l wFx£rn§l
zi oEaIgz `¨le bl :`pd©M zEniC c©r `¨rx`§A
zi aIgn `Ed `nc ix` D¨A oEY` iC `¨rx`
iM f mC l©r xR©M zn `¨l `¨r x`§lE `¨r x`
`¨l e cl :DC W` mc§A od¨N` D¨A cW Y` C
iC D¨A oi¦azi oEY` iC `¨rx` zi oEa`qz
iYp¦kWC ii `p` ix` DEb§a `ixW iYpi¦kW
iWix Eaix w e ` :l` xŸ yi i p§A Fb§A `i x W
x©A xi¦kn x©A c¨r§lb ip§A zi¦rxf§l `zd¨a`
dWŸn mcw Eli¦NnE sqFi ip§A zi£rxGn dXpn
:l`xŸyi ip§a¦l `zd¨a` iWix `I©ax§ax mcwE
`¨rx` zi oYn§l ii ciT©R ipFAx zi Exn`e a
c©T©Rz` ipFAxe l`xŸyi ip§a¦l `¨ac©r§A `pqg`§A
c g§t¨l§v z p qg` z i oYn§l iic ` x nin§A
`Ih§aW ip§An cg§l oiedie b :Dizp§a¦l `pEg`
od Y pqg` r p n zz e oiW p¦l l` xŸ yi i p§ac
z p qg` l©r sqFYz e `p z d¨a` z p qg`n
`pYpqg` ac£rnE oFd§l oiedz iC `Ih§aW
l` xŸ yi i p§a¦l `¨l§aFi id i m` e c :rp nYi
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tk uvarp,u 'jurck xubk rnt, otu /jrcun rnukf xub uvrueu 'rcf xba
cuak rnth lthv h,gsh tk ',ukdv in urypk jurck uk aha hnk rpuf uje,
tku /uphbj, tku (dk) :cuah ifhvnu xb tk ihhsg hrv '.rtc ,cak
ubhfa, tka /vfu,c ifa hbt rat (sk) :iuchhj, tku unudr,f 'ughar,
ova inzc ;t /ktrah hbc lu,c ifua wv hbt hf :v,tnuyc h,ut
v b c h r v a / v y n v , k j b k g ; x u b u ( d ) :6 o v h b h c ( v h u r a ) v b h f a o h t n y
hcr vhv itfn /kcuhv vhvh otu (s) :uhct yca kg xjh,n icvu varuh
v r h f n u z i h t r n u k f / k c u h v v h v h o t u :8e u x p h a k c u h v s h , g r n u t 7 vsuvh
ruzj, tk kcuhv vhvh ot ukhptu ',rzuj vbht vaurhva 'kcuhc ,rzuja

ihta ,nv ,t druvf tuv hrv /os uk iht (zf) :u,,hnc urhzjna uhnhc
vmujc ,dvub [vbye ] ihrsvbx tv,a snk /ofh,caun kfc (yf) :os uk
k g u d r v k t c v / w u d u a p b v f n k f ( k ) :1 k t r a h . r t c , d v u b a i n z k f . r t k
:1 u d r v v t r , v c u s h z n c a u s h g h a / j m r h o h s g h p k : a p b v , t v f v a
k t x u b k r p f u j e , t k u ( c k ) :2 i u n n c r y p h t k / r p f u j e , t k u ( t k )
iunnc ,ukdn rypb ubht dduac drva uyken rhg kt xba hnk /uyken rhg
hcua unf 'xbk unf /xubk :ivfv ,unh oryc .rtc ,cak cuak rpuf i,hk
r a t f '5 u h v o h k u n h f i f u '4 s g u n n h d u b i f u ' v n j k n v i n u c a a '3 v n j k n
hn kg xubk rnt, if 'rcf kna hn kg kunu 'rcf caa hn kg cua rnt,

TORAS MENACHEM

he leaves, it is as if he passes upon himself the death sentence, and he is
literally “permitting himself to die.”
And with this, we can understand why the accidental murderer is not
permitted to leave the City of Refuge even to save a life. For even if one
sh 'c trehu fWu, 8

argued that a person should risk his life to save another, one could never
permit a person to render himself halachically dead, under any
circumstances.

/zWna, nWuyn pWa ,jha vtr 7

(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 38, p. 127ff.)

hrpx 6
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jh 'd whbpm 4
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blood kills the murderer, he has no (liability for the) blood (he spilled). 28 For (the accidental
murderer) must remain in his City of Refuge until the High Priest dies, and only after the High
Priest has died may the murderer return to the land which is his possession.


29



30



A single witness may not testify against a person to put him to death.



31

Do not accept an atonement fee for the life of a murderer who is condemned to death, because
he must be put to death.



32

(The small Sanhedrin) will be (a body that issues) laws of justice for you, throughout all your
generations, in all the places that you live (even outside the Land of Israel, so long as the small
Sanhedrin exists inside the Land too).
(When an avenger of the blood) kills a person, the murderer may only be put to death based
on the testimony of witnesses (who first warned the murderer).

Do not accept an atonement fee for one who has fled to his City of Refuge, to allow him to
return to live in the Land, before the priest has died.

33

Do not corrupt the Land in which you live, for the (spilling of) blood corrupts the Land, and blood
which is shed in the Land cannot be atoned for except by the blood of the one who shed it. 34 Do not
defile the Land where you reside, in which I dwell, for I am God Who dwells among the children of Israel.
[

36
SEVENTH
READING

PRESERVING

THE

TRIBAL INHERITANCE

OF

LAND

[

T

he paternal heads of the family of the descendants of Gilad—the son of Machir, the son of
Menasheh, of the families of Yosef’s descendants—approached and spoke before Moshe and
the leaders, the paternal heads of the children of Israel. 2 They said, “God commanded my
master to give the Land as an inheritance via lottery to the children of Israel, and our master was commanded by God to give the inheritance of Tzelafchad, our brother, to his daughters. 3 Now, if they marry
a member of another tribe of the children of Israel, their inheritance will be deducted from the inheritance of our father, and it will be added to the inheritance of the tribe into which they marry. Thus, it will
be deducted from the lot of our inheritance. 4 Even when the children of Israel will have a Jubilee year
CLASSIC QUESTIONS

 When does God dwell among the children of Israel? (v.34)
SIFRI: The Jewish people are cherished [by God], for even when
they are impure, the Shechinah (Divine Presence) is with them, as
the verse states, “In which I dwell” (v. 34), and it further states, “Do
not defile the Land” (ibid.). Rabbi Nasan says: “The Jewish people are

cherished, for in every place that they were exiled the Shechinah was
with them....” Rebbi says: “What could this be compared to? To a
king who said to his servant, ‘If you want me, I am with my son. Any
time that you want me, I am with my son.” Thus, the verse states, “He
dwells among them amid their impurity” (Vayikra 16:16).

TORAS MENACHEM

[

Sparks of Chasidus

eing that Rabbi Nasan already taught, “Even when they are
impure, the Shechinah is with them” (Sifri, cited in Classic Questions),
what did Rebbi add with his analogy?
Rabbi Nasan was speaking about the soul’s relationship with God,
which is “literally a piece of God from above” (Tanya ch. 2). Thus God
“cherishes” the Jewish people because of their special souls and
wishes always to be found “among them.”

B

[

Rebbi, on the other hand, was describing the Jewish body’s
relationship with God. Unlike the soul, the body does not openly
exhibit any holiness, and is not enwrapped in a natural, emotional
bond with its Creator. Nevertheless, God has an essential connection
with the Jewish body due to the fact that He chose the Jewish people
to be His own. Thus, even when the body demonstrates no overt connection to God, the Shechinah nevertheless says, “I am with my son.”
(Based on Likutei Sichos vol. 23, pp. 220-1)
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x©a dXpn ip§A zi£rxGn

ai

:oiWp¦l odEa` ig`

`h§aW l©r odYpqg` zede oiWp¦l d`ed sqFi
iC `Ipice `IcET¦R oi¥N`

bi

:odEa` zi¦rxf

l` xŸ yi i p§A z e§l dWŸn c ` ci¦A i i ciT©t
wfg :Fgxic `pCxi l©r a`Fnc `IxWin§A
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w Gg z¦p e w fg w fg
/inhx vWkuj vWkjn 'oheuxp cWke

uc rjct rat ahtv vhvu uhmju /inhx jWrpt vbnau ohbnau oh,tnu ;kt rcsnc rpxs heuxp oufx
tWx) /inhx ohvkt hk trc ruvy ck /cWk uhrsxu /inhx ubjbh ssc hh /vrag uh,uharpu :jrph uvyn
ohaa ,unu,xvu ohga,u oh,a ,uju,pv ihbn /inhx ,tz ukhfah unfj uk /uWk uherpu /(jWf uhrsxu
:inhx l,kjbu lWekj hbt /,uharp vbnau ohanju vtn kfv /aau

hWar

hpk itbn trenv kfcu 'i,usku, rsxf utabu ohbac uzn uz i,kusd hpk
h g x n , a r p , k x j :1 u z f u z , u k u e a a s h d n u i , n f j

kfu (j) :ovk vbhhv, rat vynv ,kjb kg vpxuba tmnbu 'uycak vkjbv
itbn itf /wudu vmr, vkjn (th) :vhctk ic vhv tka /vkjb ,arh ,c
/lkhtu 200 wg Jwj aWuek vtr /fe tr,c tcc 1

36:4-13
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(when hereditary land returns to its owner), their inheritance will be added to the inheritance of the tribe
into which they marry, and their inheritance will be deducted from the inheritance of our father’s tribe.”
5
Moshe commanded the children of Israel with God’s word saying, “The tribe of Yosef’s descendants
speak well. 6 This is what God has commanded regarding Tzelafchad’s daughters: Let them marry whom
they wish, but they may marry only within the family of their father’s tribe. 7 Thus, the inheritance of the
children of Israel will not be transferred from tribe to tribe, as each person from the children of Israel will
remain attached to the inheritance of his father’s tribe. 8 Every girl from the children of Israel’s tribes who
inherits property (because her father had no son) should marry a member of her father’s tribe, so that
each one of the children of Israel will inherit the property of his fathers. 9 No inheritance will be
transferred from one tribe to another tribe, for each person of the tribes of the children of Israel will
remain bound to his own inheritance.” 10 Tzelafchad’s daughters did what God had commanded Moshe.
11
Machlah, Tirtzah, Choglah, Milcah and No’ah married their cousins. 12 They married into the
families of the descendants of Menasheh, Yosef’s son, and their inheritance remained within the family
of their father’s tribe.
13
These are the commandments and the laws that God commanded the children of Israel through
Moshe in the plains of Mo’av, by the Jordan near Jericho.
The congregation*, followed by the reader, proclaim:

Be strong! Be strong! And may we be strengthened!
THE HAFTARAH FOR MASEI (& MATOS-MASEI) IS ON PAGE 314 [IT IS READ EVEN ON ROSH CHODESH].
Maftir: Rosh Chodesh—p. 322.
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ne represents unity, which is indicative of Godliness and
spirituality. Two represents dichotomy and division, alluding to
the physical world, which hides God and acts as an obstacle in
Divine service. Three is the reconciliation of one and two, i.e. to
bring Divine illumination and inspiration to the physical world,
which is the goal and purpose of creation.
But, as we know, this process is fraught with difficulty. In attempting to sanctify the physical world, a person is likely either to remain
too spiritual and aloof—in which case he will not be effective in
bringing his spirituality “down to earth”—or too influenced by the
physical world, which would compromise his ability to live in a spirit
of true sanctity and purity.
So three represents the incomplete harmonization of one and two,
because it still remains influenced by, and torn between, both of
these worlds.
However, if one persists, a perfect balance can be achieved, and
eventually a person is able to lift himself above both spiritual and
physical imbalance. He no longer has moods of transcendence, when

O

[
OF

T HE T ORAH

he desires only to escape the world’s limitations and join in an
ecstatic union with God. And likewise, he no longer finds that
involving himself in physical matters distracts him from his mission in
this world.
This level of perfect integration between spiritual enlightenment
and worldly involvement (one and two), is alluded to by the number
four, which is a step removed from both one and two, representing
the ability not to be over influenced by either of these two
contradictory worlds. The four-type personality is balanced and
stable, like a chair possessing four legs which stands firmly on the
ground.
ll this sheds light on the fact that we finish the fourth book of the
Torah in the period of mourning for the destruction of the
Temple. For the way to end this long, bitter exile** and bring the true
and final redemption is to harmonize our personalities in a four-like
manner. And then we will enjoy a permanent redemption, because
it is built on steady foundations.

A

(Based on Sichas Shabbos Parshas Matos-Masei 5751)

*According to Chabad custom, the person called to the Torah also recites chazak chazak venischazeik, in contrast to those authorities who deem this to be an interruption before
the blessing which is said after reading the Torah (Sefer Haminhagim, p. 31; See Likutei Sichos vol. 24, p. 411; ibid. vol. 25, p. 474ff. See also Chikrai Minhagim by Rabbi Eliyahu
Yochanan Gurary (Oholei Shem—Lubavitch, 5759), p. 126ff.). **Which is in fact the fourth exile: 1. The Babylonian exile (423-371 BCE), 2. The Median exile (371-356 BCE),
3.The Greek exile (318-138 BCE), and 4. The exile of Rome (68 CE until the present day).

I
Parshas Masei contains 2 positive mitzvos & 4 prohibitions
1.

To provide cities for the Levites, which also act as Cities of Refuge [35:2].

2.

Not to execute a guilty person before he is tried [35:12].

3.

To compel an unintentional murderer to go to a City of Refuge [35:25].

4.

A witness in a capital case should not judge it [35:30].

5.

Not to take a redemption fee to save a murderer from the death penalty
[35:31].

6.

Not to take a redemption fee to free a person from being exiled to a City
of Refuge [35:32].
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The person who was called up for Maftir says the following before reading the
Haftarah:

Æ xg¨A x³W` m½¨lFrd K¤l´n Æ EpiÆd÷` Æ ded
Ÿ i d³Y
 `

*

KE¸x¨A

*

mi´xn`« Pd m−d
 ixa
§ c§a d¬v¨ x e mi½a
¦ eŸ h mi´`i¦ap¦A
*
d´WŸn§aE Æ dxFY©A x³gFAd dÀ  eŸdi d¹Y` KE¸x¨A z®n`«¤A
*
*
:wcv¤« e z−n
 `
 d
« i¬`
 i¦ap¦aE F½O©r l´`xUi§aE F½C§a©r
After the Haftarah the following blessings are recited:

l¨M xEv ,m¨lFrd K¤ln
« Epi«d÷` ,i i dY` KEx¨A
on`Pd l`d ,zFxFCd l¨k§A wiC©v ,min¨lFrd
*
*
:wcv¤« e zn`
 eixa
¨ C l¨MW
 ,mIwnE x¥Acnd ,dUŸre xnŸ`d
x¨ace ,Li«x¨aC mipn`pe ,Epi«d÷` ii `Ed dY` on`p
*
l` i¦M ,mwix aEWi `÷ xFg` Li«x¨aCn cg`
on`Pd l`d ,ii dY` KEx¨A .dY«` ongxe on`p K¤l«n
:eixa
¨ C l¨kA
§
W¤t«p z©aE«l£r©le ,EpiI« g
 zi¥a `id i¦M oFI¦v l©r mgx
*
*
,ii dY`
 KEx¨A .Epi«n
 i a
§ dxdn¦A gOUzE ©ri«WFY
:di« p¨a§A oFI¦v g« OUn
*

*

*

zEk§ln§aE ,L«C§a©r `i¦aPd Ed«I¦l`§A ,Epi«d÷` ii ,Ep«gOU
*
,Ep«¥A¦l lbie `Ÿai dxdn¦A ,L«g
 iWn ceC zi¥A
z` mixg` cFr Elgpi `÷e ,xf aWi `÷ F`q¦M l©r
Fxp d¤A§ki `øW ,FN Y§r«©AWp LWcw mW§a i¦M ,FcFa§M
:ceC obn ,ii dY` KEx¨A .c¤re m¨lFr§l

On fast days end here. On Shabbos (including Shabbos Chol HaMo’ed) continueÇ :
*

l©r e mi `i¦aPd l©r e dcFa£rd l©r e dxFYd
*
dXcw¦l Epi«d÷` ii Ep«¨N Y«zPW ,dGd z¨AXd mFi
*
*
:zx`
« t
§ z§lE cFa¨k§l ,dgEpn¦le
*

*

,KzF` mi¦kx¨anE K¨l micFn Epg«p` Epi«d÷` ii ,lŸMd

l©r

l©r

*

KEx¨A .c¤re m¨lFr§l cinY ig l¨M i¦t§A LnW KxA
¨ zi
:( miPnGde l`xUie

On Shabbos Chol
– HaMo’ed
Succos add

) z¨AXd
 WCw n ,ii dY`


Ç On a Festival, and Shabbos that coincides with a Festival continue here:
*

mFi l©re (dGd z¨AXd mFi l©re–On Shabbos) mi`i¦aPd l©re dcFa£rd l©re dxFYd l©r
Shemini Atzeres / Simchas Torah

Succos

Shavuos

Pesach

bgd zx«¤v£r ipinW

zFMQd bg

zFrEaXd bg

zFSOd bg

*

dXc w¦l–On Shabbos) Epi«d÷` ii Ep«¨N Y«zPW ,dGd WcwŸ « `xwn aFh mFiÎl©re ,dGd
*
*
*
Epg«p` Epi«d÷` ii ,lŸMd l©r .zx«`§tz§lE cFa¨k§l ,dgnU§lE oFUU§l (dgEpn¦le
*

*

*

KEx¨A .c¤re m¨lFr§l cinY ig l¨M i¦t§A LnW KxA
¨ zi ,KzF` mi¦kx¨anE K¨l micFn
*
–On
Shabbos
) WCw n ,ii dY`

:miPnGde l`xUi(e z¨AXd
Ç On Rosh Hashanah continue here:
*

mFi l©re (dGd z¨AXd mFi l©re–On Shabbos) mi`i¦aPd l©re dcFa£rd l©re dxFYd l©r
–On Shabbos) Epi«d÷` ii Ep«¨N Y«zPW ,dGd Wc w
«Ÿ `xwn aFh mFiÎl©re ,dGd oFx¨MGd
*
*
*
,K¨l micFn Epg«p` Epi«d÷` ii ,lŸMd l©r .zx«`§tz§lE cFa¨k§l (dgEpn¦le dXcw¦l
*
*
*
*
*
Ep«¥M§ln Lx¨acE ,c¤re m¨lFr§l cinY ig l¨M i¦t§A LnW KxA
¨ zi ,KzF` mi¦kx¨anE
z¨AX
 d
 –On Shabbos) WCwn ,ux«`d l¨M l©r K¤l«n ,ii dY` KEx¨A .c©r¨l mIwe zn`
:oFx¨MGd mFie l`xUi(e
Ç On Yom Kippur continue here:
*

mFi l©re (dGd z¨AXd mFi l©re–On Shabbos) mi`i¦aPd l©re dcFa£rd l©re dxFYd l©r
Y
 z
« P W
 ,dGd Wc w«Ÿ `xwn mFi l©re ,dGd oŸ e¨rd zgi¦lq mFiÎl©re ,dGd mixER¦Md

*
*
*
*
*
–On
Shabbos
) Epi«d÷` ii Ep«¨N
cFa¨kl§ ,dxR
¨ k
© lE
§ d¨lig n¦le dgi¦l q¦l (dgEpn¦le dXcw¦l
*
*
*
KxA
¨ zi ,KzF` mi¦kx¨anE K¨l micFn Epg«p` ,Epi«d÷` ii lŸMd l©r .zx«`§tz§lE
*
*
*
KEx¨A .c©r¨l mI we zn` Ep«¥M§ln Lx¨acE ,c¤re m¨lFr§l cinY ig l¨M i¦t§A LnW
xi¦a£rnE ,l`xUi zi¥A FO©r zFpF£r©le ,Epi«zFpF£r©l g«¥lFqe lgFn K¤l«n ,ii dY`
*
z¨AX
 d
 –On Shabbos) WCwn ,ux«`d l¨M l©r K¤l«n ,dpWe dpW l¨k§A Epi«zFnW`
:mixER¦Md mFie l`xUi(e
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(Hosea 2:1-22)
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2:1

the time of the redemption) the number of the
( I nchildren
of Israel will be like the sand of the

sea(shore), which can neither be measured nor counted.
Instead of being called “You are not My people,” they
will be called “children of the living God.”
2
The children of Yehudah and the children of Yisra’el
will be gathered together, and they will appoint for
themselves (Mashiach as their) one head. They will go
up from the land (of their exile to their own Land), for
great is the day when God’s scattered (people will be
gathered). 3 Say to your brothers (from the ten lost
tribes), “My people!” and to your (lost) sisters, “Object
of pity!”
4
(But until the redemption, O righteous ones),
reprimand your (congregation which is compared to a)
“mother.” Reprimand her (for her bad ways), for she is
no (longer) My “wife” (since she has betrayed Me), and
I am no (longer) her Husband. Let her remove her
(make-up) from her face (which she used as an
enticement for) harlotry, and her (perfume) from
between her breasts (which she used as an enticement)
for adultery. 5 Or else, I will strip her naked (to embarrass her) and leave her standing like the day she was
born. I will make her (public property) like a desert, and
I will make her (public) like an arid land, and cause her
to die of thirst.
6
And I will not pity her “children” (i.e. the righteous
ones of the congregation) for they are “children of
harlots” (who tolerated the sins of Israel). 7 For their
“mother” (the people of Israel) was a harlot; she who
conceived them behaved shamefully. For (the Jewish people placed their trust in the stars, believing that this would be a source
of sustenance, like a woman) who says, “I will go after my lovers, those who give my bread and my water, my wool and my
flax, my oil and my drinks.”
8
Therefore, behold, I will close off her route (of sustenance) with thorns, and I make a fence against her (so she has no
sustenance from the stars), and she will not find her paths (of sustenance). 9 Though she will pursue her “lovers” (offering
incense to the stars), she will not come close to them (to receive anything from them); she will seek them and not find them.
Then she will say, “I will go and return to my First Husband (to God), for it was better for me then than now.” 10 For she did
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This Haftarah mentions “the number of the children of Israel” (v. 1),
similar to the census described in the Parsha. The Haftarah was said by
Hoshe’a the prophet in the eighth century B.C.E.
The Haftarah opens with a vision of the future Redemption, when the
kingdoms of Yehudah and Israel will come under the unified leadership
of Mashiach (2:1-3). The Children of Israel are instructed to reprimand
their “Mother” Israel, the nation who has gone astray after her “lovers”

Unified
leadership
of
Mashiach

Israel, the
“unfaithful
wife”

The
Husband’s
reactions

(false gods). She abandons her first Husband (God), imagining that her
“lovers” will supply her with all her needs (4-7). The threat of punishment
thus looms (8-15). But God will restore His intimate relationship with the
Jewish people and renew His covenant with them (16-25).

2:1. rp¨X°h tO±u s©N°h tO r¤J£t o²H©v kIjF k¥t¨r§G°h h¯bC rP§x¦n v²h¨v±u—
The number of the children of Israel will be like the sand of the
sea(shore), which can neither be measured nor counted. The Talmud
notes that this verse appears to be self-contradictory. First we read that
that the Jewish people will be present in a finite, albeit very large number
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not realize that (to begin with) it was I Who gave her the
a−dfe D² ¨l izi¬A¥ xd sqk
¤Æ e x®d
 v§ Ide WFx́iYde o−b C d

corn, the wine, and the oil. It was I Who gave her much
F½Y¦r§A Æ ipbc i³Ygw«¨le aE½W` o´ ¥k¨l `i :l©r«¨A©l EŸ ¬y¨r
silver and gold, but they used it for (the deity) Ba’al.
11
Therefore, I will return and take My corn at its
zFQ©− kl§ i½YW¦tE i´xn©v Æ iY§lS© de Fc£® rFn§« A i−WFxi«ze
(ripening) time and My wine in its appointed season! I
ípi¥r§l D−zªl§apÎz` d¬N¤ b` d²Y
 ©re ai :D«zex¤rÎz`
will (cause the sheep to die and thus) take away My
wool and My flax (which I gave her) to cover her
Îl¨M Æ iY©AWde bi :i«cIn dP¬l¤ i¦Si Î` «÷ Wi−`e di®a¤ d«`n
nakedness (and she will have nothing to wear). 12 And
now (that she will have no wool or flax) her disgrace will
:D«c£rFn« lŸk− e D®Y©AW e D´W cg D− B g DŸ½yFU n
be revealed to the eyes of her “lovers” (the stars who fail
Æ dOd
Æ d¬ p z` dÀxn«` x´W
 ` D½zp´`zEÆ Dp§tB iÀzŸOWd«e ci
to support her), and no man(-made deity) will save her
from My hand.
mz−l¨ ¨k`«e x©r½i l§ mi´YnŸy
 e i®a¨ d«`n i−¦lÎEpz«p x¬W
 ` i½¦l
13
I will put an end to all her rejoicing—her festival, her
Æ mi¦lr¨ A
§ d
 i³ n
 iÎz` d
 iÀl¤ r¨ i´Ycwt
¨« E eh :d«c V
 d
 z¬ I g

New Moon, her Shabbos, and all her (High) Holidays. 14
I will turn to wasteland her vine and her fig tree, about
i´x g
 `
« K¤lY
− e D½z
 i l§ g
 eÆ Dnfp c©r³Ye m½d¨l xi´hwY x´W
 `
which she said, “They are my (harlotry) fees, which my
Æ i¦kŸp«` d³ P d oÀ¥k¨l fh :d« eŸdiÎm«`p d−g§k«W i¬zŸ`e di®a¤ d«`n
lovers have given me.” I will make (her private orchards
into a public) forest and the beasts of the field will
:D«¨A¦lÎl©r i− Y x©A c e x® A¨ cOd di−Y§k©lŸ d« e di½Y©t n
devour them.
15
xF −k¨r wnr¬ ¥ Îz`e m½Xn Æ d
 iÆn
 x M
§ Îz` D³l¨ iÆYzpe fi
I will remind her of the days of (worshiping) the
deities of Ba’al, to whom she burnt incense. (It was as if)
mF−i§kE di½xErp i´ni¦M Æ dOX
Æ dzp³r¨ e d® ewY gzt
´ ¤ §l
she adorned herself with her earrings and her jewelry,
and went after her lovers. Yet she forgot (to worship)
Îm`« p Æ `EddÎmF«Ia
© d³i d
 e gi :mi«x v§ nÎux`
« n
 D¬z
 Fl£r
Me!— says God.
:i«¦l§r©A cFr− i¬¦lÎi`xwzÎ` «÷e i®Wi` i−`xwY d½ eŸdi
16
Therefore, behold, I will charm her and lead her into
the desert (where no other men are found), and I will
Ex§¬ k« G iÎ` «÷e di®¦Rn mi−¦l¨r§Ad zF ¬nWÎz` i²zŸxq
« de« hi
speak to her heart (to bring her back to serve Me).
Îm¦r `E½dd mF´I©A Æ zix§A m³d
 l¨ iÆYxk
¨« e k :m«nW¦A cF −r
17
Then, out of (her love that she reawakens for Me)
there, I will give her (back her) vineyards, and (her)
d®nc`«d Un−xe mi½nXd sFŕÎm¦re Æ dcVd z³ Ig
desolate valley will become a (charming) gate (where
ux½`dÎo n xF Á W` Æ dng§l nE ax³g e zWÆw e
people) hope to gather. She will sing out loud there, as
in the days of her youth (before the exile, just as she
m® l¨ Fr§l i−¦l Ki¬ Y Ux«` e `k :gh«¤a¨l mi− Y§a©M W d e
sang) on the day of her coming out from the land of
:mi«ng«x§aE cq−g§aE h½¨RWn§aE wcv´ ¤ A
§ Æ i¦l Ki¬YUx`
« e
Egypt. 18 What will happen on that day—says God—is
that you will call Me “my man” and you will no longer
:d«e d
Ÿ iÎz` Y©rc− i e d® p En`¤A i−¦l Ki¬YUx«`e ak
call Me “my Ba’al.” 19 I will remove the names of the
Ba’al deities from her mouth, and they will no longer be
mentioned by their (proper) names (but rather, by derogatory names).
20
On that day, I will make a covenant for them with the beasts of the field, the birds of the sky and the creeping things of
the earth (no longer to destroy). I will banish the bow, the sword, and war from the earth, and I will let them lie safely. 21 I will
betroth you to Me forever (and never despise you again). I will betroth you to Me (as a reward) for your righteousness and
justice, lovingkindness and mercy. 22 I will betroth you to Me with (your) faith (in Me), and you will know God.

(“like the sand of the sea”), but the verse then concludes that the number
will in fact be infinite—“which can neither be measured nor counted”
(Yoma 22b). How could something be both finite and infinite?
Chasidic thought explains that the paradox conveyed by this verse
alludes to the dual identity of a mitzvah. Every mitzvah is a Divine
command, the infinite will of God; and yet the successful observance of
a mitzvah is dependent on fixed rules which dictate the time, place and
other specific criteria pertaining to the act. We can thus ask a similar

question: If the mitzvah is an infinite, Godly act, why is it limited by so
many fixed rules?
The answer is that a mitzvah is intended, not to replace the physical
with something spiritual, but rather, to harmonize matter and spirit. And
since the physical world is intrinsically limited, God, so to speak, limited
the mitzvos to be compatible with the physical world, thus achieving a
marriage of the infinite and the finite which is the very purpose of
creation (Likutei Sichos vol. 19, p. 24ff.).
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(Judges 13:2-25)

FńWE i−pCd zgR
¬ © WOn d² r¨ x¨Sn c¯g` WiÆ`Á idie a bi
d−e ŸdiÎK`§ln `¬xIe b :dcl¨« i `¬÷e d−xw£r F ¬YW`e gF®pn
`´÷e Æ dxw£rÎY` `³p ÎdPd diÀ¤l` xn`Ÿ´Ie d®X`dÎl`
Îl`e `½ p ixn´ X
 dÆ dY©re c :o«A
¥ Yc¬l© i e zi−xde Yc½l© i
KÆ Pd Á i¦M d :`«nhÎl¨M i−¦l§k`ŸYÎl
« `e x®k¨ We oi´ i i−YWY
Îi«¦M F½W`ŸxÎl©r d´l¤ £r« iÎ`÷ Æ dxFnE oÀ¥A Yc´l© iŸ e d¹x d

l²g
 i `EÀde oh®A¨ dÎon x©r−Pd d¬ idi« mi²d÷` xi¯fp
dÀX`d `ŸáYe e :mi«YW¦l§R c¬ In l−`xUiÎz` ©ri¬WFd§l
i½©l` `´A¨ Æ mid÷`d
« Wi³` ¼ xŸn`¥l » DWi`§l xn`ŸÝe
` ³÷e cŸ ®`n `´ xFp mi−d÷` «d K¬`§ln d² `
 xn§M Ed¾`xnE
:i«l¦ ci¬ BdÎ` «÷ F n− WÎz`e `E½d d´ GnÎi«` Æ EdiÆY§l`W
| i´YWYÎl` dºY©re o® A
¥ Yc´l© iŸ e d−x d
 K¬ P d i½¦l xn`Ÿ´Ie f
Æ mid÷` xi³ fpÎi«¦M d½`nhÎl¨M Æ i¦l§k`ŸYÎl
« `e xÀ¨kWe oíi
gF²pn x¬ Y§rIe g :FzFn
« mF¬iÎc©r oh−¤AdÎon x©r½Pd d´ idi
x´W
 ` miºd÷`«d Wi´` i½ pFc` i´¦A x®n`ŸIe d−e ŸdiÎl`
x©r¬ P©l dŸ−y£r«PÎd«n Ep¾xFie Epi½¥l`Æ cFr `¬ p Î`Fa«i YgÀ©lW
Á K`§ln `ŸáIe gF®pn lFẃ§A mi−d÷`«d r¬nWIe h :c«N¨ EId
d½cV©A z¤a´W
 Fi Æ `ide dÀX`«dÎl` cF¹r miÆd÷`«d
uxY
− e d½X
 `«d
 Æ xdn
 Ye i :D«O¦r oi¬`
 D−Wi` gF¬pnE
Wi½`d Æ i©l` d³`xp dÆ Pd ei½¨l` xn`ŸÝe D®Wi`§l ćBYe
i´x g
 `
« g
 F −pn K¤l¬ I e mw² Ie `i :i«¨l` mF−I©a `¬ A¨ ÎxW`
Wi² `d d¬ Y`«d FÀl xn`Ÿ´Ie Wi½`dÎl` Æ `ŸaIe F ®YW`
k
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This Haftarah mentions the nazirite vow made by Shimshon’s
(Samson's) parents, similar to the laws of a nazirite described in the
Parsha.
The Haftarah relates the events surrounding the birth of Shimshon, a
warrior of the Jewish people who utilized his extraordinary strength to
combat the Philistine oppression of Israel and perform heroic feats. At the
opening of the Haftarah, an angel of God appears to the barren wife of
Mano'ach, promising her a child so unique that she must observe the laws
of naziriteship even during pregnancy (13:2-5). She informs her husband,
who promptly prays to God for a further revelation (6-8). The angel
appears again, this time speaking to both Mano'ach and his wife, and

T

here was a man from Tzarah, from the (tribal)
family of Dan, whose name was Mano’ach. His
wife was barren and had never given birth.
3
An angel of God appeared to the woman, and said God’s
to her, “Look! Now, you are barren and have not given angel
appears
birth, but you will conceive and bear a son. 4 So now, be
careful not to (do anything forbidden to a nazirite): to
drink wine or mature wine, or to eat anything that is
ritually impure, 5 because you will conceive and bear a
son, and a razor must not come upon his head, for the
lad will be a nazirite to God from the womb. He will
begin to save Israel from the Philistines.”
6
The woman (thinking that she had seen a prophet),
Mano’ach
came and spoke to her husband, saying, “A man of God is informed
came to me, and his appearance looked like an angel of
God, (his face was) very awesome. I did not ask him
where he was from, for when I asked his name, he didn’t
tell me. 7 He said to me, ‘You are about to conceive and
bear a son. Now, do not drink wine or mature wine, and
do not eat anything that is ritually impure, for the lad will
be a nazirite to God from the womb until the day of his
death.’”
8
Mano’ach prayed to God and said, “Please, my
Master! Let the man of God whom You sent come now
again to us and teach us (more about) what we should
do to the lad that will be born.”
9
God listened to Mano’ach’s request, and the angel of The angel
God came again to the woman. She was sitting in the reappears
field. Mano’ach her husband was not with her. 10 The
woman hurried and ran, and told her husband.
“Look!” She said to him. “The man that came to me
that day has appeared to me!” 11 Mano’ach stood up and
followed his wife.
He came to the man and said to him, “Are you the
13:2

offers further encouragement. He declines an offer of food and refuses to
give his name (9-18). The angel then ascends back to heaven in the
flames of Mano'ach's sacrifice (19-20). Finally realizing that they had in
fact seen an angel of God (and not merely a prophet), Mano'ach fears
that he is destined to die, but his wife comforts him, citing the acceptance
of his sacrifice as a sign of Divine approval (21-23). The Haftarah
concludes by briefly recording Shimshon’s birth and growth to a man of
strength in the Camp of Dan (24-25).

5. i¤yC©v i¦n rg³B©v v®h§v°h oh¦vO¡t rh°z±b hF—For the lad will be a nazirite
to God from the womb. According to Jewish law, the promise of an angel
is not sufficient to render a person a nazirite. And being that we find no
indication that Shimshon took a nazirite vow in later life, how did he
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Angel
refuses
to stay

Mano’ach’s
offering
accepted
Angel
departs

Mano’ach
fears death

man that spoke to (my) wife?”
g
 F½ pn xn`Ÿ´Ie ai :ip«` xn`Ÿ¬Ie d−X`«dÎl` Yx¬A© CÎxW`
“I am,” he said.
12
:EdŸ«y£rnE x©r−PdÎh©RWn d¬ id«IÎdn Li®x ¨ac `Ÿái d−Y
 r©
Mano’ach said, “(At first I was uncertain about this,
but) now (I see you have returned I am sure) your words
Ÿ i K¬ `§ln xn`Ÿ²Ie bi
iYx¬n`ÎxW` lŸM² n g
 F®pnÎl` d−e d
will materialize! (Please tell me) what rules should be
oi¹ I d
 o¤tÆBn Á `¥viÎxW` lŸḾn ci :x«nXY d−X`dÎl`
followed with the lad, and what must he do?”
13
The angel of God said to Mano’ach, “Be careful of
d−` nhÎl¨k e Y W½YÎl` Æ x¨kW e o i³ i e lÀ©k`Ÿz ` ´÷
everything that I said to (your) wife. 14 She must not eat
anything that comes from the grapevine. She must not
xn`Ÿ¬Ie eh :xŸn« WY di−ziE¦vÎxW` lŸ ¬M l®k© `ŸYÎl`
drink any wine or mature wine. She must not eat
dŸy
¬  r£ «pe K½zF` `´ PÎdx§v§rp d® e Ÿdi K´`§lnÎl` gF −pn
anything that is ritually impure. Be careful about
everything that I commanded her.”
gFÀpnÎl` d¹ eŸdi KÆ`§ln Á xn`Á Ÿ Ie fh :mi«G¦r i¬cB Li− p¨t§l
15
“Please stay a while,” Mano’ach said to the angel of
d½¨lŸr dŸy
´  £rY
« Îm`e L½ng©l§A l´k© Ÿ`Î`÷ Æ ipÆx§v§rYÎm`
God, “and we’ll prepare a goat for you.”
16
The angel of God said to Mano’ach, “If (you want
d−e Ÿdi K¬`§lnÎi«¦M gF½pn r´ciÎ` «÷ i¦Mμ dPl® ¤ £r«Y d−e d
Ÿ i«©l
me) to stay (to feed me the goat), I will not eat your
L®n W i´n d−e Ÿdi K¬`§lnÎl` gF²pn xn`ŸĪe fi :`Ed«
meal. And if you want to prepare (the goat as) a burntoffering, you must offer it to God (so why keep me?)”
¦
K´`§lnÆ Fl xn`Ÿ³Ie gi :LE «pc©A¦ke [‡k jixac] L− x«¨ac `Ÿ ¬aiÎi«M
—(Obviously,) Mano’ach did not know that (the man)
Ÿ i
gÆT Ie hi :*i`¦l«¤tÎ`Ede i®nW¦l l´`WY d− G dO¬ l¨ d½ e d
was an angel of God (otherwise he would not have
offered him food).—
xE −SdÎl©r l©r¬ Ie d½gpOdÎz`eÆ miG¦r«d i³cBÎz` gF¹pn
17
“What’s your name?” Mano’ach said to the angel of
God. “As when your words will materialize we (will want
Á idie k :mi«`Ÿx FY− W`e gF¬pnE zFŸ½y£r©«l `´¦l§tnE d® e Ÿdi«©l
to) honor you.”
ÎK`§ln l©r¬ I e dni½n
 X
 d
 Æ gÆ¥AfOd l³©rn ad¹©Nd zFÆl£r©«a
18
The angel of God said to him, “(I don’t want honor),
so why do you ask for my name? It’s (actually) a secret.”
Ÿ i
E¬l§RIe mi½`Ÿx Æ FYW`e gF³pnE g®¥AfOd adl´ © §A d−e d
19
Mano’ach took the goat and the meal-offering, and
d½ e d
Ÿ i K´`§ln Æ cFr sq³i Î`÷e `k :d¨vx«` m−dip§RÎl©r
offered it upon the rock (as a burnt-offering) to God.
(The angel) wondrously produced (fire from the rock),
gF½ pn r´ci f`μ F Y® W `Îl` e gF´pnÎl` dŸ`− x«d§l
and Mano’ach and his wife looked on. 20 Then as the
FY− W`Îl` gF²pn xn`Ÿ Īe ak :`Ed« d−e Ÿdi K¬`§lnÎi«¦M
flame went up from the altar towards heaven, the angel
of God went up in the altar’s flame. Mano’ach and his
Á El FÀYW` F´l xn`ŸȲe bk :Epi«`x mi−d÷` i¬¦M zE ®np zFń
wife looked on, and they fell on their faces to the
d½gpnE d´l¨ Ÿr Æ EpÆcIn gw¨³ lÎ` «÷ Æ EpÆz
 ind«©l d³e d
Ÿ i uÆt
¥ g

ground.
21
(After going up in the flame) the angel of God did
Ep− r¨ inWd ` ¬÷ z¾¥r¨ke d¤N®`Îl¨MÎz` Ep−`xd `¬÷e
not reappear to Mano’ach and his wife, and then (after
seeing all this), Mano’ach realized that it was an angel of
God. 22 Mano’ach said to his wife, “We’re going to die, because we have seen (an angel of) God!”
23
“If God wanted to kill us,” his wife said to him, “He would not have accepted a burnt-offering and a meal-offering from
us, and He would not have shown us all these things. (If it was) time (for us to die), He would not let us (merit to) hear
something like this.”

actually become a nazirite? It could be argued that Shimshon’s legal
naziriteship was acquired by a similar process through which a gentile
child converts to Judaism. Initially, a child undergoes the necessary
conversion requirements (such as ritual immersion), but it is only when
the child reaches adulthood and does not revoke his observance of
Jewish law that the conversion is binding. If, however, on reaching
adulthood he chooses not to follow a Jewish lifestyle, then the conversion
is retroactively annulled (see Kesubos 11a). Likewise, it could be argued
that Shimshon’s nazirite status was conferred tentatively upon him in
childhood by the angel’s statement, and the legal naziriteship became

binding retroactively when he chose not to reject the lifestyle of a nazir on
reaching adulthood (Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 63ff.).
 h¦n J
§ ¦v tO , g f±u—(If it was) time (for us to die), He
23. ,t«zF Ub g
would not let us (merit to) hear something like this. After the two proofs
of Divine favor offered by Mano’ach’s wife—that God had accepted their
sacrifice, and that they had seen an angel (v. 23)—what was added by her
third proof, “(If it was) time (for us to die), He would not let us (merit to)
hear something like this”? Surely, seeing the Godly angel was a bigger
merit than merely hearing him, so having already pointed to a greater
experience, why stress a lesser one?

l,ukgvc - ,urypv /

oF ®WnW Fn− WÎz` `¬xwYe o½¥AÆ dX`«d c¤l³ Y
 e ck :z`Ÿf« ¨M
Ÿ i Ed−k
¥ x«¨ai«e x©r½Pd l´CbIe
d½ e d
Ÿ i g
 Ex́ Æ lgÆYe dk :d« e d
:lŸ`« YW` oi¬a¥ E d−r¨ x¨v oi¬A¥ o®cÎdpg«n§A Fn£− r©«t§l
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The woman gave birth to a son and called him Shimshon
Shimshon. The lad grew, and God blessed him. 25 A is born
spirit (of strength) from God began to move him to the
camp of Dan (to show acts of strength and wonder. The
camp of Dan was) between Tzarah and Eshta’ol.

B EHA ’ ALOSCHA / jzelrda

[

(Zechariah 2:14 – 4:7)

“

S

ing and rejoice, daughter of Tziyon, for I am
coming (to Jerusalem) and I will dwell in your
midst,” says God. 15 “Many nations will attach themselves to God on that day, and they will become My
people (too and believe in Me, but nevertheless) I will
dwell (only) in your midst.” Then you will know that the
God of hosts sent me (only) to you.
16
God will let Yehudah take possession of his position
in the Holy Land (never to be exiled again), and (God)
will once again choose Yerushalayim (to have His
Shechinah dwell there). 17 Be silent before God (all you
nations! Never again speak badly of the Jewish people),
for (then) He will be roused from His holy abode (to
exact retribution on the nations).
3:1
(In the prophetic vision) He then showed me
Yehoshua the High Priest standing before God’s angel,
with Satan standing at (Yehoshua’s) right to incriminate
him (for failing to rebuke his children when they married non-Jewish women).
2
(An angel of) God said to Satan, “God will reprimand you, O Satan! He Who chooses Yerushalayim will reprimand you!

i¬Yp©k«We `² a¨ Îippd i¯¦M oF®I¦vÎz©A i−gnŸye i¬ Px ci a
mF´I©A Æ ded
Ÿ iÎl` mi³A
¦ x mÆ iFbÁ Ee§lpe eh :d« eŸdiÎm«`p K−¥kFz§a
d¬ e ŸdiÎi«M
¦ Y©rc¾ i e K½k
¥ Fz§a i´Yp©k«We m®r¨ §l i−¦l Ei¬ de `E½dd
Æ dcEdiÎz` d³ eŸdi lÆgpe fh :Ki«¨l` ip¬g¨lW zF `¨− a§v
q¬d
 fi : ¦m«¨lWExi¦« A cFr− x¬g¨aE WcŸ ®Td z´nc` l−©r F½w§lg
:FW« cw oF ¬rOn xFr− p i¬¦M d® e Ÿdi i´ p §Rn x y
− Ÿ ¨AÎl¨M
i− p§t¦l c¾nŸr lF½cBd o´dŸMd Æ ©rÆWFdiÎz` ipÀ`xIe ` b
xn`ŸÆ Ie a :F «phŸy§l F −piniÎl©r c¬nŸr o²h Vde d® e Ÿdi K´`§ln
Æ deŸdi x³©rbie o½hVd Æ L§A d³ eŸdi xÆ©rbi oÀhVdÎl` d¹ e d
Ÿ i

Return of
the Divine
Presence

Restoration
of the Land

The First
Vision:
High Priest
in “Soiled
Garments”

But to “hear” physicality as something only vague and removed means
that one’s awareness of the spiritual is constant, even when eating and
sleeping. And this is what Mano’ach’s wife explained to her husband: The
angel had given them not only a short-lived, transcendent experience of
spirituality (seeing), but they had heard the angel too—spiritual
awareness had become perceptible even from within their physical lives
(Sichas Shabbos Parshas Naso 5726; Likutei Sichos vol. 6. p. 127).

k

Metzudos David argues that hearing the angel’s promise of Shimshon’s
birth was the best proof that they would not die, for otherwise the child
would not be able to be born. However, at the literal level, this is difficult
to accept since: a.) This only proves that Mano’ach's wife would live, not
Mano’ach himself. b.) Even for Mano’ach's wife, it was only a proof that
she would live nine months more. c.) To be truly alive means to have
one’s own independent existence and not merely to exist for the sake of
somebody else.
Rather, it would appear that the statement of Mano'ach's wife was
intended literally, that the Godly revelation experienced through hearing
the angel was greater than seeing him. How is this to be understood?
Seeing is an experience which is highly tangible and concrete, as
opposed to hearing, which is more distant and vague. Thus, one
normally sees physicality, but one only “hears” spirituality.
However, at the giving of the Torah, the Jewish people, “saw that which
is usually heard and they heard that which is usually seen” (Mechilta),
i.e. they had a direct, concrete experience (“seeing”) of spirituality
(“which is usually heard (distant)”); and furthermore, even physicality
itself, “which is usually seen,” was vague, as if “heard” from a distance.
Of the two experiences, the latter is, in fact, the greater. For even if one
sometimes “sees” spirituality, one may at other times see physicality too.

2:14

H AFTARAH

OF

P ARSHAS B EHA ’ ALOSCHA

This Haftarah describes the Menorah (4:2), which is also depicted at
the beginning of the Parsha. The Haftarah was said by Zechariah around
520 B.C.E. as part of the prophet’s efforts to encourage the Jewish
people returning from Babylonian captivity to rebuild the Temple.
This Haftarah is also read on the first Shabbos of Chanukah, primarily
due to its reference to the Menorah. Chasidic thought explains further
that even the Haftarah’s opening (“Sing and rejoice, daughter of Tziyon”)
shares a thematic connection with Chanukah. Tziyon literally means
“mark” or “designation,” suggesting that through their acts of worship,
the Jewish people are actually a “sign” of God’s presence on earth.
However, when they fail to serve God properly, they cease to be such a
sign and are termed the mere “daughter of Tziyon.” The Haftarah
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Why, this (Yehoshua was miraculously saved like) a
:W«`n l¬ S¨ n
 cE`− d¬¬ f `Fl̄d m®¦ l¨ WExi¦« A x−g
 A
Ÿ d
 L½ A
§
brand rescued from fire (so how can you prosecute
i¬ p §t¦l c−nŸre mi®`Fv mi´cb§A W−ªa¨l d¬ i d ©r¾WFdi«e b
him)?”
3
Now, Yehoshua was wearing ‘soiled clothes’ (i.e. sins)
xŸ½n`¥l Æ eip¨t§l mi³cnŸr« dÎl` xn`ŸÀIe o©r´ I e c :K«`§lOd
while standing before the angel. 4 (The angel) spoke up
loudly and said to (the other angels) standing before
dÆ`x eiÀ¨l` xn`Ÿ I´ e ei®l¨ ¨rn mi−`ŸSd mi¬cb§Ad Exi² qd
him, “Remove the ‘soiled clothes’ (i.e. the non-Jewish
:zF «v¨lg«n −LzŸ`« W¬A
¥ §lde L½ pŸe£r Æ LiÆ¤l¨rn iYx³ ©a¡r«d
women) from his (sons)!”
He said to him, “See, I have taken away your (past)
siÆ p¨SdÁ EniÁ UIe F ®W`ŸxÎl©r xFd− h si¬p¨v Eni²Ui x¾nŸ`«e d
sins from you and (when your current sins will cease you
d− e Ÿdi K¬`§lnE mi½cb§A Æ EdÆW¦A§lIe FÀW`ŸxÎl©r xF¹dHd
will see that) I am clothing you in beautiful clothes (i.e
merits).”
:xŸ n`¥
« l ©r−WFdi«¦A d½ eŸd i K´`§ln Æ c©rÆIe e :c«nŸr
5
Then I (prayed for Yehoshua), saying, “Let them
place a pure (priestly) turban on his head (signifying that
m´`e Æ K¥lY i³©kxc¦AÎm` zFÀ`¨a§v d́eŸdi xºn`ÎdŸM« f
his descendants would inherit the priesthood.” My
i½zi¥AÎz` oi´cY Æ dY`Îmbe xŸ½nWz i´YxnWnÎz`
prayer was immediately answered) and they put the
pure turban on his head and clothed him in garments,
oi¬A¥ mi½k
¦ l§ dn Æ L§l i³Yzp e i®x v¥ g
 Îz` xŸńWY m− be
while God’s angel stood by.
6
« d
 mi−cnŸr« d
lFÀcBd o´dŸMd | ©r´WFdi `ºpÎr«n«W g :d¤N`
(Afterwards,) God’s angel warned Yehoshua, saying,
The Future
7
“This is what the God of hosts said: ‘If you(r children
dO®d z−¥tFn i¬Wp`Îi«¦M Li½p¨t§l mi´¦aWŸI« d
 Æ LiÆr¤ x e Æ dY`

will) walk in My paths and keep the things (I told them)
to keep, then you(r children) will (be appointed) to take
¦ n
 i¬ ppdÎi«¦M
o¤aÀ`d d´ P d | i´¦M h :gn«¤v i−C§a©rÎz` `i² a
charge of My house (forever) and guard My courtyard.
d´ ¨r§aW z−g` o¤a¬`Îl©r ©r½WFdi i´ p §t¦l Æ iYÆz
 p x³W
 `

(So too in the spiritual world) I will (reward you and
your children and) permit you to walk among those
i² YWnE zF½`¨a§v d́ed
Ÿ iÆ m`p DÀgY¦R g´Y©tn i¯ppd mi® p i¥r
(angels) who stand (there).’
8
Now listen Yehoshua, the High Priest! You and also
your companions (who were saved from a fiery furnace) who sit before you, for they are people (worthy) of miracles. Look!
I will bring My servant Tzemach (i.e. Mashiach).’”
9
“Here is the (foundation) stone (of the Third Temple) that I will place before Yehoshua(’s descendant, the High Priest, for
him to place. There will be) seven eyes (guarding) a single stone (of the Temple, from Above). I will (participate in the
construction of the Temple by) engraving inscriptions (on its stones),” says the God of hosts, “and I will remove the sin of that

teaches us that even in such a pitiful state, the Jewish people are told to
“sing and rejoice,” because they are inherently close to God and can
easily come to serve Him again. Clearly, this is reminiscent of the story of
Chanukah, when the Jewish people had become estranged from God
and were at the level of “daughter of Tziyon,” but were re-instated at the
level of “Tziyon” through the miracle that occurred (Sichas Shabbos
Parshas Vayeishev 5740, par. 5-7).
The Haftarah opens with words of comfort about the return of the
Divine presence and restoration of the Land (2:14-17). We then read the
first of two visions depicted in the Haftarah, that of the “High Priest in
soiled garments” who is condemned for his children’s sins by the Satan,
but vindicated by God’s angel (3:1-5). This is followed by promises of a
restored Temple and the coming of Mashiach (6-10). In the second vision,
Zechariah sees the gold Menorah, a metaphor for Mashiach’s Divine
spirit through which he will effortlessly subdue nations (4:1-7).
3:2 J¥t¥n kMªn sUt v® z tIk£ v—Why, this (man) is like a brand rescued
from a fire. God’s angel reprimanded the Satan for speaking
disparagingly about one who was a “brand rescued from a fire.” As Rabbi
Yosef Caro explains, in his commentary to this verse, “Only a tiny part of
the Jewish people remain, like a brand saved from a fire, and you wish to
utter judgments against them so that I should destroy them?”

In our post-Holocaust generation, every Jew is, quite literally, a “brand
rescued from the fire.” God’s blank dismissal of Satan’s criticisms (that
Jews possess the “soiled garments” of sin etc.) teaches us a powerful
lesson—that in our generation, the key emphasis must be on lifting the
spirits of the Jewish people through stressing the innate worth of every
single Jew, and God’s love to the Jew which is extended regardless of his
level of observance (Sichas Shabbos Parshas Vayechi 5751; Mikeitz 5745).

¦ ,© b² ±u—I will permit you to walk
7. vK¥t¨v oh¦ s § n « g ¨ v ih C oh f k § v© n Wk h T
among those (angels) who stand (there). In comparison to the angels,
who are described as being static (“standing”), the soul is depicted as a
dynamic (“walking”) entity. This does not mean to say that an angel
cannot enjoy spiritual growth at all; rather, it means that whatever
progress the angel makes is always proportional to its prior standing.
A soul, on the other hand, is capable of making a truly “quantum leap.”
An illustration of these two types of progress can be found in the sphere
of Torah study. Normally, whatever knowledge a person has acquired
assists him in gaining further knowledge, because the fresh information
that he seeks is compatible with, and builds upon, his existing structure.
However, we do find, for example, that Rabbi Zeira conducted one
hundred fasts in order to forget the Babylonian Talmud so that he would
be able to study the Jerusalem Talmud (Bava Metzia 85a). Apparently, this
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land in one day. 10 On that day,” says the God of hosts,
“you will invite each other to come and (take shade)
under the vines and under the fig trees (to enjoy the
bountiful goodness which will then be).”
4:1
Then, the angel that spoke with me returned and
roused me, like a man woken from his sleep.
2
“What do you see (in your prophetic vision)?” he
asked me.
I said, “I see a Menorah made entirely of gold, with a
bowl on its top (containing oil). It has seven lamps, and
each (of these lamps) that are on its top has seven pipes
(to carry the oil from the bowl). 3 Near it are two olive
(trees), one to the right of the bowl and one to its left.”
4
Then I spoke up and asked the angel that spoke with
me, “My master, what are these (alluding to)?”
5
“Don’t you know what they are?” replied the angel
that spoke with me.
“No, my master!” I said.
6
Then he answered me as follows, “This is the word of
God about (Mashiach, a descendant of) Zerubavel: ‘Not
by (his) might, nor by (his) power (will the nations
become subservient to Mashiach), but rather (it will be
effortless, like the kindling of a Menorah,) through My
spirit (by which I will subdue the nations),’ says the God
of hosts.
7
‘Who are you (Gog and Magog to appear as) a great
mountain in Zerubavel’s (Mashiach’s) path, when (in truth you will be easily) flattened. (Mashiach) will produce the precious
stone (the foundation of the Temple) amid cheers of “Beautiful (stone)! Beautiful (stone) is she!”’”

Æ m`p `EÀdd mF´I©A i :c«g` mF¬i§A `i−ddÎux«`d oŸe¬ £rÎz`
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(Joshua 2:1-24)

mi³Wp` miÆ «pW miºHXdÎo«n oEpÂ Îo¦A ©r´WFdi g´l© WIe ` a
Îz`e ux−`dÎz` E ¬`x E ²k§l xŸ½n`¥l Wxg
´  Æ mi¦lBxn
a−gx D¬ nWE d² p Ff d¬X`Îzi¥«A E`ŸÂaIeÂ E¿ k§l« Ie F ®gixi
d´ Pd xŸ ®n`¥l F gi
− xi K¤l¬n §l x½n`´Ie a :dO«WÎEa§MWIe
was because Rabbi Zeira was about to make a “quantum leap” to a new
level of study where his prior knowledge would actually be an
impediment (Sefer Hama’amarim 5711-3, pp. 246-7).
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P ARSHAS S HELACH

This Haftarah relates the story of the delegation of spies which
Yehoshua sent to scout the Land of Cana’an shortly before its conquest,
similar to the story of Moshe’s spies which is related in the Parsha.

Y

ehoshua the son of Nun sent two men from
Shitim to spy out the mindset (of the Land’s
inhabitants), saying, “Go and see the Land and Jericho.”
They went, and came to the house of a lady named
Rachav who sold food, and they slept there.
2
(A messenger) informed the King of Jericho, saying,

2:1

Yehoshua’s
spies hide
in Rachav’s
house

The Haftarah opens as the two spies are commissioned and sent by
Yehoshua and, on arriving in Cana’an, seek refuge in the house of a lady
named Rachav (2:1). When news reaches the King, he demands that
Rachav release the men, but she claims that they have already left the
city, while in truth they are hidden on the roof (2-6). The King’s men
leave the city in pursuit, and the city gate is locked (7). Rachav relates to
the men how the Cana’anite people were still terrified of the Jewish
people due to their miraculous assistance from God, and she strikes a
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defeat

“Behold! Men from the children of Israel have come
here tonight to search the land!”
3
The King of Jericho sent a message to Rachav,
saying, “Release the men who have come to you that
have entered your house, for they have come to search
the entire land!”
4
The woman had taken the two men and had hidden
each one (separately). She said, “Yes, the men came to
me. I didn’t know where they were from. 5 When it was
time to close the city gate at night, the men went off.
I don’t know where they went. (It wasn’t long ago, so if)
you chase after them quickly you’ll catch them.”
6
She had taken them up to the roof, and hidden them
(well) in the flax stalks that were arranged upon the roof.
7
The (King’s) men pursued them in the direction of
the Jordan, until the river-crossings. As soon as the
pursuers had gone out, the gate was shut.
8
Before (the spies) were asleep, she came up to them
on the roof. 9 She said to the men, “I know that God has
given you the Land, and that dread of you has fallen
upon us. All the inhabitants of the land have melted
away because of you.
10
“For we have heard how God dried up the water of
the Reed Sea for you when you came out of Egypt; and
what you did to the two kings of the Amorites that were
on the other side of the Jordan, Sichon and Og, whom
you completely destroyed.
11
“And as soon as we heard, our hearts melted.
Because of you, everybody was downhearted, for God
your Almighty God is Almighty in heaven above and on
the earth below.”
12
“Now, I beg, swear to me by God, since I have
shown you kindness, that you will also show kindness to
my father’s house, and give me a true sign (so that we
will not be harmed), 13 and so you will keep alive my
father and my mother, and my brothers and my sisters,
and (preserve) all that they have. Deliver our lives
from death!”

deal that her family will be saved when the conquest of Cana’an takes
place (8-21). After hiding by a mountain for three days, the men return
and report to Yehoshua that “the Land’s inhabitants melted (in fear) of
us” (22-24).
A number of key distinctions are evident when one compares the
mission of Moshe’s spies, in the Parsha, to those of Yehoshua’s, in the
Haftarah: a.) Moshe sent spies on his own initiative, without a direct
command from God, whereas Yehoshua must have been explicitly
commanded to send spies (for he would not have personally risked
repeating the fiasco that occurred in Moshe’s days). b.) Moshe’s spies
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were sent “to explore the Land,” whereas Yehoshua’s spies were sent to
“spy out.” c.) Moshe sent twelve spies, one from each tribe, whose names
were publicized, whereas Yehoshua sent only two spies whose names are
not disclosed in scripture. Likewise, Moshe’s spies did not conceal their
presence and their mission was public knowledge, whereas Yehoshua’s
spies went on a secret mission. d.) Moshe’s spies traveled across the
entire land, whereas Yehoshua's spies visited only Rachav’s house.
All these points reflect a difference in purpose behind the two missions.
Moshe did not need to send spies for tactical reasons, because he had
been promised a supernatural victory by God. His men were merely sent
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of his own volition to collect information (“to explore”), so that the people
would have evidence that the Land “is a very, very good Land”
(Bamidbar 14:7), and would thus carry out its occupation with additional
enthusiasm and joy. Therefore it was important that each tribe should
have its own representative, each of whom would scout the entire Land,
ensuring each tribe an excellent share regardless of the portion that they
would ultimately be allotted. And being that they were confident of
supernatural protection, they did not need to conceal themselves.
In fact, it could be argued that, in a certain respect, this mission was
actually successful, because positive information about the Land was

14

The men said to her, “(We pledge) our lives (to
defend) yours from death, if you will not tell (anybody
about) this discussion of ours. Then, what will happen is,
when God gives us the Land we will deal with you
kindly and truly.”
15
She let them down by a rope through the window
(out of the town), for her house was in the town wall and
she dwelt in the wall. 16 She said to them, “Go to the
mountain in case the pursuers catch you. Hide
yourselves there for three days until the pursuers return,
and afterwards go on your way.”
17
The men said to her, “We (want to) be blameless of
(not fulfilling) your oath which you made us swear (so
we will make ourselves clear). 18 When we come into the
Land, bind this line of scarlet thread in the window by
which you let us down, and bring your father and your
mother, and your brothers and your entire father’s
household home to you. 19 Then if anyone goes out of
the doors of your house outside, his blood will be upon
his head, and we will be blameless. But whoever will be
with you in the house, his blood will be upon our head
if a hand is laid upon him. 20 And if you tell (anyone) of
this discussion of ours, then we will be blameless of your
oath which you have made us swear.”
21
She said, “It will be as you say.” She sent them off,
and they left. (And later when the Jewish army
invaded), she bound the scarlet line in the window.
22
They went, and came to the mountain, and stayed
there three days until the pursuers returned. The pursuers chased them all the way, but they did not find them.
23
The two men returned and came down from the
mountain. They crossed over and came to Yehoshua the
son of Nun, and told him all that had happened to them.
24
They said to Yehoshua, “God has delivered all the
Land into our hands. Also, all the Land’s inhabitants
melted (in fear) of us.”
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obtained and, despite the tragic rebellion that later occurred, this positive
view of the Land would eventually have made a powerful impression on
the Jewish people. Thus, when Yehoshua came to conquer the land forty
years later, it was not necessary to gather information about the land so
as to rouse enthusiasm among the people, as this had already been done
by Moshe. Rather, Yehoshua's spies were only necessary for tactical
reasons, because the promise of a supernatural victory had been
forfeited, and therefore only a small number of secret spies were needed.
And as soon as they had proof (from Rachav) that the Cana’anite people
were expecting defeat (v. 9-11), their mission was complete and they
were able to report back home (Sichas Shabbos Parshas Shelach 5751).
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(I Samuel 11:14 - 12:22)
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S

hmuel said to the people, “Let’s go to Gilgal,
and renew the monarchy there.” 15 All the people
went to Gilgal. They (all willingly) confirmed Sha’ul as
King there, before God in Gilgal, and they slaughtered
peace-offerings there before God. Sha’ul and all the
people rejoiced greatly.
12:1
Shmuel said to all Israel, “Look! I have listened to
your request about everything which you said to me,
and I have appointed a king to reign over you. 2 Now,
look! The (new) king is walking before you! I have
become old and aged. My sons are (supporting the
King) here with you. I have walked before you from my
youth and until this day.”
3
“Here I am! Testify against me before God and before
His anointed (King): Have I taken anybody’s ox? Have I
taken anybody’s donkey? Have I robbed anybody?
Have I oppressed anybody? Did I take a payment from
anyone’s hand that caused me to hide my eyes (about
his wrongdoing and not punish him properly? Tell me)
while I can respond to you!”
4
They said, “You did not rob us or oppress us, nor did
you take anything from anyone’s hand.”
5
He said to them, “God is your witness, and His
anointed (King) is witness this day, that you have not
found anything (inappropriate) in my hand.”
“(God and His anointed are our) witness,” they said.
6
Shmuel said to the people, “God made (miracles
through) Moshe and Aharon, and brought your fathers
up from the land of Egypt. 7 Now, stand and I will debate
with you before God, concerning all the righteous acts
which He did to you and to your forefathers.”
8
“When Ya’akov came to Egypt, and your fathers
cried out to God, and God sent Moshe and Aharon
11:14
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The Haftarah opens as Shmuel gathers the nation at Gilgal in order to
establish Sha’ul as King of Israel, after a long period of regional
leadership under the Judges. At an earlier gathering in Mitzpah, Sha’ul
had already been appointed King, but the first ceremony lacked the
required consensus. Now, however, after Sha'ul had demonstrated his
military prowess by saving the Gilad from Amorite hostility, Shmuel
gathers the people once again to re-establish Sha’ul's monarchy. This
time, the gathering is a resounding success (11:14-15).

After opening words in which Shmuel stresses his own honest
leadership—which is promptly attested to by the people—(12:1-5), he
traces Jewish history from the times of the Exodus, demonstrating how a
king was never necessary because God is the King (6–12). He thus warns
the people how important it is to continue to recognize the supreme
authority of God now that a King has been appointed (13-15). To
demonstrate that God’s acceptance of the people’s demands for a King
is no proof of the appropriateness of the request, Shmuel announces that

k

This Haftarah speaks of Shmuel, a descendant of Korach, including his
declaration of innocence (12:3), which is similar to that of Moshe in the
Parsha (16:15).

The main body of the Haftarah consists of a speech by Shmuel, the
outgoing leader, in which he expresses his reservations about the newly
formed monarchy. (Initially, Shmuel had been opposed to the people’s
request to appoint a King, and acquiesced only due to a Divine
command).
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(without a king), they brought your fathers out of Egypt,
and they settled them in this place.
9
“But they forgot God, their God, and He delivered
them into the hand of Sisera—the commander of the
army of Chatzor—into the hand of the Philistines, and
into the hand of the King of Mo’av, who waged war with
them (without a king).”
10
“They cried out to God and said, ‘We have sinned,
for we have abandoned God, and have served the
deities of Ba’al and Ashtaros! Now, save us from the
hand of our enemies, and we will serve You!’ 11 And God
sent Yeruba’al, Bedan, Yiftach, and Shmuel, and He
saved you (without a king) from the hand of your
surrounding enemies, and you lived in safety.”
12
“When you saw that Nachash, the King of the
Ammonite nation, came upon you, you said to me, ‘We
don’t want (the judge to lead us to war, as in the days of
our fathers, but we want) the king that rules over us (to
lead us to war.’ But you were foolish, because) God your
God is your King (and He is the One Who saves you at
war, not the judge or human king).”
13
“But now you have the king whom you have
chosen, whom you have requested, and God has now
(consented for him to be) appointed as a King over you.
14
If you will fear God, and serve Him, and listen to His
voice, and do not rebel against God’s commandments,
both you and the King who reigns over you, then you
will follow behind God your God (when He leads you at
war). 15 But, if you will not listen to God’s voice, and you
rebel against God’s commandments, God’s hand will
be against you and against your (kings who are like
your) ‘fathers.’”
16
“Now (if you are wondering why God agreed to
appoint a king over you, being that it was an
inappropriate request), stand and see this great thing
which God will do before your eyes (which will prove
that God grants people’s requests even if they are
inappropriate). 17 Is it not the wheat harvest today (when
rain is destructive)? I will (nevertheless) call to God, and
He will send thunder and rain! Then you will know and
see that what you did, to ask for yourselves a King was
(likewise) very bad in the eyes of God (even though He
granted your request).”
18
Shmuel called to God, and God sent thunder and

rain on that day, and all the people feared God and Shmuel greatly.
19
All the people said to Shmuel, “Pray for your servants to God your God and let us not die! For we have added evil to all
our sins by asking for a king for ourselves.”

He will now pray to God for rain, which is extremely damaging at the
time of the wheat harvest, and God will respond, despite the
destructiveness of the request (16-17). When the rains swiftly follow, the
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people beg Shmuel to pray for the rains to end, and his point is thus
made emphatically (18–19). Shmuel uses the opportunity to stress, once
again, the paramount importance of obedience to God (20-22).
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“Do not fear.” Shmuel said to the people. “You have
(already) done all this evil, but do not turn away from
following God. Serve God with all your heart (and your
sin will be forgiven). 21 Do not turn away (from God), for
then (you would be following) after empty things which
cannot help or save (you), since they are empty. 22 For
God will not abandon His people for the sake of His
great Name, since (it would be a desecration of His
Name if he abandoned you, because everyone knows
that) God desired to make you a people for Himself.”

[
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Y

iftach (the son) of Gilad was a mighty warrior.
He was the son of a harlot (but it was nevertheless certain that) Gilad had fathered Yiftach.
2
(Afterwards,) Gilad’s wife bore him sons. His wife’s
sons grew up and drove Yiftach out. They said to him,
“You will not inherit in our father’s house because you
are the son of another woman.”
3
Yiftach fled from his brothers and he settled in the
land of Tov. Low class men gathered around Yiftach, and
they went around with him.
4
A long time later, the people of Amon went to war
with Israel. 5 What happened was, when the people of
Amon were fighting with Israel the elders of Gilad went
to take Yiftach from the land of Tov (back to Gilad).
11:1

¤ Ubk k«t J
§ k v g r¨ Ubh ,¥ t«Y©j kF k g Ubp©x h² hF—We have
19. Qk n
added evil to all our sins by asking for a king for ourselves. At first glance
it is difficult to understand why appointing a King should have been
considered a sin, when the Torah in fact states that it is a mitzvah for the
people to appoint a king over themselves (Devarim 17:15ff.)!

This latter role was the intention when introducing the mitzvah to
appoint a king, that the people who are already observing the
commandments properly should be elevated by the king to a higher level
of commitment than they could have achieved unaided. But the people
requested from Shmuel to have “a king to judge us like the nations”

(I Samuel 8:5), i.e. a basic authority figure and not an exalted mentor.

Therefore, he rebuked them for having fallen so low, but he nevertheless
assisted them in appointing such a king, as it was indeed necessary.
And this provides us with an important lesson for our times: That while
our rabbinic mentors are primarily intended for more lofty spiritual
guidance, it is nevertheless necessary for every person to maintain a close
relationship with his or her mentor, even if this is required for nothing else
than to encourage that person to perform basic religious obligations
(Likutei Sichos vol. 24, p. 104ff.).

k

Chasidic thought explains that a Jewish king can perform one of two
very different roles. At a basic level, the king is an authority figure who is
responsible for maintaining law and order, and encouraging the people
to fulfill their simple religious obligations. If, however, the community has
developed to the point where it is self-sufficient in basic matters of
morality and mitzvah observance, then the king is able to fulfill a much
greater role—to act as a sage and mentor for the people, guiding them in
areas in which they are not sufficiently gifted to chart on their own.
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This Haftarah discusses the conquest of Sichon and Og, mentioned in
the Parsha.
The Haftarah takes place in the eleventh century B.C.E., when the
nation is beginning to repent for years of idol worship which had brought
about Philistine and Amonite oppression. As the people remove their
alien gods, the Amonites launch a further attack on Israel, prompting the
military officers to offer the prize role of army chief to whoever is first to
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fight the Amonites and defeat them. The Haftarah describes the
diplomatic process by which the mighty warrior Yiftach is lured to this
challenge, in which he is ultimately triumphant.
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They said to Yiftach, “Come and become our leader,
and we’ll fight with the people of Amon.”
7
“But didn’t you despise me,” said Yiftach to the
elders of Gilad, “and (help my brothers) drive me from
my father’s house? (If you sincerely regretted what you
did), why have you (only) come to me now when you’re
in trouble (and not before)?”
8
“(Not at all!)” the elders of Gilad said to Yiftach. “(We
hold you in great esteem and) therefore we’ve come (in
person) to you now (and did not just send a messenger).
Go with us, and fight with the people of Amon, and you
will become our leader, over all the inhabitants of Gilad!”
9
Yiftach said to the elders of Gilad, “(That’s not what
I call an expression of great esteem). If you bring me
back to fight with the people of Amon, and God delivers
them before me, I will (obviously be entitled to) be your
head. (If you want to show me esteem appoint me as
your leader now!)
10
“God will bear witness between us if we do not do
as you say,” the elders of Gilad said to Yiftach.
11
Yiftach went with the elders of Gilad, and the people
appointed him (immediately) as a leader and ruler over
them. And Yiftach recited all his words (of prayer)
before God in Mitzpah.
12
Yiftach sent messengers to the King of Amon,
saying, “What (hatred) is there (between) me and you,
that you have come to me to fight in my land?”
13
The King of Amon said to Yiftach’s messengers,
“Because Israel took away my land, when they came out
of Egypt, from Arnon and up to the Yabok, and up to the
Jordan. Now (please) restore them peacefully.”
14
Yiftach sent messengers again to the King of Amon
15
and said to him, “This is what Yiftach says: Israel did
not take the land of Mo’av and the land of Amon (from
you! 16 What happened was), when they came up from
Egypt, and Israel went through the wilderness up to the
Reed Sea, they came to Kadaish. 17 Israel sent messengers to the King of Edom saying, ‘Let me pass now
through your land,’ but the King of Edom did not listen.
He also sent (messengers) to the King of Mo’av, and he
was (also) unwilling. So Israel stayed in Kadaish. 18 Then
they went through the desert, and went around the land
of Edom and the land of Mo’av. They came to the east
of the land of Mo’av, and encamped on the other side of
the Arnon, but they did not come within the border of
Mo’av, for (the) Arnon (was) the border of Mo’av.
19
“Then Israel sent messengers to Sichon, King of the
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The Haftarah opens with a brief account of Yiftach’s sad life, how he
was born to a harlot and expelled from his home by his half-brothers and
subsequently mixed with undignified company (11:1-3). The current
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Amorites, the King of Cheshbon. Israel said to him,
‘Please let us pass through your land up to my place (the
Land of Cana’an, which God has given me).’ 20 But Sichon
did not trust Israel to pass through his border. Sichon
gathered all his people, they encamped in Yahtzah, and
he fought with Israel. 21 And God, the God of Israel,
delivered Sichon and all his people into the hand of
Israel. They defeated them, and Israel took possession of
all the land of the Amorites, the inhabitants of that land.
22
They took possession of the entire border of the
Amorites, from the Arnon up to the Yabok, and from the
desert up to the Jordan.
23
“Now God, the God of Israel, has driven out the
Amorites from before His people Israel, and you want to
possess it? 24 Surely that which Kamosh, your god, gives
you to possess, you may possess; and all that which God
our God has driven out from before us, we will possess.
25
“Now, are you any better than Balak the son of
Tzipor, King of Mo’av? Did he ever strive with Israel, or
did he ever fight against them? 26 When Israel lived in
Cheshbon and its towns, and in Aro’air and its towns,
and in all the cities that are along Arnon for three
hundred years, why did you not recover them (from us)
(during) that time? 27 I have not sinned against you, and
you are wronging me by fighting against me. May God,
the Judge, decide this day between the children of Israel
and between the children of Amon.”
28
The King of Amon did not listen to the words of
Yiftach which he had sent him.
29
Yiftach had a spirit (of bravery) from God. He went
through Gilad and Menasheh, he went through Mitzpeh
of Gilad, and from Mitzpeh of Gilad he went to (fight
with) the people of Amon (in their territory).
30
Yiftach made a vow to God and said, “If You will
deliver the people of Amon into my hand, 31 then whatever comes forth, that comes out of the doors of my
house towards me, when I return in peace from the
people of Amon, will be for God, and I will offer it up for
a burnt-offering (if it is fit for a sacrifice).”
32
Yiftach went over to the people of Amon to fight
against them, and God delivered them into his hand.
33
He defeated them from Aro’air until you come to
Minis, twenty cities, and up to Avail Keramim, a very
great defeat. The children of Amon were then
subordinated to the children of Israel.

story then begins, as the elders of Gilad invite Yiftach to the challenge of
fighting the Amonites, offering the prize of military leadership if he
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succeeds (4-6). After some negotiation, Yiftach accepts on the condition
that he is made the leader immediately (7-11). A communication then
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(Micah 5:6 – 6:8)

T

he remnant of Ya’akov will be among (Gog and
his) many nations, like dew sent by God (in
reward for their trust in Him); like heavy rain upon
vegetation that does not hope for any man and does not
wait for the sons of men.
7
The remnant of Ya’akov will be among the nations,
amid many peoples (but due to their trust in God they
will be) like a lion among the animals of the forest, like
a young lion among the flocks of sheep, which, if it
passes through, tramples and tears (into pieces), and no
one can save anything. 8 Then your hand will be raised
above your oppressors, and all your enemies will be
destroyed.
9
Then, on that day—says God—I will eliminate your
(reliance on) horses from you, and I will destroy your
chariots (for you will rely only on God). 10 I will eliminate
the (need for walled) cities of your land, and I will break
down all your fortresses. 11 I will eliminate sorcery from
your hand (since you will see my Providence so clearly),
and you will have no soothsayers. 12 I will eliminate your
graven images and your monuments from among you
(for everybody will recognize the One God), and you
will no longer prostrate yourselves to (idols) that you
made by hand. 13 I will uproot your idolatrous trees from
among you, and I will destroy your enemies. 14 In anger
and fury I will take vengeance upon the nations as will
never have been heard (of before).
6:1
Listen now to what God says: “Raise (your voice, O prophet, and debate with Israel) so that (your voice) competes with
the mountains, and the hills hear My voice. 2 Listen, O mountains, to God’s dispute, and you mighty ones, the foundations of
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follows between Yiftach and the King of Amon, in an attempt to make
peace, but it fails (12-28). Vowing to return all the booty to God, Yiftach
leads Israel’s army to battle and is victorious (29-33).
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This Haftarah mentions how God confounded the plot of Balak (6:5),
described in the Parsha. The Haftarah was said by the prophet Michah
(Micah), a contemporary of Yeshayah, in the eighth century B.C.E. Both
prophets spoke at length about the fate of Jerusalem during a period of
increasing Assyrian power, though Yeshayah focused more on political
and military events, whereas Michah’s emphasis lay on social issues, such
as the corrupt influences of the wealthy elite.
The Haftarah opens with a forecast of the time immediately preceding
the future redemption, when only a remnant of Israel remains, but they
are strong due to their trust in God (5:6-8). When the day of redemption
arrives, God will destroy Israel’s weapons and fortresses, for God Himself
will provide all necessary protection, and all idolatry will be eliminated (913). He will also take vengeance on the wicked nations (14).
We then begin a new chapter, in which God calls upon the prophet to
rouse the people to a spiritual reckoning (6:1-2). They are to remember

5:6

Trust in
God

The day of
Redemption

God’s
dispute

all the acts of Divine kindness—the Exodus, salvation from Balak’s plot
and safe arrival in the Land (3-5). Michah then questions what the people
must do to repent, perhaps some form of elaborate sacrificial worship?
God, however, dismisses this suggestion with a simple response, “Just to
do justice, love kindness, and walk humbly with your God” (6-8).

¨ h¯bck k¥j³h h± tO u± Jh t¦ k v®U ©e±h tO r J
¤ t£ —That does not
5:6. o s¨ t
hope for any man and does not wait for the sons of men. While the most
obvious similarity between the Parsha and Haftarah is below, in chap. 6,
verse 5, it is difficult to accept that this connection is limited to just one
verse. There must also be a connection between the Parsha and the
opening of the Haftarah, which expresses the theme of the Haftarah as a
whole. Furthermore, the Haftarah must share a connection with the
conclusion of the Parsha (Tosfos, Megilah 23a).
In our case, there is a strong thematic connection between the opening
of the Haftarah, the need to trust in God and not man, and the
conclusion of the Parsha, the sin of Ba’al Pe’or.
Chasidic thought explains that the worship of Ba’al Pe’or was
motivated by an over-prioritization of physical pleasure (see Sparks of
Chasidus, end of Parshas Balak, page 1036). Likewise, the warning at the
opening of the Haftarah not to trust in man teaches us that God alone is
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the earth! For God has a dispute with His people, and with
Îd«n i² O©r b :g«¨Mezi l−`xUiÎm¦re F½O©rÎm¦r Æ ded
Ÿ i«l©
Israel He will contend.”
3
¦ d¬ p £r Li®z`§ld d´nE −L§l iziŸ¬y¨r
Æ LiÆz¦lr¡ d
« i³M
¦ c :i«a
“My people! (Remember all the good) that have I
done (for you), and how have I wearied you (to accept
g´l© W`«e Li®zic§R mi−c¨a£r zi¬A
¥ nE mi½x§vn ux´`
 n
My yoke)? Testify against Me! 4 For I brought you up out
of the land of Egypt, I redeemed you from the house of
Æ `pÎx¨kf iÀO©r d :m« ixnE oŸ x¬ d«` d−WŸnÎz` Li½ p¨t§l
(your) slavery, and I sent you (great leaders), Moshe,
m´r¨ §l¦A FzŸ− ` d¬ p ¨rÎd«nE a½`Fn K¤ln
´  Æ w¨l¨A uÀ©rIÎdn
Aharon, and Miriam. 5 My people! Remember now what
Balak King of Mo’av devised, and what Bilam the son of
z©r−C o©r¬n§l l½B§l BdÎc©r Æ mi H XdÎo n xF ®r§AÎo¤A
Be’or answered him. From Shitim (where you sinned
with Ba’al Pe’or, I nevertheless took you into the Land of
Ÿ i zF w¬ c¦v
i´d÷`«¥l s−©M` d½ e d
Ÿ i m´C w `
 Æ dOA
© e :d« e d
Israel) to Gilgal (on the other side of the Jordan, so that)
:d«pW i¬ p §A mi−¦lb£r«©A zF½lFr§a EP´ n
 Cw`«d mFx® n
you may recognize the righteous deeds of God.”
6
(But the people will say): “With what will I come
on®WÎi¥lg«p zFa§− a«x§A mi½¦li` i´ ¥t§l`§A Æ ded
Ÿ i d³v¤ xid f
before God (to reply) and bow before the Supernal
God? Will I come before Him with burnt-offerings, with
ci¬ Bd g :i«W§tp z`¬Hg i−ph¦a i¬x§R i½¦rW¦RÆ ixFk§A o³ Y
 `
 d
«
yearling calves? 7 Will God be pleased with thousands of
i´¦M ÀLOn W´xFC dº eŸdiÎd«nE aF ®HÎdn m−c` ²L§l
rams (as sacrifices), or with myriad streams of oil
(poured on meal-offerings)? Will I give my firstborn for
z¤k−¤l ©r¬ p§vde cq½g z©ad´`e Æ h¨R W n zFŸ ³y£rÎm `
my transgression, the fruit of my body for the sin of my
soul?”
:Li«d÷`Îm¦r
8
“He has told you, O man, what is good, and what
God demands of you:
“Just to do justice, love kindness, and walk discreetly with your God (when observing His commands).”
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(I Kings 18:46-19:21)
If Parshas Pinchas occurs during the Three Weeks, the Haftarah for Parshas Matos [page 312] is read instead.
Eliyahu
flees the
storm

G

od’s hand was with Eliyahu (granting him
strength). He fastened his belt (in order to run
faster) and ran in front of Achav’s (chariot) until he
reached Yizre’el.
18:46

responsible for what happens in this world and, despite what may appear
to be the case, the confines of the physical world do not dictate in any
way the outcome of an event. Thus, the message of both the Parsha and
Haftarah is to perceive physicality as nothing more than an “axe in the
hand of the chopper,” a tool by which the Divine will can be
implemented in this world (Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 293ff.).

¤ ekC .g²H v©n—What
6:5. rIg C iC o g k  C I,« t v²bg v¤ n U c¨t In Qk n
Balak King of Mo’av devised, and what Bilam the son of Be’or answered
him. This verse clarifies why the Parsha is named “Balak” and not
“Bilam.” For, one would think that the Parsha’s name should reflect its
primary content, and the vast majority of the Parsha is devoted to Bilam’s
attempts to curse the Jewish people.
However, this verse makes clear that it was Balak who “devised” the
plan and Bilam merely “answered” his call. The Parsha is thus named
Balak, after the one who instigated and masterminded Bilam’s

ei® pzn q− PWie Ed½ I¦l´`Îl` Æ dzi«d
 dÀ eŸdiÎcie

en

gi

Ÿ « r a½`g` íp§t¦l Æ uxIÆ e
c³ B Ie ` hi :d¨l`«¤rxfi d−k¨ `AÎc©

(unsuccessful) activities (Sichas Shabbos Parshas Balak 5733; Likutei Sichos
vol. 23, p. 171, note 57).

¡ o g ,fk g b¯ m©vu± —And walk discreetly with your God. This
8. Wh¤ vO t
verse teaches that one must be careful not to be at all conspicuous about
one’s piety, as the Talmud states, “A person should always be artful in
piety” (Brachos 17a), i.e. one should act wisely so that one’s piety should
not be noticed at all. Many of the early Chasidim concealed their true
level of observance, and if it was subsequently discovered, they were
genuinely distressed (Hayom Yom, 8th of Tishrei).
In our generation, however, there is a need to spread the wellsprings of
Judaism (especially Jewish mysticism) to as many people as possible, and
it is impossible to do such a task “discreetly.” Rather, we need to follow
the advice of Rashba, who wrote that, “It is a mitzvah to publicize those
who perform a mitzvah” (Responsa 1:581). Furthermore, even in one’s
own religious life, a sincere effort to be discreet about one’s piety is likely

xjbhp - ,urypv /
19:1

Achav told Izevel everything that Eliyahu had done
(bringing down fire and rain), how he had killed all of
the prophets (of Ba’al) by the sword. 2 Izevel sent a
messenger to Eliyahu saying, “May the gods (of Ba’al)
do the same to you (as you did to their prophets) and
may they do more so. At this time tomorrow, I will do to
you what you did to them!”
3
He saw (that he was in danger), so he got going and
fled for his life.
He came to Be’er Sheva, which was under (the rule
of) Yehudah (and not Achav), and he left his servant
there. 4 He then went into the desert, a distance of one
day’s travel. He came and sat under a retama bush (for
shade), and he wanted to die. He said, “God, (a life of
pain like I’m in) now is too much! Take my soul, as I am
no better than my fathers.”
5
He lay down and slept underneath the retama bush.
Suddenly, an angel touched him (to wake him up) and
said to him, “Get up and eat!” 6 He gazed around, and—
look!—by his head there was (what appeared to be) a
grilled cake, and a flask of water. He ate and drank, and
then lay back down.
7
The angel of God came back to him again. It touched
him and said, “Get up and eat, as the journey (you wish
to undertake) is too far (for you to go without food).”
8
He got up, ate and drank. Then (miraculously), with
the energy from this meal, he went forty days and forty
nights (without any more food) up to the mountain of
God in Choraiv. 9 He came there to the (same) cave (where Moshe had stood), and he slept over there.
Suddenly, the word of God came to him. “Why are you here, Eliyahu?” (God) said to him.
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to be counterproductive since, knowing that one’s pious deeds are
hidden from the eyes of others, the yetzer hara (evil inclination) is more
likely to persuade a person to stop being pious altogether. If, on the other
hand, others know of one’s righteous acts, it is much more difficult to stop
doing them. “Walking discreetly” is a very worthy path, but not if it is at
the expense of increased activity (Sichas Shabbos Parshas Eikev 5748).
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This Haftarah speaks of Eliyahu, who shared the same soul as Pinchas
and zealously avenged God, like Pinchas. Chasidic thought highlights a
further connection, that Pinchas and Eliyahu both brought Jewish people
to teshuvah (repentance; return). When Pinchas killed Zimri and Kazby,
“Everyone saw that he did not kill them needlessly” (Rashi to Bamidbar
25:8), and thus were motivated to teshuvah. Likewise, Eliyahu led the
people, who were wavering between the service of God and idol worship,
to repent, declaring, “God is the Almighty God! God is the Almighty
God!” (I Kings 18:39; see page 1420—Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 343).
The events in the Haftarah occurred shortly after the victory over the
prophets of Ba’al at Mount Carmel (chronicled in the Haftarah of Parshas
Ki Sisa), who were subsequently executed by Eliyahu at the Kishon
Brook. Eliyahu then informed King Achav that the prolonged drought is
about to end, advising him to run away quickly from the impending
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storm. As the Haftarah begins, Eliyahu too is fleeing from the storm, and
passes Achav’s chariot (18:46). When Achav’s wife, Izevel, is informed
that the Ba’al prophets were slaughtered, she sends a death threat to
Eliyahu, who promptly flees for his life (19:1-3). He reaches the desert
and, in a moment of exasperation, asks God to end his life (4). An angel
appears, offering food and drink which miraculously provide sufficient
energy for the next forty days. Eliyahu camps at Mount Sinai, in the same
cave where Moshe had stood (5-9). God speaks to Eliyahu and a series
of astonishing angelic revelations follow, culminating with a “subtle silent
voice,” heralding the Divine Presence itself (9-12). God then instructs
Eliyahu to return and make a number of sovereign appointments, and
God names Elisha as Eliyahu’s successor. These allies will assist Eliyahu
in the war against Ba’al (13-18). The Haftarah concludes as Eliyahu
meets Elisha and recruits him as his servant (19-21).

 C §r©t u± oIh oh gC §r t© th¦v©v vkhf t£ ¨v ©j«fC Qk¯H³u—With the
8. vk±hk oh g
energy from this meal, he went forty days and forty nights. Unlike Moshe,
who did not eat a special meal before fasting for forty days on the
mountain, Eliyahu’s forty-day sustenance came from a “grilled cake.”
Chasidic thought teaches that our true sustenance comes not from the
physical matter of the food that we eat, but from sparks of Godly energy
which are found in the food. Thus, the reason why Eliyahu was able to
last forty days on just one meal was because that “grilled cake” happened
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He said, “I have zealously avenged God, the God of
zFÀ`¨a§v i´d÷` | d´ e Ÿdi«©l iz`¹Pw `ŸÆPwÁ xn`ŸÁ Ie i :Ed«I¦l«`
Hosts (and killed the prophets of Ba’al). For the children
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of Israel have abandoned Your covenant, torn down
Your altars and killed Your prophets by the sword. I’m
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the only one left, and they want to take my life.”
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pass.” There was a great and strong (host) of (angels of)
wind, splitting mountains and shattering boulders before
d® e d
Ÿ i g
 Ex¨− a `¬÷ d½ e d
Ÿ i íp§t¦l Æ mi¦r¨lq x³ A¥ WnE miÆxd
God. “God does not come with (angels of) wind,”
Æ W©rÆxd x³g`e ai :d« eŸdi W©r−x¨a `¬÷ W©r½x Æ gEÆxd x³g`e
(thought Eliyahu).
After the (angels of) wind came (angels of) thunder.
:dT « c d¬ nnC lF w− W½`d x´g`e d® e Ÿdi W−`¨a `¬÷ W½`
“God does not come with (angels of) thunder,” (thought
Eliyahu).
`¾¥vIe F½YxC`§A Æ eip¨R h¤l³I e EdÀ I¦l«` ©rŸńW¦M | i´die bi
12
After the (angels of) thunder came (angels of) fire.
¬L§NÎdn xn`Ÿ¾Ie lF½wÆ ei¨l` d³ P de d®x¨rOd gzR
´ ¤ cŸn£− r«I«e
“God does not come with (angels of) fire,” (thought
Eliyahu).
i´d÷` | d´ e Ÿdi«©l iz`¹Pw `ŸÆPw Á xn`ŸÁ Ie ci :Ed« I¦l«` dŸ −t
After the (angels of) fire came a subtle, silent voice.
13
What happened was, when Eliyahu heard this (silent
Li´z
 Ÿg§AfnÎz` l½`xUi íp§AÆ Lzi«x§a E ³af«¨rÎi¦M zFÀ`¨a§v
voice) he covered his face with his cloak (because he
i½C©al§ Æ ip` x³ z
 E`«e ax®g¤a E´bx«d Li−`i¦apÎz`e Eq½xd
realized the Divine presence was there).
Then he went out (of the cave) and stood at the
K² l¥ ei½¨l`Æ deŸdi xn`Ÿ³Ie eh :D«Ygw§l i−W§tpÎz` E ¬Ww©aie
entrance to the cave. A voice came to him and said,
¯Y gW«nE z`À¨aE wU®Oc dx´ A© c n −L§M xc§l aE ¬W
“What are you (still) doing here, Eliyahu?”
14
He said, “I have zealously avenged God, the God of
i½WnpÎo¤a `E d́i Æ z`e fh :m«x`Îl©r K¤l−n§l l²`
 fgÎz`
Hosts (and killed the prophets of Ba’al. Please help me
for Your sake!) For the children of Israel have
Æ h¨tWÎo¤A r³Wi¦l`Îz`e l®`xUiÎl©r K¤l−n§l g¬WnY
abandoned Your covenant, torn down Your altars and
dÀ ide fi :Li«YgY `i−¦ap§l g¬WnY d½¨lFgn l´ ¥a`n
killed Your prophets by the sword. I’m the only one left,
and they want to take my life.”
ax¬g n h²l¨ nPde `E ®di zi´ni l−`
 f g
 ax¬g n h²l¨ nPd
15
God said to him, “Go back on your way to the
z´r© §aW l−`xUi§a i¬Yx`Wde gi :r«Wi¦l` zi¬ni `E d− i
Damascus desert (through which you came). When you
come (there), appoint Chaza’ail to be the King of Aram,
ÎlÆ¨ke l©r½©A©l Æ Erx«¨kÎ`÷ x³W` miÀ©Mx¦AdÎl¨M mi®¦t¨l`
16
appoint Yehu the son of Nimshi as King of Israel, and
appoint Elisha the son of Shafat from Aivel-Mecholah to
be prophet in your place (after you depart this world). 17 What will happen is, (they will be your agents to avenge the
worshipers of Ba’al on your behalf): Yehu will kill those who escape the sword of Chaza’ail, and Elisha will kill those who
escape the sword of Yehu. 18 I will leave over (only) seven thousand in Israel—all the knees that did not kneel to the Ba’al and
every mouth that did not kiss it.”

to contain an extraordinarily large spark. Moshe, on the other hand, was
not sustained for forty days from any sparks he had consumed prior to
ascending the mountain. His sustenance came from the Divine radiation
within the Torah which he was learning at that time (The Rebbe Rashab—
Hemshech Ayin Beis, vol. 2, p. 1095).

¥ —(Angels of) wind...thunder...fire. The stages
11-12. jUr///Jg©r///J t
of revelation which Eliyahu experienced mirrors the structure of our daily
morning prayer service. The “verses of praise” which focus on the
wonders of creation correspond to “wind,” because the physical world
was formed by the “breath” of God. This is followed by “thunder,” the
first blessing before reciting the Shema, which relates the tumultuous and

ecstatic motions of the angels; and the Shema itself is a culmination of all
these meditations, where the “fiery” love of God within the Jewish heart
is unleashed. The final rung of the ladder is “a subtle, silent voice,” the
silent standing prayer, at which point one stands before the Divine
Presence (The Rebbe Rashab—Hemshech Ayin Beis, vol. 2, p. 705, 822).
¨ s© v¨n n¨ S§ kIe—A subtle, silent voice. Some people think that
12. v E
their task in life is to transform the entire world in one swoop. Their
talents are simply too precious to be spent on the minor details of other
people’s lives. This applies especially to Rabbis and communal leaders,
some of whom perceive their exclusive contribution to Jewish life as
speeches to the congregation, clarification of obscure minutiae of Jewish
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19

He left there, and found Elisha, the son of Shafat as Eliyahu
he was plowing. Twelve pairs (of oxen) were ahead of recruits
him and he was with the twelfth. Eliyahu went over to Elisha
him and threw (part of) his cloak over him (to hint that
he was to become a prophet).
20
(Elisha) left the oxen, ran after Eliyahu and said,
“Let me, please, kiss my father and my mother, and I
will follow you.”
“Go back (and kiss your parents, as you wish),” he
said to him. “(But make sure you come back), for (if you
come with me) you (too will perform great miracles) as
I have done.”
21
(Elisha) went away from him. He took the pairs of
oxen and slaughtered them. Using the (wood from the)
oxen’s (plows as fuel), he cooked the meat and gave it to
the people (who were working for him), and they ate. He got going, went with Eliyahu and became his servant.

Îz` `º¨vnIe mÂ XnÂ K¤l´ Ie hi :F «l w−WpÎ` «÷ x¬W
 ` d½¤Rd
Æ micn§v xŸ³y¨rÎmi« pW W½xŸg `Ed́e Æ h¨tWÎo¤A r³Wi¦l`
ei½¨l` Æ EdÆ I¦l«` xŸ ³a£r«Ie xŸ®y¨r«d mípW¦A `Ed− e ei½p¨t§l
i´x g
 `
« Æ uxÆIe xÀw¨AdÎz` aŸ´f£r«Ie k :ei«¨l` FY− xC`
 K¬l¥ WIe
d−k¨ §l«`e i½O`§lE i´¦a`§l Æ `PÎdwX` xn`ŸÀIe Ed½ I¦l«`
:K«¨l iziŸ−y¨rÎd«n i¬¦M aE½W K´ ¥l Æ Fl xn`Ÿ³Ie Li®x g«`
EdÀg¨AfIe xw¨´  Ad
 cnv¤ ¯ Îz` g T´ Ie ei¹xg«`n aWÆIe `k
mwÀIe El® ¥k`ŸIe m−r¨ ¨l o¬Y
 Ie xŸy
½ A
¨ d
 m´l¨ X¦AÆ xwA
¨ d
 i³l¦ k
§ a
¦ E
:Ed«zx«Wie Ed−I l¦ `
 i¬x g«` K¤l² I e

[

M ATOS / zehn

[

(Jeremiah 1:1-2:3)

x´W
 ` Æ mipdŸ «MdÎon Ed® Iw§lgÎo¤A Ed−i nxi i¬x a
§ C ` `
ei½¨l`Æ ded
Ÿ iÎx©ac d³i d
 xÆW
 `
 a :o«nip¦A ux−`§A zF½zp£r«©A
d¬x U¤rÎWŸ «lW¦A d®c Edi K¤ln
´  oF n− `Îo¤a Ed¬ I W`Ÿi« i²n
 i¦A
K¤ln
´  Æ EdÆ IW`Ÿi« Îo¤A miw³ iFd« i iÆn
 i¦A iÀdie b :Fk§« ln§l d−p W
Îo¤a Ed¬ Iwc¦vl§ d½ pW d´xU¤rÎi«YW©r Æ mŸYÎc©r d½c Edi
WcŸ ¬g©A m−©lWEx« i zF¬lBÎc©r d®cEdi K¤l´n Ed−I W`Ÿ «i
« l i¬l© ` d−e d
Ÿ iÎx©ac i¬die c :i«Wingd
«
mxÆh§A d :xŸn`¥
mg−xn `¬v¥ Y
 mx²h a
§ E Li½Y§rc iÆ ohÆ¤A©a [‡k jxev`] L³ x¨S`

law, and pondering the future of the Jewish religion. Their public
addresses focus on pressing world issues, such as the need for democracy,
nuclear warfare and recent meetings of world leaders.
However, such tasks as teaching people how to keep Shabbos, to keep
kosher, to observe the laws of family purity or to make blessings before
and after eating, are below their dignity. That is the job of the assistant
rabbi! The senior rabbi must devote his time to “more important
matters,” making sure that the newspapers take note of his latest
activities—and nothing less than the front page will do.
Our Haftarah teaches, “God does not come with thunder” (v. 11).
Rather, God is to be found in the “silent, subtle voice” (v. 12), the small
acts of caring for other people’s needs (Likutei Sichos vol. 6, p. 305).

k

H AFTARAH

OF

P ARSHAS M ATOS

This is the first of three “Haftaros of punishment” which are read
between the 17th of Tamuz and the 9th of Av, when we mourn the

1:1

hese are) the words of Yirmiyahu the son of
( T Chilkiyahu,
one of the priests who (lived) in

Lineage
and
prophetic
career

Anasos in the territory of Binyamin, 2 to whom the word
of God (first) came in the days of Yoshiyahu son of
Amon, King of Judah, in the thirteenth year of his reign.
3
(He continued to receive prophecy) during the days of
(Yoshiyahu’s successor) Yehoyakim son of Yoshiyahu,
King of Judah. (His prophecy continued) up to the end
of eleven years of (the rule of Yehoyakim’s successor),
Tzidkiyahu son of Yoshiyahu, King of Judah, (i.e.) until
the exile of Jerusalem (which was) in the fifth month.
Appoint4
The word of God came to me, saying, 5 “Before I had ment as a
formed you in the womb, I knew (that) you (would be fit prophet

destruction of the Holy Temple. The Haftarah, taken from the beginning
of the book of Yirmiyahu (Jeremiah), describes his inauguration as a
prophet by God and his first prophecy of doom.
The Haftarah begins with personal details about the prophet, and the
dates during which he served (1:1-3). We then read God’s first words to
Yirmiyahu, informing him of his role as a prophet, to which Yirmiyahu
initially expresses his misgivings (4-10).
In his first vision, God shows Yirmiyahu an almond tree, as a sign that
God’s words will speedily be put into action (11-12). The second vision
is of a boiling pot, a sign of impending doom for the people of Babylon
(13-16), which the prophet is instructed to relay immediately to the
people (17-19). The Haftarah concludes with introductory verses from
the second chapter of the book, which stress God’s love for Israel (2:1-3).
£ «F©v i¦n Uv²H e¦ k¦j iC Uv²h n§ r§ h° h¥r c S¦ —The words of Yirmiyahu
1:1. oh°b v
the son of Chilkiyahu, one of the priests. Only the second part of the
Haftarah, which describes Yirmiyahu’s prophecy of doom, appears to fit
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First
Vision:
almond
tree

Second
Vision:
boiling
pot

to be a prophet), and before you emerged from the
ípŸc` Æ Dd` xÀnŸ`«e e :Li«Yzp m−iFB©l `i¬a
¦ p Li®YWCwd
womb, I had sanctified you; I had appointed you as a
¥ c iY§rc− i Î` «÷ d¬ P d d½Fdi
xn`Ÿ³Ie f :i¦kŸ «p` x©r−pÎi¦M x® A
prophet to the nations.”
6
I said, “Woe! God Almighty! I really don’t know how
x³W`Îl¨MÎl«©r i¦MÂ i¦kpŸ ® ` x©ŕp x−n`ŸYÎl` i½©l` Æ ded
Ÿ i
to speak, as I am young.”
7
God said to me, “Don’t say, ‘I’m young,’ (because
¥ c Y L− E©v`
 x¬W
 `Îl¨M z²`
 e K½¥lY Æ Lg«¨lW«`
Îl` g :x«A
that is not a problem), for you will go wherever I send
:d«e d
Ÿ iÎm`
 « p L−¤l¦Sd§l i² p` ¬LY`Îi«¦M m®d ipR
§ n `−x iY
you, you will (only have to) speak whatever I command
you. 8 Do not be afraid (that you might mislead the
i½©l`Æ deŸdi xn`Ÿ³Ie i®¦RÎl©r r−BIe F½ciÎz`Æ deŸdi g³©lWIe h
people to whom you will speak prophecy), for I am with
mF´Id
 | Li´Ycwt
§ d dº`
 x i :Li«t
¦ A
§ i−x a
¨ c iY¬z
 p d² P d
you to save you,” says God.
9
(In my prophetic vision I saw) God stretch out His
uFz− p¦le WFz¬ p¦l zF½k¨lnOdÎl©re Æ miFBdÎl©r dÀGd
hand and touch my mouth. God said to me, “Now I
have placed My words into your mouth. 10 See, I have
Æ ded
Ÿ iÎx©ac i³die `i :©rF h« p¦le zF −p§a¦l qFx® d«©le ci´¦a`«d§lE
appointed you this day over the nations and over the
lT¬ n x¾nŸ`«e Ed® inxi d−`
 xŸ d¬Y
 `
 Îd«n
 xŸn
½ `¥l i´l© `
kingdoms, to uproot and to crush, and to destroy and to
demolish, to build and to plant.”
zF ®`x¦l Y§a´hid i−©l` d² e Ÿdi xn`Ÿ Īe ai :d«`Ÿx i¬ p` cw − W
11
The word of God came to me, saying, “What do you
¦
| d³e d
Ÿ iÎx©ac iÆdie bi :FzŸ« U£r«©l i−x¨aCÎl©r i² p` cwŸ¬ WÎi«M
see, Yirmiyahu, (in your vision)?”
“I see a stick from an almond tree,” I said.
Æ gEÆtp xi³q xÀnŸ`«e d®`
 Ÿx d−Y` d¬n xŸ½n`¥l zípW Æ i©l`
12
“You have seen well,” God said to me. “(The
almond, which grows quickly, is a sign) that I will put My
i®l¨ ` d−e Ÿdi xn`Ÿ¬Ie ci :dpFt¨« v i¬ p §Rn ei−p ¨tE d½`Ÿx íp`
word into action speedily.”
« d
 i−a
¥ WiŸ « Îl¨M l¬r© d½r¨ x d
« g´z
 R
¨ Y Æ oFt¨Sn
| i´M
¦ eh :ux`
13
The word of God came to me a second time, saying,
“What do you see?”
“I see a boiling pot,” I said. “It’s bubbling toward the north.”
14
God said to me, “From (Babylon, which is in) the north trouble will break forth upon all the inhabitants of the land (and
they will gather in Jerusalem for protection, like pieces of meat in a pot, only to be boiled by the enemy). 15 For, behold, I am

the exile theme (a “Haftarah of Punishment”). How does the opening of
the Haftarah, which describes Yirmiyahu’s lineage and appointment, fit
with this theme? The Midrash states that Yirmiyahu stemmed originally
from a non-Jewish lineage (he was a descendant of Rachav), for which
he suffered much ridicule. For this reason, our verse stresses the better
threads of his lineage, “the son of Chizkiyah, one of the priests” (Pesikta
deRav Kahana ch. 13). His public role as a prophet was extremely
challenging too, because he lived in times of hardship and spiritual
concealment for the Jewish people—as the Talmud notes, “Yirmiyahu
speaks throughout of destruction” (Bava Basra 14b). Clearly, to lift both
himself and his nation out of such deplorable circumstances, Yirmiyahu
could not merely bring illumination to the people, like many of the other
prophets; he was forced to inspire transformation. His appointment as a
prophet, when God granted him with these powers, is thus a fitting
introduction to the Three Weeks, during which time God grants all His
people with the necessary powers to transform this bitter exile into a time
of redemption (Likutei Sichos vol. 18, p. 342ff.).

 c W§r M t¤ o¤r y¤ C —Before I had formed you in the womb
5-10. wudu i¤y C
etc. How is a person to withstand the negative influences of the secular
world around him? Says God: “Before I had formed you in the womb,
I knew you”—the Jewish soul predates, and is thus higher than the world.
So your spiritual side is more powerful than any worldly obstacle you will
encounter. “And before you emerged from the womb, I had sanctified
you”—and furthermore, while in the womb, you were prepared for this

task by learning the entire Torah (Nidah 30b). “I had appointed you as a
prophet to the nations”—So, do not be insular! Do not escape interaction
with the outside world and live a ghettoized lifestyle. Be a light unto the
nations, because you have the resilience to withstand the temptations of
the world and its corrupting influences.
But the Jew responds to God, “I really don’t know how to speak, as I
am young” (v. 6)—It is true that my soul is holy and that I still retain the
Torah that I learned subconsciously, but how does that help me to be
resilient to the world in day-to-day life?
God replies: “Don’t say, ‘I’m young,’ for you will go wherever I send
you...Do not be afraid for I am with you” (v. 7-8)—God will help to ensure
that your inner resilience takes outward expression. God is with you “to
uproot and to crush, and to destroy and to demolish” (v. 10), in the path
of turning away from evil; and, “to build and to plant” (ibid.), in the path
of doing good. So engage with the world and sanctify it. Do not be afraid!
(Likutei Sichos vol. 18, pp. 349-50).
 k h¦rc S§ k g h°b t£ s ¥e«J hF—(The almond, which grows
12. I,«G g
quickly, is a sign) that I will put My word into action speedily. In his
commentary to this verse, Rashi writes, “From its initial budding to its full
ripening, this almond takes 21 days, the same number of days that are
between the 17th of Tamuz, when the city walls were breached, and the
9th of Av, when the Temple was burned.”
According to Jewish custom, however, we do not refer to this period as
the “Twenty-One Days” but as the “Three Weeks.” The Twenty-One Days

hgxn - ,urypv /
calling (to the hearts of) all the families of the kingdoms
of the north (to come to Jerusalem),” says God. “They
will come, and each person will place his chair at the
entrance gates of Jerusalem and against all its walls
around and against all the cities of Yehudah. 16 Then, I
will utter My judgments against them for all their evil,
that they left Me and offered up burnt-offerings to other
gods and that they prostrated themselves to the work of
their hands.”
17
“You should (hurry up), fasten your belt and get
going. Repeat to them everything that I command you.
Don’t fear them (and withhold any prophecy), for then
I will break you (making you vulnerable) for them (to
hurt you).”
18
I have hereby made you (strong) today (like) a
fortified city and an iron pillar, (like) copper walls against
the entire land, against the Kings of Yehudah, its princes,
its priests, and (all) the people of the land. 19 They will
fight against you but they will not prevail against you, for
I am with you,” says God, “to save you.”
2:1
The word of God came to me, saying, 2 “Go and call
out into the ears of Jerusalem, saying, ‘This is what God
said, “I remember, for your sake, the (act of)
lovingkindness (that you did for Me) in your youth
(when I chose you as my people); the love (you had for
Me) in the days when you were a bride (at Mount Sinai.
I remember your faith), when you followed Me into the
desert, to an infertile land. 3 (Even in exile) Israel is holy
to God, the choicest of His grain. Anyone who devours
him will be guilty, evil will befall them,” says God.

dpF t¨− v zF ¬k§l nn zF ²g§R W nÎl«¨k§l `ÀxŸw íp p d
i´x r£ W
« | gzR
´ ¤ F¹`q¦M WiÆ` Á Epz«p«e E`¿¨aE d® e ŸdiÎm«`p
« M l³©re ¦mÀ©lWEx« i
i¬x ¨rÎl¨M l−©re ai½¦aq Æ diÆzŸnFgÎl¨
m®z¨r«xÎl¨M l−©r m½zF` Æ ihR
¨ Wn i³Yx©Ace fh :d«c Edi
E −eg«YW«Ie mi½xg` mi´d÷`«¥l Æ ExHwi«e ipEÀaf£r x´W
 `
 ici iŸy
¬  £r«n§l
Y
´ x©AceÆ Y
 nwe Li½ pzn xŸ´f`YÆ dY`e fi :m«d
Æ zgYÎl` J® E©v` i−¦kŸp«` x¬ W
 `Îl¨M z² `
 m½di¥l`
Li´Yzp d¯Pd iºp`«e gi :m«dip§t¦l −LYg`Îo«¤R m½dip§Rn
zWg−Ÿ p zF ¬nŸg§lE l² fx©A cE O©¬ r§lE x¹¨v§an xiÆ¦r§l mFÀId
 dÎl¨MÎl©r
di− pdkŸ « §l di½xU§l Æ dcEdi i³ k¥ §ln§l ux®`
K®l¨ El§kE´iÎ`÷e Li−¤l` E ¬ng§lpe hi :ux«`d m¬r© §lE
i¬ d ie ` a :L«¤li¦Sd§l d− e Ÿd iÎm«` p i² p` ¬L Y `Îi«¦M
« l i¬l© ` d− e ŸdiÎx©ac
Æ ipf`§a Á z`Áxw«e K¿÷d a :xŸn`¥
cqg
´  Æ K¨l iYx³k
© f d½ e d
Ÿ i x´n` dŸMμ xŸÀn`¥l ¦m¹©lWEx« i
x½¨AcO©A Æ ixg«` K³ Y
 §k¤l Ki®z÷E «l§M z−©ad«` Ki½xErp
zi−W`x d½ e d
Ÿ i©«l Æ l`xUi WcwŸ ³ b :d«¨rExf ` ¬÷ ux−`§A
m−di¥l` `Ÿ ¬aY d² r¨ x En½W`i ei´l¨ §k`Îl¨
Ÿ « M dŸz® `Ea« Y
:d« eŸdiÎm«`p
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Promise
of success

God’s
love for
Israel

[

(Jeremiah 2:4-28; 3:4; 4:1-2)
Most communities, including Chabad, read this Haftarah even if Rosh Chodesh occurs on Shabbos.

zFg§− RWnÎl«¨ke aŸ ®w£ri« zi´ A
¥ d−e d
Ÿ iÎx©ac E ¬rnW c a
EÆ`§v«OÎdn dÀ eŸd i x´n` | dŸ Ḿ d :l«`x U i zi¬ A
¥
l¤ad
− d
 i¬x g«` E²k§l« I e i®l¨ ¨r«n E w− g«x i¬¦M le½¨rÆ i¦A m¬k¤ izFa« `
Ep−zŸ` d¬l¤ £r«Od d½ e d
Ÿ i d́I` E½xn«` ` ´÷e e :El«¨AdIe

k

have only a negative connotation, since they refer to the time of
destruction, but the number three is positive, for it hints to the third
Temple that will be built at the end of the exile. Therefore, by Divine
Providence, this more positive name—the Three Weeks—was chosen
(Sichas Shabbos Parshas Pinchas 5748).

L

isten to the word of God, O house of Ya’akov,
and all the families of the house of Israel. 5 This is
what God says:
“What wrong did your fathers find in Me, that they
distanced themselves from Me, and they went after
Ancestors
(gods of) emptiness, and became empty themselves? abandoned
6
They did not (repent and) say, ‘Where is God, Who God
2:4

H AFTARAH

OF

P ARSHAS M ASEI

This is the second of three “Haftaros of Punishment” which are read
between the 17th of Tamuz and the 9th of Av, when we mourn the
destruction of the Holy Temple.
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brought us up from the land of Egypt, Who led us in the
d³a¨ x£r uxÆ`§A xÀ¨AcO©A Ep¹zŸ` KiÆ¦lFOd mi®x§vn ux`
´  n
desert (providing all our needs), in a desolate land of
Æ D¨A x©a³r¨ Î`÷ uxÀ`§A ze½n§l©ve d´  Iv¦ Æ uxÆ`§A Æ dgEWe
pits, in a land of waste and gloom, in a land where no
man had passed and where no man had settled?’
ux`
´  Îl`Æ m¤kz` `i³¦a`«e f :m«W m−c` a¬WiÎ` «÷e Wi½`
7
(Didn’t) I bring you to a vegetative land to eat of its
produce and its goodness? But you came and
E ´`OhYe Æ E`ŸÆaYe D®a¨ Ehe D− i x¦R lŸ ¬k`«¤l l½nx©Md
contaminated My land, and made My heritage an
` ³÷ miÀ pdM
Ÿ«d
 g :d«¨a¥rFz§« l m−YnŸy i¬z¨lg«pe i½¦vx`Îz`
abomination.
8
“The priests (who were supposed to teach truth) did
mi−¦rŸx«de ipE½rci `´÷Æ dxFYd iŸ³ y
 §tz
Ÿ « e d½ e d
Ÿ i d́I`
 Æ Exn«`
not (teach the people to) say, ‘Where is God? (Why have
El−¦rFiÎ` «÷ i¬x g«`e l©r½©A©a E ´`§ApÆ mi`i¦aPde i®¦a ErW´R¨
you abandoned Him?)’ Those who hold onto the Torah
did not (want to) know Me, and the (kings who are)
i¬ p §AÎz`e d® e ŸdiÎm«`p m−¤kY` ai¬x` cŸr² oÀ¥k¨l h :Ek«¨ld
shepherds (of the people) rebelled against Me, and
the prophets prophesied (in the name of the deity) Ba’al
¤ ipa
§
x² cwe E½`xE Æ miIY¦k i³ I ` Eºx§a¦r i´¦M i :ai«x` m−k
and followed futility. 9 “Therefore, I will still dispute with
:z`Ÿf« ¨M d−zi«d o¬d E¾`xE cŸ`® n E −ppFA« z«de E ¬g§lW
you,” says God, “and I will contend with your children’s
children.
xi¬nd i²O©re mi®d÷` `´÷ dO−de mi½d÷`Æ iFB xi¬nidd
« `i
10
Go to the isles of the Kitites and see! Send
Ex£² r«Ÿye z`Ÿ®fÎl©r mi−nW EOŸ ¬W ai :li«¦rFi `F¬l§A FcFa§
− M
(messengers) to Kedar and ponder deeply! Observe (the
idolaters there to see) if there was ever anything like this,
dŸy
´ r¨ zFr− x mi¬Y
 WÎi«M
¦ bi :d«eŸdiÎm«`p cŸ`− n E ¬axg
11
where a nation exchanged a god (for another)—and
Æ md¨l aŸ ³vg©l miÀIg mi´n
 | xFẃn E¹af¨«r iÆzŸ` i®O©r
their (gods) are not (even real) gods! Yet My nation
exchanged My glory for futility.
:mi«Od El−¦kiÎ` «÷ x¬W
 ` mi½x¨AWp Æ zŸx`ŸA zF½x`ŸA
12
“Oh heavens, be devastated about this and storm;
13
“For My people
 r© EC− n `E ®d zi−A
© ci¬l¦ iÎm` l½`
 x UiÆ c¤ar¤Æ d
 ci
:f«©a¨l d¬ i d
Abandoned become very desolate,” says God.
God have committed two evils: they have forsaken Me, the
Æ Fvx` Ezi³WIe m®l¨ Fw E −pz«p mi½x¦t§k E´b`Wi Æ ei¨l¨r eh
Spring of living waters, (and furthermore this was only)
to dig for themselves wells, broken cisterns that do not
sŸ −pÎip§AÎmB fh :a«WŸ i i¬l¦ A
§ n [‡k dzvp] Ez§− Sp ei¬x¨r d½OW§l
hold water.
14
z`Ÿf− Î`Fld fi :cŸw« cw KE −rxi [‡k qptgze] q®gp©Rgze
“Is Israel (left uncared for like) a slave? Is he
(ignored like) a home-born slave? (So) why has he
K¬k¥ i¦lFn z−¥r§A Ki½d÷` d´ e ŸdiÎz` Æ K¥af¨r K®N¨ ÎdU£r«Y
Punishments become a prey? 15 Young lions roar over him, they have
raised their voices. They have made his land desolate;
©
i´n
 zFY− W¦l mi½x v§ n Kxc´  §l Æ K¨NÎdn dÀY©re gi :KxC« A
his cities were wiped out without an inhabitant. 16 Even
:x«dp i¬n
 zFY− W¦l xE½X` Kx´c §l Æ K¨NÎdnE xF ®gW
descendants of Nof and Tachpanchais (whom you trust)
will break the crown of your head.”
Æ i`xE i³¦rcE K½g¦kFY« Æ KiÆzFa«WnE KÀz¨r«x K´xQiY hi
17
“Is this not brought upon you by abandoning God
Æ izCg©t ` ³÷e Ki®d÷` d´ e ŸdiÎz` K−¥af¨r x½ne r´xÎi¦M
your God at the time He was leading you on the (right)
path? 18 Now, why are you taking the path of (relying on)
Egypt(ian assistance), drinking the water of the Shichor? Why do you follow the path of Assyria(n assistance), drinking the
water of the (Euphrates) river (when the only source of true assistance is God)? 19 Your evil will chastise you, and you will be
rebuked for (following the) thoughts (of your heart). You will know and see that abandoning God your God is evil and bitter.

The entire Haftarah is a harsh critique of Israel by the prophet
Yirmiyahu (Jeremiah). The first passage is a historical review,
condemning the Jews in Egypt, priests, kings and false prophets (2:4–9).
The present generation is then admonished as being worse than the idolworshiping nations (10-13), thus bringing judgments upon themselves
(14-19), and they are rebuked for disloyalty (20-28). Ashkenazic tradition
concludes with a hint of forthcoming repentance (3:4), whereas Chabad

and Sefardic tradition conclude with a more explicit expression of return
and Divine pardon (4:1-2).

 r¨ Q¥r X§ ³h T§ —Your evil will chastise you. Based on this verse, the
19. Q¥, g
Ba’al Shem Tov taught that when you see evil in another person, you are
actually seeing the evil in yourself. It is merely as if you are looking in a
mirror (Me’or Einayim, Parshas Chukas; Likutei Sichos vol. 7, p. 18).
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Fear of Me was not upon you,” says the Almighty God
of Hosts.
20
“For (I have helped you since) long ago. I broke off
the yoke (of the nations) that was on you and severed
your bonds. You said, ‘I will not transgress,’ but on every
lofty hill and under every leafy tree, you wander
(disloyally) like a harlot. 21 I planted you a good vine
stock—(Avraham, Yitzchak and Ya’akov who were) all
true seed—so how have you turned yourself into a
foreign vine to Me? 22 Even if you wash with carbonate of soda and use much soap (by giving charity
publicly), your (private) sin is still a stain before Me,”
says God Almighty.
23
“How could you (possibly) say, ‘I have not been
defiled; I have not gone after the deities of Ba’al’? Look
at what you have done in the valley (when you
worshiped Ba’al)! Think about what you have done, you
swift young she-camel, clinging to her ways. 24 (You are
like) a wild donkey accustomed to the desert, that (runs
around) whenever she wants drawing the wind (into her
mouth as she runs fast; like a donkey that seems) pained
(to stay in one place), can anybody make her go back
again? All who seek (to catch) her will not grow weary;
in her (last) month (of pregnancy, she will move slowly
and) they will find her. (Likewise, the Jewish people are
heavy with sins, and are easily caught by their enemies.)
25
“You thought of correcting your deeds to) prevent
your foot from going barefoot and your throat from thirst
(in the exile). But you said, ‘I give up hope (of serving
God). No, for I love strange (gods), and I will follow
them.’
26
“The house of Israel—the (common folk), their
kings, their princes, their priests (of idol worship), and
their prophets (of the deity Ba’al)—have been ashamed
(before the nations) with the shame of a thief when he is caught (for after being established as servants of God, they went and
worshiped idols). 27 They say to the wood, ‘You are my father,’ and to the stone, ‘You gave birth to us,’ for they turned their
back to me and not their face. Then, at the time of their misfortune they say, ‘Come and save us!’ 28 Where, then, are your
gods that you have made for yourself? Let them come, if they are able, to save you at the time of your misfortune! For you
had as many gods as cities, O Yehudah (so can’t any of them help you?)

iYx´a© W mº¨lFr«n i´¦M k :zF`¨« a§v d−eŸdi i¬ p Ÿc`Îm«`p Ki½©l`
[‡k cear`] xF ®a¡r«` `´÷ i−xn`ŸY« e Ki½z
 FxqF nÆ« iYwÆY
 p KÀN¥ rª
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Ep½Yc¦li Y´` Æ o¤aÆ`¨le dYÀ` i¦a´` u¹¥r¨l miÆxnŸ`« fk
Æ mzr¨ x« z³ r¥ §aE mi® p¨t `´÷e sxŸ −r i²l© ` E¬p¨tÎi«¦M [‡k ipzcli]
x´W
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Ashkenazic communities recite a further verse and then conclude. Chabad and Sefardic communities continue below:

sE¬N` i®¦a` i−¦l

z`¬x w dYr©½ n
 `F´ld
:dY`
« i−x rª p

['k iz`xw]

c

b

3:4

Will you not from now call Me “My Father! You are
the master of my youth!”

Chabad and Sefardic communities continue here:

aE ®WY i−©l` d² e ŸdiÎm«`p | l`
 ¯ xUi aEÆWYÎm`

`

c

4:1

“If you return, O Israel (and confess your sins),”

says God, “then you will (have) returned to me. If you

Æ Y§rÆ©A W p e

a

:cE«pz `¬÷e i−p¨Rn Li² v¤ ETW xi¯qYÎm`e

remove your detestable things from My Presence (in

Return
to God
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Jerusalem), you will not wander (in exile. 2 If) you will
F ²a Ekx¬ A¨ zde dw®  cv§ a
¦ E h´R¨ Wn§A z−n`¤«A
swear, ‘As God lives,’ (when promising to do) truth and
justice and righteousness (and not swear with My name
:El«¨Ndzi F ¬aE m−iFB
to do falsehood, as you do now), then nations will bless
themselves (by wishing others that they should be) like
you, and they will praise (themselves, when they are successful, that they are) like you.”

d½ e d
Ÿ iÎig

On Rosh Chodesh Menachem Av many communities, including Chabad, add the following (Isaiah 66:1; ibid. 23-24; ibid 23):
66: 1

This is what God said: “The heaven is My throne,
i® ¨lbx mŸćd ux`
− d
 e i½`q¦M mi´n
 X
 d
 d½ eŸdi x´n` dŸMμ `
and the earth is My footstool, (so) what House could you
:i«zgE «pn mF −wn d¬ fÎi`e i½¦lÎEp§aY x´W` Æ ziÆa
© d¬ fÎi`
build (worthy) for Me, and what place (is worthy for) My
(Presence to) rest?”
`Fāi FY©® AW
 A
§ z−A
¨ W
 i¬C nE F½ WcgA
§ Æ Wcg
ÆŸ ÎiCn
« dÀ i d
 e bk
23
“It shall come to pass, that every first of the new
E ´`§v«ie ck :d« eŸdi x¬n` i− p¨t§l zŸe¬ g«YWd§l xŸ²y¨AÎl¨k
month, and every Shabbos, all flesh (even non-Jews)
Rosh
shall
come
to
worship
before
Me
(in
the
holy
Temple),”
Chodesh
`´÷ mºY§r©lFz« i´M
¦ i®A
¦ mi−r¦ WŸR« d mi½Wp`«d Æ ixb¦t§A E½`xe
says God. 24 The (non-Jews) shall go out (of Jerusalem,
to the valley of Yehoshafat), and look upon the corpses
¤ k
§ z `´÷ Æ mX`e zEÀnz
:xŸ«y¨AÎl¨k§l oF`− xc« E¬id
 e d½A
of the men (of Gog and Magog) who have rebelled
`Fāi FY©® AW
 A
§ z− ¨AW i¬CnE F½Wcg§AÆ Wcg
ÆŸ ÎiCn
« dÀ i d
 e bk
against Me, for the worms (that eat them) will not die,
and the fire (that burns them) shall not be extinguished.
:d«eŸdi x¬n` i− p¨t§l zŸe¬ g«YWd§l xŸ²y¨AÎl¨k
They shall be a (symbol of) disgrace to all flesh—(nonJews, who come to the holy Temple).”
23
“It shall come to pass, that every new moon, and every Shabbos, shall all flesh come to worship before Me,” says God.

[
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(I Samuel 20:18-42)

Y

onasan said to (David), “Tomorrow is the (first
of the) new month. You shall be missed,
because your seat will be empty. 19 For three (days) you
should go down (and hide yourself) well. Come to the
place where you hid on the day of the incident (when
the King swore to me not to kill you), and sit by the
traveler’s (marker) stone.
20
“I will shoot three arrows to the side, as though I shot
at a target. 21 Then, I will send a lad (saying to him), ‘Go,
find the arrows.’ If I say to the lad, ‘look!—the arrows
20:18

The Plan

k

H AFTARAH

OF

E REV R OSH C HODESH

This Haftarah mentions the eve of Rosh Chodesh: “Tomorrow is the
(first of the) new month” (20:18). At first glance, this connection appears
to be somewhat tenuous, as the remaining narrative of the Haftarah is
not connected with the theme of Erev Rosh Chodesh. Why should this be
more pertinent than reading the Haftarah connected with the weekly
Parsha? Chasidic thought explains that the renewal of the moon signifies
redemption, and therefore, by logical extension, the eve of the new moon
(Erev Rosh Chodesh) represents the work carried out during exile in order
to bring the redemption. Being that this is the underlying significance of

c w− R
¨ i i¬M
¦ Y
½ cw§tÆpe WcŸ ®g x´ gn o−zpFd« i F ¬lÎxn`ŸI« e gi k
mF½wOdÎl` Æ z
 `¨aE cŸ`
½ n c´x Y
 Æ YW©NWe hi :L«a
¤ W
 Fn«
l¤v−` ½Y§aẂie dŸ®y£r«O«d mF´I§A m−X Yx¬YqpÎxW`
d® x F` d´C v¦ mi−S¦ g«d
 zW ¬÷W i¾p`«e k :lf«`d o¤a¬`d
K−¥l x©r½PdÎz` ǵ©lW` Æ dPde `k :d«xHn§l i−¦lÎg«©N«W§l
d¬ P d x©r¹P©l xÆnŸ` Á xŸn`Îm ` mi®¦S g«dÎz` `´ ¨v n
all our activities, it was considered a sufficiently important replacement
for the Haftarah of the week (Hisvaduyos 5711, vol. 2, p. 50, 56).
The Haftarah describes a climactic moment in the rift between David
and Sha’ul, which arose from David’s successful military career. Sha’ul,
who was king at the time, perceived David as a rebel that needed to be
eliminated. Fearing for his life, David seeks the assistance of Yonasan, the
king's son, who was David’s passionate admirer, but Yonasan finds the
conspiracy theory difficult to believe. In order to verify his suspicions,
David suggests a plan: he will disappear for three days to test the king’s
reaction, which would then be reported to David by Yonasan with a
secret sign.
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The Haftarah opens as Yonasan reviews David’s plan and confirms
a secret sign to be enacted by shooting arrows and instructing certain
phrases to his servant (20:18-23). Initially, the king appears indifferent
to David’s absence (24-28), but on the second day he becomes
furious with Yonasan and states that David “deserves death” (29-34).
So, the next morning, Yonasan goes out to the field and communicates
their pre-arranged sign by shooting arrows, and sends his servant home

are on this side of you,’ then you should take them and
return, for it is safe for you, and there is no (dangerous)
thing (looming. I swear this) as God lives.
22
“But if I say this to the young man, ‘Behold, the arrows
are beyond you,’ then go, because God has sent you.
23
“This matter of which you and I have spoken,
behold!—God is (a witness) between me and you forever.”
24
David hid himself in the field. When the (first of the
new) month came, the King sat down to eat the meal.
25
The King sat at his seat, as usual, on a seat by the wall.
Yonasan stood up so that Avner could sit at Sha’ul’s
side. David’s place was empty. 26 Nevertheless Sha’ul
said nothing on that day, for he thought, “(He had) a
(nocturnal) accident. He is not ritually pure. (He didn’t
come because) he has not been ritually purified.”
27
It came to pass on the next day, which was the
second day of the month, that David’s place was empty.
Sha’ul said to Yonasan his son, “Why didn’t the son of
Yishai come to the meal, neither yesterday, nor today?”
28
Yonasan answered Sha’ul, “David asked me
permission to go to Beis Lechem. 29 He said, ‘Please let
me go, because our family (is offering) sacrifice(s today)
in the city and my (oldest) brother (Eliav) has instructed
me (to be there). Now, if I have found favor in your eyes,
please excuse me (from the King’s duties) to see my
brothers.’ Therefore he has not come to the King’s table.”
30
Sha’ul became furious with Yonasan, and he said to
him, “You are the son of a sinful and rebellious woman!
Do I not know that you have chosen the son of Yishai
(for the monarchy) to your own shame, and to the
shame of your mother’s nakedness (for the fact that you
prefer that my enemy will lead people to suspect that
you are not my son)? 31 For as long as the son of Yishai
lives on the earth, you shall not be established, nor your
Kingdom. Now (since you sent him away) send (for him)
and fetch him to me, for he deserves death.”
32
Yonasan answered Sha’ul, his father, and said to
him, “Why should he be killed? What has he done?”
33
Sha’ul raised a spear to strike him. Yonasan realized
that his father was determined to slay David.
34
Yonasan rose from the table in fierce anger. He ate
no food on the second day of the new moon, for he was
upset for David, and his father had put him to shame (by
insulting and threatening him).
35
In the morning, that Yonasan went out to the field to
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(35-40). David then comes out of hiding, and they part amid tears,
swearing an oath “between my descendants and your descendants
forever’” (41-42).
21. wudu W§ N ¦ n ohM ¦j©v—The arrows are on this side of you, etc. When
arrows are shot from a bow, the more the bow is extended backwards,
the further the arrows will reach. This is a metaphor for the spiritual
accomplishments of exile: The more the Jewish people “extend
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the appointed place (he had arranged) with David, and
a young lad was with him. 36 He said to his lad, “Run!
Find now the arrows which I shoot.” As the lad ran (for
the first arrow), he shot an arrow beyond him.
37
When the lad came to the place of the (first) arrow
which Yonasan had shot, Yonasan called out after the
lad and said, “Isn’t the (last) arrow beyond you?”
38
Yonasan called out after the lad, “Go quickly! Hurry
(after the second arrow). Don’t stay (by the first)!”
Yonasan’s lad gathered up (both) the arrows, and
came to his master. 39 The lad knew nothing (about the
sign). Only Yonasan and David knew the matter.
40
Yonasan gave his bow and arrows to his lad, and
said to him,“Go and carry them to the city.” 41 As soon
as the lad had gone (towards the city), David
(understood that it was safe and) stood up from near the
south (side of the stone). He fell on his face to the
ground, and prostrated himself three times. They kissed
one another, and wept with one another, until David
(wept) greatly (more than Yonasan).
42
Yonasan said to David, “Go in peace, as both of us
have sworn in the name of God, saying, ‘God be (a
witness) between me and you, and between my
descendants and your descendants forever.’”
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S HABBOS R OSH C HODESH / yceg y`x zay [
(Isaiah 66:1-24, ibid. 23)
The Maftir reading for Shabbos Rosh Chodesh is on page 322. (Bamidbar 28:9-15)

God is
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throne, and the earth is My footstool, (so) what

house could you build (worthy) for Me, and what place

themselves” to deal with the physical world in the most difficult of
circumstances, the greater and more “far reaching” is the spiritual
accomplishment. David wanted to know if these accomplishments had
already been completed, heralding the time of redemption. So Yonasan
told him that if “the arrows are on this side of you,” i.e. if the task of exile,
represented by the arrows, is complete, “then you should take them and
return, for it is safe for you,” i.e. the time of redemption has arrived. But
if the arrows are beyond you,” then there is still much work to be done in
exile. But do not be afraid to continue this work, “because God has sent
you” (Hisvaduyos ibid.).
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This Haftarah mentions the sacrificial worship that will occur every new
month (Rosh Chodesh) after the ingathering of the exiles. The Haftarah
was addressed by the prophet Yeshayah (Isaiah) to the Jewish people in
Babylon after the exile, at the end of the 6th century B.C.E.

mF −wn d¬ fÎi`e i½¦lÎEp§aY x´ W` Æ ziÆa
© d¬ fÎi` i® ¨lbx
The Haftarah opens with God’s proclamation of omnipresence and the
insufficiency of one House to contain Him (66:1). God will turn His
attention to those that fear Him (2), and all types of insincere worship are
abhorred by Him (3-4). Those who fear God will ultimately be joyous,
but those who hate and ostracize God’s servants will be chastised by a
“voice from the Temple” (5-6). Tziyon’s (Zion’s) deliverance is compared
to that of a mother who gives birth without pain (7-9), and the rejoicing
at Jerusalem’s rebuilding is depicted (10-14). All enemies and idolworshipers will be punished (15-18) and the nations that remain will
come to Tziyon, bringing the Jewish people along with them (19-20).
New priests will be appointed, and all mankind will worship God (21-23).
The rebels’ corpses will remain in the valley of Yehoshafat as an ominous
reminder to all mankind (24; verse 23 is then repeated so as to finish on
a positive note).
1. h k ± d © r o« s £ v .¤r¨t ¨v±u h¦ t § x F o°h©n ¨ ©v—The heaven is My throne, and
the earth is My footstool. According to Chasidic thought, the various
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(is worthy for) My (Presence to) rest? 2 My hand has
made all these things (Heaven and earth), and
(therefore) all these things came into being,” says God.
“But (even though I am so exalted), to this I will pay
attention: to he who is poor and of a contrite spirit, and
trembles at My word. 3 “However, he who kills an ox
(offering his sacrifice without trembling at My word) it is
as if he slew a man. He who sacrifices a lamb (without
trembling), is as if he cut off a dog’s neck. He who offers
a meal-offering (without trembling), is as if he offered
swine’s blood. He who burns incense (without
trembling), is as if he blessed an idol. He who offers up
frankincense (without trembling) is as if he offered an
inappropriate gift. They have chosen their own ways,
and their soul delights in their abominations. 4 So too I
will choose to mock them, and will bring their fears
upon them, because when I called (to them through the
prophets), none answered. When I spoke, they did not
listen. They did evil before My eyes, and chose what I
did not desire.”
5
“Hear the word of God, you who tremble at His
word! Your (wicked) brothers who hate you and who
ostracize you say, ‘(I am so great that) God is glorified
because of my name!’ (But in truth) we shall see your
joy and they shall be shamed. 6 (Then there will be) a
voice of rumbling from the city (of Tziyon), a voice from
the Temple, the voice of God rendering recompense to
his enemies (Gog and Magog).”
7
“Before she (Tziyon) feels labor pains she will give
birth. Before her labor pain will come, she will be
delivered a son. 8 Who has heard such a thing? Who has
seen such a thing? Has a land gone through its labor in
one day? Has a nation been born all at once, for Tziyon
labored and gave birth to her children? 9 Shall I bring to
the birthstool, and not cause her to give birth?” says
God. “Shall I, who cause birth, hold back?” says your
God.
10
“Rejoice with Jerusalem, and be glad with her, all
you who love her (to see her rebuilt). Rejoice for joy
with her, all you who mourn for her (in her destruction),
11
so that you may (be rewarded to) nurse, and be satisfied with the breasts of her consolations. That you may drink deeply,
and be delighted with the abundance of her glory. 12 For this is what God says: ‘Behold, I will extend peace to her like a river,
and the wealth of the nations (will rush to her) like a flowing stream. (You who mourned for her) shall (be rewarded) to draw
(effortlessly from) the wealth of the nations. You shall be (honored by the nations, like a baby who is) carried on (its mother’s)
sides, and dandled on her knees. 13 Like one whom his mother comforts, so will I comfort you, and you shall be comforted in
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gradations of the human soul can be divided into three broad categories:
a.) Internal. Those powers which rest within the body and interact with it.
These parts of the soul give life to the body and control its intellectual and
emotional activity. b.) External. The aura (makif) of the soul which
surrounds the body and ordinarily has no direct contact with it.
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God hates
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will be
judged
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Jerusalem
will rejoice

On occasion, however, one can draw from these energies of the soul in
order to break free from existing limitations in one’s life.
c.) Essence. Then there is the very essence of the soul which is not
limited to being inside or outside the body. The route to access the soul’s
essence is through humility, simplicity and sincere dedication.
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Jerusalem (for your suffering). 14 When you see
`W´C M
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¤ izF n§« v©re m½¤k§A¦l U´ UeÆ mzi`xE ci :En«gpY
(Jerusalem rebuilt), your heart will rejoice, and (the
m−©rf e ei½c¨a£rÎz` Æ deŸd iÎci d³¨r cF «p e dp g®x§t z
health of) your bones will (be strengthened) like
flourishing grass. The (mighty) Hand of God will be
¨ iŸ`Îz
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known to His servants, and His anger toward His
enemies.
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For, behold, God will come with fire (to destroy the
EA− xe xŸ®y¨AÎl¨MÎz` FA− xg§aE h½¨RWp d́ed
Ÿ iÆ W`¨a i³¦M fh
armies of Gog and Magog), and with His chariots like a
storm to repay (His enemies) with fury. His rebuke (will
zFÀ PBdÎl` mi¹xd«H«Ode miÆ WCwzOd fi :d« e d
Ÿ i i¬ ¥l§l«g
be) with flames of fire. 16 For by fire God will execute
uwX
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judgment, and by His sword upon all flesh. The slain by
God will be many.”
Æ mdiU£r«n iÀ¦kŸp«`e gi :d« eŸdiÎm`p Et−qi e¬Cgi x® ¨A§k©r«de
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“Those who prepare and purify themselves (to go)
zF®pŸW§Nde m−iFBdÎl¨MÎz` u¬ ¥Aw§l d¾`
 A
¨ m½d
 izŸáWgnE
to the gardens (of idolatry, one group) after another (to
worship the idol) in the center (of the garden); those
i´Yg©NWe zFÀ` m¹d¨a iÆYnŸye hi :i«cFa§MÎz` E ¬`xe E`− ¨aE
who eat swine’s flesh, abominable creatures, and mice—
they will all perish together,” says God. 18 “I (know) their
i¥kWn¬Ÿ cE²le lE ¬R WiÆWxY mºiFBdÎl«` miÂhi¥l§RÂ | m´ d
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works and their thoughts. (The time) has come, that
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I will gather all nations and tongues, and they shall come
19
and see My glory. I will scar them, but from them I will
i−cFa§MÎz` Eci¬ Bde i½cFa§MÎz` E ´`xÎ` «÷eÆ i¦rnWÎz`
let survivors escape to the nations, to Tarshish, Pul, and
| ḿiFBdÎl¨Mn ḿ¤kig`Îl¨MÎz` E`i´¦ade k :m«iFB©A
Lud, the archers, to Tuval, and Yavan, to far off islands,
that have not heard My fame, nor have they seen My
mi¹cxR
§ a
© E miÆA
¦ S© a
© E a¤kÂ xa
¨ ÂE mi¿qEQ©A d¿ eŸdi«©l | d´ gpn
glory. They shall declare My glory among the nations.
20
They will (then) bring all your brothers from all
d® eŸdi x´n` ¦m−©lWEx« i i²Wcw x¬d l´ ©r zFÀx¨Mx¦M©aE
nations as an offering to God, on horses, in chariots, in
§ A
¦ d² gpOdÎz` l`
 ¯ xŸyi iÆ p§a Á E`i¦Áai x´ W`«©M
xF −dh i¬l¦ k
covered wagons, on mules and with songs and dances to
My holy mountain in Jerusalem,” says God, “just as
x¬n` m−Ie§l«©l mi¬ pdŸM« ©l g T²  ` m¬ dnÎmbe `k :d« e d
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¥
(respectfully as) the people of Israel bring an offering in
uxÆ`de miÂWcg£ «dÂ mi´nXd x´ W`«©k i´¦M ak :d« eŸdi
a pure utensil to the House of God.
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From them too I will take to be priests and Levites
o² M¥ d® eŸdiÎm«`p i− p¨t§l mi¬cnŸ «r dŸ² yŸr i¬ p` xÆ W
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(even though they will have forgotten their lineage),”
F½Wcg§A Æ Wcg
ÆŸ ÎiCn
« dÀ i d
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says God. 22 “For just as the new heavens and the new
earth, which I will make (in those days), shall remain
i− p¨t§l zŸe¬ g«YWd§l xŸ² y¨AÎl¨k `Fāi FY©® AW
 A
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before Me, says God, so shall your descendants and
your name remain (forever).”
mi−¦rWR«Ÿ d mi½Wp`«dÆ ixb¦t§A E½`xe E ´`§v«ie ck :d« eŸdi x¬n`
23
“It will then be, that every (first of the) new month,
E¬id
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and every Shabbos, all mankind shall come to worship
24
before Me (in the holy Temple),” says God. The (nonJews) shall go out (of Jerusalem, to the valley of Yehoshafat), and look upon the corpses of the men (of Gog and Magog) who
have rebelled against Me, for the worms (that eat them) will not die, and the fire (that burns them) shall not be extinguished.

These three levels of the soul are alluded to in the opening of the
Haftarah. “The heavens” and “earth” allude to Torah and mitzvos
respectively (because Torah was given from Heaven, and the mitzvos are
performed with physical objects here on earth), i.e. things which are
observed in everyday life with the normal faculties of the soul found in
the body. The “house” mentioned by the verse alludes to the soul powers
which encompass the body, just as a house encompasses a person. While
these powers are indeed impressive, scripture nevertheless bemoans their
insufficiency (“What house could you build (worthy) for Me?”), because
the most profound form of Divine service comes from the essence of the

soul. And this essence is reached through humility: “To this I will pay
attention: to he who is poor and of a contrite spirit, and trembles at My
word” (v. 2).
This explanation adds further significance to the reading of this passage
on Rosh Chodesh (new moon). For just as the disappearance of the
moon and its re-emergence as a miniscule point is the key to its later
growth, likewise it is the path of humility and self-renunciation which
reaches the essence of the soul, bringing the person to a genuine spiritual
rebirth (Sefer Hama’amarim Melukat vol. 3, p. 133).
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They shall be a (symbol of) disgrace to all mankind.”
23

“It will then be, that every (first of the) new month,

and every Shabbos, all flesh shall come to worship
before Me,” says God.

If Sunday is also Rosh Chodesh, Chabad communities add
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(I Samuel 20:18,42):

20:18

Yonasan said to (David), “Tomorrow is the (first of
the) new month. You shall be missed, because your seat
will be empty.
42
Yonasan said to David, “Go in peace, as both of us
have sworn in the name of God, saying, ‘God be (a
witness) between me and you, and between my
descendants and your descendants forever.’”

S HABBOS R OSH C HODESH / ycg y`x zayl xihtn

[

(Bamidbar 28:9-15)

d´l¨ El§A Æ dgpn z¤lŸ ³q oFÀxV¦r oŸx́V¦re bi :c«g`«d li−`¨l on½X©a
mÀdi¥Mqpe ci :d«eŸdi«©l d−X` gŸ½gip gi´xÆ d¨lŸr c®g`«d U¤a−¤M©l on½X©a
oi²dd z¬r¦ i¦axE liÀ`
 l¨ oi´dd z¯Wi¦lWE x¹R
¨ l© dÆidi Á oidd i´v¦ g

xiÆ¦rUE eh :d«pXd i−Wcg§l F½Wcg§A Æ Wcg
ÆŸ z¬l© Ÿr z`Ÿ´f oi® i U¤a−¤M©l
q :FM« qpe d−U¨r« i ci²nYd
 z¯©lŸrÎl©r d® e Ÿdi«©l z`−Hg§l c² g` mi¬ G¦r
Haftarah is on page 319.
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on the Tur. He was also the author of the Shulchan Aruch
and Kesef Mishneh, a commentary on Rambam’s code.
Bereishis Rabah — The section of Midrash Rabah on the Book of
Genesis. (See “Midrash Rabah”)
Bi’ur HaGra — Commentary to Shulchan Aruch by the Vilna
Ga’on (See: Vilna Ga’on).

Bach — Acronym for “Bayis Chadash,” a legal commentary on the
Tur by R’ Yoel Sirkis (c. 1561-1640).

Biuray Maharay — Commentary to the Torah by R’ Yisra’el
Isserlein (c.1390-1460), German halachist, author of
Sha’alos v’Teshuvos Terumas Hadeshen. First printed in
Venice in 1419.

Bahag — Acronym for Ba’al Halachos Gedolos, lit., “Master of
Great Laws,” an early halachic compendium by either Rabbi
Shimon Kiara, Rabbi Yom Tov Elem, or Rabbi Yehuda’i
Gaon (8th cent.).

Chacham Tzvi — Responsa by R’ Tzvi Ashkenazi of Amsterdam
(1660-1718).

Bachaye — Rabbi Bachaye ben Asher (1263-1340) of Saragosa,
Spain. Author of a popular Torah commentary which
incorporates
literal,
allegorical
and
kabbalistic
interpretations, often cited in Chassidic discourses.
Bamidbar Rabah — The section of Midrash Rabah on the Book of
Numbers. (See “Midrash Rabah”)
Bartenura — Rabeinu Ovadiah, Italy (1445-1515), author of Amar
Nekei, a supercommentary on Rashi’s commentary to the
Torah. Author of classic commentary to the Mishnah,
printed in most editions.
Bava Basra — Talmudic tractate in Order of Nezikin (Damages).
Bava Kama — Talmudic tractate in Order of Nezikin (Damages).

Chelkas Mechokaik— Primary commentary to the Even Ha’ezer
section of Shulchan Aruch by Reb Moshe Lima of Vilna
(17th cent.).
Chiddushei Aggados — See Maharsha.
Chizkuni — Commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Chezkiyah ben
Manoach, who lived in the thirteenth century, in Provence.
Da’as Zekeinim — Commentary to the Torah by the Tosafists of
France and Germany, circa. 1100-1300. Edited by Rabbi
Yehudah ben Eliezer and first printed in 1783.
Degel Machaneh Efrayim — Important chassidic commentary to
the Torah, based strongly on the teachings of the Ba’al Shem
Tov, by Rabbi Moshe Chaim Efraim of Sidlikov (1748-1800),
a grandson of the Ba’al Shem Tov. Published in Koretz.

Bava Metzia — Talmudic tractate in Order of Nezikin (Damages).
Bechor Shor — R’ Yosef Bechor Shor (c.1140-1190). Talmudist of
the school of the Tosafists who lived in Northern France. A
disciple of Rabeinu Tam and a direct descendant of Yosef
Hatzadik.

Devarim Rabah — The section of Midrash Rabah on the Book of
Deuteronomy. (See “Midrash Rabah”)
Devek Tov — Commentary on Rashi by Rabbi Shimon Oshenburg
Halevi of Frankfurt, 16th century.
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Derech Mitzvosecha — Compendium of fundamental Chasidic
discourses on many mitzvos of the Torah by the third
Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel of Lubavitch
(the “Tzemach Tzedek”).
Also known as “Ta'amei
Hamitzvos.” First published in 1911, in Poltova Ukraine.
Divrei David — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary on the
Torah by Rabbi David ben Shmuel HaLevi (1586-1667),
author of Taz, a major commentary on the Shulchan Aruch.
Drashos Haran — Fundamental discourses by Rabbi Nissim of
Gerona, Spain (14th century). See: Ran.
Eitz Yosef — Commentary to Ein Ya’akov, the homiletic passages
of the Talmud, by Rabbi Chanoch Zundel (d. 1867).
Emunos v’Deos — Classic philosophical work written by Sa’adiah
Ga’on, discussing the basic foundations of Judaism. First
published in Constantinople in 1562. (See: Sa’adiah Ga’on)
Epistle to Yemen — Letter written by the Rambam in 1172 to the
Jews of Yemen who were suffering from a fanatical Muslim
movement that threatened the existence of their community.
Gur Aryeh — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary on the
Torah by the Maharal of Prague, Rabbi Yehudah Loewe,
(1512-1609), Chief Rabbi in Moravia, Posen, and Prague.
Author of numerous works in all fields of Torah. He was a
descendant of King David. All the Chabad Rebbeim are
descendants of the Maharal.
Hadar Zekeinim — Commentary to the Torah by the Tosafists of
France and Germany from around 1100-1300. First
published in 1840.
Har Tzvi — Responsa by Rabbi Tzvi Pesach Frank (1874-1960),
Rabbi of Jerusalem for many decades; active in establishing
the chief rabbinate of Israel.
Hatamim — Scholarly journal published by the Students’
Organization of the Lubavitcher Yeshivah in Warsaw. A total
of eight issues were printed, between 1935 and 1937.
Hayom Yom — Handbook of chasidic insights following the
calendar, compiled by the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi
Menachem Mendel Schneerson. First printed in 1942.
Ibn Ezra — R’ Avraham (1080-1164). Born in Spain, he was the
author of a classic commentary to Tanach, and was also a
prominent grammarian and poet.
Igeres Hateshuvah — Third section of Tanya, discussing the
concept of Teshuvah according to Talmudic and Kabbalistic
sources (see Tanya).
Ikarim — “Book of Principles” which stresses three fundamental
aspects of Jewish belief – faith in G-d, Torah from Sinai, and
reward and punishment – by R’ Yosef Albo (1380-1444) of
Spain.

Imray Shefer — Supercommentary to Rashi’s and Mizrachi’s
commentary on the Torah by R’ Nasan Nata Shapira
(d. 1577). First published in 1597.
Iyun Ya’akov — Commentary to the homiletic passages of the
Talmud by Rabbi Ya’akov Back Reischer (1670-1733),
which appears in standard editions of Ein Ya’akov.
Kesef Mishneh — Commentary to Rambam’s Mishneh Torah by
R’ Yosef Caro, author of Shulchan Aruch.
Kli Yakar — Commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Shlomo Ephraim
Lunshitz (c.1550-1619), Rosh Yeshiva in Lemberg and
Rabbi of Prague.
Kuzari — Important work on Jewish Philosophy by Rabbi Yehuda
Halevi (1074-1141) written in the form of a dialogue
between the King of the Khazars and a Jewish scholar.
Levush Ha’ohrah — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary on
the Torah by Rabbi Mordechai Yaffe (c. 1535-1612).
Commonly known as the “Levush” after the ten works he
wrote which contain that word within their names.
Likutei Torah – Fundamental chasidic discourses of Rabbi Shneur
Zalman of Liadi, author of the Shulchan Aruch Ha’Rav and
Tanya, on Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy.
Likutei Sichos — 39-volume work of the Lubavitcher Rebbe,
Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, analyzing all parts of
the Torah in an original manner and bringing them into
harmony with one another. Published by Va’ad Lehafatzas
Sichos (Kehos) from 1962 to 2001.
Magid Mishneh – Commentary to Rambam’s Mishneh Torah, by
Rabbi Vidal of Tolosa (c. 1360), printed in standard editions.
Maharik — Rabbi Yosef ben Shlomo Kolon (1420-1480) of France,
and later northern Italy. Author of classic responsa and
teacher of Rabbi Ovadiah of Bartenura. His commentary to
the Torah was first published in Jerusalem in 1970.
Maharsha — Acronym for Moreinu HaRav Shmuel Eliezer Halevi
Eidel’s of Ostroh, Poland (1555-1632), Rosh Yeshiva and
Rabbi in a number of the leading communities of Poland.
Author of important commentaries on the Talmud, divided
into halachic and Aggadic sections.
Maharshal — Acronym for Rabbi Shlomo ben Yechiel Luria (15101573), famed Talmudist, author of Yam Shel Shlomo,
Chochmas Shlomo, Yerios Shlomo, and other important
works.
Maharzu — Commentary to the Midrash Rabah by Rabbi Ze’ev
Wolf Einhorn (19th century). (See “Midrash Rabah”)
Malbim — Acronym for Meir Leibush ben Yechiel Michel (18091879), Rabbi in Germany, Romania, and Russia. Author of
popular Bible commentary which connects the Oral and
Written traditions.
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Maskil leDavid — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary on
the Torah by Rabbi David Pardo (1710-1792), Rabbi in
Sarajevo and Jerusalem, author of important commentaries
on Tosefta and Sifri. He was one of the leading Sephardic
Torah scholars of the eighteenth century.
Matnos Kehunah — Commentary on Midrash Rabbah by Rabbi
Yissachar Ber HaKohen (c.1520-1590), a student of the
Rama.
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Mikdash Melech — Commentary to the Zohar culled from the
works of R. Chaim Vital, R. Avraham Azulai, and their
students R. Yaakov Pinto, R. Yeshaya Cohen and R. Moshe
Zacutto.
Minchah Belulah — Commentary to the Torah by R’ Avraham
Menachem Rapaport (c. 1540-1604), Italian Torah scholar,
doctor and grammarian.

Mechilta — Halachic Midrash of the Tannaic period to the Book of
Exodus.

Minchas Chinuch — Scholarly supercommentary to Sefer
haChinuch by Rabbi Yosef Babad (1800-1875), Rabbi of
Tarnipol, Poland.

Megaleh Amukos — 252 explanations of Moshe’s Prayer in
Parshas Vaeschanan and 1000 explanations on the small alef
in the first word of Vayikra, according to Kabbalah, by
R’ Noson Noteh Shapiro. First printed in Cracow in 1637.

Mishnah — Fundamental collection of the legal pronouncements
and discussion of the Tanna’im, edited by Rabbi Yehuda
haNassi early in the third century. The Mishnah is the basic
text of the Oral Law.

Megilas Esther — Scholarly commentary to Sefer haMitzvos
defending the Rambam against attacks from the Ramban, by
Rabbi Yitzchok Lioven. First published in Venice in 1591.

Mishneh Torah — 14-volume halachic code by Rambam
(Maimonides) encompassing all the laws found in the
Talmud.

Me’or Einayim — Chasidic commentary to the Torah by Rabbi
Menachem Nachum of Chernobyl (1730-1797), a student of
the Baal Shem Tov and the Maggid of Mezritch. First
published in Slavita, 1798.
Meiri — Extensive Commentary to the Talmud by R’ Menachem
HaMeiri (c. 1249-c. 1306).

Mitteler Rebbe — Rabbi Dov Ber Schneuri (1773-1827), son of
Rabbi Schneur Zalman of Liadi; second Lubavitcher Rebbe.
Mizrachi — Exhaustive supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary
on the Torah by Rabbi Eliyahu Mizrachi (1450-1525) of
Constantinople, Chief Rabbi of the Turkish Empire.
Moreh Nevuchim — “Guide for the Perplexed” by Maimonides.

Metzudos — Commentary to the Prophets and Writings, consisting
of two parts, Metzudas Tziyon, which explains the meaning
of individual words, and Metzudos David, a running
commentary to the text. Initial manuscripts of the
commentary were authored by Rabbi David Altschuler, and
published shortly before his passing in 1753. The
commentary was edited and completed by his son, Rabbi
Yechiel Hillel, and published in 1780. The commentary has
attained great popularity for being concise and
comprehensive.

Moshav Zekeinim — Anthology of comments of about 130
different sources, the majority of whom are Tosafists of
France and Germany, circa. 1100-1300. First printed in
1959.

Midrash — Aggadic and Halachic teachings of the Talmudic period
arranged according to the verses of the Torah.

Noda Biyehudah — Halachic Responsa of Rabbi Ezekiel Landau,
(1713-1793) Chief Rabbi of Prague.

Midrash Hagadol — Midrashic anthology arranged by R’ David
al-Adeni of South Arabia (13th century). Many Midrashic
teachings which were lost throughout the course of time
have been preserved in this work. First printed in 1967 in
Jerusalem.

Ohr haChayim — Commentary on the Torah by Talmudic and
Kabalist scholar Rabbi Chaim ben Attar (1696-1743).

Midrash Lekach Tov — (also known as Pesikta Zutrasa). Midrashic
anthology arranged by R’ Toviah Hagadol (1036-1108) of
Greece and Bulgaria.
Midrash Rabah — A major collection of homilies and commentaries on the Torah, ascribed to R’ Oshiah Rabah (c. 3rd
century), perhaps assembled during the early Geonic period.
First printed in Constantinople 1512.

Nachalas Ya’akov — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary
on the Torah by Rabbi Ya’akov Yekl Solnick. First published
in Cracow in 1642.
Nimukei Yosef — Halachic commentary on Sefer Hahalachos (of
the Rif), by R’ Yosef Chaviva of Spain (14-15th centuries).

Ohr haTorah — Extensive exposition of Chabad chasidic thought
by the third Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel
(the Tzemach Tzedek, 1789-1866). Printed in New York
between 1951 and 1983 in 48 volumes.
Ohr Torah — Anthology of Chasidic commentaries by Rabbi
Dovber, the Maggid of Mezritch (d. 1773). First published in
Koretz in 1781.
Orach Chayim — One of the four sections of the Tur and Shulchan
Aruch, dealing with laws that follow a time cycle.
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Onkelos — Proselyte (c. 90 C.E.) who reinstated a forgotten,
authoritative translation of the Torah into Aramaic, which
was read alongside the Torah in Talmudic times to assist the
congregation in understanding the Torah reading.

Ramban — “Nachmanides” (1194-1270), Acronym for Rabbi
Moshe ben Nachman of Gerona, Spain, one of the leading
Torah scholars of the Middle Ages; author of major
commentary to the Torah and numerous other works.

Pane’ach Raza — Commentary to the Torah by R’ Yitzchak ben
Yehudah Halevi of France, 13th century. First printed in
Prague in 1607.

Ran — Acronym for Rabbenu Nissim (1308-1376). Authored an
important commentary to the Talmud, published in most
major editions.

Parashas Derachim — Treatises by Rabbi Yehudah Rozanes
(1657-1727) of Constantinople, Turkey, author of Mishneh
Lemelech, a major commentary to Rambam’s Mishneh
Torah.

Rashbam — Acronym for Rabbi Shmuel ben Meir, Talmud and
Torah Commentator, who supplemented Rashi’s (his
grandfather’s) commentary on the Talmud (c. 1085-1174).
Brother of Rabeinu Tam.

Pesachim — Tractate of Talmud in the Order of Moed (Festivals).

Rashi — Acronym for Rabbi Shlomo Yitzchaki (1040-1105), author
of basic commentary on the Bible and Talmud. According to
Chasidic tradition, his commentary to the Torah contains
allusions to kabalistic concepts.

Pesikta Rabasi — Compendium of teachings by Sages of the
Talmud, first published in Prague in 1653.
Pirkei d’Rabbi Eliezer — Midrashic work by the school of Eliezer
ben Hyrcanus (c. 100). First published in Constantinople in
1514.
Pnei Moshe — Running commentary to the Jerusalem Talmud, by
Rabbi Moshe Margulies of Amsterdam and Zamut. (17101781).
Rabeinu Chananel — (died c. 1056). Author of important
commentary to the Talmud, and commentary to the Torah.
Headed Yeshivah in Kairouan, North Africa.
Rabeinu Tam — Rabbi Yaakov ben Meir (1100-1171), his
Talmudic discourses served as the basis for the Tosfos
commentary to the Talmud. He often challenged Rashi’s
interpretations, offering original and brilliant insights.
Rabeinu Tam was also a successful wine merchant and
financier.
Radvaz — (c. 1480-1573) Acronym for Rabbi David ibn Zimra,
Chief Rabbi of Egypt. Author of a commentary to the
Rambam’s Mishneh Torah and extensive responsa.
Ralbag — “Gersonides,” acronym for Rabbi Levi ben Gershom
(1288-1344). Author of rationalistic commentary to the
Bible.
Ramak — R’ Moses Cordovero, Kabalist of 16th century Safed.
Student of R’ Yosef Caro. Author of numerous works,
including Pardes Rimonim, a classic work which explains
fundamental concepts of Kabalah.
Rambam — “Maimonides,” acronym for Rabbi Moshe ben
Maimon, (1135-1204) leading Torah scholar of the Middle
Ages. His major works are Sefer haMitzvos, Commentary to
the Mishnah, Mishneh Torah (Yad Hachazakah), a
comprehensive code of Jewish law, Moreh Nevuchim,
“Guide for the Perplexed,” a primary work of Jewish
philosophy.

Rema — R’ Moshe Isserles (1530-1572), Rav and Rosh Yeshiva of
Cracow. Author of many works. Most famous are his
Ashkenazic annotations to Rabbi Yosef Caro’s Shulchan
Aruch, which transformed this predominantly Sephardic
work into a universal Code of Jewish Law.
Ritvah — Acronym for R’ Yom Tov Ibn Asevili (1248-1330),
Talmudic Commentator and Halachist.
Riva — R’ Yehudah ben Eliezer. Authored commentary to the
Torah in 1313. First printed in Warsaw in 1776.
Rosh — Acronym for R’ Asher ben Yechiel, Talmudic commentator
and author of halachic compendium arranged on the
tractates of the Talmud (c. 1250-1327).
Sa’adiah Ga’on — (882-942) Author of works in many areas of
Torah, including the philosophical work, Emunos v’Deos.
Sanhedrin — Tractate of Talmud in Order of Nezikin (Damages).
S’dei Chemed — Extensive Halachic encyclopedia by R’ Chaim
Chizkiyahu Medini (1832-1904), Rav of Karasubazar in
Crimea, Russia, and later Chief Rabbi of Chevron in the
Land of Israel. Revised edition by the Lubavitcher Rebbe,
Rabbi Menachem M. Schneerson, New York, 1949-1953
(Kehos Publication Society).
Seder Hadoros — A chronology of events and personalities from
creation until 1696, based on rabbinic sources, by Rabbi
Yechiel Heilprin (1660-1746) Lithuanian Rabbi, Kabbalist,
and chronicler. First published in 1769.
Sefer Chasidim — Classical work of ethical and halachic
instruction by R’ Yehudah haChasid, (c. 1150-1217).
Sefer Ha’Agur — Halachic compendium by R. Yaakov ben
Yehuda Landa (Germany, fifteenth century), based primarily
on the Tur. Widely used as a source for halachic decisions
until the appearance of the Shulchan Aruch.
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Sefer haChinuch — Compendium of basic explanations on the
613 mitzvos by an unknown Spanish author among the
Rishonim of the 13th century.

Smag — Acronym for Sefer Mitzvos Gadol, an important
compendium of the 613 mitzvos by the Tosafist R’ Moshe
ben Ya’akov of Coucy (13th century).

Sefer haMa’amorim Melukat — Chasidic discourses of the
Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson,
in six volumes, published by Vaad Lehafatzas Sichos
(Kehos) between 1987 and 1992.

Talmud — Comprehensive term for the Mishnah and Gemara as
joined in the two compilations known as Babylonian Talmud
(6th century) and Jerusalem Talmud (5th century).

Sefer haMitzvos – Comprehensive list of the 613 mitzvos of the
Torah and their basic requirements, by Rambam.
Sefer haSichos — Public talks of the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi
Menachem Mendel Schneerson, from the years 1986-92.
Sefer haZikaron — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary to
the Torah, by R’ Avraham Bukrat Halevi (15th Century) of
Spain. First published in Leghorn in 1845.
Sforno — Commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Ovadiah Sforno of
Rome and Bologna, Italy (1470-1550).
Sha'ar haGemul — Short eschatological treatise of the Ramban
discussing reward and punishment. In this work the author
refutes Rambam’s assertion that the climax of Creation will
be a spiritual “soul world,” arguing instead that the
Resurrection of the Dead will be the ultimate era of perfection.
Shach al Hatorah — Abbreviation for Sifsei Kohein, a
commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Mordechai Hakohein,
incorporating numerous mystical interpretations and
gematrios. First published in 1610. (Not to be confused with Rabbi
Shabsai Hakohein of Cracow, author of Shach, a major commentary to the
Shulchan Aruch).

Shaloh — Acronym for Shnei Luchos Habris (“The two tablets of
the Covenant”), by Rabbi Yeshayah Hurwitz (1560-1630).
There is a tradition that the Tanya is significantly based on
the Shaloh.
Shemoneh Perakim — Philosophical treatise of Rambam,
discussing the ills and cures of man’s soul, prophecy, reward
and punishment, free will, and the rule of the “golden mean.”
Shemos Rabah — The section of Midrash Rabah on the Book of
Exodus. See “Midrash Rabah.”
Shitah Mekubetzes — Compilation of numerous medieval
commentaries to the Talmud by R’ Betzalel Ashkenazi (15201592).

Tanchuma — Aggadic Midrash on the Torah by Rabbi Tanchuma
bar Abba (4th cen.)
Tanna debey Eliyahu — A Midrash, consisting of two parts, whose
final redaction took place at the end of the tenth century of
the Common Era. The first part is called “Seder Eliyahu
Rabah” (31 chapters); the second, “Seder Eliyahu Zuta” (15
chapters).
Tanya — Primary chasidic text authored by Rabbi Shneur Zalman
of Liadi. (See: Alter Rebbe)
Targum Yonason — Elaborate Aramaic translation of the Torah by
Yonason ben Uziel, a disciple of Hillel.
Tiferes Yehonason — Commentary to the Torah by Rabbi
Yehonason Eybeshutz (d. 1764) of Prague, Metz and Altona.
Tikunei Zohar — Section of the Zohar discussing seventy
permutations of the first word of the Torah – Bereishis, and
commentaries on various other sections of Scripture.
Torah Shlaimah — Comprehensive encyclopedia of all Talmudic
and Midrashic commentaries on the Torah, with scholarly
notes and essays, by R’ Menachem Kasher (1895-1983).
This work is still being compiled and currently spans 47
volumes, covering the books of Bereishis-Bamidbar,
Megillos and Hagadah Shel Pesach.
Torah Temimah — Anthology of main Talmudic references to the
Torah, along with commentary, by Rabbi Baruch Epstein
(1860-1942), son of Rabbi Yechiel Michel Epstein, author of
Aruch Hashulchan.
Toras Ha’olah — A work discussing the measurements of the Holy
Temple and reasons for sacrifices according to philosophy by
Rema. (See: Rema)
Toras Kohanim — Halachic Midrash to the Book of Leviticus. Also
known as Sifra.

Sifri — Halachic Midrash on the books of Bamidbar and Devarim.

Toras Levi Yitzchak — Kabbalistic commentary to the Talmud by
Rabbi Levi Yitzchak Schneerson (1878-1944), Chief Rabbi
of the Ukranian city of Yekaterinoslav (Dnepropetrovsk)
from 1907-1939, and father of the Lubavitcher Rebbe,
Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson. First published in
New York in 1971.

Sifri debay Rav — Comprehensive commentary to Sifri by Rabbi
David Pardo (1710-1792), author of Maskil leDavid.

Tosfos — Talmudic commentary of the French, German and
English rabbis of the 12th and 13th centuries.

Sifsei Chachomim — Anthology of supercommentary to Rashi’s
commentary on the Torah by Rabbi Shabsai Bass (16411719). First published in 1712.

Tsafnas Pane’ach — Precedent setting commentary to the Torah
and Rambam’s Mishneh Torah which innovated a fresh,
deeply analytical approach to Talmudic study, by Rabbi

Shulchan Aruch — Universally accepted halachic code
encompassing all areas of practical halacha, by Rabbi Yosef
Caro (1488-1575).
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Yosef Rozin, Chief Rabbi of Dvinsk, known as the
Rogatchover Gaon (1858-1936).
He also authored
Responsa and a commentary on the Torah by the same
name. Likutei Sichos makes much use of the Rogatchover’s
methodology.
Tzemach Tzedek — Title of responsa authored by the third
Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel of Lubavitch
(1789-1866), after which he is usually referred to.
Tzror Hamor — Commentary to the Torah by R’ Avraham Saba
(15th century) of Portugal, and later Morocco.
Tur Ha’aruch — Second half of commentary to the Torah by Rabbi
Ya’akov Meir ben Asher (1268-1340), author of the Tur. (See
Ba’al Haturim)

Turei Even – Prodigious commentary to tractates Rosh Hashanah,
Chagigah, Taanis and Megilah by Rabbi Aryeh Leib of Metz,
author of Sha'agas Aryeh.
Tzeidah Laderech — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary
on the Torah by Rabbi Yissachar Ber Ailenberg. First printed
in Prague in 1623.
Vayikra Rabah — The section of Midrash Rabah on the Book of
Leviticus. (See “Midrash Rabah”)
Vilna Ga’on — R’ Eliyahu ben Shlomo of Vilna (1720-1797)
Lithuanian Talmudist, Kabalist, grammarian, and
mathematician.

Yad Malachi — Compendium of rules and principles on which
various major Rabbinic texts are based (including the
principles on which the Mishneh Torah is based) by
R’ Malachi ben R’ Yaakov haKohain, published in 1767.
Yefay To'ar — Major commentary on Midrash Rabah, by R’ Shmuel
Yaffa-Ashkenazi, Rabbi in Constantinople, 16th century.
Yalkut Re’uvaini — An anthology of Midrashic and Kabalistic
commentaries on the Torah, collected by Rabbi Avraham
Re’uvain Hakohain Katz of Prague (d. 1673).
Yalkut Shimoni — Comprehensive Midrashic anthology, covering
the entire Bible, attributed to Rabbi Shimon HaDarshan of
Frankfurt (13th century).
Yere’im — Halachic discussion of the mitzvos, by Tosafist R. Eliezer
ben R. Shmuel of Metz (France, twelfth century) a student of
Rabeinu Tam. First printed in condensed form in Venice, in
1565. Unabridged version published in 1892 in Vilna.
Yerios Shlomo — Supercommentary to Rashi’s commentary on
the Torah. (See: Maharshal)
Yoma — Tractate of Talmud in the Order of Mo’ed (Festivals).
Zohar — Basic text of Kabalah, compiled by Rabbi Shimon ben
Yochai and his disciples in the form of a commentary on the
Torah. First published in the late 13th century by Rabbi
Moshe de Leon (c.1250-1305), in Spain.
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